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STELA IN HONOUR OF AHENOPHIS III AND TAYA,
FROM TELL EL-‘A3rARNAH

By F. Ll. GRIFFITH

\Yith Plate I.

Our work auiongst the houses of Tell el-'Aiuarnah in the beginning of 1!J24 brought to

light several shrine-shaped or round-topped stelae (some of them very small and rude),

showing a king and queen, or king alone, seated before a stand with food etc. under the rays

of Aten. They are evidently relics of the loyalty and worship accorded by the people to the

divine king and his fltmily’, the king himself being subject oidy to the supreme Aten. The

finest of the stelae (found in a very large and important hou.se) is shown on the accompany-

ing plate made from one of Mr. Chaundy’s admirable photographs
;
instead of the reigning

king we here have the royal paront.s in a similar scene. The fragments were put together

by Mr. Young at the Ashrnoleaii Museum and the stela is now in the British Museum. The

description of it is as follows :

540. Shrine-shaped stela of limestone sculptured and painted, height 30 cm., width

of “ roof” 30 cm.

At the top is a row of uraei wearing disks with traces of blue and red paint, above a

cavetto comice, blue, red and 1 . Below this are traces of colour on the architrave and

from it hang numerous bunches of grapes, apparently blue on a red ground. The jambs

are decorated with bouquets of lotus flowers and buds with a loaf at the top which on the

right jamb leaves the grapes visible while mi the left it conceals them. In.side the shrine

at the top is seen the blue sky, below which is the sun's disk with uramis and '"nnkh, and

short radiating arms, one of the hand.s e.xtending “life” to Anieiiophis III and another to

Queen Taya seate<l by his side; a .small stand of offerings is on the right and a largo one

with meat, censer.s, garlands, papyrus and ears of corn before the king on the* left.

The representation of the king is noteworthy; the thick neck distinguishes him at

once from Akhenaten though the figure is treated in the usual Akhenaten style. He sits in

a rather weary and decrepit attitude with the head thrown forward, the right hand over

his knee. He wears a k-hepersh-cnp. coloured black instead of the usual blue, blue necklace-

bands on his neck and chest, a fringed garment down to the ankles, sandals on his feet.

The colouring is both unconventional and inappropriate though pleasing. Red may repre-

sent the flesh seen beneath the garment but the bare flesh seems generally to have been

left pale or white for the sake of contrast.

Unhappily the head and bodv of the queen are almost destrot’ed. Her hair is preserved

on a fragment of uncertain position and her head-dress was of a shape now difficult to

recognize ; another uncertain fragment coloured blue and red may belong to her arm. The
profile of her face to the top of the nose is preserved at the king’s shoulder. The hand laid

* Compare tlio beautiful triptych-^tela of the royal family' published with others of the same ch.aracter

in Bop.ch.\rdt. Portruts der Koaigia Nofret-ete, PI. I. It served a.- an altar-piece, op. cit., 20-24.

.lourii. of Egypt. Arch. xii. 1
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across her lap probably also belongs to tbe queen rather than the king. Her garment

appears to reach nearly to the ankle but it is doubtful if it has been fringed. Both king

and queen have streamers flowing from the head-dress and the waist-band, and their feet

rest on red cushions upon a blue mat. There appears to be a low stool at the side of the

throne supporting garlands or collars.

The inscriptions give the name and titles of the Aten, the cartouches of the Aten in

their later form, two cartouches of Amenophis III (repeating however the prenomen in

order to avoid the now unorthodox name Amenhotp) and the cartouche of Taya.

The edges of the stela were painted in bands (not now traceable since it was cleaned),

and the cornice of uraei etc. is carried along the sides.

This stela is from R. 44. 2, the house of Pnehesi. It is in several fragments and im-

portant pieces are missing. Most of the pieces were found at the east and west ends of the

north loggia, about 10 cm. above the floor, but one large fragment was in the west loggia.

Much of the colour, especially the powdery blue paint, fell away with the dirt and dust

encrusted upon it.

The form of the Aten names on this stela shows that it was made not earlier than the

second half of the reign of Akhenaten, many years after the death of his father.

Amenophis III is shown as an aged man and fat
;
an example of such a portrait, but

without the name, was found at Tell el-‘Amarnah in the workshop of the chief sculptor

Dhoutmoseb The replacement of the Amenite nomen by a repetition of the prenomen is

found also in a graffito at Aswan^

' Borchardt, MUteilungen, no. 57, p. 14. Compare Borchardt, Portratlcopf der Konigin Teje, fig. 12
and the .stela dedicated by Taya to her deceased husband, ibid.^ fig. 26, both from Ghurab.

- Mariette, iloyiiiments, PI. 26m; De Morgan, Catalogue i, no. 174.
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THE EXCAVATIONS AT EL-‘AMARNAH,
SEASON 1924-5

By T. WHITTEMORE

With Plates II to VIII.

The shadow of Mr. Mewton’s death lies heavily upon the work of the Egypt E.vplora-

tion Society at El-‘Amarnah this j-ear. Mr. Newton reached Cairo, accompanied by

Mr. Duncan Greenlees and Mr. H. B. Clark, who had travelled out from England with him,

on the first day of November, and three days later went up the river with them. I joined

them at El-‘Amarnah on the seventh of December. Obviously Mr. Newton was not rpiite

in his usual health, but no one attached grave importance to what appeared to be but a

slight indisposition.

The North Palace, which had been but partly e.xcavated in the winter (T 1023-4, w.is

to be the main object of inquiry this season. Since the services of the entire staff were

needed on the site, it was proposed that the large ancient house close at hand, which

last year had been partially retrieved to make a lodging for the e.xcavators near the work,

should be still further restored to accommodate the whole family—staff, servants and

occasional guests. While this work of renovation was proceeding the old staff house at

El-5ag Kandil was occupied, and a small group, comprising the trained workmen from

Kuft, annually in the service of the Society, and a few men and children from the neigh-

bouring village, was put to work on town houses, a stop-gap always available at El-‘Amarnah.

About a week later this group was increased to full strength by numbers drawn e(jually

from El-^J^g Kandil and Et-Til, and the undertaking of the season was fairly begun.

Events of one sort and another, however, together with delays in completing the north

house, prevented abandonment of the southern quarters until early December. One of the

staff was in constant oversight of the work, and Mr. Newton himself came up a distance of

three miles for a part of each day. At last, in the first week of December, we were all

living together in our new home at the north. What seemed to be an attack of influenza

sent Mr. Newton to bed, but as days went on and he’ appeared no better, he was taken over

the fields on a litter on the shoulders of our men, down the river to Mellawi in our own
felucca, and so by train to the American Hospital in Asyut. Even at the hospital the

doctors were, at first, mystified, but change rapid and alarming set in and it was soon

evident that his illness was Encephalitis lethargica. On Christmas Day he died. All that
could have been done in England was done for him there in Egypt. He was tenderly and
intelligently cared for by the doctors and nurses at the hospital. His coffin, covered with
roses, stood in the hospital chapel, where the burial service from the Book of Common
Prayer was read. He was buried in the Anglo-American Cemetery at Asyut.

Such a calamity determined us to close the work at the earliest possible moment
Meanwhile Mr. Robert Mond, with his usual helpfulness, sent us Mr. Emery for a few days
to work on inscriptions, and Mr. Lythgoe, Curator of the Department of Egyptian Anti-

1—2



4 T. WHITTEMORE

cjuities in the Xew York Metropolitan Museum, generously lent us from his work at Thebes

Mr. Wilkinson who, in the time at his command, traced some of the more important

paintings in the palace.

The following statement is but a preliminary report on the work of the season of

1924-25 at El-‘Amarnah.

The North Palace.

The north half of the palace which was excavated and described by Mr. Newton last

year must necessarily be included in the description of the completely excavated building.

A rectangular block about 112 metres by 142 metres of heavy exterior walls, two

metres in width, built of sun-dried brick, encloses the main body of the palace (plan, PI. II).

Its chief axis is drawn approximately from west to east. The walls, in some places, stand

to a height of more than two metres but nowhere high enough to reach windows. Timber

bond.s extend through them lengthwise. The bricks measure about 37 x 17 x 9 cm. None

of them bear the impression of stamps as in the palace of Amenophis III at Thebes. The

roof has completely perished.

The small main entrance of the palace, facing the river and but a few hundred yards

distant from it gives access to a fore-court offering an impressive approach to foundations

of a massive architectural feature. Corroborating sculptured scenes in the rock-tombs at

Akhetaten tempt one to include in this a royal loggia or audience-window, a “ window of

the appearing” where the king graciously manifested himself to the chosen of his favour.

From the left of the entrance court there opens an enclosed area. Situated in the centre

of this is a small free-standing construction, triple in plan, of which only the rough cement

foundations, precursor of concrete, remain. It resembles one of the units of building at

Maru Aten*. On the inner side of the enclosure remain the foundations of a portal facing

the small central construction. On each side of the court opens a series of nine small,

separated, rectangular rooms, identical in design, and a flight of stairs. In fi'ont of these

rooms runs a path marked off by a low curb.

A fragment in situ of one of the door-jambs found, it will be recalled, last year, bears

the name of Merytaten in palimpsest, which is met throughout the edifice. Together with

a few thresholds this is all the stone facing that has survived in this section. Fragments
of ring-bezels of Nefertete and Tut%nkhamun were found this year. A more careful study
of the walls has disclosed further traces of the conventional colour which have escaped
peeling by the action of the palm trees whose roots have forced their way in all directions

through the mud bricks.

On the right of the main entrance and corresponding to the area just described is an
enclosed space of similar size, devoted originally almost entirely to buildings of more com-
plicated design. The entrance opens upon a free, uncovered space, giving a certain
solemnity of approach, as through a chancel to a sanctuary. On either side of the entrance,
constructionally reinforced within, are six rectangular chambers opening toward other
rectangular compartments, all facing the small uncovered intermediate space. They form
ten small divisions in all and are surrounded by a single line of bases of mud brick piers a
metre square and 28 in number, in orthostyle.

These confronting precincts seem to have been used for religious ceremonies connected
with the sun-drama. The analogous arrangement of Egyptian temple-storerooms as well

* Feet, Woolley, etc.. City of Akhetatea, PL XXX, Maru-Aten 11.
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El-‘Amarnah. The North Palace.
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as of treasuries in Christian churches lends to these chiinibers the aspect of sacristies

—

rooms for the vesting and unvesting of the kings and priests, depositories of the vestments,

sacred vessels and offerings used in the rites. Some of the rooms ma3' have bi.-en living-

cells for priests.

Entering now the great central area of the palace lying east of the fore-court, we find

ourselves in an open water-court which was terraced and beautified by trees. Presumably

it supplied water to the entire establishment.

On the right, south of the entrance, there is blocked oft' another principal segment of

the palace. An entrance from the terrace with indications of two piers opens upon a

court}'ard facing an important group of rooms, drawn on the plan of a town house. To the

left of this court3'ard are divisions set oft’ b}' a corridor and ending at the south wall. Cn
the right of the court3’ard of these central li ving-(juarters is anothei- corridor ending in an

C-xit from the palace in the outer south wall. At the west of this passage an; two smaller

groups of rooms, one a little larger than the other, with a considerable court3-ard of its own.

Again both of these, in plan, are town houses. This whole section 11103- have served for the

residence of officials and the administration of the palace. It may be remarked that

within the palace there are neither kitchens nor .servants’ quarters

Opposite, on the left of the water-court, there lie.s the balancing feature, a sjtace of

equal dimensions set off for a zoological garden. Three entrances from the north terrace of

the great court lead into a narrow corridor, once covered, running the full length of the

terrace. A row of 14 substantial bases of mud brick piers and 14 bases of pilasters served

for securit3' against the movement of animals. From the corridor three similarly sjiaced

doors lead on into the middle portions of this section of the building, three in number,

two of which are free of partitions and appear to have been 3-ards open to the sky for the

browsing of the pets b3' day. The other, partly covered, stands to the east and adjoins a

lodging, perhaps, for a keeper of the garden.

Continuing the description of this section of the palace, the three innermost sub-

divisions, each preserving indications of the bases of eight heavy piers, nutst ha\e been

wholl3" roofed. Here were the stone and cement mangers realistically decorated with bulls

and the semi-domesticated ibex and gazelle. Ao more of these mangers were found thi.^

year. No other examples have come to light in Eg3-pt, but their prototype is known as

earl3- as the Sixth D3-nast3’ in the tomb-reliefs of ilereruka at Sakkarah*.

To the east of the zoological garden and offices of administration a passage of varyiiig

width cuts across the entire palace from a north gate to a south gate, and sets aloof the

ro3’al living-quarters. The northern end of this passage had an intermediate door closing

it off at the area of the water-court. This part of the palace furnished admission to the

zoological gardens on the one side and to the quarters of wtunen on the other.

To the ordinance of the royal women was given the north-east corner of the palace. It

was a secluded group of twent3'-one small rooms, two staircases and a passage room, of

different forms and dimensions, opening upon an ambulatorv' shaded b3- a colonnade,

sculptured and painted, of 27 columns and two pila.sters, the limestone bases or indication

of bases of which still remain around a small sunk garden in the centre. This garden

divided gridiron-wise into flower beds, was surrounded b3' a little water-course. The source

of this runlet brought bv' a cement channel under the pavement to the garden has been

further sought this 3-ear at the great water-court, but in vain.

' G. D.xressy, Lf uiastaba de Mera.
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Fragments of gold leaf and delicate gilded furniture, a small naked clay figure of a

woman, a figure of Taurt, and necklace beads mark these quarters as the abode of women.

It is astounding that these rooms are not larger than prison cells or bathing cabins

(PL III, Fig. 1), and bear no reflex of any charm of life, no indications of great cere-

monies or splendid equipage. It is natural that nothing of importance was found in the

palace, since it was cleared of its furniture and its gates bricked up by the royal family,

when it seemed to their advantage to hasten back to Thebes to avoid the gathering storm

of fury.

Balancing the quarters of the women and forming the south-east corner of the plan is

a hall (PI. Ill, Fig. 2), the roof of which was carried by 45 mud brick piers indicated by

bases. One door in this hall opens to the south end of the transverse passage near a south

gate, and another leads into a small yard. On the east and west sides of this yard bases of

four piers indicate a portico shading the entrance to four narrow rooms. The rooms on the

left are longer than those on the right. A flight of stairs rises on each side of the yard.

This suite of apartments may have been for men who were in attendance upon the royal

presence.

Between this architectural unit and the g3
niaeceum are enclosed the innermost halls

and chambers of the palace. On the main axis are the foundations of a monumental
entrance from the east terrace, a water gate opening into a hypostyle hall with evidence

remaining of the 26 limestone columns. From this hall a central door leads into a narrow
hypostyle hall marked now hy the bases of a double row of 12 limestone columns, and
finally this narrow hall opens into a room in a position dominating the whole plan of the
palace. Phis room is 5‘5 metres by 5'75 metres in area and has two limestone column-
bases in the middle, two metres on centre (PI. IV, Fig. 1).

A dais, large enough for a state chair, is applied to the heavy exterior wall between the
two columns, and could be seen from the pool through the three successive entrances which
served as a series of veils to shade the presence. This group of rooms may be compared
with the adytuvi, varying in form and alignment, in the palace of Harnesses II in his
“ residence temple ” the Ramesseum at Thebes, in the palace of Ramesses III in the
temple at Medinet Habu and in the palace of Merenptah at Memphis.

Ihe narrow intermediate hall of 12 columns has two side doors opposite each other
opening upon short corridors with a window in the end to which access was given by six
steps and a landing. These windows, like the Tabsar', a place of observation in a Persian
palace overlook the enclosed courts in opposite directions into the quarters of the women
and of the men. The short corridors have access to the central hypostyle hall through
sections symmetrically composed on the two sides of this hall. The north section has four
dooi-s one of three doors leads to a row of four chambers, another gives access to the
quarters of the women through a passage which has the marks of a row of five columns
down the centre, passing through the cement foundations of what appears to have been an
ablution stone, and the other two doors enter the larger hypostyle hall. On the corre-s^nding side of he hypostyle hall two similarly located doors give access to the opposite
section of the balanced group. This section has a narrow passage showing the baLs of6 sandstone columns running east and west. Upon this columned passage open five







Plate IV,

El-‘Amarnah. The North Palace.

I. The throne room. 2. A bath room.
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One of these rooms (PI. lY, Fig. 2) is a bath-room composed of two divisions, the

outer, 4x2 m., separated from the inner, 2x2 m., by a low limestone moulding architecturally

broken for an entrance at the centre, perhaps curtained off from the outer part of the

room. In the forepart at the right of the entrance of the bath is a stone catch-basin set

into the floor to receive waste water through a hole in the moulding. The waste water

was dipped out of the basin. The floor of the bath is of irregularly shaped flags of limestone.

The dado of the room is of white plaster to protect the mud wall from the splashing of the

water. The plaster was carelessly spattered with red and blue paint by the painters, who

had not been at pains to rub it off. This amazing negligence would be inexplicable were it

not that indifference and haste mark the work of the artisans throughout the palace. The

bath, even to the limestone moulding, is a replica of baths in the palace of Amenophis III

at Thebes'. In the next room east of the bath there is a recess filled by a slightly raised

floor where probably stood a bed. A staircase of usual construction and a small pas.sage

near the opening into the yards of the men’s quarters and finally a small door opening

on the short corridor, complete the south section. There is no drainage in the palace.

From the short corridors, again, symmetrical doorways, equidistant from the alternate

sides, lead eastward into halls each with the bases of eight piers. Into these halls opens a

row of three chambers buttressing the Throne Room (PI. V, Fig. 1). The little halls

may have been dining-rooms, and the small rooms on each side pantries or closets where

the wine was brought up for immediate use. Fragments of wine jars and their mud seal-

ings stamped “ Wine of the House of Aten,” “ Good wine of the House of Aten ” abound.

Bunches of grapes modelled in mud and covered with blue glaze, which are found in

quantities in these halls, indicate a fallen moulding or cornice.

These sectors were originally without divisions, but later, though while the royalties

were still in residence, they were divided by four low partitions about half a metre high

extending from the east wall to the centre piers, and from the west wmll to the centre

piers. Proof that these partitions are an afterthought lies in their having been built into

the basis of the already decorated piers. Subdivi.sion of rooms, later but still in royal

times, as similar evidence establishes, occurs in other parts of the building.

This remodelling, however, is clearly to be distinguished from the rough construction

hastily run up in a day by occupants of parts of the palace after the royalties had departed.

The evidence of such huts in the women’s quarters recorded last year was extended this

year. In this way the eight small ?ooms which we have called the men’s quarters in the

south-east corner of the palace were actually transformed into simple houses of the type

of those in the workmen’s compound under the rock-tombs. In fact, the remains of ovens

and furnaces, set up at random, serve to show a wide invasion throughout the palace.

These are the traces of wreckers w'ho gutted the palace of its stone and, w'hen the

destinies of Egypt had passed to stronger hands, turned the palace of this despised king into

barracks while they worked.

A few more pieces of Minoan pottery of L.M. Ill type have been found this year widely

scattered throughout the palace without further evidence of their date or use. Four poor

burials, two in rough terra-cotta coffins, had been thrust into the central southern section

of the palace.

The painting found last year by Mr. Newton in the women’s quarters established the

scheme of decoration for the entire palace. It wuis a highly adorned and gloomy edifice.

' Bulletin of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, Supplement, 1916-17.
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The northern rooms of the women’s quarters were cleared this year. They are not only, as

was indeed obvious last year, the largest rooms in this group, but they present, although

in fragments in fragile condition, the most elaborate remains in the palace of its painted

decoration, and they form a contribution as important as anything we now possess in the

entire range of fresco painting of the school of Akhetaten. Mr. Wilkinson has traced and

drawn in about 12 feet of this fresco, showing designs of papyrus, lotus, a kingfisher and

birds including a dove. However, beyond this unexpected addition to our specimens of the

art, disappointingly little painting has remained to be recorded in the southern half of the

palace, and nothing to he added to our knowledge.

Save only that the colour of the dado changes from black to blue in the more central

parts of the palace and is sometimes yellow at the stairs, the same scheme of decoration,

in a kind of stencilling, was repeated along the entire length of the inner walls of the

palace from room to room and compartment to compartment inside and out, including

even the zoological garden. Above the dado are bands of alternate blue and red, each

divided by a narrower band of white. Above this is a narrow band of ^'Aci’er-pattern.

These bands cover a width of about 40 cm., reaching a total height from the ground of

HO cm. The red and blue bands return at the comers and run vertically up the wuxlls and
return again along the top, thus making a framed panel, invariably painted yellow, on
which were drawn figures of men, birds, fish and large pots. The handling of the larger

birds is like that in the representation of the phoenix in the tomb of Queen Nefertari in

the A alley of the Queens at Thebes. Throughout all the rooms the ceiling was painted to

represent a trellis on which a grape vine was trained to carry its full leaves and hanging
clusters, thus bringing the whole palace into the similitude of an arbour. The vine in
Eg

3 pt must have always been a motive of design associated with rich memories. The
ceiling of the tomb chapel of Sennufer painted in the reign of Tuthmosis III or
Anienophis II represents the sanctuary as a grape arbour. The decorations in the Villa
Papa Giuho at Rome mark one stage of the road along which the ancient design has been
roug It to moc ein times. Nanow rectangular arbours are not infrequently seen to-day

^
of foliage in December gardens. The sdhiyah too is commonly

l,v vmcs fr„u. the ,u„', heat. The «„on, of the palace .are rf well laid mi.J brick.
jNo painted pavement has been found.

Compared in size with the larger palace of Akhetaten which stood near the greatemp e m the centre of the city, this palace to the north is but a villa. The full ground

from
recovered, but it is natural to suppose,

?hrt nil.et'f
’ his father’s palace at T^bes.

t
I
alace Amenophis III consisted of a number of vast rambling one-storey structures

built succcssivelv from time to time on tho flat 4- u a. i . • , ww

tains anil the cultivated land The North Pakce I
" “ ^

built as a..ingle undertaking. It Ln example ofWi^ ft T
palace of the Eighteenth Dynasty. Its comL

^ developed type of the Egyptian

insulae of the earlier tvne nf 1

^ parts are the once isolated buildings or

tion and org.anic fusion. In ite emlSkT thT
™ity of a final consolida-

with the palaces of the Creto-Mycenean culture^ of thr"'''""7
features in common

Knossos and with the Asiatic Twin t t u-
second millennium at Tiryns and

centuries
"

The palace is without the fortifications of the Old Empire palaces at El-Kab and
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Abydos. It is without the towers and bastions which protect the contemporary Hilani

palaces in Asia. Even the attached guard-house on each side of the west entrance of this

palace is scarcely more than a sentr}' box.

Store-houses.

Lying three or four hundred yards to the north of the palace and separated from it by

an unexcavated space, partly of desert and partly of cultivation, there was a clean wind-

turned mound running east and west from the sown land to the main highway of the

ancient city. This mound was about 7.5 metres long and 25 metres wide and rose, at its

maximum, to about 3 metres. On each side of the mound stretched a strip of native plant-

ing, showing the method by which the peasants stealthily incorporate the desert into their

annually increasing acres.

We set to work at the east end of this mound to clear westward and found ourselves in

a construction divided almost equally in the direction of its long axis into three sections.

The central section rising gradually toward the west presented an inclined street or ramp.

This ramp is 74 metres wide, constructed of a solid filling between two parallel retaining

walls without bonding, built of sun-dried brick. Walls and filling went up together. The

filling is composed of small stones and broken brick in an aggregate or mastic of Nile mud.

Above the filling is a pavement of bricks laid in courses. Similarly constructed of an external

facing of brick with a filling of tamped or rammed mud, walls of about 2^ to 3 metres, in

some instances even wider than the bins, appear at irregular intervals to the right and left

of the ramp (PI. V, Fig. 2). Ramps and bins were inclosed by walls approximately

2^ metres in width and diminishing towards the top on the outer surface. The capacity of

the average bin would approximate to 28 cubic metres. Near the east end of the south side

of the construction remain two fragments of walls running parallel to the long axis and

abutting on the first right angle wall. On the south side at intervals varying from 3 to 11

metres are thin party walls also at right angles to the ramp. On the north side are five

similar thin fragmentary partitions running perpendicular to the ramp and near the centre

of the construction one longitudinal partition.

These divisions suggest a number of rooms, differing in dimensions, but all included

within the exterior wall of the structure. The east end of the structure facing the highway

has been sadly destroyed, but as we worked up the ramp and into its flanking divisions we
reached a more regular or less disturbed part. Here, approaching the highest point of the

structure, wm came upon a plan of symmetrically balanced rectangular rooms, perpendicular

to the main axis. On the north, only the two easternmost of this series of contiguous

chambers have continuous walls remaining on four sides. The five chambers farther west,

having a common width and length, are from 1 to 14 metres longer than the first two

chambers. On the south side, similarly, only the two easternmost rooms accompanying the

descent of the ramp tow'ard the west are fully inclosed by walls. The four succeeding

rooms, westward, of equal breadth, are not longer than the first two, although they now vary

in length among themselves b}' reason of irregular encroachment of the cultivation.

This is an important fragment of a large building, the original outline of which, on all

sides, has been obliterated by cultivation and traffic.

Sufficiently near the palace, this structure appears to have been one of a group of

buildings in the category of store-houses. More narrowly it possesses the architectural

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xii. 2
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character of a granary of the rectangular sort. Examples of both circular and rectangular

types of granaries, common throughout Egyptian history, are found at El-‘Amarnah’, and at

El-‘Amarnah both are found with ramps. The double silo discovered by Dr. Borchardt has,

on plan, the form of a pair of scissors^. What corresponds to the closed blades creates a

long, sloping ascent to the top. Earlier at El-‘Amarnah Sir Flinders Petrie found a similar

slope rising to conical chambers by which he concluded labourers reached the opening at

the topi At Pithom M. Xaville found a number of non-communicating rectangular

chambers, of regular size, opening at the top, which he believed to have been store-houses

for grain. A row of magazines, cut in the gehel, remains to the south of the Palace of

Amenophis III at Thebes, and one might lengthen the list.

This newly discovered building at Akhetaten is of a simple and sound construction

furnishing a series of bins, of the regular type, for storage. Confirmation of the theory

that this building is a store-house for grain is givmn by the sculptured scenes in the rock-

tombs at Akhetaten. These reliefs are a touchstone to test the theories of all discoveries

in this city. Life and its local pictorial representation were here contemporaries.

Xo vestige of the superstructure of the building remains, and all indications of the

entrances, save one on the south side corresponding to that in the tomb-drawing, have

perished. But near this entrance, from the south, was found a fragment with roughly

carved uraei with traces of red ochre which may have surmounted the cornice over the

door, like the “warning” uraei over the corresponding entrance in the tomb-picture.

Furthermore, the remaining walls in the building itself are battered and would, if recon-

structed, produce a fagade in the form of a truncated pyramid, like that shown in the

representation of the granaries in the tomb of Meryre^^ I. Looking at the drawings in the

tomb of Meryre- Mr. Davies says, “ They must have been substantial erections made, no

doubt, of Xile mud and owing their form, perhaps, to a memory of the pile of sheaves on

the threshing floorh” The architect who sketched the granaries in the tomb of Meryre*^ I

may have been drawing this identical building.

FoUXD.VnONS OF BuILDINOS at the E.VfREME XoRTH OF THE CiTY.

About a mile to the north of the store-houses where the bow of the eastern cliffs turns

to meet the river and closes the desert bay in which the city of Akhetaten stood are two
H'udts formed by torrents descending from the high desert. Between these watercourses

the rocky ground gradually slopes from the cliffs down to the river, forming an area

in which remain destroyed foundations of several constructions. These, though not
synchronous, are almost contemporaneous with the limits of the occupation of the city,

which scarcely outlived its builders (PI. VI).

At least three different constructional schemes commingle in this place. First, determined
by the irregular contour of the site, adapting itself to the site and almost completely filling

it, are the remains of heavy walls about one metre thick. These walls are well preserved only
on the east side; the north side shows several broken sections running almost to the ancient

‘ .V. Ekmax, II. R.vxke, Mgtjptm und aegyptisches Lehen i,n AltaHani, 521.
- Rorch.vrdt, Das aegyptlsche Wohnhaus im \iten v. Ch. Jahrh.
“ W. M. F. Pktiue, Tell el-Aumnw, PI. XLI.
' N. DE (I. 1J.A.VIES, El Amarna, I, Pis. XXV-XXX. Cf. Etahhetep 7, PI. XYIII, 401.
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highroad ; the walls on the south side are lost about midway to the highroad, and of the

walls on the west side nothing whatever remains. Inside the heavy east wall in the south-

east corner is an approximately rectangular space drawn by two lighter walls. Within this

rectangular space are fragments of foundations of a still lighter, unidentified structure and

the foundations of bases of columns and piers. To the north and west of this rectangular

space are confused fragments of walls; the isolated fragments of walls lying to the west

extend this unit of construction almost to the western limits of the area of the site.

This heavy construction, wholly un-Egj’jjtian in its irregularity, outlined on a large

scale to fill the entire site—perhaps the plans of the king's first typographers and

architects of the city—may have been disapprovcil, and commands may have been given

for another building in its place smaller and headed in another direction, moiv plitising to

the Egyptian eye.

As far as space was needed for the new composition the first structure was ei’ased

leaving no clue to its significance. A second, totally inde23endent geometric structure ol

smaller scale with its axis differently oriented was sujierimjiosed to take its jilace.

The new rectilinear composition remains but a fragment itself. A central block

32 metres by .50 metres comprises an open court on the south side of which is a row of

foundations and remnants of foundations of twenty chambers. The configuration of the

slope made impossible the construction of a corresponding series of rooms on the north side

of the court.

To the north of this central court lie the foundations of another block about 35 metres

by 32 metres. This block contains a central yard and two rows of rectangular chambers

opposite each other on the east and west. Equal sjxrces on the north and south sides of the

block are without indication of divisions. The central court of this north block has three

foundations of square piers on the west side, giving indication of a coluunade. The

northern block extends toward the west 12 inc-tres beyond the remaining western founda-

tion of the central area. To the oast of the north block is an area with jiartitiunal frag-

ments equal in size to half the central block.

At the east end of the central block ami on the central line of the courtyard is a double

wall built around an outcrop of rock forming a jjlatforin, measuring from the exterioi

formation about 6 x 6’5 m., to which a double flight of steps gives stately ascent, breaking-

inwards on the central axis (PI. VH, Fig. 1). On the east side of this platform is a low

raised mud brick pedestal, 1-4 m. x -55 cm. Beyond, farther to the east and higher up

the slope, but still on the mam axis, are three successive divisions terminating the eastern

extremity of the composition, 15 metres from the platform.

On both sides of the three easternmost rooms are party walls, and to the south of these

walls is a group of small rooms belonging to the geometric structure containing bases of

central piers.

Thirdly, scattered over the entire site and climbing both sides of the wudis to the foot

of the cliffs are remnants of dwelling-houses with gardens and granaries similar to those

known throughout the town site. The only stone facing and almost the onlj stone frag-

ment remaining on the site is the threshold in the easternmost of the line of chambers on

the south side of the central court. Small fragments of plaster painted led were also found

in this room. In the courtyard (PI. VII, Fig. 2) near the central platform and in a

position below' it, near enough to have fallen from a bctlducchuio over the platform, is a

fragment of painted fresco from a ceiling showing a geometric design in which volutes are
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composed in signs of infinity with the intervening spaces centred with rosettes. This

design is found in the ceiling in the tomh-chapel of Userhet, Tomb 51, Kurnah.

It is not strange that little is to he deduced from the foundations of these buildings.

Like other buildings of the city they were destroyed by violence. From time to time

waters have torn their way across a large part of the site, carrying off foundations and

scattering it with mountain pebbles. It has been for centuries an ine.Khaustible source of

sebdkh. All that can be said at present is that here was a great building which gave

monumental significance to the north entrance of this experimental and ephemeral city of

Akhetaten.

PI. VIII is a small limestone statuette found in these northern buildings. It has been

retained by the Cairo Museum.
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THE ALLEGED KANARE8E SPEECHES
IN P. OXY. 413

By L. D. BARNETT

The Greek farce published in 1903 by Messrs. Grenfell and Hunt in U.rijrliijiicitus

Papyri, Part III (im. 413, pp. 41-.j5) contains a number of words and sentences in what

purports to be an Indian dialect, and these immediately attracted the attention of several

specialists in Indian languages, who endeavoured to interpret them, d'he most important

contribution in these investigations was that made by Professor Eugen Hultzsch, which

appeared in Hermes, XXXIX, 307 tf., and was republished in an English tran.slation with some

correction in the Journal of the Ruyal Asiatic Society 1904, 399 ff. Dr. Hultzsch here

maintains that the language presented in the fragment is Kanarese, and endeavours to

interpret it accordingly. His thesis seems to have been generally accepted, which is very

natural, in view of the high reputation which he deservedly enjoys as an authority on

Sanskrit and the Dravidian languages. In spite however of his admirable scholarship

I venture to doubt the soundness of his position.

The papyrus is of the second century
;
the farce therefore is of that date, or possibly

earlier. Now we have no direct knowledge of Kanarese of such an early period. The earliest

e.xtant work in Hale-gannada, or Old Kanarese, is the Kavi-raja-niargu, a treatise on

the art of poetry by a certain Kavisvara who flourished about the ninth century. Tamil,

which in its ancient form is closely akin to Old Kanarese, possesses a corpus of poetry-

ascribed to a Sailgam or academy, for which much greater antiquity is claimed
;
but it is very-

doubtful whether this claim will bear critical investigation, and probably the Saiigam litera-

ture, at least in its present form, is considerably later than our papyrus. Obviously then we

need to be very cautious in accepting as Kanarese any words in so early a te.xt ; if a pro-

posed reconstruction agrees with the rules of the oldest classical te.vts, we may- admit

it, but only provisionally and with reservations, and if on the other hand it shows features

of the medieval or modern dialects we must unhesitatingly reject it. This is our first

criterion. The second is that interpretations must make good sense and be natural and

unforced; the third is that the interpreter shall not unduly alter the te.xt. Judged by

these criteria, most of Dr. Hultzsch’s readings seem to me to be unconvincing.

The word ^oirir is interpreted by an actor in the play to mean Trielv 8o? raT^ecuf.

Dr. Hultzsch assumes that it means simply raxeas, emends it to ^otit (a double begging

of the question), and equates it with jhatiti, a bookish Sanskrit word which we have no

reason to suppose was used in colloquial Kanarese of the second century, though the

derivative jaditi appears in writings of the medieval period. He then deals with the word
KoTTwi, which he says means the same as —wrongly, for no interpretation of kott(ds

is given in the play. He e.xplains kottws as Kanarese ku-lisu, ‘ cause thou to drink”

(imperative of the causative stem of kudi, “drink”), which historically seems quite possible.
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But even if we assume (begging the question) that it means “ give a drink/’ phonetically

/C0TTW 9 is a long way from kudisu : ko- may^ represent kn, but tt is too much for d, u> will

not square with i, and the final u of the su]:)posed Kanarese is not represented in the

Greek. We may note here that most Old Kanarese words end in vowels, nasals, or liquids,

and abhor consonantal endings. This applies to the next equation.

The word j3pa6i<; is explained by an actor as el<; to, ixepLiia “ let us share in

the parts.” Dr. Hultzsch identifies 0padK with Kan. her-udisu, which he translates as “ let

us play separately.” This is wrong. Adisu is 2nd pers. sing, causal imperati\ e of the root

iTdu,
“
play, act,” and thus means “ do thou put into play, set into activity,” or the like.

Ber is properly a substantive meaning .separation or difference. Whether ber-ddisii could

signify “make [u.s] play separately” seems to me rather doubtful: the natural meaning,

I think, would be “ put into play a change or difference.” But even admitting the former

interpretation as possible, we must recognise that the resultant sense is very far from the

Greek, and is also nonsense, for if the actors are to play they cannot play separatehj, but

must play together.

Dr. Hultzsch’s invention takes a higher flight when he comes to deal with the words
^eprj Kov^ei Sapvv TrerpeKio) Tra/crei. ..Beprj. . .TrerpeKiw hapvr klv^t] ira^ei. He takes Beprj

as Kan. here, which he says is “an emphatic form of her” (in point of fact it is an
instrumental case of her, used adverbially), and which certainly means “ separately” or

“differently”; Kov^ei and Kiv^p he equates with konca, “a little”; irerpeKim ho takes as

pdtmkke, dative of putra, “cup”; Zapw and Bapvr he explains as “a transposed form” of

madhu, wine . and TraxTei- and Travel, are “perhaps an incorrect rendering” of knki,
“having poured.” Here we may admit that 6ere is a good Old Kanarese word. But koUca
is quite modern, and moreover would require in the old language a ease-ending to be
added to it, to alter Bapw and hapvT into p,alv is against all rules of sound criticism;
although the equation -rrerpeKm^ patrakke is tempting, the resemblance of the vowels
IS not so close that we dare ignore the difficulties and also assume the use of the Sanskrit
pidra m colloquial Kanarese of this period

; and lastly haku, of which hdki is the gerund,
IS again quite a modern word. Moreover, we must point out that is in the context
obscure. Dr. Hultzsch translates here kodca madhu putrukke hclki “ having poured a little
wine into the cup separately.” If by “separately” he means “severally” (i.e. “havino-
poured. ..into each cup”) we should rather expect the reduplicated form here-here. In any
case we do not know the meaning of the passage, and the assumption that it has the sense
assigned to it by Dr. Hultzsch is somewhat of a circulus vitiosus.

Dr. Hultzsch next takes up the words iravovp /3pr,Ti Kare pavovup. ^pprovoveiu, emends
to paBovap, produces the sentence panam her etti katti madhuvam her ettuvenu,which he translates having taken up the cup separately and having covered {it), I .shall

take .me separately^ The reader will doubtless be struck by the or.ipowering affection
which these Indians display- for the little word 6er or here : they use it in every phrase and
it never seems to have miioh spncp

ctuu

of Dr. Hultzsch’s translation .Moreover it J understand the meaning

lation of the supposed Kanarese words
“cup” but “drinl!”; the coXatio^^ ^
construction such as a hnil r

'

a •

suggests rather the idea of raising up a

1 . Hultzsch s questionable rendering's of
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her and katti, we must translate the sentence: “having sejjarately taken up a drink [and]

covered [it], I will separately take up wine.” This is nonsense.

Dr. Hultzsch’s only other equation is irapaKov^i = pardku, “attention !
” An jKirllku is

of doubtful origin, and the meaning of the passage where Trapatcovfi occurs is (jbscure, the

equation cannot be said to confirm Dr. Hultzsch’s theory, which on all points seems to be

unproven.

What then is the language of these Indians f I confess I do not know. It may be mere

gibberish, concocted in a spirit of rollicking farce; and it may equally well be meant for

some Indian dialect, either Aryan or Dravidian. But if it is an Indian dialect it has yet to

be interpreted.
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THE EGYPTIAN NAME OF JOSEPH

By EDOUARD NAVILLE

Twice already I have A\ritten on the Egyptian name of Joseph, in order to explain how

that name was to be translated. On the last article, which was published in 1910b the

Hebrew scholar Prof. Koenig, in an addition to his Dictionary, says; “The title of Joseph

is explained by Xaville as ‘ the head of the house of learning,’ and this explanation corre-

sponds exactly to the circumstances in which the title was given.
”

Lately Mr. Engelbach, quoting this explanation from my first book, says ;
“ Naville

suggests that Zaphnath-paaneah represents the Egyptian tst nt j))' ^nh or ' Officer of the

House of Life (College). Apart from the fact that Joseph's appointment was in the

Department of Agriculture and not in the Public Instruction, the now accepted equivalent

(in c<^p».au5 = sh pr <^nh) for pr ^nh rules out this possibility.”

In this quotation there are two mistakes. I have not given the name in the German
transcription, which I reject, and I have not translated “ officer of the house of life (college),”

but “ the head of the school of learning, of the sacred college.” This explanation is to be
ruled out because Mr. Engelbach does not accept it, and because Joseph is to be appointed
in the Department of Agriculture and not in Public Instruction. Thus, the Old Egyptians
had already, in the administration, distinct departments with their officials, one of which
^\as Public Instruction ; We shall be thankful to Mr. Engelbach if he will tell us what this

Department of Public Instruction was, and in what consisted the activity of its officials.

I am no\\ going to show that Mr. Engelbach’s transcription is based on a wrong
principle and is against common sense. In order to understand the meaning of Joseph’s
name and why it was given to him, let tis picture to ourselves the scene in which this took
place.

There is evidently a numerous assembly of Pharaoh’s court and its officials. The
king has had a dream, very different from usual dreams; his spirit is troubled and he
wishes to know the meaning of his dream. “ He sent and called for all the magicians of

the wise men thereof.

I or
1

These men were called in Egyptian

and they came from a college or school called

^
1

,pa-anx-
On a stele relating the sending of a magician to exorcise a princess, the king calls together
all the members of the college and chooses one among them=-.

Reverting to Joseph, we see that Pharaoh told his dream to the magicians, but there

Z™ “Ih! v'" H
Tl''» J»3,ph „ called, and he inlcrprets the

Z',i.hnith ru b 'T
°° «"<i Pharaoh called Josephs name

»hal comes before
; « most have a refereace to what Joseph has done. The whole of the

Proc. Soe. Bihl. Arch., Jan. 1910.

’ V'"'
“arginal note “or sacred scribes ”

nocG^:, Btiide sur une stele egyptienne, 72 ff.
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is there; all members of the college have proved absolutely unable to interpret

the dream
;
but Joseph, more discreet and wiser than all of them, has given the explanation.

Henceforth it is to him that Pharaoh will apply in the interpretation of his dreams.

Therefore Joseph will be the head of the college of the magicians, he will be their master.

Pharaoh calls him “ head of the sacred college.” That was the way of appointing, in

that time and often at the present day. Pharaoh calls him so in the presence of all the

magicians, who will know that he will be their chief. Hi.s title is not registered by a

chancellor or by an ofEcial of what Mr. Engelbach calls the Department of Public

Instruction. It is doubtful whether it is put in writing. It is called out by the king and

will be repeated by the hearers and .spread among the people.

The title “ head of the sacred college ” is known by an Egyptian inscription. In

the Sed festival which King Osorkon celebrates at Bubastis we sec behind the king a

procession headed by the ^ thest nt pa an^, the head of the sacred

college followed by the | ', the magicians'. The title ^ which means “officer,”

and often applies to troops, is used for the sacred college, where probably a great number

of magicians and priests were gathered together.

The highest honour which could be granted to Joseph is this appointment as head of

the sacred college
;

it was a worthy accompaniment to the civil position which had already

been bestowed upon him. It placed him at the head of the priesthood. After having called

him by this name, the king gave him to wife the daughter of the high priest of On.

Now let us consider the interpretation which is given by Mr. Engelbach of Joseph’s

name. The highest honour which is bestowed on him is to change his name and to give

him one in Egyptian, which means “one who lives.” Can one imagine anything more

absurd than that the greatest reward that Joseph will receive, that which surpasses all the

other dignities, will be to be called “ one who lives ”
? a name which has no sense. The

same may be said of the interpretations of Spiegelberg and Steindorff :
“ the god speaks

and he lives.” What do these names mean, and how ;ire they connected with what Joseph

has done ?

All these transcriptions are based on the wrong principle that transcriptions from one

language to another are made according to rules fixed by philology. Let us consider what

takes place at the present day, for instance in the case of the Egj^ptian names of railway

stations or telegraph offices, written in Roman characters. The spelling will be quite

different, coming from a man whose native language is French or English. We never find

that a word passing from one language to another is transcribed according to definite rules,

because transcription is regulated by the ear, by conformity of sound. A man hearing

a foreign word reproduces it in the best way he can, by the letters of his language which

have the nearest sound. If a foreign letter or a foreign sound does not exist in his

language, he will approximate as much as he can, but instinctively he will always introduce

' Naville, The Festival Hall of Osorkon II, PL III. There i.s no doubt about
)

|

being

completed by

Thes., 687
)

,
we find a title “magician of the sacred college” on a statue in Paris (Brcgsch

f-
Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xii.

.3
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in the foreign word sounds and especially syllables which are familiar to him. Hundreds of

examples might he quoted of such deformation of a word, because part of it contains signs

unknown to the transcriber or which do not exist in his language
;
he has to replace them

by letters familiar to him, which give a sense that has nothing to do with the word. This,

which we constantly see in our time, must have occurred much more frequently in

antiquity, when writing was unknown to the people who could repeat the names only as

they heard them. ^ ^^ njysnjsic. The last part of the name corresponds

exactly in Hebrew and in Egyptian.

It is well known that drops its <rr> in composite words, Pithom, Pihesethk As for

the first syllable, the Hebrews know no word beginning with DH or DS while they have a

considerable number beginning with SX and therefore they gave the first syllable of

Joseph’s name a form which makes it sound like one familiar to them.

Being thus named, Joseph would be called by his highest title, as it is always the case

with men having a high appointment. He would be for the public the head of the sacred

college, just as we say the Archbishop or the Shekh of Islam, whatever be the dignitary’s

own name. The Semites would I’epeat this name in a form which was not altogether

foreign to their language.

W here is philology ? What has transcription according to definite rules to do in this case - ?

Those who pronounced the name repeated what they had heard. And when a Semitic writer
related the scene, perhaps long after it had taken place, he wTote down w-hat the people
spoke, perhaps for the first time, and he did not consult an Egyptian text to see whether
his transcription of the name agreed with rules of philologj', of which people at that time
had not the remotest idea. In this case, we have here only a deformation of the first

syllable, and there is not a popular etymology such as we find in beefeater for the French
word buffetier.

Engelbach s explanation is based on an absolutely wrong principle. Transcriptions
are not made according to philological rules, they are made by the car, from the spoken
language, and I am not going to give up tny translation fur his, which has no sense, and
which I cannot consider as accepted except by himself. Zaphnath-paaneah means “ the
head of the sacred college, the college of magicians,” to whom Joseph had shown himself
vastly superior, so that henceforth he was to be their master.

' It is doubtful whether C—I] must always bo read

common word is never written with
j\

- On these transcriptions, see F. de Saussure, Courg
pnpulaire.

The Tunis Papyrus reads the sign

alone.

de hngiastique generate, 244. L’etymologie
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THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN’S EXCAVATIONS
AT KARANIS: 1924-5

By a. E. R. BOAK

With Plate IX.

During the winter season 1924-5 an e.xpeilitioii repre.sentiiig the University ef .Micliigan

dug at Kom Aushiin, the site of ancient Karanis in the north of the Fayyum, to the east

of the Birket Karun. Owing to unavoidable delays in selecting the site to excavate, in

securing the necessary authorization, in preparing suitable quarters and organizing the

force of native workers, the actual work of e.xcavation did nut begin until towards the close

Fig. I. Key to Air Photograph of Karanis.

A—A Foundations marking northern limits of town. F, F Areas partly plundered.

B B Areas excavated 1924-5. Site of new temple.

C Central area cleared by scbbdkhtn. H Light railway.

D Expedition H.Q. I Irrigated area.

E, E Areas spoilt for excavation.

of December. From that time it continued without interruption until the middle of April

1925. The expedition’s staff consisted of Messrs. J. L. Starkey, S. Yeivin, 0. W. Qualley,

and A. E. R. Boak. They were fortunate in receiving a great deal of helpful advice and

practical assistance from Mr. G. Wainwright, late Chief Inspectoi ot Antitpiities, and the

officials of the Department of Anti(puties aided the work as far as it was in their power.

3—
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Twenty-nine years had elapsed since Grenfell, Hunt and Hogarth had last dug at

Karanis. In the interval the mound had been subjected to the unceasing attacks of sehahh

diggers, who had operated with light railways, as well as with the usual beasts of burden.

The extreme eastern and western parts of the town had practically disappeared and the

southern face of the mound had been plundered extensively. A great gap had been made

in the centre of the mound stretching from its southern nearly to its northern limits.

Around this irregular, crater-shaped, hole the remaining portions of the mound formed a

sort of rampart, in some places thirty or forty feet high. See the air photograph, PI. IX,

and the key to it. Fig. 1.

Work on the present top levels brought to light foundations and, in some cases, the

lower storeys and basements of houses dating from the fourth and fifth centuries a.d.

These were carefully measured and a plan was made which showed both the streets or

lanes and the ground plans of the houses in so far as these could be recovered. When this

survey had been completed, the remains of part of this top level were removed to permit

the examination of what lay beneath. It was then found that the fourth-century buildings

in this section of the town had been built above the ruins of earlier structures in such a

way that in some cases the foundations of the upper layer actually rested upon walls of the

earlier, although built at an angle to these and not following their alignment. The ruins of

this earlier level were in a better state of preservation than those above. The mud brick

employed was of better material and more carefully made. In addition, the houses and
streets were filled with sand and fallen brick and this support had kept many of the walls

in position to a considerable height. Care had to be exercised in removing this filling in

order to avoid the immediate collapse of parts of the buildings. In many houses the base-
ments 'Were intact, and above these the wails and stairways of two storeys were still standing,
but the roofs and the ceilings of first storeys had fallen in. On the basis of coins and papyri
the buildings of this level could be definitely assigned to the second and third centuries A.D.

The interiors of many of these houses had been covered with a white plaster decorated
with designs in colour. In one case this mural decoration was exceptionally well preserved.
The east wall and the adjacent portion of the north wall of a room still retained their
coating of plaster on Nvhich was painted a row of male and female divinities in a style which
closely resembled that of the well-known Fayyum portraits. One, a male figure, was seated
on a sort of throne, but the others were standing. A bull, a Cerberus with his three heads,
and other symbolic figures accompanied the deities. Unfortunately, the heads of most of
the figures were so badly defaced by the crumbling of the plaster that their identity is

somewhat uncertain. However, it is probable that in its original condition this decoration
extended all around the room, which may have been the chapel of some special cult.

Towards the close of the season it was decided to thoroughly excavate a large stone
temple, which had come to light in the previous year in the northern part of the central
area dug out by the sebhdkidn. In clearing the approaches to this temple excavations were
carried down to the original ground level, and foundations belonging to the lowest layer
presumably Ptolemaic, were laid bare. The temple itself was carefully built of well cut
local limestone, and rested upon a bed of rough stones which had been laid in the ruins of
earlier buildings. The style of architecture is Hellenistic-Egyptian and the plan differs in
many respects from that of the other temple, about a quarter of a mile to the south, which
was studied by Grenfell and Hogarth’s expedition in 1896. With its two advanced’ pylons
It bears a great resemblance to the temple of Pnepheros at Theadelphia, now partly re-
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constructed in the courtyard of the Museum at Alexandria. However, there are many
unique features about the design of the temple proper. Since no dedicatory inscription was

found, it is not certain to what god or gods the temple belonged. An embalmed crocodile,

a hawk-headed crocodile in limestone, a small incense altar, some p(jttery vessels, and the

fragments of an enamelled pectoral were all that was found in the temple. But two large

altars which lay outside the precinct obviously came from one of the outer courts. One of

these altars bore an inscription to Sarapis, with a date no longer decipherable, while the

other had on two of its four faces the head of a beanled divinity. It is possibh' that the

temple was dedicated to Sarapis, whose cult had been grafted on to that of a local crocodile

god.

The fourth and fifth century houses had been plundered in great part and so did not

produce any great wealth of coins, papyri, or hou.sehold utensils. However, those of the

lower level yielded a rich collection of objects of all sorts. The number of fine pieces of

glass recovered in perfect condition was very remarkable. Two considerable hoards of coins

were found, one containing about 1000 small bronze pieces, the other 860 tetradrachms

There were a good many ostraka, principally of the second and third centuries.

Literary papyri were very scarce. The most important was the last column ( 23 lines)

of a discourse on Homer by Alcidamas. Part of a roll of the Iliad contains several columns,

beginning with line 308 of Book I. Documentary' papyri were numerous. The most inter-

esting w'ere a group of petitions, in an unusually good state of preservation, addressed to

strategoi, epistrategoi, and Prefects of Egypt, dating from Antoninus Pius to Caracalla.

Possibly they represent part of the archives of the office of the komogrammateus of Karanis.

They were unearthed in a courtyard into which they had doubtless been thrown as rubbish

from one of the adjacent houses.

No Coptic texts of any sort were found, but there were several fragments of a Demotic

document, the verso of which contained Greek writing.

Work at Karanis was resumed under Mr. Starkey’s direction at the end of October

1925. It is hoped that it may be possible to contiuue the excavation until the site is

thoroughly investigated, so that it may be possible to reconstruct the topographical and

cultural development of this typical Greco-Roman town of the Fayyum.
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A DRINKING SIPHON FROM TELL EL-‘AMARNAH

By F. Ll. GRIFFITH

In The City of Ahhenaten, Part i, fig. 5 on p. 24 represents a group of three objects

of lead, now in the British Museum, Fig. 1. They were found in 1921 in the house N. 49. 20

on the north side of Street C, along with two fine

little lecythi of variegated glass and the unique fish-

vase of the same material. All these had been stowed

away in the sand inside the house at the base of a

wall (a favourite hiding-place) and being forgotten

were eventually covered over by two successive floors

of plaster. The metal objects are described as vases

but are not explained. One is a narrow mug with

pointed bottom and handle, about 3| inches (9 cm.)

high, which might have been used for ladling out

small quantities of wine
;

it would be worth while to

ascertain the exact content of this by measurement. Fig. I.

The others are a tube jointed at right angles strengthened by a cross bar, the angle being

filled by a kind of flower in open work, and a strainer with cylindrical socket. These
evidently belong together and are the metal fittings for a siphon or drinking tube the rest

of which would have probably consisted of two hollow reeds. The use of the apparatus is

admirably illustrated by a stela found many years ago at Tell el-‘Amarnah and now in the
Berlin Museum (no. 14122)4 Here a Syrian soldier in festive garb sits on a folding stool
with his spear behind him and his wife seated on a chair opposite him. On a stand before the
soldier is a deep wine jar with an angulated drinking tube in the mouth, and a boy is giving
him the mouth-piece of the drinking tube by which he will be able to suck comfortably at
the contents of the jar when he feels inclined

; afterwards perhaps his wife will be allowed
a pull. (How this picture reminds one of a Turk and his nargileh or hubble-bubble pipe !)

In his left hand the boy holds a beaker shaped very much like the metal mug. Un-
fortunately it has no handle

; otherwise we might be inclined to believe that the artist who
sculptured and painted the stela was picturing the inhabitants of house N. 49. 20 taking
their ease.

The reconstructed drawing, Fig. 2, shows the left hand holding the tube as against the
right on the stele. But the Egyptian artist has drawn practically a left hand to the right
arm, and in modern Egypt the smoking pipes are held in either hand indifferently.

It may be noted that Erman considered the use of a sucking tube to be a foreign
custom introduced into Egypt from the north-east, and quoted the well-known passage from

Spiegelberg and Ermax, Zeitschr. /. itg. Spr., xxxvi, 126-129, with a fine photograph also
Meyers Fremdoolker, phot. no. 829, and on a small .scale in Schafer, Knnstn-erke am el 1
II, p. 11

marna-s



THE THEBAN TOMBS SERIES.

Edited by

NORMAN de GARIS DAVIES and ALAN H. GARDINER

and published by

The Egypt Exploration Society, 13, Tavistock Sijcaki:, W.C.l.

P'ourth Memoir. The Tomb of Huy, Viceroy of Nubia in the Reign

OF TutLankhamun (No. 40). By Alan H. Gardiner. Illustrated by five

plates in colour, and thirty-five in line and collotype, by Nina de Garis Davies.

With 43 pages of text. Published price 50 -. Price to merubers of the Egypt

Exploration Society 33 -.

The tomb here completely published for the first time has long been celebrated for the

interest of its paintings, particularly those which depict the bringing of the Nubian tribute to

Pharaoh. It acquires a special interest at the present time from the fact that its owner was a

contemporary of Tutcankhamun, the pictorial art of whose reign is here exhibited in five

coloured and many other plates. The letterpress gives a short account of the life and times of

Huy, with ample explanations of the scenes and translations of the hieroglyphic texts.

Previously issued.

First and introductory Memoir. The Tomb of Amenemhet (No. 82).

Copied in line and colour by Nina de Garis Davies, and with explanatory text

by Alan H. Gardiner, D.Litt., 1915. 132 pp. of text, 4 coloured, 35 line and

10 half-tone plates. Price 35/-.

Les planches ont ete executees avec la minutie et 1 habile te auxquelles ^I. IDavies nous a\ait

accoutumes, et qu'ii y a plaisir a retrouver sous le crayon de sa femme . . . La partie

materielle est d une perfection peu commune dans ce genro' de publication, et la description que

Gardiner v a jointe est d un t^qie excellent. -—The late Sir Ci.\stox ^I.\spero in the Hevuc

Critique.

“ Xhe onlv accurate and reliable account that has e\er been gicon of the Egyptian funerary

practices.”—Prof. G. Elliot Smith in “ 1 utankliauicn, 19_3.





Second Memoir. The Tomb of Axtefoker, Vi/ier of Sesostris I.,

AND OF HIS Wife, Senet (No. 60). By N. de Garis Davies, i\I.A., with a

chapter by Alan H. Gardiner, D.Litt. Illustrated by six plates in colour by
Nina de G. Davies, and by forty-two plates in line and collotype, 1920. With
40 pp. of text, 42 /-, Special price to members of the Eyypt Exploration

Society, 28/-.

“ These publications are of immense importance and value.''—A. E. P. Weigall in The

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Socictv.

Third Memoir. The Tombs of Two Officials of Tuthmosis the
Fourth (Nos. 75 and 90). By N. de Garis Davies, M.A. Illustrated by four

plates in colour by Nina de Garis Davies, and by thirty-four plates in line and

collotype. 1923. Published price 42b. To members of the Egypt Explora-

tion Society 28b.

“ The two tombs here described and illustrated are in many ways of unusual interest . . .

The coloured plates by JIrs. de Garis Davies show with true artistic charm, coupled with

absolute fidelity to the originals, the beauty of the work which adorns these Theban chapels.”

—Warren R. D.awson in The Asiatic Review.

SPECIAL OFFER TO MEMBERS. The whole series of four volumes is now
offered to Members for Five Guineas.
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Xenophon’s account of the Carduchi in the Anabasis. He was probably right. In the graves
of the Twentieth Dynasty which M. Naville and I excavated at Teirel-Yahudiyah we in-
variably found, among the remains of vegetable matter in a certain type of large jarh

L

Fig. 2.

objects which I then supposed to be rasps of bronze^ but have long since recognised as
the strainer ends of sucking tubes; there seem to be no instances of such things from
Egypt before foreign influences became strung in the New Kingdom.

' Ti’U el-Tahndiyeh, PI. XIV, ti”. 5 .nul j). 4.').

^ <Jj). cit., PI. XV, tig.s. 20, -21 and p. 40.
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PAX AUGUSTA CLAUDIAXA

By Professor M. ROSTOVTZEFF

With Plate X.

In his famous letter to the Alexandrians recently published by H. I. Bell (P. Bond.

1912) Claudius, dealing with the honours conferred upon him by the city of Alexandria,

says (1. 34 ff.) : rav Se Svolv ^pu[(xe3]v dvSpiayrcov
|
6 fiev K\avBtaini<; ^IpyvTj^ 'S.e^ag-rrji

7ei/p[/ae]i;p9 uairep viredeTO naX 'jrpo<TeXenrdp-q[a~\ey 6 ipol Tt/i[tJairaTo? Bap/3(XXp? dpvov-

p,eiiov
I

pov Bid TO (f>opTix6re[po]f S[o«-]6t[i/j, eVei 'Pw/x'V? dvareOrjO'erai,
|

6 Be erepo^ ov

rpoTTOv vpeK d^iovre TropTrevaei rat? eirovvpai'i
\

rjpepai'i Trap' vpiv^awTropireveTCO Be

avTM Kol Bicfipoi;
|

a ^ooXeadai xoapm ^aKrjpevof;^. It is evident thro the Alexandrians

had made two gold statues, one of the Pax Augusta Claudiana, the other not specified by

Claudius in his letter, and had asked through Balbillus for the emperor’s permission to

put up the first statue in Alexandria, probably in a public place of which the name is not

given, while the second was doubtless to be kept in one of the public buildings and carried

on “ imperial ” days in the gorgeous religious processions on a Blcf)po<; richly adorned. The

emperor agrees to the second petition, and declines the first, although Balbillus his friend,

who suggested the idea, insisted upon it.

What was the precise decision of Claudius as regards the statue of the Pax Augusta

Claudiana? Bell suggests that the statue was ordered by the emperor to be dedicated

(in Alexandria) as a statue of the goddess Roma. In a private letter written months ago

to the brilliant editor of the papyrus I produced some arguments which made it impossible

for me to accept this interpretation, and suggested the idea that the statue was ordered by

Claudius to be dedicated at Rome. I see now that almost the same arguments against

Bell’s interpretation and the same suggestion were given by U. Wilcken in the last issue

of the Archiv-. I need not repeat these arguments here, but should like to add one. It

was not possible to transform (by change of attributes ?) a statue of Pax into a statue of

Roma. The two types, as established in Roman art, were so utterly different that it would

have Ij^en necessary to make a new statue, and not dedicate the old one under the name
of the goddess Roma®.

Some points, however, still remain obscure. Why was a change of place so essential to

Claudius ? Why was the statue when dedicated at Alexandria, in a provincial city, cfiop-

riKMTepos, but unobjectionable in the capital, at Rome? If it was the desire not to compete
with the Pax Augusta of Augustus and not to assume the features of a peace-bringer after

Augustus (the only reason which I can imagine if the difficulty was connected with the

statue and not with the place), why should a dedication at Rome change all this ? To my
mind this dedication at Rome would have made the difficulties still graver and the com-
petition still more evident. Thus we must assume that the (jiopTiKdoTepov of the act

1 H. Idris Bell, Jews and Christians in Egypt, 1924, 24.
- U. WiLCKES in Archie, vii (1924), 308 fF. Decisive is Wilcken’s reference to the Greek translation of

Mon. Anc. where the Latin Romae is twice translated by €jrl 'Pm/irjs.

® [I unre.servedly accept the explanation suggested by the two eminent scholars
;
see Journal, xi 95^

H. I. B.]
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depended on the place, on Alexandria, on the connection of Alexandria with the statue.

On this connection Balbillus insisted, and it is this connection which Claudius rejected.

He did not object to the idea that the other statue (his own as I suppose, Messalina’s as

Milne suggested) should be gorgeously carried in religious proces.sions. But he objected

to the modest and inotfensive Pax adorning one of the public places or buildings of

Alexandria. Why ?

Is it a pure coincidence that in the same year in which the letter wa.s written there

appears on the coins of Claudius the statue of Pax Augusta 1 And a j)eciiliar statue it is

(PI. X, Figs. 1 and 2). Not the traditional Pax of the republican and imperial coins with

the caducous and other peaceful attributes, but a Pax-Nemesi.s unknown to Augustus and

to his immediate successors, and reappearing later, but sporadicalp’, on the coins of the

Roman emperors. Let me describe the statue of the Claudian coins (I repeat the excellent

description of Mattingly). “Female figure (Nemesis) winged, draped, advancing r, holding

in the 1. hand a winged caducous pointed downwards at a snake gliding r. before her ; her

r. arm is bent upwards and with r. hand she pulls out a fold ot her robe below the neck.

PACI AUGUSTAE 1. up, r. downV
Now, the type of this peculiar Pax, who unites in her figure the attributes of Nemesis,

Eirene, Nike, is not new'. The same figure w'as the so-called restoration connected wdth

Julius Caesar on coins struck in his memory by the Emperor Trajan (PI. X, Fig. 4). The

figure is exactly the same. The snake is the royal .snake, the uraeus, thus reminding us

of Egypt and Alexandria'^ And this connection is not illusory. Eckhel in his excellent

comments on the Nemesis-coins of Claudius'* quoted the well-known text of Appian, where

this writer describes the end of Pompey ( App., Bell. Civ., Ii, 90): K€(j>a\>}p rod Uo/j.Trrjlov

TTpocrera^e Ta<f>r]vai,, teal ri avry Te/J.€vo<; Trpo t?;? TToXe®'* Trepiredev Ne/iecreco? xe/repo?

e/caXeiTO- ovep eV’ ep.ov Kara ’P(op.aicov avTOKpdropa Tpaiai’ov, i^oWvvra ro iv Al^virro)

'\ovhaL(i)v 'yfipo?, otto twp 'lovBaLcov €? xa? tov TToXepov ^peta,^ KaT'>)peicf>Op. It is evident,

as Eckhel pointed out, that Caesar dedicated a statue of Neanosis-Pax near the grave oi

Pompey, that he thus transformed this xe/repo? iiitu a Nemo.seion and commemorated the

event on his coins by reproducing on them the statue ot the xe/xepo?. Caesar .s idea is easy

to understand. The p/?/3io-xi;? Pompey who began the civil war was crushed because of his

v,3pi^ by Nemesis, and by this act war was transformed into peace and Nemesis became

the protecting goddess of peace, the Nemesis-Pax. The snake is the genius loci, the Aja-

doSai/xav of Alexandria and Egypt, and at the same time the royal snake, the uraeusf

^ H. Mattingly, Coins of tho Rouhxii Ernpive in the British J/n.son./n. i. Aujn.stns to t itnllius (19^3),

165 ff., J\os. 6 f., -26 f., 51 flf., 58 f., 61 ff., 68 f., 108 ; PI. 31, 5 and 17, IS ; PI. 32, 7, 8, 13, 14, 16, 17, 20, 21 ;

PL 33, 18 ; cf. Intr., p. cliii. H. PosnaNskt, Jemesis mid Adra.<teia, 1890 {Brest. Phd. Ahh., v, 2;, 105 (c/.

p. 172), thinks that the figure is a regular Pax and has nothing to do with Xemesi.s, the ge.sture typical for

Nemesis being apotropaic. The snake is a rare attribute of Neme.si.s ;
.see the two bas-reliefs of Gortyna

and of the Piraeus, Perdrizet in B. C. ff., 22 G898', Pis. X\ I and X\
;
DEL.tM.vRRE, Ber. de phiL, 1S94,

226. The serpent to my mind connect.s Nemesis with the gods of the netherworld. On other monuments

(coins and engraved stones) the appearance of the snake is explained b\ a .suicreti.sm of Nemesis and

Hygieia or Nemesis and Derneter ;
0. Kos.sb.vch in Roschek's Zr.wco/f, iii, 161.

2 Cohen, i, No. 55 (p. 19).
** Eckhel, D. X., vi, 2.36 IF., e.sp. p. 238.

* On the location of thi.s sanctuary near the Jewish quarter see P. Perdbizkt in B. C. H., 36 (1912),

256 f.; cf. Lumbroso, L ’

Egitto
,
2nd eJ, 226. IVe have of course no coins of Julius Cae.sar himself which

would commemorate this event and I'cproduce the .statue, as H. Mattinglj has pointed out in a private

letter to me. However there is an aureus of 1 ibius 4 arus i^b.c. iHf), Grueuer, B.M.t., Republic i, o90,

no. 7299, which was well known to Eckliel) with a figure of Noiuc.si.s similar to the Neincsis of Claudius

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xii. ^
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The Nemesis-Pax of Caesar was not a very popular figure in imperial art. Nemesis

was one of the most worshipped goddesses of the Roman Empire. She had many sanctuaries

all over the world, including both Alexandria and Egypt'. Her figure was well known to

everybod)' in the Hellenistic and Roman world. Everywhere, however, she is represented

in her own way with attributes which do not appear in the Julian statue (wheel, griffin,

etc.)h When therefore the Julian figure reappears on the imperial coins, it must

be for some special reason. We leave Claudius aside for a while. Next after Claudius

Vespasian used the tt’pe at the beginning of his reign (in 71 and later in 74 A.D.®) (PL X,

Fig. 3). We can easily see his motives. Was he not the victor in a civil war? Had he not

crushed his rivals and restored Pax like Cae.sar 1 And was not Alexandria the first city to

recognize him as the emperor of Rome ?

The next was Trajan. His relations to Nemesis in Alexandria are more complicated.

Eckhel explained the restoration of the Nemesis-aureus of Caesar by the words of Appian

(juoted above. The Jews had destroyed the sanctuary of Nemesis, and Trajan restored it

with the statue, a symbol of his victor\- over the rebels, the v^piaTaL, who had originated

a terrible civil war. Eckhel may be right, if we assume that Trajan had time and leisure

in his last years to think of it. However, another explanation might be suggested. The

3’ear 109-110 (the l-Sth of Trajan) was a peculiar year for Alexandria. Besides the usual

types of the coinage of Alexandria which celebrated the victories of the emperor, the

Greek and local gods of Ale.xandria, and the fertility of the land, we meet for the first time

some new types: Eirene and Homonoia with the inscription EIPHNH KAI OMONOIA,
and along with it another with the figures of Euthenia and Eirene, and the corresponding

inscription ET@HNIA KAI EIPHNH. In the same year, for the first time in the history

of the imperial coinage at Alexandria, appears the type of Nemesis: Nemesis winged,

running r.; short tunic, boots
;

1. hand on a wheel; under her r. foot a prostrate man^ (PI. X,

which must in some way or other he connected with the murder of Caesar, and on the other hand the

restoration of Trajan hardly would have repeated the Claudian type were not the type somehow connected

with Caesar.

' The evidence is collected in the note to B. G. U., vi, 1216 (110 b.c.), a document which mentions
(11. 49 and 161) a sanctuary of the two Nemeseis and Adrasteiae (of Smyrna). On the Isis-Nemesis of

Delos see P. Roussel, Les eultes egypttens a JJe'los, 1916, 159 tf. A sanctuary in the Marmarica, Ptol. iv,

5, 31 ;
Tab. Pent.

;
An. Rav. 3, 2 ; 5, 7. On the archaeological and numismatic evidence, P. Pehdrizet,

B. C. H., 36 (1912), 256 ff. A 'S(fi€(riiov at Alexandria is mentioned in the inscription in E. Breccia, Idcri-

zioni gr. e lat. {Cat. Oe'n. d. Ant. dii Ahis. d'Alex.), No. 152. I do not think that this Nemeseion is

identical with that of Julius Caesar. The statue.s of a temple of the two Nemeseis of Smyrna and of the
Milesian Apollo are reproduced on Alexandrian coins of Antoninus Pius, Cat. Br. Mas., Alexandria, p. 120,

Pl, III, Nos. 1028, 1031
;
J. \ OGT, Die Alexandrinischen Munzen, 1924, 70.

The best general article on Nemesis is that of O. Rossbach in Roscher’s Lexicon, in, 117 ff. Comp,
the excellent articles of P. Perdrizet in B. C. H., 22 (1898), 599 fif.; 36 (1912), 248 ft'.; 38 (1914), 89 ft'.;

Bronzes grecs dEgypte de la coll. Fouquet (1911), 38, No. 62, PI. XVIII; Les terres 'cuites grecques de
VEgypte de la coll. Fouquet (1921), xxvi and 105; cf. 80. The winged Nemesis reminds one of the winged
{xravixovs, V. 1, cf. V. 6) Fortune as .she appears in the well-known hymn to Fortune of the third century
A.D., Berl. Klass. Texte, v, 2, 172; I. L. Powell, Analecta Alexandrina (1925), Lyr. ade.spota, no. 37, 196,
where Fortune is identified with Clotho, Anauke and Iris, cult of Nemesis in the early Hellenistic period
Cere. fr. 4 (I. U. Powell, Anal. Alex., 205).

3 Cohen, i, 389, No. 283 (71 a.d.)
; No. 282 (74 a.d.). H. Mattingly in a private letter dates the coins

in 71 and (2 (mint of Lugdnnum).
' On the coins of Alexandria of this year see Jos. Vogt, Die Alexandrinischen Munzen (1924), i, 78 ft.

and II, 30 ff.; id., lionnsche Politik in Aegypten, 1924, 25 ff.
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Fig. 8). The type in itself is not very common. The more interesting is it to note that it

recurs in almost all details on two statuettes, both found in Egypt, one formerly in the
Dattari Collection, the other in the Cairo Museum. One of these statuettes (Dattari)
certainly belongs to the time of Trajan, as is shown by the coiffure of the goddess, the
well-known coiffure of Sabina (PI. X, Fig. 7). I do not doubt that the second belongs to
the same time'.

What is the explanation of this set of new types, which were repeated from this year
on, the two first frequently (except for the la.st years of Trajan), the last (Xemesis) in the
year 1.5? Some years ago W. Weber, in dealing with the so-called Acts of Martyrs of
the time of Trajan found at 0.\-yrhynchus, pointed out that the events recorded in this

pamphlet must be connected with the disturbances at Ale.xandria which are lopioachfullv
mentioned in the vehement speech which Dio Chrysostomus delivered in that citv at the
time' The Alexandrian riot was serious enough to induce Trajan to send Dio to Alexandria,
certainly as his special envoy, with the commission to announce to the Alexandrians the

emperor’s imminent visit ’. The above-mentioned Acts of Martyrs of the tinu- ef Trajan
show that the riot took the form of the usual .Jewish pogrom, a precursor of the great
Jewish revolt towards the end of Trajan's reign.

It is therefore more than probable that the Alexandrian coinage of 109-110 refers to

the same events. The riot was quelled, peace and concord were re-established, and, as the
result of peace, abundance, which had probably been disturbed by the grave riots of

the preceding year or years. The statue of Xemesis was dedicated by the emperor to

point out the triumph of Justice over the v^piaTai—the rioters, who are trampled under-

foot by the winged goddess. We may suppose that the restoration of the aureus of Cae.sar

at Rome had the same significance and refers to the same event.s. I would, however, not
-stress this point. The Jewish revolt, in which the Jews destroyed the sanctuarv and the
statue of Xemesi.s, an act possibly dictated to the Jews not by military considerations only,

may have led to the rebuilding of the statue and of the sanctuary by Trajan in sign of his

victory—Xemesis for the second time striking the rebels.

For the last time Xemesis—this time Xemesis-Victory—reappears on the coins of

Hadrian (PI. X, Figs. 5, fi). Here again we may suppose that by this means Hadrian

commemorated his victory over the Jewish rebels in Egypt ami Ale.xandriat

Let us now go back to the Xemesis-Pax of Claudius. Is it not natural to suppo.se that

similar considerations led Balbillus and the Ale.xandrians to dedicate a statue of Xemesis
at the time of Claudius’ accession? It is well known that the Graeco-Jewish feud under
Caligula was soon followed by another outbreak of disturbances at Ale.xandria, shortly after

the death of Caligula, just at the time of the accession of (.’laudius. The revolt was quelled

by force of arms'*. Both sides sent embassies to Rome, as we know' from the Claudian Acts
of Martyrs, but the aggressors had certainly been the -Jews, and it was against them that

' P. Perdrizet, 36 (1912), 250 ff. and Pis. I, II.

- W. Weber in Hermes. 50 (1915), 76 IF.; Dio (.'hrys. ied. Guy de Bade) or. xxxii \ad Alej-andrinos),

71ft'.; cf. V. Arxiii, Lehen u. Werke des Dio, 435 ft'.

^ Jos. Vogt, Die Alex. Hanzen, 76 IF. (108-109 .\.d.).

' Cohen, ii, Xo. 1454 ft’. Conq). the fanta.stic animal on the Ale.xandrian coin.s of Hadrian, the syncre-
tistic sphinx

;
on its back stands the pcr.sonification of Xemesis—the griffin with the wheel

;
J. VoOT

Die Alex. Munzen, 83, PI. I, Xo. XI. On Xemesis-Xike .see F. Ch.vi’ouiier in D.V.H.. 48 (1924), 276 ft'.

“ Fl. Jos., zint. Jud., XIXj 2/8: (TTa(TUi^€TaL Kara tov avTov lov8ai<av ra rrpoi ILWrjpa^ en'i Ttj^

TToXfcof. T€\€VTrjcrapTos yap tov Tatov to ^lovdattov €0vos.,,dv€0appr}(r€ /cai eV ouXois (vOeojs
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the Roman soldiers had fought. What can be more reasonable than to suppose that the

Alexandrians, in order to put the blame for the riot entirely on to the Jews and to celebrate

“their” victory, suggested through Balbillus that a statue of Nemesis-Pax, a copy of that

in the Julian Nemeseion, should be dedicated to commemorate the re-establishment of

peace and the crushing of rebels, by whom no doubt they understood the Jews ? Claudius,

however, was well aware that such an act might originate new riots at Alexandria, and

therefore calls the statue at Alexandria (popTiKoiTepo^.

At Rome such a statue was indeed inoffensive, and at the same time it was a good

symbol for the programme of the new reign. Let bygones be bygones
;
Nemesis has crushed

Caligula, a new era of peace begins, no vengeance is contemplated, amnesty is announced*.

Aemesis-Pax, the same who marked the end of one ySpiarp^, shall watch over the pre-

servation of peace under the new emperor. That is why the statue intended for anti-Jewish

propaganda received a new meaning and a new significance in the skilful hands of the

emperor whom we were accustomed to consider as a half-witted slave in the hands of his

slaves and freedmen and of women. The clever measure of Claudius accounts also for the

fact that no mention of this act is found on the Alexandrian coins. Moderation and modesty
were the slogans of Claudius, a striking contrast to Nero, who accepted with satisfaction

from the Alexandrians all the divine honours which Claudius so tactfully declined.

Addendum.

The role which Ti. Claudius Balbillus (spelt Barbillus by the Graeco-Egyptian scribe)

plays in the letter of Claudius and which cannot be explained unless Balbillus is identical

with the well-known prefect of Egypt under Nero is now fully understandable in the light of

the new inscription recently found at Ephesus and published by J. Keil in Forschiingen in

Ephesus, III (1923), 127 fi., no. 41 and 42. Bell in his comments on the papyrus (p. 29)
refuses to recognize in Barbillus the prefect of Nero, since, he says, “it is not probable that

the prefect had any connection with Alexandria.” This connection is now established by
the inscription oi Ephesus, which gives almost a full account (the beginning of the
inscription how'eier is lost) ol the career of Balbillus. He began his imperial career as

praefectus fabium and tribunus mihtum ’ of the XXth Legion and distinguished
himself in the conquest of Britain (military decorations). As a man of literary tastes and
excellent education (Sen., Nat. Quaest, iv, 2, 13) he was appointed by Claudius “ad
legationes et res[ponsa graeca (?)]

” of the emperor. Being thus for a time in close relations
with Claudius and having won apparently his warm sympathy he was promoted to be
“(procurator) aedium divi Aug(usti) et [aliarum aedium e]t lucorum sacrdrumque omnium
quae sunt Alexan [dreae et in tota Aegyptjo et supra Mii[s]eu[m] e[t ab Alexandrijna
bybhothece

,

et archi[erei et ad Hermjen Alexan dreon pe[r annos...].” The supplements
of J. Keil are beyond any doubt as suggested by the well-known fragment of a Rainer
papyrus (no. 27922) vawv^ apx^epei kuI toD fjiejdXov [lapd-TriSo^

\

Kal rtSr]
«aT AXe^avSpLav kol «a[T’ Ar-yuTTroi/ irEfrav 6vr]wv kuI a'XXou/ kuI r€p€vd,[v /cal lepwv
\a^L<p\ MeXaiu Tw Kparlarw. The mention of the number of years which Balbillus

spent at Alexandria explains both his popularity with the Alexandrians (see ed. Ti. Jul.
lexandri) and his intimate knowledge of the conditions both at Alexandria and in Egypt

tf. Mattingly, Coins of the Roinan Empire., i, cliii.
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which account for his appointment after his procuratorship in Asia to the post of prefect

of Egypt under Xero. The mention in the inscription of “ luci saci-i ” in Egypt [)robably

dev'oted to the cult of Augustus and to the cult of the Egyptian gods explains 1. 42 in the

papyrus “ dXcrrj re Kara vo/xov irapelvaL Xi'yv'!r{r)ov
”
and corroborates tlie reading Kara

vofioi' and not Kara vofxov, which had been suggested. It. is not necessary to suppose that

new “ luci ” wore consecrated to Claudius. It is more probable that in the ancient groves

consecrated in every ‘‘ nomos ” to varion.s gods the cult of Claudius was addl’d to the cult

ot Augustus, as that of Augustas was added to the cult of Egyptian gods. (In other

interesting points in the inscription sec the substantial comments of J. Iveil. The last

question is how to explain the fact that Balbillus was the President of the Endjassy of 41 a.d.

He certainly had nut been appointed President irf the Museum as early as in 41 A. I), (in

44 A.D. he was still in the military service). It seems therefore that his othcial career began

late in his life and that he was promoted to the equestrian rank because of his literary

activity, wdiich was doubtless well known to Claudius. This literary activity wa.s probably

carried out by him at Alexandria in the Museum of winch he later became the president.

Though he was of royal descent (Steix in P.W., R.E.. iii, 2679, no. 81 and 82). nothing

prevents us from assuming that he was a resident of Alexandria, an Alexandrian aristocrat,

and already famous among the Alexandrians and in the Greek world when his official

imperial career began. In 41, as the papyrus shows, he was already a friend of Claudius,

certainly because of common literary interests, and this explains his brilliant and speedy

advance under Claudius and the philhellene Xero. Like Claudius he had archaeological

interests (see the well-known inscription in his honour, Dittenderuer, Or., 66()), especially

in Egyptian archaeology. He may have helped Claudius in some of his antiquarian works.

It may be that the embassy which is mentioned in the papyrus strengthened the ties

which united him to Claudius and was the starting-point of his promotion. It so, the secoml

friend of Claudius who is mentioned in the papyrus, Archibius, who probably was resident

in Rome, as he was not a member of the embassy*, was also an Alexandrian intellectual.

I would suwo-est identifyiiU’- him with the fomous surgeon of the first century a.d. (see M.OO ^ o

Wellmaxx in P. If., R.PJ., u, 4(](i. no. .5), perhaps one of the surgeons of the court of

Claudius.

The famous Sophist Dionysius had in the times of Hadrian a career similar to that of

Balbillus (PhiLOSTR., Vitae Soph., i, 22). Because of his literary activity he was appointed

by Hadrian procurator of two provinces and made a member of the Alexandrian Museum

(see the inscription in his honour in Forsch. in Eph., ill, 133, no. 47 and the comments of

J. Keil). If his full name was really Ti. Claudius the Roman citizenship was bestowed on

him or on his father by Claudius or Xero.

* [This is open to qne.stion. It has been suggested privately by Dr. Kruger of Leningrad and

indejaendently by H. MTllrich m Henne.% lx (192.5;., 488 f., that the careless .scribe omitted the name

' after Tipepios KXavSioj in 1, 19, This supposition, which renio\es the difficulty of the Apirrovos

there (see my note, cid loc.) and raises the ruiniber of ambassadors from ele\en to the likelier figure ot

twelve, seem.s to me a practical certainty. H. I. Bell.]
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AN EGYPTIAN EOYAL BOOKPLATE : THE EX LIBRIS
OF AMENOPHIS III AND TEIE

By H. R. hall

With Plate XI, Fig. 1.

Attention has recently been drawn by Dr. D. Opitz in the Zeitschrift fiir Assyriologie

for October 1924 to the fayence Ea; Libria plate of King Amenophis III and Queen Teie, in

the British Mu.seuni (No. 22878), which was discovered with the Tell el-‘Amarnah tablets,

first piiblished by Bezold-Budge in The Tell el-Amurna Tablets in the British Museum, p. x,

and then republished in a supposedly more correct form by Borchardt in Zeitschr. f. Cuj.

Spr., XXXIII, 7 2. Before referring to Die Opitz ’s interesting comments on this remarkably

interesting object, I wish to point out that, as can easily be seen from the photograph

published on PI. XI, Fig. 1, there is still an error in Dr. Borchardt’s transcription. No photo-

graph has hitherto been published of this object, so that his error has escaped notice, and is

repeated without question by Opitz. The original reading by Bezold-Budge of the lower

line of signs, which contains the title of a book, was
'

I ra
Borchardt emended

w /VWWka ^ ^
this to ^ I ^ O/V’ translated “Das Buck [von cler] Sykomore [und deni] Dattel-

buum." Ranke, in his new edition of Erman’s Agyptisches Leben (p. 474), retains the reading

JW
WWW* ^ AWVV.

as

but understands it as an adjective in apposition to ^ translating ^
sweet sycomore,” so that the book is the Buck von dei' siissen Bykomore. The correct

05
reading, however, is ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Book of the Sycamore und the Olive. That is to say the

I ra V

utticial publication was correct in reading the name of the second tree as buqe,
“ the olive,’

and Borchardt wrong in reading it as bener,
“ the palm,” since the signs read by Budge as

Z1

are most distinctly not a muddled ^ ; the z! is perfectly plain, but the o is in reality <B,

^^hich is entiieh distinct from the A. Whether this (g is a correct spelling or not is another

matter. Perhaps the word ought to have been spelt hik-t, as Budge had it. It is

actually spelt biktu. Dr. Opitz is therefore not justified in stating {op. cit, p. 80)

that the tablet “ ungenau in der Ausgabe der englischen Tell-el-Amarna-Tafeln auf Seite x,
richtig von Borchardt in ZAS, 38, 72 f., verbffentlicht ist.” Evidently Budge was
more correct than Borchardt, who himself says (more diffidently than Dr. Opitz) that the
British Museum publication was “nicht ganz richtig,” merely. That was so, for besides

the reading ci for « there was an obvious misprint of 7^ for A. The tree-sign beneath
/wvwv^ ^

t e oi of the word ^ is deformed into a squat shape on the original on account of the
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necessity of getting it in beneath the ci . But Budge read the tree-name correctlv,

Borchardt wrongly.

The tablet then refers to a “Book of the Sycoiuore and tlie Olive." The rest of the inscrip-

tion—“The Good God, Nibma<'at-Ref given life, beloved of Ptah king of the tvvn lands, and

the King’s wife Teie, living”—shews that it is the label of a book ))e|onging to the roval

library, the bookplate, so to speak, of Amenophis III and Teie. Sir E. |-!udg(' speaks of it

(ibid.) as “originally inlaid in an alabaster tablet, \\hieh is now lost.” Dr. Borchardt

(ibid.) speaks of it as “ ein fruher eingelcgt gewesenes Etikett eiiies Biichcr bezw.

Papyruskastchens," and finds relics of such “ Papyrusfutteraleii in soim.' alabaster plaipies

in the Berlin IMuseuin iNos. 10.5Sb-10.588t, “said to have been ' found with the ‘Amarnah

tablets (first published by Winckler in Der Thuntafelfitiid voii El Avuinm, ji, PI. Ill),

and bearing the names of Amenophis III, which, since they liave traces of fastenings and

the usual Eg
3’ptian ebony buttons, he considers to be the lid.s of alabaster bo.ves to hold

papjn-i. Ernian had already described these phnpies in Zeitschr. f. dg. Spr., 188U, b2 :

giving the information (omitted by Borchardt but given by Winckler) that the inscriptions

were inlaid in blue enamel (exactly as in our “ bookplate ”). Budge and Bezold evidently

considered that our plaque, which is all of fayence with inlaid inscription in glaze or

“enamel,” was analogous to the blue glaze “enamel'’ in.scriptions of the Berlin alabaster

plaques, and had itself originally been inlaid in such a pl.aque. It may have been so, but

from the fact that our pla([ue has in its rounded end or top two holes about J inch apart,

made obviousl}’ for the insertion of a double metal wire attachment, it would look as if it

were intended to be inlaid in wood rather than stone, and most probabh- in the lid

of a wooden box, as Erman thought (ibid.) was the case with the Berlin alabaster and

faj-’ence plaques. Whether Erman or Borchardt be right about those, I think that a

wooden bo.x is more probable in the case of our plaque. One ha.s a good example of the

combination of fayence and wood in the exactly contomporaiy cotters ot Aini.mophis and

Teie found in the tomb of luiya and Tuiyu (Newberiy and Carter, lomh of lumiju and

Touiyou, pp. 46, 47, Pis. XXXNTII, XXXIX). It is hardly probable that the pl.ujue is

merely a ticket, not intended to bt" inlaid in aiu'thing but simplv to Ih’ .-iftixed ly string or

wire to a vase, box, or case containing the “Book ot the ,Sycomore and the (Hive.’ One

hardly thinks that this breakable material would have been uscil lor this purpose.

Dr. Borchardt assumes that the label is intended for a case of papyri, and that the tale

of the Sycomore and the Olive was an Egyptian work, althotigh, as he notes, we do mit

possess anj' Egj^ptian copy of such a story. But its idea is Egypti.an enough, and we have

the rble of the persea in the “ Tale of the Two Brothers, and the talking sycomore, noted

by Borchardt, in a Turin papjTus published bj' Maspero (reference given bv Borchardt as

Etudes, I, 211 ff.). It could well be Egv'ptian. Ranke {ibid.) follows Borchardt. Erman

however had assumed that the wooden boxes to which he concluded the Berlin alabaster

faj’ence-inlaid plaques must belong were intended to hold the cuneiform tablets with which

they wmre found. This conclusion seems very reasonable, and has been followed by Niebuhr

(Die Amarnu-Zeit, p. 4), Knudtzon (Die el-Amurna lafeln, i, 11), and (Jpitz {ibid,), w'ho

all appear to regard the original books of w'hich the\' and the London plaque were the

labels as having been cuneiform tablets, in contradistinction from Biu'chardt. Dr. Opitz

gives the reason for his belief in the fact that there existed in Assyrian literature a

fabulous histor}? of the w'ordy combats of tw'o trees, the Date-Palm and the lamarisk

(Ebeling, Aus den Keilschrifttexten aus Assur (“Der Streit zweier baume ), M.D.O.G., 58,
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Aug. 1917, 32 ff.). and as he evidently thinks that it is reasonable to suppose that a

label found with El-'Amarnah tablets is the label of such tablets, and not of papjE, he con-

cludes that it is equally reasonable to suppose that the book of which this is the label was

this identical Story of the Date-Palm and the Tamarisk in its cuneiform tablet form, and

that the title is translated into Egyptian on the label.

This would have seemed very reasonable had the Egyptian label referred to either of

these trees
;
but now that we see that the palm is not mentioned at all and that the trees

referred to are the sycomore (or another deciduous tree) and the olive, we can hardly

assume absolute identity. Still, there may have been another version, in which a sycomore

iir another tree (nht might mean “tree” in general, as Opitz points out, not a sycomore only)

and an olive took the part played by the tamarisk and the palm in the other. The

comparison is very apposite.

But a (juestion arises whether a story of this kind is originally Mesopotamian, and not

more probably Egyptian. Fables and wisdom-stories are not common in cuneiform

literature, nor are they found early; whereas in Egypt they seem at home from the

beginning. The enumeration of its virtues and practical uses by each tree in vindication

of its claim to supremacy sounds very Egyptian.
“ I am altogether greater than thou, noble sir (said the palm). The husbandman, all

that he has, the guiding-rope, the whips, the cover for the waggon, the cover for the oxen,”

and so forth, are all paraded as proof of his indispensability; to which the tamarisk retorts

with a catalogue of his virtues, some of which it is to be owned are not very Egyptian, as

when the king and his nobles are made to eat off a table made of his wood and from vessels

also made of it. The Egyptian did not use wood much for the purpose of making eating and
drinking vessels. Still, the whole atmosphere of the tale is Egyptian enough. It might
conceivably be of Egyptian origin, with the names of cities and gods translated into those

of Mesopotamian counterparts (Kish and Nidaba).

M hether this be so or not, such a tale is eminently one that might be discovered any
day in an Egyptian papyrus, so that we cannot say that Borchardt and Ranke are wrong,
and that our label was the royal bookplate not of an Egyptian novel written on papyrus
but of an Assyrian one incised on clay. Only the fact of its discovery with the ‘Amarnah
tablets makes the latter suggestion on the whole more probable than the former, so that
the tale of The Sycomore and the Olive may have been another version of The Palm and
the Tamarisk, told on cuneiform tablets which were placed in a box in the royal library, of
which this IS the label, with the names of both Amenophis and Teie, as it might be
“ los Reyes” Ferdinand and Isabella.

On each of the Berlin labels are also two cartouches, but in four out of the five (the
number given by Wmckler and Knudtzon, which I take to be correct ; Erman says there
are four, and Borchardt only three) one of the cartouches is scratched out, and Erman,
followed by Aiebuhr, supposed that this contained the name of Akhenaten. Borchardt and
Knudtzon, however, mention Amenophis III only, and that they are right is evident. The
fifth tablet, which is untouched, simply bears the prenomen and nomen of Amenophis III.
.0 id t e four others, of course, but the nomen on them was scratched out in the
heretics time because it contained the name of Amun. That is all. Akhenaten does not
appear i or does Teie, and there is nothing besides the cartouches but the double plume
above them. We do not know therefore of what books-papyri or tablets-they formed the
covers. In all probability Borchardt’s explanation of them is more correct than Erman’s,
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THE GOD PANEPI
By W. SPIEGELBERG-

With Plate XI, Fig. 2.

The name of this god is known to us from the following inscription, attributed by the

epigraphists to the sixth century, found on the pedestal of a bronze statuette of an Apis-

bull discovered in the Delta":

TOI nANEniMANE?TA?E?09VAHf

T(S UaveiTL
fj.'

avecTTacre Sco/cuStj?

Ulrich Wilcken^, the last who has discussed this inscription, gave up the divine name

Panepi as a mystery. And in fact both the explanations so far proposed are unacceptable.

To derive n*.ncni from Ba-en-Ptah, “Spirit of the god Ptah,” is phonetically quite

impossible, and the explanation Ilavay'm, “ The All-seeing,” besides resting on an emenda-

tion, ill accords with the votive Apis-bull, which must surely be designated in some way

or other by the name na-ticm. This designation is, indeed, quite clearly recognizable

in the second half, em, of the name, in which I see a form of ?'py> Coptic

£*.ne (S.)
:

(B,), with the older vocalization *gcni which we can with certainty assume

from the researches of Albright^ and the classic treatise of Sethe® on vowel-change in

Egyptian. In accordance with what they have laid down common-Coptic ct was developed

out of an older t or e, and the Assyrian rendering Putubesti (or Putubisti) of the name
later vocalized Uerovj3aa-Ti<;^ proves that the older vowel-system with t or e still existed in

the seventh century. It is thus reasonable to assume this form for the present inscription,

dating as it does from the sixth century.

But what is the first part n*.ii of the name nAncm ? I tried a number of e.xplanations

(for example the god Hdv, the word “all”) before the following consideration of the

problem brought me to a solution. If n^wnem designates the Apis-bull whose statuette

Sokydes offered, then it must be possible, as I have already insisted, to read this name or

idea in the word. I therefore asked myself how Apis-bull could be translated into Egyptian,

o
and took as a first rendering (several are conceivable)

pi h n{i) H py, or, lu the various dialects of Coptic, ne£€n^*.Tie (S.)
: (B.) :

(F.) . ng^ene (A.). If we assume for the sixth century the vocalization

1 [In order to conform to the custom of the Journal Professor Spiegelherg has very kindly consented to
allow me to translate his article into English, though well aware that owing to the peculiar nature of the
subject certain o^his comparisons must lose point by not being in the original German. My task has been
rendered very dimcult in places by the fact that German has preserved more completely than English the
Teutonic pastoral vocabulary. Thus it is impo.ssible in English to find a w-ord for Rind, the singular, whether
ma.sculine or feminine, of our plural word “cattle.” In order to make the author’s point quite clear I have
in critical cases added the German word in brackets. Editor.]

“ “ From a Greek site in the Delta of Egypt.” (A. S. Murray in Arch. Anzeiger, 1899, 205 )
U.P.Z.I., 25, and references there given. 4 yj,,. 1923, 66.

^ Zeitschr. d. Deiitsch. Morgenl. GeselUch.^ LXxvii, 1925, 171. 6
^
jy;}
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demanded above, which would agree with the Akhmimic form' hero reconstructed, we

should then get for Apis-bull Pehe-n-Hepe or FakS-n-Hepe.

The Coptic ege (S. B.) < perhaps a nominal formation like cfce “ door ” < .sW,

pne “ temple ” < 7-Ppr, (S'.vie “ gardener ” < kml'-, and therefore to be derived from e’h/p, the

y having dropped after the accented voweB. The helping-vowel before the double consonant

may be either e or a according as the
(j

has the value of yod or alc[)h. Thus side by side

with ciinT < “ the west” we find A.Mnf£<ame>itet “the underworld'.” In the

case of e^c one of the dialects, the Middle Egyptian, actually has in iign an & instead of e,

and it is possible that the Akhmimic form, which has not yet been discovered, was

That a form existed side by side with cje is proved by, above all, the Greek form ot

the personal name PPsrl-{nyt}-’ht, “The son of the cow",” Terra;;?, Tmra;;? and variants',

alongside with Terre;;?, or, in the feminine, T)-sr\t-n-tP’ld,
“ The daughter of the cow =

Serre;;?, *2erra?;?. In this personal name Id,
“ the Cow,” doubtles.s denoted a sacred

cow, either the cow of Hathor* or possibly the Apis-mother. A e may therefore, in explain-

ing the name take the masculine ’ft to denote the sacred o.x. Thus in Greek

nothing is left of u’ke save the a, as is the case in other Greek renderings of Egyptian

names, e.g. IleXata? from Pf-mr-’h (*nXea.oe), “ the overseer of cattle",” or again Terare;;?

from P}-srl-(n)-hr-’ht (*ntg€n£;i€2H)"', “the son of the cow-head,” ie. “the son of Hathor".”

Thus the derivation of na-ticm from Pi-h-n{Y)-Hpy is quite unobjectionable. Since the

Greeks did not indicate the aspirate h in writing they wrote ^IlaereTr;. Ihe falling of the

e next gave llaveTn, just as IleToatp;? was derived from IleTeocrip;? and ’ilayovvi^ from

ITaa/iowt?, the first step in the process perhaps being the assimilation ot the e to the a.

In this case the phonetic development may be represented as follows; *n6.enenj> *n6,iineni

> na,n£ni'^.

' In this case, too, “ this dialect '' again shows it.self to be very archaic.

2 Steindorff, Kopt. Gram.,
.^5

106.

3 Sethe, Verbum, l, § 98, and for the nominal formation iny, Steixoorff, Kopt. Gram., S 120 ff.

' Sethe, Nachr. Ges. Il'iss. Gottiaged, 1922, 209.

° The feminine is found in Fayyuiuic, and also in the hayyuniic-Sahidic nii.ved di.alcct. Dull. Idut.,

XIV, 116-8
;
XV, 251-0. It is formed from r'Myet and shows the .same formative vowel t as the feminine

form of miy, aiois'i, “lion,” viz. mih, “lioness,” derived from imiiyet.

® See Spiegelbero, Deiaotische Studied, Ii, 10. The name is often found in the late period with

endless variants, and is often incorrectly read. A rare full writing of the feminine jiroper name is

^ ^ ^ ^ i si
’

(Dev^ria, Catalogue Pap. Louvre, 55). Other writing.s of

the masque name are {Dec. Trav., vi, 121), (-I""-the masculine name are {Dec. Trav., vi, 121), (-I""- '"ii

(Lieblein, 1032, 1263 b and Ann. Serv., xxiil, 230), Pf-Sri-{n)-ti-'Kt.

'

See Pbeisigke, Namedbuch, 489.

® Whether it be the Hathor of Aphroditopolis (see Archie fur Papyrusforschung, vii, 183) or that of

Der el-Bahrl (Griffith, Dylands Pap., m, 1^2, n. 6).

" Dylands Pap., Ill, 195.
,

16-

" This rendering is thus based on the feminine *ejH. Uifferent again i.s the vocalization in the name

of the town of Aphroditopolis, thh?, < Tpi-’h-io and neTnief, nevne^ < Pr-tpl-h. On this see Archiv

f. Papyrusforschung, vii, 183.

The later form of this name is perhaps to be seen in the late proper name na.airw (second century

A.D., Preisigke, Namenhuch). ’ll'ith the personal name “The Apis-ox” compare such names as nmupit.

The dog of the god Horus.”
5—2
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The meaning of the name can also be justified, for it answers exactly to the sense

required, since it does in fact mean the “Apis-bull,” as was to be expected from the content

of the votive inscription. To be quite accurate, however, we should translate not Apis-

bull ” (Apis-Stier), since ki is the word for “ bull ” (Stier), but rather “ Ox of Apis (Rind

des Apis). This literal rendering at once gives one the impression that we have here to do

with a popular designation something like Apis-ox (“ Apis-Rind oder Apis-Ochs^ ).

In this combination I take the genitive to be a so-called Genitivus appositivus^ as in

arbor Jici, urbs Romae, Tpoti?? uToX.leOpov, ville de Paris, which last is actually to be found

in ancient Egyptian in combinations such as dmy n Gbtyw^,
“ the town of Koptos.” In the

popular speech the Rind (ox) Apis may have been distinguished from the Nile-god

H^py> whose name had a similar sound, or from the protective deity
AQ W AWWV

_ . .
^

. I

of the dead in somewhat the same way in which the German people strive to distinguish

“ Vogel-Stranss ” from “ Blumen-Strauss^”

Adopting this explanation of the name as “Apis-ox” (Apis-Rind) we get in the form

*^£ni = eni an important chronological corollary for the above-mentioned vowel-change from

I ; e to it. Since Herodotus in the middle of the fifth century heard the form Atti? with an

a and since our inscription from the sixth century vouches for eni with e, this change of

vowel must have taken place somewhere between 600 and 450 B.c.^ This agrees admirably

with the fact that the Assyrian rendering of Petubastis by Putubesti (Putubisti) (see

above) shows the vowel to have been still in use in the seventh century.

If I am right in taking the name to be a popular one for the Apis-bull we should

hardly expect to meet with it in official texts such, for example, as hieroglyphic inscriptions

in temples, and it is therefore not surprising that, as Professor H. Grapow kindly informs

me, it is not to be found in the collections of the Berlin Dictionary.

It was to this popular Egyptian Apis-god, then, that Sokydes dedicated his Apis-

statuette. I do not venture to decide whether we should be justified in arguing from a

single object to the existence of a Greek Apis-cult in Egypt as early as the sixth century B.c.

It is surely quite conceivable that the Greek should dedicate his offering to the foreign

god in whose proximity he was for the time living.

' I.e. “ Ochs ” in the general meaning of “ Rind.” [The lack in English of a word for the German Rind,

the singular, common gender, of our plural “cattle,” makes translation difficult both here and later.

(Translator.)]

2
Cf. Kuhxer-Stkgemann^, Ausf. Gram. d. latein. Sprache, ii, Satzlehre, 418, § 83*^

;
Kuhner-Guth^

.4 ms/. griech. Gram., 1898, § 402.

3 Erman, Aegypt. Oram., 3rd ed., § 218. Cf. dmy n Bt-sr, “the town of B.” {Revue Eg. Ant., 1,21) and

other instances ihid. (Sethos I).

* Such explanatory or distinguishing additions in names of animals are common in many languages, as

Herr Franz Marschall informs me. In addition to autruche<avis struthio (and so exactly parallel to the

“Vogel-Stranss” quoted above) he has given me the following good examples: Renn-Tier, Elen-Tier,

Maul-Tier (<mulus) in the first two examples of which Tier has the meaning of “deer” Rotwild (fallow-

deer). Also Turtel-Taube (<turtiu-), Dam-Hirsch or Dam-Bock (<dama) and Windhund, which has

nothing to do with the wind but is derived from the Middle High German ivint to which Hund has been

added as an explanatory affix. In any case in all these examples the second word is in apposition to the

first.

^ This vocalization facilitates phonetically the comparison of Apis—eiii with the E 7ra<[)os of Herodotus,
II, 153. May not the combination Epaphos have arisen at a lime when the two forms *g_ciii and
were to be heard side by side ?
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Addendum.

Objection may be taken to the above derivation of ege from ’hy (e'ln-y) on the ground

that the final y assumed by my theory is never written out as
(|

or \\, which is remarkable,

coming as it does after the accented vowel. This omission indeed rather suggests that the

last syllable was unaccented, and there is therefore much to be said for Herr ilarschall’s

proposal to derive e^e from ’hyw {’fijpjew), with which the Late Egyptian writing

’hw—if the g be not regarded as valueless—would well agree. The falling aw^ay

of final -yew, leaving only the e, would find a close parallel in -ueps-Te < wenyiityew and

2ovi^fe < hiudtyetu (Sethe, Verbum, I, § fi-tb, § 161 b). Similarly the feminine “cow”

{<aheyet: compare -uih “lioness” side by side with ni}y, ‘lion”) and the plural

egooT (S.) : ejwoT (B.) {<eih6ywhi'

:

compare ccoor ; ectooT “sheep,” i.e. plural tsrfiyivew >

esoywew from sryw(l) >syw) “oxen,” may on sound phonetic lines be derived from ’hyw.

At the same time this uncertainty on a phonetic point detracts in no way from the

certainty of my explanation of iijineni as “Apis-bull.”
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ORCHARD AND VINEYARD TAXES IN THE
ZENON PAPYRI

By W. L. WESTERMANN

Till ee brief letters of the Zenon correspondence have come to Columbia University

which are all of a standard size and of similar shape, as letters, after having been written

and folded for sending. The original size of the sheets was inches horizontal by 13 or

13J inches vertical measurement. This type of letter paper would, therefore, despite its

unusual length horizontally^, correspond to the “ half-sheet ” or “ memorandum size ” of our

business world. The contents also of these Columbia letters would indicate that this size

was in use in Zenon’s circle for business notes. After being written the three letters were,

in each case, folded in exactly the same way, thrice lengthwise {i.e. horizontally), then once

through the middle, vertically, reducing the length of the letter, as folded, by one half.

The address upon the verso is in all cases in a corresponding position. As no one of the

letters is completely preserved, the determination of the standard form has been of some

importance in the matter of attempted restorations. One of the letters, P. Col. Inv. 13, is

almost perfectly preserved upon the left side. It shows an unwritten margin of somewhat

more than an inch. I have thought it reasonable to assume such a margin for all three of

the letters and at both ends of the writing on the recto.

Of these three letters it seems advisable to publi.sh the following note to Zenon, if only

to call forth corrections or suggestions upon the interpretation here offered before the

letter is incorporated in some permanent collection of the correspondence and business

records of Zenon.

Two full inches of the original memorandum sheet are lost upon the left end of the

papyrus, and the last two inches upon the right end are so badly shredded that only a

single letter is legible. The writing is across the fibres, in a small and beautiful hand

which is unusually clear and easy to read. Unfortunately two of the lengthwise folds run

directly through lines 1 and 3 respectively, making the reading difficult, through no fault

of the writer.

Letter to Zenon on exemption of an orchard
from the tax of one-sixth.

P. Col. Inv. No. 12. 3^ x 11 inches. 266 B.c.

Zrjvavi x]citp£t[v]. i^€07jKafiev exOefia iv rfii uyopdi tov ^apevwd [c. 11 letters

Tov avTo]d fiTjvbs rrji \ rov Kapir'ov twv iv TWt KrjTrai aKpoBpvtov Trdvra irXrjv twv [(/)0(i't/c](u[i'

c. 11 letters ]j/ tovs ^oy\o^l[e]vov^ wveiaOai Ka[l] TjvpjjKev dreXeif K[a\i Ta(f)[c. 16 letters

iypdfap€]v o[S]v Kal ’A7roXAwi/f®t eppcocro. (eVouv) k0 <i‘appo€0i, Hi

V^erso (2nd h.) ] . . t

] vv (1st h.) Zijvcovi.
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“ Zenon greeting. \Ve published a notice in the market place on the 12th of
Phamenoth that on the 30th of the same month (we would .sell the right to collect the tax
upon) the entire produce of the trees in the garden except the produce of the date palms.”
Some sort of discussion occurred with the bidders, '• and the decision was reached that th(;

produce was exempt and We have therefore written also to Apollonius.”

Verso (last letters of the docket). •' To Zenon.”

Notes.

1. The name of Zoilus, who was the oeconomus of the ArsinoiU' riome in tlie vear 29
(P. Cair. Edgar 16 introd., IS; P.S.I. 498, .509), cannot be in.s.'rted here as that of the
writer of the letter, although this business of the sale of the apomoira was a matter within
the jurisdiction of that official. More probably the writer wais one of the local officials

under the chief oeconomus of the nome. They also bore the title of oeconomus. Sec
WiLCKEN, Grimdzilpe und Chrestomathie der Fappru-skunde, i, 1, 1-51.

There is not sufficient room for the restoration of two names of officials, as would seem
to be required by the plural verb e^edi]Kap6v.

i'^eO^Kapev exdep,a. Mayser, Grammatik, 228. Cf. P. Petr, ill, 12-5, 8-9 ex^epa
’o 'rrpSiTov eKdepa in P. Rev. 26, 13, in regard to the auction of the sixth

on vineyards and orchards.

2. The 30th of Phamenoth fell upon May 23rd in 256 ii.c. This is the period of the

ripening of most of the fruits in Egypt. See M. Schn'EBEL, Die Lundwirtscliaft im hellen-

istischen Aegypten (Munich, 1925), p. 314 for ajiples, p. 301 for figs. The date harvest,

however, did not come until the period August to November {op. cit, 29S), and cf Erxst
KPhn in B.G.U. vi, 98. For that reason I have restored <j)oipiK](o[v. This fills the space as

far as the «u, which is legible.

axpoSpva is a general term for fruit-trees. Cf. KChx in B.G.U. vi, 1304-1311, who is in-

correct in referring to it as “fruit land.” The separation in our letter of the date [lalins from the

remaining fruit trees shows that, however paid, it is a production tax, not a tax on the land.

3. TOO? (Soi;Xo/i[e]roi/? wvelaOai cannot, in consideration of the sense ht.u'o ixsjiiircd by

pvpyKev dreXei<;, refer to the consumers as in P. Rev. 40, 18, rofs' [/3ou]A,o/ieVo(9 dii'eiadai.

f understand it to mean the bidders for the right to farm the tax. Thi.> is supported by

the [ot] Se prj u>ve\f\a9w<Tav of P. Rev. 15, 2.

4. TjvprjKev. Used in an impersonal sense—“the finding was”—similar to eKTiOerwaap

TO evptaKov in P. Rev. 48, 15-16, where the oeconomus and antigrapheus are to unite out

and publish “ the finding,” or “ the result ” (to evpicrKov), each day.

yvprjKev dreKei^, that is, TjupyKev areXeiv ovras rov<; Kapirov<;.

Discussion.

The content of this letter has to do with the auction of the right to collect a tax on

orchards. This tax is apparently the sacred tax of a sixth, the apomoira. This conclusion

rests upon the fact that the trees here mentioned were exempt {uTeXelD from a tax the

collection of which was farmed. This was not the case, I think, with the regular ground tax-

on orchards and vineyards called the iirapavpiov'. There was another assessment applied

' P. Hib. 112, 13 and note ;
P. Cair. Edgar .38. The fact that the cparunrion appears in receipts from

the state banks (Wilckex, Gr. Ostrnk-a, no. 3o2; B.G.U. vr, 1337 ; \ ikueck, Gr. (Mtr<d-<i, no. 22; along with

the apomoira is to be explained on the gn.rand that the jicasant.s ])aid in the eparounon directly and the

bank gave to the peasants a total receipt for taxes on viiie.s and orchard.s, including what the pea.smts

paid in and what the tax farmers also paid in for them on this account.
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to vineyards called eTr-iypa(f)}}, for which also the system of tax farming was employed^
;

but in support of the conclusion that this letter deals with the apomoira, we find here a

marked similarity of phraseology with that which occurs in the Revenue Laws of Phila-

delphus. Note the i^eOrjKapev e-x^defia here, and compare eKdepa Troiijaeiv in the Revenue

Papyrus (see Index). More noticeable is the peculiar use of r/vprjKev in this letter in an

impersonal sense closely analogous to the use of to evpiaKov in Revenue Papyrus 48, 16, as

explained in note 4 above.

The letter is addressed to Zenon. It is dated in the 29th year of Philadelphus. In this

year Zenon was still a sort of general manager of the affairs of Apollonius". Unfortunately

we do not know the exact time at which occurred his transfer to the Philadelphian estate

as his particular and sole sphere of activity’. Therefore the “garden” here referred to may
be either the one on the Memphite or the one on the Philadelphian estate of Apollonius.

It was the oeconomus, assisted by the antigrapheus, who had charge of the auctioning

of the tax-collection of the sacred sixth, of the oversight of the collection thereof by the

successful bidder, and the balancing of accounts between the tax farmers and the govern-

ment. The balancing of the accounts for each month took place before the 10th of the

following month (P. Rev. 16, 1-6). Throughout the Revenue Laws, ten day periods and

thirty day periods appear as characteristic of the close relations which existed between
the oeconomus and the tax farmers. For example, after the close of the period of any
contract between government and tax farmers, the tax farmers were compelled to appear
before the oeconomus for the closing of their accounts before the tenth day of the following

month. Within thirty days after the purchase of the tax collection privilege, the successful

tax farmers were compelled to name their bondsmen (P. Rev. 34, 2-4). In view of these

ten and thirty day periods it is not surprising that in this case the auction of the right to

collect the tax on the particular garden in which Zenon was interested should be fixed by
the oeconomus for the 30th of Phamenoth. The last day of the month would be the natural
date for the auction of the tax-collecting concession

t

In the broken letter which I have transliterated above an oeconomus had offered for

sale the right to collect the tax on a garden belonging to Apollonius, the auction being
concluded on Phamenoth 30th. Later a decision had been reached with the successful
bidders of this tax farm that the produce of the trees in that garden were exempt from
tax, and our letter brings assurance of that fact to Zenon and Apollonius. There is no
reference in the letter to any protest by Zenon in behalf of Apollonius regarding the
procedure of the oeconomus in offering for sale the right to collect on this garden. There-
fore that act of the oeconomus was probably expected and in accordance with the known
regulations. This observation coincides with the information given in the Revenue Laws
of Ptolemj Philadelphus, that all orchards and vineyards in each nome were registered
annually for the payment of the apomoira. The royal scribes attended to the registration
of those orchards and vineyards which were cultivated by the peasants, making a separate
list of vineyards and orchards belonging to the temples, which were exempted fi-om the
operation of this tax. Cleruchs who had vineyards or orchards, and all others who owned

’ P. Cair. Edgar 38. Cf. P. Teb. i, 39 f.

2 Robtovtzeff, .1 Large Estate in Egypt, Madison, 1922, 39.
’ See the discu.s.sion in note 1 above to the text

'»S.rdi.S
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them or possessed them within gift estates or held them under any other arrangement, made
their own declarations and were required to pay the sixth (P. Rev. dd, S-10).

From the provision of the Revenue Laws just cited it becomes clear that the fruit

produce from any estate of Apollonius, gift estate or otherwise, must have been declared

for taxation. It is also clear in the Revenue Laws that exemptions were sometimes

accorded on parts of vineyards and orchards, though the conditions umh'i- which such

exemptions occurred are not explained. A lacuna of seven lines occurs jiust at the point

where penalties are imposed upon cultivators of vineyards and orchards who sliall have

confused “taxable produce with exempted produce*.’' Under what arrangement, then, could

the fruit trees of Apollonius be exempted from the operation of this taxi To this question

I offer the explanation that this orchard of Apollonius was a newly plantefl one and that

the exemption accorded to his fruit trees antse automatically' out of this fact, because the

tax on fruit trees was a tax on profluction and not a tax on the orchard as land or by

the number of trees.

It was in the y’ears 257, 256 and 255 B.C., particularly', that Apollonius was busied with

the planting of his olive groves, vines, fig trees, pomegranates, and apple trees, upon the

estate in the Fayyum-. He obtained his cuttings chiefly from the large garden on his

Memphis estate**. The “garden” of the Fayyum estate of Apollonius was, therefore, clearly

a newly planted one. That of the Memphite estate might have been older. It is for this

reason that I am inclined to refer the contents of this letter to the tree.s upon the estate

at Philadelphia rather than to those at Memphis.

The age at which fruit trees come to full bearing maturity varies greatly according to

the kinds of fruit. Even in the case of fruits of one kind it still varies considerably-

according to the variety, and somewhat according to climate and region. In the north-

western states of the United States apple orchards come to profitable bearing at six years

and bear full crops at ten y'ears of age. In our eastern states the time re(pured for apple

trees to attain full bearing is from three to eight years longer*. Under the irrigated

system of fruit production in C’alifornia, which would have a general >imilariry to con-

ditions in the Delta of Egypt by reason of the rainy se.i.son, lig trees begin to proiluco

somewhat in the second or third year of growth, and date trees fruit abundantly at seven

yeais^ Since there is a period of years with all young fruit trees when they produce

nothing at all and a following period when the production is not at full bearing, and since,

according to the Revenue Laws, all orchards in the time of Ptolemy Philadelphu.s were

given in for assessment, we must allow for a number of y-ears when the orchards would be

declared for taxation, as required, and then be found, officially, to be dreXet?, that is exempt

as being still non-producing.

Another papyrus of the Zenon archive published by C. C. Edgar in 1920 seems to throw-

some light, indirectly-, upon the matter*. It reads as follows

;

* Under the caption “Against Confounding (i.e. taxable with uiitaxable fruits and vines),” P. Eev. 28,

16—29, 1, 5e Tots aTeXstTi Tti vttotsXtj yfvrjfajra

Including one apple varietv- which bore tw-o croj'S each year. See C. C. Edgars publications of papyri

of the Zenon group (P. Cair. Edgar,) in the Sei-r.. vol.s. 18-24, nuiubers 21, i9, 94, 95, 100.

** P. Cair. Edgar 79 and introd., 94, 100 ;
P.S.I. 488, 12, where a “ royal garden ” at Memphis is mentioned.

* Eolger and Thomson, T/w Cummereial Apple Iiidustrji of North Anwricn, New York, 1921, 449.

5 Lireuty Hyde Bailey's Vyclopediu of A nimciiii Uortirulttn e., s.i. I legiet that similar information

upon fruit crops in modern Egy-pt was not available to me.

** P. Cair. Edgar 38, also di.scu.ssed fully by M. Rostovtzkff in his Large Estate, 100.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. XII. **
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“ To Diotimus, dioecetes, greeting. Neoptolemus a Macedonian of the cleruchs in

Philadelphia.

My father, Stratippus, is being treated unjustly by Theocles, ex-oeconomus of the

Aphroditopolite nome, and Petosiris the royal secretary. For when making the assess-

ment against the vineyards, they (customarily) assessed a third, taking the crops of

three years (as the basis). But in the case of my father they have made the assessment

on a basis of two years, stating that the vineyard is a newly planted one. I therefore

beg of you, please, to look into these matters, and if they be true, since they make
the assessment against the rest also on the three year basis, to give me an order

addressed to Hermolaus and Petosiris that they are to make the assessment against

my father also on the three year basis, starting, if they desire, either from the twenty-
ninth year, or from the thirtieth year. For we havm already made wine from it (the

vineyard) for four yeam. And bid them credit to him the money paid into the bank
from the wine-retailers from wine which they took from the vineyard, in order that
he may through you meet with justice.

With best wishes.”

Docket on verso :
“ Neoptolemus to Diotimus, petition concerning vineyard.”

The general features of this petition have been given by Edgar in his explanatory
introduction to the text. Neoptolemus was himself a vine-grower at Philadelphia (P.S.I.
429 and 434). Diotimus iias actually a sub-dioecetes. Theocles had been oeconoiiius of
the Aphroditopolite nome when the assessment was made, but had been succeeded
in that ofnce by Hermolaus before the petition was sent in by Neoptolemus. The third
of the crop here assessed against the vineyard was, in the customary explanation of this
and similar passages, the “regular” or “main” vineyard tax, “ regular ” as distinguished
from the “sacred tax” of a sixthh Such a tax (33^ 7, in the case of Stratippus), combined
with the sacred tax of a sixth, would give a total of 50 7, of the vine crop taken for taxes
alone in that year. Because of the theory of ultimate ownership of all arable land by the
Crown which then prevailed in Ptolemaic Egypt and the confiscatory character of a 50 7
annual tax, I am forced to the conclusion that the assessment (eViypa,^,) in the petition of
Neoptolemus) must be regarded either as a rent or as an assessment including both tax
and rent. In view of the uncertainty .still prevailing upon this point, it may be best to call
It an epigraphe, or assessment, leaving its exact character in doubt.

As I interpret the dmument, Stratippus, a cavalryman in the corps of Antigonus and
owner of a cleruch holdmg m the Aphr«litopolite nom,., had been assessed a third of

his vine crop for the year S2 of Philadelphus. This epigraphe of a third of the cron wascnstomanly based on an average of the cro,« of the preceding three years, a, represlnted
by the money which came in through the sale of the wine by licensed retail deale.-s But
,n the case of newly p anted vineyards, the nome officials based the assessment on theaverage piednction of the two preceding yearn. This must have been a regular under-

• See Rostovtzeff, Large Estate, 99; P. Pair FrlrvAr -la ™
the manner in which this “mam tax, the one-third,” "a-s he defines it

“ explained (p. 101)

in money. In a sense it was a payment in kind, but through the ai^ency of'retail d”*'l'government control, It was convert^ into a money payment to the g°overnment
'

P.S.I. 632, not dated, ^ote v]7rapxovTav poi awnrcXavav in line 2
3 The epigraphe was still a third, not a half as Rostna-t-rnW a r .

508, If 11 had l«.o a half of the crop, .\-eo,.U,ion.u. would co,l.w)’h7!°ii7.o“"F
"7" ®
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standing between the government and those who had begun the development of vineyards
;

and the officials who were competent in the matter must have had some definite law upon

the subject to which they could refer.

The explanation of the two year average insisted upon by the oeconomus and royal

secretary lies in a fundamental feature of commercial viticulture. The calculations of

modern grape growers (Liberty Hyde Bailey’s Standard Cyclopedia of Horticulture, iii,

1380) concede an expenditure in vine development for the first three years which is almost

four times the return. A small crop is produced in the third year. A slight profit appears

in the fourth year, and it is only in the fifth year that the vines come to full bearing.

Approaching the petition of Neoptolemus from the agricultural point of view, his com-

plaint regarding the assessment against his father’s vineyard is to be explained as follows.

The customary method of determining the epigraphe was to take an average of three years’

production, and place against the vineyard an assessment of one-third of that amount. In

the case of new vineyards it was customary' to take a two years’ average as the basis. For

the first two years of a vineyard’s growth this would mean no income to the government,

because there would be no grapes produced
;

for the third year a small one, if any at all,

which could only be included in the epigraphe of the fourth year of the vineyard. Neo-

ptolemus asserts that his father had been making wine off the vineyard for four years.

Assuming normal conditions of growth, the vineyard would have been in its sixth year

of development when Neoptolemus wrote his complaint. The oeconomus, Theocles, and

the royal scribe, Petosiris, had fixed the assessment on the understanding that the vine-

yard still came under the classification of “newly planted” vineyards, that is upon the full

production years five and six. If, on the other hand, the claim of Neoptolemus were

acceded to, the assessment would be considerably lowered because it would be exacted

upon the average of the government’s income from three yeans’ yield, upon two years of

full production (years six and five), but considerably lowered by being weighted with the

lighter crop of year four of the vineyard’s growth. Neoptolemus was willing to accept an

assessment figured upon the three year average, whether the officials began their calculation

with the twenty-ninth or with the thirtieth year. Naturally—as the following table will

easily show

;

Year 27. First year of the vineyard No grapes

„ 28. Second „ „ „ .. „

„ 29. Third „ „ „ Small crop

„ 30. Fourth „ „ „ Increased crop

„ 31. Fifth „ „ „ Full production

„ 32. Sixth „ „ „

If the assessment were to be figured on the yeai's 29, 30 and 31, Neoptolemus father

would then be paying on an average taken from two years of low production combined with

only one year of full production.

It is impossible to determine whether the contention was justified which Neoptolemus

entered in behalf of his father against the epigraphe as calculated by the bureaucrats. The

bureaucrats had made the assessment upon a basis which would bring in to the Royal

Treasury a maximum income from the vineyard, based upon the grape crop of years six

and five. The legal question may' be clearly stated thus

:

Was a vineyard in its sixth year, according to the then existing laws, still to be classi-

fied and assessed for this epigraphe as “newly planted ? The officials lelt that it was.

ti—

2
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Neoptolemus protested that when a vineyard had produced wine for four years, it was not.

The bureaucrats were, presumably, right. It was their business to know the rent and tax

arrangements, and to assess accordingly. It may be observed, also, that Neoptolemus does

not contend that •“ the rest ” of those assessed on the three year average were holders of

newly planted vineyards. This point he would assuredly have made had it been the case.

It was the business of the officials to bring in to the government as much in rent and

taxes as the existing laws would permit. It was the privilege of the tax-payer or lessee

to show his rents and taxes at as low a rate as he could, even if he were compelled to turn

a sharp legal corner to do so. This is an old, old game.

Whether my contention is right or wrong that the petition of Neoptolemus had to do

with rent, or both rent and tax, one point of some importance in the system of the

Ptolemaic revenues of the third century before Christ is fixed by his appeal. This point

is that the state revenue from vineyard production was regularly assessed by the “• average

year system, ’ the custom being to take a two year average for newly-planted vineyai’ds

and a three year average on full-bearing vineyards. With a crop which was naturally

variable, with expectation of shifting seasons of good and bad productionh as is the case

with all berry and fruit crops, the purpose was obviously to equalize the government’s
income from this source from year to year. The advantage to the fisc arising from the

average year system as applied to fruits is clear. The government could count upon a
stabilized revenue from a field of production in which a system of obtaining taxes and
rents by assessment against the production of a single year would have resulted in a highly
variable re\enue. In the fiscal sjstem of the ancient states, which lacked the provisionary
budget system of modern states, this method of equalization would be distinctly ad-
vantageous. The advantage to the producer from the consequent equalization of his
tax and rent burden is not so clear. This result would have been an advantage to him,
so far as I can see, only in case he had such a reserve of accumulated capital that the
increased buiden of his jeais of poor grape production could be easily and conveniently
met. Perhaps we may be justified in assuming that the vine growers in Ptolemaic Egypt
of the third pre-Christian century were men of this rather well-to-do type, since indeed
the Zenon documents show that it was almost exclusively the Greeks who were aoing in
for viticulture.

“

There are two possible methods of explaining the exemption of Apollonius’ orchards
from the tax called the apomoira, which appears in the Columbia papyrus published at
the beginning of this article. The first, and simplest, would be to assume that there was
a fixed term of exemption for newly planted orchards, covering a definite term of years
with a reduced tax for several succeeding years. Such an arrangement we find in the
amnesty decree of Euergetes II, promulgated in 118 B.c.= Vineyards and orchards which
within three years after promulgation of the decree, were planted upon dry or swampy
land were to be left untaxed for five years and were to have a reduction of the customary
tax for three years thereafter. ’

imrty years .......... 1. Ll'Jll

their small gardens Used tn speak of the years of unaooonnt.M
’ grapes m

, .n . n- A unaccountably poor production of the vines whichcovered their trelh.ses as ‘‘rest rears.’’ This tendencr t, i

vines wuicn

n J s n . f . ‘ ^ '^I'oppmg followed by lio-ht uroduction

Lottt tS,’’iS
" Bedford and Spencer Rckering"

P. Teb. I, 93-98.
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The second method would be to apply to Apollonius’ fruit trees the system of the

production tax as it has appeared above in its a23plication to the assessment (eTriypatfiy)

upon the vineyard of Straiipjxis in the time of Apollonius and Zenon. This would have

been the more ecjuitable system, from the standpoint that different fruit trees come to

maturity at different ages. Furthermore the Revenue Laws show that when the govern-

ment of Egypt took over the sacred tax of one-sixth from the temjjlus in the year '22, it

called for statements of the amount of the gross annual production and the amotiiit of the

sixth which had accrued to the tenifiles from vineyards and orchards during the three

years 18, 19 and 20 of Philadelphus. This was to be the basis for reckoning the ta.x by

the government officials. At least no other explanation jiresents itself for this action'.

It implies that the government used the average year system in taxing fruits and vines,

and had, indeed, taken it over from tlie temjjle administration of thi.s tax when the tax

itself was taken over.

Conversion of Kind into Money Taxes and Rents.

In the petition of Neoptolemus quoted above, his ffnal reque.st i- difficult to explain.

He asks the sub-dioecetes to send orders to the oeconomus and royal secretary that the}'

credit his father, StratijDpus, with ‘‘the money paid into the bank from the wine-retailers

from wine which they took from the vineyard.’’ Rostovtzeft’s exjilanation ot the method

by which this epigraphe on the vineyards was assessed and collected is in the main correct,

and it explains the case presented here by Neoptolemus-. But there are minor teatures in

respect to which I differ with Rostovtzetf's treatment, and the method of conversion of

production tax, received primarily in kind, into a money tax needs a more exacting treat-

ment than he has given it.

The entire system becomes clear if one assumes that the oeconomus, in calculating the

epigraphe of this petition", took as his basis for the assessment of one-third, not the three-

year average of total production in kind of the vineyard, but the tliree year average ot

production as represented by the money income therefrom according to the market price

earned by the licensed retail dealers in wine. It was surely the oeconomus, not the tax

farmer and the cultivator, as Rostovtzeff' has it, who determined the value ot the epigraphe

in money. This the petition of Neojjtolenuis shows. In determining the amount ot the

third of Stratippus’ vineyard return which must come into the government in money at

the local bank, the oeconomus had two factors to consider: first, average jiruduction for the

three preceding years
;

second, average market price of the wine tor these three years

After he had determined, on these two bases, the value of the epigraphe of one-third for

all the vineyards in his jurisdiction, he could sell the right to collect this epigraphe to the

tax farmers—and only then.

The tax farmers were the intermediaries between the fruit and wine production of the

cultivator and the government bank. Their agents—actually a more important factor

economically than the tax farmers—were the licensed dealers in wine. These humble

' P. Rev. .37, 10-18. Grenfell vva.s mistaken in his statement (note to 37, 14) th.it the government

wished to take the average of four years, the 18th—21st inclusive. Also I hehe\e that thi.s informatii^n

was not so much for the use of the tax fanners as for the government officials.

" Large Estate, 99-101. Also accepted, in its general .ipplicution, by C. C. Edu.vr in Ann. Seri\,

xxxni, 76.

" It applies to the tax of a sixth on vineyards and orchards also.
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retailers took the wine, sold it, and turned the cash into the bank*. It was necessary for

the tax farmers, who customarily sold the wine to the retailers, to get from the cultivators

in wine, not one-third, but more than one-third. This seems to me to be certain, for the

government was to receive a third in money. The tax farmers must therefore make their

agreement with the cultivators as to the amount of wine they would take with numerous

factors in mind. First, there was the epigraphe of a third due to the government, stated

in terms of money on the average year system. Second, there was the quality of the wine

to consider. This is a highly variable factor, determining somewhat the market price.

Third, there was the market price itself, which again must have been fluctuating aside

from quality, as we know of no government price fixing in the field of wine production

;

and government price fixing seems entirely out of the question in dealing with horti-

cultural products. Ju.st where the profits of the tax farmers and the retail dealers came in,

I cannot say
;
but they were either extracted from the excess of wine taken by the tax

farmer, over and beyond the government’s third, or they were paid out of the third taken

by the government—which seems highly doubtful.

Considering these fluctuating factors, in order to bring in for the government with

certainty a third in cash the tax farmers must have taken out of the wine made by the

cultivators considerably above a third of their gross annual production. This was all sold

by the retailers and the money turned into the bank. When the government had taken

its third in money and the bank had given official receipts for it, the surplus remaining at

the bank from the sales for each cultivator were either paid to the cirltivator by the bank
or credited to his account. In the Revenue Laws there was a provision that in case the

cultivators did not transport the wine for the tax farmers, they must pay definite sums per

metretes of wine to the tax farmers in lieu of transport. This money the oeconomus was to

e.xact from the culti\ators and pay over to the bank to the credit of the tax farmers^ The
oeconomus, then, was responsible for payments and credits at the bank. If he could grant

credits, he could also withhold them. In the petition regarding Stratippus, it is clear that

this vinej'ard holder had given to the tax farmers an amount of Avine agreed upon betsveen
them, ihe wine had boon sold. The money was in the bank. But the disposition of the
money by the oeconomus and royal secretary was being held up by the petition of Neo-
ptolemus, both the third due to the gov'ernment and the surplus w'hich Avould be credited
to the account of Stiatippus so soon as the government banker should have receipted the
payment of the tax. It is this surplus, remaining after the acceptance of the epigraphe on
the basis of the three year average, which he desires the oeconomus to have credited
to him.

A number of ostraca receipts have been published of the Ptolemaic period for taxes on
ft-uit crops (uKpoSpvwv) and on the apomoira, which seem to me to show similar surpluses
remaining in the banks as deposits to the credit of the cultivators after the deduction of
the government’s requirement out of the money turned in from the sale of the produce.
As the problem involved m these receipts is a difficult one and has as yet received no other

^

. .Note carekilly m the i-etition of Neoptoleuiu.s, P. C.iir. Edgar .38, 8^9, r,', eVl
apyeptor napa r<o. ,n.o. ov eXa^o. « roO dp^cXi-.o,. The tax farmers were not concerned here
because they ous omanly took enough wme to cover themselve.s and their bondsmen adequately.

P. Rev. .U, l.)-lh. I accept A\ dcken’.s reading siioogsted in Or n^fr-r.hr, i^u . t i ,

, ... . - . r .. . T . . ,

o SO in nr. Ustraka^ 159, note 2, aTrortlverw ra?
avTOi, an\pKop,Sr,s ripr,v m place of Urenfell’s a,r[opoipas r>jv] ripijr.
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satisfactory explanation', I reproduce a typical sample for the tax on fruits as well as for

the apomoira (which may include both the tax on wine produce and on the fruits).

Receipt for fruit produce {(iKpo^pvmv)from excavation at Elephantine.

Script of the 2nd century B.c.

“\ear 32. Thoth. There has been paid into the bank in Svene over which

Ammonius (is director), for the same year, on fruit produce by Taponraus. .son of

Tarees, in copper on which exchange (has been taken) one thou.saml (150 (drachmas).

Total 1650. Ammonius, banker. Sarapion. 2100 (drachmas)-.”

Ernst Kuhn, the editor, has explained that Sarapion was a .subordinate official of the

bank and that the receipt, which is written in a .single hand, was made out by him. It

was signed by him for Ammonius, the state bank director.

Receipt for apomoira from Thebes, dated November 26th, 123 ii.c.

“ Year 48, Athyr 5th. There has been paid into the bank in Diospolis Magna for

the Coptite nome on apomoira of the 48th year by Hermione, daughter of Apol-

lonius, one thousand six hundred (drachmas). Total 1600. Ptolemaeus, banker. 1750

(drachmas)l”

The estate upon which the woman Hermione paid her apomoira, as I understand the

case, was in the administrative district of Diospolis Magna. There the wine was sold and

the money paid to the state bank. Her official domicile (Ibia), howevei', was in the Coptite

nome
;
and there her obligations to the government must ultimately be checked. For

this reason the statement is included in the receipt that the payment was ” for the Coptite

nome.” Through the regular channels of the state bank .system the knowledge of the

payment would be sent to the officials in the Coptite nome by the officials of Diospolis

Magna^

Ktihn, in publishing his ostraca of the Berlin Museum^ has subjected his examples of

state bank receipts which show these double figures to a statistical analysis, lli.s result is

that in nine receipts out of ten from the bank at .Syem*. the relation between the two

figures given on the receipts is that the larger figure is 2U /. higher than the om- in the

body of the receipt. Kiihn has taken his percentages in round numbers, apparently, and

his results are consequently not precise. The difference is actually an exact 20 /
m only

five cases, but three of these occur in cases of the tax on fruits". An explanation of

these bank receipts with two figures in order to be acceptable must be capable of being

brought into a rational agreement with the sharp observation which Kuhn has presented.

' See Paul M. Meyer, Grieckische Texte aus Aegypten (Berlin, 1916), 123, and Ernst Kuhn in D.G.U.

VI (Berlin, 1922), 94.

- B.G.U. VI, no. 1307. ^ Paul M. Meyer, Gr. Te.rte, o.straeon no. 2, p. 123.

* In one point I cannot accept Meyer’.s explanation of his ostraca, nos. 1, 2 and 3. In all the.se the

receipts are for people whose official domiciles are in the Coptite nome. Therein we aj,'ree. But Meyer
would place their estates also in the Coptite nome. In th.it case the tax farmers and officials of the Pon-

Theban district would find it very difficult to determine the amount of the produce .ind the tax, ,is the

system required.

° In B. G. U. VI.

** Kiihn’s percentages of the surpluses should read as follows; fruit tax, nos. 1307, 1308, 1309—20“/,

in each case
; tax of one-fourth on fisheries, no. 1314—201 “q, 1315—18, 1317—20, 7„, 1318—15 7„ ;

eparourion, no. 1354

—

71°/„; of one-third on bo.its, nos. 1378, 1379—20 in each case.
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In view of this necessity I present the two following tables of the published bank receipts

for the tax of one-sixth on fruits and the apomoira for the Ptolemaic period, selecting those

ostraca giving double figures which are both legible.

Table I. Bank Receipts for Fruit Tax with Double Fiourbs'.

Time Editor A’o. Place
Amount
of Ta.r

Amount
in Bank

Pereentafie

of Surplus

Ptolemaic Wilcken 1 Syene 500 dr. 600 dr. 20°/,

2iid Cent. B.c. Kiihn 1307 Syene 1750 dr. 2100 dr. 20 °
,

103 B.c. Kiihn 1308 Syene 525 dr. 630 dr. 20°/,

bst Cent. B.c. Kiihn 1.309 Syene 1.500 dr. 1800 dr. 20 °/,

Bank receipts showing payment of fruit tax, but with no second figure, are : Wilcken

1346, 1491s Kiihn 1304.

Table II. Baxk Receipts for Apomoira with Double Figures.

Time Editor No. Place Amount of Tax Amount in Bank
Percentage

of Surplus

127 B.C. Viereck 21 Thebes 4000 dr. 4400 dr. 10°/,

123 B.c. Meyer 1 Thebes 3 Tal. 5375 dr. 4 Tal. 1000 dr.

123 B.C. Xleyer 2 Thebes 1600 dr. 1750 dr. 9A 7,
121 B.C. Viereck 24 Thebes 750 dr. 1000 dr. 331- °/,

119 B.c. Wilcken .352 Thebes 3360 dr. 3700 dr. under 10 °/,®

118B.C. Kiihn 1337 Thebes 800 dr. 880 dr. under 10

101 B.c. Wilcken .354 Thebes 1525 dr. 1700 dr.

20 B.C. (?) Wilcken 3.55 Thebes 3 Tal. 975 dr. 3 Tal. 2000 dr.

Ptolemaic Wilcken 322 Thebes 2280 dr. 2550 dr. iiiVo
Ptolemaic Wilcken 332 Thebes 1525 dr. 1735 dr. isr//
2nd Cent. b.c. Wilcken 1315 Thebes 2800 dr. 3080 dr. 10°/,

2nd Cent. b.c. Wilcken 1345 Thebes 1 Tal. 1600 dr. 1 Tal. 2400 dr. 10 7,
9 7,2nd Cent. b.c. Kiihn 1338 Thebe.s 900 dr. 1000 dr.

2nd or 1st b.c. Viereck 28 Thebes 6000 dr. 6600 dr. 10°/,

1,38-137 B.c. Wilcken 1518 Hermonthis 235 dr. 600 dr. 155 °/„

104 7,'
10'°/,

121 B.c. Viereck 22 Hermonthis 2 Tal. 3240 dr. 2 Tal. 4860 dr.

117 B.C. Meyer 4 Hermonthis 1180 dr. 1300 dr.

120-119 B.c. Wilcken 1234 Coptus 4440 dr. 4970 dr. 11*7,
Bank receipts showing tax payment for apomoira, but with no second figures, are

Wilcken 1235. 152b; Meyer 3, 5; Kiihn 1340, 1341, 1342, 1343, 1344, 1.346, 1347, 1348.

Kiihn 1345 and Meyer, p. 110 (note 13) are not included as being doubtful because of the

sub.scription in demotic.

Keeping in mind the accidental and very fragmentary character of the data attainable

^

the following results may be drawn from the materials presented in these tables

:

1. A rather large number of the state bank receipts on fruits and the dpoiiioivo: show
two figures. They are fairly equal to the number of receipts which show only the tax
payment.

2. The receipts for the sixth on fruits which show two figures all come from Syene. In
the four cases available, the higher figure is just 20°/^ above the actual tax.

- X AC U
1 In these tables, \Vilcken= U. Wilcken, Griechische Oslraka, Leipz

Griechische Texte aus Aegi/pte,i, Berlin, 1916; KuIui^Ernst Kuhn in B.G.U. vi; Viereck= PAUL Viereck
Griechische und grieeidsch-deiiiotische Ostraka. Berlin, 192.3.

’

" Wilcken no. 2 is fragmentary, but should pos-sibly be included here.
3 Receipts for apomoira plus eparovrion. The eparourion being a fixed payment per aroura, the surplus

can only be on the apomoira. Its amount cannot be determined exactly.
’ ^

I Again apomoira plus eparourion. I have restored in Wilcken no. 332, ^<rX[ l to do-Xld on the
observation that none of the.se receipts shows any final figure below .T In these two cases the eparourion
IS given and can be subtracted. ^

' Ct. Kiilins pertinent oli'^ervation in B. (J.C, vi, 94 .
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3. For the apomoira there are 14 examples from Thebes. Four of these show an exact

10 °/^ preponderance of the higher figure over the amount of the tax.

4. Both figures have a marked tendency to run in tens of drachina.s. There is only one
receipt which has come under my observation which shows any final figure under five

drachmas.

The average year system of computing the tax and collecting the retni'iis in fruit

and wine taxes to the government, in the form sugge.sted above for the third century,

may certainly be applied to the group of receipts for apomoira of the second and first

centuries b.c. It is hardly possible that the sales made by the retailers always resulted

in figures ending in five or ten drachmas. From the observation that all the bank receipts

for apomoira end in multiples of five or ten’, the conclusion is to be drawn that lesser

numbers of drachmas disappeared in exchange, and into the profits of the tax farmers and

retailers. The notable tendency in the Theban receipts toward a 10 /'^ ratio of the

surplus in relation to the tax needs an explanation. My conclusion would be that the tax

farmers of the apomoira in the Theban nome figured upon taking in kind a surplus of

about 10 °/^ over the tax or rent required from the tax-payer’s annual produce. Further-

more, allowing for the fact that odd numbers under five drachmas fell to the profits of the

intermediaries between the collection of the produce and the state bank, the 10 surplus

in money return could often be figured exactly. This result coidd only be attained in years

of normal quality of the wine and normal market price. Divergences from the 10 sur-

plus must, conversely, be explained as due to variations of quality of the wine produced

and of the market price. The bank receipts which show no surplus may easily be explained

in both lists on the understanding that the tax-payer accepted his surplus in cash when he

received his receipt from the bank.

The four receipts with double figures for the sixth on fruits (Table I) do not fit easily

into the scheme proposed, in that the second figure is, in each ca.se, exactly 20 '

, above

the tax payment as given in the bank’s receipt. The possibility that this result is a

peculiar accident of the discovery of ostraca could be rea.sonably advanced if the receijfis

were all of the same year as well as place. But this is not the case*. The two amounts

upon the bank receipts make it seem certain to me that this tax on fruits was still farmed

in the second and first centuries B.c. The only remaining explanation is that in the Syene

district the fruit crop, as figured in money return, could be forecasted with certainty be-

cause of local conditions; and that the local custom ol the Syene ta.x farmers was to figure

upon taking in a 20 Y surplus of the produce, which went to the credit ot the tax-payer

at the bank. In that event we must conclude that the continued and unnecessary col-

lection of the 20 °/o
surplus was due to the conservative and traditionalized character of

the bureaucratic system which, having once begun to take in this amount, could not

abandon the habit.

Zenon as Oeconomus.

Returning to the Zenon papyri, we have a document from an unknown agent addressed

to Zenon^, which shows in some detail the relation between the oeconomus and the tax

farmer in the collection of taxes and government rents on vineyarrls. It reads :

’ There is one instance, that of a small tax payment for the sixth on fruits (ihpofipi'a,..), whicli deviates

from this rule. See B. G.U. vi, 1304, a receipt for 2 Jrachmas 2 obols. Being fragmentary, it does not

appear in the list given here.

2 P.S.I. V, 508. My interpretation of this letter differs so completely from that given by Rostovtzeff,

Large Estate, 100, 103, that a full discussion of it is necessary.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xii.
‘
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“ I have made a statement to you below of the vineyards which Damis has bought

{i.e. for which Damis has bought the tax-farming privilege*), given separately, and

how much each pays. Therefore announce to me receipt (of these amounts) in his

behalf, and he will order that the wine be released®. If you need anything from him®,

send some one and we will give it to him.

Good-bye. Year 30, Phaophi 9th.

From the (holding) of Phaneius, out of 180 drachmas, the third. 60 drachmas.

And from the (holding) of Amphistratus, out of 210 drachmas, likewise {i.e. again

the third). 70 drachmas.

From the (holding) of Horns, son of —amos, out of 14.5 drachmas, likewise,

48 drachmas 2 obols.

From the holding of Hierus, out of 550, the half. 275.

(Two broken lines.)

out of 1046 drachmas 2 obols, the half. 523 drachmas 1 obol.

(Verso) To Zenon.”

The list appended to the letter is the estimate of the oeconomus’ office upon the total

nine produce of definite estates, with the epiQTdphe (rent?) of a third or half which must
come in to the government. I must call attention again to my belief that it is quite out
of the question to assume that the epigraphe is a tax, as Rostovtzeff asserted. Add to the
50 if regarded as a tax, the ctpomoira, usually a sixth. The amount taken by the govern-
ment in tcu es out of the vineyard would then be 66§ 7, of the total income of the vineyard.
A production tax of that amount would be plunder.

Damis must bo the tax farmer. Zenon’s agent reports that the amounts have come in
and asks, in behalf of Damis, that Zenon acknowledge receipt of these amounts. Thereupon
Damis will order (for Zenon) that the portion of the wine remaining to the producers may
be “released” for sale, /cat 7r[po]aTdf€t ottcds 6 olvo<: [aoi] d^edrji*.

If my understanding of this letter and list is correct, Zenon must have been holding
the position of oeconomus in the official year 255-254 b.c. In P. Cair. Edgar 16 (not
dated), he was definitely addressed as oeconomus; but Edgar, assigning the letter to the
year 28 on slight indications of the contents, did not accept this as an official title® On
quite different grounds, connected with the petition of two weavers that Zenon give them
work and assign lodgings for them and their families at Philadelphia', Axel Persson has
also drawn the conclusion that Zenon was oeconomus in the official sense in year 30
as well as in later years^. It is rather to be expected than not that Apollonius would have

(ov TjyopaKf L^afjLis.

. . - f
‘lie vineyards. But 6 nyo-^,aK<os, O and apx<^vr,, are interchangeable terms for the tax farmer as stater! W ii u- 1

P Rev 17 and Si 11 TRo r ti, i . , .

maimer, as stateu by Urenfell in his notes
. Ke . - ,

/ and .34, 11. The names of the real holders of these vineyards are all given in the list

to

appended to the letter.
-U given in th,

3

understand the significance of these brackets in Vitelli’s text® In the way of further official statement or documents.
4 41... —1:4— r„i4 4U_4 ..

s. The text is

IS the technical term

in tbe way ot lurther official statement or documents.
5 itelli, the editor, felt that wpoirra^ft was a mistake fnr /

correct, and quite clear if one understands that Damis is the tarfarme”^
The text is quite

for releasing for sale the wine held by the wine growers
"" technical term

® Kostovtzeff {Large Estate, 29) follows Edvar in 4

Zenon as that of a provincial official.
° i'i*® *^**^1® oeconomus given to

' P.S.I. .341, to be dated in the fall of 255 b c
^ Axel W. Per.sson, .Staat und Manufaktur'i,n rOmiscken Reiche, Lund, 1923, 12, 14,
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strengthened the hands of the chief agents of his varied activities by appointing them to

official positions from time to time. Nicanor, one of the chief men in his employ in the

period 260-255 B.c., was at one time a sub-dioecetesh In a papyrus now at New York

University, he appears with the additional title of nomarch^ C. C. Edgar refused to accept

the title of oeconomus for Zenon as that of a state official because Zoilus was oeconomus

of the Arsinoite nome in the year 29 or of that section of it in which Philadelphia was

situated. But it is not necessary that Zenon be regarded as anything more than one of the

local officials who had the title of oeconomus, under the general direction of the chief

oeconomus of the nome. If we regard Zoilus as chief oeconomus, which is entirely possible,

and recall that he is known to have held that position only in the year 29, there is no

difficulty in the way of assuming that Zenon was a lesser oeconomus in the year .‘10.

1 P.S.I. VI, 632, 11.

- The document, an hyponimma, is being prepared for publication by Kraemor.

7—2
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EGYPTIAN THERIOMORPHIC VESSELS IN THE
BRITISH MUSEUM
By S. R. K. GLANVILLE

With Plates XII to XVI.

The most important objects published in this paper are three stone vases illustrated on

PI. XII, Figs. 1-6, and PI. XIII, Figs. 1-3. It was impossible, however, to avoid some compari-

sons with similar material, and this in turn led inevitably to a discussion of the origin of this

type of vase, thus widening the selection of material. In writing the paper I have had the

advantage of frequent discussions with Dr. Hall, the Keeper, and Messrs. Sidney Smith

and C. J. Gadd of the Department of Egyptian and Assyrian Antiquities. Their assistance

has not always stopped short at discussion, as will be seen from the references in the text.

I have to thank the Keeper for permission to publish the objects illustrated which are in

the Department of Egyptian and Assyrian Antiquities. I am also indebted to Mr. T. A.

Joyce, Deputy Keeper in charge of the Ethnographical Department, to Mr. E. J. Forsdyke,

Assistant-Keeper in the Department of Greek and Roman Antiquities, and to Mr. Einar

Gjerstad, for valuable help on certain points. Finally, I have been very considerably helped

by a discussion of the whole subject with Mr. H. Frankfort, who was the first to raise the

interesting and important question of the origin of these vases, and to whom I owe much
for his suggestive theories, although I cannot find all his arguments convincing or agree

with some of his main conclusions.

The three stone vases shown on PI. XII, Figs. 1-6, and PI. XIII, Figs. 1-3 are now exhibited

side b}’ side in Mall-case 156 of the Fourth Egyptian Room. They were acquired by the
Museum in 1901, 1902, and 191-1 respectively, and nothing is known of their earlier history.

This small collection is important both as a series (for thei'e has been little or no attempt
hitherto to distinguish the different types of these early stone theriomorphs) and for the
detailed study of the individual vases But in so far as the individual characteristics,

technique, artistic merit and hypothetical use are of most value when studied in conne.xion
with one another, or even with another set of characteristics displayed by other objects, it

was clearly more profitable for scientific purposes (not to speak of aesthetic claims) to
exhibit the thiee \ase.s together than to attempt a more precise individual dating which
might require their separation from each other. It is proposed to describe each one
separately first, and then to consider them in relation to other material.

B.M. 35306 (PL XII, Figs. 1-3)- is a red breccia vase in the shape of a dove and of

I lor the sake of brevity this word has been allowed a wider meaning throughout the article than it
should c.irry, ui order to include Inrds and fishes

“ See Guide lathe Third mid Fourth Egyptian Rooms, etc., 1904, p. 244, PI. VI, where it i.s shown with

'V r
^ in the latest Guide to

XXVl’
edition).
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the finest workmanship. Its length from beak to tail is 7| ins., height to the top of its

head 4f ins., and greatest width 3f ins. The body has been hollowed out so thoroughly a.s

to give not only the effect but the u.se of a va.sc. The only opening in thi.s receptacle is

a hole in the top, finished with a very low splayed neck, or rather a rim simply, such as is

typical of the finer vases of the earliest period. The diameter of the hole itself is only

ly’jj ins.
;
and with the rim R ins. It is to bo noticed that the back of the bird slopes

upwards appreciably on either side of the rim, thus allowing the drill a wider angle of jjlay

without which the stone-cutter could never have reached so far towards the head and tail

as he has done. Another common feature of the early stone vases, the pierced horizontal

lugs, is also found, one on each side of the bird ; the effect of the.se, doubtless appreciated

by the artist but not to be taken as necessarily intended by him, is in a general way to

suggest wings. The head is neatly and faithfully rendered, leaving no doubt in the mind

as to the identification with a dove or pigeon. The eyes are small, shallow, smooth-boreil

holes to take inlay, probably of the kind that is found in the exactly similar 03*08 ot the

pred3''nastic Hathor amulets' and man}’ of the slate palettes, namel}’ a shell or faience

circular bead with or without filling of paste. The oxceodinglv fine workmansliip, shown

not only in the delicate cutting of the rimmed opening and the fine modelling of the head,

but also in the proportions and smooth finish, points conclusively to a much earlier date

than the First Dynasty (when both the rim round the hole and the ev'es are considerably

debased): and when we add to that the mechanical skill which hollowed out the body to

a depth of 3 ins., it is impossible to place this vase later than the middle predynastic

period, when the art of stone-cutting was still at its zenith. Moreover it will be generally

admitted that there is no other vase of this kind published which can compare with it in

fineness.

B.M. 36355 (PL XII, Figs. 4-6) would also appear to repre.sent a bird, but it is perhaps

unwise to attempt a closer definition. The length from beak(0 to tail is 41 ins. and the

greatest height
3i’j.

ins. The body is hollowed out to a depth of nearly 2 ins., but the hole

in the back is much larger in proportion than that of the pigeon, having a diameter of

1§ ins. (with the rim 2yij ins.). The rim again is simply a low fiat ring rising Irom the

back Aj in., showing no undercutting, and it varies in width. I he eves are larger and

deeper than in the dove, and there has been no attempt to polish away the ridges left by

the drill. The base is flat, consisting of two thick straight ridges running in the same

sense as the bird’s bod}’, and not guite parallel to one another. These appear to represent

legs, so that the bird would be seen squatting on the ground'. There is a horizontal lug

with rather large boring on each side. The material is green serpentine, but a bad smash

at some time in its early history has necessitated the restoration of the left lug and a patch

in the back—both in coarse cement. Thus we have here the three characteristics of the

stone vases, eyeholes for inlay, pierced lugs and rimmed mouth. These are first found in

the early predynastic period, and reach perfection in the middle and later predynastic

periods ; they are already debased in protodynastic times and disappear at the end of the

1 AVell illustrated in Petrie, Amvlets, PI. XXXVIII, nos. 212 a, 6, f, etc. and there called rams' heads

(p. 44), but later {Prehistoric Egypt, p. 11) recogni-sed to lie ox-heads. Petrie further particularises them a.s

“bulls," but the Hathor-c’ow seems a more attractive identification and at lea.st as probable. There

would be a special point in using the symbolic head of the goddess as Bucrania.

' Of. two bird vases illustrated in Delegdtiou en Perse, VII, 19, Figs. 11 and 13.
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Old Kingdom. But whereas in the dove these characteristics were at their best, in this

shapeless bird they have considerably deteriorated, and we shall be strongly inclined to date

the vase to the archaic period—perhaps, in view of other evidence, more precisely to the

First Dynasty. Indeed it may well be compared to the two bird vases from the “Main

deposit ” at Hierakonpolis* dated to the First Dynasty, although one of these is of slightly

superior workmanship.

Our third vase, B.M. 53888 (PI. XIII, Figs. 1-3), though perhaps the least attractive

artistically is in every other way the most interesting of the group, and by the same token

presents the most difficult problems. It is of pink limestone (the polished surface brown

with age), ins. long by 5| ins. high by 2^ ins. wide. Nearly the whole of the body has

been hollowed out, leaving a deep elliptical well the longitudinal walls of which are only

Ain. thick for the greater part. The sides are almost perpendicular, indicating an entirely

different technique from that used in making the bird vases just described. The body

almost rests on the ground, four protuberances at the corners representing (with surprising

realism considering their shortness) the legs of some bulky animal. The tail is fairly thin,

measures about half the height of the beast, and is barely indicated by a slight ridge down
the back of the vase. In the head, however, the salient features of the animal have been

carefully preserved : the ridged dome to the skull, the broad forehead, the position of the

ears (though their shape has been missed and they are not large enough), the “pig” eyes,

and above all the protruding lower lip all go to make absolutely certain the restoration of

the snout as an elephant’s trunk (PI. XIII, Fig.2)% The tail is then seen to be equally true to

life, and the ridiculously short legs to enhance the general effect of massiveness which would

be the strongest impression left on the mind of an Egyptian who had once seen a southern

elephant. The absence of tusks is noteworthy when we remember that ivory was commonly
in use from the earliest predynastic times. But the artist who made the vase probably

had in mind as his model a tame beast—perhaps sent as a gift, perhaps traded, from
Nubia^—belonging to the Pharaoh, and such a one might well have had his tusks sawn
off before he reached Egypt.

Besides its theriomorphism and its hollowed out interior the elephant has no features

in common with the bird vases The eyes which alone might prove an exception are incised,

^ Quibell and P[etrie], Hiet'akonpotis /, PL XX, 2 and 4. The following i.s a list of the important
publications of the early stone theriomorphs : Petrie and Quibell, Naqada and Balias, PI. XII, 80-84,
and p. 36 ;

Garstaxg, Mahasna and Bit Khallaf, PI. V
; Petrie, Prehistoric Eg., PL XXXT, 44 and PL

XLII, 207
;
Miss M. A. Murr.vy, Historical Studies, Pis. XXII, XXIII, pp. 40 ff.; Moller, M.D.O.G.,

Xo. 30, p. 17, Figs. 16, 17; Fr.\xkport, Studies in Earlg Pottery of the Sear East PI IX 1 pn 73
and niff.

> > ’ll-

Our drawing of the trunk is, it must be admitted, a better representation of the object than the
Egyptia'i could have produced! Since, however, it is impossible to tell what form his copy would have
taken, it seemed best to make as reali.stic a representation as possible, without strict regard for the limits
of simplicity impo.sed by the nature of the material.

3 Professor Newberry includes the elephant in his list of predynastic fauna on the evidence of the
ivory knife handle in the Brooklyn Museum {Egypt as a field for anthropological research, Presidential
addre.ss to the Anthrop. Section of the Brit. Association 1923, p. 5). It seems, however, to have been
confined to the district of Egypt’s southern boundary (see Benedite in Journal, v, 237) as we should
exiiect, and has disappeared by the dynastic period (Newberry, ihid.). To an Egyptian living even a little
north of the district which later became the Nome of Elephantine, the elephant would have been a
foreign animal.
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it is true, but in a different technique
;
and it is not clear that they were meant to receive

inlay, though this is rather indicated by their unpolished surface. The striking difference,

however, is in their careful imitation of the shape and tilt of the living animal’s eyes, as

compared with the conventional circular eyes of the birds, which are found on all the other

animals—whether vases, slate palettes or amulets—of the technique that did its best work

in the finer and harder stones. There are no lugs
;
nor is there any rim round the large

hole which is where the animal’s back would be. Indeed the plain undecorated edge of

this opening seems to require a lid to complete it. There are, it is true, no signs of wear

;

but one may call to mind the “ lid of a hippopotamus vase ” found by Petrie on a pre-

dynastic site'. Just below the edge of the opening the sides are pierced with three small

holes, two at the back, roughly above the back legs, one in front in a corresponding position

on the left side of the animal. Instead of a hole to balance this on the right side a semi-

circular notch, diam. f in., has been cut out. The obvious supposition that this is an

accidental chip appears at first belied by the smoothness of the surface, the rounded corners,

and the symmetry of the cut. Further, the idea that it was part of the original design is

encouraged by the fact that in the only known theriomorphic stone vessel (from Abusir el-

Melek) which can compare with ours there appears to be a similar semicircular notch, in

this case at the corresponding point at the back of the right side of the animaP. The base

of the notch in our object, however, is a groove pointing in the direction of the right ear

and continued so for | in. across the shoulders; and less is demanded of our credulity if we

suppose that this groove is the remains of a fourth hole (which had admittedly rather lost

direction), and that in the boring of it, or soon afterwards, the piece of the edge above it

chipped off. The notch thus left was evidently smoothed down all round, and perhaps the

prolongation of the groove must be attributed to an attempt to improvise some use for it

in place of the intended hole.

As to the purpose of these holes there can be only two possibilities: they must have served

either for suspension in some way, or to tie on the lid, if one existed. That there almost

certainly was a lid I am convinced by the very definite fiat edge of another vessel (B.M.

22825, PI. XIII, Fig. 4), which difters from this type only in being made of wood. If the

second possibility were correct, we should suppose that four pieces of string were knotted

each at one end and passed from inside the vessel through the four holes and tied in pairs

over the lid. It is hard to believe, however, that this is sufficient reason for the holes—or

rather that it is not an unnecessarily elaborate method of keeping a lid in place. We are

therefore left with the alternative possibility that the holes were used for hanging the

vessel to some person or thing. It has been suggested to me that it was suspended round

the neck of some animal, as part of a religious ritual. This is perhaps most in keeping

with its theriomorphic nature, but until more evidence is forthcoming we cannot

definitely say what purpose it served—nor indeed what it contained. That it was not an

ordinary household utensil is, I think, clear from the rarity of this type of vessel, apart from

its special features. On the other hand it may have been part of the ecclesiastical property

of some temple.

1 Petrie and Quibell, Kaqada and Balias, 36, PI. XII, 84.

2 Moleer in M.D.O.G., No. 30, p. 17, Fig. 16. The animal is there unhesitatingly stated to be a camel

Iving down ;
the identification is doubtless due to the shape of the neck, the doubled-uuder forelegs and the

high back giving the effect of a hump well packed with bales, rather than to the head, which is not very

convincing.
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There are few criteria from which to date the vase. The general effect of shape, polish

and stone inrlicates the predynastic to archaic periods^ but the absence of the important

characteristics we have noted in the theriomorphic vases as a whole during that period

might suggest that our elephant belongs near its end, when the lug, rimmed opening and

inlaid eyes were rapidly deteriorating; in this case we should expect it to be dated on

general grounds to the first three dynasties. This would agree admirably with the more

specific e\idence of the Berlin camel vase (see p. 55, note 2, above) which was found at

Abnsir el-Melek, and is thereby dated to the First Dynasty. In default of other evidence we

may assume that the elephant vase belongs to the late predynastic period or to the First

Dynasty.

We must now consider the wooden vessel referred to above. B.M. 22825 (length from

snout to tail 8| ins. : height 4§ ins., PI. XIII, Fig. 4) represents a hippopotamus and should

perhaps be described as a box, owing to its material. But in type—both as to form and

details—it is so like the elephant vase that it must be closely related to it, and can be

safely dated by that similarity alone to the late predynastic period. The only technical

difference in the two st3'les is the representation of the eye. In the hippopotamus, instead

of being incised and perhaps inlaid, it takes the form of a protuberance left in the w'ood.

But the well-know'u bulging eye of the hippopotamus should be sufficient to account for

this, since the distinguishing feature of the eyes of the elephant is also their realistic

likeness to nature. The more pronounced (but still stubby) legs of the hippopotamus

are doubtless due to the greater facility of working in wood than in stone, and the more
brittle nature of the latter. For the rest the details enhance the similarity between

the two vases, not the least conspicuous of which are the four holes symmetrically

arranged round the top
;
moreover the flattened edge round the big opening in the back

of the animal certainly implies that there was a lid in this case. As to the purpose of the

holes, the same remarks apply as to the elephant vase. On the other hand the fact that

wood is the material lused makes it unlikely that oil or other lirpiids were the original

contents. Finally, the striking similarity of form (allowing for the differentiation due
to their completely dissimilar purposes) between this wooden hippopotamus and the

predv’nastic hippopotamus amulets- is worth noting, as confirmation of the dating of the
vases. Ihe most salient feature common to both, however, is the deep furrow which
indicates the mouth. This is also found in some of the Hathor-head amulets (see above,

p. 53).

Thus all these vases are seen to give a series which started well back in the predynastic
period and extended to the Second or Third Dynasty—a series of which the second and thiid
members may actually be contemporary, whereas the third may be regarded as logically
latcr than the second, though in nowise a direct development from it. We have seen that
the first two are related by techniiiue, and in the case of the stone palettes to some degree
by form, to such typically Egyptian objects as the predynastic slate palettes and Hathor

1 Tlierinmorphic vase.s in stoue are not known after the protodynastie period, unless we are to include
the alabaster toilet di.shes in the .shape of ducks, common in the Eighteenth Dynasty. Human fit^ures in
alab,i.ster and .serpentine are of course familiar from that time. (Fur the chronological distribuLn see
Midsi Murray, op. ciG, *

See Petrie, Aniukts, PI. XL, 2.55 h, c, d. There are two good examples in the B.M nos 5774-^ 57741
exhibited (temporanly) in tahle-ca.se H, Room Y of the Egyptian Galleries. The head alone was retained in
the Sixth to the Xinth Dyna.sty hippopotamu.s head amulets -237 d-jj).
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amulets, and that the third, even if it has broken away in part from the old form, yet

follows that essentially Egyptian tradition of making receptacles, -winch are to he used as

such, out of stone. It would seem therefore that we have an excellent case prinia facie for

a native Egyptian hand-craft in these animal vases. It has recently been argued* however

with sufficient skill to convince authoritative scholars that the theriomorphic vase in Egypt

as elsewhere, can be traced to an origin in North Syria. One is tempted to believe that in

postulating this theory Mr. Frankfort has allowed a greater sense of conviction to express

itself in his writing than he actually possesses, for his arguments even at their face value

only sustain a probability in favour of his case, while he would admit (though he does not

explicitly state it) that a certain probability for their Egyptian origin is irdierent in the

nature of the objects. The point is of sufficient importance to necessitate a careful and

detailed enquiry into the soundness of his arguments

The main steps in his exposition are as follows. Taking first Susa, we find there at the

archaic period vases of alabaster in the shapes of birds and animals^ with the rimmed

opening on the back, showing what Frankfort reasonably calls “striking similarities ” with

the Egyptian material. But he quickly notes the “ remarkable differences between the

vessels of the two regions,” viz. (1) the receptivity of the completely hollowed out Egyptian

examples as opposed to the “ creux. . .insigniflant, pouvant a peine contenir qiielques gouttes

de liquide*” of the Susian vases, (2) the pierced lugs on the Egv’ptian are absent on the

Susian vases, and (3) in Susa alabaster is the only stone, while in Egypt we find serpentine,

breccia and other decorative stones, but never (at this period) alabaster theriomorphs. He

dates the material from Egypt to the First Dynasty on the strength of the two bird vases

from Hierakonpolisk but virtually qualifies this by admitting that “ there are pottery

animal vases of this type in ‘ decorated ware ’ which can hardly be later than the beginning

of the late Predynastic period*.” His conclusion from this comparison, in which the

differences rather than the similarities are stressed, is that it will be “natural to assume

an Egvptian origin for the Susian alabasters which would “ then have reached Susa via

North %ria, as an alabaster bird vase strikingly similar to the Susian specimens comes

from Meskineh.” (See F., PI. IX, Fig. 3.) “ Several facts ” however (but not the essential

differences mentioned above apparently, since they offer no objection to the alternative

proposal) “seem incompatible with this view. Let us deal with these facts.

To clear the ground, the possibility of a Cycladic origin, based on “a sheep with three®

cups of the well-known tvpe hollowed out iii its back... (fiom one of the Aegean islands

' Fr-VXKFORT, op. cit. dienceforward referred to F \ 111-113, 44. Cf. p. T3.

- [.Iequier], DiHe'jdtiim ea Ferse, vil, 18-10, tig^. 10-14.

•’ Delegation, vil, 18.

^ See above, p. 54, and note 1.

* If he had known the breccia dove in the B.M. he would certainly haio allowed an earlier date for

•some of the stone e.xaiiiples. Even mo it is <iucstionablc whether some of those with vhich he wa.s familiar,

e.g., the duck figured by him on PI. XIX, 2, could ever have been brought down so late as the First

Dynasty, especially when we remember fhat this example is pubh-shed as predynastic (by Petrie and Miss

Murray) and came from the well-kn<5wn predynastic site of Xakadah. In any case he would be the last to

deny that there is a connection between his sti>ne theriomorphs of the First Dynasty and the decorated

pottery animal vases of the predynastic period. MM shall see the importance of this later.

® In the photograph published by Frankfort (PI. IX, Fig. i) only two cups are shown
; Mr. E. T. Leeds

kindly confirmed for me the fact of tliere being two.

Jonrn. of Egypt. Arch. .xil. 8
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and now in the Ashmolean), “ and the bird-shaped vase of brown limestone and an oblong,

triple vessel ” of island marble found together in a First Dynasty grave at Abusir el-Melek^,

is repudiated for the sake of the greater cause. The islands, like Egypt, have borrowed

this type of vessel from North Syria.” What is the evidence ?

I. The only object from Egypt itself is the camel from Abusir el-Melek^, which

“certainly points to an Asiatic prototype.” Asia, however, is not synonymous with North

Syria, and we have the important negative evidence of the cuneiform inscriptions which

do not mention the camel before the eleventh century B.C.^

Now if the camel was known in North Syria even in protodynastic times, it would have

been used as the baggage animal on the caravan routes to Mesopotamia and Elam, the

existence of which Mr. Frankfort implies throughout
;
and we should be certain to find some

mention of this all-important means of transport in the innumerable business documents

concerned with Syrian traffic written in the cuneiform scripts In other words its likeness to

a camel is a fair proof that this vase did not itself come from Syria and a strong argument

in favour of its prototype having come from anywhere but there. Assuming that it is the

single-humped camel, its original home at this time could only have been S. Arabia, a fact

which would be more happily explained by Frankfort’s highly probable conclusion that

the stone vase industry came into the Nile valley with a people living on the western

shores of the Red Sea at the other end of the Wadi ^ammamat®, than it is by a German

scholar’s rather vague suggestion that it is a relic from the earliest Semitic infiltration®.

“ See p. 55 above with note 2 for the reference. ^ Ibid.

3 On the broken Obelisk, of Tiglath Pileser I’s breeding dromedaries (Rawlissos, Cuneiform

liisrriptii.iiis, I, 28, 27 a). This is the two-humped “Bactrian” camel (Ass. udrii) which appears again on

the Black Obelisk of Shalmaneser III in the second half of the ninth century. They are there part of a
“ tribute ’ from ilusri, which in this contest must be Egypt (in its larger sense of all the countries under

Egyptian influence, perhaps here Southern Syria and Palestine). Of the other animals represented the

ox, rhinoceros and oryxib are Egyptian, but the elephant, as W. M. Mtiller has shown in the Zeit. Ass.,

VIII, 211, is the Indian species. Professor Olmstead’s confident assertion that it is the African species

{History of Assyriu, 142) is plainly contradicted by the only relevant detail in the relief, namely, the shape

and size of the ears. In depicting the camel from Musri with two humps the artist has confused that

name with the llu'^ri in the Median Hills (.see Smith in Journal, x, 110, note 4), whence Tiglath-Pileser

and Shalmaneser himself received tribute, and where the “Bactrian” camel might be expected to exist.

Muller’s statement that it could only have been the two-humped camels which were remarkable {op. cit.,

p. 21.3; cannot stand, since it assumes that the single-humped camel (Ass. gammalu) was already a
common object among the Assyrians, whereas this type does not appear to be mentioned in their inscrip-

tions until the end of the eighth century. (See Muss-Arnolt, 229.) It is, however, depicted in a relief of

Shalmaneser, see King, The Bronze Reliefs from the Gates of Shalmaneser, Pis. XXIII, XXIV. For these

and other references to Mesopotamian authorities I am indebted to Messrs. Sidney Smith and
(’. J. tiadd, who have also verified the pertinent passages in the original text for me.

•* Smith has pointed out in Rer d'Ass., xxi, 87, that pack-asses were the regular transport animals at
the time of the Cappadocian Tablets (end of the Third Millennium) in the “traffic from the north-west
to Babylonia" and that they were still famous a thousand years later “ when they were called ‘ A-morite ’

see Kixg, Boundary Stones, I, 39, 11. 17-18.” It seems that camels have been used along river routes
only in comparatively modern times, being confined at first when they did come into general use in
Mesopotamia to the desert routes.

^
“ F., p. 100 following.

M.D.O.G., Xo. .30, Mai 1906, pp. 16, 17. “Wir werden uiis das giinzlicho Fehlen von Darstelluiweu
des Kamels auf den spiitereii Monumenten wold etwa so zu erkliiren halien, dass das Tier von dmu
somitischen Bestandteil der vorgeschichtlichen Bevdlkerung Agyptens in die neue Heimat a!!*!

fruhzeitig au.sge.storben ist.”
° ‘

)
' t
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II. “ A remarkable vase in the shape of a quadruped, again with a riinined opening in

the back ” from Keul Tepe in Cappadocia'. Now the tablets found at Keul Tepe are dated

to about 2300 b.c. on the very earliest reckoning, so that this vase may be assumed to be

somewhere about that time—be. 1000 years after the end and perhaps 2000 after the

beginning of the stone theriomorph period in Egypt. Nor is Cappadocia the same as

North Syria; but we are asked to see a North Syrian origin for the Cappadocian vase

which thus serves to show the continuity of this type in the region of North West Asia.

The important point for us, however, is the object itself; for there is no resemblance to

anything Egyptian beyond the “rimmed opening” which again is in itself a far cry from

the Egyptian stone or pottery rim. Moreover there is a hole at the end of the snout, a

detail which on Frankfort’s own showing- should be of fundamental importance in dis-

tinguishing types. Together with this vase from Keul Tepe we are to take “ the silver

stag from Mycenae” which “points to Anatolia by its origin.” Its date, however, at the

most generous estimate cannot be earlier than 1700 (beginning of M.M. ill) and is more

probably about 1600 to 1500. And though the use of silver (it was an alloy of two parts

to one of lead’) may point to an Anatolian mine, the stag more probably came from a

Mycenaean workshop. The balance is therefore at least equally in favemr of an indigemjus

origin for the animal-shaped vase. Moreover what Schliemann calls the “ mouthpiece in

the shape of a funnel',” which is the important detail in favour of the argument, is the only

possible device (of such an elementary nature) which would make the vase pour effectively-

III. The sudden appearance in Crete “ in the Middle Bronze Age ” of the bull-shaped

vases of “ base-ring ” ware which with the rest of that ware “ are considered to be introduced

from Syria’.” The date here is if anything a little later than that of the silver stag, corre-

' Meter, Reich und Kidtur der Chetiter, PI. V. The vase i.s of pottery.

2 F., p. Ill, note 4.

’ H. Schliemann, Mycenae uad Tiryns, p. 257. ' Ihid., with Fig. 37G.

’ I cannot find sufficient evidence for this widely held opinion. I am, however, under a coii-siderable

obligation to Mr. Einar Gjerstad for the following answers to my enquiries, and for his permission to print

them. The grounds for maintaining a Syrian origin for the l>a.so-ring w.irc seem to be the.se : I. “...a few

base-ring shapes actually imitate the foreign (probably North Syrian) types”; i.e. “(1) long spindle-

shaped flasks, (2) lentoid pilgrim bottles.” The.se two types are familiar to us in the wheel-made red

polished pottery found on Egyptian and Palestinian site.s. II. This same “ North Syrian pottery is found

imported in Cyprus.” The important facts against a Syrian origin are these : il; The ba.se-ring ware “is

hand-made but all contemporary Syrian pottery is wheel-made. (2) It i.s “imitated by the Syrian potter.s

(in Gezer many specimens of imported genuine ba.se-ring ware were found together with occasional wheel-

made imitations in Palestinian clay).” (.3) -‘Most of the typical shapes are developed out of old Cypriote

types.” There can scarcely be any doubt therefore that the base-ring ware found in Cyprus was also made

there. Mr. Gjerstad goes further and says that “the base-ring ware is Cypriote.” The only objection to

this is, as Mr. F. N. Pryce of the Department of Greek and Roman Antiquities has pointed out to me,

that we then have two contemporary types of pottery in Cyprus, closely related to each other but differing

in a number of essentials
;
twin developments from a single tradition, and both displaying native

techniques. Of these two types one has a more barbaric character than the other, and it is for the more
civilized ware that a foreign origin, or influence, is claimed. On the other hand a cursory .survey of this

ware will be sufficient to show that the greater number of foreign types are not Syrian but Anatolian in

appearance, and of these an obvious example is the “bull-shaped va.se” with its .strong suggestion of a

leathern model and reminiscence of the bull cults of Anatolia. Now if the y.irious types of base-ring ware

all share a single technique, which is .said to be foreign, it clearly cannot come from two different places.

We must either sacrifice the Syrian case, or abandon the ideir of a foreign origin and admit that the ware

is native Cypriote.
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spending to the Eighteenth Dynasty. It should be noted too that in addition to the spout

this type of vase has a small handle, one end of which conies down to join the spout.

lY. “A few theriomorphic vases” found in Palestine (by Macalister at Gezer)' whose

significance is that they occur at the period of greatest contact between Egypt and North

Syria, f.e. when

Y. "vases appear in the shape of animals and human beings” of the same ware “as

the red polished fiasks, whose North Syrian origin is well established”; i.e. again in the

Eighteenth Dynasty. Although, as Mr. Frankfort says, this pottery was sometimes imitated

by the Egyptians, }’et the bulk of it, though obviously made in the form of Egyptian figures

anil therefore presumably for the Egyptian market, was actually of foreign manufacture,

and there can be no question that the human figures either were imported from, or in the

case of imitations originated in, Syria or Palestine. But no animal forms are hioiun in

this potterij nor in its imitations. He clearly has in mind the calf vase (whose spout is on

the top of the head, not on the back) and hedgehog vase (where the low spout is right in

front and tilted forward with a small handle attached) found by Mace at El-‘Amrah-.

They are not, however, of this red polished ware, and Frankfort himself remarks in a

note that “ it is curious to observe with him [Professor J. L. Myres] the Aegean features

in these Syrian products...’.” Now the ware of the calf vase at any rate is admitted to

be native Egyptian. Are we then justified, remembering the Aegean characteristics, in

assuming that the vases are Syrian products ?

YI. “The apparently most ancient rhyta” come from Anatolia. The objects on which
this statement is based are: (1) the clay bull’s head rhyton published by Woolley in his

Hittite Burial Customs* where he justly claims that it “shows a striking resemblance to

Cretan work of Late Minoan I.” It is difficult then to see why he should have assigned it

“ almost certainly ” to his Second Period, i.e. that of the “ champagne-glass ” vases which,
according to his dating, must be well before 1750 B.c. (2) “Apparently” a pottery bull’s

head found at Keramo in Caria and published by M. Pettier®, in whose opinion it is a piece

admittedly of archaic style, but which “on pourrait faire descendre jusqu’a I’epoque

classique du vP siecle.” The value of (2) is therefore automatically discounted by the
much earlier date of (1). This, however, in its turn must yield precedence of date, for the
earliest rhyta are the complete pottery bulls with acrobatic figures in relief from the tholoi

of the Messara discovered by Dr. Xanthoudides® from which the head-?7;yfa were evolved
by the process of eliminating all but the essentially practical part of the vessel. Their date
is M.M. I. They are ritual libation vessels and differ from the theriomorphic vases we are
discussing in having besides the large aperture in the top a smaller one in the snout of the
beast for pouring. Finally we may perhaps go back still further for the original of this
form of vessel to the Early Minoan jugs with side spouts (E.M. i and in)'' which are perhaps

^ Somewhat discounted by Mr. Frankfort on the grounds of their uncertain date
- El Anirah and Ab^das, 7-2 ff. and Pis. XLVIII and L. See also Frankfort’s reference, ad lac (p 112

note (ij, to Mykes' discussion in El Amrah where the foreign character of the vases is undoubtedly proved
® Myres, ibid.

^ ^

1 L.A.A.A., VI, 90, PI. XX a.

= Bulletin de Currespandance UelUnique, 55X1, 255, PI. XXIII, Ko. 2.
*> Lv.yxs, Palace of Minus, I, 189, Fig. 137, .md Xaxthoudides, The Vaulted

by J. P. Droop, PI. XXVIII, Xo. 4126.
Tombs of Mesard, transl.
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comparable with, but in no sense borrowed from, the contemporary Yortan ware, whose

obvious debt to leathern models also led to theriomorphic shapes, obtained “not by the

actual modelling of an animal, but by exploiting the fortuitous resemblance of the vases to

birds or beasts'.” One might add “and of human beings” (see Forsdyke, op. cit.. PI. II.

A 68), and compare with these the anthropomorphic potteiy vase from Assiir, published

by Andrae, Die archuischen Ischia r-Tempel in Assur, which is of the early Sumerian

period.

VII. Possibly “ the few theriomorphic vases from Troja ” which “ jjresent rather a

different aspect.” The two objects noticed- are excellent e.xamples of the theriomorphic

tendency in the Yortan pottery discussed above, with which type the earl}- Trojan pottery

is classed ^

VIII. “Pottery birds and four-legged animals of the same type as our vases were found

by M. de Morgan [in the cemetery at Ujonli containing bronze and iron implements] in

the South Eastern Caucasus^” Frankfort admits that they have “a late and debased look”

but doubts whether this kind of vessel “caracterise laperiode de fer d’une maniere absolue”

(Mission scientifique en Perse, iv, 113) on the grounds of the published evidence being

insufficient. The opening in the back is the only detail in which they resemble Egyptian

theriomorphs. Their provenance is even less connected with North Syria than is Anatolia,

and unless the presence of iron implements in the graves is to be ignored M. de Morgan

was justified in giving the cemeteries a date which is considerably later than the Eighteenth

Dynasty.

The remarkable black hawk vase of the typical Hyksos “ punctured ” ware in the British

Museum, No. 17046 (PI. XIII, Fig, a)\ might well have been included as an important piece

of the evidence. The spout in this case is on the top of the head and has a small handle

attached to it. The vase is 3f ins. long from breast to tail, and 3| ins. high. Its date would

place it immediately before the formidable mass of evidence Nos. III-V above, coming from

the Eighteenth Dynasty, and thus offer another link in the connection with the pre-

dynastic period which is required to support his thesis. How much of this vase is due to

Syrian and how much to Egyptian intluence will be discussed below (p. 68).

The foregoing analysis shows clearly that the evidence divides itself into three stages,

the chronological and territorial continuity of which is insufficient to justify the logical

connection which is seen in it. The first stage consists of the two isolated instances I and

II, above (the camel and vase from Keul Tepe), isolated in the sense that thev have no

historical or chronological connection with each other or with the material which follows,

and occur at very much earlier dates. Moreover, as we have seen, I is valid onlv as an

argument against Mr. Frankfort’s thesis. The second stage gives us the solid evidence in

III-Y, all dated to the Eighteenth Dynasty (and, if we include the Hyksos vase, at most

the 200 years immediately preceding 1580), which is the basis of the whole thesis. The
argument so far then is to the effect that the earlier vases, similar to those from Syria in

' FORSDYKil, op. cit., Xll.

- Hub. Schmidt, Heinrich Schliemann’s Samml. Trojan. Alterth., Xos. 607, 608.
- Forsdyke, op. cit., xiir.

* F., PI. VIII, 5 ;md 6.

' First published by Hall, 2'he Oldest Cicilisation of Greece, p. 69, Fig. 30: also Murray, op. cit,

PL XXV, 71, where it i.s erroneuasly assigned (p. 45) to the Xew Kingdom and described as “dark red”
polished pottery.
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the Eighteenth Dynasty, are themselves of Syrian origin. The third stage includes the

remaining examples VI—VIII, admittedly of less reliable value and of various dates, from

the Eighteenth Dynasty to the sixth century, with the exception of the much earlier

Trojan vases (VII), and all from places well outside the most generous limits which could

be given to North Syria. Here again the argument, though independent of the former, is

from the Syrian vases of the Eighteenth Dynasty to the similar ones occurring later and

elsewhere. Now although the second argument may be justifiable, the first is patently

fallacious. The only proposition which might be legitimately deduced from these two groups

of fiicts is that the early vases influenced those of the Eighteenth Dynastyh in which

case the argument sets in exactly the opposite direction to that proposed by Mr. Frankfort.

Thus he has strengthened the generally accepted theory of a Syrian or Palestinian- origin

for Egyptian figure-vases in the Eighteenth Dynasty^. For the theriomorphic examples of

these there is no direct evidence of a Syrian origin
;
on the contrary it is strongly on the

side of Egypt as I shall hope to show. As for the earlier periods nothing has been advanced

in the body of evidence which we have discussed but arguments against it.

We have now to return to the alabaster bird vase from Meskineh, which though undated

cannot be lightly put aside. Its very strong resemblance to the alabaster theriomorphic

vases from Susa II (the archaic period) gives it considerable importance, the more so

because Mr. Frankfort is thereby encouraged to assume an early date (roughly equivalent

to Egyptian protodynastic) for the Syrian example. There are good reasons for doubting

this assumption. In the first place the similarity with the Susian bird vases breaks down

at the most vital point. For the Meskineh bird “is hollowed out to the bottom” and the

cavity is enlarged in all directions; “the attempt to get back into the tail not very suc-

cessful but in the breast quite neatly finished-*.” Thus the bird, though not so thoroughly

scooped out as the Egyptian vases, resembles them in so far as it was evidently meant to

be used as a vase, w'hile the Susian theriomorphs with their very small cavities “ hardly

able to contain a few drops' ” must have served a totally different purpose. But when
a people borrows from another’s culture it does so primarily for a practical purpose, and in

doing so it usually retains, as near as may be, the original design of the object borrowed

;

this, however, is of secondary importance. Thus the Egyptian living in Akhetaten imitated
in his own clay the “ Cypriote ” vases {i.e. base-ring ware, see above, p. .59) clearly that they
might be used for the same purposes {i.e. to contain oil) as the originals of which also he
had examples, taking care to make them in precisely the same shape, and adding in paint
a coarse imitation of the original decoration. This illustrates both points : one might add

* As might indeed be the case if Forsdyke is right in recognising a theriomorphic tendency in Anatolia
which is intrusive elsewhere [op. cit., xii).

^ Whether we can justly narrow this range of country to North Syria is not yet clear from the
evidence.

3 In spite of our highly organized interchange of trade there does not seem to he an exact parallel
to-day to this unique phenomenon in the history of ancient economics. It is almost incredible that a com-
paratively backward country should invent a specially artificial type of pot solely for export to another and
more civilised people. Yet all the known figure vases of this ware represent Egyptian figures.

* The two quotations are from Mr. E. T. Leeds who very kindly examined the vase for me in the
Ashmolean.

' F., in. See also p. 57, note 3, above. Yet Mr. Frankfort speaks of the Meskineh vase as “an
alabaster bird vase...which beyond any possible doubt belongs to the same series as the Susian e.vamples”
(Italics mine.; F., 73.

"
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a third, that the adaptation of the original to indigenous decorative designs or characteristics

requires a considerable time.

Secondly, “alabaster” is not native to Syria. The material from which the Meskineh

bird is made is not the fine, smooth-grained alabaster (calcitc) which is usually found in

Egypt, but the coarser aragonite. This stone is found in the Persian hills, and it is probable

that the bird was made of Persian aragonite, although as we have .seen it is not connected

with the Susian bird vases of the same material which was almost certainly obtained from

that source. Clearly then the assumption is that the Meskineh and the Susian vases were

made at very different periods, since, though their materials come from the same (juarries,

yet their forms imply that they know nothing of each other. On the other hand we do find

in North Syria at a later date alabaster vases in the shape of human figures of exactly the

type found in the red polished pottery (see above, p. 60) and these are made of this same

aragonite. We have seen, too, that the Meskineh bird is hollowed out somewhat after

the fashion of the Egyptian stone vases. It is possible that to this extent it is borrowed

from Egypt. With these considerations before us we should therefore expect it to be dated

rather to the early part of the Eighteenth Dynasty than to the protodynastic period. As

evidence then for the North Syrian origin of Egyptian theriomorphic vases it must be

considered of equal value with the points III-V cited above and of no more.

Thirdly, if the theriomorphic vase originated in North S3Tia we should expect to find

it in pottery, the natural medium of a country which lacks stone suitable for carving. But

there is no example in pottery before the Hyksos period. On the other hand pottery

examples abound outside North Syria from the predynastic period onwards—in Susa,

Cappadocia and Egypt itself, etc.

We have seen that the internal evidence for a North Syrian origin of the theriomorphs

amounts at the most generous estimate to an improbability. Let us now consider the

negative evidence—or, as I should prefer to call it, the positive evidence for an Egyptian

origin of the Egvptian vases. The important facts have already been suggested in the

description of the three stone vases in the British Museum. They are as follows:

I. The very early date of some of the material, e.'j. B.M. 3-5306 and the duck from

Nakadah*, proves that the therionK^rphic vase was known in Egypt long before dynastic

times, i.e. long before the earliest date assumed by Frankfort for the Meskineh vase. More-

over pottery bird- and other animal-vases- are found in Egypt from the predynastic period,

some painted to imitate the stone ware and with imitation pierced lugs, and therefore

probably to be dated close after the earliest stone vases; and all are dated by Petrie to the

beginning of the late predymastic period^. In almost every case the rim is preserved round

the opening at the back and the animals copied in pottery are the same as those copied in

stone ;
so that remembering also the actual imitation of stone ware we can have no doubt

of the close connection between the two. Finally, I am inclined to believe that the stone

vases came first since we find the natural colouring of the breccia, etc., being copied in the

painted pottery*
;
ami if that is so it is still less likely that the Egyptians took the idea of

* PL XII, 81; ilcRR.VY, op. cit., PL XXIII, 33.

- Murray, op. cit., PLs. XXII, XXIII pass.

* iVaqada, 37.

* In a discussion of the whole question Mr. Praiikfort .showed me that the argument for the priority

of the stone based on the pottery imitations is not conclusive. But I think he would allow me the

weight of probability.
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the theriomorph from North Syria where the prototype as we have seen would have been

of pottery. Egypt, making pottery long before her stone cutters appeared from the Eed

Sea, would surely copy a new pottery form in pottery, not directly in stone
;
that would

come later with experience w'on by working in the easier medium h

II. The animals represented are all known, or believed, to have been native to Egypt

in predynastic times, e.g., duck (most of the other birds are not sufficiently natural to be

identified, but the duck is by far the commonest bird represented), dove, vulture, frog,

hedgehog, hippopotamus, fish (probably one of the Tilapia), and tortoise
;
the elephant and

the camel are the only two exceptions, and these as we have seen are represented in an

entirely different technique and form from the rest of the vases wo are discussing. This

difference of form argues again a different purpose, and I suggest that the two examples

described above are objects with a special religious use in some wmy connected wdth the

fact that they represent foreign animals. More than that W'e cannot say in the absence

of further data.

III. The technique of the inlaid eye, the pierced lug and the rim relate the stone bird

and animal vases very closely to the ordinary stone vases^ in which the eye again is the

same as that found on the slate palettes and the Hathor amulets. The slate palettes, too,

include as their models some of the animals most commonly represented by the stone vases.

Thus these vessels are seen to be akin to three of the most familiar and most characteristic

classes of objects from predynastic burials.

IV. The occurrence throughout Egyptian history of theriomorphic vases wdth rimmed
holes in the back made of Egyptian clay and in the typical Egyptian technique (see Murray,
op. cit, Pis. XXIII-XXV; and here PI. XIII, Fig. 6 and PI. XIV, Figs. 1-6, described
below). The only period during that history when we can definitely say that the vases are
foreign {i.e. either importations from Syria or showing influence from that country or of
Aegean culture) is from the time of the Hyksos to the early Nineteenth Dynasty. Finally
the very great majority of vases known from that comparatively short space of time are
not theriomorphic but anthropomorphic, w'hereas before that time vases in the shape of
human figures are comparatively rare, and after it the proportion of the two classes is

about equal.

On PI. XIII, Fig. 6 and PL XIV, Figs. 1-6 are published (for the first time)^ seven therio-
morphic pottery vases in the B.M. having a rimmed opening in the back, which are not to

be found in Murray, op. cit.'

PI. XIII, Fig. 6, B.M. 5436-5. Length from beak to tail ins., height 4 ins. Acquired
by the Museum in 1919. Provenance unknown. A vessel roughly shaped to suggest a
goose with a large splaying cup in the middle of the back for filling, and wide opening in
the head for pouring. Thin, light red pottery with smooth finish. The general effect of
the pottery, with the splayed rim, indicates the Eleventh Dynasty as the probable date

;

this is an important addition to the evidence for the rim on theriomorphic vases during
the periods after the protodynastic and before the Hyksos, in Egypt.

°

PI. XIV, Figs. 1, 6, B.M. 38436-7, were both acquired in 1875
;
the provenance of the

former is unknowm
;
the latter, which was given by the Rev. Greville Chester, is said to have

1 See F., pp. 99 ff. 2 So F., 113.
’ The following are noted (but not described) by Budge in the Guide to the

Eg. Rooms, etc., WJJ, pp. -261-2, Nos. .38436, 15475, 22410.
1 Tho.se publi.shed by her are B.M. Nos. 17046, 29668, 24410 fPl. XXY, No.s. 71

Fourth, Fifth and Sixth.

1 2 and 74 respectively).



Plate XIV.

Pottery vases in the British Museum, representing (i) dove,

(2) hedgehog, (3) fish (B.M. 5,116), (4, 5) cocks, (6)

unknown bird

_(i) (2) f. 3 , (3) c. >, (4) 0 . (5) c. 4, (6) <. y
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come from the tombs of the ‘Asasif at Thebes. Fig. 1 (length from beak to tail 1^ ins.,

height to top of head 5^ ins.) is a vase made in realistic imitation of a dove, with a small

spout in the back and a small hole in the beak, which is slightly elongated to facilitate

pouring. Two spots of clay have been added as eyes and the body show's an unusual

technique in that it is torpedo-shaped, having been turned on the wheel so that a vertical

section would present a perfect circle. At the narrow end the vertical section has been

finished with a low' rim. and a tail, pinched (jut horizontally, has been added to this. Two
small wings completed the bird, but the left-hand one has since been broken off. Pink,

coarse pottery with light slip. The date is very uncertain
:

possibly Twelfth Dynasty,

certainly not earlier, and if later probably Roman. Fig. G (length and height as before—
9j ins. by 4g ins.) is a similar vessel representing a bird whose e.vact nature is not clear.

It resembles Fig. 1 in its principal points—rimmed opening (the rim since broken off),

hole in beak, spotted eyes, small wings added at the finish, but lacks the torpedo bodv and

has a much smaller tail. This again is pinched out horizontally and is incised to represent

tail feathers. There are other groups of incised marks on either side of the back. The bird

has three short legs, two in front and one behind—the latter clearly to enable it to stand

upright. Coarse drab pottery with greenish slip. Date again uncertain
;
perhaps belonging

to the second intermediate period—Thirteenth Dynasty—otherwise certainly Roman.

Fig. 2, length 3^ ins., height 4f in.s., B.M. 1.547.'), given by the Henry Chri.Nty Trustees

in 1879, originally from Lord Valentia’s collection, is a return to the “ Syrianising ” type

(by this time the common property of the Mediterranean world but not necessarily deriwed

by it from Syria) in the form of a hedgehog, beautifully worked out in every detail. It has

a narrow spout in the back with a handle, very suggestive of metal-work, attached to it on

the shoulder. There is no other opening. The animal, w'hose feet are just indicated in

relief, squats on a rectangular stand, which is also hollow. The depth of the vase was

rendered possible by making it in two halves, the central line of their joining being clearly

visible. Made of black pottery of the Roman period.

Fig. 3, B.M. 5116, length 6 ins., height 34 ins., has no hi.nory, but it was already in the

Museum in 1834. It is a hollow pottery fish with a small hole in th(* lip to which a spout

had originally been added, though this is now lost. The head is pinched in, a nick lepresents

the open mouth (there is no hole), and two large spots of clay the eyes. Red clay baked

black right through, with red polished slip partly blackened by fire(?). Date possibly

Eighteenth Dynasty, possibly late.

The two remaining vases. Figs. 4 and 5, are somewhat similar. Fig, 4, B.M. 22410

(6J ins. X GJ ins.), was given to the Museum in 1885 by the Egv'pt Exploration Fund and

came from Petrie’s excavations at Tanis (House 44). It is therefore Roman. It is a vase

in the shape of a cock, with a tall spout in the back, a handle attached at either side and

coming down to the shoulder. There is no other opening except in the tail and that is due

to the tip having been broken off. It stands on a low ring-base. Buff pottery with light

slip decorated with red paint.

Fig. 5, B.M. 48316, length from breast to tail 3| ins., height 4| ins., was acquired in

1874 from the Rev. Greville Chester with a large number of other objects most of v/hich

were known to have come from Tell el-Yahudiyah, the Fayyum and Damanhur. In form

verv' similar to the preceding one, this vase differs essentially in having a hole in the beak.

It stands on a deep ring-base, and the tail has been pinche<l out into a wide horizontal

fim-tail. The light buff pottery is only less coai-se than the workmanship. A deep crease

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xii. 9
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is still visible between the upper and lower hah^es of the tail and where these are more

tightly pressed together the finger-prints are still obvious. These are to be seen at all the

joins (e.g. whore the handle meets the spout and the shoulder) and in a number of other

places. It is decorated with a Coptic design in dark red paint, and to this period it may

well be assigned h

Thc.so arc, I think, the chief features of the internal evidence for an Egyptian origin,

and in the absence of any conclusive evidence to the contrary they present a convincing

ea.se. Indeed it may be asked why we should expect these stone theriomorphs found in

Egyptian gia\es with Egyptian objects to be anything but indigenous. For there is

nothing in the composition of a stone bird- vase foreign to the culture of Egypt. The

answer lies simply in the fact that stone vases in the shapes of animals are found outside

Egypt which resemble the Egyptian objects in having a rimmed hole in the back. It is

therefore assumed that there must have been direct influence of the vases of one district

on the rest, or indirectly through each other. North Syria was the most central of the

districts in question. Moreover it is known to have been in contact with Egypt at least as

early as the First Dynasty^ and is further considered by Frankfort to have been influencing

Elam at an even earlier date®. In spite of its being able to produce only one therioraorphic

vase—and that undated—before the Hyksos period, it is therefore forced into the position

of originator against the evidence. The fundamental weakness of the argument lies, how-

ever, not in its development but in the initial assumption that the similarity of design

necessitates a connexion.

It would be at once admitted that it is natural to all peoples at early and late stages

of their civilization to make vases in the shapes of animals. The important characteristic

in our examples is the hole in the back with a rim of one kind or another. Now the obvious

place to have the hole (for filling and emptying) in a vase which is intended to hold any

quantity at all is in the top, and both these functions are assisted by a rim of some sort

round the hole. In other words, if once the idea of making a vase in the shape of an animal

has occurred to a number of different people, there is every chance that they will each

make something on the lines of the Egyptian predynastic theriomorph and that their vases

will closeU' resemble each other-*. To see this point illustrated one has only to walk down
the Greek and Roman Galleries of the British Museum where from almost every part of

the clas.sical world and widely separated periods examples of theriomorphic vases with

a rimmed hole in the back are to be found®. But in case some should even here be

* Two mipuTlished pottery vases in the Asbmolean should be added to this list
;
a rh/toa with head of

.1 liull d) of the Eighteenth Dyna.sty. It is descril>ed as coming from “Grave 109, Saft el-Henna (Goshen) ”

in 190C, .ind was presented by the British School of Archaeology in Egypt, but I can find no reference to

it in Petrie's publication of that cemetery in Hyksos and Israelite Cities. The other i.s an ibex or ooat

lying down
;
from Kau el-Kebir, grave 1920. Given by the B.S.A. 1924. It is a pinky-buff ware of the

Eighteenth Dynasty.

- F., oy. cit., 104 ff. 3 pp_

* Of course if we find a hollowed out theriomorphic vase with pierced lugs at the side and inlaid eyes
besides the characteristic rimmed opening, we should be very strongly persuaded that such an object wa.s
connected with Egyjitian vases if it came from any district at all within reach of Egyjjt at that time

’ E.g., in the sub-Mycenaean ware from Cyprus, and seventh and sixth century ware.s from Sardinia •

in arybalhi from Cameiros and Rhodes; askoi, lekythoi and kymhia in the black Italian fabrics of the
fourth to second centuries, and in the glazed ware from Tanagra of the late period. One may also notice
hero the fragment of an aragonite vase in the .shape of a ram, found at Ur of the Chaldees by the joint
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frightened of the shadow of North Syria, let them go a little further afield. In the cases

of the Ethnological Department they will find convincing evidence from the tw<x Americas

and South and Central Africa. Theriomorphic vases are as common in the New World as

in the Old. Their dates are far later than those of the vases we have been discu.^sing, but

in most cases they are “ Pre-discovery,” and in all, except a few modern pipe bmvls from

Central and South Africa, they are, as far as the evidence shows, indigenous. On Pis. XV
and XVI are shown examples of the best illustrations of this point, for permission to

publish which I have to thank Mr. T. A. Jo}'ce, Deputy-Keeper in charge of the Ethno-

graphical Departments

The vases figured, with their provenances and dates, are as follows

:

PI. XV, Fig. 1, Registration No. 1909, 12-18, 70. Length Oj ins., height ins. Painted

pottery bird vessel for holding water. From Peru : Proto-Chimu peri<jd, Truxillo

region, 100 n.C.—300 A.d. The com[)licated handle and spout are the product of a

country in which water is very .scarce. The small opening to the air allows as little

evaporation as possible, while the divided stem of the handle enable.s the air to pass

in (or out) at one passage while the water is poured out (or in) at the other.

PI. XV, Fig. 2, Reg. No. 40, 12-17, 25. Length 4Jins., height 2^ ins. Polished red pottery

duck. Bolivian-Peruvian Highlands. Inca period (before 1400 a.d.).

PI. XV, Fig. 3, Reg. No. 1907, 3-19, 606. Length 4^ ins., height 2J- ins. Black stone alpaca.

Peruvian Highlands. Inca period. This pot is significant for the absence of the rim,

which, as is suggested above (p. 66), is essential if the vase is to contain liquids of

any sort. It was buried in the fields with coca leaves inside as a fertility charm.

PI. XV, Fig. 4, Reg. No. 25, 12-10, 14. Length ins., height 4i] ins. Alabaster pot in the

shape of a cock. Jlexico : Totonac, Vera Cruz. Probably pre-Aztec.

PI. XV, Fig. 5, Reg. No. 44, 7-20, 973. Length 4J ins., height 3§ ins. Glazed pottery bird

vase. Mexico : Totonac—Island of Sacrificios, Vera Cruz. Pre-Aztec.

PI. XVI, Fig. 4, Reg. No. 66, 7-13, 18. Length Sins., height 4 ins. Pottery vessel in the

form of a monkey. Nicaragua—Pre-conquest.

PI. XVI, Fig. 2, Reg. No. 1914, 9-25, 1. Length lOf in.s., height 3^: ins. Painted pottery

alligator. Talamancan (Chiihjui), Costa Rica—Panama. Pre-conquest.

PI. XVI, Fig. 5, Reg. No. 9856. Length 5J ins., height 3 ins. Steatite pipe (given by

A. W. Franks, Esq.) in the form of a bird. North America
; Mississippi Mounds.

Pre-discovery.

PI. XVI, Fig. 3, Reg. No. 1922, 4-13, 126. Length 4 ins., height 3f ins. Black pottery pipe,

representing an antelope. Northern Rhodesia, Ba-ila tribe (Mashukolumbure).

Modern.

As a last example of a theriomorphic vessel with rimmed hole in the back we have a

Ming vase in the form of an elephant (PI. XVI, Fig. 1) in the possession of Miss Mary C.

Jonas, who very kindly had it photographed for me and allowed me to publish it. Its

length is 5^ ins. and height 4f ins.

Mr. Frankfort is no “ diffusionist ” and the most uncompromising of that school would

not care to link up all the theriomorphic vases enumerated in the course of this article.

expedition of the Briti.sh Museum and the Univei-sity Museum, Philadelphia, in 1922-3, now exhibited

in the B.M., no. 116460, and probably dated to about the seventh century b.c.

* I am also indebted to Mr. Joyce for the information regarding these vases which is not to be found
on their labels.
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It may be argued, however, that between the early stone vases of Egypt and even the most

ancient of Peruvian theriomorphic vases there is a large gap in time. That does not affect

the rpiestion of the possibility or rather the inevitability of any people inventing the therio-

morphic vase for itself from its own genius, and at the same time on the lines of those from

the early Nile culture. Moreover it may be answered by a reminder that the gap between

predynastic Egypt and North Syria of the Hyksos is also a gi-eat one in time—too great

at all events to be spanned by a single undated vase made of a foreign material. Finally,

since we have found that this type of vase may occur almost anywhere without exterior

prompting, there is no longer need to look for an origin beyond itself either for Egyptian

or Syrian or Cycladic or Susian vases. There is no need for connexion : but that there may

have been connexion where there is evidence for such cannot for a moment be denied. Not

all peoples develop simultaneously and foreign influence may bring a new form which

would have been evolved later from within.

The bulk of this attempt to establish an Egyptian claim for the origin of the earliest

theriomorphs has, I am afraid, been destructive,and it seems almost obligatory that one should

ofter some positive reconstruction of the later evidence in compensation. The opportunity

for this seems to be clearly indicated in the Hyksos hawk vase (PI. XIII, Fig. 5, above).

This little pottery bird has been strangely overlooked in spite of its publication by Hall

as early as 1901; yet the fact that it can be definitely assigned (by the very special nature

of the ware) to the Hyksos, and its unique form for that period, should alone have attracted

the attention of archaeologists. The very narrow passage through the funnel—there is no

other opening—must have made it difficult to pour out its contents which we may there-

fore assume to have been of some value. The unusual form of the vase together with its

spout. So clearly designed to prevent extravagance or waste, suggests strongly that it was

a ceremonial object, probably part of the temple service. When, next, we consider the

importance of the hawk in Egypt with its double significances of divinity and royalty,

this theory of the vase’s use might be restricted to a ritual performed by the king. More

important conclusions, however, are to be drawn from the hawk. The Hyksos had already

been in Egypt long enough to absorb some of the religion of the country when they made
this vase, since they chose as subject the hawk, the special significance of which was

peculiar to Egypt. Yet, while they were still making their own native pottery, there is no
other example of an animal vase known in Hyksos pottery. The evidence there is against

a North Syrian origin for that type of vase. When, in addition, we remember the tendency
towards human and the ab.sence of animal figures in the one prolific period of Syrian
pottery, the known existence of animal vases in Egypt from much earlier times, and the
two early Eighteenth Dynasty animal figures (p. 60 above) from Abydos, showing foreign

influence, but one at least of native pottery, the evidence is very strongly in favour of the
assumption that the animal or at least the bird vase was natural to Egypt. The Hyksos
however, in adapting their pottery to this new form retained an important element from
Syria, which they did not find in Egypt but which is found from that time onward
especially in the human figures of alabaster, serpentine and pottery of the Eio-hteenth
Dynasty and in one of the two animal vases (the hedgehog) from Abydos—namely the
small handle attached to the spout and shoulder. This then is the real contribution from
Syria'—or perhaps North Syria, we cannot yet say—and we find it in classical times and

' Or perhaps indirectly from Cyprus nu Syria, for a.s Mr. Gjerstad has pointed out to me, the handle
is an essentially Cypriote feature, being found both in Middle and Early Cypriote pottery
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later cropping up all over the Mediterranean world. It is this handle, often doubled (as

here), that we have on the little Coptic cock (PL XIV, Fig. 5), though the vase is of an

essentially different nature from that of the Eighteenth Dynasty in that it has a Iiole in

the beak besides one in the back. How far the large handle on Egyptian pottery vases

which is generally stated to be Syrian in origin is really indebted to foreign influence there

is not space to discuss here. It is curious, however, that a people who could invent a lug on

the side of a stone vase, and pierce it, should require to have suggested to them the simple

device of adding a bent strip of clay to a pot.
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TWO EIGHTEENTH DYNASTY LETTERS
PAPYRUS LOUVRE 3230

By T. eric feet

With Plate XVII.

The papyrus numbered 3230 in the Louvre consists of two pieces gummed down on to

mummy wrapping and therefore presumably uninscribed on the verso. The larger piece

measures 16’6 cm. in breadth by 13-3 in height, and the smaller 15-5 by 10-0. In both

cases the fibres run horizontally on the inscribed face.

The papyrus was published no fewer than 43 years ago by Masperob whose genius

enabled him to produce not only an amazingly clever transcription for that time, but also

a very fair translation of the lower piece, though, as will be seen later, an incorrect reading
misled him as to the bearing of the document. This lower piece has lately been republished

by Spiegelberg-, who, however, worked at a disadvantage, not having the original document
before him and being forced to depend on the very bad facsimile published by Maspero.

In the summer of 1925 I made a very careful collation of the whole papyrus in the
Louvre. Its main interest lies in its date. The grammar and phraseology are distinctly

tinged with the idiom of Late Egyptian, and point clearly to the Eighteenth Dynasty.
This dating is borne out by the neat script with its strong reminiscences of Middle
Kingdom forms and its entire lack of the abbreviations and almost senseless strokes and
ligatures of a Nineteenth or Twentieth Dynasty letter hand. The two pieces are by
different hands, or by the same hand at different periods in life, for despite a superficial

similarity there are very marked divergences, as may be seen, for instance, in the forms of
G and ^3:7 even in Maspero’s facsimile.

Spiegelberg has fixed the date even further by pointing out that by the scribe
“ Aahmose of Peniati ” must be meant the man described on a Louvre palette (E. 3212) as
“The scribe Aahmose, lieutenant of Peniati, director of works of Hermonthis.” This
Peniati lived during the reigns of Amenophis I, Tuthmosis I and II, Hatshepsut and
Tuthmosis III. The letters may therefore be ascribed to the first half of the Eip-htppni-li
Dynasty. See PI. XVII.

^

Translation.

(1) Teti greets his brother, his beloved, his friend of the desire of his heart the
scribe (2) Aahmose, in life, prosperity and health, in the favour of Amenret, King of the
Gods, thy august god : (3) may Thoth, Lor'd of the Gods, and Ptah, the Great, South of his
Wall, Lord of Ankh-taui, love [thee^: may they grant thee favour and love (4) and skill in

yiemoire sue quelqnes g^pijrus du Louvre in eMs des maausenU de la BiUiothianeRationale, tome .xxiv, premitAe partie, 1 ft., with two unnumbered plates bearing a poor facsimilp
- Zeitschr.f. ay. Spv.,i,v,8\-Q. ^

3 There seems to be a trace of something on the torn edge of the sheet after the oddly made
£A[e]: not

V perhaps
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the sight of all men. Further:—Hail to thee. Hail to thee'. Is all well with thee I

(5) Behold, my desire is to see thee, exceedingly. Further :—I have planted much barley for

thee, (6) and it shall serve thee as thy(?) barley which is in the corner of land

(7) along tuith thy flax. It is exceedingly. Moreover I will not let thee fail

(8) for- anything in respect of any of my duties so long as I live. Further :—Give tiny

attention to completing (?) thy(?) house'' (9) which is on the river-bank : let it be done jiroperly

like every successful undertaking of thine. (10) Grant that I may return to enter into it at

my coming. And let (rest lost).

(1) Whal' Aahmose of Peniati says to his master, the treasurer' Tai. (2) Why has the

female slave ivho luas with me been taken away and given" to another! Am (3) / not thy

servant, hearkening to thy commands by night as tuell as by daif !- (4) Let her value" be taken

' In hdu'-k. An unconuuon form of salutation, tlie exact meaning of whicli is uncertain. For Id cf.

Spiegelberg, Corresp. dii temps des rois-prltres, 91, and pa,ssage.s there quoted. Spiogelberg take.s it to be

an interrogative, “how."’ This meaning would suit the passages in letters, e.y. Pap. Sallier iv, verso, 1. 3

and 2. 2 [Egyptian Hierat. Pap. in the Brit. Mus., second series. Plates CXII and CXllI), though in the

first of these, Ai kd-t, tio-t ml Ih sp sn, it might be objected that if hi kd-t means “ How are you ” it is futile

to add tv:-t mi ih twice over with precisely the same meaning. This, however, is hardly a fatal objection.

More serious is the difficulty that this meaning will not fit at all in Sallier in, 6. 8 and 8. 1, where some-

thing like “Hail” is required, “Hail the happy chance of erecting a monument in Thebes owing to the

great sin which my army has committed ” (Harnesses means that the cowardice of his army will enable

him when setting up a memorial of the battle to claim the whole credit for himself) and again “ Hail,

noble warrior, etc.” See also Zeitsehr. f.
ag. Spr., lx, 69.

I cannot catch the sense of the word in the damaged pajssage Pap. Bibl. Nat. 237, carton 25, vs. 3

(collated), but I feel that Spiegelberg’s “Qu’o.st-ce que vous otesi” is impos.sibly harsh in the context.

hi in Gauthier, Inscription de'dicatoire dAbydos, 11. 8, 54-55, 60, apjjears to be a totally different word.

- The first group in this line can hardly be read otherwise than as .^JL» and in this case it must be the

writing of the preposition /v^w»^ studied by Guxx, Studies in Egyptian Synta-v, 84-6. The next group is

—
* the being obscured by the thick long tail of another 'c « in the line above. The of nkt

cs ’

would seem to hax'e been omitted after The two more obvious solutions of the difficulty, to read

for —(U, or ^ for are both i)alaeograt>hic<dly imi)<>s.sihle.

/vwwv ^ A . t—F-(
3 There must be an error here. Is an attempt to write the verb r w “to complete”?

AVvAAft /W\AA/

The masculine /T'in 1. 10 apparently referring to the feminine <1 adds to the confu.'-ion.

4 could also perhaps be read, but my feeling in front of the original was that the scribe

* *
* Cn O

intended the ligature for
. ^ would be a neuter passive participle followed by its true subject,

AVWW \ ( I (

and the meaning in either case is precisely the same.

“ Maspero’s reading, ,
followed by Spiegelberg, is impossible, and the reading here given is to

^ XX III

my mind quite certain.

I rdlti. An interesting survival of the M. K. use of the i)seudoi)articiple in a clau.se of circumstance.

Cf. Shipwrecked Sailor, 73, 150.

~
This sentiment is not uncommon in letters. Cf. Anastasi iv, 8. 8 and Pap. Turin, P. R. exxx, 1. .3.

» ibt (^fceiio) is clearly a nominal formation from sbl, “to change,” the Coptic ujifce, “to change” or

“exchange” (by way of trade). In Pup. Turin, P.R. lvii, 1. 2 ^ ^ (where sb i.s

masculine) clearly means “to give in exchange,” i.e. to sell. But I am not at all sure that I have caught

the exact sense of the phrase in the present pa.ssage. My translation assumes that Aahmose is offering to

do extra work himself to repre.sent the contribution of the girl, who is ;i.s yet incapable of doing it. Or is
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along luith mine, for truly she is a child, she cannot (5) work. Or let my lord command that

I should he made to deliver her tasks (6) like those of any female slave of my lord
:
for her

7nother has luritten to me (7) saying "‘It is thou tvho hast allowed my daughter to be taken

away tvhen she teas here luith thee, and I have refrained^ (8) from complaining to my lord^

since she 7uas in thy charge in the capacity of a child.” Thus said she to me by way of com-

plaint.

Commentary.

Business documents of the Eighteenth Dynasty are not common and letters in particular

are distinctly rare. Hence the present papyrus has a certain historical value of its own.

But what is its exact nature ? The mention of the historical characters Aahmose and
Peniati gives an air of reality to the whole and our first instinct is to take both documents

to be actual letters written and delivered. This is probably the case, but at the same time

there are several circumstances which give cause for reflexion.

The upper fragment of papyrus certainly contains part of a letter. The end is torn

away, and Maspero has assumed that the beginning is lost, since it seems almost impossible

that the writer should begin with his name Teti without title or qualification of any kind.

But there is need for caution here. It is true that the papyrus is closely cut above the

first line
:

yet there are places where the bottoms of signs in the line above, if such had
ever existed, might well have shown, especially towards the end of the line, and yet there

is no trace of anything. What is more, we must suppose that the title of the writer, if

written, was long enough to fill the whole of the lost line—which is not at all likely—for
unless this line was full the scribe would hardly have passed on to the next to write
the name.

It would thus seem possible that the letter began with the first preserved line as we
have it. If this is correct the fact that the writer bears no title suggests that he may be a
young scribe or schoolboy and that the composition is merely a model and not a real letter.

It might also be urged that if the letter is a real one it must have had an address on the
verso, and if this were written, as it usually was, in a direction at right angles to the
writing of the letter itself it cannot have been entirely on the piece lost at the bottom and
must have been, in part at least, on the piece preserved, in which case the unknown
motmter would hardly have gummed the papyrus down. I should be sorry to press either
of these arguments very far, and they do not weigh very heavily against the occurrence in
the letter of a known historical personage. It is of course always conceivable that in
a model letter the writer might insert the name of an existing person, but it is far less
conceivable that he should himself pose as the beloved brother of such an one. The
evidence thus points to the genuineness of the letter, and if we may let our imagination
have play for a moment we shall see in Aahmose the clever member of the family who has

the situation that Aahmose has been transferred to some other place or piece of work and the girl left
behind with another ? In this case we should translate “ Let her transfer along with me be accepted ” Or
vet again, is the sense “ Let someone instead of her (lit. ‘ her exchange ’) be taken from me.” But in this
case how explain hn^ ? Sethe suggests an oniis.sion “(and let her remain) with me.”

1 Thi.s must be the force of tm-nl here
; otherwise the ordinary negative would have been used

2 I.e. to Tai. The mother leaves it to Aahmose to complain to Tai, for he (AahmOse) is responsible for
the girl.

'
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left the home and become a scribe in the department of public works, while Teti, a younger

brother, administers the family acres, in which Aahmose still has a financial interest. The

invocation of Ptah suggests Memphis as the home of the brothers, Ainfm being invoked as

the state deity and Thoth as the god of writing.

The lower piece of papyrus is of greater interest. Maspero and .Sjjiegelberg have both

regarded it as a letter, and they are doubtless right. But, in the first place, what Egyptian

letter ever began with the phrase
^

or
^

? And in the second place, how

comes it that we have side by side, presumably from the same find, if not from the same

roll, two letters, one addressed to Aahmose and the other addres.sed by him to his master ?

Neither of these objections is fatal. To the second it maj' be replied that we have an

exact parallel in the correspondence of Hekanakht found by the Metropolitan Aluseum of

New York in the tomb of Hesem at Thebes': (]uite po.ssibly in matters of business the

correspondence on both sides was eventually filed in some public office. To the first

objection it may readily be replied that we know almost nothing as yet about the formulae

used in letters of the Middle Kingdom and Eighteenth Dynasty, and that there is no

reason whatsoever wh}’ a business letter in which the scribe really had something to say

should not begin with the businesslike dd tn X, “ What X said,” instead of the usual space-

wasting empty salutations. If the reading ddtn be preferred we have the old neuter

relative form, used in the New Kingdom to introduce a deposition in a court of law. That

this is not its sense here is clear both from the general content of the document and by

the fact that it is followed by n nb-f, “ to his master.” AAY must therefore give it its

straightforward non-technical sense ‘‘What so-and-so said.” The commonest formula for

the opening of a Middle Kingdom letter seems to have been A” dd n K, “ X says to A^,”

where dd is perhaps a sdm-f form with the subject suffix omitted as superfluous. AVe need

therefore feel no surprise at finding in the early Eighteenth Dynasty the same simple

formula varied by the use of the participle dd t or the relative dd tn-.

Thus there is no reason for thinking that this letter is a model produced by a schoolboy,

and we may take it to be a real historical document. It is addressed by ‘‘Aahmose of

Peniati ” to “the treasurer Tai,” who in virtue of his office would be the superior of the

director of works Peniati, Aahmose’s immediate master. This Tai, now that he is divested

of his incorrect title of “chief weaver,” may be recognizable as a historical personage,

though up to the present I have been unable to trace him.

An unfortunate error of transcription has led Maspero’ to suppose that the slave girl

was engaged in a weaving factor}', and wdth his ready pen he has evolved from the

document an essay on the conditions of apprenticeship in such establishments. All this

must, however, go by the board. AVe have in reality no hint as to the kind of work on

which Aahmose was engaged. It would seem that the girl s mother had allowed her to

leave her home only on the definite understanding that she was to remain under the pro-

* Bull, iletrop. Mvs., Part ll, December 1922, 38-9.

2 It is possible that we already have in the Middle Kingdom a u.se of the relative form ; see Griffith,

D
Kahun Papyri, PL XXX, 11. 1 and 24, where can hardly be a srf/a-/, for it would be hard to see why

the geminated imperfeotive form should be used, and may well be a relative, made masculine to agree with

some word for “ letter ” undei-stood.

’ Followed by Spiegelberg.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xii. 10
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tection of Aahmose. She has now been taken away from him and the mother writes to

protest, adding, however, that she has not complained direct to Tai since the girl is in

Aahmose’s charge and it is consequently his business to make the complaint. This he

accordingly does in the letter which we have before us.

It is doubtful whether much of value is to be inferred from this letter as to social

conditions at this period, the more so since the whole subject of servitude and slavery in

Ancient Egypt still remains to bo worked out.
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By S. R. K. GLANVILLE

With Plates XVIII and XIX.

The photographs accompanying this note (Pis. XVIII and XIX) show two objects in

the British Museum, neither of which has been fully' published before, so far as I am
aware, although the earlier is probably familiar to anymne w'ho has studied the predymastic

pottery in this collection*. I have to thank Dr. Hall, Keeper of the Egyptian and Assyrian

Antiquities, for permission to publish them.

Pis. XVIII and XIX, Figs. 1 and 2, are of a pottery bo.K (B.M. .S2639), 5^" x 2|" and 3
"

high, with four feet at the corners—perhaps meant to represent those of an animal—which

account for a of the total height
;

its provenance is El-‘Amrah, and it w'as presented

to the Museum by the Egypt Exploration Society*. Although the shape is unique* in this

type the subjects of three of the drawings, and the technique of all four, together with the

nature of the ware, mark the object as a predynastic pot of the “decorated” style. Each

side of the box (PI. XVIII) has a row of four horned deer*, walking along a line which

probably represents a desert horizon. The field is filled in with groups of parallel lines

and S-shaped signs (the latter often reversed), such as are fiirniliar in this style of pottery.

One end (PI. XIX, Fig. 2) has a boat with a branch in the prow, and two cabins, but

without a standard: and again a group of parallel lines. It is reasonable to surmise,

therefore, that the drawing on the other end (PI. XIX, Fig. 1), showing six fish nibbling

at a ball of food (presumably), although not known to occur anywhere else at this time,

also had for its subject a phenomenon whose existence was common knowledge.

PL XIX, Fig. 3 (B.M. 50718) gives the obverse of a limestone flake, acquired by the

Museum with a number of others, some with graffiti, some with inscriptions. A large

fragment of our flake has been broken oflf since the artist made his sketch, which has

thus lost one or quite possibly two fishes from the original group. The style of the drawfing

and the nature of the flake—alike in this as in the other ostraca—date this collection to

the latter half of the Eighteenth and to the Nineteenth Dynasties, and place its provenance

almost as certainly^ in the necropolis of Thebes. Graffiti of this kind are well known in

every collection, and their subjects are almost invariably of one of three sorts: (1) Studies

* See A Guide to the Fourth, Fifth and SLvth Egyptian Roojns, etc., 1922, p. 248 (fig. in text). I am
indebted to Professor Kewberry for two more reference.s to the publication of this pot, viz. Budge, Jlisto/y,

I, 98, where it is well reproduced but from one a.spect only, and without any specific mention in the text,

and C.VPART, Primitire Art in Egypt, 132, Fig. 105, where Budge’s illustration is copied in a line drawing

reduced by half. The description in the text read.s : “Another specimen [of pottery boxes] belonging to

the British Museum is decorated with boats (sic), ibex, groups of parallel lines and with S-shaped signs.”

^ The pot was handed over to the British Museum in company with a large number of object.s from

the First Dynasty tombs and later sites at Abydo.s, then being excavated by Sir Flinders Petrie for the

E.E.F., but it is definitely stated to have come from El-‘.A.mrah, where Dr. Handall-Maciver was digging

during the same season, also for the Fund. The natural assumption that it was found by Dr. Randall-

Maclver is put out of court, however, by the absence of any reference to it in the text or plate.s of El
Amrah and Abydos. Pre.sumably it was bought in Egypt about this time, and its provenance probably'

rests on the word of a dealer.

* Plain boxes in this Decorated pottery are found; .see Petrie, Diospmlis Parva, PI. XVI, Type 93,

and Capart, op. eit., p. 132: but this is the only known .specimen with feet at the corners.

* Professor Newberry has pointed out to me that this is not the oryx, a.s it is sometimes called (nor

the ibex, as in Capart, op. cit., in note 1), but the kudu, which only appears on one other pot, figured in

Petrie, Abydos, i, PI. II. (The pot is in the British Museum, No. 37274.)
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for conventional illustration and writing—portraits of gods and kings, figures and scenes

from the funerary vignettes, enlarged hieroglyphs, etc.; (2 )
common objects from nature,

observed in everyday life—men, animals, boats, etc.
; (3) designs and patterns. There can

he no question that our ostracon belongs to the second class.

The coincidence of two sketches, drawn at either end of an interval of 2000 years or

more, each representing a naturalistic phenomenon of common experience—sketches which

differ only in unimportant details, e.g. the number of fish portrayed can only mean that

we have here two studies, at two periods of Egyptian history far removed from each other,

of a single fact, and that a fact to be met with in everyday life'. This in itself is,

I think, sufSciently interesting to be worth noting. I hope, however, to be able to show

good reason for believing that we have yet another link in our chain of zoological evidence,

occurring about a thousand years later than that of the ostracon.

Everyone will recall the typical account in Herodotus li, 93 of J^he “ ffSh that go in

shoals,” ol ciy€\a2oi. At the spawning season the fish all go down the ^ile to the

sea, the males leading and dropping their seed for the females to swallow. After a period

in the sea during which the eggs fertilize, they all return, but in reverse order, and now^

“the females scatter their eggs, the seeds, a few at a time, and the males swallow them down

as they folloiuh" Now returning to the limestone flake (PI. XIX, Fig. 3) it will be seen that

the round mass is marked with straight lines which cross one another, giving in a general

way the effect of a ball composed of a number of smaller bodies. Anyone who has noticed

frog’s spawn shortly before it is about to disintegrate (when the separate cells are most

clearly marked) will see how easily, in a rough sketch like ours, a criss-cross of straight

lines would suffice for a conventional representation of a mass of fish’s eggs. Once more

;

it is very unlikely that Herodotus, who “'up to this point” in the book has recorded only

what his owm “ sight and judgment and enquiry have told him, and whose discussion

of fishes is limited to this one chapter, is here recounting anything but a well-known fact.

Now there is, as far as I know, no other illustration from Egyptian reliefs and wall-

paintings of the habits of fish

—

fishing scenes of course excepted. If, then, from each of

three periods so far apart as the Predynastic Age, the Empire and the fifth century B.c.

one fact, and one only, concerning the natural history of fishes has come dowm to us, may

we not expect a priori that the three accounts are concerned wuth the same fact ( I have

attempted to show that the evidence favours such a case. Fish are notoriously greedy

;

w'e need not therefore be surprised to find more than one fish seizing on a mass of eggs,

especially when v/e consider that Herodotus expressly states that these are “fish that

travel in shoals.” There is however one difficulty in Herodotus. The phrase in which he

speaks of the females dropping their eggsh though not happily rendered in a strictly literal

translation, is clear enough, and the question arises : How literally are wm to take /car’

0X17009,
“a few at a time”? For it is obvious that it would take a great number of

“ millet-seeds ” to make up a mass of the size seen in the two drawings. I hardly think

we shall be doing Herodotus a grievous injustice if w'e suppose that he had got his

information from “his own enquiry and was here w’riting loosely. The inexactitude would

be an easy one to fall into, and in any case the discrepancy is not very serious.

' In both cases the fish represented seemed to me to be some kind of Tilupia, well known to-day in

Egypt by its Arabic name balti, and this identification Dr. G. A. Boulenger very kindly confirmed after

seeing tracings of the sketches.

- Cf Aristotle, Historia AnimaliHm (trans. D'A. W. Thompson), v, 5. .54D 12, and vi, 12. 567^ 32,

w'here the same process is described in connection with “oviparous fishes,” though Aristotle .shows that he

himself doe.s not believe that the female is impregnated by swallowing the seed of the male.
2 II, 99. rwi/ yap wmi/ dirogpalvovai [al kot i\iyovs t£>v Keyxpav.
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PHILO AND PUBLIC LIFE

By ERWIN R. GOODENOUGH, Yale University

The recent publication by Mr. Bell of the letter of Claudius to the Ale.vandrians* ha.s

attracted fresh attention to the anti-Semitic riots in Alexandria and their protagonists.

The problem has again suggested itself of hovv a man like Philo could have been selected

by the Jews to lead such a delicate mission as was the presentation of the Jewish

grievances to the hostile Gains, since Philo is supposed to have been a scholarl}' recluse

until he was suddenly interrupted in old age and sent to Rome at the head ot the

Legation. For the presumption is strong that selection tor such a difficult and important

commission would have been made solely on the basis of a man’s established reputation as

a public administrator. The choice of one entirely ine.xperienced in dealing with men and

affaii'S of practical importance is most unlikely.

The presumption is aided by the statement in Josephus that Philo was one rd irclvTa

eVSo^ov \We^dvSpov re tov d\aj3tip'^ov dSe\(j>oi (hv km ovk cnreipo^'. Here

Philo is represented as being a man of fame rd irdvra, in all particulars—a strange state-

ment to make of one entirely preoccupied with philosophic speculation.

As a matter of fact there can be no doubt that Philo actually spent the major pai’t

of his life in some public office. He came, Josephus tells us'h from a family of wealth and

distinction, wffiile Philo himself describes how he was compelled to devote his life largely

to official duties. But the passage where Philo does so has been subject to traditional

misinterpretation, so that the fact that he was a Jewish official has been obscured. Ihe

passage follows

:

“There was once a time when by devoting my.self to philosophy and to contemplation

of the world and its parts I achieved the enjoyment of that Mind which is truly beautiful,

desirable, and blessed; for I lived in constant communion with sacred words and teachings,

in which I greedily and insatiably rejoiced! No base or worldly thoughts occurreil to me.

nor did I crawl for glory, wealth, or bodily comfort, but I seemed ever to be borne aloft

in the heights in a rapture of soul, and to accompany sun, moon, and all heaven and the

universe in their revolutions. Then, ah, then peeping downwards from the etherial heights

and directing the eye of my intelligence as from a watch-tower, I regarded the untold

spectacle of all earthly things, and reckoned myself happy at having forcibly escaped the

calamities of mortal life.

“And yet there lurked near me that most grievous of evils, Envy, with its hatred of all

that is lair (d p.ia6Ka\o^ d>66vo^), which suddenly fell upon me, and did not cease forcibly

dragging upon me until it had hiirled me down into the vast sea of political cares (peja

Twv €v 'jro\iT€L(t (ppovTiSoyv'^j where I .rm stdl tosseil about and unable e\en so

H. Idris Bell, Jews and Chnsiians in Egypt, 1924.

2 JO.SEPHUS, Antiq., xviii, 8. 1 (xviii, 2.')9 ed. Niese). = Op. ciL, xx, .5. 2 (xx, TOO cd. Nie^ei.

^ e'vev(t)pmv6p7]v, a word clearly remini.scent of Prov. viii. 31
,
where Wisdom in her rapture before the

Father says: KaB' Ijixdfjav €v(l>patu6firjv iv r<a TTpoo-wTTw avTov tv TravTi ot€ t^v otKov/ie-

vrjv crvFTeXeo'as'.
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much as to rise to the surface. But though I groan at my fate, I still struggle on, for

I have, implanted in my soul from early youth, a desire for education which ever has pity

and compassion upon me, and lifts me up and elevates me. This it is by which I can

sometimes raise my head, and by which, though their penetration is dimmed by the mists

of alien concerns, I can yet cast about in some measure with the eyes of my soul upon

my surroundings, while 1 long to suck in life pure and unmixed with evils. And if

une.xpectedly there is quiet and calm in the political tumults, I emerge from the waves

winged though unable to fly, but am blown along by the breezes of understanding

(eTTi.aT'ijfij]), which often persuades me to run away as it were for a holiday with her

from my pitiless masters, who are not only men but also the great variety of practical

affairs which are deluged upon me from without like a torrent'. Still, even in such a

condition, I ought to thank God that while I am inundated I am not sucked down into

the depths. Bather, though in despair of any good hope I had considered the eyes of my
soul to be incapacitated, now I open them and am flooded with the light of wisdom, so

that I am not abandoned for the whole of my life to darkness. And so, behold, I dare not

only read the sacred expositions of Moses, but even, with a passion for understanding,

I venture to examine each detail, and to disclose and publish what is not known to the

multitude.” (De Spec. Legg., iii, 1-6, ed. Cohn ;
M. ii, 299.)

So far as I can ascertain, the passage has always been interpreted as meaning that

this interruption in Philo’s studious retirement was caused by the anti-Semitic riots in

Alexandria which began 38 a.d.” And since we know from Philo’s own account of the

riots that he was then an old man-*, Philo is ordinarily described as having spent his

entire life in scholarly preoccupation until at the very end he was called out to public

responsibility. Since Philo’s work on the Legation to Gaius was the only incident known
from Philo’s life, such an explanation of the passage was not unnatural.

But the difficulties in explaining the passage thus are several. We know from the

letter of Claudius to the Alexandrians that the trouble in Alexandria was settled after

only three years, while we know that Philo was at that time an old man, who would

presumably have died not many years afterwards. But the plain implication of this

statement from Philo is that the lamentable interruption in his privacy had occurred

very long ago. It is through a vista of many years that Philo is here looking back upon
a period when he was completely removed from all human attachments. With this obvious

implication of the remoteness of his happy early days the prevalent assignment of Philo’s

change of occupation to the last years of his life is in complete disagreement'.

Furthermore Philo says that when he was torn from mystical happiness he was plunged
so deeply into political duties that he found it impossible ever to regain his old powers of

' The passage is clearly to be understood in the light of Plato, Rep. vi, 509 sqq. There hivoia leads

men to to. /ladrjfianKa, etc., a type of knowledge far superior to iria-ris and uKacrla, but nauch inferior to

voii. Deprived now of vois, Philo has left only the eyes of StaVom, with which eVio-rT;^, seems here syno-
nymous, for though he has wings he cannot fly in his own strength, but mu.st be blown aloiw 'frum
without. That is, it is impossible for him, during merely temporary interruptions in his work m ri.se

into a consummation of perfect mystical apprehension, though he is superior to the mass in still havinu-
his powers of didvoia or inKrrfjjiTj. °

~ E.g. Jas. Dbummoxd, Philo Judaeus, London, 1888, i, 7, 8 ; I. Heinemaxx, in Die Werke Philos voti

Alex, ill deutscher Uebersetzung, Breslau, 1910, ii, 18.5 n. 2.

3 Leg. ad Gaium, Sec. 1, ed. Cohn et Reiter (M. ir, 54.5) ; 182 (ii, 572).

' Were these early years spent among the Therapeutae ?
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abstraction. In rare temporary lulls thereafter he was able to rise above the (h'tails of his

work, so as to see human relationships '(vith some perspective, and it was during these

lulls that he first became interested in expounding the Law to his fellow-men. Writing

seems to have formed no part of his earlier occupation. But when he could not spend his

time immediately in God’s presence he had to compromise, he says, by writing expla-

nations of the Jewish Law for people who could not unaided see its deeper meanings. This

accurately describes practically all of Philo’s large Corpu.s, little or none of which can be

ascribed from this passage to the earlier period. But that such extensive literary work

could have been the product of scattered intervals from official pre.ssure during only three

years, or even during Philo’s last ten years, is impossible. The fact that Philo’s writing

was done after he had entered public life makes it certain that his (jfficial duties must

have occupied the major part of his mature life.

Nor can recourse be had to o' fxiaoicaXoq <f>06vo'; to defend the traditional interpretation,

by taking it as a reference to the ill-will of Alexandrian citizens tovv'ard the Jews, (fidovo^

is of course the usual word for describing the jealousy of the fates at too great human

happiness, and indeed so conventionalized was the locution that no conclu.sions can be

drawn from it as to either Philo’s biography or philosophy'. All Philo can be understood

as saying is that his happiness in his earlj' mystical life was much too great to be lasting,

and was actually interrupted by a call to public duties.

Coming from a family of position, then, Philo, like his brother Alexander the Alabarch,

was clearly forced against his will to live most of his life in some j'olitical office. It is

much to be suspected, from his great attempt to harmonize the Law of Moses with the

current Hellenistic jurisprudence, that his duties were of a judicial character, in which he

had to administer Jewi.sh Law in harmony wdth the Hellenistic law of Alexandria, though

this cannot be demonstrated.

' For a similar use of <pd6pos .see Ley. 'id Guiuni, .Sec. 4S (M. ii, .i.i.'J).
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EGYPT AND SYRIA IN THE FIRST
INTERMEDIATE PERIOD

By H. FRANKFORT

Problem and Method.

Ever since the publication, in 1913, of the two important papyri, 1116 A and B, of the

Hermitage in St. Petersburg, it has been recognised that we were not only the richer by

two most remarkable literary documents, but also that we might find in these documents

valuable information about the actual course of events in the Nile-valley during one of the

darkest periods of Egyptian history. Laterary texts, however, are naturally vague on

historical matters, their raison d'etre being of a different order, and also in this case pre-

cision left much to be desired. It was certainly clear that the Old Kingdom had perished

in anarchy and internal disorder, with a disastrous breaking up of the central government.

But then the texts referred obscurely to foreigners as well
;
and Dr. Gardiner, who already,

when publishing the Leyden “Admonitions,” had suggested that an Asiatic invasion had

affected the Delta at the time*, now found additional proof for this contention'*. Prof. Erman

first opposed", then, as a mere possibility, admitted that view*. And since then more or less

vague remarks about incursions of foreigners into the Delta, and their expulsion at the end

of the first intermediate period, have kept cropping up in different publications®.

Prof. Petrie, on the other hand, ignoring the literary evidence, recently put forward an

ingenious interpretation of some archaeological facts which had, in their turn, remained

unnoticed by those acquainted with the papyri, and with the definiteness which characterises

most of his views, he asserted that between the fall of the Old and the rise of the Middle

Kingdom comes a period of foreign domination, and especially that the Seventh and Eighth

Dynasties would represent a line of Syrian monarchs of whom some even “ ruled Egypt as

a secondary kingdom®.”

When we find one-sided utilisation of the available evidence producing on the one

hand such tantalising vagueness, and on the other so startling a statement, we naturally

feel inclined to attempt to improve on the first and to check the latter by a more exhaustive

treatment of the problem. But then we must leave the scope of Egyptology proper
;
for

obviously the material on the Asiatic side has to decide upon what is a probable or even a

possible interpretation of foreign features in Egypt. And our inquiry will have to start

with a quick survey of the conditions prevailing in Asia during the Old Kingdom, and of

the interrelations of both, as these provided the basis for the developments which we are

to investigate.

1 Gardiner, Admonitions of an Egyptian sage. 111. 2 Journal, i, 105 f.

3 Sitzimgsherichte der K. Pr. Akad., 1919, 809 ff. i Literatur der Agypter, 131, 155, n. 2.

3 Peet, Egypt and the Old Testament, 38, 82. Blackman, Luxor and its Temples, 38. Pieper, O.L,Z.,

1925, 227, 298.

A History of Egypt, l (10th ed.), 119-125.
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From the time of the earliest cRnasties onward Egypt comes into contact with Asia in

two ways : by land on its eastern border, by sea in Byblos. And this twofold relation in

fact represents two entirely different spheres which do not meet at any point at all.

Contact by land.

On the east of the Delta the Sinai desert forms a formidable barrier to any advance of

civilisation either way. The secret of moving through its desolation has at all times been

kept by the Bedawin, restless folk, having little to lose in any circumstances, and much to

gain when occasional raids into the rich delta-lands are succe.ssful. Moreover, the caravans

to and from the turquoise-mines at Wadi Magharah formed a tempting object for their

adventurous rapacity. Though they were never able to keep up a prolonged attack because

of their poverty and the consequent inadequacy of equipment and also becau.se of the lack,

typical of nomadic tribes, of extensive organisation, they remained nevertheless troublesome

adversaries, as the waste lands provided them with an impregnable basis for their opera-

tions. And so the land-contact between Egypt and Asia consisted of an endless series of

border-wars, which, from the Egyptian point of view, were entirely defensive. As records

of successful protection of frontiers and caravans we have to interpret as well the rock-

tablets in the Wadi Magharah' as the scenes in the mortuary temples of the Fifth Dynasty

kings at Abusir, where slain Asiatics appear together with Nubians and Libyans, i.e. the

eastern, southern, and western neighbours of Egypt'. Down to the end of this dynasty the

Sinai barrier was not passed I

' Gardiner and Feet, The Sinai Inscriptions, 1-22.

^ Borchardt, Das GrabJenk-mal des Koenigs Ke-t/ser-Re, 46 ff.
;
Das Grahdenkmal des Koenigs Saku-Re,

II, Bl. 8.

® The damaged battle-scene in Inti’s tomb (Petrie, Deshasheh, PI. IVj is unfortunately too confused

to be used as evidence that the Egyptian.^ had already entered Southern Pale.stine during the Fifth

Dynasty. Prof. v. Bissing, in his careful analy,sis of this scene (Rec. Trav., xxxii, 46 ff.,\ noted that the attack

on the fortified .settlement was drawn on a difterent scale from the other part, where Egyptians fight with

their adversaries in the field, and he wondered {ibid. 49, n. Ij whether our scene w.i.s mit composed out of

two of the stereotyped themes which formed the rejiertoire of the tomb-painters. W'e nm.st at least admit
that the representation of the fortification is entirely conventional ; the "town w.ill '

is nothing but an

enlargement of the hieroglyphic sign for a fortified .settlement, drawn round a group of person.s who are

in that way marked as inhabiting that settlement. Such a proceeding is entirely in keeping with the

representational character of Egyptian art (Schaerer, Von Aeggptischcr Kun^t, passimj which prevented any
hard and fast division separating drawing and hieroglyphic writing, and other cases are known in which

certain designs are to be interpreted at the same time a.s decorations and as writing-sign.s (.Borchardt,

Saku-Re, II, 84). Consequently we have no right to .see here an attack on a brick town -wall with bastions

as is generally done (Petrie, op. cit., 36; Meyer, Gesrk. des Altert., i, 253c In Palestine, moreover, the

earliest fortifications which we .should compare in our case arc earth rainpart.s with an inner retaining-

wall and a revetment of small stones (M-VCALISTER, Gezer, I, 236 and 253,'. An attack on that with mere
•spikes and ladders would hardly produce much re.sult. But, as the rtqirescntatiun of the “wall” is too

conventionalised to allow any conclusions as to its structure, so also it implies no definite area as its

homeland
;
in fact, on the protodyna'-tic slate fragment in Cairo, which, as Prof, Sethe has recognised,

records a Libyan war {Zeitschr. f. ag. Spr. lii, .57), exactly the same fortifications are pictured. And
Prof. V. Bissing found reason to see Libyans in Inti’s adversaries because some of the adults are beardless,

which is never the case with the Bedawin, who otherwise have a very similar type, and wear the same
dress. That the typical Libyan garb of bead-bands and pudendal sheath is not represented need not
prevent us from seeing in the scene a skirmish on the western frontier of Inti’s noine instead of an
expedition into Palestine. The Egyiitians themselves had once worn the .sheath, as we know from pre-

dynastic monuments, but it had fallen into disuse. So the curious Libyan dress which the chieftains

Joum. of Egypt. Arch. xii. 11
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This conclusion is also forced upon us by what is found in Palestine ; no ti’aces of inter-

course with the Old Kingdom are found. The excavations show quite clearly that Palestine

could, in fact, offer nothing to induce the Egyptians to include it in their sphere of interest:

we find remains of a poor population of plodding fellahin, probably bullied and periodically

robbed by their roaming bedawin countrymen. Palestine was a desolate promontory, pro-

jecting from the vast mass of Asiatic civilisation on the north and north-east into the

deserts which surround it on the east and south, and vegetated as such out-of-the-

way places dot The legend of a great trade-route running through the country from north

to south ought by now to have been exploded by the discouraging results of the excavations

carried out in Bible-lands. The route through Palestine was a military road, important
when a military power rose strong enough to covet what was beyond Palestine itself on
cither side. But a road which first crossed for many days a hilly country not kept in order

by any one power and thus infested by predatory chieftains, and next led for a couple of

days through the waterless sands between Gaza and El-‘Arish, lacked every single require-

ment for a caravan-routed Naturally an occasional traveller might with a small train

of asses manage to get through*; but that such irregular arrivals were veiy unimportant
is proved by the entire absence, in Palestine, of any signs of intercourse with Egypt in

this periods

Thus all our information unanimously shows, firstly, that by land Egypt did not come
into contact with any Asiatic power of political or cultural importance, and, secondly, that
Egypt did not interfere at all in Asia beyond what pertained directly to the safo^iiardiii"'

of its boundaries and its turquoise caravans.

wear iu SahurOf’s temple may well have been used only on such highly ceremonial occasions as the
pro.sentation to their conqueror, while they in ordinary life, and ordinary people universally, shareil with
the Egyptian.^ and the Asiatics the use of the simple loincloth. The last discussed interpretation of this
difficult scene is therefore perhaps the most probable, though a priori it is not inconceivable that the
Egyptians occasionally e.vtended their pursuit of desert-tribes to a raid into Southern Palestine, which
however remained without any political or cultural importance.

1 None of the different chronological schemes proposed for Paleslinc is able to distin-mish between the
periods which are contemporary with the Old and Middle Kingdom respectively. I hope°soon t,) deal with
this problem elsewhere iu detail.

2 The more so, as the camel wa.s hardly used yet. Camel hones in Palestine are rare before the middle
of the second millennium {Gezer, ii, 9). The few crude, older sculptures which suggest its shape remain
as isolated as the probably foreign camel-shaped vase from Abu.sir el-IMelek {Mitt d Dev.tsch 0-i;i
Goseltsch., XXX, 17). On the difficulties of the route, see MTedem.^xx. Das AHr Aeg./pten \2 As Pr^f
Breasted has pointed out {HUto^, 190), even in the Middle Kingdom people went the’ mines of thebina^i_pemnsula via the Oulf of Suez to avoid the desert route (G.vrdiner and Peet, Sinai Ducriptions,

3 As is shown by the scene in Khniimhotp’s tomb at Beni Efasan, alway.s supposing that Ibsha and his
IMvty did no ccmie from the region between the Aile and the Red Sea, where one would like, with ProfMreszmsky {Atlas, ii. Pis. 6-9, cf. Pieper in O.L.Z. 199.7 2981 to Innafo in a • .

tombs as bodyguards.
’ ^ ™ these

4 The pear-shaped mace-head (SEm,iN.W.vTzixoER, Jerirho, 186) cannot be considered to prove inter-

TaVk 125). The fayence necklace from the same .site (JccaL "oand Abb. 112) is hard to date from a photograph, but the jug in which it was found suggest the MiddleBronze Age i c. Hyks^s period {op. ci. BI. 20
,
B2b). Prof. Breasted mentions that a Si.xth Dynastvscainbwas found at Gezer {History of Egypt, 1.3.o), but this must be an error I at least do not 1-n

^
' n

found at Gezer which belongs to the rare and small class cert- 1 in I 11 •
"

i

^

below, p. 91, n. 4 and also Gc-.cr, ii, 113.
^Id Kingdom. See
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Contact by sea.

A very different case is presented by Egypt’s oversea contact with Asia. Recently

evidence has been brought forward to prove that such intercourse already existed in the

protodynastic period^ and we have long possessed literary evidence proving how regularly the

connection was kept up during the Old Kingdom^. The absence of timber in Egypt made
the importation of wood from the Lebanon region an absolute necessity, on which not onl\-

the shipbuilding (as well for Mediterranean as for Red Sea traffic on Punt) was dependent

but also the royal constructions for several years'* and even the regular course of religious

(Aservances't Thus we should expect that the initiative lay with the Egyptians and wliat

scanty information we could gather on this point suggested the same'’. And now entirely

new light is thrown on the earh' intercourse of the Egyptians with Syria by Prof Montet’s

most remarkable discoveries at Byblos. Tradition suggested a very early date for its

temple'; the new discoveries seem to my mind to prove definitely the existence of an

Egyptian sanctuary there dating right back to protodynastic times.

Led by the occurrence of sculptured slabs built into the native hou.ses Prof Moiitet dug-

some pits and struck a pavement on several spots
;
the houses and gardens which thickly

cover this part of the hill make it impossible as yet to define its exact extent
;
in connection

with it were found pillar-bases, crude colossi, and the remains of an artificial pond, all of

which suggested to the excavator that an Egyptian temple once stood on the spot". Indi-

cations as to its date are not wanting
;
the latest objects found below the pavement date

from the Sixth Dynasty; the earliest objects found on it belong to the Middle Kingdom.

The pavement and the other remains of the building to which it belonged are naturally

later than the first, and earlier than or contemporaneous with the second"; we shall see

presently what either of these two dates implies.

* Newberry, Presidential address to the anthropological section of the British Association,
;
Loret,

Ann. Berv., 1916, 45, n. 3; Fr.yxkfort, Btudies, l, 105-117.

^ Well summari.sed by Prof. Moxiet, Comptes readus de V'Acad. des Inscr., 1921, 158 fll

^ The fact that the“Punt-farers'’ were actually called "Byblos-ahips'hSETHE, AehscA/’. /. (/^. Spr.,XL\', 7 f

,

not, of course, "Byblos-farers '} may be equally due to their being con.structed of wood from the Leljaiion

as to their type, which was identical with that of the Mediterranean ships, while originally the Red .8oa

craft was of an entirely different, foreign type (Frankfort, op. cit., 838 ft'.;.

* See the large beams used for the roofs and floors of the royal tombs of the First Dt'na-sty at Abydos

(Petrie, Bogal Tombs, i. Pis. LXII, LXV, LXVII, .ind ji. 8), which could not be obtained from the native

acacia and sycamore tree.s. On the Palermo stone the two years following the return of Sneferu's forty ships

of coniferous wood from the Lebanon are marked by the construction of a large ship and of palace-doors of

this wood respectively. The rest of the record is unfortunately lost, but we see alre.idy how the work of

several years depended on the result of an expedition.

’ For the supiily of resins used in mummitication (for evidence of early dynastic mummiticatioii, see

G. Elliot Smith and Warren R. Dawson, Egyptian Mummies, 24, 72 ft'. and Fig.s. 1, 2, also Gardiner,

Admonitions, 6-8) and t.t-wood (^for sarcophagi, temple-furniture and flag-staves) this dependence is obvious.

But the same has been rightly pointed out by Prof. Montet a.s regards incense (pp. cit., 160) fetched from

Punt by “Byblos-ships.”

“ Koester, Das antike Seewesen, 19 ft'., has shown that the ships pictured in Sahuref's temple are

certainly Egyptian sea-going vessels developed out of the Nile craft.

' Lucian, De Dea Syria, ipa...ov napa ttoXv toIs AlyvnTtouri liTO)(pov4uvTa. Cf. M. Dussaud in Syria,

1923, 302.

" Provisional plans, Comptes rendus de VAcad, des Discr., 1923, 84 3'.

" Ibid., 94-5. The extent of the area over which the finds consistently bear out this simple conclusion

is large enough to guarantee its validity. One has to exclude, provisionally, the large jar with ( 'yjinote

11—2
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The objects found below the pavement deserve closer inspection. The majority appeared

to fall into two groups; each of these contained products of different periods, some being

of definite Old Kingdom character while others are older, as their parallels are found at

Hierakonpolis, or in the royal tombs of the First Dynasty at Abydos
;
some even one

would, in Egypt, not expect to find after the close of the middle predynastic period'. This

difference in date proves that neither of the two groups can be explained as foundation

deposits^ The resemblance with Hierakonpolis is especially significant : there and at

Byblos wm find similar objects—fayence figures of baboons and other animals, stone

vases and other objects of tbe first five dynasties, mixed together under a reconstructed

building; and in both cases the obvious explanation seems to be that after some destruction

or after a period of disuse, when the site was cleared and prepared for rebuilding, these

different objects found among the ruins were buried in the temple precincts : they were

consecrated by once having belonged to the older sanctuaries. This inference is proved to

be correct by the actual circumstances of the finding at Byblos-' and by the remains of walls,

found at a still deeper level, but not yet explored-*.

What conclusions is one entitled to draw from the fact that the Egyptians, from proto-

dynastic times onward, possessed a sanctuary at Byblos ? In later days no temples built

outside Egypt proper, whether in Nubia or Palestine, were ever outside actual Egyptian

dominion
;
on the contrary, their erection indicated that the surrounding region was to be

regarded as definitely annexed by, and inseparable from, the Egyptian empire. One might

even feel inclined to explain in this way the temple erected under the Twelfth Dynasty

near the mines of Serabit el-KhMim in the Sinai peninsula. But it seems impossible to

assume the .same for Byblos during the Old Kingdom. In the very meagre lists of titles

which adorn the tombs of its high officials none, to my knowledge, can be connected with

service in a colony. The expeditions to Byblos seem to have remained none too frequent

and always highly remarkable eventsh They were so even in the times of Tuthmosis III,

seals, Hyksos scarabs, etc. For though it is not inconceivable that the Hykso.s .scarabs were used in Syria

earlier than in Egypt, it is safer at present to consider this find, because of its isolated position, as a hoard
buried in times of upheaval l.)y a prudent associate of the later temple, who by some reason or other was
prevented from reclaiming his property. In the recently published number of Syria (192.5 fa.sc. 1) M. Hubert
discusses some bronze objects of Caucasian origin belonging to this isolated group, and assigns them, as
their earliest possible date, to a period which is exactly in keeping with the usual date of the Hvksos .scarabs.

* So the slate-palette, ilomiments Piot, xxv, 237 ft'.. Fig. 9, 2, cf. Prehistoric Egypt, Corpus, PI. LIU,
23, and perhaps also the bird’s head (op. cit.). The ivory figure of a bird (op. cit.. Fig. 28, 1) is certainly
protodyuastic : cf. the ivory figure of a nightjar in Ancient Egypt, 1915, 3. This early date is the more
remarkable as II. Clermont Ganneau recognised it as a swallow, and naturally referred to the metamorphosis
which Isis undergoes even at Byblos in the Osiris myth.

2 As Prof. Montet thought (C.R. 192.3, 87). The finds from Susa quoted as parallel are to be explained
exactly as the finds at Hierakonpolis and Byblos discussed above : the Susian find also contains objects of
very different date. At Hierakonpolis, underneath the brick temple, an actual example of an Old Kingdom
foundation-deposit was found (Hierakonpolis, 13 and PI. LXVI). It consists entirely of pottery. The
date, which could not be determined at the time of discovery, is now fixed, as it seems to me, by the
excavations at Kau el-Keblr (of the British School of Archaeology), shortly to be published.

3 C.R., 1922, 12: “...d’autres ont souftert d’un grand incendie, qui a ravage le temple. On voit que
les decombres ont ete nivelbs. Puis on a repandu du sable et reconvert le tout i)ar un dallat'-e.”

< Mon. Piot., xxv, 240.
“ ’

5 This is definitely shown by Sneferu’s record on the Palermo stone (see above, p. 83, n. 4) and by the
fact that Sahuref thought such an expedition worthy of an extensive record in his mortuary temple. That
the sea-going vessels pictured there went to Syria is shown by the vases and bears which appear in the
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when Egypt was well accustomed to international intercourse ; in this reign a much travelled

dignitary chronicles in his tomb his leadership of a Byblos expedition as the great feat of his

lifeh The same tomb-inscription suggests an explanation for the existence of an Egyptian

temple at Byblos in a few precious lines, which rank among the rare instances in which one

catches a glimpse of Egyptian religion, not fossilised in formulas and ritual, but actually

prompting a living man to action : Tuthmosis’ envoy, on arrival in the woods of the Lebanon,

at once otfers a sacrifice to the goddess of the region, before he starts felling the trees-.

The little scene confirms what one would expect; whatever claims to omnipotence,

creatorship and rulership theologizing priests might formulate for their respective gods, in

practice the Egyptians had as little confidence as any of their contemporaries in the power

of a deity outside its own realm. And obviously a goddess had to be propitiated, from

whose domains the Egyptians carried away tlie costl}' wood'’; as further the divine power

remained always to some extent inherent in the objects once atfectecP, the successful utili-

sation of the wood, as well as the success of future expeditions, were dependent on the

permanent goodwill of the goddess; and this permanent goodwill was best ensured by

guaranteeing the permanency of the honours bestowed upon her, i.e. by the erection of a

sanctuary. In the.se circumstances the existence of an Egyptian temple at Byblos need not

prove at all that the port of the Lebanon was considered an Egyptian possession. Even the

fact that western, Aegean, influences are but faintly traceable in Syria-’, and entirely absent

in Palestine and closely related Cyprus, does not jjrove that Egypt kejtt the Levantine seas

closed by means of a navy, which, as Dr. Hogarth has rightly pointed out, was the conditio

sine qua non of Egyptian empire in Asia in later tiinesh Down to the end of the Old

Kingdom Egypt simply enjoyed the advantage of being far ahead of all surrounding civili-

sations. In the Aegean the vitality of the Early Cycladic and Early Minoan civilisations

(though they were marine and mercantile in character and enterprising enough) was as yet

same temple, aud were certainly brought back by the expedition pictured. They exclude the other

possibility, viz. a .sea-expedition to Sinai, such as we know to have been equipped in the Middle Kingdom.

The dress of the captives or slaves on board these ships also excludes Punt. See also p. 8.3, note 6 above,

against Sethe’.s objections {Zvitachr. f. ag. Spr., XLV, 10) to accepting these sculptures as representing a

Byblos expedition.

1 Discussed by Sethe, Sitzungsbevichte der K. Pr. Aiad., 1906, 358 ff. We know that the same official

went to Sinai ; Url'., iv, 548.

^ Ibid., 359, 1. 9.

2 Thus Hatshepsut’s expedition takes with it offerings for Hathor of Punt “that she may bring wind ”

(Naville, Beir el Bahari, III, PI. LXXII, left-hand bottom; Urk., iv, .323, 11. 1-5). Clearly the dominion of

the foreign goddess starts as soon as Egypt projxir is left. On arrival in Punt, new offerings of course are

pre.sented (Xaville, op. cit., PI. LXIX ;
Urk., iv, 323, 1. 6-.324, 1. 1). When after his conquest Sesostris III

definitely annexes Xubia up to the second cataract, he establishes a temple at Semneh in which Dedwen,

the god of the region, is honoured.

^ Therefore we find not only at Byblos proof that the “Mistress of Byblos” was worshipped (C'./f., 1921,

167 ;
Mon. Piot., xxv, 253, 271 j,

but also in Egypt itself (Ermax in Zeitschr. f. ag. Spr., xlii, 109 f.). The

Pyramid Texts, which aim at a complete survey of all divine powers in existence, seem also to mention

some gods of the Lebanon region (Moxtet in Syria, 1923, 181 ff. and Mon. Piot., ibid.). One must not be

misled by the fact that the Egyptians identified the “Mistress of Byblos” with Hathor, to assume that in

reality they worshipped an Egyptian goddess in Syria. Hathor of Byblos, Hathor of Punt, Hathor of

Xubia, Hathor of Dendera, all are separate deities, who without this “translation” would simply have

remained inconceivable to the Egyptian mind.

“ Probably M. Dussaud is right in seeing an Aegean importation in Byblos in a stone bow! ; Mon. Piot.,

op. cit., 260 and Fig. 16. ** Journal, i, 16.
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entirely absorbed by their own rapid growth. The eastern centre of civilisation in Southern

Mesopotamia strongly influenced all Western Asia in cultural matters, but was far away.

The native Syrian civilisation apparently remained in a state more or less on a level with

predynastic Egj-ptb And thus the highly remarkable developments of earlj’ dynastic times

enabled Egypt easily to maintain henceforward a predominating position in the Levant by

mere cultural superiority.

When, at last, force comes into play, Egypt’s position at Byblos is lost at once. And, what

is worse, she finds her own national existence at stake. It is under the Sixth Dynasty that

we find the forebodings of what actually happened in the subsequent intermediate perind.

Sixth Dynasty.

In both spheres of Asiatic intercourse important changes become manifest under the

reigns of Pepi I, Merenre^ and Pepi II. It is true that we lack for the Fifth Dynasty

material to compare with that of the Sixth, under which the nobles had their biographies

sculptured in their tombs. But a closer scrutiny of the facts recorded strongly suggests

that the unrestrained loquacity typical of this dynasty (the long mortuary texts are now

sculptured in the kings’ pyramids) and of aged civilisations in general is alone responsible

for the impression that the situation has actually changed.

A significant difference in general character strikes us when we compare the references

to Asiatic with those to Nubian wars in these inscriptions. Nubia, often mentioned, ob-

viously considered as Egyptian dominion, belonged clearly to the sphere of activity of

certain high dignitaries, mostly the lords of Elephantine, who bore definite titles in this

respect : Governor of the South, Keeper of the Door of the South, or even, in the case of

Pepinakht, Governor of Foreign Countries. Here then are clear signs of regular, organised

activity in which the initiative evidently lay with Egypt. Entirely different is the position

in connection with Asia, which is not only less frequently mentioned, but also does not

enter into the province of any official in particular. Egypt is not the active party there.

Whenever trouble arises somebody is appointed to act, and this action is, as under the hu'e-

going dynasty, purely defensive ; but w’hile it is apparently undertaken on a much larger

scale, its results seem to be far less satisfactory. The unrest on the eastern border seems

to differ essentially from that of former days, and in fact suggests the existence of an

adversary, either at close quarters or perhaps still in the background, such as neither the

adjacent desert-lands nor even Palestine, as we know from the excavations, could possibly

foster.

In the reign of Pepi II, Pepinakht records how he w'as sent to bring back the body of

a naval officer who had been killed by Asiatics when building a ship for Prints This shows
the Bedawin pressing southw^ard, and penetrating into the mountainous country between the

Nile valley and the Red Sea. The inscriptions at Wadi Rammamat suggest no such risks

as those run by former expeditions’. The same increased pressure on the eastern border is

1 Except copper-working, always superior in Asia. Among the Byblo.s finds the coi)per figurines are
certainly native to Syria (i/o«. Fiot., xxv, 265, Fig. 21 and PI. XX). The Cerddao and Caprida^sX all times
are typical of Syrian sculpture. Parallels to the human figures are found at Gezer {Qezer, li, 305 and
cccxi) and Tell el-Hesy (Bliss, Mound of Many Cities, 67, Fig. 110), though of somewhat later date

2 Orh, I, 134, 1. 13-135, 1. 17.

3 CouYAT and Moxtet, Les inscriptions du Ouadi Hammamat, 27, for the unmilitary character of these
expeditions in general.
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evident from Uni’s inscription. When he boasts that he was at the head of a huge army,

larger than was ever put under a man of his rank', we must allow for the lively and self-com-

placent imagination of the oriental
;
but even so \ve cannot escape the impression that an

emergency forced Pepi I to take exceptional measures. The beginning of the account

at once proves that the initiative lay not with the Egyptians, but with the Asiatics

;

the

Asiatic sand-dwellers=.” It is doubtful -whether after the repulsion of the attack anything

like a conquest of Southern Palestine was planned, as is too easily a.«sumed in general I Most

certainly the campaign was not a sign of a '• vigorous foreign policy ” on Egypt's part

!

Uni records five expeditions' and then we find him definitely abandoning the defen-

sive attitude of Egj’pt towards its eastern neighbours and embarking with part of his

troups for Southern Palestine, obviously to distract the enemy from his offensive by an

attack on his base. This shows clearly that the enemies were no longer the roaming tribes

of the eastern desert alone : these moreover would not of their own free will face again

and again an adversary far their superior in equipment and re.sources. Their infiltration

into the mountains on the western shores of the Red Sea, as well as their persistent attacks

on the eastern Delta, so contrary to their habit of creating trouble without consequences,

proves beyond doubt the force of the pressure behind them. But in the adjacent lands,

as we have seen, no power existed which could produce this pressure. Indications as to

its origin are found farther north, in Byblos : the last gifts received by its temple during

the Old Kingdom are those of Pepi II, the same Pharaoh who, though reputedly reigning

for 94 years, only once in his second year during the regency of the queen-mother was able

to send an expedition to Sinai^ and whose expedition to Punt failed, because his men w-ere

slain on the Red Sea coast by Asiatics. At Byblos the number of objects dated in his reign

‘ Urk., I, 101, 11. 9-16 and 10.3, 11. 2-5.

2 Url., I, 101, 1. 9. Even if one would, with Erxian {Leheiiisiniide, 72; Ahh. K. Pr. AhvL, 1896., take

hifi Iht a.s ‘'to puiiisk’’ the initiative i.s obviously on the .side of the oH'enders. But it seems to mo that we
are well entitled to translate here hifi in the usual w.iy : it i.s entirely eonsoiuint with Egyptian us.igi- to use

euphemistically Iht for unpleasant words like “<tttw:k, rehelUonP unless these condition-s are claimed at the

same time to be not, or no longer, existent. We should he careful not to be mi.sled by the usual tran.s-

lation of hst by “ rebellion
” and the like, which imply a previoas sovereignty (jf Egypt the exi.stence of

which has still to bo proved.

3 It is certainly po.s.sible to a.ssume, that, thanks to the energetic measures of Pepi, the Egyptians could

undertake a counter offensive and pursue the Asiatic-s even into Southern Palestine ; the victorious return

would then be celebrated in the hymn {Url., i, 103, 1. 6 ; 104, 1. 4). The re.sults of this “conquest,” accord-

ing to contemporary ideas, could be maintained by overawing the country occasionally with further raids.

Even so the initiative would he originally with the A3iatic.s. But an alternative interpremtion is suggested

as perhaps more probable by the text itself; the only parts of the inscription referring definitely to

Palestine are the poem and the sea-expedition, and it is thus possible that they originally belong together.

Moreover, one would naturally suppo.se the poem to lie written to celebrate that very extraordinary exploit.

But when afterwards the tnnib-in.scription was composed, it became obvious th.it Unis boast about his

exceptional position as commander-in-chief, while he wa.s only little advanced in the hierarchy of the ad-

ministration, suft’ered rather an anti-climax by the immediately following note, reporting that even five

subsequent campaigns were not .sufficient to quell the trouble. Thus the hymn was transferred ea bloc to

its present place, immediately after the flattering appointment. The short note on the five campaigns was
now more or less hidden between the hymn and the sea-expedition, which finds a satisf.ictorv conclusion

in hni btk nh hnhi.

' Vrl-., I, 104, 1. 6. ( Iakdisek and Peet, Inner, of Sinai, no. 17 .
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stands in no relation to its extraordinary length
;
in fact they are much rarer than those of

Pepi I. And the reason of this disproportion is clear ; the temple was laid in ashes under

his reign, and the traces of fire which disfigure the Old Kingdom objects left among its

mins give grim comment on Ipu-wer’s distress who, probably at the court of Pepi II, com-

plained :
“ Men do not sail northwards to Byblos nowadays ” to fetch the necessary w’ood

and resins! The archaeological evidence from Byblos shows that it wms not because of the

internal disorder in Egypt that the expeditions to the Lebanon could not sail. There also

we find the hostile and destructive forces at work
;
all through Syria there seems to run a

current which ultimately sets against Eg\-pt. In Uni's inscription we see how under

Pepi I’s reign the first waves come breaking on the eastern border, with anything but

decreasing force. In the reign of Pepi II the Punt expedition fails, access to Byblos is lost,

Sinai remains unvisited. And towards the end of the same reign Egypt’s fate all of a sudden

is wrapped in darkness, and only recently literarj' evidence has suggested that this was the

darkness of anarchy and disintegration! We may expect then that the Syrian stream,

which we watched growing, would now burst the barriers of the unsettled state and swamp
the country. But if so, archaeology ought to reveal some sediment left by the flood. And
that, indeed, archaeology does.

Button-seals.

It is obvious that times of disorder do not leave extensive or lasting monuments, and

Fig. I.

it is therefore not astonishing that the foreign influence

in Egypt is traceable in a class of essentially private and

personal objects, namely seals.

As is well known the seals used from the First to the

Sixth Dynasty in Egypt were, as in Babylonia, cylinders.

One*of these (Fig. If, not in any way different otherwise

from the well-known group of seals belonging to Pepi I’s

dignitaries^ has subsequently been engraved with curious

and entirely un-Egyptian designs. Similar themes aiqiear

on a class of small ivory, bone or steatite objects, which

for the first time begin to appear in graves definitely

belonging to the Sixth Dynasty®, and which can in no
way be derived from anything known in Egypt in earlier

times. The shape of these “button-seals®” is semi-

* Gardixer, Admonitions, 323, 6-8.

2 Admonitions, passim
;
Prophecy of Neferrehu, passim.

3 In Capt. Spencer Churchill’s collection. I am greatly indebted to Prof. Newberry, who kindly allowed
me to publish his drawing. The legitimate inference is that a foreign influence became manifest at a
time when such cylinders were still current, i.e. under or more probably just after Pepi IPs rei^^n.

1 Petrie, Scarabs, 6, 3, 4-5
;
Newberry, Scarabs, Fig. 31. Briti.sh Museum, 2602-5.

^

3 Petrie, Dendereh, 10; Dios. Parva, 39, 40, PI. XXV; Heliopolis and Kafr Ammar, PL XIV, 14;
Reisner, Archaeological Survey of Nubia, PI. XLI, 32, 35; Garstang, Mahasna and BH Khallaf Pi’

XXXIX and p. 33.
‘ ’

6 Naturally, I can only refer to published material ; the forthcoming volume on Mr. Guy Brunton’s
excavations for the British School of Archaeology in Egypt at Kau el-Keblr will throw much new light on
the subject. I have to thank Prof. Petrie for his kind permission to refer to the collection at University
College, London. Button-seals are published and discussed in Newberry, Scarabs, 56 if. and Fi-s. 33-52 •

Petrie, History, i, 120; The Antiquary, 1896, 136.
’ °
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cylindrical, oblong-pyramidical, or round with a pierced knob-handle, and their shape, as

well as the engravings they bear on their flat base, is obviously foreign. Apparently their

vogue lasts all through the First Intermediate Period
;
the pierced handle becomes one in

the shape of an animal’s head’
;
then small figurines of complete animals or sometimes even

men appear still showing the same engraved patterns-. These are found at Sedment among
purely “Eighth Dynasty" remains’, and one even bears the cartouche of one of the

Mentuhotps of the Eleventh Dynasty’. Besides the.se several cylinder-seals are known

which resemble so closely the button-seals in their designs that they are doubtless con-

temporary with them’. (Compare Figs. 2 and o.)

The later types of button-seals are certainly of Egyptian manufacture
;
they often show

intricate “maze-patterns,” which may have been developed out of the earlier designs. But

as we have said already, these early designs are entirely un-Egyptian, even when occasionally

clumsy attempts are made to reiuler an Egyptian motive, such as two Horus-falcons fiicing

an sign. A closer scrutiny of these earlier objects leaves no doubt as to the origin of the

foreign features; they appear again in and, in fact, are tyjtical of the Syro-Capjxxdocian

glyptic «.

There we find the same characteristic motivesy the same predilection for te'te-beche

' Newberry, op. cit., Fig. 40. Others iu the Petrie Colleetiuii.

- Strikingly so, Newberry, op. cit., Figs. 85, 86.

Petrie, Sedraent, PI. YIII, 2, 4, and p. 13. The date -‘Eightli Oyn.isty" i» u.itarally not to be taken

for as well defined as its wording .sugge.sts : Imt we may say safely th.it the venictery belongs to the latter

part of the intermediate period.

* Newberry, op. cit., Fig. 87.

“ Extremely close are the relations between the button-seaK .ind Petrie, .Scacohi, nos. 140, 143, 174.

Other .similar cylinders present a very thorny problem, which at the pre.seiit stage of our knowledge cannot

fruitfully be discussed. I have assumed el.sew'here, inquiring into the origin of the cylinder-.seal, that

related cylinders belong to the protodyna.stic period, and the a[>pearance in Crete of .similar motives iu

the First Early Minoau Period confirms that a.s.sumption. It is not impossible that at that early period

influences from the same quarter produced similar re.sults to those noticed in the First Intermediate

Period
;
perhaps even there was continuity, for the Syrian influence in protodyn.istic times was greatest

in the Delta, and it max’ have lingered on there only to reach Middle and L pper Egypt ( from which all our

material comes I) with renewed force during the A.siatic influx of the First Intei’inediato Period. See also

Frankfort, Studies, i, 130 ft’. In our pre.sent inquiry we had better leave this controversial material

alone.

The fact that so few excavations have been c.irried out in Syria and Caiipailocia leaves us rather in

the dark about the glyptic of these regions previous to the la^t centuries of the third millennium. This of

course is by no means a reason to deup its earlier existence, a.s I)r. Hogarth and Dr. Contenau are both

inclined to do. We shall in the pre.sent study find ample indirect evidence to the contrary. See also p. 94,

n. 8, below. Cf. Muller in O.L.Z., 1925, 164.

” Hogarth, Hittite Sods, nos. 13, 86; "Weber, Altunentalische Siegelhilder, 417, 418; Contenau, La
glppti'iuc syro-hittitc, 129 ;

En. Meyer, Reirk uad Kvltur d«r Chetitcr, Fig, 42. (leometric.il designs prove

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xn. 12
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arrangenient', and for either purely linear designs”, or diagonal hatching to substantialise

the body^ In addition to these very typical characteristics, there is a cylinder found in

Egypt, and closely related to those appearing together with the button-seals, which belongs

to a class typical, to the exclusion of all other regions, of North Syriah Finally there

is a characteristic button-seal of the early ivory class, which shows a seated pig-tailed man

of the type peculiar, at all ages, to North Syria, or perhaps Cappadocia, and also represented

on early cylinder-seals from those regions^ (Compare Figs. 4 and 5.) The curious develop-

ment of Cretan glyptic in the latter part of the Early Minoan Period supplies some indirect

proof of a Western Asiatic origin of the button-seals anil the related Egyptian cylinders.

For besides analogies to these there appear in Crete other features, unparalleled in

Egypt, but explicable if we accept an Asiatic centre of diffusion for the whole group of

phenomenah

les!5 of cour.-ie
;

still Hogakth, up. cit., 12, 1.36 are not without importance, and have c.xact parallels among
the button-seals, just as 124-131, which are less tjpical.

' This is Hogarth’s “reversible tyjie,” e.g., 12, 15, 81, etc. and even 152
;
Conten.vu, op. cit., 129, 195

;

Chaxtre, Misiioii ea Cappadoce, 160, fig. 136.

'* Hogarth, op. cit., 81, 86; Weber, op. cit., 417, 418; Chantre, op. cit., 159, Fig. 30.

“ Hogarth, op. cit., 12, 15, 16, 86; Weber, op. cit., 86, 422; Chantre, op. cit., 161, Figs. 144, 147. On
archaic Sumerian seals hatching seems only to occur to indicate the fur of goats, the mane of lions, fringed

robes, etc. Delaporte, Catal. Louvre, A 49, is Syro-Hittite. All the Syrian characteristic.s are also found

on the Elamite seal-cylinders, which therefore are only one more proof of the north-western origin of the

second Susian civilisation which I have established elsewhere.

4 Petrie, Scarabs, 143 ;
which is not pierced longitudinally, but has a perforated projection on its top

(cut off in the illustration). It thus belongs to Dr. Hogarth’s “tanged” class. Its nearest relation is the

cylinder found at Xag‘ ed-Dcr (Mace, A’'aga ed Deir, n, PI. 56 a and p. 56), which is dated to the Sixth

Dynasty, and shows the same division of the oblong field by sharp zigzags. Otherwise its design is closely

related to that of the contemporary button-seals.

5 Ward, Seal-cylinders of Western Asia, 900. The Asiatic seal shows men drinking through a reed.

This probably points to the use of some unclarified liquid, while the same is suggested by pots with
strainer-spouts which from very early times onward are typical of Anatolian ceramics. This adds importance
to the motive of this pig-tailed man, for not only his hair-dress but also his action defines him as a northerner
(the one similar seal found in Mesopotamia, Weber, op. cit., 417, is Hittite in style). In Egypt, where this
style of drinking was hardly known lonly a Syrian soldier on a relief from Tell el-‘Amarnah in Berlin drinks
in that way), the motive is changed into the well-known gesture of smelling a flower ; and as such it appears
on our button-seal. This pig-tail starting from the top of the head must be distinguished from the “lock
of youth ” (see Frankfort, Studies, i, 88 f.),

^ Without parallel in Egypt are the animal-shaped objects (Xanthoudides-Droop, The Vaulted Tombs
of Messara, Pis. I\

,
VIII, XIII, XV) closely related to well-known Asiatic types (Delaporte, Catal.

Louvre, Al, 2, 3, etc., 12 13, etc. 1088, S 19<, etc.; Journal, viii, PI. XXV, 1-4), but very different from
the Egyptian theriomori*ic objects, which appear towards the end of the First Intermediate Period. Other-
wise the Cretan seals show, be.^des motives similar to those of the Egyptian and Syrian glyptic, native
ones also

;
the seal-form (cylinders engraved on the short sides ii

‘ ‘ & ?

entirely native.
instead of on the circumference) seems
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Notwithstanding the closeness of the relation of the Egyptian button-seals to Syro-

Hittite glyptic, we cannot consider them as importations into Egypt. Their misunderstood

Egyptian motives, as well as the long popularity they enjoyed in Egypt, and the number of

the glazed specimens of unquestionably native manufacture lead us to consider them as

objects introduced by a foreign element, which settled in Eg\'pt at the time of their first

appearance, i.e. towards the end of the Sixth D3’nasty.

It is highly probable that the button-seals originally were “seals,” though with them,

as with any other sphragistic class, appear at once sham objects, which only served as orna-

ments or amulets'. Besides the fact that actual impressions of real button-seals are

known^, the lasting influence the button-seals demonstrably' had on the Egj'ptian seal-form

makes the assumption unavoidable. It is in fact through the button-seals that the

transition was effected from the roller-seal, the cylinder, which was paranujunt till the end

of the Old Kingdom, to the stamp-seal, the scarab, which prevails from the early Middle

Kingdom" onward. Proof of this is provided by a definite class of early scarabs, which repeat,

engraved on their base, button-seal designs^

Now whenever, in historical times, we notice a change in the seal-form in anj’ region of

the Near East, we find this change always coinciding with a political one'’. Arguing from

the known to the unknown, one would like to irssuine the same for Egypt in the First

Intermediate Period, and the stylistic analysis of the supposed button-seals has shown that

the source of the political change must be looked for in North Syria or Cappadocia. How
deeply the country was in reality affected is shown by the fact that even royal monuments

betray the foreign influence.

' Such objects, where the design is choked with glaze, induced Prof. Petrie to reject the interpretation

as seals {Hist, of Egijpt, i, 119); but the early and apparently original ivory and .steatite ones are

practicable seals. His own interpretation, based on the tite-hiche arrangement, that they were di.stinctive

badges which “might be seen anyway upward” is hardly suitable for objects of so small a size that one

must actually hold them in the hand t(j see the design at all.

^ One in University College, London. I have to thank Dr. Friedrich Matz for dra^ving my attention to

Berlin Ine. 20378, a piece of clay with seal-impressions of a meander-like nature, similar to the “ maze-

patterns ” of om- button-seals.

^ Petrie, Scarabs and Cylinders, 4, 14-18. The small scarabs with button-seal designs (see following

note) confirm the early dating of related specimens with names (Petrie, op. cit., 3, 1. 1 ; 4, 5, 1. 2, etc.).

This change of seal-form is the most obvious trace the Syrians left in Egypt
;

it lies outside the scope

of the present study to enquire into the full extent of their influence. But I just wish to refer to a curious

bit of evidence which comes from the second Petersburg papyrus, where Neferrehu, quasi-propho.sying about

what shall happen in the First Intermediate Period, .says (1. 40):

III

‘There .shall be made arrow.s of metal.” This is a senseless exclamation unless the

inference is that this was not done before. One can cvell conceive the Syrians, with their superior copper-

working, introducing such a novelty. And in fact we find that “the earliest metal arrow-heads dated

in Egypt. ..found in the sandbed of the temple of Soukhkara, Eleventh Dynasty” (Petrie, Tools and
^yeapons

, 34).

^ Strikingly so at Sedment, where in one grave were found a .scarab and a late type of button-seal in

the shape of a frog engraved with identical patterns (Sedment, PI. LVIII, 3, 4). Such scarabs were also

found at Kau el-Kebir and in private hands I have seen many' small scarabs with “maze-patterns.”

Compare further Petrie, Tombs of the Courtiers, PI. Ill, 19 (which we need not, with Prof. Petrie, date
before the Sixth Dynasty, because contracted burials only disappear in the First Intermediate Period),

with Petrie, History, i. Fig. 73 D.
^ See Weber, Altorientalische Siegelbilder, 3, 4.

12—2
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Royal Monuments.

In the Petrie collection at University College, London is an object intermediate between

button-seal and scarab"
;
in style of cutting it is identical with some of the later types of

glazed button-seals
;
moreover, it shows the early “ lotus-design ” of the transitional button-

seal and scarab from Sedment. It bears the name which, if it is i-ead Telulii,

as there is great probability it should be, sounds Semitic- and, most important fact, appears

in the Abydos list as that of a king of the First Intermediate Period. If up to the present

we have had to deal with outlandish objects belonging to unknown persons, the matter

assumes a different aspect when we find one

of these very foreigners acknowledged as

king even in Nineteenth Dynasty lists. And
Prof. Petrie, who with his astounding in-

tuition has felt the true meaning of all this

material without however providing sufficient

proof, has recently recognized ‘ that we possess

a monument ol yet another king of this ob-

.scure dynasty^ (Fig. 6 ) ; a cylinder which

Fig. 6.
bears the name of Khendy, preceding Telulu

in the Abydos-list by four places. The differ-

ence in spelling, Abydos-list and on the seal, need not

trouble us
;
the determinative .shows that the scribes have Egvptianized the incomprehen-

sible name by assimilating it to the verb Tli. And if, as is probable, the ending

-ndty in the Turin-papyrus belonged to the name of the same monarch, we may even

determine his place with still more precision ; both he and I'elulu are then kings of the

Eighth Dynasty'.

Obviously it would be of importance if we could test this attribution by an independent
argument

;
and thus one is tempted to try, by'

a stylistic analy'sis of our thoroughly' un-Egy'ptian
cylinder^, to detect its chronological as well as

its cultural or geographical affinities.

lortunately our cylindei'-seal does not re-

main quite isolated, though, among the thousands
of cylinders known, I have only been able to
trace one which is closely related to ours’

fig- 7-
(Fig. 7). Here we find again the actual scene
framed m by a vertical guilloche and a vertical

row of animals ; we recognize the same ibex couchant
; the hieroglyphs are as clumsy in

" Petrie, Scarubs and Cylinders, PI. 8, nos. 7, 10. .See History, i (lOtli ed.'l 124
^ Cf. Ezr., xvu, 22, blb^also’^PI, etc. In addition there are remains of his prenoinen Xefer-kc-rfif

1 the seal, namely ( and Mr for
[

|.

2 Petrie, History, i (loth ed.), 123.

Mt is in shape, cutting and design unlike any Egyptian oi linder I know
' Mexaxt-De Ccerq, no. 389 ,ind Coxte.v.vu, oi,. dt., 81.
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one case as in the other, and the /wwv' and
(|

are identical ;
the is incorrectly made in

the second example. Finally, both seals are of the same size; and ot the same none too

common—material, green jasper.

One might feel inclined, as Dr. Contenau does with the one known to him', to add oui

two cylinders to the large class of Egyptianizing Hittite cylinder-seals, which belong to the

best period of so-called Syro-Hittite glyptic in the second half of the second millennium-.

But a closer scrutiny reveals the superficiality of the resemblance. It is true that they have

some themes in common
;
the guilloche (though very rarely vertical on Hittite seals)

,
th(^

little Capridae and hares, the raonkey-like imp, Egyptian- looking god.s and the sign appear

alike in both groups. But these common themes cannot disguise the fundamental

difference in general character, which widely separates our two seals from this well-know n

Hittite class. For the latter possesses a definite and very peculiar character of its own
,

if

Egyptian elements appear, Asia also asserts itself strongly by the regular occurrence of

astral symbols and Babylonian gods or cuneiform .script*; an<l even the sign, the onl\

hieroglyph borrow-ed’, never functions as a writing-sign but figures, isolated, as a .sanctified

.symbol, on an equal footing with solar and lunar signs, which fill the field all round the

high-capped king. The Hittite seals, in fact, though the ultimate origin of many of their

elements may be found abroad, have as vigorous a character ot their own as the Hittite

civilization itself, which, borrowing from east and west, knows how to express its own

peculiar nature in the blending of these foreign elements.

Our two seals, on the other hand, try with clumsy whole-heartcdness to be thoioughl}-

Egyptian. Everything which the unsophisticated mind would recognize as Asiatic is care-

fully avoided. Egyptian gods prevail entirely and the abundance of Egyptian hieioghphs

tries to dissimulate the fact that their sense and use is but hardly understood. All the

same they do not figure as isolated s3'mbols
;
though the orthography blunders and though

hieroglyphs are partly' used alongside with goats and hares to provide the strong hoiror

vacui” with material to fill the field, the majority of the Egyptian signs have a linguistic

function". No greater contrast with the Hittite seals could be imagined . theie we find the

self-confident eclecticism topical of all later Asiatic civilizations in our case we see the

^ Op. ck., 1-28 I
- C'ONTEXAU, op. cit., nos. 82-88; t\ AUD, oj>. rit., no.-'. 80j-821

;
floo.vKTH, op. oit., nos. 178, 179, 182.

^ Delafobte, Catol LoHrm, A 894 ;
Ward, op. rit, 1009; Ward, Cylinders. ..!n the Library of

./. Pierpont Morgan, 204, 249.

* CoNTEN.AU, op. cit., 82, 8;l, 85, 88; Ward, op. rit., 810, 811, 816; Ward-Moroan, op. at., 205, 238
;

Uelapohte, op. cit., A 927 ; Hogarth, op. cit., 182.

’ And alwaj’s of .i different sli.ipe than in our two .seals.

“ In the Khendy seal this is obvious, though we may note tlie uinisiud orthography of Cih, with only

/wwv, not
^

as phonetic complement. The second seal bears to the left of the god Honrs api)arently hi.s

name, with 01 for The worshipper in front i.- n,lined (nla with /•/-/• for r,i f. It is tempting to see in

the third sign to the left of Horns a distorted rendering of run, and to read mry T}r, for in the

Abydos-list the king following Khendy i.s called Merenhdr. Hnfortunately, with our illite-

rate seal-cutter on the one hand, and on the other the known liberality of Nineteenth Dynasty scribes in

handling ancient names, thi.s imrst remain mere speculation.
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childish attempt to present as natural and proper what (jbviously remained thoroughly

alien in its essentials.

Though, therefore, we are not entitled to consider our two seals as belonging to this

particular Hittite class, their real nature, which the seal-cutter so carefullj’ tried to hide

under Egyptian paraphernalia, is all the same revealed by the very themes which we found

our two seals to have in common with Syro-Hittite glyptic. For these themes are not con-

fined to the Egyptianizing class of Hittite seals alone
;
the hares, Gapiidae, guilloches, the

monkey-like imp are common to the Syro-Hittite glyptic of all periods’.

Thus we find the relations of the two seal-cylinders in exactly the same region where

we localised, by an entirely independent analysis, the parent stock of the button-seals. And
one curious motive, occurring on both, reveals the historical background which gives its true

meaning to the appearance of the.se Asiatic influences in Egypt. This theme is the monkey-

like imp-.

Historical background.

It already appears in Crete in the Second Early Minoan period on the earliest engraved

objects, which, as we have seen, are due to Asiatic influence". In Syria and Cappadocia it

must have existed early, though the deplorable confusion still reigning in Nearer-Asiatic

archaeohjgy prevents us from quoting contemporary examples, which we must infer from

Aegean and Egyptian material to have existed. Anyhow, it is a standing feature in the

later Syro-Hittite glyptict Most significant is its appearance in Mesopotamia. The earliest

examples I have been able to trace belong to the time of the Third Dynasty of Ur’, i.e., im-

mediately after the expulsion of the northern invaders from Gutium, to whom, it seems, no

seals can be assigned. It flourishes particularly under the dynasty of Hammurabi®, and
only in two instances survives to my knowledge into the Kassite period’’. Thus it appears

in Babylonia to be entirely dependent on influences from the north-west, which ultimately

brought the “Amorite” First Babylonian Dynasty to power, the north-west where the

motive survived at a much later date than in Mesopotamia and, as we must infer, existed

earlier®. The distribution of the theme of the monkey-like imp marks the radiation, from a

’ Hogarth, Hittite Seals, nos. 151, 154, 166, etc. ; Contexau, Ofj. cit., -28, 33, 147, etc

The monkey-like imp is diflerent from the bow-legged dwarf to which Sir Arthur Evans drew atten-
tion as a motive on Babylonian cylinders {J.ff.S., 1897, 366). The imp always appears in profile, the dwarf
always in front view except the head ; be mostly accompanies the nude goddess. Our imp shows no pre-
dilection, but features mostly in presentation-scene.s. Compare also such seals as Ward, op cit

, 324, 428,
and Weber, op. cit., 271, where both appear together. I would suggest from the position of our imp
(always near the main god, mostly in front of liis knee.s, often also grasped bv him} that he personifies the
evil of which the worshipper desires to be freed (compare the grasshopper on, c.g., Delaporte op. cit. D 561

'• Seager, Mochlos, Fig. 42, see }>. 90 above.
' ’ r i <

’ Ward-Morgax, op. cit., 229, 243; Ward, op. cit., 844, 8.73, 888, etc.; Contenau ,

etc. ;
Weber, op. cit., 271, 483, etc.

’

’ Delaporte, op. cit, A 262, 274, 278, etc.

® Ward-Morgan, op. cit, 74; Delaporte, op. cit., 304, 323, 37.3, 4o4, etc
Ward, op. cit., 539 ; Delaporte, op. cit., D 06.

'

® It IS curious that Dr (.’ontenau ha.s not noticed that our motive serves admirably to characterise his
"glyptique de transition, the existence of which he explains by the following passage ;

“ Le fait marquant
de lepoque dbr est la penetration pac.fique des influences de FOuest, proiivee dans la litterature par

uTrum^rD^ P^“^t-tion atteint son

. , 1 , * .r • o'

LKiDyione rtont les represeritants sont des Amorites II est tout
iiaturelqiiel’arttraduisecesiiifluences; ic6tedelatrUoii-ir.„Qt„„u o- n j ,,

n est ton i,

ae la gq ptique traditionnelle de Chaldee, que nous trouverons

,
op. cit., 45, 134, 150,
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centre in North Syria or Eastern Anatolia, of influences which, at least in Babylonia and

Egypt, were exercised by foreigners whose arrival caused no slight disturbance. In Egypt

we found under the Sixth Dynasty the first signs of their approach in the unusual unrest

on the eastern border, for which we could not hold the immediate neighbours of Eg\'pt

responsible. Now we see indeed that the moving power behind these tumults has to be

looked for far beyond the Egyptian sphere of influence, and the cv^ents which caused

such trouble to the Sixth Dynasty were only part of the far-spreading movement which

affected the whole of the ancient world in the second half of the third millennium. It would

by far surpass the scope of our inquiry if we were to determine the interrelations of the

different migratory movements which characterise this periods It seems clear that they

started beyond Taurus but found in North Syria a secondary centre from which they radiated

farther towards west, south and south-east'-. It remains to specify what conclusions as

regards Egypt we are entitled to draw from the material discussed in the foregoing pages.

Conclusions.

The archaeological evidence definitely proves that the growing Asiatic menace, which

we could trace under the Sixth Dynasty, actually developed into a Syrian influx, as soon as

the country was weakened by the beginning of those disorders amongst which the Old

Kingdom perished. To what extent this foreign interference hastened the downfall is hard

to say. Naturally, no regular conquest of the country took place—nothing of the kind is

conceivable before the days of Assyria. One has to think of an ever-increasing infiltration

of foreigners caused by the pressure in Asia, entering the Delta first, then spreading through

the country in smaller or larger gi'oups. Such infiltration, always hard to counteract, is

absolutely irresistible when, in the affected country, the central government is breaking

up. And this was actually the case. A few symptoms pointing in that direction were

jusque sou-s Hammurabi, et de la glyptique plu.s chdtiee ot plu> unifoniie eii n-,iige dans les territoires

dependants nettement de la Dynastie d’Ur, ap{)arait [)artout unc glypti<(iie refletant ces influences do

I’Ouest” (p. .59). But Dr. Contenau errs in following Dr. Hogarth by a'-.suining that thi.s transitional stage

would lead up to a definite Syro-Hittite glyptic ; it was just because the latter i‘.>:uted already that it could

influence that of Babylonia {cf. p. 89, note 6, above). Indirect evidence of its existence coiue.s both from

Crete in the E.M. ll-iii periods (see p. 90 above), and from contemporary Egypt (button-seals and our two

cylinders). All this evidence antedates considerably what the above-mentioned scholars wish to consider

as the earliest stage of Syro-Hittite glyptic. An additional argument is provided by the close resemblance

of glyptic objects, found definitely in Syria and probably of Syrian manufacture (Journal, vm, PI. XXIV,
1-6), to those belonging to the second Susian civilisation, and therefore hardly later than the first half of

the third millenium.

1 We cannot consider the complicated lingui.stic and racial problems involved in these migiations (see

Christian, Mitteil. Anthrop. Gesell., Wien, 1925, 188 ft',).

^ It seem.s that the movement, started in the far north-ea.st. uji.set on the one hand Babylonia (Gutiurn

and on the other North Syria, whence it radiated to the .south and west. Thus in Crete we get stamp-seals,

partly of foreign design and original shape (cylinder-s engraved on both ends instead of on the circum-

ference), partly also of foreign shape (see p. 90, note .3, above ;. In Egypt stamp-seals appear for the first time,

but cylinder-seals are also affected. The stamp-.se.als, always used in Cappadocia, point again Iwyond Syria

to the source of the movement. The Egyptian cylindei-s discus.sed above and the Semitic names in Egypt
show, however, that North Syrians were taking part in the movement towards the south, just as they con-

tinued to come into Babylonia during the subsequent centuries of settlement, and eventuallv fuinded the

dynasty of Hammurabi.
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already known’. But now we may also I’efer to Ipuwer’s “ Admonitions,” since archaeological

evidence has shown that we may use it as a historical documents Here we find a vivid

picture of Egypt suffering from the defects of over-ripe societies, corruption, disintegration

of the central power, social revolution. At the same time it is an admirably clear picture

of how the increasing chaos and the growing power of the foreigners went hand in hand.

In Ipuwer’s days, i.e. under Pepi II^ we find the situation already much more serious than

an ordinary Bedawin raid, even when successful, could ever become’. The foreign elements,

reinforced by the continuous arrival of new-comers, and compelled to find a living, had

already become strong enough to do so to the detriment of the natives :
“ the foreigners

have become Egj’ptians everywhere,” and in the Delta one finds “ those who knew it not

like those who knew it, and the foreigners are skilled in the works of the Delta’.” When
Ipuwer speaks in this connection mainly of the Delta, it is because that was the most

important part of the country. But at the same time he clearly indicates that the foreigners

are “throughout the land®.” And this is also testified beyond doubt by the button-seals,

which are found in the Delta, and, in large number.s, in Middle Egypt (Kau el-Kebir), but

occasionally even in graves as far south as Abydos, Dendera and even Xubia\ Of course

the centre of gravity lay still in the north
; the Seventh and Eighth Dynasties, according

to Manetho, resided at Memphis. How far southwards their power e.xtendcd is uncertain.

But evidently the foreigners preponderated to such an extent, that eventually one of their

houses ascended the throne, and asserted itself so strongly that, as the Eighth Dynasty, it

entered into the official annals of Pharaonic Egypt.

J^ow the excavations at Byblos might give important information as to the nature of

this foreign rule. If the temple there, destroyed under Pepi II, was rebuilt in the First

Intermediate Period, one might assume that, ephemerally, a wide empire, embracing
byria as well as Egypt, was dominated by the barbarians. At present, our evidence is too

slight to admit so far-reaching a conclusion'*. On the contrary, one gets the impression that

1 The nobles were buried round tlicir king botli under the Fir,t Dynasty (Petrie, Royal Tombs, ii, PI.

LVni; The Tombs of the Cotirtws, 1) and a.s late a.s the Fourth. Under the Fifth, their toniKs are
made in their own noiue.s; at the same time they seem more and more to become from high officials local

rulers with territorial powers. At Sinai the records no longer mention onh- the name of the kiim but the
leaders of the expeditions inscribe their own as well, taking some credit' for the achievement "to them-
•selves. Cf. Breasted, History, 128-9; Hall, Cambridge Ancient Histon/, i, 296.

However sugge.stive Erman’s argument for dating the ..riginal composition of the “ admonitions”
under Pepi II ^^a^ {SlHa>gsberlchte der K. Rr. Akad., 1919, 81:1., its ut.li.sation as an historical document of
the First Intermediate Period was hardly po.ssible, as the actual manuscript dated from the Nineteenth
Dynasty; and other literatures which provide us with more copious material have taiwht us to what
extent some centuries of tradition of a story may alter both its character and its contents beyond recog-
nition. As in so many ca.ses, the archaeological facts substantiate the literary evidence and reveal its true
meaning.

See foregoing note. >
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rroi. rETRiE wants to read this into the iJi'
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, , . .1 Q • If , .

“ I, 12:1): “the king is in Egyptian
dress, but the Syrian before him receives life, from the kiicr .,nrl f i i i

•

, . , p ; i- i), i>
’ ’ “ ‘Um an Egyptian 111 the background IS

obviously an inferior subject.” But we may not naively exnlain tLo .. j p pc-
,, 1- , ,

tne scene as invented for this purpose,
.Since the seal IS SO closeiv related to the Asipitie o-K'xkt-R. ki ,

t i j

b- xxu xvV rnU 1 .. T ^
aud thus WO must expect to find it sul.ject to the

conventions winch rule the Iften. In fact the scene is nothing but a variant of the “presentat on .scene”
which especially under the First B.-fylonian Dyna.sty is the favourite theme. The “Syrian” may be a
pnest. And one behind the other” may simply express “one beside tl.e other,” if it is'to be considered
an Egyptian composition, (bee bCH.VEFER, Von Aegyptischer K„nst, 148 {.)
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these Syrians possessed no authority outside Egypt and that there, as in Babylon, they
rose to power in a country into which they had come to stay. Their cylinder-seals, as we
have seen, try to dissimulate their foreign origin; their names are based on those of
the Sixth Dynasty. They obviously tried to take root in their new country. This attempt,
as we shall see in detail, failed

; but just because they possessed no base in Asia, they
perished, without, by their fall, giving rise to any foreign war. No greater contrast with
the Second Intermediate Period is conceivable ; then the rising and the war of liberation

against the Hyksos develops into the long series of Asiatic enterprises of the Eighteenth
Dynasty, originally nothing but a prolonged attack on the enemy’s base, combined with
the effort to secure the bridgehead on the other side of the Sinai desert. But this retalia-

tion after the subjugation by a foreign power does not follow the First Intermediate Period

:

the Middle Kingdom interferes in Palestine as little as the Old Kingdom did : that is

definitely shown, both by the finds in that country and by the Sinuhe story'. And the
literary texts which speak about the struggles with Asiatics during the restoration of the

Ninth-Eleventh D3’nasties are fortunatelj' very lucid as to their character and power. The
striking characteristic which the father of King Mer\-keref gives us of his foreign adver-

saries applies to none but the unruly nomads of the desert'-. Moreover, the contempt which

' This is clearly seen in Siuuhe’s Song of praise to Sesostris I (1. 71), where the Asiatic countries

(northlands) are specifically mentioned as belonging to a different sphere of influence from the Bedawin,
whom Sesostris, in contrast with the first, is going to attack. Sin. 222 does not contradict this, as it is

nothing but a flattery in a letter to the king. Neither does the stele of Scbekhu (('1.\r.st.\xg, El Arahah,
PLs. IV, V, and Beet, Akmchester Alusevm Publications, no. To, p. 20 especially) prove any Middle
Kingdom enterprise in Asia. Very clear and consistent evidence is given by .'^itmhe’s story as well a.s

by the actual finds in Palestine. There can be no doubt that .Sinuhe passed his e.vile in Palestine, though
the mention of Byblo.s, between his passing the Delta-frontier and the ea.stern de.->crt and his final .settling

down, is confusing. But Byhlos suggests here simply .1*’!" to the average reader, who certainly did not

possess sufficient geographical knowledge to be troubled by topographical incon.sistencies
;

it was the onlv
Syrian place-name known to every Egyptian. However, nobody ae<piainted with Palestine a,^ well as witli

the mountainous, but rich and cultured hinterland of Beyrout, can doubt for a moment in which of these

two regions Sinuhe tried to make the best of his life after his panic flight. He found there other Egyptian
wretches who, as we may infer and as the archaeological evidence makes probable, had also fled the wrath
of the Pharaoh. Consequently they must have considered themselves there out of his reach, which they

would certainlj’ not have been if Egypt pretended to any kind of .sovereignty over the country. All the

same they were near enough to keep posted about matters at home, and to know when a request to be
pardoned would be likely to meet with success. Now the actual finds made m Palestine rnav best be
explained in exactly the way suggested by Sinuhe’s st<jiy ;

except at Mute.sellim, whore some Twelfth

Dynasty scarabs appear as it seems in native tombs (exiles may have been compelled to dispose of those

as Russian Tsarists now sell their jewels), we find {e.g. at Gezer; little groiqis of funerary monuments and
remains, such as one cannot explain by trade and would exi)ect of Egyptian exiles buried abroad

;
it is

absurd to see in them colonial officials : those would have had their bodies transported to Egypt, as we
know that burial abroad was very much feared. Finally, the rarity of Twelfth Dynasty remains in Palestine

contrasts most strikingly with periods in which Egypt really had influence in the country, e.g. Hyksos
period and Eighteenth Dynasty. (ScHUltACHEB, Tell el-Mutessellim, 15, PI. V, Abb. 10, cf. p. 21, Fig. 18

;

Macalister, Gece,-, ii, .303, 308, 311 f.)

2 Golenischeff, Les Pap. hieratiqv.es, nos. 11 l-j, lllH .1 et B de VErmitage Imperial de St. Petershuurg,

1913, PI. XII, 91-94. The de.scription of their home-land can be applied to the Sinai desert and the

El-‘Arish region
; {Jl § ,

“ inconvenient in respect of water,” may either refer to the sudden
/WWW

floodings of the coast-regions, or to the lack of water which characterises the region of the interior. But
the whole passage is perhaps an inter[)olation of a later copyist, who referred to Syria, then well known in
Egypt.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. .xii. 13
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speaks out of this text, and which reminds one of the proud language of Sesostris III s

Semnah stele, excludes, as completely as does the latter, the existence of a formidable antago-

nist with organised territorial power. And the construction of the “Wall of the Prince’ by

Amenemmes I was admittedly directed against the Bedawin :

I I I

A^A/W\ /VWW\
/WW\^

I I i /WWVN

(S-^

lllirsa
AVWSA O V (Q

1
A

^ ^ ^ IP
I

\! I
,
'‘not to let the Asiatics go down into Egypt, that they may beg for

water in the destined way to give their cattle to drink'.’’ This reference to an age-old

practice characterises those against whom the measure is directed as the Bedawin of the

eastern desert. Throughout there is not a single indication of the existence of any other

enemy.

All these different indications make it clear that the Eighth Dynasty cannot have

wielded any power outside Egypt; thus its decline was entirely an internal Egyptian

matter. Nevertheless the energetic measures against the Bedawin on the eastern frontier

which characterise the restoration seem to be connected with the overthrow of the Eighth

Dynasty. This connection is suggested by an obscure passage in the “Instructions for

King Merykeref,” which has puzzled scholars considerably-. Immediately after the

mention of /• ® Athribis®,

it is the navel-string of the foreigners'.”

Our foregoing discussions now allow us to utilise this important utterance. We know
that the Heracleopolitan princes, of which Merykeref was one, formed the Ninth and
Tenth Dynasties of Egyptian kings

;
consequently, they must have displaced the Syrian

princes who formed the Eighth. This displacement was naturally not effected without
resistance on the part of the latter, and it seems that it was actually Merykere^’s father

who drove them from Memphis, for the same obscure passage suggests that he possessed
at Sakkarah, in the pyramid-town of King Teti, Dadesut, a stronghold on which he relied’.

The Eighth Djnasty, expelled from the capital, seems to have retired northwards to

Athribis in the south-eastern Delta. The choice of this town as a temporary capital can
well be understood. In Athribis, as still in modern Benha, the roads from north and east
converge towards the south

; through Wadi Tumiiat, as well as via the modern El-^antarah,
they could summon to their aid auxiliaries from among those wandering desert-tribes’ with
whom they themselves were to some extent connected by descent. And Merykere<"s
father, the Heracleopolitan king, who obviously did not succeed in conquering this town,
found m his anger the most accurate and most graphic description of the situation, calling
Athribis the navel-string of the Barbarians. It may be that the same energetic king had
already tned to cut off the passage of the eastern Delta. If so, he did not succeed; he claims
to have fixed his boundary from “Hebenu to the Horus-way'*,” i.e. to Wadi TumiHt in the

• op. cil., ri. AAV,
2 Gardineh, Journal, i, ,31 ; Ermas, LiUratur der Aeqypter, 1 16 n b
nARnrXFR ihirl la Q -

•

‘ Golenischeff, op. cit, PI. XII, 99.

' Gardiner, ibid., 31, n. 3.

“ See Gardiner, ibid.

T)yn..ty temple el Dee el-Babrt N’eviLLE Pll XIV \'V
Eleventh

’ ^ ''Iso similar scenes in tombs at Beni bfasan).
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south-eastern corner of the Delta; farther north, at El-^-antarah, Asiatics could therefore still

pass. The Heracleopolitans, harassed by the Thebans in the south, could not achieve what

they had undertaken. Only after the unification of Egypt under Ameneinines I did the

work reach its completion, as we know, by the construction of the “ Wall of the Prince.” At

what moment in the course of the internal wars Athribis fell we do not know. As we have

seen, its surrender inevitably brought with it the disappearance of the Eighth Dynasty.

Thus its decline is part of that long series of struggles for hegemony the last of which, that

between Thebes and Heracleopolis, we are only able to follow
;

its rise, however, was ulti-

mately caused by the e.Ktensive movements of peoples which so largely changed the aspect

of the ancient Near East in the latter part of the third millennium.

13
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ALIMENTARY CONTRACTS FROM TEBTUNIS

Bv A. E. R. BOAK

In a previous number of the Journal (ix, 1923, pp. 164-7) I gave a description of

P. Mich. no. 622, a long' roll which contains on its verso the dvaypacf)}) 'ypa<f){e)LOv Te/STvveox;

Kal KepKe{crovx(nv) ’'Opo{v^) for the last three months of the Egyptian year 41/42 A.D.

There I pointed out that the recto of the same roll contained a register of abstracts of con-

tracts which corresponded to nos. 1 to 50 of the 247 entries on the verso. Of these fifty

abstracts five belong to the class of so-called Alimentary Contracts or avvypa^al rpo^L-

TiSe<f. So far as I am aware no Greek te.xt of such contracts has as yet been published.

Accordingly it seems worth while to edit these, giving the full text and translation of

each, with a brief discussion of some of the problems which they raise.

Col. lib.

1 1vvyp(a4>ii<:) Tpo^LTiZo{<i) dpy(vpiov) xpvcrwv Jd K{al) tIjv d-!TO(TTacrl(ov) Kal irpo-

n-pdcriv, K(al) i^opo\oy(ovp.ev) uTropefiepiiKerai) twi Trpoyeypap.p,i(i>(p) i)p,S)v vccdi Ato-
vva-l(oi perd rrjv reXevTyv dpTlca<i tov vTTupxovTd p,oi Trepl SeoyoviSav K\f)pov
KaToiKi{Kov) (dpovpwv) 7) K{al) TTpd'i TavTai<; iTri[KaT]€ax7)pei'r]^ yi}^ {¥ip,iav rerapTov)

2 (dpovpa<;) waTe
j

elvai enl to avTO dpovpa<; oktw l}p,€taov reTaprov i) ocrwv tdv wai iv
Terapa-i a<j)pa{ytcn). t/}? p.ev (TrpwTJj?) a4>payi{8o^) (dpovpwv) y TraTpUKwv) (npovpwv)
wv ylTOv(e^) v6(tov) 'p6ro<n>eo? «rX^(po?),^opp(a) IlaTui/t/o?) dSe(\<Pov) /cXf/lpo?), Xt/9o?
TTpoa-oSiKid) €Sd<p(T]), d7r(7)\iwrov) yvr]^ B-i)fx6aw<;, rij? 8e BevTep{a<;) a(f>payiB{o<;) i)

3 £[<7Tt]r (dpovpwv) /3lB wv ylrov(€^) Kal tovtwv v6(tov) &exvovTo(‘;) ri)? Mdpwvo(';) KXp-
poi^^opp(d) vlwv Oao-iTo/?) T779 ' HpaK\7]ov K\vpo^, Xi(/3o?) '¥€V0aipio<; t[ov Atov]vaLo(v)
KXi'ipo^, aTr(7]XiwTov) ' lipaKXlB(ov) to(v) nd-TTOu «X)7p(o?), rp? B( (rplrri^;) (T(f)paylB(o<i)

V ia-riv (dpodpr;^) d, vdirov) Kal radrrjv Ta/Mdpwvo(^) rp? KXfjpo^, ^oppd
4 vldv edaiTo(^) ’RpaKXlB(ov) KXf}po{^), X((/3o?) ’AKovo-i(Xdov) rod {{tov)) 'AttoXXw-

vio(v) /cXypov, d7r(7;Xtm'Tou) ^evoalpio^ tov Aiovvaiov /cXppo?, t//? B( rerdpTr]’; a^ipa-
ylBo(<;) ai XoiTr(al) [(dpovpai)] /3, wv ylTovo(<;) Kal ToiircBi/ v6(tov) TrpoaoBiK(d) eBdArp
^oppd B71^l6aiov^ eBa47(o,), Xc/36(,) 'OpaevTo(,) To(d) UereTTf^ovelro, KXdjpo,, d7r(vXcwTov)

5 'i'evovaLpio^ rod Aiovvaiov KXljpoi, K(al) d-rrh rod vrrdpxovrd^ po(i) eT TaXt rp? aiirp?
p.epiB(o<;) TraTpiKijv oUlav Kaivljv /3 arlyov iv ^ Kardyaiqv Kal adXqv Bk rod Trpd?
v6ro(v) pipov^, K(al) iv rf} airr} TaXl eTipa{^) a4>paylB(o,) L pipo^ l3U[ov iv]d^ (^pvaov
KOivov Kai aBieperov iv Trji Xeyopivrp WpajSdKio^ eiravXei, «r(ai) dpolwi; twi adrm

6 vlwi Aiovvalwi iv rfi TaXei iv erepa? <rij7paylBo(i;) dir'o rod dTrapxo(vTO^) ylriXov
TOTTWV [^t]«pv? /3 aTTo ^([kwv] T€Tr{d)pwv Koivwv K(al) dBiepirwv irpirepov 'Hpa/rXetro?
Aa^ov, K(ai) op[otwv] rwi avrwi Aiwvvaiwi K(al) Kard t6 L pepo? dv idv KaTaXlf(w)

7 KT7JVWV rravToiwv Kai iTTirrXowv
|

Kal ivBopevla^ ^(al) ivocjiiXopivwv rrdvrwv, K(al) &v
eav ^‘-^O TOv [vvv] ^rriKpaopai drrapxdvrwv rrdvrwv poi 6polw<: rdi avrwi v'ldi Aiovv-
aiwi Ka0 ov Bijrrore odv rpdrrov Kara to L pe'pov. 1) iariv BeBopiv(r}) <f>e(pv},) dpyv-
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8 p(Lov){Spa')^/xwv) a K(ai) Trapn<^epv{a) diro tov Bi avrov evuBiiov) xpvfrovv {reTapTcov)
S /c(al) firjviaKiov ;^pucrow (rerdpTcov} /3 K(ai) 8aKTvX(iov) xpvcrovv (reTdpr't)<i) a L

K{al) SaKT{v\Lov) dpy(vpovv) d\/c»K?) dcrtjp,ov {BpaxpLw) (3 K(al) dp'y(vpwv)

^€vyo(^) 6\kPi{(;) daijifiov) {BpaXP^Sv) ir K(al) Kkaptov dpy(vpovv) ^ oXKfjf; dappLOv

{Bpaxp-fdv) 1
) /c(al) aKa^iiia) x(dXK€a) l3 p.v{m>) f K{ai) eBpvar] ;^(«X.<ea) /3

9 K{al) yvveKl{a) aKevij Ka(7iBep{t)v{a) uXxip'i) p,v(dv) e «:(ai) eptaK{ov)
|

^vXivov K{al)

<TToXd<i yuv(aiKeia<i) /3, p.i-a{<i) p-ev ^aiTTrji t»R Se SeuTepa^ X,eu/c?;?, K(a'i) TrdxXia B

o'vppiKToi'i )^po//,acri, K{aij ev TTpocrcfiop^d) airo tov Bl avT(ou) tov laioi'TO^ (eVou?)

rpv VTTapxova-pv avTi)v eirLKUTeax^F'^^'nit’) T)v [apou/jjjs’)] a diro dpovp{(uv) ^ ?;

10 o<Twv edv den ev pia (T<f3pay{lBi) Koivdv K(al} dBiepeTmv
|

Trpdf tov eavTrjif dBe(X(f)ov)

Xaipp po)vo{<;) Trepl TaXet ev Td AeovTiaicov Xeyopev{cp) /cXj;p(w)- ToieLTai lleTaipis’

^apovvbo{<i) Pvi'^pexi) TacoTrto? w? (eTMv) ve o{vX})) dvTiKivrjplcp) Be(^id) /cal i) yvv/]

pov C-‘)a)i(n<s '^ocTve{<i)<;) pr)Tpd<; 'Ky6pptvio{>i) (hdv) v o(vXr]) peToirirp) eK Be( ^idv) utto

11 Tpix{o<;) ^evapovvi XIapp?;(o?) ppTpd(?l 'Apovvioc;
, &>? (eTwv) kt) o(vXr}) yd(vaTi) Be(^td)

overp Trj TOV viov avTcov Aiovv<rio(v) yvvai(/ci). inroyplacfievi) ' A7roXX( edvto^) c!)? (eTwv)

p 0(11X7)) Kapird xdpoc;) Be(^id<i), t^s' aXXp? 'Ovvidcftpic:) Ua/c>)/3K( 10^) di(eTm>)Xj3
o(vXt]) yd{vaTi) Be(^im). rd dXXa d/c(oXov6de;).

1. crvvy'p rpocjilTiSo. As Professor Hunt writes me, one lias to road cn'vyp-acpijt', TporplnXiis', ljut the
genitive should be accusative, as we see from tlio analogy of the following phrases. The reading (Tvi^yp{a(p^v)

Tpo<f>iTi&(os) seems to be ruled out by the corresponding entry on the ver.so (for which see below), where the
adjective agrees with rrwypacf)^ and not with yrrniKdf understooch which would be tran'latcjd ‘‘ of a woman
of revenue.”

3. 'HpaKX.i5(ovj, probably an error for 'Hp<iK\ii<a', as above.

b. /3 (TT4yov= bi(rTcyov (Hunt).

C. iu CTcpai (r<))pa'yl5o(s), for cp cTcpa tj/ppay'dt, rp-eXov for /piXiXv.

KctTaX/ypfcd) for KouiXc/xpoi.

7. entKTTjcropai for emKTTjcrapai.

rj ecTTiv, a mistake for <ai fWir. dno TOV 5i’ avTov : for this I can find no parallel.

8. epicrK(ov) for {ipi£rK(ovj = vpi;(oi' (Hunt;. Professor Hunt also sugge.sts that eXpvfrr] may have been
written for iSpva-rj and mean a vessel for water.

9. avrfiv for airf],

10. Xatpi}/i£oro(s), gen, for accus.

The corresponding entry in Col. II, 1. 6 of the <ivaypa<p/j on the verso fdH, among other entries, on the
16th of the month Gormanikeios. It reads as follows :

CTvvypiiKpt)] TpoepiTLi Hfraipio' s

'

k(<i1) dAXaiia') rrpos QcvapoiAiv'' ^p.'i iraii' kii.

Translation:.

Alimentary contract for money id' tlie value of 21 gold pieces, and the contract of surrender

and preliminary sale ; and we affirm that we have bequeathed to our aforesaid son Dionysio.s

for immediate possession after our death the allotment of catoecic land which belongs
to me in the neighbourhood of Theogonis, eight arouras, and besides these three-fourths of

an aroura of land with a further claim on it, making altogether eight and three-fourths

arouras, or however many there may be in four parcels : and in the first parcel three

arouras of the arouras inherited from my father of which the neighbours are : on the south
the allotment of Psenosiris, on the north the allotment of Patunis his brother, on the w'est

revenue estates, on the east a public field
;
and in the second parcel, which is of two and

three-fourths arouras of which the neighbours are : on the south the allotment of Thenaus
daughter of Maro, on the north the allotment of the sons of Thasis, daughter of Herakleides
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on the west the allotment of Psenosiris, son of Dionysios, on the east the allotment ot

Herakleides, son of Papos
;
and in the third parcel, which is of one aroura, the southern

neighbour is the allotment of Tamarron, daughter of Maro, on the north the allotment of

the sons of Thasis, daughter of Herakleides (?). on the west the allotment of Akousil^s,

son of Apollonios, on the east the allotment of Psenosiris, son of Dionysios
;
and from what

belongs to me in Tali, of the same section, a new house inherited from my father of two

storeys in which is a cellar and a court on the south part
;
and in the fourth parcel the

remaining two arouras of which the neighbours are ; on the south revenue estates, on the

north a public estate, on the west the allotment of Orseus, son of Petepmouis, on the east

the allotment of Psenosiris, son of Dionysios
;
and in the same Tali of another parcel a

half share of one and one half bikoi common and undivided in the so-called square of

Arabakis
;
and likewise to the same son Dionysios in Tali in another parcel from vacant

plots which belong to me two bikoi from four bikoi formerly belonging to Heraklas, son of

Laxsos
;
and likewise to the same son Dionj’sios also up to the half share of whatever I may

leave of cattle of all sorts and movables and household furnishings and all that is owing to

me
;
and whatever property also I may acquire from now on, to the same son Dionysios in

every possible way up to the half share.

And the dowry given is two hundred drachmas of silver, and as parapherna from her

personal belongings (?) a golden earring of four quarters and a golden lunette of two

quarters and a gold ring of one and a half quarters and a silver ring of a weight of two

drachmas of uncoined metal and a pair of silver armlets of a weight of sixteen drachmas of

uncoined metal and two silver bracelets of a weight of eight drachmas of uncoined metal

and two bronze bowls of a weight of seven minas and two bronze water jars(?) and

women’s utensils of tin of a weight of five minas and a wooden basket and two women’s

robes, one dyed and the other white, and four cloaks of various colours.

And in gift from her personal belongings (?) in the coming year the same additionally

acquired land which belongs to me, one aroura from two arouras or however many there

may be common and undivided in one parcel adjacent to(?) her brother Chairemon at Tali

in the so-called allotment of Leoniskos.

Which contract Petsiris, son of Phamounis, his mother being Taopis, about fifty-five

years old with a scar on his right shin, and my wife Thaesis, daughter of Psosneu.s, her

mother being Egerminis, about fifty years old with a scar on her forehead on the right side

below the hair, make with Thenamounis, daughter of Marres, her mother being Amounis,
about twenty-eight yearn old with a scar on her right knee, who is the wife of their son
Dionysios.

Signatory Apollonios, about forty years old, with a scar on the wrist of his right hand,
and for the other party Onnophris, son of Pakebkis, about thirty-two years old, with a scar

on his right knee.

And the rest in conformity.

II.

Col. Ilia.

1 a-vvjp{a4>v';) Tpo0tTt8o(v) dpy(vpiov) xpvawv Td ku'i t^v dTTOcrra<jL{ov) teal TrpoTrpd-
aiv, Kal ToO iin^dWovTO'i fiov fijjTpiKov fiipov<: oUl{a'i) kuI xal rwv avvKvpovv-
TWV 7rdvT(ov €V T€^r{vvei} no\^^Q)j/o(?) /x6ptSo(9), ert 8^ Kal {(Lv) dird tov vvv

2 t-TTiKT/jaavTui
|

liTupx^ivT /f(ai) K\-l)p(av K(al) Bov\{ikcSv) awp.dTO)V K{al) e’TTtTTXowi/
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ic(ai) epBo/J-eveia'i Ka9 ov ht^Troire) ovv Tpoirov. eariv Be p BeBo{fievr]) (jjepvr} npy{vpLov)

(BpaXP'Wv) ^ Kal 7rapd(f)e(pva) dvro rov Si' (avTov) evoB^iaiv) ^p(I;oct)^') ^eivyo'^) (reTcip-

Tiov) 7 K(ai) p.7](v{crK0^) xp{vo’ov<;) {rerdpTij^;) aL ^(at) yjreXia dpy{vpea) oXk(p?) dad(pov)

{BpaxP-wv) 7] K(al) (ricd(f>io{v) '^((^a'KKOvv) K{al) €Bp{v(r^) ^{dXicea) y3 K{ai) KaaiBe(piva)

3 oXKrji^^) p,v{5iv) /3. pv TTOieiTai naTCi'(t9) Kpoi/tft)i'o(9) pr){Tp6>;) Souppeto? ft)9 (erm’) p,

o(vXrj) p-q^Xa) dp(ia'Tepm) yvvaiKi Sarpljn NiKo{prjBov) p7](Tpo';) (dcoprj co? (erdov)

KS" o(vX7j) p€T67r(q)) peaaiL vtto Tp4;^(A). v7royp(a(j>€v<;) riTo(Xe/iatos') Xatpp(p,(i)i'o?) to?

(eTiov) oe o(vX^) v7r{o} dyK(divo‘;) dp{iaTepov) /c(ai) rp? aXX?;!?) 'Hpa/£:XiS(7;<> )
’ Q.piu)vo{<;)

(»9 (ercSp) ^ 0( 11X7]) Tapartot dpiarepwi. t(^) aX(Xa) d)c(o)XovB(S<i.

1. Kai rov €771/3. : elsewhere koto roC etc.

/xov for flat.

avX)v for av\^s.

iTTLKTTjfTOVTaL foi' iTTlKTTjO'COfKU.

3. Qu)]irj oXt^.

The corresponding entry in the avaypaiftrj on tlie vcr.Mi is in Col. II, I. I.'), under the date of (Icrni.ini-

keios 19. It reads :

avvyfj a^)] rpo(0rTif 1 nariirif Trpds Qarfirjv iriav} ut.

Translation.

Alimentary contract for money of the value of eleven pieces of gohl, aial the contract of

surrender and preliminary sale in respect of my share inherited from my mother of a house

and court with all their appurtenances in Tebtunis of the divi.sion of Polemon, and also in

respect of (whatever property) I may acquire from the present time, both allotments and

slaves and movables and household furnishings in any way whatsoever.

And the dowry given is sixty silver drachmas, and as parapherna from her personal

belongings a pair of gold earrings of three quarters, and a lunette of gold of one and a

half quarters, and silver armlets of a weight of eight drachmas of uncoined metal, and a

bronze bowl, and two bronze water jars (')> and (womens utensils) of tin of a weight of two

minas.

Which contract Patunis, son of Kronion, his mother being Soiieris, about forty years

old with a scar on his left cheek, made with his wife lhatres, daughter of iNikomedes, her

mother being Thom
,
about twenty-six years old with a scar in the middle of her

forehead below the hair.

Signatory Ptolemaios, son of Chairemon, about seventy-five years old with a scar

beneath the left elbow, and for the other party Heraklides, son of Horion, about sixty years

old, with a scar on the sole of the left foot.

The rest in conformity.

III.

Col. Illg.

1 kB <7 vvyp(a(f>7i'i) Tpo<f)LTiBo(<;) dpy(vpiov) Xpv<r((ov) led K(a'i) tt/v d-n-o<7Taaio(v) /c(ai)

'irpo'Trpdejiv, Kara t^9 {jirapxo(v(^V'') oX7]<; Ttji oiKiat «(ai) avXrj(<;) ic(al) •7677(00) ev

TeySRi/aet) ev pi(a) a<^payiB(i) (leporepov) 'Op(7evo(v4>ios) ro(v) 'D,povdyxi(o'i) K(al)

Kara rw(v) e77i^aX(X6vT(t}v) '7TaTpi/c(d6v) pepwv eTepa<; olKia’i /c(al) avXfj^ opoi'co^ ev

2 Te^rai't ic(al) Ka6' wv edv d-n-o to(v) vvv eTviKrrj^aopai) v77apx(6vTcov) irdvTiwv)

kX7]p(o)v) K(al) dp77e(Xoivo)v) K(a\) 77apaB{eia<i>v) K(ai) olK077(eBo)v) K(al) KTr]v(<Zv) 77av-
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roim(v) K(ai) So{v\tK(Op) a-cufJ-aiitov) «(at) €irnrX6{(ov) K(al) €vSofj,ev(ta<;) K(al) evo(f>i\o-

(fievcov) irdvTfov Kad' ov iTjvo{T€ ovv) rpo7r(ov) fj K(ai) e\evaop.ev{a)v) 6i? fiai a<f) ov

3 S^Vore ovv rp67r(ov). eariv Be r) BeBo{p,evp) 4>e{pv^) dpy{vpLov) (Bpaxp-(Sv) t /c(ai)

jrapd<j)e(pva) nVo r(ov) Bd (avrov) ev6B(ia) ;^;p(vo-6a) (Terdprav) 7 K(al) p.r](vl(TKO<i)

Xpooo{v^) {reTapTuiv^
y
9 k{(ii) '^e\(^ia} apy(vpea) o\kt)(s;) acnj(pov) (BpaxP'^w) */3 K{ai)

(7ica^i.o{v) x(aXKovv) K(al) yvvaiK(eia) aKevr] Ka<TiBepLv{a) oX/<:(p?) p.v{div) e. eVi Be

4 rdtv irpoo'evevvxiSevrwv) a'vi>yp{a<l>Tj) virapxoiyo’oy vplv.
|

yv Troieirai ITeT6croi'^( 09)

'Appiova-io(<;) prj(Tpd<i) Tepd:ro(<;) 009 (eTwv) fir o(v\}]) 6 (f)p(vei) Be(^iw) yvv(aiK'i) f^av-

^(da-Ti) ’OpaevTO<; fiT)(Tpo>;) SdcriTO^ 4)9 (ercov) \r o(vXrj) dvTiK(vyfila)) Be{^im). viro-

yp(a<f))€v(‘i) IlToX(efjLaIo<;) 4)9 (erdov) Xj3 o{vXt)) rpaxiv'Xa) Be{^iM). rd dXXa dK{o)Xov-

1 . a = 7rp6Tipou,

2. pat for pf.

3. vpiv for 4 /xfr.

The correapondiiig entry on the verso is ni Col. Ill, 1. 1, under the d.ite (dernianikeio.s 24. As this i.*-

the first entiy under that date, the date is oitered in the leftdnind margin. The entry reads as follows

:

k8 a-vvyp{a<f>d) rpo{<{HTis) UeTta-o(vxov) npo's) eaviSaariv ypeo-cSr xa.

Tran.slation.

(Genuanikeios 24th.) Alimentary contract for money of the value of 21 pieces of gold

and the contract of .surrender and preliminary sale transfer for money
;
concerning the

whole house which belongs to me and the court and the plot of ground in Tebtunis in one

parcel formerly belonging to Orsenouphis, son of Horouanchis, and concerning the shares

which came to me from my father of another house and court likewise in Tebtunis, and

concerning whatever property I may accpiire from the present time allotments and vineyards

and groves and building sites and cattle of all sorts and slaves and movables and household

furnishings and all that is owing to me in any way whatsoever, or may come to mo from

any source whatsoever.

And the dowry given is three hundred silver drachmas, and as parapherna from her

personal belongings gold earrings of three and a half quarters :ind a golden lunette of two

quarters and silver armlets of a weight of twelve drachmas of uncoined metal and a bronze

bowl and women’s utensils of tin of a weight of five minas.

And concerning what was brought to me we have a contract. Which contract Petesouchos,

son of Harmiousis, his mother being Teros, about forty-six years old with a .scar on his

right eyebrow, made with his wife Thaubastis, daughter of Orseus, her mother being

Thasis, about thirty-six years old with a scar on her right shin.

Signatory Ptolemaios about thirty^-two years old with a scar on the right side of his

neck.

The rest in conformity.

IV.

Col. mi.

I (Tvvyp{a<i>r)<}) Tpo(f)iTiBo(<;) dpy(vpiov) {xpvawv) Td Kal ryv d-rroiXTaaiov Kai npoivpd-

<Tiv, Kara too o7rap%o(oT09) irepl Te^T{vviv) KXppo{v) Karoi{KLKov) (dpovpwv) 0 K{al)

irepl Kepicea-ovxioiv) ’'Opouv to{v) V7rdpx(ovTO<i) <f)vXaK{i)TiK(ov) KXppo{v) (dpovpddv) 7
K(aj) 'irepl ryv avr-pv Kwptjv KepKea-ovx{(ov) "Opov? ^ (dpovp(?>v) KXyp(ov) {dpovpwv) yLli
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2 K{a\) ev rfj avTTj KWfirj
|

fiepij TraTp^tj/cP/i^;) olK(la‘i) K(al) edpioiv) K(a\) twv eTep((oi>)

<T(f)payLS(o)v) ev rfj avTpj Koopp Trarpi/ct^?) eVayXfeo)? ), K{al) Kaff wv e<)v aWu)(v) (iirP)

Tov vvv e7riKT7j((T0paL) inrapyoivToiv) Trdvrimv) K{ai) i7rnr\6(cov) K(al) evSopeviia';) K(al)

3 ii'0(f)i\oph'ei)v ttcivtcov Ka6' ov St/vroire) ovv Tpoiriov). eariv Se /; heho(peinj)
|

(peipvSj)

ap'y{vpLOv) {Spa)^pd)v) f ev ai<; kitwv K(ai) ’irpo(T<f>o{pa<i) (itto tov B(i avrov) ev6Si{oi')

-)(^pvao{vv) (TerdpTcov) /3 K{al) pr}v{L(TKo<i) )(pva{ov^) (rerdpTeov) e kuI \jre(\ia) dpy(upea)

6\/c(>jf) da-p(pov) ((^euyo(^) evo(Sio)v})) (SpaypiSv) r;. ijv Troielrai 'IIp&)S?;(?) 6 K{al)

'Opcrevo(vcf>i‘;} 'HpoiSolv) d>^ (eruv) o{i'\r)) Baic(Tv\fp) (irpanov) Y<po(?) npiarepicii;)

yvvaiKi Sev'X^opP](f)i^ ’OpcrevTo(<;) /x?;(Tpo9 ) TaTri'e/SRvi'to?) w? (tVwi') \o(v\rj} peTOTrirp)

4 pe(a(p).
I

vT7oyp{a(l)€v<;) AioSupoi^) &>? (excoz') pt o(v\.t)) peroTriw) pea(rp), tv? dX\p(<;)

Ilvppo('i) a)9 {erwv) p o(v\t)) SaK{Tv\rp) \ty{avrp) '^tpo(^) 8e(^ia?). T(d) ci\(\a) dK(o-

\ovdoo<;).

1. restored from the eorrcspoiidiiiy entry on the verso, .iinl fnpiii ;ui,iloey with the other

abstracts.

2. /if/j’t
:

possibly incorrectly for L fitpoes. for aWpin eh

3. fii°. A mistake of the copyist. Possibly it shoiihl h.i\ebeeii inserted above iiistc.id of eViiSe ne

4. Xty{avai) for \i)(((ivoi).

The corrc.spoudiiie entry on the verso is in Ool. Ill, 1. *>. nmler the date ot ( lennaniki'ios a.i. It reails

(Tvvypi acjiri't Tpo<fi~iTis 'Hpotfio. el irpdt's' ©fryoriji/ar xpv((rajr' in.

Hero OfvxovTjipiv is obviou.sly a uii.stake for Q(v\i>prj(piv which .ippoafs in 1. 3 of the to.\t on the rei to,

TkAXSLATIO-V.

Aliincntary contract of iiioney of the value ot olcten pieces of gohl and the caitract (,if

.surrender and prcliniinarv sale concernintf the catoccic allotment which belon;4.s to me at

Tebtunis of two arouras and at Kerke.souchon Cros the police allotment of three aroura.s

which belongs to me, and at the same village ot Kerkosoiichon Oros three and three

ipiarters arouras (if an allotment of .seven aroura.s, and in the same village the shares of a

house and an unroofed court, and of the other parcels in the same village the stable in-

herited from mv father, and concerning whatever else I may actpiire from the present, all

that belongs to me, both movables and household furnishings and all that is owing to me

in any way whatsoever.

And the dowrv given is sixty drachmas of .silver, including a robe, and as gifts (Trpoa-

(jiopai.) from her personal belongings a golden carring of two quarters and a golden lunette

of five quarters and a pair of silver armlets of a weight of eight drachmas of uncoined

metal.

Which contract Herodes, also called (drsenouphis, son of Herodes, about twenty-eight

years old with a scar on the forefinger of his left hand, made with his wife Thenchoraphis,

daughter of Orseus, her mother being Tapnebtunis, about thirty years old with a scar in

the middle of her forehead.

Signatory Diodorus, about forty-seven years (jld with a scar in the middle of his fore-

head, and for the other jiarty Pyrro.s, about forty years old, with a .scar on the pointer finger

of his right hand.

The rest in conformity.

Jouni. of Egypt. Arch. .xil. 14
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V.

Col. IV d.

1 (Tvvyp(^a^rj<i^ Tpo<f>lSi,To{<;) dpiy(vpLov) '^(^pvcro^v) la K(ai) Trjv a'77oaTacrLo{v) K{ai)

7rpo7rpdai,{v) kutu to{v) viTdp~)(o{i’TO<i) (rjpbiav) fxepo(v^} OLK{ia<;) KOLvfj{^) K(aC) aBie-

piTo(v) ev TaXt Xeyop^eviov) MeYoXoii @ovr)pLo{v). ecrTi{v) Be rj B€B{op,ev'tj) (f)€{pvr)^

dp'y{vpiov) {Bpa^pLCov} ^ K(al) '7rapd<pe(pva) yfreXiccv ap'y{vpovv) oXKri(<;') a(T(r]p,ov) {Bpa^-

2 p,wv) B, Tov Be 'Oi’V(f0 (f)pio{'i) elaop,olpo{v)
\
opLOiWi ia')(op.ev{ov) ic{al) roK eaop,evoi^ rjpiv

ef dXXj}(Xci)v) T€Kv(oi^) tov 'irpoKi.p.evov {'^p.iaeo';) p,epov<; olKi^as). i)v Troielrai, naTw(f9)

Tlerea'ov^(ov) p,r](Tp6^) ^ov>jpio(<;) (ercov) /u.r o{vX'p) p,rjX{(p) npLcrT{ep(p) ’Va’rrve^-

{rvvi) "D.pov p,Tj{Tp6'i) TaevTo{<;) w? {ejoov) v o(vXt}) Trpy^ei) Be{^i(p). vTroyp{a^ev^)

TlaTdvi('i} o)? (ercov) ^ o(vXi)) rcipa(cp) dpicr(Tep<p). T(d) dX(Xa dKoXovdcos)-

1. rpoc^nbiT^ for rpocpirt^^.

^pvoo'^v) fi>r ^pvtroi^v

p

yj/cXiWV for yj/iXwv.

The corresponding entry on the verso is in Col. Ill, 1. 11 under the date Gennanikeios 26. It read.s :

(nvypacpfi (rpacjilris} IlaTipio(s) Tp()(s) Tan((T€VV )(p(v(T(ov) ca.

Here the name of the second party to the contract affords some difficulty. It certainly is not Tan-rr/i-

rCi/is as it should be to agree with the recto, 1. 2 above, but the writing is so careless that all the letters

between the tt and the final vp are very difficult to make out, and above the it there is a symbol, illegible

for me, indicating the omis.sion of one or more letters.

Translation.

An alimentary contract for money of the value of eleven pieces of gold and the contract

of surrender and preliminary sale, concerning the half share belonging to me of a house

held jointly and undivided in Tali in the so-called Great Thoereum.

And the dowry given is sixty drachmas of silver, and as parapherna an armlet of silver

of a weight of four drachmas of uncoined metal.

And Onnouphris shares equally, holding in like fashion also with the children which we
may have by one another, in the aforesaid half share of a house.

Which contract Patunis, son of Petesouchos, his mother being Soupris, about forty-five

years old with a scar on his left cheek, made with Tapnebtunis, daughter of Horos, her

mother being Taeus, about fifty years old, with a scar on her right forearm.

Signatory Patunis, about sixty years old with a scar on his left wrist.

The rest in conformity.

All of the above five abstracts obviously conform to a single type. They are unilateral

agreements (opoXoyiai) which a husband, or in no. I his parents, make with his wife. It is

true that in no, V the woman concerned is not specifically termed ywr], but that may well

be an error of omission, and the mention of the dowry and of children as possible heirs

warrants the belief that she was such. An analysis of these agreements shows that they
contain the following elements :

(1) A statement of the sum of money concerned in the Alimentary Contract. This is

in silver money to the value of a certain number of gold pieces.

(2) A detailed description of certain pieces of real property affected in the arrange-

ments.
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(3) A general statement (omitted only in no. V) that all present and future possession.s

of the husband are affected.

(4) The value in silver drachmas of the wife’s dowry.

(5) A list of her parapherna in detail. In no. IV in place oH parapheriKt, or the personal

possessions of the bride, we have mentioned profipliorai, or gifts. Tho.se, however, are of

the same character as the parapherna.

(6) The names of the parties to the contracts with their ages and distinguishing

marks, and those of any other signatories.

Contracts of this type find their interpretation through comparison with the Denmllc

Alimentary Contracts of Ptolemaic times. In making this comparison I avail myself of the

analysis of the latter made by G. iMdller^.

The Demotic contracts were drawn up in two documents : the Alimentaiy Contract,

called in Greek <Tvv'ypa<f>^ Tpo<ftlTi‘;, and the Geldsch rift

,

in Greek irpacn^;, which might be

translated Contract of Sale but would more properly be termed a Receipt for Money.

Both of these documents are executed by the man and addressed to the woman concerned.

In the Alimentary Contract the most important clauses are the following;

(1) The man’s receipt to the woman for dehen in silver, her alimentation.

(2) His promise that his children by her will inherit all his present and future

property.

(3) His gift to her of x urtabas of wheat and x dehen in silver as her annual revenue.

(4) The statement of her right of execution against him for all deficits.

(5) The giving of all his present and future property as surety for the revenue men-

tioned above.

The Prasis contains the following essential features

:

(1) The man’s receipt for the x deben of the alimentation assured by all his present

and future possessions in movables and real property.

(2) His guarantee of the woman’s ownership of this sum.

(8) His undertaking to protect her against all claims upon it.

(4) His admission of her right to prosecute him on the basis of the Alimentary Con-

tract given her in regard to the x deben of silver.

To the examples of the Demotic contracts cited by 3Idller we may now add P. Mich.

624, a Demotic-Greek Alimentary Contract of the time of Augustus. Here the Demotic

text conforms very closely to Moller’s type of avv/pa^'p Tpo4>'iTi<;, but the TTpaait, if it were

drawn up at all, must have been a completely .separate document. The alimentary sum is

21 pieces of silver, and the annual revenue promised to the woman is two pieces

of silver with meat and drink-'. Practically the whole of the Greek text is lost, but this

much of the first line can be read: ] 09 'Apprjvarw p-vTpcxi Tap,j]tov(xiou<; 6/j.o\oy(i). ..

Oiaret. riji ywaiKi pov [
]^WT7?o-i ’Oppvio>; p[r]]Tpo<; 'VaireprjovTO'i Alyvmlav avv-

ypa<prjv rpo^LTiSa dpyvpiov. Unfortunately what followed in the second line is missing.

We may in the next place compare the analysis of the contents of the abstracts from

P. Mich. 622 given above with the clauses of the Demotic avvypa^al Tpo(j>LTiSe'; and

TTpaaei^i,

' Zwei dgyptiache Ehecertrage aas cormitiache Zeit, Ahh. Bert. Akad., 1918, no. :3, 27-28 Vertntge uher

^Hose” Ehen.
- For a knowledge of the contents of the Demotic I am indebted to a translation hy Sir Herbert

Thompson.

14—2
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(1) The amount of the alimentary sum is 21 %/3no-a in nos. I and III ; 11 in iius. II,

IV and V. The Demotic contracts P. Cairo nos. 30607, 30608-9, 30616 and Fap. deviot.

Bihl. Nat. 224-5 give 21 deben. P. Mich. 624 has 11 “pieces of silver of the treasuiy of

Ptah.” The coincidence in the suras is striking and it seems that the ;ypuo-d must corre-

spond to the deben in some way. According to Griffith (P. Rylands, lii, 137) the

dehen or teben was equal to five silver staters or 20 drachmas. But the gold drachma

was worth 12^ times the silver coin (Bouche-Leclercq, Histoire des Lagides, ill,

271 ff.), so that if we have here a reference to Ptolemaic gold staters of four drachmas

the sums in question are of considerably greater value than 21 and 11 deben respectively.

However, these sums were not actually transferred by the women into the keeping of their

husbands, and the receipt was given for a fictitious payment^. The object of this fiction

was to fix the sum which the husband was obliged to pay to his wife in case of his divorcing

her, and such sums were doubtless regarded as conventional penalties. Twentv-one and

11 dehen were doubtless the penalties established by custom. At some time or other, and

for reasons which do not appear, the xpnua were in all probability inserted in contracts of

this type as a substitute for the deben.

(2) The detailed list of real property mentioned in the abstracts does not seem to have

a parallel in the Demotic documents. I would venture the suggestion that these properties

were the objects of the Contracts of Cession, the crwypa^aX airoaTauiov mentioned in the

abstracts. Such a cession would be a legal fiction, like the deposit of the sums mentioned
above, and would have for its object the offering of a special guarantee for the payment
of such a sum. In no. I this contract takes the form of an agreement to be(|ueath

certain properties to a son, who is the hu.sband of the woman with whom the contract is

made. These properties would then become sureties for the payment of the alimentary

sum from the death of the husband’s parents.

(3) The general liability of all present and future possessions mentioned in abstracts I,

II, III and IV corresponds to the opening clause of the Demotic Trpatri? where the man
gives a receipt for the alimentary sum against each and all of his present and future pos-

sessions, movable and immovable. It is possible that this clause in the abstracts is taken
from the contract termed the irpoTTpacri^; which may then be regarded as taking the place

of the Demotic Trpdan:. The avnjpa<f)r) diroaTaaiov and the TrpoTrpao-t? together would
then be regarded as two parts of a fictitious sale modelled on the regular Egyptian double
contract for the sale of real property (c/. Meyer, Juristische Papyri, 77). Why the term
7rp6irpaa-i‘; was preferred to the usual Trpacrt? is not clear. It may be owing to the fictitious

nature of the transaction, which might only be made the basis of claims in the future. In
the Demotic contracts of sale, the irpdais regularly preceded the avnypacj)?) diroaTaaiov,
and the reason is not apparent why the cupypa^}] aTrovTaaiov of the abstracts is mentioned
before the ’irpoirpacri'^.

Sections (4), (o), and (6) of the abstracts find no parallels in Demotic documents of the
type cited.

On the other hand, these abstracts lack two important features which are characteristic

of the Demotic alimentary contracts, (a) There is no mention of the annual revenue to

be given by the husband to his wife. (6) There is no direct statement that their children
shall be the heirs of the husband’s property. However, no. V provides that a certain

1 See H. JuxKEH, Papyrus Lonsdorfer i, Sitzh. ^Ylener Akad. 1922, 192 no 2
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Onnouphris shall share eqiialU’ with the children in his prnpertv, and it may be that the

lack of this and the former provision are due to the enforci'd abbreviation of the abstracts.

Finally, the abstracts make some contribution to the character of the Alimentary Con-
tracts in general. The older view was that these corresponded to the Clreek aypa(f>ot yapot

and were marriage contracts establishing a loose form of marriage, Vertnige uher "‘lose"

Ehen to cite Moller’s term. More recently this view has been challenged bv H. Junker in

the study cited above. He has shown (pp. 3f If.) that the so-called Demotic Marriage Con-

tracts are in reality property settlements made between persons already united in marriage

and having this marriage as a prerequisite. He also claims that the Alimentary Contracts

do not indicate a looser form of marriage but are of the same character as the aforesaid

property settlements. Only they are a later stage in the development of sucli contracts

appearing in Ptolemaic times around Memphis and the Fayyfim ipp. 47 ff). The change

consists in the fact that whereas the older contracts contained a proiision for the husband

to pay his wife a penalty in case of his divorcing her, in the later ones he binds himself by

the irpaaKi, which guarantees the wife against all claims in amount of the Active <]ep<isit,

to give her this amount in the event of divorce.

Our abstracts, in my opinion, ciuifirm Junker's theory. They art' ( with the e.xception

of no. I) made between persons already united in marriage. The woman is called yvut'j and

has brought a regular dowry. Her children are presumably the Iieirs to her husband’s pro-

perty. There is nothing whatever to suggest a looser form of werllock. The- abstracts then

may represent a further development in the native Egyptian property settlements accom-

panying marriage, one in which the irpaai^ has been supplanted by the avvypacf))}

a’jToo'Tao'iov and TTpoTTpacri^. They may be taken as typical ot the practice current among

the Egyptian and Greco-Egvptian population in the layyiim in the time ol Claudius.
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AN APPARENT INSTANCE OF PERSPECTIVAL
DRAWING

By N. de GARIS DAVIES

Though the Egyptian artist did not draw in perspective, he may be said to have made

some approaches to it. It is interesting to note how far these went and to what extent he

wa.s aware that there were laws of perspective, that is, that the apparent distortions of

objects which changing points of view, or the different positions of objects in respect to the

observer, entailed were not capricious, but regular, and therefore calculable. For, whether

he chose to use the knowledge in his drawings or not, or employed it timidly and rarel}',

the perception of the fact would be a tribute to his powers of observation and his scientific

impulse to bring observed phenomena under ordered rules.

Though it is obviously the same thing essentially to observe the slight distortions

involved in the observation of an object from a point a little to one side, above, or below,

there is a great practical difference in the acceptance and reproduction of the extreme

alterations caused by an acute angle of vision, or great difl'ereaces of distance and level.

The Egyptian draughtsman, as we know, w'as wmnt to exclude all depth from his pictures,

depicting everything as seen in its normal proportional breadth and height
;
as seen, that

is, at right angles to its chief, or its accepted, plane. The one indisputable instance of

deviation from this rule is the admirably drawn figure of a serving-girl shown in three-

quarter aspect in the tomb of Rekhmire' at Thebes, though in the strictly classical period

of Egyptian art. The novelty here is not that the artist ceases to look directly before him
at the passing scene, but that he looks at an object the plane of which, at the moment of

recorded vision, is set at an angle of some forty-five degrees to his line of sight, instead of

at right angles to it. This is a less serious divagation from rule than wmuld be that of

allowing depth to his field. An instance of the latter kind wmukl be of great interest, as

showing more daring liberty of practice and imaginative range.

My purpose here is solely to call attention to a single picture which has been construed
(naturally, but erroneously, as I think) in this way. On p. 206 of Prof. Schaefer’s
notable work Von Aegyptischer Kimst (edition of 1922), he briefly calls attention to the
picture shown in Tylor’s publication of the tomb of Sebeknekht at El Kab, PL 2, where
the funeral barque, mounted on a wheeled trolly, is being dragged by oxen alono- what
Schaefer interprets as a Knuppeldamni, or corduroy road, made of small logs laid down at
intervals. These are seen in a straight line under the wagon itself, but presently deviate
in an upward curve, implying that the path of the carriage was about to branch off, away
from the spectator, that is, deeper into the field. If this, the natural explanation to
a westerner, were admitted, we should have an Egyptian artist of a comparatively early
date showing the retrocession of a scene, and that when there was no pressing need,
indeed the very opposite.

I confess that I too, though with some misgiving, accepted Schaefer’s admission of a
presentation so unusual as to appear “as if plumped down into an Egyptian picture from
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a world foreign to it.” Neither of us ought to have made this blunder. For the “logs”
are blue, and wood is always shown red or yellow. The other <lay, while enjoying the

hospitality of that splendid veteran, Mr. Somers Clarke, at El Kab, I found myself before

the original, and the true meaning of a very quaint representation at once leapt to the eye.

The passage of the funeral barque is, as usual, being rendered easy, or its road kept pure, by
libations of water and milk*. The man whose duty it is to carry out the former rite is

doing it thoroughly by turning a red jar upside down, so that the water issues fnjiu it, not

in drops or in a zig-zag stream, but in bhie streaks. The fact that they fall from a receptacle

in motion is suggested by the backward slope of the falling jets before they touch the

ground. The blue bars perhaps represent the moistened streak upon the ilust rather than

the falling spurts. The fancy may be far-fetched, but not much more so than the zig-zag

or rippled course which in Egyptian <lrawings is nearly alwa^’s given to water pouring

down, or thrown up, from a jar. The draughtsman, I presume, wished to suggest that the

libation of \vater was much more liberal than that of milk, which is generally shown falling

in drops. With this explanation the picture becomes quite orthodox, though it exceeds the

exceptional childishness which marks this unsophisticated period of Eg^qjtian history.

A pertinent deduction may be drawn as to the ciunparative value of completely satis-

factory and fairly satisfactory publications. That of 'fylor, though forming a high tribute

to his industry (for the tomb is exceptionally difficult to decipher), and to his conscientious-

ness, since he publishes it entirely in colour, has yet failed in the supreme test of affording

to the student everything essential that the original provides. The way cif editing is

narrow, and few there be that find it. It must be confessed that a lacuna in the picture

(not very carefully made good in the plate) has contributed to our discomfiture.

The pouring out of water and milk(?) before the funeral sloil may be seen in the tomb

of Tetaky at Thebes-, and I quote this reference because of the close resemblance of the

two monuments in style and ceiling decoration. One would say that the two were very

near in date, and this similarity may be used in support of the compression of the period

between the Twelfth and the Eighteenth Dynasties, or the placing of the Sebekhotps

somewhat late in the period.

‘ In the original a milk-jar, so faint that it may be an abandoned detail, can be detected in the hand

of the man with the censer, and the position of the hand makes this addition suitable.

- Journal, XI, 17. It will be noticed that the action of the left hand of the leader of the procession in

PI. V there is uncertain, and I note an une.\plained streak .icro.ss his bixly. It may be, therefore, that the

same representation of water by streaks was observed in that tomb also, whether in the final, or only in a

provisional, draft. On the other hand, the liquid cast directly under the sled seems to be falling in a con-

tinuous stream.
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The discs on which the cjirriage of the barcjue moves must bo wheels, despite the omis-

sion of the axle and spokes by the artist, or of the axle only, if the wheel were a solid one.

For we have the wheeled carriage of the barque of King Kamose and the later (?) representa-

tion of another’. It is surprising that the use of wheeled transport should be limited to

funerary use
;
for, if it were an innovation taken over from the Hyksos, its use in ceremonial

was least to be expected. It may be that wheels were considered to afford an escape from

close contact with the ground or with human carriers, and that this was deemed to be in

the interests of ritual purity. But the foreign custom, if such it was, seems to have been

cast out with the foreigners.

' il.vsPERo, Sli'ti;iijle of Iho Xatioiis, SI
;
tViLKiNsox, Popular Arrount, I, 3S4.
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A ZEAOA PAPYRUS AT CORPUS CHRISTI COLLEGE,
CAMBRIDGE

By a. S. hunt

A papyrus from the archives of Zenon has already appeared in this JuurtKil (\ ol. ix,

pp. 81 sqq.); an opportunity of producing another lias been kindly given me by Sir Edwyn

Hoskyns, librarian of Corpus Ghristi College, Cambridge, to which foundation the original

now belongs. It is an outstanding item in a small Greek and Coptic collection (MS. o41)

acquired in Egypt by Sir Edwyn Hoskyns in 1915
;
the rest of the Greek pieces exemplify

for the most part familiar types of the Roman period, though I may note among them a

certificate of a "sealer of sacred calves ’1 (Upofxoaxoa-<})payiari)^), similar, e.g., to P. Gen. 32

and probably issued by the same person, and the beginning of a first-century document

addressed to Alcibiades also called [Sajrapion, an otherwise unrecorded strategus of the

division of Heraclides. The historical importance of the large and still increasing body of

texts associated with Zenon makes desirable the speedy publication even of minor pieces,

which may serve to illustrate or to supplement others jjreserved elsewhere. That more

exists of the present papyrus, the source of which is evident and might have been inferred

with security even in the absence of Zenon’s name, is probable enough.

The fragment, which measures 17'9 x 13'6 cm., is the upper part of the core of a roll,

being complete at the top and to the right, but broken at the foot and along the left side.

It is rather thin in texture, and about half-way down a narrow decayed belt runs across it,

where perhaps the roll was bent or folded over. Three columns are represented, ot which the

first is mostly broken away, the second lacks the lower portion, and the third, a short final

column, alone is intact. They formed part of a list ot arrears ot taxes, the sums due from

various individuals being classified under («) the particular tax, {b) the year for which they

W'ere due, and (c) the place at which the debtors resided
;
aiming them, be it noted, appears

Zenon himself, who is debited with the considerable sum of 169 drachmae 4 obols. There

were two years concerned, one the 16th, the other, since a note at the end respecting

collection of the arrears is dated in the month Choiak of the LSth year, being no doubt the

intervening I7th. These years most probably refer to the reign of the third, not the

second, Ptolemy. P.S I. 552, dated in the I7th year, was assigned by Vitelli to the reign of

Philadelphus on the ground that the eighth year of Euergetes was the latest date attested

for the Zenon papyri. Mr. Bell, however, kindly informs me that that argument no longer

holds good, since recent acquisitions iiicliule a document of the 10th and another of the

13th year, the latter being a letter addressed to Achoapis, no doubt the writer of the note

at the end of Col. iii below. On the existing evidence it is easier to extend Zenun’s career

to 229 B.c. than to credit him with a large property in the Fayyum so early as 270-69 B.C.

The paucity of documents from this later period of his life nevertheless remains a curious

fact which awaits explanation. The two imposts named are the e/cry irapa^elaav (probably),

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xil.
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or tax of i levied on the produce of gardens, which with the similar tax on vineyards was

otherwise known as dirofioipa, and the rarer rpirv TrepiaTepmvav, or tax of J on pigeon-

houses.
, • j . j n

I proceed to give the text of the papyrus, which is written in a practised hand, welJ-

formed for the most part though tending here and there to become more cursive, notably

in the short letter already referred to which was appended to the list and is a mere

scribble ;
the hand of this is not, however, to be distinguished from that of the rest of the

fragment. A translation and a few brief notes on minor points follow the transcription.

Col. i.

? 'OvvtT^&v KotTi; •

. .

.
JcTTpaTo? la.

. . . .]a?'

Jxo? ^ (rpiM^.).

]•

1
Kal too] tr (erot/f),

r’ TrapaS^eLaojv

]

]

]

]

]

]

]

]

h
]

]a (Terpm^.)

Col. ii.

irepiaTepiiovcov y •

<I>tXaS6X(^6ta? •

''AvBpcov

NiKoXao? (eKarovrdpovpo'i) e.

'HpaKXetav

A7;/xryTpto? r.

KapaviSoi;'

©ed8oT09 K,

Nf«:dp.a%09 IT),

te.

joa.

Kal ToO ir (Itoli?),

‘I>iXa8eX(^eta? •

'AvTrjvwp (eKaTOVTapovpo^) t/3,

’ETeap;:^o? l

’Apaivorj^' M.eveaOev'i ly (SvojB.),

'Ryijpaiv (d/SoXo?) (jj/xiw/S.).

'Hpa«-Xeia?, ir (erov^)'

Arip,rirpio^ Tj.

[Tepajv N?7croLi'

iv rjp,iv

Z^V(OV TOV ir (6TOV9)

p^6 {rerpm^.).

’A^j^oaTTtv nToX€p.aiwt

Col. iii.

5 )(aipeiv. Ka(ja)\o{^yi^ov ?)

Trpd^a? Tou? 7rpo-

yeypap.p.evov'i

TO if avTol<; 6<f)L\'qpa.

{eTov<;) IT] ^ola'^ kt).

Cols, ii.-iii.
“ The 3rd on pigeon-houses : At Philadelphia, Andron 7 drachmae, Nicolaus,

holder of 100 arurae, -5 dr. At Heraclia, Demetrius 6 dr. At Karanis, Theodotus 20 dr.,

Nicomachus 18 dr., Hephaestion 1-5 dr. Total 71. And for the 16th year: at Phila-

delphia, Antenor, holder of 100 arurae, 12 dr., Etearchus 10 dr. At Arsinoe, Menestheus

13 dr. 2 obols. Hegemon IJ ob. At Heraclia, for the 16th year, Demetrius 8 dr. At
Hiera Nesus...In our province, Zeno, for the 16th year, 169 dr. 4 ob.”

“Achoapis to Ptolemaeus, greeting. Make account, after collecting from the persons

aforesaid the sums owing from them. 18th year, Choiak 28.”
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i. 1. ’OvviT\a)v is somewhat speculative, since that part of tin; name seems to he

unattestecl before the Roman period, KoiTaf simply being the usual Ptolemaic appel-

lation (P. Petrie iii 11
'7 (k), P.S.I. 395. 4).

3. ]a? (or ]&)?) is no doubt the termination of another village-name
;
Tarejwv would

be .suitable in this context.

5-6. A total perhaps occurred here; cf. ii. 11-12.

ii. 1. This tax is mentioned also in P. Petrie iii 119 recto, Tebt. 84. 9, 571, Wilckeii

Ost. ii, 1228, B.G.U. 1377.

9. The first half of the name is very doubtfully read.

15. Etearchus occurs repeatedly in the Zenon papyri,

iii. 1. €v Tjfuv = in our department, dues for which we are responsible. For this idiomatic

use of ip, which recurs in 1. 8 below’, cf. P. Tebt. 5. 227, note.

4-5. Besides being very cursively written the first words of these two lines are

smudged, but the reading is not really in doubt. ica{Ta)\o(yl^ov) seems preferable to

Ka{ra) \6{yov), which would leave the sentence without a main verb.

15—

v
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A PAPYRUS DEALING WITH LITURGIES

By henry B. A"an HOESEN and ALLAN CHESTER JOHNSON

AATth Plate XX.

This papyrus (numbered AAI 8938 in the Princeton University collection) is of unknown

origin. The fragment measures T'G x 8-3 cm. and contains ten lines, PI. XX. On the right

the original margin is preserved. Four letters supplied at the beginning of line 8 seetn to

connect it with line 7 and to indicate the original length of the line as about 38 letters.

The document lacks both beginning and end, but from the content of the extant portion it

seems to have been an edict or an official letter dealing with the assignment of liturgies.

The chief importance of the document lies in the fact that it contains a clear reference to

the album decurionum in Egyptian towns. Hitherto direct evidence for the album has been

found only in Latin inscriptions of the Western Empire and in the Digest of Justinian. In

Egypt and in the eastern provinces no reference to the album is known from municipal

records', although it is apparent that such lists must have been prepared for official

purposes and the lack of preservation or reference is purely accidental. Furthermore the

document is significant for the classification of public duties as ^ovXevTiKoX XeiTovpjLai

and BrjiMoriKal vTrrjpeaiai.

AAffiile the fragment is undated, the character of the script seems to place it early in

the third century, and the reference to municipal senators shows that it does not antedate

the introduction of the municipal organization by Septimius Severus in A.D. 202. It may,

in fact, be a copy of the regulations devised for the assignment of the liturgies in the

period of transition from the old to the new system.

AAJien the municipal system was introduced into Egypt the senators would presumably

be drawn from all living ex-magistrates (cf. Dig. 50. 3. 1). Their number, however, would

not be sufficient to bring the list of senators to a hundred, which was the normal member-

ship in the cities of the western provinces. In somm cases a smaller number may Lc found.

At Thamugadi the album contained the names of twelve patrons and fifty-nine senators

(Dessau, Ins. Lat. Sel. 6122). The charter of Tymandus provided for a senate of fifty, but

the hope was expressed that the membership would be increased (Bruns, Fontes iuris

Romani, 34). As a general rule the imperial government preferred to have a strong senate

in the municipalities, since this body' was responsible for the collection of the imperial

taxes, and the larger the senate the more secure was the treasury. It is probable, therefore,

that when the municipal senates were constituted in Egy'pt, the names of living ex-

magistrates were supplemented by a list of wealthy and influential citizens in each metro-

polis, and from this supplementary list the quota of the senate was filled by the official in

charge of its inauguration.

Unfortunately both the restoration and interpretation of the new document are pro-

blematical. Traces of words ending in -Kgv, or -ra, or -ivoi at the beginnings of the lines

obviously offer a wide range of conjecture in restoration. The following is offered as a

1 Cf. Procopius, Anecdota, 29. IT, 19, 21 for a reference to the rdhum decurionum at Ascalon.
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tentative solution. The document seems to deal with the liabilitj’ to liturgies of men of

senatorial fortune whose names have not yet been included in the alhinn. If we are correct

in assuming that the document dates about A.D. 202, the period of transition between the

old and the new system must have given rise to considerable confusion in the assignment

of various public liturgies and magistracies. Apparently certain names had been pnjposed

for the senate and the list had been forwarded to the official (the epistrategus i) responsible

for the selection of candidates, but the final choice of names for the album seems for some

reason to have been delayed. Some of the citizens, whose names were pre.sumably on this

tentative list, had been appointed to liturgies of a humbler character (8»;yuoT«'cai uTijpealaL),

and had apparently pleaded that citizens of senatorial wealth and rank were excused from

such tasks. These men not only claimed immunity from the demotic rnunera on the ground

that their rank excused them, but they also tried, apparently, to avoid senatorial liturgies

for the reason that their names were not yet on the album. The latter plea is in accord

with the principle laid down by Paulus {Dicj. 50. 2. 7. 2): Is, qui non sit decurio, duumvi-

ratu vel aliis honoribus fungi non potest, quia decurionum honoribus plebeii fungi pro-

hibentur.

In addition to the reference to the album decurionum this document also describes two

classes of public service as jSovXevTLical Xecrovpylat and hr)p,oriical virrjpeaiai. In the Greek

provinces of the Roman Empire and in Egypt public duties are recorded as xp«a(, eiri-

fieXetai, ipyaalai (am epyacr'iai), vTrrjpecrlai, or XeiTovpyiai. The last is the term usually

applied to public rnunera, and it was even used with reference to magistracies

especially in later times when the latter became extremely burdensome and citizens

sought to avoid them (Prelsigke, Beamtenwesen, 14, but cf. Oertel, Die Lituryie, 6 f.).

Possibly when the municipal organization was introduced into Egypt, official documents

distinguished between XeiTovpyiai and vTrypeaiai, but ultimately the former was accepted

by general usage to describe both forms of service. It is probable therefore that the term

Sr]p,oTi,Kr) vTrypeaia found in this document is equivalent to BijfioTiKt] Xetroupyia which we

find in pap
3Ti of the Byzantine age.

Liturgies appear to have been classified and assigned according to four different prin-

ciples, (1) the nature of the service, (2) the place of performance, (3) the wealth of the

incumbent, and (4) his social status in the community.

In the Code and Digest of Justinian liturgies are classified as rnunera personalia

(which included the rnunera sordida) and rnunera patrimonwrum [Ihy. 50. 4. 18). The

former were those which required a certain amount of personal supervision (or labour) but

did not involve the incumbent in any pecuniary outlay. The latter included all those

duties which required the holder to contribute from his personal fortune either by direct

expenditure of money or by furnishing supplies such as the provision of transport for the

public post or by billeting soldiers or officials in his household. The rnunera patrimoniorum

were necessarily limited to owners of property, but the rnunera personalia could be assigned

to all classes in the community.

In the edict of Tiberius Julius Alexander dated a.d. 68 (Dittenberger, O.G.I.S. 669)

it is provided that citizens of Alexandria should be exempt from ^(opucal XetTovpyiai.

These liturgies probably refer to various public duties in the administration of the nomes

and villages. Jouguet contrasts these with the iroXiriKai Xeirovpyiai (cf P. Fior. 382*

* WiLCKEX {Omndzuge, 344) observes that the woKitikoi \(iTovpyUu mentioned in this papyrus seem to

be contrasted with the munera patrimuniorurii. Cf. also P.S.l. i71.
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dated a.d. 216) which were liturgies peculiar to the municipal organization of the Greek

cities and of the capitals of the noines after 202 (JouGUET, La vie municipale dans I’Egypte

romaine, 98). This classification of liturgies is due to the peculiar organization of Egypt as

a part of the Roman Empire and is not found elsewhere.

In Egyptian records citizens are frequently classified according to their wealth as evTropol

and diropoi with reference to their ability to perform certain liturgies (WiLCKEN, Gr.

Ostraka, 1, 506 ff.; Grundzuge, 342 ff; Oertel, Die Liturgie, s.v. Tropot;; cf. P. Giss. 59).

The requisite income for a certain liturgy might vary in different periods and in different

towns. From P. Oxg. 1405 we learn that a form of the Athenian antidosis was adopted in

whereby those named for liturgies whose duties w'ere beyond their income might
offer to surrender their property to their nominator in lieu of performing the liturgy

{cf. the commentary of Grenfell and Hunt ad loc.).

Finally the new document is of importance in classifying public service according to

the social status of the incumbent. A parallel for this practice is found in the Digest of

Justinian (50. 4. 3, 15): Praeses provinciae provideat munera et honores in civitatibus

aequaliter per vices secundum aetates et dignitates, ut gradus munerum honorumque qui

antiqiiitus statuti sunt, iniungi, ne sine discrimine et frequenter isdem oppressis simul viris

et viribus res publicae destituantur. Likewise in God. J. 10. 48. 1 and 2 it is stated that
men who have attained certain official rank should be excused from humbler liturgies.

This fragment of papyrus shows that in Egypt a line was drawn betw^een senators and
non-senators in the assignment of liturgies. A similar distinction is fouml in Xanthus, a
Lycian city, where there is a reference to ^ovXevriicai and SggoTiKa'i dpxai (Cagnat,
LG.R.R. 3, 623). Since the line between magistracies and liturgies in the Greek cities is

difficult to determine, it is quite possible that the term opyat is used for XeLTovpyiai in the
Ljcian inscription and that the distinction of liturgies as senatorial and non-senatorial is

universal. The ByporiKal Xurovpyiat are recorded in P.S.I. 86, 11 (a.d. 367-375) and in
P. Lips. 65, 12 (a.d. 390). In P. Oxg. 1101, 24 (a.d. 367) a distinction is drawm between a
citizen of humbler means mpoTiKrj<; rvxris) and a senator (/SovXeuT?)?). A reference to
h-npoTiKy and ^ovXevTiKg Xeirovpyia may be found (restored) in P.S.L. 771 (ad. 322)-
Trape^opai o-o[t ^e^alav Sia ttuptos J-tto irdag koX KaOapdv dird Trda-gi
Snpori>c]r,<; Kal TToXeiTi/cfiv Kal 0ovXevTiK[fjs Xeirovpyia^ ktX.']. Here the reference is to an
estate which is transferred with immunity from all civic and curial obligations. The ex-
pression /SovXevTiKdv <t>p6vri<Tpa and another restoration of DovXevriKij Xeirovpyia are
found m P. A/. 684, a citation of an edict, which, it may be noted in passing, also illustrates
the assignment ot senatorial liturgies by the local senate in the fourth or fifth century
{...irpoardrrei pijBiva ^ovXevriKdv 4,p6vriapa vrreiaeX[9eiv] dvev 6v[o]paaia^ tu? ^ov-
Xgs...). Other evidence for the rank of the incumbents of the various Egyptian liturgies
may be found ^ Oertel, Die Liturgie (see the sub-.section Soziale Qualifikaiion under
each office, pp. 320 fi.). It is probable that there were certain humbler duties {munera
sordida, acopariKai Xeirovpyiai, not neces.sarily limited to the “ Fronarbeiten ” which were
performed by the native Egyptians) to which law or custom prescribed that citizens of
senatorial rank or wealth should not be assigned.
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Text.

Jtto.o

[ ^ovXevTL^KT^v a^iav el /iij Trporepov

[evreTayfievoi ip rw] /9oi'X[e]uTt/cft) \evKwpari

[/tat Ta iirt.Td'yixa]Ta{l) vrepiypucfieiv reap Xeirovp-

[7iwi' 7rapap6peo‘;{'?) i]7n')(^eipov(Tip t5) ireipdadai ;

{aTroKpoveerQaii}) rd? S]i?/toTt/fa? v'mr)pe<jla% hid to

[ej^etp 7rd]/3[o!;9 /SouJXeoTt/toi’?, rd^ he ^ovXevTi-

[/td? Xjetroi/pyia? (iTroKpopeqOai tS pp ipTerd-

[T^^at ep Tfu] T[t3]i/ ^ovXevrwp XevKcop^Ti. (ppop-

l^Tiaop OTTOJ? ol TeXov^pepoi ra? direpyacrlai; icard top io

[l/d/AOt/...]

Translation.

those possessing senatorial rating (?) if not already enrolled in the senatorial

album, and are illegally (?) trying to avoid the imposition of liturgies by attempting to

evade (?) plebeian service because they possess senatorial means, and to evade the senatorial

liturgies on the ground that they have not been enrolled in the album of senators. See to

it that those performing their duties according to law

Notes.

I. 2. d^iav (
= rank, fortune) : cf. F. F<xy. 12-5, 11 (pei^ovos d^las yevicrdai), Preisigke, Worterbuck der

griechischen Papyrusv.rkunden, s.v. Cf. /SorXfi/riKi) rvxri, P. Loud. 1015, 1.

3. ^ouKevTiKa XevKcopan : the album iudicum i.s recorded in B.G.U. 288, 4, and the use nf the nlbum

for laws and edicts is found in a Ptolemaic document iP. Hib. 29, 9'. Cf. Paulv-Wis.sow.v, R.E., s.v.

album.

4. i-rviTaypaTa : this restoration gives an awkward word-order, but it seems to suit the general sense of

the document. {Cf. Pheisigke, op. cii. s.v.) mpLypdifxiv {
= circumscribe, avoid; : cf. P. O.iy. 1876, .5 (did

Ttjs t\)vyrjs TT. TO XP^OS...), P. Qrenf. II, 82 (t? yf fiovbfa-dt fx^P"’' pfydbrjv ntpiypaij/ai!, P.S.I. 92, 16. The

noun nepiypaipTj is used in a similar sense, e.speciallv in the Byziintine period icf /’..S'./. 4.)2, 13'.

5. rm TveipdirOai is an awkward repetition of imxfipovmv, but the reading is ccrbiin.

6. drjporiKijs vTTTjpeirias : see Introduction.

8. dwoKpofea-dai (evade), though not found elsewhere in pajiyri in thi.s .sense, is intelligible.

10. dnepyaa-ias is here .synonymou.s with vTrrjpea-ias, cf. PreI.sIGKE, op. cit. s.v.

II. The document probably provided for the immunity of those who had complied with the law in

performing their assigned duties. Cf P. Oxy. 62. t-ovs vnrip(TnvvTas...dbiTnvpyliTnvs civai....
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NOTES AND NEWS

To judge from what news has up to the present come to hand from Abydos, our

expedition there is having a most successful season. The party now consists of Messrs. Frank-

fort, Felton and Baly, for Dr. Hall, who very kindly undertook to spend some weeks there

at the beginning of the season in order that the party might have the benefit of his know-

ledge and experience of the site and the methods of the Society, is already back in England.

In the cemeteries some interesting tombs of the Twelfth Dynasty have been dug, and

among the best finds are a large stele of the reign of Sesostris III with a long religious or

funerary text, and a fine painted limestone statuette of the same date, together with other

valuable stelae. Another group of tombs to the south of these last proves to belong to the

Earlier Intermediate Period, Seventh to Tenth Dynasties, and has yielded button-seals,

beads and amulets of the type generally associated with this period.

The main work of the season, namely the clearing up of the problems connected with

the Osiroion, has only just begun. Preliminary trenches and investigations have however
established one important fact, namely that the whole building was planned and begun
by Seti I, probably as his cenotaph. This is shown by the fact that granite clamps used

for binding the limestone blocks in the interior of the main walls of the Great Hall are

inscribed with his cartouche. This is in itself a discovery of considerable importance. The
massiveness of the structure which by some has been taken to indicate a Middle Kingdom
or even Old Kingdom date is, as others of us have believed from the first, simply explained

by the fact that it had to support the weight of about thirty feet of superincumbent sand.

Mr. Felton is already at work in the temple of Seti making the complete photographic
record of the building which is one of the principal aims of our work on the site.

The installation of pumping machinery needed to drain the water from the rectangular
“ canal ” in the Great Hall is now complete. Many of the huge blocks which still en-

cumbered this portion of the building have been removed and all is ready for the clearance

of the “ canal ” which will, we hope, produce decisive evidence as to the nature of the
building. Since, however, the Great Hall is now known to be Seti’s work, and since further

the innermost chamber, discovered in 1913-14, is inscribed with texts of a funerary nature
in the name of the same king {Journal, i, 164), there can hardly be much doubt \hat the
building is a cenotaph begun by Seti I and finished by Merenptah, whose inscriptions

cover the walls of the sloping passage laid bare in 1911.

It seems at present highly probable that we shall be able to hold our usual annual
exhibition of objects found in the excavations. Time and place are not yet fixed, but
the month will probably be July and we hope once again to be allowed the use of the
rooms of the Society of Antiquaries.
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The usual series of Winter Lectures has been given this year at Burlington House.

The following is the complete list

:

October 13th, 1925. Egyptian Literature, by A. M. Blackman, D.Litt.

November I7th, 1925. Applied Science in Ancient Egypt, by Colonel H. G. Lyons,

F.R.S. (Postponed from last session.)

January 26th, 1926. Alexandria and Constantinople: The Struggle between Emperor

and Patriarch, by Norman H. Baynes.

Februar}’ 16th, 1926. Early Arabian Tribes, by Sidney Smith, M.A.

March 16th, 1926. Scarabs, by H. R. Hall, D.Litt.

Colonel Lyons introduced a novelty into his lecture by showing specimens of Egyptian

water-clocks and time measurers. We hope to print Mr. Baynes’ lecture in extenso in our

next number.

Plate XI in Volume XI of this Journal, a map accompanying 3Ir. Murray’s article on

Roman Roads and Stations in the Eastern Desert, was intended to be a folder but was

unfortunately printed on an unfolded sheet. Its edges thus come uncmnfortably close to

the margins of the page, and the unsightliness of this will be intensified by the trimming of

the binder. We therefore advise readers to instruct their binders to mount this plate on a

rather deep guard and to fold it.

The fourth volume of the Theban Tombs Series will be ivady in a few weeks' time,

and is of special interest in view of the recent discoveries at Luxor. The subject is th<.‘

well-known tomb of 3uy, the viceroy of Nubia in the reign of TutAnkhamun. Many of

the scenes are published for the first time, and Mrs. Davies’s copies display a degree

of accuracy not found in the previous publication.s. There will be five magnificent plates

in coloured collotype, and thirty-five more plates in line and collotype. The explanatorv

text, which will discuss the personality and career of 5uy, and considerably amplifies our

knowledge of conditions under Tut^ankhamCin, is by Dr. Alan Gardiner. The book will

cost fifty shillings to the general public, but is offered to members of the Egypt Exph^ration

Society for thirti^-three shillings. A special offer is now also made ti.) membcM’s for the

four memoirs of the series hitherto published
;
these can now be obtained for the inclusive

price of five guineas. Orders should be sent to the Secretary of the Society, at 13 Tavistock

Square, W.C. 1.

The Society’s library at 13 Tavistock Square is being increa.singly used, and becoming

more fully appreciated. We have to thank various donors of books for their help in this

particular branch of our activities. There are, however, still many regrettable gaps in our

collection, while at the same time we havm some volumes in duplicate. Perhap.s members
who have Egyptological books for which they have no further use would be willing to

present these to the library for the benefit of other members. Those who po.«sess duplicates

might be glad to effect an exchange. Our secretary is always pleased to hear from such

members, and will send the rules for borrowing books and the list of available duplicates

on request.

The offer by Mr. Rockefeller of £2,000,000 to the Egyptian Government for the endow-
ment of a museum adequate to exhibit the antiquities of the country is an event as

important as it is amazing in the history of archaeology. We do not yet know exactly

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xil. ](;
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what is envisaged by the donor, but it is quite clear that the gift will act as an immense

stimulus to Egyptological research. Its first effect will doubtless be to relieve the con-

gestion existing in the Cairo Museum. There is already a serious lack of space—the finds

from the tomb of Tut^ankhamun alone will require many rooms for their proper storing

and exhibition—and the shortage is perpetually accentuated by the fact that structural

troubles constantly necessitate some portion of the building being under repair and so out

of commission. The main moral of the gift, however, is the immense educational value

which is clearly attached by a far-sighted American to Egyptian antiquities, not only for

Egj'pt herself but for the world in general.

The first two fascicules of the Revue de I’Egypte ancienne, the organ of the new Societe

fran(,‘aise d egyptologie, have lately appeared. They contain 132 pages of text and 5 plates,

of which the first is a fine coloured half-tone of the beautiful Eighteenth Dynasty royal

head in glass paste in the Louvre. Each volume is to consist of four fascicules, and the

price of subscription is 150 francs for France and l7o for foreign countries in the Postal

Union.
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T/te R}dnd Mathematical Papyrus: Introduction, Transcription, Translation and Commentary. By 'J'. Erk;

Beet. Liverpool, the University Press, and London, f(odder and Stoughton, 19:23. Price li3/-.

The technical "writings (“scientific” is hardly the term) which have come down to us from Ancient

Egypt deal mostly with the two subjects medicine and mathematics
;
and the most representative

document of the latter class is the Ehind Mathematical Papyru.s. It is in an excellent state of preservation,

IS about 17 feet long, and contains, in addition to a long .senes of tables, nearly 90 problems and exercises

covering a large part of the arithmetical knowledge and practice of the Middle Kingdom. It is thus of very

great importance not only in Egyptian studies but for the general hi.story of early mathematics. Xearly

the whole of it was purchased at Thebes in 1858 by A. Henry Rhind, an English traveller and writer on

Egypt, and after his death was acquired by the British Museum
;
some fragments, apparently broken off

by natives when dividing the roll into pieces, were bought by another traveller, Edwin Smith, and, with

other objects from his collection, passed in 1907 into the pos.session of the Historical Society of Xew York.

Shortly after their acquisition of the main papyrus the Trustees of the British Museum had lithographic

plates prepared for a facsimile reproduction
;

in the publication, however, they were anticijiated by

August Eisenlohr, who in 1877 brought out facsimile plates accompanying a treatise, Em Matin:matischcs

Handhuch der alien Aegypter, which until now has remained the only comprehensive treatment of the

document. Not until 1898 did the British Mu.seum facsimile appear, by no means an improvement on it.s

predecessorb Eisenlohrs book, now nearly 50 years old, i.s both antiquated and unsatisfactory in treat-

ment : not only does it contain a quantity of wrong readings, translations and interpretations, and omits

the fragments in America, but also the explanations of the exercises are often complicated and iibstriise to

a degree "W’hich is wholly unnecessary in dealing with a mathematical system so simple in its principles

as the Egyptian one. For many years a new edition of the papyrus has been badly needed
;
this want is

now ably supplied by Professor Feet’s work.

The volume opens with useful sections dealing with previous work on the piqiynis, the date of the

latter, and its contents. These are followed by others of a more general nature, which make the book

an excellent siu-vey of Egyptian mathematics as a whole, rather than merely the edition of a single

document. That on the general character of Egyptian mathematics is the most important
;

it takes us

into that strange world in which there is (on paper, at least) no such thing as j-ij, for which - the only

equivalent symbol is J --L ;
in which it is possible to multiiily directly only by 2, 10, and .1 ; where

multiplication and division are performed by exactly the same ojieration ; and where, in spite of these

limitations, complex calculations are performed often with surpri.siiig case and accuracy. With regard to

the fractional quantities, Feet makes out a good case for the conception among the Egyptians (often denied

by modern writers) of fractions other than ’j in which the numerator i.- more than 1, although the

notation did not admit the expression of the.se in writing ;
and he maintains that the method employed to

add fractions in special cases was identical in principle with our u.se of a common denominator. The

section “ Method of setting out the sums ” contains a useful treatment of the technical terms and phra.ses

used in the formulation, solution and jiroof of the problems. In the “Compari.son of Egyptian mathe-

matics with Babylonian” the interesting fact is pointed out that the Siiraerian.s possessed a system of

notation by position analogous to our owm, a great advance over the Egyptian notation. The la.st of these

introductory sections gives a useful account of "W'hat little the Greek.s have to say on Egyptian

mathematics.

The translation and commentary, in which the rendering of each section is .iccompanied by a discu.ssion

of its nature, the arithmetical methods employed, special words, scribal errors, and so on, are put in such a

1 While Eisenlohr’s plates respect the divisions of the text, one might think that a blind man had been

entrusted with the division of the British Museum plates. The latter publication was faithfully dealt with by

Griffith in OrientalisUsche Literaturzeitung ,
ii, 116-7.

^ Such a symbol would doubtless seem to the Egyptians to be a mere evasion !

16—2
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way as to be as clear as possible not only to non-mathematical readers like the present reviewer, but also

to those who know no Egyptian. In the course of this part, howev^er, the author brings out many interest-

ing philological points, of which the most important, resulting from a new reading, is the taking the word

for “how much ?’ (icr), previously unknown before Late Egyptian, back to the Middle Kingdom. At the

end are 24 plates containing the complete hieroglyphic transcription of the original hieratic, with notes

in which, among other thing.s, the errors of the British Museum facsimile are pointed out
;
also a plate

giving in facsimile the Xew York fragments, which bridge.s the gulf previously existing between the two

portions of the papyrus.

The author is to be congi-atulated on a very able piece of work
;

it may be added that the volume is a

handsome small folio, of unusually tasteful appearance inside and out, and does credit to its jirinters and

publishers.

The rest of this review is concerned with a number of points in the volume which invite criticism or

remark of a more or less technical character.

Page 4. “ Table of resolution of fractions with numerator 2 ” is not a very happy description of

Pis. A-D. These tables are concerned with the division of 2 by odd numbers—a somewhat different thing.

P. 5. Xos. .56-9 do not all deal with “batter of pyramid” ; 57 and 59b deal with its height.

Pp. C-7. Eisenlohr speaks (op. cit., 1) of a “leather roll of mathematical content” in the British

Museum, It would be good to know definitely whether this document exist.s or not.

P. 7. I venture to include here, as not irrelevant to the matter in hand, two remarks on the Cairo writing

tablets as disous.sed by Peet in “Arithmetic in the Middle Kingdom,” Journal, ix, 91 foil. :—(a) the work-

ings-out of the fractious I and y’j, of the gallon on these tablets contain, as by-products, also the fractions

I' s 1 L A' while jij can be obtained by halving 1 ;
since 4, require no working-out, the posse.ssor

of these calculations has at his disposal all the fractions from S to except
-J
and yiy

;
and these were

possibly obtained as § of } and -,-L respectively. Thu.s the series of fractions chosen for calculation, namely,

L L TO! Til ^Ti is perhaps not merely fortuitous, (by ibid., 93, footnote 2, and 94; the correct amount,

1 1 is given in three out of the four reckonings of 1 gallon
;
in the fourth the fractions are illegible.

P. 10, The Egyptians’ mathematics was certainly extremely practical, materialistic like themselves,

but I cannot agree that “everything is expressed in concrete terms,” in view of the terms “quantity,”
f ^

hiyl, “ superficies,” VTitten with (cf. remarks to p. 61).

P. 12. Hhi hnt, literally “to break-off from among,” the expression for “to subtract from” (nos. 43,50,

54, 55, 64), hints at an idea of subtraction different from our own. I take it that if we form a mental
image of say the subtraction of 3 from 9, we imagine the removal of the last three units composing nine

(F F rJ;, the first six (F I- F F F F) being left intact. But the Egyptian phrase .seems to indicate that

any three units “ from among” 9 could be taken away.

The writing
^

for hbl in nos. 43, 50 is noteworthy'.

P. 13. It is perhaps overstating it to say that division was accomplished by reversing the process of
multiplication. In multiplying 7 by 5 and in dividing 35 by 7, the working on payier is the same namely

\1 7

2 14

\4 28

In the multiplication the re.sult is obtained by adding the products of those multipliers which make up 5,

in the division it is obtained by adding the multipliers of those products which make up 35
Pp. 13-14. Wlh tp may mean “ add ca.ses (or instances) ”

; e.g., udh tp m (r) spxo d= “ add instances
with 4 to - 3 times =4-t-4-(-4=12. In a calculation

1 4

2 8

4 16

to one “ case ” of 4 is added 2 “ cases ” of it, then 4 “ cases ” of it
;
and by a slight extension wih tp can be

used of adding 5 or I of a “case.”
'

P. 14. A;.5 d hat B. P.’s explanations of this interesting phrase are not very satisfactory, and there is

another which he has overlooked. Ms 2 hnt o must mean literally, as P. says, “summon 2 out of 5 ” and
in this connection it should be pointed out that an expression 2 hnt 5 (without nU), with meaning

’

2- 5,
1 From my collation of the originals. ,
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or -r, or any other meaning, does not oerur
;
hut J is then an adverlnal clause dependent on /ui J. Other-

wise it might be possible to translate “formulate (2 out of o),” although this would break down when the

numbers are reversed, for “5 out of 2” means nothing, as P. implies. Now the answer to “summon (or,

call forth) 2 out of 5 ” is
1,

jh, or as w'C say, ? ;
and this i.s arrived at by the following ealcul.ition

1 b

4
3t

Vi IS

\N i

Here, by multiplying 5 by various fractions, we have “called forth” 2 (in the two jiarts IfJ and 1) out of

it
;
and what has “called forth” this 2 out of it are the two fractions jh, which form the re-sponse to

the command “call forth 2 out of 5.” To call forth ."> out of 2 we proceed in the .same fashion :

1 2

\2 4

\I 1

as a svmbol of Atilrn.”

Out of 2 we have evoked b (in the two parts 4 and 1 ; and thi.s by means of the multipliers 2 and .1, which

latter constitute the answer. The phrase nU A hut B thus refers to the actual arithmetical process with

pen and piaper.

Nli in nos. 44 and 56 seems to mean “call forth” or “formulate” the content from given data. XUh-,

“reckoner,” in no. 67 might have been mentioned in this connection 'ff. also Lnui-r,' {'. 1(;7
; I'l'trnijrad

Pap. 1116.V, recto, 147).

For the subjectle.ss hpr m in Berlin Pap. 6619, compare Crkunden, v, 30. 17 :
“ There resulted (literally.

Resulted in) the gods in the pre.sonoe of Ee^”; and De.ilcinal Meniphitischer Theohnjif, line .'3.

“ (It) resulted in the heart I

“ (It) resulted in the tongue j

P. 15. The word for “ two-third.s ” is shown by evidence at Saqq.ira, shortly to be publi.shed, to be not

r 2, “tw’o ijartij,” but rid, “the two parts."

Pp. 17-18. The description of the Egyptian equivalent of the addition of fractions by common
denominator might have been put more simply. In most cases (nos. 21-3, 32, 34, 36-8, 76) the I'eckoner

simply divided the denominator of each fraction into the highest denominator (assigning 1 to the latter;,

quite regardless whether this was a “common denominator’" in our sense or not
;

if one of the fraction.s to

be added was he treated this as its reciprocal, U. E.g., in adding a series of fractions
id,;. Uo>

he would perform this pirocess by putting under these fractions the nuntbers 7.1, 2, II, 1, respectively;

total 12, which is ^ of 120; answer, therefore, J„. There is no need to believe that he consciously

calculated the number of ^-igths contained in each fraction, as P. considers
;

it is more likely that he

treated them for the time being as whole numliers (</. note below to pp. 3h foil.). But in the .U-in or

“completion” reckonings (nos. 7-20) special rules seem to apply
;
when .1 and | are added to the fraction

taken, the “addition-number,” a.s one might call it, is 28; when r and ^ are added, the “addition-

number” is 18 {cf. remarks below to pp. 53 folk). Thi.s dispo.ses of all the ca.ses except nos. 31 and 33, in

which for some ohscure reason the addition number is l.I times the number of the highest fraction, being

42 in both cases.

P. 20. That the Egyptian reckoner used tables for the purpose of taking two-thirds of a number seems

to me quite doubtful. In the first place, no such tables ai'C known liefore Byzantine times
;
we might well

have expected one in Rhind, if it were necessary. Secondly, it was perfectly ea.sy for a reckoner to take

two-thirds of any number below 1(X) in his head, by .splitting up the number in question into not more

than three parts, provided that he knew by heart (as no reckoner could fail to do) the 7 of about a

dozen numbers, .say of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 15, 21, 30, 45, 60, 75, 90, of which all but 4 and 5 ,ire chosen for their

obviousness. Thus, § of 87 is 4 of 75, 9 and 3 ;
of 50, ^ of 45 and 5 ;

of 28, -. of 21, 6 and 1 ; and so on.

Anyone will find that with a few minutes’ practice he can do this mentally with ea.se. In some cases there

are short cuts by subtraction
;

e.g., fl of 29 is not only of 21, 6 and 2 but also of 30 less ij (of 1) ;
of

74 is I of 60, 9 and 5, but also | of 75 le.ss 4 (of 1). Taking two-thirds of numbers higher than lOU by the

same process is only a matter of extending one’s rejiertory.

“ His sole means of finding one-third of a quantity was to take two-thirds and then halve it."' This is

surely an overstatement. The fact that halving two-thirds is his almost invariable method of nrriring at

one-third on paper must not bliiul us to the other fact that the Egyptian, like everyone else, had ultimatolv

no way of arriving at two-thii’ds but I'la one-third. I think that he used this roundabout method for
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two reasons : first, that it was less trouble to acquire facility in taking two-thirds of a number, and to

halve this when one-third was wanted, than to acquire the practice of taking both two-thirds and one-

third mentally
;
secondly, that the method has this great advantage, that you can easily check your mental

arithmetic by adding the two-thirds and the one-third together and seeing if the total equals the number

operated upon. In other words, the two-thirds affords a proof of the one-third step. That this method is

adhered to with such simple numbers as 3, 9, will be due merely to force of habit.

P. 22. ’Itt occurs Siut, iv, line 30 (not 130).

P. 23. Although Umt has the general meaning of “working-out,” it certainly means “proof” in the

table of resolutions, where it would have been more helpful so to translate it.

'Irt ml h^r. For this phrase P. cites, apart from the Rhind Papyrus, (a) Urk., iv, 121. 14. To these, add

(b) beginning of the I'ubric of Spell 125 of the Book of the Dead (best text. Nil), and (c) Urk., IV, 1084. 4.

(a) reads, following an appeal for the htp rdi nl-swt formula, Irt ml hpr, ml ntt r hpw, smtrv) hnt lod pn ;

hi-k m t, hi-k m h{n)kt...
; (b) reads irt mi hpr m icsht tn nt nii‘t : dd-tw r pn v:<b, twr...

;
while (c) is an

appeal for funerary prayers to every scribe who is capable, who is familiar with and reads writings, etc.,

sbkn Irnl-r r irt ml hpr, “and whom a master has taught to....” This last example shows the irt to be

infinitive, as is indeed fairly obvious from the Rhind examples
;
further, the position of the phrase here

disposes of any such meaning as “doing as follows in fact it can mean only something like “to act

properly.” It is probable that hpr is subjectless sdr/if, “as occurs” in the meaning of “as (it) is done,” for

A
O
p

<:z>> “ if done !
”

(cf.

Erii.vx, Reden, Rufe und Lieder, 9). This gives us for the other examples, in which a procedure stands in

apposition to it, “the doing as (it) occurs” or “a.s is done,” i.e., “the proper procedure'^.” We can now

translate the other two examples
:
(a) “ the proper procedure, according to what is regular, the recitation (

0

before this stela, ‘ Thy thousand of bread, thy thousand of beer...’ ”
;
(b) “ The proper procedure in this

Hall of Truth : one shall recite this spell being pure and clean....” It is difficult to believe that in the

Rhind Papyrus irt mi hpr does more than indicate the correct method with regard to some operation.

P. 25. “The hekat or bushel.” But a bushel is nearly eight times as much as a hekat, which is

gallons ! “Gallon” is a far better rendering.

That fractions of a gallon other than the dimidiated series (L I ••• tiV) not tolerated is not the case;

we have Mit i.e., 33J gallons, not only in Rhind, no. 82 (called, p. 26, footnote 2, “a unique instance”), but

also twice in Kahun, 15. 54, 55 ;
further, 52| gallons, 3J gallons, 2^ gallons, and I-5 gallons (twice), Kahun,

15. 50-3, 18. 3, 4.

Footnote 4. Only no. 708 is wrongly reversed.

P. 26. The special signs for 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 gallons (9 omitted in Mollee, Hierat. Palnographie, but
occurring Rhind, no. 84) are doubtless all ligatures for groups of short vertical strokes, these ligatures

taking a different course of development from those of the general numerals. It is noteworthy that in

Rhind and the iliddle Kingdom papyri the same special signs for 5, 6, 7, 9 are used for both gallons and
anirae, except that Rhind uses ordinary 5 for arurae.

P, 33. Hit ni here seems to be identical in meaning with <lc m (literally “ enter into ”), often used of

penetrating in the sense of understanding: cf., e.g., Urk., iv, 350. 13, 903. 13, 1194. 12; Ptahhotep, 615;
Berlin Inscrr., ll, 55 ; Rifeh, iv, 49.

Sphr here “ to copy ” a writing, not merely “ to write.” Clear examples, apart from this passage, are :

Denkmal Meinph. Theologie, Sabacon’s heading; Nu, 137a. 37 (rubric)
; Weill, Decrets Rovaiuo, PI. IV, 1.

In Ptolemaic times weakened to “to write, compose,” cf. Canopus 17, 34 = ypd<j)fii/.

“ Irt the likeness of” {m snt r)
; better, “according to.”

Pp. 34-6. The very fact that there was no uniform method for calling forth 2 out of uneven numbers
is the reason why these tables (with or without justificatory proofs) were in use.

Pp. 38 foU. Why are the numbers of the first lines reversed in the translation in every case? Not only
is this quite unnecessarx-, but it really obscures the meaning. Thus, where P. gives “ Divide 2 by 7 l^’ is

Jth, i is jLth,” the original has “CaU forth 2 out of 7. J. U 1 ^.1,” that is, “J (calls forth)’ li 1

;

^ (calls forth) 1,” the calling-forth fractions being written in red to make them as salient as possible

° * ’

The proofs contained in this long table repay a .slightly closer study than P. has given them in his

* The text continues with epithets “ calm, patient,” etc.

ill hpr apparently means “ properly ” also in Ehers, 67. 5 (add 30. 16), Bbugsch, Wurterh., 1341, cited by Peet.
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book. In the first place, they seem to contain evidence of an interesting application of an arithmetical

proportion. Let us take, to begin with, 2-^7 a.s it stand.s in the papyrus’. We have, a.s proof tli.it
J
calls

forth IL and ^ calls forth J :

—

1 7

1 3i 17
\i H 1 2 1-t

\4 28 1 \4 28

Here the 4 on the left indicates that 28 is 4 times 7, which is demonstrated on the rigid ; th.it i.s, the

proof that of 7 is J is that 28 is 4 times 7. The left-hand 28 should of course have been dotted

Another typical case is 2-H27, where the proof that and dj call forth 2 is-

1 27

\t A U
rh-

'

Here the figure % on the left^ evidently shows that j’g of 27 is II because 18 (the reciprocal of j’,,) is -1 ('the

recij>rooal of II) of 27 ;
and the 2 on the left .shows that Jj of 27 is I becau.se .">4 is twice 27. In fact, the

1 1 ’

author of this part of Rhind has grasped the proportion x : y ,
and has ii.sed this in his proofs

wherever ;/ is a multiple, or ft, of x. In 2 ^17 we have the instructive computation

1 iV

2 A
\3 A i

\4 ffV 4

Now according to our ideas ^ is not twice but .1 of it, and so on
;
and it seems clear that the figures

are to be interpreted; 17 and twice 17 are 51, and because 51 is 3 times 17, d, of 17 is
-J.

It was not

necessary to dot the 17 and 34, turning them into their reciprocals, for these numbers are only steps to

show that 51 is 3 times 17. But the fact is that wherever it suited him the Egyptian reckoner regarded

-XV as — ; see no. 61b, where is called twice and is called six times - . In 2-p41 we havex'^xy ’ 2x X Qx x

1 41

\2 82

\4 164

\6 i

\8 sL :1

Here .similarly the first three line.s are only .step.s to arrive at the last two. The last but one -.hows us

that of 41 is ^ because 246 is 6 times 41, and 246 is 6 times 41 becau.se 41 x 2 = 82 and 41 x 4= 164,

2 + 4= 6 and 82-fl64= 246. Feet, however, prints the middle numbers in the last two line.s as whole

numbers, 246, 328“, showing perhaps that he has not quite gwsped the nature of the calculation. The use

’ I use -+ as a convenient symbol in references to these tables, although the papyrus nowhere speaks of 2

“divided by ” a number.
- For the corrected disposition of the figures here, see below.

^ The numbers that should properly be ticked here are not 4 and 2, but yV and
,
and similarly in a large

number of cases. The reason for putting the tick to the outside number seems to be merely lack of space.

* Or, as I should prefer to write, x : y :: i) : x. It would be very much better to discard our fractional notation

in translations or discussions of Egyptian mathematical matter, and to reproduce the original notation by writing

2, :i, 47, etc., instead of J, J, -Jr-) etc. In this way we should leave behind the non-Egyptian idea of a numerator,

except with “ the two parts ” (our 4), which might be rendered as ‘2p or 2. We should also do well not to talk of

the denominators of Egyptian fractions, but of their “numbers” only; it would then be clearer why, to the

Egyptian, i7 x 2 = 34.

^ It would surely have been better to reproduce in the translation the tractions or whole numbers just as they
are found in the original, and to have corrected them, if necessary, in brackets or in the commentary, rather than
to have changed them without comment (see p. 38, 1. 5), which obliges the student constantly to refer to the

transcription and the facsimile. P.’s corrections are, further, not consistent
; contrast (by recourse to the

facsimile) the translations of 2+-19 and 2-+21 with those of 2-+99 and 2-;-101.
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of the above-mentioned proportion may be the cause of the frequent omission of the dots, e.g., m 2 -i- 21
,

where we have
1 21 1 21

\2 14 la which should be Xf >1 j la

\2 42 I \-2 tV 2

Here the copyist was doubtless thinking, as he wrote, that 5 of 21 is 14 and twice 21 are 42, and hence

forgot to dot the 21 and 42.

It must here be pointed out that the greater number of these divisions of 2 by 3 to 101 are badly (that

is, illogically) set out in the papyrus—in all cases, namely, but 2-^5, 7, 9, 11 (?}, 13, 15, 17, 19, 23, 37, 41.

The badly set-out cases comprise all those in which 2 is called forth in the two parts IJ and I

,

and m
addition nearly all tho.se in which the first caller-forth is a high fraction either “ found ’’ or shown to be

correct by applying the proportion x : y - : C One example will suffice : 2-^27 should take the form
y X

Xii

\2

1

j
I .s

27

11
whereas it is arranged

in the papyrus

1

\i}
\2

IS
1_

.5 4

11

The reason for this is either the copyist’s confusion with multiplication by 2s, or else a desire to keep the

initial dividend-numbers, which also serve as headings, as near the margin as possible, for ready reference ;

or both. The proper arrangement of the figures is observed in cases where there is progressive reduction

of the first number by i,...or by 5 , J,.... Peet has corrected in his translation the faulty setting-out of

the original in nearly all cases, but not in 2-P21, 27, 51, 57.

Although the proofs of this table are very various in their superficial appearance, three types account

for all of them but three. These types are as follows :

—

I. When 2 is called forth as li + i, the denominators of the two fractions required are respectively
f.
of

and twice the number operated upon. This relation is pointed out, which constitutes proof by the principle

X -.y.-.
1 1

2-P21, 27, 33, 39, 45, 51, 57, 63, 69, 75, 81, 87, 99, and in principle 2q-93, belong to this class.

II. The number is reduced by either the i, J,... .series or the 3 , f,,... series, until the first calliug-forth

fraction is reached. The remaining fraction.s are proved by the above-mentioned proportion, and by

appended multiplications where thought necessary. This class includes 2-r7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 37, 41;

and 2-i-5, 9 really belong to it’.

III. Proof of the first calling-forth fraction is omitted, being generally replaced by the word “found,”

and the remaining fractions (except in 2-i-91, where both fractions are “found”) are proved by the

proportion. To this class belong 2-=-25, 29, 31, 43, 47, 49, .53, 55, 59, 61, 65, 67, 71, 73, 77, 79, 83, 85, 89,

91. 9 .5
,
97.

This leaves us with only 2-1-15, which virtually belongs to class I; 2-P35, the proof of which is

Sill generis and obscure to me; and 2^101, which breaks entirely fresh ground (see note thereon below).

The choice of the fractions employed in each resolution is evidently dictated largely by their

convenience in calculations. For example, an even number is preferred as the denominator of the first

fraction’’; but if this w’ould be paid for too dearly by the increase in the number of fractions required (as

with 2-1-25) it is renounced. Facility in proving the fractions may be another factor.

P. 40, 1. 5. The first “ j
” is a misprint for ^5 .

P. 47. Surely the proof of 2^101 should be restored thus :

[1 101 1
]

\2 [202] i
\3 303 J,

\6 606 I

It is, as P. .says, quite likely that the resolution-table.s of the period hardly went bevond 2-PlOl, and
any table ha.s its limits, while numbers are limitless. hat then is a reckoner to do when confronted with

a high number for which the tables give him no resolution ? The Rhind resolution of 2^ 101, so far from

being the lame and impotent conclusion that P. considers it, is of the greatest value because in it the

1 Because strictly speaking there should be a 3 before the
,
4. in 2-^5, and a 2 before the A in 2^9.

2 11
2 This rules out at once the use of the formula

7 ~ 4 “ p. 33), which would give an uneven denominator

for the first fraction in half the cases.
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table furnishes the usei', as a parting gift, with a simple formula by which without further aid he can

perform all higher resolutions, with ease if not with elegance, namely, 2-^.c= + .y/A

= cAt TsVrTr. This formula is more cumbersome than +—- where « =

(by which 2 -h 267= jl-j asris) ^'ut is certainly more manageable, and requires only the modest (and easily

checked) multiplication 2x, hr + 2.r = )
3.r, (3a’ x 2= )

6.r.

P. 50, middle. The division of 1 loaf (no. 1 1 is perhaps given as a model of the method to be employed.

Division of 3 and 4 loaves was perhaps omitted becau.se the answers could be obtained from doubling tlie

divisions of 6 and 8; division of 5 loaves may have been omitted as being self-evident.

P. 53, no. 4. The noun ut, the .same word as the feminine “indirect genitive exponent V seems to

mean primarily something very abstract like “being,” or better, the German Wesen. Thu.s with suffixes

nt-k, ntf^ etc. (independent pronouns), ihin ire.^’C/i, svin II ('"'m, i.e., “thou,’ “he.’’ This meaning was not

early lost sight of; in Rhind, no. 49, we have nt-i pw Hit, “das ist ,sein \Ve.sen in Oberfliiche.” (The

liisba-form of this, nti, originally “ he who belongs to existence,’' means “ he who exists. ’) d t pu- here, in

nos. 4 and 6, must however mean, as P. .says, something like “this i pf) is it (iit
,

which agrees with the

Ebers passage (99. 5): “Every member of his has its ves.sels, id est it ithe heart; speaks through the

vessels of every limb’’—where pu: functions as copula. I cannot agree with P., however, that the

equivalent use of nt and mitt in these Rhind
2
.)a.ssages helps us much with the Sinuhe passage.s, where nt

can hardly mean anything but “fact” (a sense very near that ot “existence”) : “Is it the f.ict that I have

opened his door ?” and “ Is God ignorant of what he has destined to be known- 1 How is the fact I

No. 5. Is the mitt really such a puzzle? Restore

•<2>-

O
this group (nos. 1-6) ; cf.

,
which is required here.

j

O i1 =

The scribe was apparently uncertain which to write throughout

,
almo.st certainly irt miltt] again, in no. 4 (ignored in the trans-

lation), and
<s>~

with omission of (I a.s in in no. Oh The scribe mav have been led

astray by the occurrence of mitt pw at the end of these problems.

P. 56, no. 14. This bungled calculation would be correct, and in place (see below) if the quantity taken

had been (with common denominator 28j instead of jL.

No. 15? Not only would the existing an.swer be correct if the quantity taken was but the

quantity taken here would then conform with the others in that the first fraction would be a multiple of

the fir.st column to be 28, requires the

is not “an abbreviation of the

the second
;

further, the common denominator, seen fi’om

denominator of the second fraction to be 224, i.e., 28 x 8. The sign

verb thi, ‘to be wrong,’ ‘to err,’ ” which at this period is still written
^ J Vi ;

it stands either for the

verb i/t, “to be defective,” or its causative “to falsify.” The same abbreviation Peasant, Bl. 105, and cf,

Vogelsang, Kommentar, 94.

P. 57, nos. 18, 19. The reckoner evidently knew' well that to get 4 of a fraction with even denominator

you take half as much again as the latter, and dot the result—a simple “dodge.” Note that except with

j, J-, J, which have special signs, the first fraction taken i.s undotted {i.e., stand.s as a whole number) in

every case but two in nos. 7--b ;
i^i this from the .scribes preoccup.ition with the next step ?

Pp. 53 foil. (nos. 7-20). P. regards these “completions’’ as experimental calculations in which a

fractional quantity is taken, its i and i or its j and i added to it, and the result recorded when this

happens to be an aliquot part. Quite another view .seems to me to be possible:

(1) The calculation.s contain many mistakes, and it is therefore not too arbitrary to assume that there

1 The semantic connection between the two uses is well seen from a compound like nt hsh, which can be

equally well rendered “ Reehnungswesen ” and “what belongs to reckoning.

For S{t-nf rh cf. Berlin Leather, 1/8.

Which stood in nos. 1, 3, we cannot tell.

^ The sign in Prisse, 1/3 is surely merely, as elsewhere with tin in that MS.

Joum. of Egypt. Arch. xil. 17
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are also one or two mistakes in the sequence. No. 8 i.s obviously out of place, for, being of the 1 + s+ I

type, it belongs among nos. 16-20. If we further put the faulty no. 9 at the head of the list, and accept

P.’s clearly correct emendation of it + then we have, after nos. 14, 15 have been corrected as

indicated above ;

—

A. A series of nine “ completion.s ” which are all additions of i and J to the quantity taken, in which

the common denominator is 28, and in which the quantities taken follow a descending order of magnitude'

:

i, 3, i, I, ,1^-, j'j, -^^-ith a correspondingly dimidiated series of totals, 1, L L L L L A) A !

B. A shorter series, falling into two sub-groups (nos. 16, 8 ;
nos. 17, 18, 19, 20), which are all additions

of I and J to the quantity taken, in which the common denominator is 18, and in which the quantities

taken again follow a halving order : i, j; L A ,
"'ilb totals 1, p, li L L A-

(2) P. says, p. 55, footnote 1, “The ignoring of the fact that to add to a number its third and its two-

thirds is equivalent to doubling it is a further testimony to the experimental nature of these calculations.”

But it is out of the question that any Egyptian reckoner could possibly have ignored this most elementary

fact. Nos. 16, 8, 17-20 mu.st have had some other purpose than merely to double fractions in this

roundabout way. It would seem that in nos. 7-20 we have two .sets of completion tables, arranged—in the

archetype—in a progressive sequence to facilitate reference, some of them furnished with proofs by

common denominator, each calculation being intended to furnish a number of useful data. To take a

simple ca.se, no. 18 :

1

1

Total

supplies answers to the questions : what is § of J ? what is 4 of J ? what is Ijj of ^ 2 what is ofU what
completes J t" U "’h"! completes

-J
to ? what completes

I'j
to what completes any two of these to ^ 1

P. 58. Are the two groups, nos. 7-20 and 21-3, so different as P. declares ? In no. 21, for instance, the

reader is told to complete ^ A from 1, I'.e., to Hnd what complete.s 5+A to 1 : answer ^
i-.

. But this

information might conceivably have lieen found in the preceding group, from a calculation1*1 j'
-i 10 15

5 1

12
6

J2

lu 15

Total 1

The reader would then have picked out his two Jrds and his jAtli, and have seen in a moment that he was
left with i -jb. But in the absence of such help, he is here shown how to solve the problem for himself.

in the sentence slvii //i X m } is probably the not infrequent enclitic which follows an imperative ;

the translation is thus “Complete x from yV' “What?” in such a sentence would almost certainly be
hi-m, placed at the beginning, couiiiare hi-m dd sw, “ what says it 2” in nos. 35, 37, and Kahiin, 8. 24. This
view is supported by no. 23, where shn is certainly in the imperative. The interrogative m a.s subject of

sdm-f this period would be very .abnormal, if indeed possible.

Note the two constructions shn m and hu r. The difference is perhaps hardly brought out by P.’s

“complete into” and “is comjilete up to.” I would translate skm A' m 1 as “complete .c from 1 ” i e.,

taking 1 as the .source of completion, and kni r 1 as “is complete up to 1,” with P., l.e., add.s up to 1

P. 59, no. 22. “ Jlajority” brings out the meaning of as “excess.”

P. 61. P. says of ch(, “(mathematical) quantity,” that it “is a good example of the concrete nature of
Egyptian mathematics ” because it means literally “ a heap.” But the determinatives indicate the onnosite

M ^ ..... V7 -d ^ fx

19 “(quantity” in quite a general sense, likeof anything concrete
;

.

^ ^ ^ ^
^

f I J

“ surface.” After all, some of our own technical terms have a .sufficiently humble origin, e.g., cylinder,
cube, trapezium, mass, “literally” a roller, a player’s die, a .small table, a cake.

° .

P. 63, no. 28. One could translate “ ^ coming in {m ck) and (later) J going out («i pti).” The abbreviated
writings y\/\. -A P’''' religious texts of the New Kingdom, e.g., Urhtnden,
IV, 464. 15, 1193. 2 ;

Piehl, hi^crr. Hierogl, I, pi 9 : Sh.vrpe, Egn. laser,-., i, 106. 6. Here the infinitives
follow the preposition /«, a.s is normal with verbs of motion.

^ Expressed here in modem notation for clearne^'>. L ndotted in the original.
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P. 66, no. .30. The translation “ 10 is f ji
of what ?

’ is preferal >Ie, as not

is the writing elsewhere in this jiapyrus inos. 35, 37;, and m this penoii, for ' what “ who !” beginning

a .sentence. Hpr-n, “ has become,” probably means merely " is.”'

Dd sw, “he who says it,” which is common in mathematical prolilems (here and in nos. 32, 35-7
;

Kahxin, 8. 24, 28), is quite remarkable. Why sv: and not k >

P. 72, no. 35. The much-discussed hc-i Mi-licl sptr .7 r /dit, ...hr-i inli-kwi will perhaps be.ir a few

words more. ’/«•( kii-kul is certainly perfect : “I have gone down 3 times” and not present, as P. trans-

lates
; verbs of motion in the fir.st person singular of the pseudoparticiple are frequent in narratives. The

geminated form is a problem not elucidated by reference to .Skthe, I tvii////, ii, 116; for the two other

e.xamples which S. cites are probably both participles in non-verbal .sentences: “The things (berries)

which go down (come forth). ..are like.... But the existence of the geminated jiseudoparticiple with verbs

II gem. {op. cit., 106) may throw some light on the matter. The difficulty in tr.uislating this passage in

the past has been the failure to see that “ I ’’ is a quantity which changes with every .step :
“ I (./) have

gone down 3 times to the gallon measure, and a third of me O') being added to me .3.;;;, 1 i 31.-) become

(or, return) complete.” It is a moot point whether J\ © here is an auxiliary “become''’ or really “return.”

P. 76. (2 here is probably sdm-f pic, in which pu; often has to be translated “ for.’’ P.’s state-

iiient, p. 77, n. 1, that “there are no pa.ssivo e.xamples known’’ is wrong; cf. Xebseni, 17. 10, 19, 20,

Xu, 18. 23-4. 'Ir-t!'- written also ill no. 64.

P. 77. The "backbone,” which is the literal meaning of lit, is it.sclf a .senes of p.irts (vertebrae), and

thus the word might very naturally be transferred to mean an arithmetical series of part.s.

The interesting word ticnw is derived from the verb tic/t, .stated b}' Skthk. ZcU^clir. t. ay. Up/’., 57. 38,

to mean “to strike.” In Eben, 101. 13, this meaning i.s precluded by the determinative .
^

, as with ticiur

in Rhiad), and there it evidently means “to rise” ; "As to moving-up of the heart, that

is that it disiilaces itself away from his left breast, so that it ciXv ab.ne its foundation (//iikt^) and move.s

away from its placed.” The other examples cpioted by Sethe seem to mean “ to ri.se ” (with ho.stile meaning)

or “to raise.” C/., further, ^ ° ° “swelling” or “rising,” A'akuu, 7. 30
; ^0

/VWW\
AWVvVS

,

/vWWv

connected with the ristny of the Nile, Dcmichen, Tenipel-Luchrifteu, i, PI. 81, line 23. The meaning " ri.se
”

gives us for the noun tu-mo something like “superiority” in the .sense of "e.\cos.s,” or po.ssibly “rising” in

the sense of “ (arithmetical) progression’’ (c/. no. 40;".

It is not clear whether t 100 ,i .n 10 means “ 10 men have loo loaves," or “ lOo loaves among 10 men ”

with n (_(u,.) distributive as after pk.

P. 80. “ Volume ” or “ space,” rectangular unless otherwise .stated, .seems to be the meaning of il^ here.

Another occurrence of this word, differently written, in which the .sen.se container is impo.s.sible, is :

“The Lady of DarknessA., who.se height is not known from her breadth, ^ i

whose extent in space ('or volume; i.s not ascertainable, " Xu, 146. 23-4.

0

Xos. 41-4. The word?, hiit pic /--A' etc. are tran.siated hj P.: '^This i.s the dineunt that will go into it in

quadruple-AtfZ’«^, namely (or, viz.:) .c hundreds of quadruple-Zic/v/i: of corn.” Tiie correct tran.'^Iation

^ For this word cf, Zeitachr. f. i/g. Spr., 45. 116.

The next section deals with the opposite cube in wliich the heait binks, and bta\b below.

^ It is possible that Ttoom comes from a coalescence ot both dim and tivn^ for while the Bobairic form

indicates divn as the original, the meaning of “ rai^e, “rise, agrees better with ttvn than with dicHy

which means rather “to stretch out.” This idea recei\es some support fiom the late mixed writings

Zeitschr. f. og. Spr., 4-5. 118, ibid. ,S.19, ibid., 10. 121,
/wwv\ Ji

and

the remarkable writing Piaii/i/iy, 108;
/V.Z/VVX

63. 2, 99. 18 ;
Brcgsch, Diet. Geog., 1385,

* Referring to a pylon.

o 0

^A .
" stretch out (wings),’’ Dcjiichex, Temp.-Inschr.. i,

17—2
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surely “what goes into it in quadruple gallons is .v hundreds of gallons of corn.” Piv is in the correct

position for either interpretation
;
hut the apposition assumed by P., who supplies “namely ’ or “viz.”, is

rather forced (we should expect an m or another pw—cf. nos. 75-8), and there is only one mention of

quadruple gallons, not two.

Nos. 41, 42. A a , : I
K— I ac— . A D probably imperative, as often :

“ add its half to it.”

P. 81. “Amount ” suits everj- instance of cited in this passage. It is not “ obviou.s ” at all that it is

derived from rA,“t() know,” for is masculine, as is its later form poioje, “measure, quantity,” and the

i is therefore hardly the feminine ending. It come.s probably from a 3 rad. root rAt>p(oige, “ to measure,”

intrans. “to suffice
b”

No. 42. The writing 10-10 for “ 10 x 10 ” is noteworthy.

P. 86, par. 3. Bi-n is not relative but finite i<hn-n-J, for it is preceded by “ a container ”
;
but this does

not affect P.’.s remarks on the meaning.

The rreading 1

c

W
was proposed, as an alternative to k rhi, by Ei.senlohr {op. cit., 93, 131, 261),

and is undoubtedly correct. One meaning of stict i.s “ to collect, gather together,” and it is sometimes

melt pic, “ and it is not a (mere) putting of words together,”written without U
,

ef. nn grt

Vrk., IV, 973. 12, .and, with probably a different moaning, 1 ,

verb

W Brugsch, Wvrterbuck, 1341. The

was apparently n'ae inf. (compare TOOTrie with MocTe, etc.), and the ending for

the infinitive of the causative of this class is quite regular {cf. bETHE, 1 cchniu, ii, 713). Ptictl-fpic in three
out of its four occurrences in Rhind refers to the product of a multiplication, and in the fourth (no. 60) it

refers to the quotient of a division, and it .seems probable that the word means arithmetical “product”
and “quotient,” both of which are usually arrived at in Egyptian arithmetic by “putting together.”

P. 88, no. 47. It is hardly neces.sary to emend the text here. AVe can translate :
“ If a scribe .says to

you, ‘Let me know ^ (of 100 quadruple gallon.s) when it hecorae,i a rectangular or ,i circular volume’....”
This gives an atmosphere of futurity to the whole section, and it is therefore quite possible that we are to
read <=> and not “ditto” in the linos that follow :

“ will he 10 quadruple gallons” (cf. Iw-f r imr, “ he
will be a friend ”).

Nos. 49-55. I feel that in a mathematical treati.se fht would bo best translated fwith Eisenlohr) bv
“ area ” or “ superficies,” and rht-fm fht not by “ its area in land,” but “ its amount in area.”

P. 90, no. 49. The word
|||

{if. SiiH, i. 293) may be connected with

hw, “exchange” (written 112. 3), and may therefore mean “converting” into area

from given dimensions.

Footnote 4. The scribe has wrongly written the .special sign “6” used for ucucue
Pp. 91, 94, nos. 51, 52. R edit ifd-L Sethe, Von Zahlen und Zahlwocten, 119, take.s ifd here as a verb,

translating “urn es viereckig werdeu zu las.sen.” That a verb Ifd existed is shown bv El Bersheh l 14. 6,
where we find it in the p.«eudoparticiple.

‘ ’ ’

P. 91. “The .striking phrase ‘ This is its rectangle.’” The phrase is discus.sed at length on p. 92, but
it doe.s not occur m the papyrus. P. is doubtless speaking of c rdil ifd-s

Spdt. “ The pointed (figure) ” does not necessarily refer to a triangle with short ba.se and sharp vertex

;

for all triangles have at least two “points" (acute angles), and many have three. Thus there can be no
etymological difficulty m applying the term spdt to all triangles

Tp-r. “Base” of a trian^e is surely a purely relative term, depending entirely on which wav up a
geometer sets hrs figure^ In the diagrams the tp-r is on the left. With isosceles triangles is
obvpiriy Identical with our “W”; with right-angled and scalene triangles it was perhaps the side
subtending the right angle and the widest angle respectively; with equilateral triangles it might be any of
the sides. \\ ith the hflt it is clearly the side opposite the truncation-.

* Cf. SprEGELBERG, Kopt. Handiiorterh., 106.
- Perhaps the hfkt was regarded as always having its

truncated isosceles triangle.

two sloping sides and their angles equal, i.e., as being
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Mryt. There can he no reasonable doubt that this is equivalent to what we call the “ height " of a

triangle. That the geometricians of the Middle Kingdom were stupid enough to calculate the area of a

triangle by the formula x length of another side is hardl)' conceivable. To the Egyptian, however, the

idea of “height"’ would be strange in this connection, for not only did triangles, to hi.s concrete mind,

mostly lie flat on the ground, but further the mry<-dimension runs horizontally in his figures of triangles.

I suggest that the inrijt is a pair of lines forming a right angle with each other, one of them meeting one

TP-R

MRYT

MRYT

Fig. I.

B

Fig. 2.

end of the tp-r at right angles thereto, the other joining the vertex, or, with a truncated triangle, the

line {hilc) opjiosite the tp-r (Fig. 1). This view ha.s the following points in its favour :

—

(«) It explains the words /• nRt ifd-i In no. .'il we are told to take half the tp-r of a triangle in

order “to give its rectangle” or “to cause it to be rectangular." By taking the half-way jinint, and drawing

a line parallel to the wyt, we at once get the desired rectinglc ; I'ig. 2, .vc With .scalene triangles the

same occurs, provided the mryt is set out from that end of the tp-r which is farthest from the ape.x

(Fig. 2, b). In no. 52 we are told to unite the tp-r and the hUr, and then to take half the total, “ to give its

rectangle.” By followdng these instructions geonietric.-dly we got what is obviously the rectangiilation of

the truncated triangle (Fig. 2, c) : for if the tw'o sloping .sides are equal, as jirobably they always are (see

above), the line drawn from the point ——^— ,
parallel to the wr.//, will meet one end of the hi/'.

(b) Such a pair of lines forms a convenient way c.f ascertaining the length , or “ height ’) of a triangle,

besides forming part of the rectangulation which is to follow.

(c) It perhaps exjilains why the diagrams give the length ot the mryt not inside the triangle between

the tp-r and the apex, or hih, but over the triangle.

{d) Lastly, mryt means a “quay,” and a quay, seen in .section, consists of two lines forming a right

angle, levelling up a sloping line (that of the river-bank) to the horizontal, which is exaetb ivhat our mryt

does*.

It may be objected that this mryt is not shown in the Jlhiiid figures, and that we are told nothing

about drawing lines. But the writer is concerned less with geometry than with arithmetic, and he leaves

the phrase r rdit ifd-s unexplained, confining himself as closely as [lOssible to the numerical processes.

Pp. 93-4. Mr. J. H. Cole, of the Egyptian Survey Department, informs me that the methods of

calculating the area of four- and three-sided fields exhibited by the long Edfu inscription are jirecisely

those used by Egyptian natives to-day. I am unable to find out if there is still any native method

innocent of the “nisba” (our a-} for calculating the are.i of a circle.

P. 96, no. 55. The phrase hbt stjt •? im) Hit hut iht -7 can only mean “to subtract 3 ixnirai: from

5 fields,” and the problem therefore is
:
given five area.s, how much must be .subtracted from each (equally;

to make up 3 aritraei It is found that what calls forth 3 out of 5 is i ,l, or I rirv.ni. 10 cubits-of-land,

which is of course the answer. P.’s translation “ To divide 3 setut of land into 5 field.s” is not tenable, and

' That the mr;/t-dimension is expressed by the phrase mh x hr iiiryts, “.r cubits upon its mryt.” and the

l!/*-dimension similarly, while the tp-r-dimension is expressed by mh x m tp-r i, " x cubits in its tp-r," like m in- f.

hiy.f, m shwf in nos. 43, 44, m whi-tbt, m jir-m-irS, m si'L '“tt, m kiy » hnr, .56-60, is a small point worthy

of attention.
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means something quite different, although it suits the working-out and the answer equally well. Similarly

with no. 34.

Pp. 97 foil., nos. 56-59b. There is no doubt that P. has rightly identified the v:hj-tht, the pr-ta-ws and
the skd with the length-of-side, the height and the batter of a pyramid respectively. Whi-tht probably

means “ what the base requires (in length),” tbt, “ sole of the foot,” being a most natural word to use of the

under-side of an object. Pr-ni-vs will mean “what goes (straight) up from the C®

j

IcT].” The exact mean-

ing of ws here is unfortunately obscure ; meaning a sacred chamber in a temple, the word occurs in the

writings Greene, Fouilles, PI. 6, 1. 21; >
Dumichen, Tempel-huchriften, l, PI. 47, 1. 7;

cf. further “ thou shalt open the over(?) the Ennead, to see the mystery of what is in

it (the Ennead),'” Lacac, Textes Religieux, 20. 10, 13. If the pr-m-ws was a line going vertically from the
centre of the base to the apex, ws might po.ssibly mean the sarcophagus- chamber, which normally lies

under the apex, though below ground-level and thus not a satisfactory starting-point for the height-line

;

but if the “height” was regarded as a vertical line rising from the edge of the pyramid (cf. mryt, above),
ws will have to be sought near the lowest casing-stones. Skd will come from kd with the sense of “ to turn ”

and will mean the “deflection” from a vertical line rising from the edge of the pyramid (perhaps the
deflection from the pr-m-ws).

In the five problems dealing with pyramids, one of these three data has to be ascertained, the other
two being given

;
in three cases the bitter is to be found, in two cases the height, i^ny modern book of

this kind would have done the thing completely, requiring the student to find also the length of side, the
height and batter being given. That no such problem i.s included hero is further evidence of the entirely
practical aims of the Egyptian mathematician : for who would be such a fool as to decide on the hei'>ht
and batter of a pyramid before he had settled how much ground it was to occupy ?

P. 98, last paragraph. I.s the result “ illogically ” .stated in cubits, or are not "cubits understood in the
formulation of the problem ? The latter seems much more likely in view of the concrete nature of these
exercise.s. Cf. no. o7, “a pyramid 140 in length-of-side and 5 palms 1 finger in its batter,” where “cubits”
must be understood after “ 140.”

P. 99, bottom, ’hr .iccurs also in no. 86. 5. Cursive °
,
as in no. 67. 3, suits the traces after

AA'WA

liere, and also what P. regards as an “unusual form” .,>f after the same word in no. 56. In 58

we then have hr h- mh pn isp 7^ pw, “ while< as to this cubit, it is 7 palms,” as though to warn us that it is
not the “short cubit” of 6 palms

;
if this is right, we must emend in no. 56 hr {ir) mh pn Up 7 (piv).

P. 100, no. 59. The last words of this problem are possibly a corruption of

^
D

No. 59b. 7 palms, not “7 span.s.” The batter in no. 59, taking the height m,d sidf as they stand,
would be 2 palms, 11 fingers, not “2l spans.”

For “a pyramid of 12 (cubits),” meaning, of 12 cubits in length (of side), cf. the Turin specification of
the tomb of Harnesses IV, Journal, iv, 134 foil., where “of a- cubits” i.s the regular expression of len-th

No. 60. The determinative CT) of hra by no means makes it clear that a structure is meant
; cf.

j)^’ Sy- 8, in “the pillar is fallen into the water.”

P 104 no. 61b. rdgbt P. considers this to rnean “aliquot part” and to be .synonymous with th in
no. ,0. This IS very unlikely, on the face of It. I believe that grJi means an fraction ' i etc
For

it
of an uneven fraction must be expiussed in Egyptian by two fractions, which is what we'^arl’ told to

do here, while to treat an even fraction in this way, by taking “its double and its six times” (e a
I of i= A) fooh.sh, since all that is necessary i.s to take U times the number and dot it (e.g., ^ of

I 5^ here perhaps transferred from the Late Egyptian “ how much !
” appended to adjectives.

„ tk n ^
= Var

^ ^ ^

(contusion with ,csh). Misprinted “ 4 ” in line 5 from bottom of the page.
» -hr before ir, here and in no. 62. seems to have circumstantial force, difficult to bring out in translation In

Vrk., IV, 366. 13 it is however an instance of the hi used after oaths.
translation. In
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a short cut that was certainly known to the reckoner (cf. note aliove to nos. 18, 19;’. Xote further that an

uneven fraction, 4, is taken to illn.strate the rule. Thus tit will mean “fraction ” in i^eneral, but tli <jht an

“uneven fraction.” The exact nieaniny of

J X iu this connection is not easy to determine; it.s use

Anasta^ iv, 10. 1, of a year that i.s not even with the natural .sea.sons may he relevant, also its u.se in

Anastasi l, G. 7, of being “out” or “short” in accounts. 11’^ tl{t in Ka/atn, S. ">0, cannot mean “one

fraction,” which in Middle Egyptian would lie it(f)t ir^t or ir^t in tl{i't.

P. 104, no. 62. Probably “this bag is Icustomarily; bought for 84 ring.s,” not “ ha.s been bought,'

ht sdm-tw forming paradigm with iicf sdni-f.

P. 105. Hpr-hr m 4 dldi-k n ^it nbt. To translate “the result is 4, u'/iinh you assign to each metal,

assumes an abnormal use of the relative. Why not “tlie result is 4 ;
j-ou a.s.sign (that) to each metal '/

P. 106. The interpretation of 1. 9 as containing sdin-fpie: “for one multiplie.s,” or “i'c? est, one

multiplies...” is doubtle.s.s correct.

The writing Q \ ,
with the ab.stract papyrus-roll and plural stroke.s (in the singular) is remarkable.

In BuJak Pap. 11 it i.s also written Q I :
elsewhere the wi-iting is QlCI]. Is s^t'i in Rhiiid and

I I I
"

. .

Bulak 11a non-concrete unit of value ? I find no evidence that the word means “ring.”

P. 108, no. 64. Note the use of hr : “you are to subtract i gallon in respect of each man." Hr is else-

where used thu.s in similar contexts
; cf.

“ -.I5 ...m respect of one of these ilays,’’ Sihi, i. 287
,
300 :

“ giving

him a white loaf in respect of each one of them.” ibid. 290, 307. and <•/'. 294, 298, 299.

Here, and in nos. 70 and 71, occur non-verbal sentences containing both >11 and pw, which seem to P.

“ redundant, either ni or pic being unnecessary.” I think he has not fully understood the structure of

these sentences. In no. 64 we have :
“ 10 gallons of barley among 10 men ; the exce.ss of each man more

than his neighbour in gallons of barley, it is J.” In no. 70 : “As to the requirements of a unit of bread m
flour, it is gallons and 4 ro.” In no. 69 we must emend the corresponding .sentence by adding a pw

at the end
;
as it stands it is faulty. The sentence in no. 71 means “it i.s a strength of (m; 25,” with a

somewhat uuu.sual position of ptc. Pfsio m A' in no. 70 i.s perhap.s a full writing of pfsw A in no. 69.

Sht. Another occurrence of this difficult word, Lebeiisimide, 1.39: “death now seems to me like a

revelation(?) of heaven, like a man who attainsid)- thereby to what he was ignorant of.” Also obscurely

Rtfeh, VII, 51. In Rhind the meaning seems to be “to include the last man.”

P. 109, no. 65. “You are to add up the crew, re.sult 13.” I doubt that rmtf (pr means “the crew”

here. Apart from the facts that it is <pr that mean.s “crew,” and that rnitj Ist i.s Late Egyptian, the point

is here that there are only 10 men, but that as 3 of them receive double rations, the first step is to treat each

of these 3 men as 2 men, and then see how many “men,” each receiving an equal ration, we now have.

The aaswer is 7-1-6=13. These fictitious 13 men are referred to a.s nntt fpr, hut to bring this out in

translation is beyond me. Evidently ^pr here is the verb “ to acquire, ’ “ take posse.ision.’

P. Ill, no. 68. ’Ir m sp I f in line 7 of the text is hardly “ Multiply by 12.” It connect.s what precedes

and what follows: “...making in corn 3^ j’,. g’, gallons \i ro. ichic/i makes, by It times for the first,

8 times for the second,” etc.—then follow the calculation.s.

Footnote 1. The cases cited from the Rhipurecked Sailor are graphic only.

P. 112. “ List of the.'.e.’' .Swhl, “ summary ” rather than “ li.st
’’

: sich = “ to collect."

P. 113. Hrt in nos. 70, 73, 76, “requirement” rather than “content.”

P. 114. P. considers the equation udw= ncy€i'V “phonetically far trom satisfactory.’ It i.s quite .siiund;

we are dealing here with one of a class of biliteral word.s which in the nominal form po.sscss an internal y
lacking in the verbal forms and not written in any; cf “ food ' = oeiK ; “call ' = oeiuj

;
wdic,

“
stela ”= o'S'ociT ;

nkic, “fornicator ”=1106111
;
tsm, “lord’ ='2Soeic.

P. 118, no. 71. Dp-n-tw-f r pfiir m. Dp is written with the same “.strange determinative” Ehers, 98. 17

(noted by Eisenlohr), where pilules for sweetening the breath are called
^ In Kbers

’ Against this it may be objected that 3
of I are actually stated in no. 61 to be 5',, ; but this expression is so

unnecessary as practically to amount to a mistake. Everywhere else in llhind 4 of an even fraction is expressed in

one term.

Emend to
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102. 9 the word “ ta.ste ” is written in the normal wav, and it i.s very probable that in

^’6 have a different word. Any translation of the Rhind pas.sage containing the verb “taste”

makes more or less nonsense, foi- tasting does not affect the strength. A meaning “ to make mild ” would

suit both ca.ses : “it has been weakened to what strength?” and “ mouth-sweetener ” ;
but the determina-

tives do not indicate this sen.se.

—

Pfhr m for “what strength?'" with ni, “what,” in apposition to pfiiv,

seems to me just possiljle.

Pp. 118-19, no. 72. The last .sentence gives a good sense if we take thepa> as having the words after

jui dd n-k for antecedent, and put stress on “450”;—“If you are told ‘100 loaves of strength 10 are

e.xchanged for a quantity of loave.s (of strength) then you shall say, ‘That is the exchange of the

100 loaves of strength 10 for 4-50 loave.s of strength 45.’” This gives point to the “the” before “loaves.”

I doubt whether sdni-fjnv would be found with pas.sive .sA/o/ (so-called idniw-f).

P. 122, no. 80. I would translate; “As for the measuring-vessel with which one mea.sures-out * to the

clerks(?) of the storehouse ”
^ ^

is, as P. .says, unknown as a measure of capacity
;
on the

other hand we have hii m dhh “ to me.isure out with the measuring-vessel ’’ in dhh pn hiy-i phrt tn im-f,

“ this measuring-vessel with which I shall measure out tliis medicine,'' Hearst Med. Pap., 14. 1, similarly

ibid., 14. 1 again, 14. 2. For the verb hii determined with ,."D when used of measurements of volume,

cf. BissrsG, (Je,H-ni-k(ii, i, PI. 23; ii. Pis. 9, 12 ; Lkpsiu.s, Denkm., ii, 103 ; Peasant, Bl, 104 {hiw, “the

measurer”)
;
Ree. de True., 5, 86 ; further Siitt, v, 9, where we must tianslate “ I caused my town to live

as one who measures by the gallon.”

The dbh perhap.s contained one gallon
;
the .size of the measuring-ve.ssels used in the Old Kingdom

reliefs suits this, and it gives meaning to the heading of no. 80 in connection with what follows.

Sn^. The rendering “ slave-prison, ergastehim ” (due, I believe, to Gardiner) is surely only secondary.

Primarily it is clearly at most a warehouse in which wares are prepared as well as stored in the New
Kingdom large numbers of foreign slaves were drafted into the temple warehouses, but these were only

incidentally prisons, and it is le.ss misleading to tran.slate “warehouse” in all cases.

P. 125, no. 82. For J\ ^ cm ,
“ poultry farm,” cf. now Zeitschr. j. ug. Spr., 59, p. 9. 9 of Scharfl'’s

/V•A^A'^ I
' '

transcriptions.

No. 83. Sentences of the type ir X, Ypn- cannot correctly be translated “ if a- is y ;
they mean “ as to

X’, it isy.” AVe must therefore render here ; “As to the food of 4 ro-geese of the pen(i), it is one htnu of
Delta-barley

;
requirement of one ro-goose, gallon, 3 ro. As tn the food of a /-o-goose which goes into the

pond, it is ,V sV gallon. 2 ro of Delta-barley (or) one hi.ai for one bird.” AVhy the word htmyt “must be
wrong ” I cannot see

;
it may be a word for ‘‘ pen,” or more probably a collective, “ cooped''birds ” and has

no need to agree in gender with the ro-goose.

The whole of 83 looks more like a farmer’s memoranda than a mathematical exercise

P. 128, no. 85. It is certain that we have here an early example of the enigmatic writing, and not
“ a mere random group,” for ue;»rly all the signs are found in the enigmatic writing of the Eighteenth
and Nineteenth Dynasties, and the values of most of them are well established The

a.s follows ;

passage

As a tentative

interpretation I suggest u-Jd-k ti Upyp / va rht-nf “ Interpret this strange matter [which the scribe NN
wrote ??...]... according to what he knew.” The following is the justification of this attemut —; justification of this attempt ;-

Uyj not known to me elsewhere^, but cf. «/(<-, “ to fish ”
; vh(, “ to interpret,” is well known. '1^ =

' Literally, with which i.s measureil-out ; hiyir-^hiitr. -Bead

’ Even the little magazines in the raastaba of Mereruka are refetred to as .b/f in the inscB^ns over their doors
‘ The amount lost seems to be uncertain.

Cf. hi>p{y}t, strange things,” G.vki.i>-er, Adinonitions

,

97. where, however, all the examples have double p.

occurs in enigiu. writing with value hm, which gives no =ense here.
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cf. Sethb in Northampton, Report on some Excavations in the Theban Necropolis', 9*.
(]
— t, cf. Sethe,

12 . I— 1= ^, of. = proper name Lej'den Stela 93 2. : for the value

p (from pnw) cf. Sethe, 4* no. 22, where hrp seems to be the only possible reading. ~
^ ^

Sethe, 10*. o I l I with ordinary value in enigm. writing, <^. Sethe, 7* no. 188.
J

not known to me in

enigm. writing; value might be u'd, wd, n-t, d or d.

j

j

' = s, s, Sethe, 11*. X not known to me in

enigm. writing
;
value might be s (from swi). r i (varies with > 1 1 has value.s 7i (Sethe, 1 1*), 7it

(Dev^ria, op. cit., 67), h (.see above). = /, Sethe, 8*. common in late enigm. writing,

but I cannot point to an earlier instance. O, value uncertain
;
might well be r. It occur.s several times

in Leyden V 93 and Louvre C. 65^. value uncertain
;
mo.st probable value h (from ht). It occurs

Leyden V 93. V value t in late enigm. writing
;
occurs Sethe, 7*, no. 153, in damaged context.

I 1 = n, see above. ^ =/, cf. Sethe, 8*.

P. 129, footnote 4. ^ omitted, if at all, before /Ci @ and not after it.

Footnote 5. There is no need to take \rt as anything but infinitive in the sdnit-f form.

Plates b

In the transcription considerable liberties have l)een taken with the original di.sposition of the calcula-

tions. This is very noticeable in Pis. A-D, where figures that in the original stand under the “title-

number ” are pushed so far to the left that the organic structure of the calculation, already badly treated

by the scribe (see note above to pp. 38 foil.), is destroyed : extreme cases 2-^33, 39, 45, 51, 57, 63, 85, 87, 99.

In sympathy, perhaps, with the scribe of Rhind, who had to squeeze his calculations between narrow

rulings, P. has allowed himself insuflncient space, with unfortunate results.

Pl.A, 2-4-19. <:rr> or 6 missing over n
III

twice in 1. 2, and over (g n 1 1 1

1

in last line. 2-r-21 : § and 2

on the right need the tick.

PI. F, no. 3, 1. 2, ;
but only in the facsimile, PI. E.

zn

PI. H, no. 22. Not -wwvN but ; cf. no. 79 and Kahm, 8. 62.

PI. R. “61b” missing to left of 61.

PI S, no. 64 PI. T, no. 68. The word it, “ barley,” is wrongly transcribed instead of •111 . I
I I .'Ml

_,-4_

PI. U, no. 70, left, line 10. Read I

.

PI. W, no. 79 ;
PI. Y, no. 84. Read f

^ °
. not f ,

at this period.

PI. W, no. 81. For ,
which gives no sense, read .

PI. X, no. 82B
;
read

1^ 1

' ^ —
I I '

.

* Cited hereafter as Sethe.

^ The clearest reproduction Deveblv, Memoives et Fragments (Biblioth^que Egyptologique, v), PI, 2.

3 Published Deveeu, op. cit., PI. 1 ;
Northampton, op. cit., PI. 12 ;

both publications incomplete.

* I have made no systematic collation of the transcription with the facsimile.

Battiscombe Gunn.

Joum. of Egypt. Arch. xii. 18
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Thebes: la gloire d’un graiid pass£ By Jean Capabt with the collaboration of Marcelle Werbeouck.

Fondatiou egyptologique Reine Elisabeth. Brussels, Vromaut. 1925.

M. Capart, with the collaboration of Mile Werbrouck, has published a very fine ourrage de luxe in this

volume, which is published as the firstfruits and in the interest of the “Fondation Eeine Elisabeth,”

which he has created at Brussels. In noble format, splendid typography and a reproduction of photographs

hors concov.rs, the book challenges comparison with the great works of the kind produced elsewhere. There

are no fewer than 257 illustrations, for which M. Capart has chosen the finest photographs he could find,

illustrating practically everything of intei'est at Thebes—temples, tombs and landscapes. And in his 352

pages of text he has written a description of the monuments of the great city of the i)ast as we see them
now in the light of modern Egyptological knowledge, that %'ery completely covers the whole ground.

Those who turn over its pages to refre.sh their memory or to explore previously unknown grouiid cannot

fail to derive interest and pleasure from the perusal, while the student who desires to acquire additional

knowledge will not be disappointed. Like others of its kind, its size and the heavily leaded paper necessary

for the satisfactory printing of the half-tone blocks makes weight unavoidable
;
but it can be said that for

one of its type the book is surprisingly light. Still, the tome (for it is nothing less) can only be read at the

table or at a stand-up desk ; it is too heavy for armchair reading, and the absence of binding makes it

impossible to use without care lest it should fall to pieces of its own weight. This defect, and an additional

one in the absence of an index, are regrettable, especially the latter. But these are the only two fault.s we
have to find in a very fine book, well worthy of acquisition by those who like a fine book on a most
interesting subject. It i.s difficult to say more of a volume of this kind

: good wine of so popular a vintage

needs no hush.

H. E. Hall

Manuel (Tarckeologie e'gyptienne. i. Les dements del’architecture, \yAv G. Paris: Auguste Picard.

1924.

The volume under review is, to judge from the title, the first part of a complete manual of Egyptian
archaeology. Whether the author intends to provide himself and his readers with illustrations on the grand
scale of his L’architecture et la decoration dans VAndemie Egypte for the volumes to come we have yet to

see
;
at any rate his decision on that point will materially aftect the value of the work, for in this first part

he depends very largely on that fine selection of photograjihs to illustrate his points, this notwithstanding
a generous supply of line drawings and a number of reductions from the L’architecture, etc. in the text!
iNl. Jeqiiier obeys hi.s title very consciontioasly. Elements for him are no more than the individual members
which go to make up the body of a building. These he traces from the ground upwards. Beginning with
the materials themselves—wood, earth (including bricks) and stone—he proceeds to describe m detail the
development of foundations, walls, pylons, gateways, windows, stairs, columns and pillars, architraves,
roofs and arches. To complete the building there are six more chapters on the accessories, namely the naos’
sarcophagus—whose raison dhitre in a book strictly devoted to architecture is based not so much on a
comparison of its features with those of other architectural forms, as on the fact that its function is to be
‘uno veritable maison” (p. 327) for the dead-altar, ol>elisk, stele and certain statues. The inclusion
of these objects, however necessary to the completed building, .seems sufficient justification for reproach
when we find that in four hundred pages the author has not included a single complete plan of an E-^yptian
temple. But perhaps it were better not to complain till we have seen the second volume. In the discussion
of the details themselves at any rate there is very little scope for additional remarks except when recent
excavations have produced entirely new material. Such of course is the case as a result of the discovery of
the shrine of King Zoser, and of the colonnade and mastabas by his pyramid. Even the minutely worked
out chapters on the columns which form the mo.st important thesis in the book now require revision in
order to take the fluted column as far back as the Third Dynasty. M. Jequier has given us for the first
time a complete classification of the Egyptian orders, and it is difficult to believe that his classification can
ever be further elaborated. He distingui.shes ten different types of column, the last of which, the “composite
column,” IS it.self subdivided by twenty-seven varieties of capital. In regard to pillars, of which three types
are noted, an important point is made by emphasizing the divorce between the Osiride and Caryatid forms •

in the Osiride, though the figure is often of one piece with the pillar, it stands clear from the architrave
and therefore serves no architectonic function, in contradistinction to the Caryatid which acts as a true
support.
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M. Jequier’s method is to give the facts and to he as sparing of comment as possible. He does however

frequently allow himself the satisfaction of an arti,stic judgment, to quarrel or agree with which is the part

of the reader rather than the reviewer. But po.ssihly this appreciation of the beauty of Egyptian monuments

may account for the fact that while his knowledge of the vagaries of all works in stone appears to be infinite

he has barely done justice to the brick .structures. This cannot be entirely e.vcused on the plea that some

of our mo.st recent discoveries of such remains are not yet published. The German excavation.'' of the years

immediately preceding the War and our own of two .seasons after it at lell el-‘Amarnah were already puti-

lished in some part before M. Jequier wrote. Vet, to take a single instance, there is no mention in the

discussion of drainage (p. oSft.
)
of the elabcirate washing arrangements with runnels to Ctirry oil the waste

which are a common feature of the middle-class hou.se at El-‘Aniarnah. Again the method of roofing over

mud-brick house.s is not mentioned at all. One might note other small points of omission, .such as the

common device for the decoration of ceilings by painting a vine growing on a trellis. In a work which

sets out to cover so wide a field some omissions must always occur; hut M. Jequier should hardU have

dealt so summarily with the brick-work, even though it is found in such comparatively small quantities.

The important point is, however, that !M. Jequier has covered the field of stone architecture with a

thoroughness for which all students of Egyptology mu.st he grateful to him. One may add that its value

ill this country would he greatly increased by translation
;
the frequent use of difficult technical terms

often makes it slow reading.
S. R. K. Gl.vnville.

G. Sobhy: Kitab Qawa'ida l-L'jghatil-Mafnyati l-Qtihtit/u, Cairo i^Inst. Fran9ais) 1925, vol. i, pp. 255.

This is a Coptic grammar in Arabic by one of the very' small band cif Coptic .scholars which has arisen

recently within the Egyptian Church. It is intended to provide a sound knowledge of the language iii

accordance with the methods of scientific philology as generally understood in the western world at the

present time and to initiate the Copts into the results of recent research, the life-history of the language

being treated in the light of its evolution from ancient Egyptian. The book is a valuable and useful con-

tribution to Coptic studies as presenting in a collected form the work which h<is been done for some years

past by Mallou, Stern, Steindorff, Spiegelberg, Sethe, Griffith, Mm'ray, and Crum (o/. pp. 1-2), but its

peculiar character as an effort to bring those studies to those who still u.se Coptic as theii liturgical

language and to raise up in the Coptic community a new generation of students equipped for the study of

the history and literature of their Church inevitably calls forth a strong feeling of sympathy for Dr. tiobhy’s

undertaking, the fitting product of a life which, in spite of active professional duties, has been so largely

consecrated to the loyal and filial task of securing the literary heritage of liis own people.

The book is well printed and of convenient size. It deals with the Bohairic language, but constantly

refers to the Sa'idic for comparison, a.s well as to the ancient language, a knowledge of the hieroglyphic

characters being presupposed.

The treatment of the phonology (pp. 13 sqq )
is particularly interesting as indicating the pronunciation

of Coptic in the services of the Church at the pre.sent day as compared with the transcription of proper

names and the transliterations in the texts published by Casanova {Bull. List., l, 1-20) and by txalthier

{Bull List V 87-164) as well as the WAdi n-Xatrun which Dr. Sobhy has prepared for the forth-

coming edition of WAdl n-Xatrun texts commenced by the late H. G. Evelyn White. Cf. Sobhy,

Pronunciation of Coptic in the Church of Egypt, in Journal (1915), 15-19. Here we note that

or
2;

where no doubt ^ is taken as having the modern Egyptian sound, though both and ^ are

also given as equivalent to ^(palatalised): the older transcription was r'=^ before a, o, u, and

before e, f, as in recopr^ioc and ^=0 or y, not f.e. explosive not aspirate.

T =0 or i and = this d sound for t being common in mediaeval and in modern Greek.

<^=0 or q= wj: ‘^=T- or or «• nisgiren its true .sound as Persian or Turkish y,

a sound which does nut occur in AraliiA. The writer shows that Boh. -e-, x often = Sah. t, n, k,

e.g. (^6. 1-na.i, but it is not clear whether the modern Egyptian can distinguish between

the aspirate ’and explo.sive, at least in the dentals. The change of to O and of j to a is one of the

characteristics of Egyptian Arabic, and the occasional and inconsistent use of O and j in mediaeval

Egyptian manuscripts indicates that it is not a modern development. Probably, in reading Coptic, no

difference is made between e- and t, save that the latter is often sounded d which is not, and possibly

none between n and
18—2
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Pages 35—204 give the accidence which is set out clearly and plainly. It might be even clearer if a

general summary table of the tense formatives w'ere given. These pages are illustrated by references to

the historical evolution of the forms and in this perhaps it is the best and completest manual at present

av'ailable and should be a work of reference for European students of Coptic who can command a working

knowledge of Arabic.

Pages 205-232 deal with which (partly) corresponds with what we generally call “ syntax ”
;
the

arrangement of the sentence, the nominal and verbal sentences, and the connection of the parts of the

sentence.

Pages 233-237 contain three passages from the prophets in Bohairic, Sa‘idic, and Fayyumic (Akhmimic)
set out in parallel columns. This is a most useful and interesting addition.

Pages 238-253 contain supplementary notes on the transmission of the consonant sounds of ancient

Egyptian and their representation in Bohairic and Sa'idic.

The appearance of such a work suggests that in the present generation of Copts there are some who
are turning to a serious and scientific study of their ancient language and this is indeed a most hopeful
prospect.

De Lacy O’Leary.

Psalterii Versio Memphitica e recognition Pauli de Lagarde. Reedition avec le texte copte en caractbres

coptes par O. H. E. Bcrmester et E. D^vaud. Louvain, 1925.

Just fifty years have elapsed since the publication of the last critical edition of the Coptic Psalter in

the Bohairic dialect. In 1875 Lagarde produced his Psalterii Versio Memphitica^ which was immensely
in advance of its predecessors and was based on a collation of six manuscripts. It had one great dis-

advantage in that it was printed in roman characters instead of Coptic type, which rendered it most
troublesome and, to the Coptic scholar, irritating to read. Mr. Oswald Burmester and Prof. Eugene
Devaud of Fribourg have now prepared a new edition of Lagarde’s work, printed in the excellent Coptic
type of Louvain. And they propo.se to follow it up with new editions of the other extant books of the
Bohairic Old Testament, if sufficient support is forthcoming. They have also in preparation a companion
volume to the Psalter containing the variant readings of all the MSS. known, which now number fourteen.

In 1900 Swete in his Introduction to the O.T. in Greek pointed out the importance of the Coptic
versions for the study of the LXX. and the necessity of accurate editions as the foundation

; and it is

much to be hoped that financial help will be found to enable this scheme of -work on the text of the
Bohairic O.T. to be completed. The first volume containing the text of the Psalter is ready and can be
obtained on application to E. D., Case postale 64, Fribourg, Suisse. Price 15 frs. Swiss.

H. Thompson.

Scenes de la vie pririe dans les tambeaux igyptiens de VAncien Empire. By Pierre Montet. Strasbourg'
Librairie Istra. Oxford, University Press. 1925. 8vo. Price 100 francs.

In 1887-8 Maspero lectured at the CoUbge de France on the agricultural scenes of the Old Kingdom
He had already dealt with this theme in 1878 and collected his • material into book-form, but the book
never appeared. The lectures of 1887-8 were put into continuous form and published in 1888 in the fii-st

fascicule of the second volume of his Etudes egyptiennes. In 1919 Erman collected and published his notes
which he had accumulated over a period of many years, on the short legends, exclamations, songs, etc.’

which accompany many of the scenes in the Old Kingdom tombs h These two studies cover only part of
the ground. Maspero’s was confined to agricultural subjects, whilst Erman’s dealt only with the speeches
and not with the pictures or their explanatory legends. Dr. Montet has now produced a work which
embraces every aspect of these Old Kingdom scenes. He aims at interpreting and explaining the actions
or processes depicted, the explanatory legends accompanying them, and the utterances of the persons as
well. The works both of Maspero and of Erman appeared without illustrations. The present volume con-
tains an illustration of almost every scene represented, in twenty-four good collotype plates and forty-eight
text-figures.

^ °

For students who have to carry out their studies in spare time or in places far removed from the great
museums and libraries (an ever-growing class), this volume is of a type which is of the greatest utility We
do not all of us possess, ready to hand, the ponderous tomes of Champollion, Rossellini, Lepsius Mariette
and others, and it is a great boon to find the best material conveniently collected from these’ scattered

1 Reden, Rufe iind Lieder auf Griiberbildern des alien Reiches, .ibhandlungen of the Berlin Academy, 1919.
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sources into a handy compass, and with a general accuracy which inspires confidence. Dr. Montet has

availed himself of all the pubhshed material, but has supplemented this by a considerable u.se of his own
copies and photographs.

In dealing with Old Kingdom texts the defects of our standard fount of hieroglyphic type are very

apparent. This tj'pe was cut very largely from late imidels, when the signs had often undergone consider-

able modification. Dr. Montet has wisely discarded many of the.se inaccurate types and has had new ones

made from Old Kingdom models to take their places. The frequent use of three different determinatives

to express a collectivity made up of different elements* often reveals the limited resources of printed type.

IVe now have several new mammals, birds and fishes, as well as other objects, to supply these deficiencies.

Some of these new signs, howev’er, are scarcely an improvement on the old : such is the hippopotamus on

p. 16.

The book is well printed on good paper, and is conveniently arranged, but the text is not free from

misprints. On p. 175, for instance, the determinative is twice used instead of On p. 223

is transcribed hihi, and on p. 190 “absence” is mis-spelt. The sign O (generally used for ©)

owing to some defect in printing, looks like Q (s/u) almost wherever it occurs. I believe that the deter-

minative of mndt (p. 281) should be ^ and not as stated. The word mndt, as I shall show in a
^

n ‘

forthcoming article, is an anatomical term meaning “ cheeks.” The me;ining of the expression 1

'

“ a a X must be something like “ blow out your (lit. his) cheeks, mate I
” and it

AA/V\AA < a X 0

is appropriately called out to a man who is blowing the furnace down a tube with all his might.

The index is very complete and valuable.
IV-iRREN R. D.xwsoy.

TAe YavXted Tombs of Messard: an aceovnt of some early cemeteries of Southern Crete. By Stephanos

XANTHOunfDES, Ph.D., Ephor-General of Antiquities in Crete. Translated by Prof. J. P. Droop, M.A.,

with a Preface by Sir Arthur Evaus, F.K.S. Liverpool University Press, 1924.

Dr. Stephanos Xanthoudides, who is not only Ephor-General of Antiquities in Crete, but is also Keeiier

of the Candia Museum, is, as Sir Arthur Evans says in his preface to this book, well known to all Minoan

archaeologists as an honoured colleague. His work in the archaeological field has always been of the first

class, and it is of especial interest to Egyptologists because it has largely been concerned with remains of

the early ages of Cretan civilization and has resulted in the discovery of various apparently early con-

nections with Egypt. The well-known Koumasa figurines, published here by their discoverer on his Plate IV,

were hailed at their first appearance as presenting an amazing similarity to predynastic Egyptian figurines

(see Journal, i (1914), PI. XVII, 1 : cf. my Aegean Archaeology, PI. XIV, 1, where, by Dr. Xanthoudfdes’s

kind pei-mission, they were first published), although luoi-e recent research obliges us to put them con-

siderably later in date than the latter. And now Dr. Xanthoudides presents the Egyptian archaeologist

with further comparisons that go far towards stabilizing the theory of early Cretan connection with Egypt

that was first adumbrated many years ago by Sir Arthur Evans, has since been so notably reinforced by

his cogent arguments and those of the late Mr. Seager derived from the work at Moohlos, and now has to

be accepted as a commonplace of archaeology. Sir Arthur Evans discusses the matter in his preface, and

on pp. 128-130 of his volume Dr. Xanthoudides sums up the evidence on this point derived from his

diggings, which is well worth the attention of Egyptologists. They would say, after studying this evidence,

that during the predynastic and Old Kingdom periods, the comparisons point perhaps as much to Nilotic

origin for some of the elements of early Minoan culture as to commercial connection, though connection

must have been continuous from the predynastic age on. It seems to have been accentuated under the

First—Third and Fifth—Sixth Dynasties. In the latter period the resemblances are remarkable, and we

can already see (I would myself add) in Egypt the repercussion of the Aegean culture in the Egyptian

button-seals and, a little later (under the Twelfth Dynasty), the adoption of the Aegean spiral to ornament

Egyptian scarabs. And when we see the spiral returning to the Aegean with the characteristic Egyptian

addition of the lily-flower at the spring of the volutes {P.S.B.A., xxxi, 1909, 222;, the full tide of influence

and counter-influence on the arts between Egypt and Crete has set in. The point need not be laboured

here. It is amply proved. Relations with the East, with Anatolia and Mesopotamia, are much less apparent.

* Cf. Lacac, Rec. True., 35 , 60 .
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There is a seal-cylinder of about 2W0 b.c. from Babylonia, and the Minoans no doubt derived much of

their knowledge of seal-cutting ultimately from Babylonia ;
one can see Sumerian ideas in art-motives and

methods here and there (as for instance in the carving of stone vases in relief : the Hagia Triada vases of

L, M. I are descendants in Crete of the Babylonian carved vases of the Gudea period and earlier)
;

but

compared with that of Egypt, the Eastern influence was negligible.

Dr. Xanthoudides’s discoveries were mostly made in the Messara, the central plain of Crete, and

towards its western end where the plain slopes gnxdually down in the broad vale of the Mylepotamos

to the bay of the southern sea that faces westward at Dibaki. This broad and fertile portion of Crete

must always have been the .seat of a large and settled population
;
we find it ruled by princes who erected

palaces that rival Knossos at Phae.stas and at Hagia Triada
;
we now see that it was possibly the oldest seat

of the new-incoming culture-elements from Egypt which (probably later) penetrated to Knossos and to

the north-east coast, as at ilochlos. There are several small harbours hereabouts that no doubt saw the

first Xilotic landings, and served as the ports for Egypt in later days. Sir Arthur Evans has recently

discovered traces of the ancient Minoan road that led hence to Knossos. Most of the finds were made in

the stone thuloi or ossuary-tombs that are characteristic of the early peiiod, and it is these tombs and

their contents that are described by their discoverer in this volume. The idea of the tholos wa.s no doubt

derived from the cave in which the primitive neolithic Cretan deposited his dead. The early tholoi were

simple enough, though often very large. Eventually they developed into the great stone tombs of the late

Minoan period and the beehive tholoi of the mainland, the finest example of which is the “ Treasury of

Atreus’’ at Mycenae. The Greek tholoi then are the direct descendants of the cave-tomb.s, as the

Mycenaean shaft-graves are of the pit-tombs, which continued to be a normal form of burial side by side

with the tholoi, though the latter were more common in early days. The tholoi of the Messara mostly

contain objects from the Third Early Minoan and First Middle Minoan periods (contemporaneous with

the Sixth—Eleventh Dynasties), but many of them are probably older. It would seem that the skeletons

of the older occupants (large numbei-s of persons were often buried in one tholos) were unceremoniously

swept up and cleared away when necessary to make room for new additions, so that we have only the

contents of the latest period of use, immediately before a change of custom made communal ossuaries of

this type obsolete, and separate burial in clay coffins became general. No idea of mummification seems

to have come from Egypt to Crete, and Cretan burial customs were always more varied and also more

summary than those of Egypt. Not many perfect skulls were recovered, almost all dolichocephalic.

Dr. Xanthoudfdes describes the usual early method of burial in the Messara in his last section, in which

he seems to regard the tholos as the descendant rather of the prehistoric hut (“originally, that is, the

Minoan’s house in death had the same form as his house in life,” p. 135). To me, however, as I have said

above, an origin in attempted imitation of the walled-up cave seems more probable. The author sums up

the Minoan culture of the early period in another section
;
and this final part of his book is very in-

teresting, frankly more interesting than the first part, which is a mere catalogue (invaluable though it is)

of the finds in the tholoi of Koumasa, Portf, Platanos, Kalathiand and other sites.

There are sixty plate.s, which are a complete record of the finds, which have extended over a series

of years, and necessarily have yielded great store of material. tVe see here the figurines and the stone

paint-palettes which remind us so strongly of predynastic Egypt, the seal-stones that are so like the

button-seals of the Old Kingdom, the scarabs that are so obviously directly imitated from those of the

Twelfth Dynasty (one, Plate XIV, No. 1075, with a figure of Thoueris in unmistakable Twelfth-Thirteenth

Dynasty style, is in my opinion an actual importation from Egypt, not a Minoan imitation), the charac-

teristic stone vases of the E. M. Ill period (of variegated breccia like those of Mochlos), and the polychrome

pottery of the Middle Minoan age. Both are finely reproduced in colour on Plate XII, and Plates V and
VI, respectively. M’e see too the primitive copper daggers and axes of the time : bronze does not appear

till'M. M. 1 (^Eleventh—Twelfth Dynasties), as was to l)e expected. There is simple gold and bead
jewellery too, as at Mochlos. And there are views of the tholoi, though a ruined early tholos is a very difficult

thing of which to make a photograph that shall be intelligible to those who have never seen one. But two
modem cheese dairies of stone on Mount Ida, shewn on Plate LX, may serve to shew what an Early

Minoan tholos probably looked like when complete : and there are plans of the tholoi at Koumisa, Portf,

and Platanos. A sketch map of the Messara shewing the position of the various sites is also provided.

Professor Droop has done his work as tran.slator very well, but it would have been better if he had not
added the few notes of his own in brackets that he ha.s put in : it is best to let an author say only his

own words.

H. R. Hall.
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Funerary statuette from Abydos.
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A MASTERPIECE OF EARLY MIDDLE KINGDOM
SCULPTURE

By H. FRANKFORT

With Plate xxi

In a corner of the necropolis of Abydos not far from the cultivation and perhaps half a

mile north of the Shiinet ez-Zebib, a corner where ancient robbers left only those tombs

undisturbed which were not worth robbing, we had, during last season, the rare good

fortune of finding the statuette shown in PI. xxi. It was found in a shaft- tomb of the

ordinary iliddle Kingdom tvpe. In the shatt there were remains of a disturlied burial

;

bones, some oval amethyst and a few round green-glazed beads and a hawk-pendant of

green felspar, which sutticed by themselves to date the interment. Apparently the wife

had been buried in the shaft after the husband had been laid to rest in the sepulchral

chamber, and the tomb-robbers had looked no turther after robbing the woman : at least

the man’s burial showed zio signs of interference. TiiC skeleti.>n was complete, supine, ex-

tended, surrounded by the undisturbed remains of the stuccoed wooden coffin.

The only object found in the chamber is th ' statuette. The right arm was broken off; a

chip from the left shoulder was only discovered when, with the promise of a substantial

bakshish for the finder, the earth and bones from the chamber wer • turned over anew. At

both sides the upper part of the seat is chipped, apparently by the same accident which

damaged the arms.

It is strange that such a valuable object should be fouml alone in a tomb. Objects of

this class belong normally to people who can afford an extensive funerary equipment, and

it is altoo-ether unusual that a statuette of such qualitv should be uninscribed. But both

these facts become clear if we consider that the burial was undisturbed, and that therefore

the statuette must have been damaged before it was put in the tomb. Probably it was

made for some rich and important per.son; but wdn.ai the sculjztor had almost completed his

task (I find that the surface of the breast and of the lap is not quite finished off) and was

going to hand it over to the sign-cutter, some unfortunate accident happened. The damage

done was all the more serious it we remember that such statuettes had actually to per-

petuate the material personality of the owner if the body decayed. Obviously the customer

for whom the statuette was made w'ould not accept it. To inscribe it was therefore useless,

but sooner than throw- it away the sculptor gave it, at a bargain-price no doubt, to the

person in whose tomb we found it, who otherwise would not have been able to procure one

at all.

.3o much for the surroundings in which the statuette w'as found; let us consider now its

main features. The man is seated on a narrow^ seat with a slightly raised back, over w-hich

a woven cover hangs down. This is only .schematically indicated by a projection on the

back, exactly as in the statues of Sesostris I from Lisht. The massive block-seat itself is, of

course, purely an art-convention, but not a primitive one. In the very archaic statuettes,

at Leyden, Turin and Naples for instance, the details of the chairs are sculptured on their

Journ. of Ejiypt. Arch. xil. 19
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sides, and that is also the case with both the Khasekhemui-statues from Hierakonpolis.

But in the evolution between the Second and the Fourth Dynasty, in which Egyptian art

definitely gains that peculiarity which opposes it as a whole, notwithstanding its long-

duration, to all others, in that short but momentous period of canonization and purification

the block-seat was finally adopted, as best in keeping with the predominating tendency of

that art to express only what is essential. Moreover the block-seat is of great plastic value,

for it opposes the straight and flat forms of dead material to the finely modelled ever-

changing planes of the human body which it supports.

That body is modelled, indeed, with the utmost sensitiveness; the face, the arms with

the graceful wrists and the feet with the delicate toes and nails are exquisitely done. The

back is as usual treated more summarily though the spine is indicated. The whole figure,

with its rigid frontidity and S(juare compactness, possesses a monumental power which is

astounding in view of its size, and is peculiar to the best Egyptian art.

The face is hardly a portrait
;
one feels that the expression of a particular personality

is only latently present under a beautiful form which is ideal, general, typical. It has no

relation in structure to the round Old Kingdom faces. It possesses quite outspokenly the

broad but not fleshy face with the somewhat prominent nose of the Twelfth Dynasty, but

it shares with the preceding period that look of childlike detachment and shows as mere

possibilities only the amazing psychological differentiations of a time imbued with such

literature as the “Dialogue of a man with his .soul,” differentiations which have found un-

rivalled expression in the later royal (lortraits of the period. In its simpler physiognomy our

statuette is again related to the statues of Sesostris I, just as in the type of its seat and

also in the position of the hands: the right hand holds the “ handkerchief,” the left lies ex-

tended on the knee, a position canonical in the Old Kingdom, but which seems to disappear

in the latter part of the Twelfth Dynasty. Only the lower part of the body is covered with

the long smooth garment, which hangs from the girdle down to the ankles.

Most extraordinary is the wig. This long wig with two groups of strands hanging down
in front of the shoulders is essentially woman’s wear : see, from the Old Kingdom, the

statuette in the Carnarvon-Collection {Journal, iv, Frontispiece) or the alabaster figure of

the British Museum {Journal, xi, PI. i); but Queen Mutnefert the mother of Tuthmosis II

still wears it (Cairo 572) and so do even Amenardys and her contemporaries. A few earlv

instances, however, ofmen wearing this wig are known: one statuette from the Old Kingdom
(Cairo 45), a wooden one of a certain MentuhAp (Berlin 4650) and finally the famous

wooden A’u-statue of King Horus ojj from Dahshur. There is also one stela of a

certain Ameni (Cairo 20562) ; and jjrobably the use of this wig by men is no mere freak of

fashion, foi with few exceptions it is show'n in the shabti figures dow^n to the latest period.

But a discussion of this matter would load us too fiir from our subject.

Material
;

yellow^ limestone with markings of manganese. Dimensions : height 217 mm.;
width of base 58 mm.

;
depth of base (the front is slightly convex) 124 mm.

;
depth of seat

64 mm. ; height of seat, in front 87 mm., at back 101 nim.
;
projecting cover over back of

seat, 33 mm. Now in the Ny Carlsberg Glyptothek, Copenhagen.
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ALEXANDKIA AND CONSTANTINOPLE: A STUDY IN
ECCLESIASTICAL DIPLOMACY

By XORilAN H. BAYNES

Scholars have often considered the diplomacy of the Pharaohs and of the Ptolemaic

kings of Egypt
;
there is perhaps room for a brief study of the diploinac\' of the uncrowned

kings of Roman Egypt—the Christian patriarchs of Alexandria. This is the theme of the

present paperk I am not here concerned with theology, but with the struggle of the

' This paper rejireseiit.s the suhstance of a lecture delivered at a nieetitig of the Society on .lauuary 2(1,

1926. I have retained its original form, and have accordingly refr.uued from any elaborate ‘docunieutation.’

The following are the principal modern works on which this paper is Iw.&ed :

Pierre Pi.vtiffoi. : La Pau' Coi’itantiiw'nut, ch. 2. Paris, (hibalda. 1914.

Id. : Ongitie dv rlgleuimt des coitciles, iu iVatCs de Utorgie et d'a ri'hA.l-igip a/ov'/fc/o/e. Paris, (labalda.

1919.

Felix Ha.vse : AltfhriitUche Kiivhengesc/dc/ite naxh tirknt'iUiid'ta Leipzig, H<UTas.suwitz, 192o.

Heixrich (.iELZER : Die Konzilien <ds AaigeH'ihhe kieiae Hi-kriften. Leipzig, Teubner,

1907, 142-lj.j.

Ed. Schw.vrtz : Die Koiizilien des und i Jahi'lnindeiin, in Uistari-iekie Zi'itackn'ifi, civ (1910;, 1-37.

Id, : Knnzihtudien = Schriften der Wis‘!ei'--‘c/iiiftiic/if‘i> Oeedlsekajft in Sma-ssfiurg, 20 Heft. Strnssburg,

Triibner, 1914.

P. Rohrbach: Die Patriarchen con Ale.aiadrien, in Pcen.^.six/ie Ja/ichii, lxi.x (lb92\

On Greek monastic-ism

:

Karl Holl: Cber das gneehische Mnnehtain, in Prenssist he Jahriniehec, xciv ,(1S9S;.

Id. : Enthitsiasidiis und Dussgeicah heim grieehisrhen I.oip/.ig. Hinrichs, lk!)8.

•I. Leipoldt : Sehenvte con Atcipe nnd die Entstehnng de-i />ationol.agpptisrhen Chcisteniihns. Leipzig,

Hinrichs, 190.3.

On Chrysostom and the .8ynod ad Querenm :

Ubaldi in Afernocie of the Academy of Turin : 2nd Series, lii 19()3 .

For Xestorius :

•J. F. Bethcxe-B.aker : Seitocies iind his Teaehii'g: a fresh exauiination of the ecideiie“, Cambridge

University Press, 1908.

G. K. Driver and Leoxard Hodgson: SestoriiK. The Baiaur of Ileraehddes. O.vford, Clarendon Pres.s,

192.j. (My quotations from the Bazaar of Hena h'ide^ arc taken from this translation of the work.!

F. Nau : Ze Licre d’HeraxUde de Da,nas. Pari.s, Lotou/ey et Am'-, 1910.

Id. : Aiestorius d'npris les Bovreea oneutaJcs. Paris, Blond et Cie, 1911.

Ed. Schwartz: Zn.r Vorgeschichte des ephesi/iisrhen Eonzit-i, in JD-storisehe Zeitsi'hrift, cxii CIOID, 237-263.

Id. : Die sogenamiten Gegenanathetismen des Xestorius, in Bitzungsherichte d. Bag. Akad. d. ll'i.-!,’. Pliilosoph.-

philol. u. hist. KL, .Jahrgang 1922, 1 Abhandlung. Miinchen, 1922.

For Cyril ;

Pierre B.atiffol : Les presents de S. Curdle d la eonr de Constantinople^ in Etudes de lit'iraie et dareheo-
logie ehretienne. Paris, Gabalda, 1919, l,o4-179, and in Bull,-tin daneiemie UttL-atnre et d'archeologie

chre'tiennes, I (1911\ Fasc. 4.

For Dioscoros :

Felix H.aase: Patriarch Dioskur I nach inonopilnisitischen Qnellen. in M.\.x Sdrat.ek, Kirche/a/eschiehtHche
Abharulluiigen, vi (1908). Breslau, Aderholz.

19—2
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Bishop of Alexandria to maintain the supremacy of his see against the upstart bishopric

of Constantinople. A word is, however, necessary by way of introduction on the develop-

ment within the Eastern provinces of the Roman Empire of the organisation of the Christian

Church as an institution.

Christianity took its rise in the cities of the Roman East. Paul passes from city to city

founding his small Christian communities at strategic points which were to serve as

bases from which the world was to be conquered for Christ. It was thus from the pro-

vincial capital that Christianity spread to the country-side ; thus that in course of time

the provincial capital came to be regarded as the mother church and the natural centre of

the Christian communities scattered through the province. In this wav from the first the

Church unconsciously adopted for its organisation the same territorial divisions as those of

the civil power: the communities in a civil province are regarded as collectively forming
an ecclesiastical unit. Y hde Paul writes his letters to the capital cities of Roman pro-

vinces Ephesus (Asia), Corinth (Achaia), I hessahinica (Macedonia)—the first epistle of

Peter is addressed to the congi-egations of Galatia. Pontus, Cappadocia, Asia and Bithynia
(cf 2 Cor. i, 1). The problem of organisation in the early Church has to many become a

weariness owing to the preoccupation of students with dogmatic ipiestions, such as the
origins of the institution of episcopacy and the Apostolic Succession : but in itself the

problem of organisation is only one aspect of the intensely human (]ucstion of the main-
tenance of 1 nteicoiiimunication between the .several churclies. and of the guardianship of

the true faith through such intercommunication. When a travelling apostol.ite, when the
web of a fai -flung coirespondence both proved inadequate, we hear during the latter half
of the second centurv of the gathering of bi.shops in councils. And here again the.se extra-
oidinary g.itheiings, assembled for the discussion of problems of pre.ssing urgency, were
gatherings of the bishops of a civil province within the capital of the province. About
the middle of the thud century from these extraordinary provincial councils there developed
the regular provincial .synods meeting annually in the provincial capital. Thus the prestige
and authority of the bishop of the provincial metropolis were naturally increased : he tended
to become the standing president of the synod: he won influence over the election of all

bishops within the province. In 325 the Gouncil of Xicaea determines that in future such
provincial councils shall be held regularly twice in the year under the presidency of the
metropolitan, and that no episcojial election shall be valid unless the metropolitan has
given his approval. Thus in each imperial province by the side of the civil governor there
stands the ecclesiastical head of the Christian communities within the province.

This is definitely raised to a principle of Church organisation, and, when the limits of
an imperial province are altered, there follows a corresponding alteration of the sphere

Audc/. A Wille: Eischof Julian ran Kios, der Xnndus Lcos cfe Gros.,n in KonJantinopel. Kempten,
Kosel, 1910. ^

Karl Gu.xther : T/,eodo>-et von Cyrus mid die Kumpfe in der orientalischen Kirche torn Tode Curills his
zur Emberufvjuj des soyen. Rauber-Konzih. Programm. Asctiaftenburg, Werbrun 19i;3

For the general setting c/. L. Duchesne: Hhtoire anciennede VEglise, Tome iii. Paris, Fontemoing, 1911.
Tlii.s paper wa.s written before I had seen

B. K. Ste 1>H.VNIDES : o; zrarrai KeXeirrivo, 6 X .a\ .Wcor 5 A' .V rah axCreaiv airS^v rrph rol, Eafarr. afro-
.paropa, Kai ra, vrr aerair ohovp. ^aroSoar. in ’En,rr,ph -Eraipda, BvCavrirS,u 2,roaS«r
(Tos A . Athens, 1924, .')5-83.

Ed. Schwartz: Aus den Akten des Concih von Chalkedon, in Ah/.andlung.ai der Bayerisehen \kad d
Philo^oph.-philol. u. hist. Kh, xxsii Band, 2 Abhandlung, Miinchen, 1925.

’
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of the metropolitan : the Emperor Valeiis will divide the civil province of Cap[)a(loeia in

order to strike a blow at the authority of 8. Basil. But the provincial councils develop into

gatherings of bishops from many provinces, and these later councils tend in the same way

to centre round the great cities of the Empire: Antioch, Alexandria, Ephesus; and as a

result of this development the bishop of one of these great cities stands in relation t<i the

provincial metropolitans in the same position as do the latter to the bishops within their

several provinces

—

i.e., there emerges the position of an over-metropolitan, or, as he came

to be known, a patriarch. And these complexes of provinces with a patriarch at their head

are identified with the larger divisions of a civil praefecture—the dtuceses under their

I'icarii: just as the metropolitan has his parallel in the provincial governor, so the patriarch

in the ecclesiastical sphere represents the vicavitis of the praetorian praefect within the

civil hierarchy. Just as the metropolitan must approve of the election of the provincial

bishops, so the patriarch must give his consent to the elections of metropolitans within the

civil diocese. This was the general rule, but the Patriarch of Alexandria exercised extra-

ordinary powers, for all elections of bishops within the provinces of Egypt wei’e subject to

his approval. Thus had the Church in the Eastern provinces of the Em})ire adopted as the

basis for the organisation of its hierarchy the territorial divisions of the Boman adminis-

trative system. From this principle there followed naturally the corollary that the

importance and precedence of a bishopric depended upon the importance and precedence

within the Empire of the bishop’s city Here again the result of an historical development

was raised into a general principle. Byzantium— the humble Greek city—was, a.s a see,

subject to the bishop of Heraclea: but when Byzantium was transfoimed into Constanti-

nople and in 330 became the seat of the imperial government, this subjection of the capital

of the Roman East to the unimportant bishopric of Heraclea was an anomaly: the see

of Constantinople wa.s coveted by metropiJitans {e.y.. Eusebius of Nicome(lia), even by

patriarchs {e.g., Eudoxius of Antioch); at length the Council of Con.stantinople (331) by

its third canon declared that the bishop of Constantinople should stand second in honour

only to the bishop of the old Rome upon the Tiber, because the city of ivhich he is In&hop is

New Rome. Because Constantinople is the capital of the Roman East, it is given the place

of honour amongst the Eastern churches: the suffragan becomes the fir.-.t of the Patriarchs.

This is indeed the crowning application of the theory of the Christian East which we have

been considering: the I’ank of churches is determined by the prominence of cities as cii'il

capitals—a principle itself deduced Iroin the facts ot an historical development. But the

third canon of the Council ot Constantinople was more than that: it was aLo a challenge to

Alexandria. The occasion and the issue of that challenge form the subject of this lecture.

But it IS essential from the first to realise that this struggle between the Patriarchates is

no chance encounter : that indeed it is the result of an historical development which links

Paul of Tarsus to the Alexandrian patriarchs. For, if the rank ot a bishop depended in

principle on the rank of his city, to whom in truth did the pre-eminence belong— to the

bishop of the city ot Alexander with its six centuries ot pagan and Christian history, or to

the bishop of the city of Constantine, the city of yesterday, the presuiuptuou.s intruder

amongst the capitals of the Roman East I

The early history of the spread of Christianity in Egypt is notoriously obscure, but

in the last great per,-.ecution Egypt had withstood the utmost lury of the imperial

agents, and that fury—described tor us in the pages ot Eusebius—and its tailure had

left their mark. Egypt had defied the might of Rome, and the Empire of Rome
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had acknowledged defeat. That precedent, glorified in Coptic hagiography, became a

treasured national possession. The Egyptian loved to he “agin the Government' : it was

a reassuring conviction that what Egypt had done once, Egypt could do again. Y e are

dealing with the city of Alexandria : it is, however, easy to forget and essential to remember

that though the opposition to the imperial government was led by Alexandria, though that

Alexandrian leadership dazzles us by the great personalities in which it was incorporated,

by the spectacular splendours of the vast stage on which the drama was enacted, yet behind

the fa9ade of Alexandria lay" the Egyptian people. When the last great protagonist of

Alexandria had suft’ered shipwreck at Chalcedon, there still remained the Egyptian people

for whom a Monophy’site faith stood as sign and symbol of their alienation from Rome and

the Roman government : it was the massive resolution of the Egyptian people to remain

loyal to that 3Ionophysite faith that yet again defeated all the king's horses and all the

king’s men. It is perhaps the supreme example in human history of tin; tiiumph of non-

cooperation. That is the background of the valley iolk; there is further the backgi’ound of

the desert, no longer a solitary place, but peopled by’ anchorites and monks. If Christian

asceticism in its origins had been in large measure a protest against a Church which was

making too easy terms with the world, it was a patriarch of Alexandria, Athanasius, perse-

cuted by the Church of the Emperor, who brought back to an alliance with the Church of

Egypt the protestants of the wilderness. Monasticism in general—though to the general-

isation there were many exceptions—was not interested in speculative theology: as Holl

has reminded us, the monks were in the main concerned with practical questions of the

defence of the forms adopted by Christian piety; so far as they were intere.sted in dogmatic

issues, it was in prohlems of soteriology, and it is, of course, a truism that soteriology from

Athanasius onwards dominates the religious thought of Alexandria. The essential fact for

Alexandrian piety was the Christ Who was the object of worship, rather than the Christ of

logical and metaphysical definition, rather than the Christ Who, as the school of Antioch in-

sisted, was also the man Jesus, and therefore conditioned by a human development in time and
space. All conceptions which emphasised the dualism of nature in the God-Man tended to dis-

sipate that unity of the person worshipped which was for the Egyptian a pre-requisite, if the
analytic activity of the mind were to be stayed, and the heart freed for the untroubled repose
ofde\otional contemplation. Thus, i\eic the piactical issues of cult or soteriology endangered,
the monks were readily’ aroused to opposition, and they who were originallv drawn for the
most part from the people could, as propagandists, appeal with irresistible force to the
people. In the fifth century the voice of the monk was what the press is to-dav, and w’ith

their religious slogans the monks produced the same effect as modern newspapers with
their political war cries. “ Cursed be Xestorius! " “ Hang the Kaiser;’’ The slogan becomes
an inebriant, and men are intoxicated with its passionate repetition: “But when they knew
that he was a Jew, all with one voice about the space of two hours cried out ‘ Great is Diana
of the Ephesians.’ As it had been in the pagan city, so it was in Christian Ephesus. The
patriarchs of Alexandria played upon the emotions of these monks with inherited mastery:
the reputation for orthodoxy which Athanasius had won attached itself to the office which
Athanasius had held; when the relentless brutality of Theophilus, the foe of Chrysostom,
had with fire and sword stamped out the opposition of the Xitrian monks there was
no further room for independence of thought in Egypt; no declaration of papal infallibility
was needed: the infallibility of the Papa of Alexandria was for Egypt an axiom. The
patriarch was fighting his country’s battles, and his despotism was unchallenged. Hence-
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forth the treaty of alliance which Athanasius had concluded between the desert and the
city was inaintaiiied with a loyalty which had behind it the force ot an inveterate habit.

The monks of Egypt formed the Patriarch’s fanatic bodyguard: theirs not to reason why:
their clubs were brandished at his nod: their dervish bauds would follow him to victoi'v or

destruction

!

That is the setting : and Egypt's first champion in the duel between Alexandria and
iNew Rome is Athanasius. It was Athanasius who reali.sed the nreat adiantaoe which
distance gave to an Egyptian patriarch. The Bishop of Constantinople lived in the shadow'

of the imperial palace: but Alexandria lay more than three weeks' jouniev from the

Eastern capital. Here it was much easier to play the esscntiallv Egvjitian game of passive

resistance—the emperor meanwhile might change his mind! Athanasius, summoned to

Caesarea by Constantine, simply stayed where he was—and waited. But passive resistance

even in a patriarch had its limits, and that limit was reached when a strong emperor had
once made up his mind upon a course of action and refused to change it. There is thinugh-

out the apparent vacillations ot Constantines church policv one fixcil re.solution which
provides the key to the emperors acts: the aim of that resolution was to secure the unitv

of the Church, and woe to him who oppo.scd its realisation! Arius had withstood the

imperial will at Nicaea and he had been exiled; why could Athanasius defy the command
to appear at Caesarea and yet after piteous hesitation—as we now know from the jiapvri

of which Mr. Bell has given us so masterly an edition*—obeyed the command to present

himself at Tyref I believe the reason to be simple; as I have recently ventured to .suggest

in this JoLU'nuV\ the reason is that Arius had recanted, had signed an orthodox creed, and
that Athanasius who refused to rejoice over the sinner that repeiiteth and would not admit
Arius to communion wa.s the one man who by his uncharitable bigotry barred the emperor
from attaining his heart’s desire. Therefore Athanasius was sent into exile in the West.

That interview in Constantinople between emperor and jiatriarch is of profound significance

for the course of the whole struggle: when a resolute emperor hail once made up his mind,

a patriarch of Alexandria could resist no longer: Alexandria won its triumphs against

emperors who w'ore irre.solute or emperors who played into the hand.s of the enemy.

The sufferings and triumph of Athanasius raised Alexandria to a position of unchal-

lenged supremacy. Constantinople under tlie Arian dominance of a Valens wa.s not a .-^eriou.s

rival. But when Yalens fell on the stricken field of Adrianojile, when Cratian’s choice

had given an orthodox emperor to the Roman Ea.-'t in Theodosiu.s the Great, Alexandria

immediately realised that this change might undermine the supremaev of Egypt. Gregory

of Xazianzus had been summoned to Constantinople, and there began to n;-form a congre-

gation of those loyal to the faith of Nicaea. He had been recognised as bishop of the city by
Peter, Patriarch of Alexandria : the latter now repented of this recognition and determined

to impose upon the see of New Rome a Cynic philosopher who had been banished from

Egypt. Bishops protected by sailors (from the Egyptian corn-ships i) hurriedly performed

the rites of consecration under cover of night, and then Maximus together with his con-

secrators hastened to Salonica to secure the emperor’s approval (.‘hSO). This Theodosius

bluntly refused, and the answer to Egyptian intervention was the third canon of the Council

of Constantinople which we have previously considered. Gregory of Nazianzus relinquished

his office, and Nectarius was consecrated bishop of Constantinople in his place. Alexandria

had met an emperor who knew his own mind—and had suffered <lcfeat.

* H. I. Bell, Jews und t'hrutians ia E'jypt. London, 19^4. - XI 1925', .oS-fi9.
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Theodosius the Great died in 395, and his sons Arcadius and Honorius were weaklings:

Xectarius died in 397, and forthwith Alexandiia renewed the struggle. Theophilus, the

Egyptian patriarch, was a man of violence who knew no scruples, but he was also a con-

summate diplomat who knew how to bide his time. His first attempt to control the see of

the capital was a failure: he proposed as candidate his personal iiiend Isidore, but the

all-powerful minister, the eunuch Eutropiiis, with the support of Arcadius carried the

election of Chrysostom. Theophilus protested against that election, but in vain. Eutropius

threatened him with an accusation for deeds of violence committed in Alexandria : the

patriarch’s consent to Chrysostom’s con.socration was the price at wliich he could purchase

immunity from pro.secution : he considered it wiser to submit, Chrysostom thus began his

mirii.stry in the capital with the patriarch for his foe, but with the .support of the emperor
and of the empre.ss Eudoxia.

I am not here concerned to describe how Chrysostom aroused the eiirnitv alike of the

court and of influential eccle.siastics in Constantinople— it is indeed strange that there is

no worthy biography of Chrysostom: we await impatiently that monograph on which,
it is under.stood, for more than a (piarter of a century Baur, the profoundest student of
Chryso.stom's life since Haidacher’s death, has been engaged. My purpose in this paper
is simply to study the methods of Alexandrian diplomacy. In 399 Theophilus had fpiarrelled

with bis tiiend Isidore . the patiiaich launched .against the blameless octogenarian an odious
charge: it was of course quite groundless, but the charge alone sufficed. I.sidore wa.s ex-
conimunicated, treated with brutal violence, and further accused of heresv. He fled for

prv.tection to the N'itrian monks. Ma.s.^aere and arson scattered the .survivors' of the Xitrian
comiiuiiiity throughout the provinces of the Roman East. Some fled to (.’onstantinople and
appealed for protection and justice to Chry.sostom. The bishop refused to act as judge upon
the conduct of his colleague of Alexandria: his appeal to Theophilus for reconciliation
remained unanswered : but Egyptian emissaries were despatched to Constantinople with
counter-charges. The monks secured the support of the palace : their case was heard in
the court of the praetorian praefect: their accusers were condemned to death, thoinrh stay
of execution of the sentence ivas granted until the arrival of the Patriarch of Ale.xindria-
Theophilus was summoned to stand his trial in Constantinople with Chrysostom for judem'
The foes ol Chrysostom within the capital saw their opportunity : they appealed to Theo-
philiis ‘ since,” as Palladius, Chrysostom’s biographer, writes, “he had experience in such
matters.” The first step was to discredit the orthodoxy of Chrysostom : then a lar^e synod
should assemble m Constantinople, and Chrysostom should ho condemned as a'’heretic
Theophilus determined to secure Chry.sostom’s deposition and, if possible his rival’s death
He induced Epiphaniu.s, bi.sbop ol Salamis in Cyprus, to believe that Chrysostom had
ffivmircd Origenism, and thus exploited fur his own ends the fiery orthodoxy and pious
simplicity of the revered champion of the creed of Nicaea. Epiphanius. in spite of his treat
age, made the .lourney to Constantinople as the enemy of Chrysostom • in the capital he
learned that he had been but the cat’s paw of Alexandrian diplomacy in his bitter di'sillu
sionmeiit he set sail fur Cyprus, only to die on the voyage. The foes of Chrysostom were
checkmated.

Meanwhile Theophilus, heir to the ecclesiastical stratagems of Athanasius did not leave
Egypt unaccompanied: a legnuent of Egyptian bishops preceded him by the short sea
route: he lumsell pursued lu.s leisurely way through the provinces of Asia, encouraging
those who were prepared to .support Alexandria in the struggle with Coiistantinople-that
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struggle is now a duel between the two patriarchates: the prize of victory supremacy in

the hiastern Church. Theopliiliis no longer appeared as one who was called to meet a

serious accusation ; already he announced his intention of deposing a heretic bishop. At
Chalcedon the toes of Chrysostom were gathered, and the emperor, who still supported the

bishop of Constantinople, now called upon Chrysostom to cross to Asia and to examine the

charges against Theophilus. This Chrysostom refused to do: he would give the Alexandrian

patriarch no ground for his accusation that the bishop of the capital was interfering in

matters beyond his jurisdiction. Here Uba'di in his valuable study of the Synod ad Quercum
—a study which has unfortunately been disregarded by English scholai’s—has made an

illuminating suggestion. Arcadius had summoned bishops to a council, the preparations

were made, the bishops assembled, and now by Chrysostom’s refusal to act as judge the

emperor’s plans were frustrate: he was like to appear riiliculous. How could he save his

face? Theophilus provided the answer: the council could still meet: there was work for

it to do. If Chrysostom would not be judge, if he disobeyed the imperial summons, he could

he judged

:

the emperor would not have made his preparations in vain. The court turns

against its bishop.

During the delay caused by Chrysostom’s refusal Theophilus adduced his most cogent

arguments. He had come, as Palladius says, like the beetle, laden with the dung of the

East, laden with the gold of Egypt, with the salves and the odours of India. Two deacons

deposed by Chrysostom—the one for adultery, the other for munler—drew up at the

dictation of Theophilus the list of the charges against their bishop: a hasty reconciliation

with the Nitrian monks removed the ground for further action against Theophilus; the

council could begin its work. To the summons of the council Chrysostom replied that he

was ready to appear before any synod in the world, if only his personal enemies would

withdraw. In his absence Theophilus, the foe of the accused, his accuser and his judge,

condemned him to deposition on the ground of his contumacious refusal to appear before

the tribunal. The vacillation of emperor and empres.s might postpone the exei ution of that

sentence, but not for long: the result was the complete triumph of the patriarcli of

Alexandria, and Chrysostom’s successors iu the see of Constantinople took the lesson

to heart and were careful not to antagonise the uncrowned king of E^ypt. Cyril succeeded

his nephew Theophilus on the throne of S. Mark and continued the policy of the dynasty.

In 428 Theodosius II chose the eloquent monk Xestorius to be bishop of Constantinople.

An honest, fearless and devout man was head of the Church in the Eastern capital. Cyril

saw that here he could count upon no subservient submission, and took his measures

accordingly The tragedy of Chrysostom was to be repeated in the “Tragedy of INestorius”

—the title which Irenaeus gave to the great collection of “pieces justificatives ” which he

compiled in his friend’s defence. This new triumph of Alexandria was won by methods

which were now traditional with the see of S. Mark. Naturally I shall not attempt here to

sketch in detail the Vorgeschichte of the Council of Ephesus; I am only anxious to demon-
strate that parallelism in the methods of Alexandrian diplomacy. As with Theophilus, so

with Cyril ; his unscrupulous violence had laid him open to accusations which it would
be inconvenient for him to meet: diplomacy demanded that he should be able to pose, in

like manner as Theophilus had done, as the defender of threatened orthodo.xy. As in the

case of Theophilus, however, it was the patriarch and not the bishop of Constantinople who
began the attack. The first step of Theophilus had been to secure from an Egyptian
synod the condemnation of Origenism in order to charge Chr3-sostom with that heresy: the

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xii. 20
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first step of Cyril was to attack Nestorius in his Easter pastoral of 429 and in a circular

letter to the Egyptian monks: in both he carefully avoided any mention of the name of

Nestorius. Copies of these documents reached Constantinople : here there were priests

from Alexandria who were ready to provide Nestorius with material for an accusation

before a council. That Cyril knew his danger is clear from his protestations contained in

his first letter to Nestorius: “ let not your Piety doubt for a moment that we are ready to

suffer anything even to prison and death”: at the same time Cyril wrote to his own agents

in Constantinople giving them their instructions: they were to paint Cyril to his Egyptian

opponents as the heroic champion of the true faith, while no direct attack was to be lodged

against Nestorius with the emperor, lest Nestorius should be able to complain that Cvril

was accusing him to Theodosius of heresyh Cyril’s correspondence indeed proves that this

parallelism in method was conscious. To his agents in the Eastern capital he would admit

no anxiety. “ There is no need for alarm : councils sometimes, every one knows, turn out

otherwise than men expect [an obvious allusion to the Synod ad Quercum] Let not

Nestorius, poor man, think that I shall submit to be judged by him, whatever accusers

he may suborn against me. The roles will be reversed : I shall decline his competence to

judge me, and I shall know how to force him to defend himself.” (Ep. 4.) The letters

of Cyril to Nestorius were carefully framed so as to draw statements from the bishop which
could be used as evidence against him. They produced the ettect which Cyril desired. He
could now appeal to Rome; Pope Coelestine should be used as Theophilus had sought

to use Epiphanius. Cyril sent to the Pope a lying summary of the course of the controversy;

the true chronology was distorted in order to disguise the fact that Cvril had himself been
the aggressor. Nestorius, conscious of his honesty and orthodoxy, also sent a report to

Rome, but in Greek ; this Coelestine was unable to read, while Cyril with subtle diplomacy
had caused all his evidence to be translated into Latin. The Pope, who probably hardly
realised what the dispute was about—the term “ Mother of God ” was not in common use
in the West at this time—now declared against Nestorius: Nestorius must within ten
daj’s of the receipt of the Pope’s letter accept the theology of Rome and Alexandria and
disavow his (unspecified) heretical views. Cyril was constituted the Pope’s mouthpiece
and representative. It was more than even Cyril himself could have hoped for. He could
now with even greater success than Theophilus pose as the champion of orthodo.xv. He
compiled his famous ” Anathemas,” and exceeding any authority which he could rightly
claim demanded that Ne.storius should subscribe to them. “ Rechtlich betrachet war dieser
dogmatische Erlass des alexandrinischen Patriarchen eine L^ngeheuerlichkeit a leo-il

monstrosity. Schwartz has pointed out- that in the correspondence between Cyril and the
Pope the emperor is never named—so little notice did men take of Theodosius II. Yet
even before the Egyptian bi.shops bearing Cyril’s Anathemas had arrived in the Eastern
capital the emperor had by a constitution addressed to the bishops summoned a council to
meet in the following year at Ephesus, while in an ungracious letter to Cyril he show-ed that
the council wmuld enquire into the conduct of the Patriarch of Egypt (19 Nov. 430). The
council met : of the terrorism practised at Ephesus by Cyril’s rabble I need not speak •

Nestorius had to be guarded by imperial soldiers from assassination, and could not leave his
hou.e^ The refusal of Cyril to await the arrival of John of Antioch and the Syrian clergy
is well known : his complete disregard of the emperor’s instructions, his defiance of the

> Thin letter is quoted bv Xtwtorius. Bazaor of HeraAeichs 101.

- HktoMe Zeitsckrift, cxn (1914), ^2b7. 3 d Bazaar of Heradeidei, 108, 1:34-135.
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emperors representative are equally familiar. Cyril wos in fact the Council. As Nestorius

says, Cyril conferred upon himself the office ofjudge (p. 117). “ I was summoned by Cyril who
had assembled the Council, even by Cyril who was the chief thereof. Who was judge '

Cyril. And who was the accuser ? Cyril. Who was bishop of Rome 1 Cyril. Cyril was
everything.” Before such a tribunal Nestorius could obviously not appear. Its deliberations

were a foregone conclusion and the deposition of Nestorius inevitable.

It was in vain that the distracted emperor confined Cyril ; Egyptian gold procured the

prisoner’s release, and once in Alexandria Cyril was safe. Once in Alexandria his hands

were free, and he fought the cause of his Anathemas with the ‘'benedictions”—the

eu\oy[ai—of Egypt. Details of those tvXoyLai chance has preserved to us in a document
which has recently been published for the first time by the great Roman Catholic scholar

Pierre BatifibP. Theophilus had come to Constantinople, as we have seen, laden with the

dung of Eg
3’pt : from Egypt Cyril distributed to those who had influence at the Bvzantine

court amongst other gifts eastern carpets, ivory chairs and tables, fine linen, ostrich eggs

and a sum in hard cash which Batiffol in 1911 calculated at over a million francs. The
benedictions of Alexandria proved persuasive ; though Cyril was forced to approve of an

Antiochene creed, he was not constrained to sacrifice his Anathemas.

The parallelism in method between the Alexandrian attack upon Clnyso.^tonl and the

attack upon Nestorius is striking. Was it even more complete than has been thought!

Schwartz has remarked that the summoning of the Council of Ephesus by the emperor

was premature, since Theodosius had no considered polic\' for which negotiation might

prepare the way before the assembling of the Council : Schwartz therefore concludes that

it must have been the advice of Nestorius which led the emperor to his hasty decision-'.

The nature of this difficulty, first laised, I think, by Schwartz, needs perhaps a word of

explanation.

Gelzer and Batitfol have shown that the Church councils of the Christian empire

represent the imperial senate so far as res dicinae are concerned. The senate of pagan

Rome had discussed both civil and religious matters, and the res divinae as the more

important came first upon the agenda. Since the victory of ChristianiU' there onl)-

remained for the senate the consideration of profane matters; the Church council, formed

on the model of the Roman senate, becomes the supreme authority in rebus divinis. The

emperor nominates and summons the senators : it is he who determines the composition

of Church councils ; he bears the expense of the bishops journeyings, and puts the iiiqierial

post at their service. The presidency belongs to the emperor or his delegates: Constantine,

I believe, presided in person at the Council ot Nicaea: later emperors preferred to send

their representatives. In the senate the presiding magistrate does not vote: neither do

the imperial delegates in the council. The Gospels take the place ot the Altar of Victory.

The senatus cunsulta need for their validit}- the approval ot the emperor: without imperial

sanction the conclusions of Church councils are ot no etfect. Gelzer entitled his famous

essaj' Die Konzilien uls Reichsparlamente

:

but Church councils are, as Bchwartz has

reminded us. Imperial Parliaments of a peculiar kind : their members are not the repre-

sentatives of their congregations or their dioceses : the old conception dating from the days

before the triumph of the Church lives on: the councils ot the Church are charismatic

assemblies: their decisions are revelations of the Holj’ Ghost—of that H0 I3
- Spirit that

1 Cf. the billiography on p. m.') snpn/.

- Historin-ke Zi itschrift, CXII (l!J14j, 2.3S sqq.
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lives in the bishops through the consecration to their divinely appointed office. There c

therefore be no question of a majority or a minority : the decisions must perforce be nnam-

mous: a minority, if it persists in opposition, necessarily creates a schism: the o y

course open to it is to deny to the council with which it disagrees the operation '^ ^ H >

Ghost-to form, as at Sardica or Ephesus, another council through which the Holv bpirit

may express the divine will. Of necessity therefore a for-seeing emperor, seeking, as seek

he must, the unity of the Church, is bound to prepare by previous negotiation a solution

in which this charismatic Parliament will concur: for, if there is no concurrence, the whole

is lost, and imperial policy is foredoomed. Constantine in the Homoouswn had his .solution,

what in the mind of Theodosius was to be the principal task of the council when he sum-

moned the bishops to Ephesus? Here I would like to make a suggestion, ba.sed upon an

obscure phrase in the Bazaar of Heradeides which does not seem to have attracted the

notice of students.
„ • , •

t.

Addressiiig Cyril. Nestorius writes (p. 105) “Thou hast stirred up [my friends against

me] in order that under pretext of their souls thou mightest show thyself zealous to set

them aright, because thou hadst pleasure in them, or that either I might desi.^t from

listening to thine accusers and those who were ready to accuse thee, who were already

armed against thee, since, if that were to come about, it would then be easy fu- thee to do

whatsoever thou wouldst in regard to the possessions, or otherwise in oppressing me thou

wouldst make believe that for the sake of the fear of God I was thine enemy and that /or

this cause 1 had declined nnne office as judge.” By oppressing Nestorius, Cyril would create

the impression that it was because of the consciousness of his own guilt that Nestorius had

declined his office as Judge. I would boldly suggest that in this extremely clumsy sentence

we possess the key to that premature .summons of the council by Theodosius. Arcadius had

summoned the Synod ad Quercum to try Theophilus: Chrysostom’s refusal to act as judge

had disconcerted the emperor’s policy. I believe that the Council of Ephesus was called by

Theodosius primarily to make inqui.=ition into the conduct of Cyril : that suggestion is

indeed borne out by the terms of the emperor’s letter to the patriarch : the refusal of

Nestorius to act as judge similarly frustrated the policy of Theodosius.

In each case the emperor cuts a sorry figure : and in each case, before the emperor can

make up his mind to sacrifice his bishop, it is left to another to shoulder the burden of

responsibility. You recall the scene in Chrysostom’s case: the bishops who had led the

opposition to Chrysostom were determined to force a decision: “in our view,” they said to

Arcadius, “ you, Sire, are appointed by God as absolute ruler, subject to none, superior

to all
:

your will is law. Do not desire to be more lenient than the priests, more holy than

the bishops. We have publicly declared before all : on our heads fall the deposition ot John.

Do not then spare one man to bring us all to ruin.” Arcadius hesitated yet a few day.s longer,

and then the imperial order was issued : a notary was despatched to Chrysostom with the

message: “ Acacius, Antiochus, Severianus and Cyrinus have taken your condemnation upon

their own heads. Commend therefore your affairs to God, and leave the Church.” From

this scene turn to the amazingly vivid account which Nestorius has given of the interview

of the archimandrite Dalmatius with Theodosius II {Bazaar of Heradeides, pp. 272 ff.).

The emperor had just said “Neither do I find any cause of blame in this man [f.e., Nestorius]

;

I and my empire and my race are guiltless of this impiety” (p. 277), when “Dalmatius

and those with him cried out : ‘On me let this impiety be, O Emperor; I rebuke thee and

thine on account of these things. I will make my defence for these things before the
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tribunal of Christ, as having done this very deed.’ And after [the emperor] [liad]

received this promise that the responsibility for the impious deeds oomniitted against

me should not be [his], he decreed and continued the things u’hich had been wrought

against me.”

Compare these two conversations with the interview between Constantine and Atha-

nasius with wliich our account began, and you have before you the reason for the success

of the diplomacy of Ale.xandria.

Cyril died (44-4), and the East heaved a sigh of relief: a letter attributed to Theodoret

advises that a heav}’ stone be put on his grave, lest he should return. Tlie dead would

soon have enough of him and tr}- to send him back. The ‘‘dynasty ’ had come to an end, but

Dioscoros continued Cyril's policy. The diplomacy of Dioscoros, however, has not the subtlety

of a Theophilus or a Cyril: subtlety indeed was unnecessary, for the emperor was now

under the control of the eunuch Chrysajthiu.s, and Chrysaphius was a partisan of Dioscoros,

Supported by Chrysaphius, and thus secure of imperial favour, the Patriarch of Ale.vandria

could snap his fingers alike at Pope and WAstern emperor. Pope Coelestine had delegated

his authority to Cyril, but Pope Leo the Great would delegate his authority to none.

Leo’s first letter to Dioscoros on the latter’s accession gave to the patriarch his cue.

Ale-xandria, the Pope had said, must be one with Rome. To that demand Dioscoros opposed

the determination that Rome should find in the East her match—that the East too, should

have her Pope. That is the meaning of the Second Council of Ephesus: it is this which

distinguishes the battle fought by Cyril from the battle fought by Dioscoros, Cyril could

exploit a pope against an emperor: Dioscoros played a yet more daring game. He held the

emperor a eunuch’s slave, and hurled his defiance against the see of Peter. The Patriarch s

Coptic biographer expresses the whole situation in a nutshell in his doubt whether Mark

were not greater than Peter.

Of the “Brigandage of Ephesus”—the Lntrociinuin of 449—-it is unnecessary to speak:

an analysis of Alexandrian methods would add little of value to the picture already drawn.

Here Alexandrian violence overreached itself : Dioscoros—the Attila of the Eastern (. hurch,

as Amelli' has styled him (though this is surely an insult to Attila !)—would not even

permit the reading of the Papal letters : it was amid scenes of indescribable confusion that

Eut^'ches was reinstated and Flavian, the Bishop of Constantinople, deposed.

But with the fall of Chrysaphius and the acce.ssion of Marcian and Pulcheria the tables

were turned. Pope and empenn- were united, anrl at Chalccdon the whole structure of

Alexandrian supremacy fell like a house of cards. M hen Marciaus first letter reinstating

Ibas and Theodoret, deposed by the Latrocinium, reached Alexandria, the clergy of Egypt

foresaw their doom: “Death is in this letter, Man of God.” The words, reported by the

Coptic biographer of Dioscoros, express that conviction. Pulcheria, “ the second Eve, had

seduced her husband to Egypt’s ruin, and the summoning of the Council of Chalcedon in

spite of the dissuasion of Leo the Great was the work of the empre.ss. But in the ship-

wreck of Alexandrian domination the captain never left the bridge: Dioscoros amidst the

miserable recantations of the Eastern episcopate never wavered: he could have bought his

throne by submission—I accept Haase s defence" of the historicity of the Coptic biographj'

of the Patriarch with its account of the interview between the emperor and Dioscoros

before the meeting of the council—but for the successor of Athanasius, of Theophilus and

1 S. Leone mogno e V Oriente. Roma, 1882. I owe the reference to Haase.

- In his monograph on Hioscoro.s ; cj. the bibliography on p. l-lo supra.
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Cyril the price was too high. Dioscoros would humble himself neither before Pope nor

Emperor. “ With me the faith of the fathers is destroyed.” These words of Dioscoros as he

left the council—he refused to appear at the later sittings—were his challenge, addressed

not to the bishops who had deserted him, but to the people of Egypt. The Councd of Chal-

cedon came not to bring peace, but a sword, and the answer of his people to their Patriarch’s

challenge was the formation of the Egyptian raonophysite church. The faith of Cyril, as

Egypt understood it, was not destroyed. But for the Patriarchate of Alexandria there was

to be no recovery. “God has deposed Dioscoros.'” shouted the bishops gathered at Chal-

cedon. “ This Dioscoros,” said Bishop Leontios of Askalon, “ has become a stumbling block

to the whole assembly of the bishops, for it is his will that for his sake all shoidd go into

banishment. This ‘Saint’ contends that he is fighting for the true faith and yet he values

his own person higher than God, higher than [Rome, Constantinople and Antioch] and

higher than all bishops. Even were Alexandria destroyed, should Dioscoros perish with

Alexandria, yet for all that the world would not remain without a bishop.” At Clndcedon

the Patriarchate of Alexandria, as the world had known it, was indeed destroyed. The

melancholy history of the successors of Dioscoros has recently been recounted in Jean

Maspero’s posthumous work’. Yet Leontios spoke truly; the Christian East did not remain

without a bishop; for the victor at Chalcedon was the patriarch of Constantinople. Hence-

forth Constantinople is not merely the civil capital of the Eastern Empire ; the God-founded

city of Constantine is also the undisputed centre of the Church of the East Roman world.

If the figure of the deserted Dioscoros departing for his distant exile in Gangra extorts

our reluctant homage, our hearts go out bnvards a greater exile, Nestorius. In Egypt

Nestorius read the Tome of Pope Leo the Great and rejoiced; in his apology he wrote;

“ My dearest wish is that God should be blessed in heaven and on eailh
;
as for Nestorius

let him remain Anathema; God grant that while men curse me, they may be reconciled

with Him.”

’ Hutoire des Patrian'/ies d’Alexandria depnis la raort de Pemperew A nastare jnrqu’d la Reroanliation

des Epluei jacohites (518-616j. Pari.s, (.’hainpiou, 1923.
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PRELIMINARY REPORT OF THE EXPEDITION
TO ABYDOS 1925-G'

By H. FRANKFORT

With Plates xxii-xxxi

Our expedition went out to accomplish a threefold task : we were to complete the in-

vestigation of the “ Osireion,” we were to see whether the necropolis was still able to yield

objects of interest after all the excavmtion carried out there and after innumerable vears of

robbers’ activity, and finally we were to start a work the magnitude of which equals its

scientific importance, the complete photographic survey of the Abydos temples. But

I propose to confine myself at present to a discussion of the first mentioned item, for the

work in the necropolis, which was more successful than we had dared to hope, will pre-

sumably be published in the next number of this Journal (PI. xxi shows one of our best

finds). The photographic survey is by no means finished, and will occupy us fully in the

coming season.

We arrived in Egypt at the beginning of November- and after having fetched furniture

and light railway from Tell el-‘Amarnah, we settleil down in the Government House at

Abydos, which was kindly lent to us, while our own house, after ten years of disuse, was

freed from a certain number of uninvited guests and repaired as far as was necessary.

While we awaited the arrival of the tackle and timber which the Department of Antiquities

had most courteously put at our disposal for the Osireion ’ work, Mr. Felton started to ex-

periment for the temple-survey and I pondered, on the spot at last, over the extraordinary

building the problem of which we had to solve. The problem—there were at least three :

on the date there were mere guesses and on the builder not even these
;
the architecture,

as such, was bv no means clear; and the purpose of the whole structure was a complete

mystery^.

While thus strolling about we solved the first problem. One is struck by the occuiTence

of peculiarly shaped holes in some exposed wall-blocks of the ‘‘Osireion,” which show that

here, as in the adjoining Seti-temple, the blocks were held together by dovetails. As the

' In publishing this preliminary report I comply with the wish of the Editor, who de.sire.s to put as

soon as po.ssible the results of the past expedition Iiefore those whose .supjiort enabled us to carry through.

The report, with very few additions, follows tlie text ot a lecture which I delivered soon after uiy return

from Egypt, during the exhibition of oiu’ tiiuls in the Society of Aiitiuu.iries’ rooms at Burlington House.

The final .statement of facts and the full evidence for the inter[iret.itioii of the "Osireion" here put forward

will, it is hoi>od, aiipe.tr within one or two years in the nieiiioir on The CenoUph ot .Seti I at Abidos.

2 The staff of the expedition consi.sted of Mr. H. Frankfort, Director, Mr. Herbert Felton, photographer

and engineer, Mrs. Frankfort, who directed the camp-household, recorded in the necropoli.s, and copied

texts in the Osireion, M. B. Van de AValle, sent out by the Fondation egyptologique Heine Elisabeth, who
copied texts throughout the season, Mr. T. J. Cohn Baly, who as.si.sted in recording and mapping.

Mrs. Felton also joined her husband in the latter part of the sea.son and assisted him in the photographic

work. Moreover, Dr. Hall stayed with us from December 6th to iH.-t.

3 See Journal, I, l.iU tti where Prof. Xaville give.s an account of the matter as it stood after the com-
pletion of his second season’s work. The w-ar prevented him from continuing in the following year as was
his intention.
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Egyptians used little cement—this in fact seems only to have served as a lubricant to

facilitate the sliding into position of the blocks—some particular device was needed to

strengthen the walls. The dovetails which connect the blocks of the temple-walls bear the

cartouche of the builder. Would that also be the case with those of the “ Osireion” ? And,

first of all, could we get at them ? We looked wherever the walls were damaged
;
and on

the top of the large entrance through which one passes from the transverse room into

the Central Hall, we found a dovetail in position in its hole. It was of black granite.

I had it lifted and on its lower surface it rvas inscribed with black ink
:

^ ^ ^ ’

the prenomen of Seti I (PI. xxv, -S). The big surfaces of the signs were

chiselled out more or less, but the work was obviously not completed. Seti I the builder

of the “ Osireion”—the evidence was strong, but not entirely conclusive. For our dovetail

sat quite high up in the wall ; the adjoining rooms were inscribed by Merneptah
; it was

just possible that Seti had carried out restorations there as well and that his inscription

was put, on that occasion, on such dovetails as he could reach. I consequently looked for

confirmation of our find and noticed another dovetail, which could just be .seen where in

the backing wall one of the blocks had accidentally flaked off (PI. xxvii, 4). It was in the

third course from tbe top, where the granite roofing slabs were still in position, and where

the granite architrave was worked into the fabric of the quartzite-.sandstono backing wall, a

spot where the building is so well preserved that there can have been no tampering with

the dovetails. We erected a scaffolding, chiselled away about half an inch of the broken

surface, and could both see and feel a deeply cut cartouche
^

^ . So no doubt

remained. The hidden stones had at last revealed the founder.

But if Seti I built the “Osireion” as well as the temple, our next problem ought to be
to clear up the relation between these two buildings. We had satisfied ourselves that no
actual connection exists. The hole broken in the northern corner of the inner-room was
obviously made by would-be treasure-hunters. It had been started from the inside, for

there were the lines which were cut in to define where the opening had to be made, and
it just passed through the thickness of the wall and the limestone mantle of the building
into the sand. But there might be a merely architectural connection between the two
contemporary structures. So I cut a trench in the main axis between the two buildino-s

and there it appeared (PI. xxii, 2) that the front- and back-wall of the chamber were pro-

longed upwards beyond the roof and acted as retaining walls for the sand-bed on which the
temple was built.

This work on the top and round the building led to another discovery : we found a
roughly semicircular wall built against the outside of the “ Osireion.” It had not much
strength and consisted of rough small lumps of limestone

;
but within its enclosure there

was very compact black earth, a strange feature, seeing that the building lies well out in
the desert, surrounded by .sand and marl. We therefore excavated the pit (PI. xxiii, 2) and
had actually to go down for more than 50 feet through this compact mass of black earth,
which contained nothing but two diminutive fragments of Nineteenth Dynasty pottery

;

then we reached water and could not go any deeper, but the wall continued. Eventually
we found six of these pits, round the end of the building (PI, xxii, l)h Their meaning
remained a point of much discussion, but after a renewed inspection of the tree-pits, which

* Only five are shown in the plan.



Plate XXII.

2

1. Plan of Cenotaph of Seti I with the temenos-vvall of his
temple. Local north lies to the right.

Scale 1 : 2000.

2. Section of the Cenotaph on the vertical line shown in the
Plan, fig. I. On the right is the back of Seti’s temple.

Scale 1 : 550.
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Clearance of Central Hall.

1. Beginning of clearance work.

2. Pulling out a block on rollers.

3- Levering up a block in order to insert rollers underneath.

4. The last and largest blocks.
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Mr. Winlock found at Der el-Bahri, I felt sure that our pits served the same purpose
;
this

alone can explain the presence of the black earth, which of course must have been specially-

brought up from the cultivation. So I excavated the southernmost pit where the top layers

were best preserved, with meticulous care, and though here as everywhere in Abydos the

white ants have destroyed most remains of wood I succeeded in finding a few small frag-

ments, which, analysed by Professor Xewberry, turn out to be of coniferous wood, with one

fragment of the tamarisk. I will not discuss here all the conclusions which one might

draw from this discovery, but only recall the funerary function of the coniferous trees and

the tamarisk, and also the fact that tombs were supposed to be surrounded by trees, a point

to which we shall have to refer later on.

Another observation made in connection with the pits, and confirming those of the

former expedition, proved that the building was entirely covered over with earth. From
every course of the limestone mantle which surrounds the building, streaks of white chips

run off into the surrounding soil (PI. xxiii, 2) ;
they are not found within the pits. Obviously

they are derived from the chipping of the blocks when they were fitted into the wall, and

they show that each course was brought in position after the surrounding of the building

had been filled up to the height of the preceding course. The pits however, built up at the

same time and actually leaning against the outside of the building, were kept open to

receive the black earth for their trees and they therefore do not show the alternating layers

of thrown-in soil and chips. The ground which was thrown in is actually the broken up

marl of which the desert at Abydos consists underneath its sandy surface. In this marl the

colossal cutting was made in which the building was to be put and which was tilled in, as

we have just seen, while the work proceeded. It is important that the broken marl also

covers the roofing slabs. The whole building was—or was meant to be—subterranean.

While this work went on we had also started the clearance of the Central Hall, w'hich

was entirely encumbered by enormous fragments of fallen roofing-blocks h We wanted it

clear to understand its architectural features and also because we had to install our plant

there for the investigation of the canal which surrounds the Island. But it was of course

impossible to lift the blocks, w'hich weighed anything between one and fifty tons, right out

of the building and I have therefore used the transverse room to pile them up in, as it is

not of any importance. Mr. Felton proved as ingenious as Heath Robinson in devising

schemes for the extraordinary task, and with levers, rollers and man-power, and with the

small railway, the work proceeded at a good rate (PI. xxiv). In clearing we were able to estab-

lish the identity of those who wrecked the building. On one of the stones the row of

jumping-holes, meant to take the dry wmoden wedges, which, when wetted, would by their

expansion make the granite crack (see Pis. xxx, xxxi), w\as only outlined in red and not yet

cut. And in the same red it showed the Coptic cross; We also found one stone which with

its length of almost 20 feet could only have been one of the beams which, resting on the pro-

jecting parts of the roofing slabs of the side-aisles (see PI. xxxi, 2), covered the central island

in a single span. Of these blocks no evidence had been found before. Also the shape of the

holes in the surface of the Island had by now become clear (we shall have to decide on their

meaning later on) and all seemed ready (PI. xxxi) to receive the plant and start on the

canal. H.H. Prince Yussuf Kamel had courteously lent to us a 16 H.p. steam-engine and a

4 inch centrifugal pump
;
for as we would have to pump against a 70 feet head we needed a

good deal of power. But the power of the engine became first of all, and most inopportunely,

* Joui'iial, I, PI. sx.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xii.
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nifinifest in its weight, and while its transport had already caused no small anxiety to the

railway-authorities and those in charge of roads and bridges, we now had to face the problem

of getting it down into our building. There was a slope of sand only and that Mr. Felton

vetoed as unsafe. So we had no choice and were forced to discover the entrance. It was

certain that it was somewhere to the north of the room excavated by Miss Murray and

Lady Petrie in 19(J2. The cutting in the rock continued beyond the excavation, and was

crossed at some distance by the brick temenos-wall of the temple-precincts. But nothing

safeguarded us against the possibility that most of the floor was quarried away, tas the walls

might be. And as the passage was filled with more than 40 feet of wind-blown sand its

clearance meant a vast expenditure to incur at a moment when we had no idea of what the

canal had in store for us. But we were bound to proceed and with five hundred men we

started the clearance (PI. xxv, 2). As soon as possible the gravity-railway, already used in

1914, was reinstalled and the .sand went out at both ends of the passage in trucks, pulled

up by 16 or 18 men pushing an empty carriage down a slope (PI. xxv, 1), while the rope

ran over an old sdli]t/a/t-\vheel placed upright. Thus the clearance was finished in three

weeks (PI. xxvi, 2). And fortunately our fears appeared not to be justified. The stone floor

and most of the walls were intact, and the latter were covered with texts from the “ Book of

Gates ” and the “ Book of what is in the Underworld.” The -western w'all wdth the “ Book of

Gatos ” is nothing but a variant of the inscriptions on the sarcophagus of Seti I in the Soane

Museum, a most significant fact. Though all the decoration except that of the inner room was

executed by Merneptah, there can be no reasonable doubt that it was de-signed by Seti.

Moreover we found in the passage, besides various small objects, a most important hieratic

ostracon, which, read by Mr. Battiscombe Gunn, proved to be an account of the transport of

stone for the building of the “ Osireion.” It proves that Seti I took (as we should expect of

him) enough personal interest in the building of his large temple and the structure behind

it to have a
j|

0 Stn, “ castle,” built on the edge of the cultivation, where he could stay

now and then to follow the progress of the work. And the ostracon also gives the name of

our building

:

Seti I is serviceable to Osiris.”

Finally our work in the passage gave us the necessary information concerning the

entrance of our building. Curiously enough the entrance w'as sooner designed to keep

people out than to let them in (PI. xxvi, 1). There is no gradual slope leading down from

the desert, but a large oblong brick shaft, such as we know from ordinary tombs, a significant

parallel. The actual entrance was an arch in the bottom of the temenos-wall ; but when
we found it, it was almost completely bricked up; the bricks were stamped with the

cartouche of Seti I*. We had of course to open it to let the engine through and could now
investigate the enigmatic canal.

Already at the beginning of the season I had wanted to get some more definite insight

into the origin and nature of the water which surrounds the Island, and the Surveyor-

General, realizing the importance of the question, had most obligingly consented to carry

out an exact levelling of a number of waterpoints between the Nile at Balyana and Abydos.

In these wells iron rods were fixed, and from them we measured every month the depth of

1 The arch consisted of five .superposed layers of specially made thin bricks. These layers were not at

right angles ith the main axis of the passage but sloped alternately towards the inside and the outside.
Apparently the arch was not made over a wooden framework, but with .supports on both sides.



Plate XX\

3

1 . The gravity railway.

2. Work in the long passage.

3. Granite dovetail inscribed with the cartouche of Scti I.





Plate XXVI.

1. Entrance of Cenotaph: arch in the bottom of the temenos

wall of the temple, with vertical shaft.

2. The entrance-passage cleared (looking from under the en-

trance arch to the local south).







Plate XXVII.

I. N^orth-east corner of Cenotaph (on the right, island with ledge
and damaged pillar ; in background, pier of backing-wall
and cell opening on the ledge).

2 and 3. Pumping and clearing in west part of canal.

4. North-east corner of Cenotaph with dovetail in position.
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the water. This measuring still continues, but it has become already clear that our set of

curves tallies with those found by Ferrar for the subsoil water-table at Girgah. Coiisecjuently

the water in the “ Osireion ” is neither a well as Strabo calls it, nor a pocket as some

archaeologists believed, but it is part of the sheet of subsoil-water which stretches out under

the desert from the Nile. As the supply is therefore unlimited our only hope was that the

immediate surroundings of the building would be more or less impermeable. Unfjrtunately

they were not. If, after about an hour and a half of pumping we had got down the water for

about 6 feet (Pis. xxiii, 1 ;
xxvii, 3) and the engine stopped, then in half an hour the water

was back to its original level (PI. xxvii, 1). The only possible way to get forward was therefore

to pump and clear simultaneously (PI. xxvii, 2, 3). And so we succeeded in solving 1 he problem.

Obviously there are three possibilities. Either the canal never was intended to be a

canal at all, but was meant to be filled in. Or it was a dry corridor, running at a low level

round the central island. Or, thirdly, it might have been meant to be a water-filled canal

from the beginning. Against the first view there are the following arguments : stairs, which,

as we shall see, were considered very important, run down from the island, fallen blocks are

found more than 12 feet below the ledge, which shows that the canal was always open, and

that this was the original idea is moreover proved by the careful way in which small bits of

stone are let into the big blocks wherever these show a deficiency which is not of structural

but only of aesthetic importance.

Now the fact that the ledges provide no accommodation for flooring-slabs in the corners

of the canal and that no trace of flooring is found at any level in the canal itself, definitely

excludes the possibilities of a covered or even an open corridor running round the central

island.

On the other hand all the evidence fits in quite simply when we assume that a water-

filled channel belongs to the original design of the building, which is already suggested by

the great similarity between the Island with its ledge (Pis. xxvii. 1 ;
xxiii, 1 ) and the quay at

Karnak (PI. xxx, 2). Now, as was already known, the stairs which lead from the Island to

the water end in a sheer drop (PI. xxii, 2). At the level where they end we saw no trace of

a floor or of any arrangement to fit one in, and our long jjrobing sticks also showed that at

no other level was a flooring present. At a depth of about 24 feet below the ledge however

we struck what the natives call gehel moiyu, the hard layer on which the subsoil-water runs,

and to which they go down to put the foundations of their mkiyali- and well-masonry. In

all probability the foundations of our building go down to that depth at which lay the

nearest stratum of sufficient solidity to carry them. But then there would be a distance of

about 36 feet between the bottom of the foundation and the point where the root of several

thousands of tons rested, on one hand on the pier projecting from the backing wall, and on

the other hand on the first pillar of the Island. To add rigidity to the fabric heavy thrust-

beams were therefore built in halfway down the walls of the Island (PI. xxii, 2). They would

generally be under water, which, if we allow for the difference in the Nile level in Seti’s

time as compared with now, would, at its highest, just play over the lowest steps of the

stairs and, at its lowest, probably just have enabled the builders to lay the foundations in

the dry on the hard layer which we hit. I was naturally exultant when at last, on the

18th of April, with the certainty that with the funds at our disposal and the plant we had

it was impossible to go much deeper, a remark of one of my best men who yelled out of the

water that the large stone we saw was flush with the wall and went apparently into it led

to the discovery of the thrust-beams, and I realized that its presence implied all the

21—2
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conclusions which I have here, for clearness sake, put first. I could stop work there and

then; but I continued for a few more days till we had found the corresponding beam on

the other side. On April 22nd the work was finished; Mr. Felton stayed on, however, to

emove the engine, clear up and complete the extensive photographic work, and returned

only in the third week of June.

It is time to attempt to interpret the meaning of the building now that its architectural

features have become clear. We have found that a vertical brick shaft led to a bricked-up

entrance-vault. This excludes, of course, the idea that the building was a sanctuary in the

ordinary sense or that it was in regular practical use. Then there follows a long passage

with texts of a purely funerary character. Now the nearest parallel to the plan of the

building in general is found in funerary monuments, viz. in the royal tombs of the New
Kingdom at Thebes. That of Amenophis II (fig. 1) is most striking as it even shows the

turn in the approach to the sarcophagus-room. But all posse.ss alike the long sloping

entrance-passage, then a few anti-charabeis and a hall with square pillars behind which

comes the sarcophagus. The similarity is complete, only the Theban tombs have a sarco-

phagus where our building has its inner room. But that inner room is really nothing but

a colossal sarcophagus. Its shape (PL xxviii 2) and the fact that it was meant to be

entirely closed point in that direction. And the roof-sculptures prove it beyond any doubt.

There we see the sky-goddess Nut, once represented bending over the world of the dead

while she protects King Seti between her outstretched arms; and another time she is shown,

in a colossal composition of great beauty, exquisitely modelled, while Shu, the god of the

air, lifts her from the earth (PI. xxix, 1 ; cf. fig. 2). Now this scene is no mere art pour I’art, no

meaningless decoration by a charming scene. We know from the Pyramid-texts that this

scene of a primitive cosmogonic myth was used with magical purpose in connection with

the equally ancient belief that the dead survived as stars in the sky. With a realistic turn

of mind, which is, if common to all primitive people, particularly pronounced with the

Egyptians, devices were now sought to convey the dead to the sky, and one of the solutions

of that problem consisted of first bringing the sky down to the dead by identifying Nut
with the sarcophagus or with the sarcophagus-chamber. Nut thus contained the dead; then

magical texts were added, describing how in the first days of creation Shu lifted Nut, with

all which was in her, up from the earth! The presence of these texts in itself, and perhaps

* Pyr. § 616 c-f; 782 b-e ; 784-5; 1101. All the material has lately been combined and discussed bv
A. Rusch, Die Entwickelung dvr lll/iiiiielsgottiii Sv.t ~a einer Toteugotthvit. 1922.
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also a ritual carried out when the tomh was actually taken into use, provided the necessary

sympathetic magic to effectuate what was described or represented. The representation of

Nut lifted up by Shu fulfils in our inner room no doubt the same function as in the

sarcophagus-room of Ramesses IV and in some funerary papyri (fig. 2) where it recurs, and
in the pyramids of the Sixth Dynasty, and we are therefore entitled to interpret our room
accordingly as sarcophagus or sarcophagus-room. Thus we find that the ground-plan of our

building, its entrance with its closed arch and its deep vertical shaft, the texts it contains

and the trees which surround it consistently prove its funerary character. But Seti I was
buried at Thebes. Consequently our building can only be the cenotaph which he, like all

Egyptians who could afford it, erected at Abydos where Osiris was said to be buried. And
this interpretation also explains the unparalleled features of its central hall.

A glance at the plan (PI. xxii, 1) will suffice to show that the Central Hall can never

have been used. The entrance leads on to a ledge, with the water deep belowy where one

stands closed in by two projecting piers (c/i PI. xxiii, 1). Neither the ledge in front of the

cells on the sides nor the island can be reached. On the other hand we have a double fiio-ht

of steps which lead down from the island into the water. They were considered very important

indeed. This is not only shown by the fact that in the construction of the island the space

which they were to occupi' was left open and is as w’ell finished as the other parts of its outer

sides, while the steps were actually worked into the great blocks. It is also evident from
the indications of steps which are apparent on the w'estern side, where they evidently were
not yet finished (like so much in the building) when the work had to be stopped (PI.

XXX, 1). Obviously the steps were considered an essential feature of the building, thonoR
they lead nowhere. And there remains only one possibility; as the Central Hall with its

island and its w'ater can never have been used, it must have been merely the expression in

stone of an idea. And again this idea finds its oldest expression in a cosmogonic myth. In
the beginning of creation, so the theology of Heliopolis taught, one spot of the earth
the Primeval Hill, had risen out of the Primeval Waters. There the creator Re' stood and
there he stood again every morning at sunrise. Now' we know that the rising and settino-
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of the sun was understood in Egypt as elsewhere as symbolical of life and resurrection;

and so the Primeval Hill became, •par excellence, the place where death was vanquished and
life renewed. It is of course quite impossible, within the scope of this article, to discuss the

further developments of that thought in Egyptian religion! lYe know that with the

coming of the Fifth Dynasty the Rc'-religioii became that of the state and spread through

the country. With it went the view as to the Primeval Hill, the place of renewal of life.

And in the subsequent fusion of the Re—religion with the faith in Osiris, the god who died

and was resurrected, the Primeval Hill most ap})ropriately became the place for Osiris’

tomb, as it was through his burial that he had reached immortal life. Now we know that

the Primeval Hill, at Hermopolis and elsewhere, was represented by a double flight of steps.

And on such a double flight of steps we find in various representations Osiris entombed or

enthroned as ruler of the dead (fig. 3)~. This burial of Osiris on the Primeval Hdl is referred

Fig. 3 . Osiris enthroned. (.After Budge, Greenfield Papyrus, PI. cviti,

to in the famous “Steps of Osiris at Abydos” near which every dead man praved to be
interred. But the king, identified with Osiris, ctmld afford to build for himself these steps.
In the holes in the surface of the island one is inclined, guided by their shape to see
tentatively the places where a sarcophagus and a shrine for Canopic jars represented an
Osirian burial. The cells all round are, as Professor Naville suggested, the PJ

^ of

the Book of the Dead, conventionally translated pylons, better cells or halls. It is Wpical of
Seti I that he did not shrink from following out to its last consequences the dualism of a
religious conception; that he clung to each separate dogma of orthodo.x tradition men when
no consistent combination was possible. His cenotaph was planned on the lines of a royal

1 Tins i.s most ably done by A. de Buck, Egyptuche coorsteUiagea hHreffende dea Oerhevod. See
Dr. Hrills review m Journal^ 1924, I80 fF.

E.g. Budge, G.e.eMd Papyrus, PI. cviit: L.vxzone, Dls. cc.xi
; er. also the determinative of

.4 ,
e.g. in Sethe, Url-., iv, 364.
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tomb, and as such it possessed the sarcophagus-room with the Nut-representations. But

the traditional identification of the dead king with Osiris, which was bound to come to

the foreground at Abydos, was also to be expressed in the building; and therefore it

contained an architectural representation of the Primeval Hill surrounded bj" the Primeval

Waters.

That our interpretation is no merely possible theory but is correct is shown by an

important vignette in the Papyrus of m Anhai, in the British Museum.

Here we see a very rare representation (PI. x.\ix, 2)*, the god of the Primeval Waters

Nun lifting up the sun-boat and Osiris encircling the Duat. This representation, so far as

I know, recurs only twice elsewhere; once on the alabaster sarcophagus of Seti I in the

Soane Museum, and once on the wall of our entrance-passage which, as we know, bears

variants of the same texts. IVe therefore have the strongest possible proof that the cenotaph

of Seti I and the papyrus refiect the same none too common group of thoughts, and as the

representation of Nun is found at the end of the entrance-passage of our building just

before one turns round towai'ds the Central Hall, so this same representation precedes on

the papyrus an actual drawing of a similar hall shown in a typically Egyptian way partly

in plan and partly in section-. We see the pillars in plan; a blue colour indicates the all-

embracing waters, and below we see the double fiight of steps, which we know as a

conventional representation of the Primeval Hill, with the Osirian dead on it.

It is typical, as I have said already, that Seti should be the first and last king to have

undertaken this extraordinary architectural expression of things religious. For Seti was

the first great king after the Akhenateu heresy who cared again for spiritual matters.

Akhenaten had tried to free Egyptian religion from the formalism and magical ritualism

in which it had become entangled, by a fundamental innovation. He failed. Seti I, as we

know from his modestly recorded restorations, pursued the same aim by following the lines

of tradition. His failure became only apparent under the Eamessides. But his cenotaph at

Abydos bears witness of his truly heroic attempt.

' 'BvTXi'E, The Booh of the Detid. Facsiriihi of the Papi/ri of Hvnefer, Aiduii, etc. 1899. PI. viii.

- For other examples of thi.s way of represeiitatiou in Egypt see .Schafer, Vo,> Aegyptischer K'inst\

119, fig. 74 and passim.
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NOTE ON THE RUINS OF HITAN SHENSHEE,
NEAR BERENICE

By G. W. MURRAY

With Plates xxxii and xxxiii

The site of Shcnshef, 21 ‘o kilometres S.S.W. of Berenice, had previously been visited

by Barthh 184G, and John Ball-, 1!J0S. Barth considered it a settlement of people from

Berenice, while Ball thought it might be a mediaeval slave-dealers' stronghold, where
slaves were concentrated before &hi|3ment to Arabia. As a matter of fact, there .seems no
reason for any settlement on the site except the presence of water relatively close to

Berenice. The water was abundant at the time ot my visit, January 192o (after heavy rain

in December 192-1), but less so in 190S when Ball was there. It is rather salty to the
taste, though quite drinkable. In addition to some shallow wells in the valley just below
the town (not shown on map), there was a pool 15 metres long and O'o metre deep, through
which the camels had to wade on their way to the rums. There is, however, a surprising
lack of vegetation in the neighbourhood, so that the ‘Ababda and Bisharin drive their
camels to the water from some distance, and make no use of the situ, a steep-sided gorge
with no grazing, as a permanent settlement. This has contributed to the remarkably good
preservation of the ruins (PL xxxii).

As the photograph (PI. xxxiii, fig. 2) shows, many of the rubble houses, built of a
quartzose schist, are, though roofless, in very good repair, and practically no deposition of
sand or soil has taken place. As at the emerald mines of Sikeit and'Zabara, the walls
contain many handy niches for storing small objects.

The potsherds are relatively scanty, and all of ribbed ware, with a very few exceptions
of that green glaze which I have come to consider as marking Arab rather than Roman
influence. There are no mines or quarries, none of the millstones for grindinc^ quartz which
abound at many water-sources in the Eastern Desert, and no slag-heaps. Xm- is there any
ground which could have been cultivated.

I found no inscriptions, nor was Barth more fortunate in 184G. There were numerous
graves in a valley north-east of the “acropolis,” but all had been plundered in very recent
times. I spent an afternoon seeking vainly for an unplundered tomb

I came to the c»ch,sio„ that the a[,e had been ooeup.ed 6,r enlv a short time (few
ehenie) by people who were not normally deeert-dwellem, .„<! that rt probable represented
an autumn Matron for the offic.ab and merchants ot Berenice. Shenshef, shut rn between
rocky hrlls, must be an unple^ant place rn hot weather, but it was evidently preferable to
Eeren.ce, where fresh water had to be brought from a distance, and where ihe absence of
bu.Mrng stone compelled the peopk for the most part to live in matting huts. According
to Phny, travellers do,»rtetl to Ind.a from Berenice "at midsummer, bLre the rising of
the Dog-star, or else immediately after”; while they set sail T r i,

•

^
sail trom India on their return

' Zeitschrift fur aUgemeiae Erdk undc, vir, l-:5l - (deugraphy and Geology of S.E. Egypt.
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journey “at the beginning of the Egyptian month Tybis, which is our December, or at all

events before the sixth day of the Egyptian month Mechir, the same as our Ides of January.”

It follows therefore that the port of Berenice was more or less deserted between Jul}? and

February, and I suggest that such of the officials and merchants as could not get awaj^ to

the IMile spent the autumn at Shenshef Indeed I like to think that the anonymous author

of the Periplus of the Erythraean Sea, who is supposed to have been a native of Berenice,

penned that absorbing narrative at his leisure in one of the houses of Shenshef.

There are two much smaller villages of roughly rectangular houses at no great distance

from Shenshef. at HiAn Rayyan and Umm Etli, which I take to bo rough Bedouin

imitations of the culture of Shenshef. These sites will be shown on the shortly-to-be-

published 1:100,000 map series of the Red Sea Coast by the Survey of Egypt. There

must have been quite a large number of Gebadei more or less settled round Berenice and

Shenshef selling milk, goats and sheep, and these may have been impelled to live fora time

in houses, like the foreigners out of whom they made their living.

A note is necessary. The houses shotvn in solid black on the plan are those which

evidently had two stories.

Journ. of Egypt. Arcli. xn. 2-2
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WHAT HAPPENED AFTER THE DEATH
OF TUT ANKHA3IUN

By a. H. SAYCE

The interesting letter of the Hittite king, Mursilis III, the first translation of which was

given by myself in Ancient Egypt, 1922, Pt. 3, recording the request of Tut'ankhamun’s

widow that he should send one of his ‘ions to her whom she would marry and make king of

Egypt, has unfortunately lost its conclusion and consequently the end of the story has

hitherto remained unknown to us. This is now supplied by a text from Boghaz Keui

recently edited b}^ Giitze (K.U.B., xiv. No. 8) and entitled by him “ Pestgebet des Mursilis.”

The commencement of the text is lost and there are fragmentary duplicates of the text

itself (Nos. 10 and 11).

Here is rny translation of 11. 13-31 :

(13) “ [Now as to the men] of the city of Kurusta, the men of Kurusta subsequently

(14) [Tessub of the Hittite city] settled in the land of Egypt. These Tessub of the

Hittite city subsequently

(15) [bound] by covenant with the Hittites; so they having sworn alliance through

Tessub of the Hittite city

(16, 17) the Hittites and the Egyptians also swore alliance through Tessub of the

Hittite city. Then came the Hittites

(18) (and) turned round. So the oath to the god the Hittites were the first

(19) to break. Now my father sent men (and) horses, and they attacked the border-

land of Egypt (namely) Amga, and then he sent (more)

;

(20) and they attacked again. Thereupon the Egyptians were terrified;

(21) they came and asked my father to send his .son as their king.

(22) Accordingly thereupon my father gave them his son
;
thereupon they conducted

him (to Egypt).

(23) Then they murdered (him). And he was buried (() there. He (he., my father) into

Egypt

(24) marched. The land of Egypt he smote and the men and horses of Egypt they
destroyed.

(2-5) But there Tessub of the Hittite city my lord beheld (it). He (i.e., my father)
summoned him to execute judgment.

(26) So then the men (and) horses of Egypt he attacked and slew [them]. Whatever
man...

(27) he captured [they] afterwards brought back to the land of the Hittites.

(28) Among the capturers the death-penalty was adjudged. They [were condemned]
to death.

(29) Afterwards the capturers carried [them] to the land of the Hittites. So the death-
decree

(30) the capturers brought to the land of the Hittites. Then in the land of the Hittites
(31) on the same day they were put to death. Then I caused this document {lit. tablet)

to be found in the land of Egypt.”
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The Hittite text is as follows

:

(13) [?n{ NISU-MES]-«s-ma sa ALU Ku-ru-us-ta-am-nw »ia-akk-klia-an

(14) [ILU TESSUB ALU Kha-at-]ti i-na MAT ALU Mi-iz-ri hi-e-da-as nu-iis-ma-as

ILU IM ALU Kha-at-ti ma-nkh-kha-an

(15) [{s-khi-u-]ul a-na XISU-MES ALU Kha-ut-ti me-mi-akh-kha-an-da i-i/a-dt nam-

ma-at is-tu ILU TESSUB ALL! Kha-ut-ti

(16) \li-in-^ga-nu-ii'u-an-te-e& nil NISU-MES ALU Kha-at-ti kn-it NISU-MES ALL^

Mi-iz-ri-ija

(17) is-tu ILU IM ALU Kha-at-ti li-in-ga-nu-iua-an-te-es e-se-ir nu u-e-ir XISU-MES
ALU Kha-at-ti

(18) bi-ra-an wa-akh-nu-e-ir nti-gan ni-is ILU-LIM XISL—iMES ALU Kha-at-ti khu-

o-da-a-ak

(19) sar-ri-i-e-ir nu a-hu-ya ZAB-MES AXSU-KL^R-RA-MES o-i-ya-at nu ZAG MAT
Mi-iz-ri MAT Am-ga' wa-al-akh-khi-ir nain-ma-ya o-i-ya-at

(20) nu nani-ma wa-al-akh-khi-ir XISU-MES ALU Mi-iz-ri-i-ma ma-ukh-kha-an

na-akh-sa-ri-ya-an-ta-at

(21) na-at u-e-ir nu a-na a-hi-ya 3IAR-SU [SARRU-]o-iL-//«-a//-;ii an-ma u-e-ki-ir

(22) nu-us-jna-as ina-akh-kha-an a-hu-yu a-bi-e-el MAR-SU be-es-ta nn-an ina-akh-

kha-an bi-e-khu-te-ir

(23) na-an-gan ku-e-en-ni-ir a-bi-ya-ya kab-be-la-az-za-ut-ta na-as i-na MAT Mi-iz-ri

(24) pa-it nu MAT ALU Mi-iz-ri wa-al-khi-tu ZAB-MES AXSU-KL^R-RA-MES sa

MAT ALU Mi-iz-ri ku-en-ni-ir

nu a-bi-ya-ya ILL" IM ALL’^ Kha-at-ti be-li-yu a-((S-[(o] kha-an-ne-es-ni-it sar-

la-a-it

nu-za ZAB-MES AXSU-KUR-RA-MES sa ilAT ALL! Mi-iz-ri tar-akh-ta na-

ut-gan nu XISL^-MES ap-pa-an-[te-es]

ku-in e-ip-tam na-an ma-akh-kha-an i-na MAT ALL! Kha-at-[ti] EGIR-/ja tt-wa-

te-e-[ir]

nu-gan i-na lib-bi XISI^-MES su-la-bi-7AI^ khi-in-gan /i7’-[sa^J nu-as ak-ki-is-

ki-o-an da-[i-ir'']

nia-akh-kha-an-ina XISL^-MES hi-lu-bi-Zl X i-na lib-bi MAT ALLl Kha-ut-ti

ar-nu-e-ir nu-gan khi-in-ga-an

i-na lib-bi MAT ALU Kha-at-ti XISU-MES za-ab-tum-tnm u-te-e-ir nu-gan i-na

lib-bi MAT ALLl Kha-at-ti

a-be-e-iz-za UD-KAM ak-ki-is-ki-it-ta-ri nu-za ina-ukh-kha-an e-ni lup-pa

sa MAT ALU Mi-iz-ri bi-ra-an u-e-mi-ya-nu-un.

Kotes.

13. Kurusta was in Xorthern Syria and corresponded to the Kyrrhestica of classical

geography (see K.U.B. xv, 34, i, 54). The city of Kyrrhos was on the slopes of the Taurus

mid-way between Aleppo and Mer’ash.

16. Literally “ being under oath by Tessub.” A fragmentary tablet in my possession

(1. 5) has sa li-ga-i : ma-mi-ti “ligai, i.e. oath.”

18. Literally “made go round inside.” The original signification of biran is “within,”

not “before” as Gotze makes it. See K.T., iv, 3, ii, 17 : inemian kuinki sapal biran para
[sctrdj “whatever is below, within, outside [or above].” Biran khuiynnza is “he who
hastens to ” another. Hrozny was probably right in reading E-ir “ house ” bir.

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

(29)

(30)

(31)

(32)
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19. Amga, called Aniki in the Tel el-‘Amamah tablets, is the Umq or “ Plain ” of

Antioch, Unqi in the Assyrian texts, Araiqu in the S\Tiaii list of Tiithmosis III (Yo. -308),

the Amyces Campus of classical geography. This passage indicates that it lorined the

boundary between the empires ot Egypt and the Hittitesf

20. Literally: “had been terrified.”

21. The signification of an-ma (or ilu-ina ) is unknown to me.

23. Kahhelazzata is marked as a foreign word, so we can hardly regard it as a com-

pound of kabbis
“
small.” For ahiya-ya see 1. 20.

24. Walkhita seems to be used here in a passive sense ; “was smitten.”

2-5. Cf. WiTZEL. Hethitische Keilschrift-Urkundeti.l, 94,1. 44: nu ahtya-ya AY" TESSL B

bikJiassassin sarliskimi, “I there invoke Tessub.” It is possible that abii-ya “my father

has dropped out of the text through the influence of abiyo-yu, since the duplicate text

inserts at-ta-as-mi-in (a mistake for at-ta-as-mi-is) “my father.”

28, 29. The duplicate text has the A.ssyrian zu-ab-du-ti “captiirers” instead of snltibi,

thus giving us the signification of the proper name Khalpa-siilnbis ("Capturer of Aleppo-”).

The word must have been a technical one denoting “one who arrests,” “a policeman,” and

thus differs from the more general term appantes (1. 26). Khiitgan signifies “de.^tiny,” and

hence “death.”

30. Zab-tum-tuni must have been pronounced zub-tuw-tiun. So eptam in 1. 27 probably

stands for eptu.

We learn from the above that the Hittite king actually sent one of his sons to Egypt.

But apparently he was murdered before he could reach the cpicen. or else the queen herself

had already been put to death. At all events there is no reference to her, much less to a

marriage, and it would appear that the murder of the Hittite prince took place in Syria.

It may be gathered from the badlv-expressed and inaccurately written Hitate text

(which like most other Hittite texts illustrates how unlike the written Hittite lano-uae-e

must have been to the spoken language of the people) that after slaying “ the men and

horses” of the Egyptians the guilty parties were captured and carried (jff to Asia (Minor,

there to be formally arraigned before a sort of court-martial and adjudged to death. The
whole procedure is very curious and can be explained only on the supposition that there

was a recognised code of international law and that in the case of the representatives of a

political party in a foreign country, if accused of injuring the members of another kingdom,

it was necessary that certain legal formalities should be observe<l. The Hittites, we niav

infer, would have had no legal right to put to death their highly-placed captives if a

Hittite prince had not been concerned in the revolution in Egypt. Their murder of him
brought them under the jurisdiction of what may be termed a court of international law.

Its officers in the Hittite kingdom bore the technical name of 6uluhi which would corre-

spond to the French huissters.

* Cf. wliat Mur.sili.s III say.s about his father Subbi-luliurua {K.T. v, 6. lii, “Xow while mv
father was down in Carchemi.sh, he sent Lupakkis and Hadad-zalnias into the land of Amka

; so thev
went

;
the land of Ainka they devastated

;
the .spoil, oxen and sheep, they brought back to rny father.

And when the men of Egypt heard of the destruction of Amka they were tenified. Xow their lord

Bibkhururias (Tutfaukhamuiij had recently died, .so the Egyjitian fpieen whose name was Uakhamun
{read Sakbamun) despatched an envoy to my father and wrote to him as follows : ‘ily husband is dead;

I have no children, lou, however, are .said to have grown-up {meyyans memisyaiizi) sons; if you send one

of them to me and he become.s my husband, [well:]'.’' The characters da and .ta have -similar forms in the

Hittite script and the .scribe could easily mistake the one for the other.

2 Or “bailifl' of Aleppo’
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A XEW DUPLICATE OF THE HOOD PAPYEUS

By S. R. K. GLAXVILLE

There is a document (Xo. 10379) in the Egyptian Department of the British Museum,

hitherto unjtublished, which is of considerable interest. It is a badiv preserved strip of

leather 2 ft. 11 ins. high, with an average width of about 8 ins. In manv places it has been

torn by shrinkage, and in fact it is now in three piecesb Its surface, discoloured in parts

by natural stains, is scored with black lines, some of wliich are e.xaggerated bv cracks,

apparently due to doubling over. These flaws in the leather combine to make the hieratic

text inscribed on it freipicntly illegible. Further, it seems probable that at some time in its

earlier history pait of the writing was subjected, presumably by accident, tci an erasing

fluid, for a few words from the middle of lines 2 to 6 of the re<:t<j have been lost, leaving no

trace, and for no apparent reason, while the redo enfls 104 ins above the bottom of the

strip, at a point well before the end of the text as we know it from other sources. This

however is more likely to have been intentional; at any rate there is not the slightest

trace of any sign after the body of the writing stops.

Although the verxo is inscribed, it t.ikes us no further, as it only provides a duplicate of

the middle portion of the text on the redo. The latter contains 3fl lines of hieratic, written

right across the 8-inch width of the strip (except where it has been erased, and in the last

line, which ends less than half way across), the verso 24 shorter line^, which have suffered

less from the po()r conrlitiirn of the leather, whcise edges show an even greater deterioration

than doe.s the rest of the surface.

An examination of the text showed that it was a duplicate of the B.M. Papyrus 10202,

better known as the Hood Papyrus-'. I have to thank the Keeper for permission to draw

attention to it here. It may be objected that this notice is imalecpiate without a transcrip-

tion of B.M. 10379, a new collation of B.M. 10202 and a translation based on a study of the

two papyri. But the existence of a third and considerably longer recension of the text’,

.soon to be publi.shed by Dr. Alan Gardiner, who informs me that he will include 10379 and

a new collation of 10202 in his cilition, makes any attempt at a detailed study here super-

fluous. Still, a few notes on the general nature of the document may be of interest to those

who have not read IMaspero’s essay on the Hood Papyrus.

The contents are outlined in the short introduction, at least one third of which is lost in

B.M. 10379. The writer, assuming the role of learned teacher, is to instruct his pupils as

to everything that Ptah has created and Thoth has registered,” heaven and the stars,

earth and the waters and hills
—

" everything that is in Heaven above, and on the Earth

beneath,” almost in so many words. Beginning with elemental phenomena, the sun, moon,

stars, storm, darkness, light, the true nature of the document rapidly becmnes apparent as

a classification of terms covering the whole field of existence. The elements ate succeeded

by a list of all forms of water in nature and art (from river and sea to pi.md and reservoir)

:

' Mounted in one sheet as if intact.

See Maspero, Un nujiV'd Je hitrurchie e^yptiemie in JiDinid IS.s.S, i.'iO ff.
; and Erm vx

Die Literatur der Aeg>/ptcr, 240.

^ The Goleni,schetf Glos.sary.
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these again by land forms, vegetation and soil. So far the list has consisted of inanimate

objects and forces of nature, and plants. The remainder, until its premature end in the case

of Hood, is devoted to beinijs. The first four are supernatural—God. Goddess, Male Spirit,

Female Spirit—but from this point on we have human beings, arranged in a hierarchy,

which starts with King, and run.s through the whole gamut of Egyptian officials, civil,

military and religious. Before the end of this B.M. 10379 breaks otl, with “ Superintendent

of the Bakery of the Lord of the Two Lands” as its last entry (= Hood 2(1); Hood itself

continues with more priestly categories, and then passes to trades, breaking off in turn,

after enumerating some twenty of them, including baker-s, pastry-cooks, sculptors, porters,

and cobblers.

In the strict use of the word such a list of terms cannot be called a glossary. Yet that

is its practical value for us, as implied in the grouping under imaginary headings, and in

the careful attention paid to order within the groups, e.specially that which enumerates the

officials. The grouping supplies at least the class to which uncommon or difficult words

belong—the te.’^t contains a number which rarely occur elsewhere, and more than one

aVaf Xeyofxevov—a distinct Step towards lexicography. The order offers a differentiation

within the group and a certain definite relationship—that of precedence—between the

members which, while it cannot define them clo.sely, can often give us further information

than we already posse.ss. The importance of such a list for the better understanding of the

language is therefore considerable. This is enhanced by the complete absence of triu'

glossaries or vocabularies of any sort in Egyptian. Lists of certain classes of words occur

—

on ostraca, and included in many well-known te.vts—the names of Syrian towns worked

into Anudasi I for instance, or the cajitured cities from the Karnak reliefs and others, the

lisis of peoples and of woods (with the objects made from them) of the B.M. writing-board

5047 and ostracon 50733 respectively, besides innumerable accounts. They may often help

in the closer definition, or even identification of a word, but nt)ne of them, not even the

Golenischeft’ Glossary and its duplicates, can be compared with the true glossaries of the

Babylonians.

It is not difficult to see the reason for this absence in the one civili.sation as opposed to

the plenitude of the other. The Egyptians, so far as we can see, invented their own writing

to express their own language, and the two interacted on one another as thev developed.

In Mesopotamia the Sumerian people, with a writing of its own, was early invaded by a

Semitic-speaking people with no writing known to us who quickly saw the advantages

of this method of putting their language into concrete form, and so began to use it to

express their own speech. First copying the actual Sumerian writings as they saw them,

but reading them as their Akkadian equivalents, they learned in time to appreciate the

syllabic nature of the script they had taken over, and so to equate the Sumerian word with

its Akkadian counterpart correctly spelt. Thus the true glos.sary arose from necessity, and

as a development of the earlier mode of using imperfectly understood groups of sio-ns to

express ideas, rather than to write words. Later this convenient non-semitic script became
the medium for writing other non-semitic languages, and as it was necessary for “inter-

national” scribes to be conversant with the.se, the result is that Kassite-Akkadian, and
Sumerian-Akkadian-Hittite glossaries are found to-day on the cuneiform tablets; to

this list a very important addition was recently made in the publication by Messrs. Sidney
Smith and Gadd of an Egyptian-Akkadian vocabulary^ But it is important to notice that

^ XI, 230 fF,
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while this diplomatic language of the scribes of Western Asia owed its existence as such to

the preponderance of Babylonian political intliience throughout the history of this period

the idea of making syllabaries was due to the Semitic Babylonians' early necessity of

inventing glossaries, for the purpose of understanding the language and culture from which

they borrowed the script in which to express their own speech, and by means of which they

learned also to understand the script itself. Egypt, without this necessity and with a less

conscious interest and care for her writing, naturally never felt the need for glossaries.

The most consciously literary of ancient peoples, the Greeks, did not turn to lexicographv’

till long after their language had passed its classic age.

Any detailed comparison of the texts of the B.M. papyrus 10202 (Hood) and of the

leather roll 10379 would be out of place here. But it is worth while to note the ditference

in date between the two texts, which, though not great, is signified by a very considerable

difference in the two handwritings. I suggest below that the leather strip is to be dated

to the Nineteenth or the Twentieth Dynasty, ilaspero (op. cit.) places the Hood Papyrus

between the Twenty-tirst and Twenty-sixth Dynasties'. Orthography and spelling are

found to vary in individual cases within the same Dynasty. It is not surprising therefore

that even in the comparatively short period that intervened between the writing of the two

papyri there should have been scope for a large number of variant reailings. These variants

are not always confined to different rea(.lings of the same words; thus in 11. 11 and 12 of

B.M. 10379 the list of words determined by the water sign contains eight words- that are

not found in Hood (to be inserted between sdt and wdn of H. 9), while a line further on

Hood gives two words which are missing in the duplicate The latter should therefore be

of some independent value for the full edition of the text, and it remains to be seen how

far the Golenischeff Glossary will support one or the other, or give an entirely different

reading.

The writing of B.M. 10379 is rather large, uneven and inclined to bo careless. The

majority of the signs are sutHcioiitly consistent in their resemblance to those of well-known

dated papyri to enable us to place the document not earlier than the end of the Nineteenth

and notlater than the end of the Twentieth Dynasty. Certain of the signs however have

an individualistic character, which, with some peculiar examples of spelling, makes the

writing interesting for its own sake, as well as for its contents. It is a small point, which

cannot have much weight in the question of dating, but which is interesting in view of

Maspero’s indecision as to whether the text was actually a work by ‘ Araenemope, son of

Amenemope." as Hood states’’, that the name of the father of the writer of our text is

Prennefer. The writer’s own name is unfortunately lost. P(a)rennefer does not appear to

be a common name, but it belongs to a judge of the Nineteenth Dynasty, whose stele is in

the British Museum (No. 283), and occurs on another stele in Turin', where it is associated

with other Nineteenth to Twentieth Dynasty names. There is no reason to suppose that

the “son of Prennefer” was the original author of the text; on the other hand it is highly

probable that we owe this copy of it to him', and that, as Maspero was inclined to think

' It would a])pear certainly to date to the Tweuty-tirst to Twenty-second Dynasties,

n A "^1 \'ww\
) I

- At lea''t one of the^e, M M ^ , oceur^i in the Gol. Gloss. See the ref. to the article
1 I i VWWV ^ 1

in the new llerlin dictionary.

- Cf. Ermax, ihid. ' Liebleis, Dictiominire de noms hiei-ogli/phi<pie.% iv, 955.

' Or to a pupil of liis whose name is lost. See Er.max, Die Affi/ptischen Schulerkand-ichriften aus den
Ahhandl. d. Preus. Ak. d. IFw.#. 1925, Phil-Hint. Klm.<e, Xr. 2, 10 fi'.
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way the case with the Hood Papyrus, the actual writer of the document has inserted his

own name ns that of the author. At the same time the considerable use of Semitic loan-

words makes it unlikely that the original text was written before the end of the Eighteenth

Dynasty at the earliest, and probably not until after the reign of Seti I.

Finally, although the largest of the three examples' of this text has come to be known

as the Golenischeff Glossary, there is no reason to suppose that the compiler regarded it as

a lexicographical work at all. On the contrary, whether the information contained in it was

for practical use or not, to the eyes of an Egyptian it can only have appeared as a list (A

phenomena in the universe, of which the principal motif was the strict order of j)recedence.

And in thi,s new duplicate—so far are we from the literary device of a “glossary”—there

would seem to bo some evidence for imputing a practical motive to the writer. I mentioned

abo\e that the verso of B.M. 10379 contains 24 lines of text (in the same hand as the recto),

but that, unfortunately, these only repeat part of what has already been written on the

recto. At first sight this looks like an}- other example of the young scribe’s exercises, to

which we owe so much of our knowledge of Egyptian literature. It might have been con-

jectured that the recto contained the master’.s example, and the ver.so a copy of part of it by

a pupil. This is put out of court by a consideration of the handwriting alone. Furthermore
no one would choose the hack of a piece of writing material to copy out a le.sson which was

inscribed on the front. It is possible to conclude that both recto and ver.so are the pupil’s

exercises. But in that case why should he have made an excerpt of the central part of hi.s

first copy, when the title and ojocning lines, being of a more general nature, and including

phrases which occur commonly, would be of more practical u.se as a writing exercise ? On
the other hand, putting the exercise hypothesis on one siile, we may note a consistent

tendency to “gut” the complete work, shown by i»oth recto and verso. The principle at the

back of each has been the same. In the recto although the title and introduction is inserted,

and is followed up by a list of water and land forms, the bulk of the text enumerates the

great officials and officers, including the highest ecclesiastics, but stop.s as soon as these are

concluded, omitting the remaining orders of the piuesthood, and all the tradesmen, who
follow^ The rersD begins with “ spirit "(recfo, 1.5 = Hood, 11 ), and is almost entirely concerned
with the royal family and a few of the most important civil and military orders, and soon
comes to an end—the lines are much shorter than on the recto with tj>/ slrpt. “ standard-
bearer” (/•. 24 = Hood, 18). It contains some half-dozen variants froni the recto, chiefly

unimportant differences of spelling; but b ^

I
/WVWA

* -n , ....

suggests that the writer was com-

"charioteer” for the

^ of Hood)

piling his second, abbreviated, version from memory. Taking everything into consideration
It IS impossible to believe that the writing on this strip of leather represents the fruit of a
scribbler’s idle moments; there must be some reasonable explanation for its existence It
appears improbable that it was an ordinary “pupil’s” exercise. But it is possible to con
jecture on the evidence shown, that some scribe, connected with the court or a mvernment
office, or even some high official himself, wrote the text on the recto of B M "lOSTg

U'!302:7^0fr.24 (=Uig

as a
> H-agmenrs of the text are known rm ostraca, and the opening sentence occurs on the rer.o of PanBoulaq IV. (.see Ma.speiio, Q also the important late M.K. papyrus from a tomb beneath tl eKamesseum, a part of wh.ch-the list of Nubian fortre.sses-wa,s pabli.,hed by Dr. Gardiner in Aollnf

IIIj 1 o-F u. ’

^ This assume.s that the writing originally ended with nb they as now. See above, p. 17 -.,
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practical guide to the order of precedence to be observed in public functions, and in order

to memorise the kernel of the matter, or after having done so, made the second copy,

preserved on the verso^. We have come a long way from glossaries, but the possible use of

this document to the Egyptian who wrote it is at least as interesting as its contents are

valuable to posterity.

' With the whole of this and the preceding paragraph c/. Ermax, oj). cit., passim, and particularly pp. 19,

20, and 23, where it will be seen that he considers the Hood Papyrus to have been a very popular “ text-

book” for the use of the scribe who was still undergoing his training—a text-book whose chief value lay in

that it enlarged the student's vocabulary and taught him the correct spelling of rare ww’ds. The view

expressed above, that the neu: duplicate was not an ordinary .student’s copy, is not inconsistent with the

existence of the Hood as such
;
and in fact Prof. Ernian's thesis that the young scribes to whom wo owe

the “Schiilerhandschriften” were not as a rule beginners, but themselve.s junior officials, “devilling” for

fully qualified scribes who had reached higher stages in the bureaucracy, enhances the possibility of a

young scribal official making a practical memorandum for his own private use.

fbmrn. of Egypt. Aich. xii. 23
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ORACLES IN^ ANCIENT EGYPT

By AYLWARD M. BLAGKMAX

II

With Plates xxxiv to xlii

This article deals with three ostraca and a papyrus, all in the British lluseum. My
sincere thanks are due to Dr. Hall for permitting me to publish them, and for allowing me
to have photographs made of the ostraca.

I have had the advantage of discu.ssing various points of difficulty in the translation of

these texts with Profe.ssor Griffith and Professor Peet.

B.M. Ostracon 5624.

(See Pis. xxxiv, xxxv and .xl.)

A hieroglyphic transcription of this hne limestone o.stracon, together with a translation

and commentary, ha.s been published by Dr. Erm.\x, Zmel Alieti.'itiicke tier thehunisdten

GrdberstacH: in Siteb. Preim. Abici. 11)10, SriOfh A very in.adciiuate facsimile is to bo found
in Inscriptions in the Hieratic and Demotic Character from the Collection in the British

Museum, PI. xiv. As can be seen from the photograjdi.s (PI. xb, the text of the

verso^ is in excellent condition, whereas that of the recto is much rubbed and in places

almost illegible. A careful examination of the original has enabled me to improve on
certain of Dr. Erman’s readings, and to fill up, I hope satisfoctorily, all lacunae. On this

account I have thought it advisable to republish the text in full. At its greatest lermth
and width the ostracon measures about 31 x 1.5 cm.

O, 1 .

llecto, 1 Thereafter", I mas standing huildin,j^ and the {workfnaM, Hha'^ntn,, mas at ivork iid his"

tomb.

' In view of the .sequence of events ,>ef l.cl,.w, pp, ITUff.) the .side that Dr. Erman calls the recto must
realh’ be the re?-.io, and vice vrrsn.

2 I have followed Dr. Erniau in dividing the translation of this text into numbered .sections : .so, too,
the text of the closely connected Berlin papyrus ' see below, pp. 178 f.).

’

2 There must have been another ostracon. now missing, bearing an account of events previous to that
described in thi- paragraph. The reading [!,, hr] .-ii tn-l i.s, I think, almost certain.

^ ^ T
and what if? left of the following signs favours the reading

I I o

^ The reading of those much defaced groups of .sigms
(j

,s certain in view of Pap. Berlin, 10496,

recto. 9=Ermax, op. cit., 3.31,

' The .same omission of ist occurs again in verso 1.

Clearly

' T>}i-f \s i-ertaiii.

There is just room for





Plate XXXIV.

B.M, Ostracon 5624.
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O, 2.

First month of Shomu, sixth clay, he n’us on holiday and he foinid^ the shaft- irhich

is in it. And he went down into it with the v/'^rt-uficer, Xeferhcjtpe. while I was not there't

O, 3.

Thereafter, on the seventh day of the first imndh of ShCnnn, the chief workman, Khons,

5 made a discovery, as he sat drinking. Thereafter^, I was standing with Hori, son of Huiaefer,

and the tuorkman, Bekenwerel, and I did not know where the shaft of my tomb was. And
the scribe Amunnakht found the shaft{IT, saying: Come down, see the place which o^yens''

into~ the tomb of KluAnun.’’

O, 4.

Verso, 1 Year 7 of King Deserkheperre'-Horendieh. On the day of induction which the workman^

Hai, niy father, underwent, the majurdoino if Xn, 'Tiithmosis. apportioned the })laces which

were in the necropolis to the work-people" \^ifY" Pharaoh. And he (Tnth niosis) gave the tomb

of Amunfndse)'^ to Hai my father^-, as a charge, it being that Hel, my mother, was his own

o daughteP\ and he hud no male child, and his /daces were becoming forsaken.

O, 5.

Thereafter, in the year 21 second month of ShCnnu, first day, 1 .stood before^^ T inenOphis

and said loito him: "Assign (me) to a tomb among the fathers,' and he gave me the tomb of

Hai by a writing^", and I begaid' to work in it.

Pap. Berlin, 10496, also published by Dr. Erinan, op. cit, 331 foil., is concerned

with the same people and events as the o>tracon. As it makes the ostracon text much
more intelligible, it will be as well to give a translation of it here, especially in view of the

fact that no English rendering of it has yet appeared, and also that to many readers of the

Journal the German publication will not be easily accessible.

* No lacuna a.s in Erii.vx, op. cit.. .338. The surtaec of the stone i.s b.iJ hero and the scrihe ha.s not

written on it. He lieg.in to write pt, hut desisted after the fir.st sign, and then liegan it again in the ne.xt

line.

- See Erm.vx, op. cit., 340. " The reailing is quite clear in the original
;
see PI. si.

*
f) <—

^

i.s certain, firman wronglv reads in.

’ The transcription on PI. xx.xiv is what the signs seem to read, though it is most unusual for I to be
omitted after VX in N.K. hieratic. Have we here a mutiLited writing of whieli is a masculine word ?

K'/i is quite clear iii the original.

' Or “is open in the tomb," so that you can compare it with your own.

“ Sc. nat-ht
;
see above, p. 176, note .i.

Notbing lo.st at end of line 2. A bit fl.iked off here, carrying away the sign a/cws\ .

** See below, pp. 178 f. (P, d) — Berlin Pap., 10436, v, 10, and p. 181.

l.e., m}’ ancestor; see below, p. 181, and Erji.xx, op. cit.. 341.

Erman emends )/is /(•/'and renders; “ ileiiie Mutter Hel, seine Toclitor, .sollte fur ihu (? ' Tobaren ” But

=>(|iP
^ is surely just a writing of 0 ^ V’f- Brit. Mus. Pop., no. 1033.5, recto, o and 7

is surely just a writing of
(| ^(||P^^ V’f- Brit. Mus. Pop., no. 1033.5, recto, and 7

^Journal, si, PI. xxxvij.

Of the reign of Ramesses III, as is shown by the Berlin papyrus translated below
;
see too Erii\x

op. cit., 3.30, 341.
’ ^ -

1

The expression regularly used when appeal is made to a god for an oracular re.spouse i’see e®
Journal, xi, 251).

'

i" See below, p. 181. ' Cf. Pop. d'Orh., 4, 2-3. in-in mh r Idk pty-.hi r(-htk.

23—2
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p, 1.

Recto, 1 Year21,first month ofShomii, seventh day,{under) King Usima^re^-Miamun (RamessesIII).
On this day

the chief ivorkman Khons,

the scribe Wenennefer,

the scribe A nmnnakht,

the representative Inhorkha^

,

the representative Amunkha^,

5 inspected the shaft which is in the tomb of the workman Kha^nun, and they found that the

shaft which is in the tomb of the workman Amenemope had been opened.

It was the scribe Anmnnakht,

the representative Amunkha^,

the representative InhorkhcY,

the w^vt-officer Neferhotpe,

who descended upon me(Tfi.

And. the scribe of the vizier Amunnakht called to me, saying : “ Open up north of the

pillar that is in thy tomb; I see the mouth of thy shaft there.” And I was standing

10 building^ together with Hori the son of Huinefer and the workman Bekenwerel ; and the

chief workman Khons sat drinking upon the tomb of KluYnun.

P, 2.

jYow ^vhen the place was inspected theyfound a painted coffin, that had not the name of

15 any person whatsoever inscribed upon it, and there was no... and no pot.... There was no...

(lacuna of half a line in length) the land, placed beside it.

P,3.

Kow a/iter... (lacuna of half a line) the scribe ^Akhpet sent, saying -....opened... (}a,c\in&

altogether of half a line) the scribe Anmnnakht.... End of page missing,

P,4.

Verso (An entry at the bottom of the sheet.)

The sworn testimony {If concerning the tomb pronounced by the watchman {Pe)muennefer.

P, 5.

...by the Prince... [whose] power is death, if I..., he {the speaker)* is to have his nose and

5 ears cut off and be placed upon...{l) in this^'\ In a different hand. The name of the Pharaoh
was pronounced thereupon, and he repeated lohat he had said.

1 Lit. “Who came to me with a coming down.” As Erman points out, this does not mean that they
descended into the tomb ;

it must be some technical, or perhaps merely an idiomatic, expression
2 He was repairing some part of the tomb-chapel, perhap,s a wall of the fore-court.

3 Such, in view of the context, one would suppose to be the meaning of the word
1]
S

« This sudden change from first to third person is characteristic of Egyptian oaths "^eproducLl in
these late N.K. papyri (see Spiegelberg, Studieti, 76 ft’.).
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10

P, 6.

In a different hand.

I'ear HIi., first month of Shomu, last day. The tvorkman Amenetnope son of Merire^

together with the workman Wen{e)i)nefer, son of Penamun, made report to me on this day—
the court in session (consisting of)

the chief workman Khons,

the chief workman Inhorkha^,

the scribe of the vizier Amiinnakht,

the workman Hesisunebef

the representative Amunkha^

—

saying: The dwelling of Amunmose belongs to me. His (Anuinmose’s) tomb—the charges

{committed) to {Pu)bek belong to him (Amenemope) also. And he (Pabekl cast my lady'

forth from the tomb of my father.

The court administered to him an oath by the sovereign, to wit: If I entered into this

building{l)", then he^ is liable to an hundred blows and fifty wounds.

And I (the president of the court) proceeded also in like manner against Pabek before

the court in session

:

the chief workman Khons,

the chief tvorkman {Inhor)khaf

the scribe A[munnakh]t.

the w^vt-ofiicer Neferhotpe,

and very, very many witnesses.

As Dr. Erman has pointed out (op. cit, 340), these two documents are not official docu-

ments, but mere e.xcerpts from such, or else notes from which the permanent records were

drawn up. The writers of these jottings knew, of course, exactly who every one was and

all the facts of the case, whereas we are in a very different position. However, there are

sufficient data at our disposal to permit us to reconstruct, with some degree of probability,

the course of events with which these notes are concerned—events certain of which have

considerable bearing on the subject of this series of articles.

In the twenty-first year of the reign of Ramesses III a certain AmenemSpe was in

possession of a tomb known as “ the tomb of Amunmose,” situated close to that belonging

to his fellow workman Kha^nun (P, 1; 0, 1 and 3).

On the seventh day of the first summer month of that year the necropolis authorities

inspected the shaft in the latter tomb. During this inspection one of the party, the chief

workman Khons, as he sat on this tomb drinking, as we are told, observed that there were

indications of the shaft in the adjoining tomb of Amenemope having also been opened

(P, 1 ; O, 3).

On the previous day, so Amenemope would have us believe, Kha''nun was on holiday,

and, while thus unemployed, he had entered Amenemope’s tomb along with the lu^rt-

officer Neferhotpe, found out where the mouth of the shaft was situated, and gone down
into it, in the owner’s absence (0, 2).

A deceased female member of his family
; see Ermas, op. cit., 336, note 4.

3

;
a ana^ \€y6^€vov.

2 See above, p. 178, note 4.
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The necropolis officials, in view of this apparent irregularity, decidecl to inspect

Amenemope’s tomb also. All this time Amenemope, according to his own account, was

standing building along with Rori, the .son of Huineter, and the workman Bekenwerel, and,

when approached on the matter by the officials, a.sserted that he did not know where the

shaft of his tomb was (0, 3). Thereupon the scribe ot the vizier Anmnnakht called out to

him to clear aw'ay the debris north of the pilhir in his tomb in order that he might see

the mouth of his (Amenemope’s) shaft there (P, 1); or, according to the other exeerjit

(0, 3j, the scribe Amunnakht found the shaft (?), and .said “Come down, see the place

which opens into' the tomb of Kha<'ntin.”

The examination of the burial-chamber itself, to which the shaft gave access, resulted

in the officials finding only a coffin that bore no name, and no funerary eijiiipinent whatso-

ever (P, 2).

This naturally made the officials doubt Amonemope's right to pos->es> the tomb, for it

should have contained the coffins of deceased members of his family. The case had now,

therefore, to be referred to an authority competent to deal with such matters, and the

authority chosen in this instance w'as the deified Amenophi.s I. a divinity highly esteemed

among the workers of the Theban necropolis-.

Accordingly in the twenty-first year of the rt.’igti of Ramesses III. on the first day of the

second month of Shomu, Amenemope ‘‘stood ‘ before Amenophis” and asked to be a.ssigned

a tomb; and he tells us that the god “gave me the comi) i>f THai by a writing” (O, 5). The

mutilated section (P, 3) is possibly, and the .section containing the oath of Penwennefer

(P, 5) is almost certainly, concerned with the enrpiiry held Iiofire tlie statue of Amenophi.s.

Such oaths w'ere regularly administered to both partios and ti' witnesses, not oulv in

ordinary Egyptian ci\il trials, but afso when a case was referred to u divinity*.

Probably, then, it was not till after the guard Penwennefer, and no doubt others as

well, including, of cour.se, Amenemope him.self, had been closely interrogatisl and lutd given

testimony on pain of mutilation, that the writing estublisliing his claim was i.ssued or

rather, probably, acknowledged by the god,

' See above, p. 177, note 7.

Along with Amenophis I was also venerated hi.-^ mother Queen Xefcitiri
, ^ee Erm.\n', AWi7/e);d, 92).

Amenopliis had become a god with a temple and an organised cult. Thll^ two liritish Mnseinn pai>yn,

no.s. 10417, recto, 1 (see below, j). 184; and ,v/s-o, 4. 19, m.tke meiition of a “prophet.” hu-nU, of

Amenophi.s, and the latter sjieafe of hi.s temple al.-o. There -eem to h.ive been at least two c!ilt-fonn.s of

Amenophis, postulating two templo, Amenophi.s of the Court, n ij} , l\,p. Ahhot. 2, ;j-4. and Bnt.
Mus. Pap., 100.73, loc. cit.; see afso 10417, ier.<o, 4-. and Ameuoplii.s of the Carden, n pi ki,nv [Pap.
Abbot, 2, 3-4), Is Amenophis the Lord (,f the Town, pi nb pi d,,,) ,-.ee l.elow, p. 181 ; ah,, tAiro Ostn«;j„,

25234), yet another distinct, form of the go.l, with cultus-.statue .md temple, or ju.^t a general debgnution
like “ the god,” or “ the great god " (Erjiax, tiltznng.-iherichte, 34li

; t
°

As Dr. Ek-M.vx points out iihid.), Amenophi.s, like any other Egyirtian divinity, has hi.s regularly
recurring fe.'stivals. The following are known :

First month of Akhet, 29th and 30tli.

First mouth of PrOyet, a “great fe.stival " lasting four days and inchuliug, and po.-.sibly beoimiim. on
the 28th.

” ’

Third month of PrOyet ; there wa^jo.ssffily a fe.stival on the 15th (.see Erm.vx, op. cit., 345[8]X which
must have given the name Phamenoth, to the month.

Third month of ShOmii, 11th and 13th.

For the references to Brit. JL/.<. Pap. ]0n53. and Pap. Abbot, I am indebted to Profe.s.sor Feet.
3 See B.M. Papyrus, 10335, rerso, 1 Jour,ad, .\i, PI. x.x.xvii 2.51,

^ See Journal, xi, 254 ;
also this Journal, below, p. 182.
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What, it may well be asked at this juncture, is meant by “he gave me the tomb of

Hai by a writing Probably the same method of procedure was adopted in this case as

that described in the famous inscilptiun of Paynodemk that is to say two papers were

placed in succession before the god’s image, one confirming Amenemope's claim to the

tomb and the other denying it. We gather fi-om the inscription in question that the god

indicated which of the two papers was acceptable to him by noddingk

With regard to the term “the tomb of Hai ”—Amenemope claimed to be a descendant

of Pai, who lived in the reign of Horemheb, throug'h his only child and daughter IJel, the

words father and mothm- meaning, as often in Egyptian, just ancestor and ancestress (0, 4).

That the tomb of Hai was the tomb in dispute is shown by O, 4, where we are told that

to Hai was assigned bv the majordomo of Ne, Tuthmosis. the “tomb of Amun,” without

doubt a slip of the scribe’s pen for Amunmose (see P, 6).

It is interesting to note that, despite the god's decision in his favour, Amenemope’s

claim to the tomb could still be regarded as a matter for dispute and further litigation^.

P, 6, which is dated three year^ later, the twenty-fourth year of the reign of Ramesses III,

last day of the first month of Shomu, is the statement of a necropolis otticial, evidently the

president of the neeroiiolis court, to the effect that on that day Amenemope laid claim before

that court (not before Atneiiophis this time) to the dwelling of Amunmose and his tomb,

and also to the “charges to Pabek." He accuses Pabek of ejecting his “lady” (a deceased

female member of Ani('nemopi''s family) from the tomb of his father. Evidently Pabek had

disputed Anu'iiemope’s right to titis tomb and had thrown out the mttmmy of this woman
to make room Ha- a dead inoinbor of his own family.

An oath vas administeieil to tltc piaintifi’, wln> of ci.uirse sw(.)i-e, on pain of being given

(jne hundred blows and fifty wounds, that he had r.ever been inside the tomb, and a

similar oath was administered to the defendant, in the presence of the court and “very, very

many witnesses.” Unfortunately the document does not inform us as to the re.sult of this

judicial enquiry.

B.M. Ostracon 5625.

(See Pis. .xxxv, XXX vi and xli.)

This limestone rrstracon, a not sati^fictory drawdng of which i.s published in In.^c7\ in

the Hiei-atic and Demotic Character, PI. xii. measures at its greatest length and wddth

about 16'5 X IG cm. It ilates from the fourth year of the reign of Ramesses IVb

Recto, 1 Year 4, fourth month of Akhet, last dan. ^dn this dan tvorkmait Kenna, son of

Siiradet. reported to Kina Amenoplus the Lo)-d of the Town, saying: ‘'Help me, my good

5 lord! I am he who bnill the dwelling ot the woi'knian Dekharu, when it had been ruined.

Kow behold, the worlmian Mersekhmet. .son of Henna, doth not make it possible for {me) to

dwell in it, saying : 'It is the god who said to me: Divide it with thee,' said he'', albeit he did

not biiikC therein with me—

1

6

BiiE-rsrEi), Ancieiit Rocnrds, iv, GTO ft.

Cf. oil this point .JonniifJ . xi, “o.i.

Most of the tail of the fin /'/•/ is written over the eilye.

The reading i2

Op. rit., S (line 1, of in.scriptiou;,

^ See Erhax, Sit:ungsberw/ae, 344.

on the thii'kness of the ostracon.

i.s certain ; see PI. xxxvi

.
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Verso 1 divide,” so said he saying to(?y the god. Then(JY the sc7'ibe of the neci'opolis.

HorisheriC^y, repeated (it) to him, (the god). And he (the god) said : “Give the dwelling to

2 Kenna its owner again ; it belongeth to him by a charge of Pharaoh, and no one shall divide

it.” So he said saying, namely the god, (in) his pi’esence, in the presence o/ the chief work-

man Nekhemmut, the chief workman InhorkhaGv, the .sciibe Hon, the carriers" of the god,

and all the work people, in the doorway* of the tomb of the chief workman Kaha. And

he uttered an oath, saying : “As Amun endurefh, as the Prince, whose power is death,

endureth. Pharaoh, my lord, if 1 go hack to contradict it", I am liable to one hundred’' blows

and to be deprived of (my) share"'.”

This text, like the preceding one, is a record of an appeal to Amenophis for a legal

decision, in this instance with regard to a house.

The plaintiff, Kenna, asserts that he is being wrongfully prevented from taking up his

residence in a dwelling, known as “the house of Pekharu,” which had fallen into ruin, and

which he (Kenna) had rebuilt. The defendant, a certain Mersekhmet, claimed to have

consulted “the god,” i.e., Amenophis, who, so he said, asserted that he and Kenna were to

share the house, although Mersekhmet, so it is stated, had had nothing to do with the

work of rebuilding it.

Unfortunately the greater part of recto 9, which follows immediately after the alleged

oracle of Amenophis in favour of Mersekhmet, is lost, owing to a corner of the ostracon

being broken off, and I can make nothing of the end of the line
;
this break also entails

the loss of nearly the whole of the first half of verso 1. Was what is lost, or remains un-

intelligible, in these two lines a continuation of Kenna’s address to the god, his actual

evidence in support of hi.s claim, or rvas it partly or wholly a reply of the god ? If the

latter, then mfdd n pf ntr must be rendered “.so said he saying, namely the god,” -wvw

being written, as it well might be, instead of which is employed where the expression

occurs in 1. 5 below. But on the whole I favour the other alternative and have accordingly

rendered the words “so said he saying to the god.”

When Kenna had finished speaking, the scribe of the necropolis, Rorisheri, repeated his

claim to the god, whose reply confirmed it. If the suggestion that recto 9 and verso 1 con-

tain Kenna’s evidence is correct, then the oath rendering himself liable to one hundred

blows and deprivation of his “share,” if he should go back on wdiat he had said, must also

be his.

The oracle was, we are told, delivered in “his (i.e., Kenna’s) presence” and in the

presence of a number of persons, including the god’s carriers, in the dooiuvay of the tomb

of the chief workman Kaha. The mention, in this connection, of the god’s carriei-s and of

' See below.

- The reading
L®]

is fairly certain. Dr. (iardiuer ha.s .sugge.sted to me that the trace.s of

sigii^ that I'ollow are to be re.'>tored

ctive, “t

.see SriKGEi.BERG, Studien, 23.

* TV a feni. collective, “the carrying-iiersouiiel.’’

^ For the writing
AAfVW\

•' For this meaning of indw m see Piehl, Zeitschr. f. ug. Spr., xxix, 49 ff.

See Spiegelbekg, Studien, 19 f., 28; Auast., in, 6. 10. The reading of the end of the line is certain.

^ tn the tombs distributed among the necropolis workers 1
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the entrance to a tomb, shows that Kenna’s, like Ameneniuia’sh appeal was made while

the god’s cultus-iinage was being carried in procession, and that the procession traversed

part ot the actual necropolis. Moreover “all the work-people” would only be so gathered

together on some such occasion as a general festival. Evidently, therefore, the last day of

the fourth month of Akhet must be added to the list of dates of Amenophis’ festivals on

p. 180.

B.M. Ostracon 5637.

(See Pis. XXXvii and xlii.)

A limestone flake of irregular shape, measuring at its greatest length and width about

12 X 11 cm. Published in Iuser, in the Hieratic and Demotic Character, PL xv. For the

date of this ostracon see note 3 on this page.

Recto,! Details- of every theft perpetrated aijainst me hy the workman HekhemmuC. They went

to the house*, and they took two great loaves and three assorted loaves, and they poured out

5 my unguent (mrh), and they opened my magazine containing spelt, and they took away one

sdyt" of lead*’, and they went to the dock warehouse, and they took the half of the kyllestis-

hread of the day before, and they poured out the oil (nhh).

Third month of ShCimn, thirteenth day, on the occasion of the procession of King Amen-
Verso, 1 ophis :—They went to the storehouse, and they took three great loaves, eight si^h-loaves,and one

Inr' of rhs-cakes^, and they drew off one mdkt'''-/Heosin-e of beer which was upon the water*'*,

5 while 1 was in the house of my father. Act, my lord, so as to restore -me all my loss

!

My reasons for publishing this ostracon here are the fact that it gives the date of one

of Antenophis’ festivals, the solemnities marking which included a procession, and the

possibility that it is an actual petition that was laid before the god’s cultus-image
;
this

being suggested by the words in verso lines of., “Act, my lord, so as to restore me all

my loss!” If it were a letter or petition to some official, his name and titles would surely

appear at the beginning of it.

Evidently the plaintiff was a trader, with a warehouse on the quay of Westei'n Thebes,

and possibly also a place of business in Western Thebes itself. His shop (?) and warehouse

had already been robbed by Nekhemmut and his confederates. Then on the occasion of a

festival of Amenophis, when all the inhabitants of Western Thebes, the plaintiff among
them, were on holiday, watching, or taking part in, the procession of this popular divinity.

* Jouracd, xi, 250, 253. “ See KoUer, 5, l^Anust., iv, 13. 10.

* If he is the same person a.s the Nekhemmut of Ostr. 5625, this document must date from before the

fourth year of the reign of Harnesses IV (see above, p. 131, note 1), as there he is entitled “ chief worktnan,”

whereas here he is only a “ workman.”
* Doe.s “ house here mean “ place of business,” “ shop

?

Cf. the meaning “ commercial house,” “firm,”

in Wenamun, 2, 2 ;
Journal, xi, 288, note 13.

The determinatives o— suggest “lump” or “mass”; cf. '
^ ^ ^

prob. = Copt. tgmTe “dough.”

’’ Dht[y), Copt. Ta.^.
’ *Inr is a aira^ Xe-yo/ifror ; see BURCH.VRUT, Altkuiuiuiiuisvhcii Frerndicorte, 73. It is possibly a word

for some kind of receptacle; in Anast., iv, 14. 3, mention is made of “one hundred baskets of r^s-cakes.”

For the doubtful determinative, which is perhaps to be read see PI. xxxvii, footnote 1.

See Bcrchardt, op. cit., 629.

“ Op. cit., 552. It is also associated with beer in Anast., iv, 12. 11.

Does this mean that the jars containing beer were placed on water to keep it cool, or that it was still

in process of being made ?

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xn. 24
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the thieves forced an entrance into the storehouse (attached to his private residence ?). The

plaintiff’s statement that he was in his father’s house shows that a festival of this kind was

an occasion for a family gathering—no doubt after the procession the holiday-makers

returned home to feast.

B.M. Papyrus 10417.

(See Pis. xxxvii, xxxviii and xxxix.)

Dr. Cerny drew rny attention to this papyrus in September 1924 when we were

working side by side in the British Museum, and most generously gave me his copy

of it. A few months later Mr. Warren R. Dawson kindly undertook to collate this copy

with the original and made a certain number of corrections. Finally I re-collated it in

September 192-5 and made a few further, but quite minor, improvements and also made

facsimiles of doubtful and broken groups of signs.

The papyrus measures 25'o x 21‘5 cm. at its widest and longest. It is far from easy to

read
;
almost every line is scored with a number of horizontal splits, the fractures not

having been properly joined when the document was many years ago mounted under glass.

Recto, 1 TAe scribe of the great and august necropolis Tuthniosis unto the prophet of Amenophis,

L.P.H., Amenophis. In life, prosperity, and health ! I say unto Aniunre^-Harahhti, when he

arisetk and when he setteth, Anian-nesti-toud, Amenophis, L.P.IL, Nefertiri'-, L.P.H., Aniun-

khnent-heh-, together with his ennead, {that they) grant thee life, prosperity, health, a long

o lifetime, a great old age, and exceeding many favours in the presence of Amonra.sOnther, and

in the presence of the General, thy lord, and that Aniun-nesti-towi bring thee buck in safety,

and that we hold thee in our embrace^ every day.

To proceed. I understand* all the matters concerning which thou hast written unto me.

As for what thou sayest: “Look after ^ the scribe Butehaimdn, the songstress of Anion-

10 rusunther Shedeintei'*, and the boys,” so sayest thou— all is well with them. They are alive

today ; tomorrow is in the hands <f God' . Thou it is whom we yearn to behold. I say unto

Verso, 1 Amonrasonther (that he) give thee favour in the presence of the General, thy lord, and that

Artuln® bring thee back safe, and that I hold thee safe in mine embrace.

Behold, Amun-nesti-towi rescueth{l)'*, thou art his servant. I place thee in front of

Amenophis, L.P.H.. at evei-y procession of his. “1 will protect"^ thee, I will bring thee back

a safe, and thou shall fill thine eye with the Court**f so he saith.

' See above, p. 180, note -2. - See Spiegelberu, Ofj. cit., 30.

' Lit. “ and we till our embrace with thee.”

^ See .JiHtnvjl, xi, 286, with note 7. ^ Lit. “ Give thy countenance unto.”

o
'' The signs at the end of the name Shedemtei are damaged. ^ are certain. Are the following scraps

of writing to be read merely ^ ? Such is the writing of the name as given by Spiegelberu, op. cit.,

121. " Cf. Pap. Leyden, I, 369, recto, 5 f. = Spiegelberg, op. cit., 25.

'' T he signs at the beginning of verso, 1, are almost illegible. Professor Griffith thinks that q (g, Lrnn,

not nitic-l dd n Lmn, i.s all that is to be read here.

** Ptr at the beginning of line 2 seems certain, but the transcription of the signs as far as

is very doubtful. ig read both l>y Cernv and Dawson.

'
certain. For this spelling see Spiegelbehg, op. cit., 41 (3).

How is the sign, or signs, following CA to be read, hardly as another cn ? Professor Griffith

suggests im I © or CA xx I

.
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I send unto thee to let thee know. Be thine health good ! A)id cease not to send news

unto me as to hoiu thou farest by the hand of any persons that come to the soutld, that our

heart may he patient {ly.

Postscript for the scribe of the necropolis Thareri :—Be not anxious concerning the

daughter of Hemsheri. She is in health. There is no wrong (^wrought') against her.

This letter belongs to a mass of Twenty-first Dynasty correspondence, which must have

comprised one single “find,” but is now scattered about the museums of Europe. A large

number of these letters have been published by Spiegelberg in his Correspondances des

rois-pretres, which includes four letters written by the scribe Tuthmosis, the writer of the

letter with which we are here concerned. In th an and other letters contained in that

publication occur the names of all the people mentioned in this letter, except that of the

prophet Amenophis to wdiom it is addressed, and who, in view' of the request in verso, lines

6 and 7, must have been in the Delta or at the north-eastern frontier. Perhaps he was

away from Thebes on business connected with temple property®, or, as Professor Griffith

has suggested to me, was on a militaiy expedition, carrying some sacred emblem, possibly

a portable image of Amenophis. The mention of the “ General ” distinctly favours Professor

Griffith’s suggestion.

The General of recto, linos 6 and 12 is Prince Pi<^onkh, the son of King Hrihorl It

might here be pointed out, in respect of “Shedemtei, and the boys ” {recto, lines 9 and

10), that Tuthmosis, when himself away from home, says in a letter to the necropolis guard

Kare: “Look after Shedemtei and her little boys so as not to suffer any one to wu’ong

them®.” Again, in a letter to the scribes Butehaimun and Shedemtei he speaks of “this

daughter of Hemsheri” {cf. our letter, verso, lines 8 and 9), and further on in the same

letter he says; “Do not suffer Hemsheri to be troubled®.”

The reason for the publication of the letter in this article is the statement in verso,

lines 3-5, / place thee in front of Amenophis at every procession of his. “I will protect

thee, I xvill bring thee bach safe, and thou shalt fill thine eye with the Coini,” so he saith.

These words can only mean that whenever the god’s cultus-image was carried in proces-

sion at his festivals, Tuthmosis somehow or other brought his absent friend to the notice

of the god, whose prophet he was, and that the god made reply, by the mouth of one of

the attendant functionaries'. It has already been pointed out (p. 180) that “Amenophis of

the Court” wars the name of a special form of the god. Evidently it was to that particular

cultus-statue that Tuthmosis’ friend was attached as prophet.

It w'ould be interesting to know what method was employed in presenting this appeal

to the god. The use of the word udh “lay down” suggests that Tuthmosis placed some

object before the image, rather than that he merely' addressed the god in words. Perhaps

he wrote a short petition containing his friend’s name on an ostracon or scrap of papyrus,

and this w'as presented to the god on the occasion of a halt being made during the

festival procession. It is possible that this was a regular custom and that several such

petitions would have been presented together (.see e.g., above p. 183, and Journal, xi, 253).

' There i.s no trace left of <;:> between h/ and rsyt, but there i.s just room for it in the lacuna.

'So Professor Griffith thinks ^iy hit-

a

sliould be rendered, or else possibly '• that our heart may be happy.''

^ Cf. Anast., iv, 6 . 10-7. 9. Spiegelbeko, op. cit., ff. 3 Qp 3J f

® Op. vit., 41 {verso 2), 42 {verso 11 f.).
' See Journal, xi, 254 f.

24—2
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THE NEW CUNEIFORM VOCABULARY OF
EGYPTIAN WORDS

By W. F. ALBRIGHT

In the Journal, XI, 230-9, Sidney Smith and C. J. Gadd have publisheil a very

remarkable tablet found six years ago at Tell cl-‘Amarnah, This tablet contains the first

cuneiform list of Egyptian words ever fijiind, and adds Egyptian to the long list ot

languages—Sumerian, Accadian, Susian, Persian, Cossacan, Chaldian, Cappadocian (Nasi),

Hittite (Hatte), Luy3-a, Bala, Hurri, Canaanite, Aramaean, etc.—alread_\ known to be

written in the Mesopotamian script. Thanks to the list of numerals it contains, we have

new and ver\’ important material for the recovery of the Egyptian va^calization of the New
Empire, supplementing the transcriptions of names and words already found in the letters

from ‘Amarnah and Boghazkeui. In the future the student of Egyptian philology must

master the essentials of cuneiform phonology.

One hardly needs to say that the work of interpretation has been remarkably well

done, considering the difficulties of the task. The few gleanings would be singularly un-

important, were it not for the value of the text to the student of Egi’ptian vocalization.

To him it is the most encouraging discovery of recent years, suggesting that we ma\' yet

be able to recover the essentials of Old Egyptian pronunciation, so that it will no longer

be necessarv to resort to the current Egyptological pis aller, or to atlopt Hellenistic and

pseudo-Coptic forms as our guide. The question of early Egyptian vocalization has been

revolutionized by Sethe’s brilliant paper on Die Vocalisation des Afiyptischen, in the

Zeitschr. der Deutschen Morgenlandischen Gesellschaft, 192.3, 145-207'. The present writer

had reached almost identical results in a monograph prepared in 1919 for the Beitrdge zitr

Assyriologie, which has suspended publication since the war-. An abstract of his conclu-

sions was then published in the Rec. de Trav. 1923, 64-70, regarding which Sethe com-

mented in the Naclischrift to his monograph (p. 207): ‘'Der in jeder Beziehung sehr

bemerkenswerte Aufsatz beruhrt sich vielfach in geradezu iiberraschender Weise mit dem

was oben vorgetragen ist, ohne sich nattirlich ganz damit zu decken.” Sethe’s results are

so rigorously scientific, and the demonstration is so convincing that only those who know

nothing of Eg^’ptian or of philological method can doubt their essential correctness. It is

gratifying to have this new link between Egyptian and the other Semitic languages.

Egyptian is as truly a Semitic (or Hamito-Semitic) language as is Ainharic, though like

the latter it is by no means unlikely that non-Semitic elements will eventually be demon-

strated. But Egj^ptian stands apart from the other Semitic tongues, holding to them much
the same relation that Breton does to the Romance sisters, though all are descended from

the same Italo-Celtic branch of the Indo-European stock k

1 Cf. the review by Gardixer, Journal, xi, 12.3-4.

- Cf. the writer, Journal, vi, ,S9, n. 4.

^ Cf. the writer, American Journal of Semitic Languages (cited as A.J.S.L.), xxxiv (1918), 81 ff.
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After the excellent work of Ranke on the cuneiform transcriptions of Egyptian words
hitherto foiindh it is hardly necessary to explain the nature of the cuneiform script to

^Sypfologists. Cuneiform is not nearly so full and exact in its reproduction of the Semitic

consonants as is Egyptian, since it was primarily the script of a non-Semitic people, which
did not possess any of the peculiar Semitic sounds, while Egyptian, being itself a Semitic
tongue, preserved many of them. On the other 'hand, neither Egyptian nor the derived

Western Semitic alphabet represented the vowels, so the only source for our knowledge of

the vowels before the middle of the first millennium B.c. is cuneiform transcription. The
cuneiform representation of vowels is not perfect, since it indicates only a, i. ii, e (sometimes,

but not alwav’s, nor always consistently), but possesses no o. This lack is probably due to the

fact that the Babylonians and Assyrians, who undoubtedly possessed o, made little distinc-

tion in practise between o and u, like the modern Arabs. It was only in Mitannian
cuneiform that a special character is sometimes used to denote o.

The script of our tablet is Assyro-Mitannian, as seen by the editors. The phonetic

peculiarities agree with this conclusion, since Eg. s appears as s, while Eg. s is written

apparently as s. The value assigned these letters is the Babylonian pronunciation, used

by cuneiformists for convenience, while the Assyrians pronounced Babylonian s as s, *• as s.

We now know that the Assyrian dialect preserved the original Accadian values of the

sibilants, which were closely related to the original Semitic values-. In Babylonian, on the

other hand, the values of the sibilants were revei-sed, as in Phoenician
;
no fact in Semitic

phonology is more certain than thisk There can be no question of a different pronuncia-

tion of the Egyptian s and s than that which is accepted by all Egyptian philologists. The
appearance of the Egyptian hypocoristicon Mose as M6U in Hebrew has a different

explanation t

The character PI has the value pi in our text, contrary to the usual practice in the

‘Amarnah Tablets. In Widdle Babylonian PI w'as usually read wa, we, etc., but in iliddle

Assyrian (Asur-uballit inscriptions, etc.) PI had commonly the same value pi as it

possessed in later times. This is a very important point, which the editors have correctly-

seen. On the other hand, there is no justification for the view that vi may represent here
“ both the ordinary nasalized labial, and a pure labial wdthout nasalization.” In the Baby--

lonian dialect, as perhaps already in Sumerian, m seems to have been pronounced as a

bilabial, rather than as a simple labial, and appeared to the Aramaeans as w (in the inter-

vocalic position)’. The consonants m and lu interchange frequently in all periods. In the

modern dialect of Baghdad the same peculiarity- often appears. In the Assyrian dialect, on
the other hand, there is no trace of this phenomenon, as we know, e.p. from the Ar.amaic

transcriptions of the eighth and seventh centuries B.C.

* See e-specially- Raxke, Keihchriftliches jJaterial zur altaijypturhen Yokulisation, Berlin, 1910, as well
as several papers in recent volumes of A.Z., e.specially 56, 69-75, and 58, 132 ff.

^ Vf. the table of sibilants given in the Journal of the Palestine Oriental Society, li, 124, n. 3. For the
principles involved cf. provisionally Worrell, J.P.O.S., i, 19.

The editors seem to doubt the certainty of this phonetic law. The material collected by T.allqvist
Assyrian Personal Xames, 18 f., and Delaporte, Epigraphes arameens, 16 f., is conclusive, and mi^rlit be
greatly extended by utilizing the abundant additional material from recent publications of inscilptioiis

and papy-ri. Cf. also Ylvisaker, Leipziyer Seniitistische Studien, v, 6, 8.

* See A.J.S.L., xli, 84, n. 1. = See Delaporte, op. cit., 17.
“ Cf the material given by Tallqvist and Delaporte. Interchange between m and v: is unknown in the

‘Amarnah Tablets, as may be seen by a rapid perusal of Ebelixg’s glossary to the Kxcdtzox edition or
of the relevant sections in Bohl’s grammar.
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The first five lines of the obverse are very obscure. They appear to read as follows

;

1. lua-ah-pi sa7’ru\_ '\hi-ri[a].

2. nani-zu^-u ku--la-mu.

3. iiia-ah-tu-lu a-hi-a-tu”^.

4. pi-ta-as ni-mu-u ah-ta ‘qa[ ]fZh

0
.
pi-se-pa ina-zu^-u sak{)-es)-la-Y ]

Unfortunately only two of the Assyrian words are clear, kalchnu and ahultii"', meaning

respectively “totality” and “firroign regions,” or the like, but the corresponding Egyptian

wiirds are quite refractory. Of the Egyptian words one is tempted to e.Kplain tiamzu as

/d" (ii) iu(U-wt, “the.se letters (rolls),” while pi-se-pa nvt.-zn-u might mean p/ sp (n) mcU-ivt,

“the rest of the letters.” The suggestions of the editors, mii-’-pi = 7)i Ipiut (lupu’-t), and

pi-tu-us ui i>iu-u-‘-du = pds )i nil-ivd, which mav mean “a kind of bo.\ of a species of small

animal,” are perhaps equally possible, but are phonetically objectionable. Moreover, the

word mi-K’d is archaic. It is, however, likely that there is some rational connexion

between the words given in the first five lines; perhaps they form a sentence, citlier

independently of the Assyrian words, actually in combination with them. What the

rational connexion is escapes me.

Line 6 is puzzling, though it seems to have some connexion with what follows. From

line 7 on we are dealing with the numerals

:

7. si-na ah mu* n Eg. snw^. Coptic snd w.

8. ha-a m-tiC'-su-nid ah III
yy

hmtw yy
somt.

9. ip-ta(i)-u-su-nii ah IV *> fdw yy ftow.

10. ti-ii-su-7iu ah V ,, dwic yy
tiw.

11. CO-r 1 VI }> sisw sdw.

12. mp ka-su-nti ah VII
?) sfJnv >5 sdsf.

13. ha-ma-an-mi-mi ah VIII yy hmnw yy
smAn.

14. pi-si-{d{-su-)iii ah) IX
)}

psdw yy
psit.

15. 1 1 1 X yy rndiu
yy

met.

' The character in question, which the editors left doubtful, can only be uule.->s we suppo.se that it

is a special character coined for use in tran.scribing Egyptian.

- The traces .support this reading, which is the only one possible if the word is really Accadian.

2 Despite the additional wedge, this character is also probably zu. An identitioation with sii is perhaps

possible, but the form of this sign in the reverse, line 8, is quite distinct.

* The .syllables oh and mu, which are added to the numeral, cannot represent secondary forms, such

as the ordinal. It may be suggested that ah is ih, Coptic a.', in which case it should perhaps be tran-

scribed ih (AH = aA, ih, uh). Mu may then be the alternative (older) interrogative in. “ What ?”, added to

the numeral, suggests that the tablet is part of a manual for instructing Egyptians in cuneiform, prepared

by an Assyro-Mitannian teacher.

^ For the Semitic origin of the Egyptian consonantal forms see A.J.S.L., xxxiv, 90 ff. The whole

question of the numerals is thoroughly treated by Sethe in his monograph Ueber Zahlen und Zahlu'orten

hei den alien Aegypteni, Strassburg, 1916. For a characteristic discussion of the subject from the old anti-

Semitic point of view, cf. Jequier in Recueil deludes egyptologiques (Champollion anniversary volume),

Paris, 1922, 467 ff.

<5 Probably Eg. hint-in, “three of them.” If this is right, we obtain the vocalization sun for the pro-

nominal suffix of the third person plural, corresponding to Old Accadian sunu, later Babylonian sunn^

This is then another case where the knowledge of the vocalization enables us to establish the Semitic

character of a form more convincingly.
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Every one of these forms is in perfect accord with the phonological principles discovered

independently by Professor Sethe and the writer. It is seldom that philological reasoning

brings its tangible confirmation so quickly. As stated by the writer ( Rec. de Trav. XL, 66)

below ;

“After 1300 (B.c.) the following transformations took place,

In a closed accented syllable, d>6, i>n, u>e.

In an open accented syllable, d >6, % = !, v >e.”

The numeral “two” in the ‘Amarnah period was sinew from the Semitic base 01n = xVrabic

i6n{dni), Assyr. sin(d)-, the long i is due to its presence in an accented open syllable

(Sethe, p«.ssAn
;
Albright, rule 1). In later Egyptian the dual form snwy (fern. pre-

vailed, and Coptic sndw is metathesis for *sdnw<*stnwe(i/): ibid., 68 above. The numeral
“ three,” pronounced hd nitew (the overhanging ni was not pronounced, and does not = a.’)

became sonit, because short a in a closed accented syllable becomes d, while final ew is

regularly dropped, “Four,” earlier {\) fdw, pronounced in the fourteenth century appro.xi-

mately (i)ftdu, would naturally become /Ida' in Coptic. The following “five” has not

changed its vocalization at all, ju.st as we should expect, since according to the rule a

ttw^w, or the like, would become tin'. In the case of “six,” son has become sow. the

original Semitic form sods became sdlsew and by haplology son'. Sapku, “seven,” stands

for sdfhew from original Semitic sob'': in the Coptic form there has been transposition and
change of h to s, but the vowel d has been preserved under the influence of the lainuigeal,

as regularly in Egyptian and other Semitic tongues. Thewordfor “eight,” haman-hemdiKew),
has become smAn, since the rn changes 6 to d in Sahidic: for the original Semitic form

damdn and the reason for the change of the initial consonant see the discussion in A.J.S.L.,

XXXIV, 91 ff. The following “nine,” pisid, stands for pesld{ew), or perhaps for pestf{ew).

The original form of the word was tis'^, which was modified to tlsdcw (ibid.), whence by

dissimilation pisdSw and by vocalic transposition, which is common in Egyptian, pildew,

which became psidew by lengthening of the short accented vowel in an open syllable.

Finally mutn, “ten,” represents a pronunciation niut^w, which became met in Coptic. This

change of d to e is also illustrated by Tilv>Sele {.Journal, x, 6-8), as well as by Heb.

kinnur, “harp,” whence Eg. kend.r and Coptic cAt-V (to be discussed in the Zeitschr. f. dp. Spr.).

The complete agreement of the preceding forms with the |>honetic piunciples already

worked out is certainly the most tangible corroboration that could possibly be expected.

Nor is any contradiction brought by the reverse of the tablet, which has been well inter-

preted by Messrs. Smith and Gadd. In lines 7 and 11 we should probably read zu-hu-Iu

and ha-zu-pu, but the explanation of these words eludes me. One has only to note the

large number of Coptic words which still remain without an Egyptian etynujlogy to realize

that our knowledge of the ancient Egyptian vocabulary is extremely defecti\e. The
identifications made by the editors are mostly plausible

:
pu-us-bi-u = Coptic peibe, “ the

door ” (Eg. /c/ /i«-a6-au-sM=// 6nsbt’ (note Assyr. .9 = Eg s)\ pafuitu"' =pl h'ty. The
word daspu, “throne,” is probably not ti sp t, but rather R },sb-t, since isb-t is exactly equi-

valent to kussd. The form daspu for tasbu, which we should expect, may be credited to the

Mitannian scribe, whose ear was not quite trained to (he difference between voiced and
voiceless stops. As for the s instead of s, it is precisely in connexion with immediately
following or preceding b, p, and k that s freejuenth’ interchanges with s both in Assyrian
and Babylonian. The word pi-pa-ru in line 5 cannot mean pi pr, "

the house,” then pro-
nounced approximately pe-pdij (Coptic *pei), but I cannot explain it.
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Let us hope that the continuation of excavations at Tell el-‘Amarnah will be as suc-

cessful in the discovery of cuneiform tablets as the past work. If we are to be blessed in

the future by such unexpected discoveries as the sar tamhai'i epic, a romance built around

the wars of Sargon of Accad in Cappadocia, the remarkable collection of six tablets

recently published by Thureau-Dangin, which are of fundamental importance for our

knowledge of Palestine in the ‘Amarnah Age, and this new cuneiform vocabulary of

Egyptian words, it would be a sin against the spirit of archaeology not to continue the

work until its completion.
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THE TEACHING OF AMENOPHIS THE SON
OF KANAKHT. PAPYRUS B.M. 10474

By F. Ll. GRIFFITH

The Teaching of tliis Amenophis is one of the numerous treasures which Sir Ernest

Budge brought home for the British Museum in 1888 from his first mission to Egjpt.

A page of it is shown in his By Xile and Tigris published in

1920*

,
and probably the only

earlier reference to it in print was by the late Mr. Lepage Renouf very soon after its

acquisition*. In 1922 however Sir Ernest gave an aec(.)unt of the text in the Recueil

ChampoUion with large extracts in transcription and translation". In the following year

appeared the official publication in the Second Series of Facsimiles of Egyptian Hieratic

Papyri in the British Jfuseiim, where the whole of the text is photographed, transcribed

into hieroglyphs and translated*. After another year, in August 192I, a transcription and

translation, substantially the same as that accompanying the facsimile, was issued by the

.same scholar in a separate work’ containing also renderings of other proverbial writings that

have come down to us from Ancient Egypt. In these two publications Sir Ernest Budge

drew attention to the resemblance of some pa.ssages to sentences in the Book of Proverbs.

Meanwhile, about a year after the publication of the facsimile Dr. H. 0. Lange, formerly

Librarian of the Royal Library at Copenhagen, gave a lecture on the text with a new
translation into Danish”, utilizing a second text of several chapters from a wooden writing

tablet copied by Dr. Gardiner at Turin. Professor Erman of Berlin thereupon printed a

revision of Lange’s version in German*, and at the same time communicated to the Prussian

Academy a very important paper" on its relation to the Biblical Book of Proverbs, pointing

out that there was evidence that at least one section of Proverbs borrowed expressions from

the Egyptian text
;
in particular he identified thereby the true meaning of a puzzling word

in Prov. xxii. 20, which must henceforth be recognized as meaning simply “thirty” and not
“ thrice ” nor “ the day before yesterday ” nor “ captains ” nor yet “ precepts ” nor any of the

other more or less conjectural significations that have been assigned to it during the last

2100 years from the time of the Septuagint translation onwards. Erman’s discovery applied

especially to the third division of Proverbs (Prov. xxii. 17—xxiv. 22). It was promptly

reviewed by various German authorities on the Old Testament
;
the articles of Sellin'-' and

*
I, 337. ^ P.S.B.A., XI, 6, a vague suggestion as to the Helirew iDnnx founded on p. 8, 1. 13.

** The Precepts of Life by Amen-em-npt, the Son of Ka-nekht in Recueil d'e'tudes e'gyptologiques de'diees a

la 'nie’moire de Jean-Fraacois Chanipollion, 431-446.

* Pp. 9-18, 41-51, and Pis. i-xiv. The Teaching oj Amea-eni-apt, Son of Kan.ekht, 93-234.
® En ay Yisdomshog fra det Gatale Aegypten printed in the Nordisk Tidskrift, 1924, 94-107.

* Das Weisheitsbuch des Araea-em-ope in O.L.Z., 1924, 241-2.52; see also his review of Budgets and
Lange’s works in Deutsche LUeraturzeitang, 1924, 509-516, and a review of the British Museum publication
by Professor Spiegelberg, in O.L.Z., 1924, 182-191.

® Eine agyptische Quelle der Spruche Salomos” in Sitzh. d. Preuss. Akad. d. IL, Phil. -hist. Klasse
1 May 1924, 86-93.

** Deutsche Literaturzeituny, 1924, 1325 ft’. and 1873 ft’.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xii. 25
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Gressmann^ seem of jjarticiilar importance'^ Amongst other things they show that the word

“thirty” in Proverbs, though analogous to the number in Amenophis’ Teaching, is applied

to the thirty short sections into which the third part of Proverbs can readily be divided,

each consisting of from one to four verses of our Bible. Quite recently Dr. Lange has

published an admirable and most instructive edition of the text of Amenophis with trans-

lation and terse commentary^, acknowledging many contributions from Professor Erman,

and a translation of the Teaching by Profes.sor Ranke has just appeared!

It is now time that an English translation, embodying all the new readings and intt.-r-

pretations, should be attempted. Towards its accomjjlishment I have had not only the

printed works, above referred to, to consult. In 1924 Professor Erman transcribed and

translated the whole text on slips for the great hieroglyphic dictionary which is being-

prepared at Berlin, and of these he most kindly sent me a complete cop\'. Moreover

Dr. Lange had no personal access to the original by which the evidence of the facsimile

could be checked, though Dr. Gardiner verified some readings for him : by the kindness of

Dr. Hall, I have had ample facilities for examining the papyrus, and have thus been put in

a position of great advantage for verifying old readings anrl obtaining new ones in doubtful

cases; this was very important in view of certain imperfections in the facsimile mentioned

below. I have read the whole text at Oxford in a se/rt/nr//--class which Dr. Blackman was

good enough to attend, and have therefore had the benefit of his valuable suggestions
;
and

Dr. Gardiner has given me an exact copy of his careful transcript, made many years ago, of

the Turin tablet. At the last moment Profe.s.sor Sethe, Erman’s successor at Berlin, has

sent me some very important notes which ho has published or is about to publish.

The papyrus in the British iMuseuin measures just over twelve feet in length and ten

inches in width. It has been cut into convenient lengths which are placed between glass

so that the back and front are both visible. The back shows three pages of unpublished

text’, as well as the published Hymns to the Sun and Moon®, and the Calendar of luckt' and

unlucky days! The Teaching of Amenophis on the recto is almost absolutely complete,

but unfortunately where the papyrus had been torn strips of trans])arent paper have been

laid on in such a way as to cover written portions as well as unwritten
;
in these places the

svriting can be seen by the eye without much difficulty, but the photograjjhing lens has too

often failed entirely to penetrate the paper, so that the writing appears to cease in the

facsimile where the paper begins! In another place a tear across the page has been ill-

adjusted so that the gaps resulting appear as black lines in the facsimile and have led to

misreadings. Budge’s transcription, being made from the original papyrus, escaped the

doubts and snares into which the facsimile led some later students, and is generally very

correct.

^ Die nevgefundene Lehre des Ameii-cra-ope und die Torexilisclie Spruchdichtvng Israels in Zeitschr. f.

d. Alttest. Ttl'ss., 1924, 272-296.

2 See also Grimme, Weiteres zit Amea-era-ope und Proverhien in O.L.Z., 1925, 57-62, and Lohr, ibid.,

72— / 3.

3 Das Weisheitsbuch des Ame'aemope...heravsgegehen vnd erllart (del Kgl. Danske Videnskahernes
Selskab, Hist.-jil. Meddelelser, xi, 2, 1925).

* In CrRE.s»MAXX, Al(orientalische Texte zura Alien Testament, zweite Aiiflage, 1926, 38-46.
5 Descrilx;d in Facsimiles of Egyptian Hieratic Papyri, Second Serie.s, 18.
® Op. cit.. First Series, PI. xxxiii.

' Ibid., Pis. xxxi, xxxii.

s Some corrections of the facsimile are shown on p. 225.
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The Turin tablet was described by Dr. Gardiner some fifteen years ago as follows

:

“Wooden tablet 30 cm. in height, 13'.5 in breadth, 2 in thickness, a rounded projection

in the middle of the top pierced for string. Bold writing of the end of Dyn. XX (det. »=
frequent), with cursive dates at intervals. Lines 1-8 very legible, then a gap ;

the lines

after the gap and those on the other side of the board have been nearly erased and are

clearly visible only from the side.”

It will be seen below that the writing must probablj' bo later than the Twentieth

Dynasty. The text corresponds to 24. 1-25. 9 of the papvrus. As in the papyrus, each

verse (and each heading) constitutes a separate lino of writing. Curiously enough, the first

eight lines are the last written : the young scribe evidently used and re-used the tablet

and had already begun to clean off his earlier writing in order to continue the text. At the

end of each writing lesson he noted the day of the month: the first date is “day 9”(?),

written opposite the end of the sixth remaining line from the beginning, at the end of the

front of the tablet (front 14); there follow, after eight lines (back 8), “day 8 ” {sic (), after

three more (back 11), “day 11 ”(?), after two more (back 13), “day 12”(?), after eight

more (front 3), “day 17” (the only date perfectly preserved), and after five more lines, at

the end of all, (front 8), “day 10 4-”((). These divisions have nothing to do with the sense,

the date occurring as often as not at the end of the first line of a couplet. But it is note-

worthy that the extract copied on the tablet begins precisely at the beginning of a page in

the papyrus (24. 1), in spite of the fact that it is the second line of a couplet ! The pages

of the papyrus contain as many as 18-23 lines, so that this can hardly be a mere coincidence :

it looks very much as if the teacher had dictated from the British Museum papjTus to the

scholar who wrote on the Turin tablet. But if so, the teacher in his dictation corrected

some of the mistakes of the papyrus, and of course the scholar made further mistakes.

A few corrections or alterations are recognizable in the text of the papyrus. The ends

of three successive lines in one columu (6. 4-G) have been smudged and re-written or

corrected in coarser writing with very black ink, possibly by the scribe who wrote the three

unpublished pages of proverbs on the verso. Another alteration looks more like the work

of the original scribe, viz., the phrase ^iii-fsw added to 9. 20, perhaps to replace the pjre-

ceding ^q-f sw.

Translation of the text of Amenophis is especially difficult for several reasons, and much
of the version that follows is still only provisional. The mode of expression is artificial,

using rare and poetical words and idioms
;
the phraseology is concise, employing few peri-

phrases to clarity the grammatical connections ; the sentences are short and disconnected

;

the spelling of words is inexact and unetymological to a degree unusual even in such late

texts
;
and lastly moi'e than one clear instance of scribal error in that portion of the papyrus

for which there exists the parallel text of the Turin tablet, itself very faulty, shows that the

student has to reckon with the probability of many errors elsewhere.

The scribe of the papyrus used red as well as black ink, and I have marked the red ink

by underlining. The philological notes are intended only to supplement those of Lange
and to correct, occasional mistakes or misprints in his transcription from the hieratic^ the
literary notes aim at more completeness and therefore include remarks borrowed from
Lange’s work. Professor Simpson has kindly undertaken the task of comparing the text

' Lange’s tran.script being taken as the ba.sis of this edition, the notes on readin'^s a.s.sume that
Egyptologic.d students have it in their hands.

25—

2
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of the Hebrew book of Proverbs ;
my allusions to Proverbs may thus be regarded as

references to the extracts in his paper.

As a matter of convenience I have given titles to the various divisions of the book,

endeavouring thereby to indicate in .some measure their general drift. The contents are

thus

:

Preface: a. The Book. 1. 1-12.

b. The Author. 1. 13-2. 12.

c. The Person to whom the Teaching was addressed, 2. 13-3. 7.

ChajDter I. Charge to the Pupil. 3. 8-4. 2.

II. Humanity, and various Advice. 4. 3-.'). 8.

III. Prudence in Argument. -'). !>-!!).

IV. The Pas.sionate Han and the Tr.tmpiil 4Ian. 5. 20-6. 12.

Y, Honesty and Traiupiillity in the Temple. G. 13-7. 10.

VT. Encroachment on the Land of Others. 7. 11-9. 8.

VII. The Search for Wealth. 9. 9-10. 15.

VIII. Speak no Evil. 10. 16-11. 11.

IX. Avoid the Pa.ssionate Han and hi.s Ways. 11. 12-13, 9.

X. Sincerity. 13. 10-14. 3.

XI. The Dependent. 14. 4-15. 7.

XII. The Honest Factor. 15.8-18.

XIII. The Kindly Scribe of Accounts. 15. 19-16. 14.

XIV. Dignity. 16. 15-17. 3.

XV. Thoth and the Scribe. 17. 4-16.

XVI. False Weights and Sham. l7. 17-18. 13.

XVII. The Corn-measurer. 18. 14-19. 9.

XVIII. Over-anxiety. 19. 10-20. 6.

XIX. Speech in the Law-court. 20. 7-19,

XX. Professional Honesty. 20. 20-21. 20.

XXI. Reticence. 21. 21-22. 18.

XXII. Debate. 22. 19-2-3. 11.

XXIII. Spare the Official’s Ho.spitality. 23. 12-20.

XXIV. The Secretary. 23. 21-24. 7.

XXV. Respect fur Infirmity. 24. 8-20.

XXVI. Conduct towards Seniors in Society. 24. 21-25. 15.

XXVII. Submission to the Old. 25. 16-26. 7.

XXVIII. Benevolence. 26, 8-14.

XXIX. The Ferry. 26. 15-27. 5.

XXX. Epilogue. 27. 6-17.

Colophon. 27. 18-28. 1.
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PREFACE,

a. The Book.

1. 1. Eef/inniiif/ of teachinr/ how to live^,

2. guidance- fur welfare;

3. erenj direction for intercourse with elders';

4. rules for ( intercourse with ?) courtiers*

;

5. knowledge how to answer^ a statement to its pronouncer,

6. and return a report to one that has sent him ;

7. to direct'' him to the path of life,

S. and make him prosjwr u2)on earth

;

9.

to let his heart enter its shriiie,

10. Ufid steer if'f) clear of ecil

;

11. to save him from the mouth (f others',

12. praised in the mouth of men''.

1. 5. The real iiieaniiii>' seems te be “ to rebut a charw to the accuser.”G o
1. 5-C. Compare Prov. xxii. 21.

1. 9. I.e., to enable him to retain his composure and dignity, or (as Lange) to judge

the situation. It is perhaps worth noting that from tlie second half of the New Kingdom
onwards the funeiaty scarab which represents the heart is very frequently placed in a

shrine-shaped pectoral, see Klisneu, Amulets, 121<S9 ff., Petrie, Amulets, no. 91.

1. 10. Or ' and steer him or as partici})le “ (the heart) steering him clear of evil.”

This title of the book appears to consist of two stanzas of six lines, the first promising

a guide to worldly jorosperity, the second to moral welfare.

' III red ink. There is a clear round .spot of red ink i>ver the first ^evidently intentional). Can

it be an indication to pronounce the letter with its proper v.ilue ta in.stead of « as in the second instance i

^ Molleb, nr, no. lUOu, .show.s th.at is a distinctive writing in late times for ,

as tlie determinative of .spe.dtiiig .ind eating. Thi.s is the writing of our scrilie and I find it in “abnormal'''

hieratic a.s early as the end of the reign of Ps.uiimetichns I.

^ The text has not .

1

(j

a.s det, i.s a corruption from the word
(|

so .spelt in 15. 9, 23. 13.

® Sigu.s rpiite cle.ir though ob.scured in the facsimile by tracing paper, see the copy on p. 225.

For u'sht as “accusation” see Unuinfia, I, 18 (Blackman).

® Add to L.’.s text following lua.

• Kiw, lit. “ other.s,” often with emphasis as “ .strangers,'' “ outsiders.” I follow Ranke in rendering it

literally. Like the old k-t-h-t it seems to be of fern, gen., see 13. 19.

s Read I-
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b. The Author.

1. 13. Made hy a superintendent of the soil, euperieticed^ tn his office,

14. the fruit- of u scribe of Egypt.

15. Superintendent of cereals, regulating the waze-nieasure,

16. who ordained- the corn-yield(jy for his lord.

17. Who inscribed- islands and neuS lands 18. in the great name oj His Majesty,

19. and seV a land-mark^ at the boundary of the sown ;

2. 1." luho safeguarded the king by his markings^

2. and made the tender^ of the Black Land.

3. Scribe establishing divine endowments of all the gods"',

4. giver of leases'^ to other people.

0 . Superintendent of cereals, provider of food,

6. transporting (1) inagasine(s) of\-.) cereals.

7. Tranquil indeed in Thiiiite Teiu-wer,

8. justified in A-f>e

;

9. possessing a pyramid-tonih on the west of Sen-ut,

10.

possessing a sepulchre'* in Abydos.

' For ^ read in the transcription; cf. Pap. Ho<m 1 fM.tsr. Et. eyiiptienneK, ii), 2. 7-8: sh pr-lid

sst m li-t-f.

-
11. 14-18. The sign.> are all quite clear in the original though some are obscured in the facsimile by

the tracing paper and .shadow.

3 Uy/iy appears not to be a .synonym of //fry though often a.ssociated with it, .see Erco.sch, 166., Suppl.

398 ; doe.s it mean the portion of the harvest brought by the serf a.s payment to his lord I

* Nothing lost after miict. For this word see Lange; the ('oj)tie .iiom. “island,” in origin probably

means “new land ” deposited by the Nile; here the word is in a transitional stage.

Only the jl is lost, but the lower edge of the line i.s injured.

I—

I

,

“ Dr, Blackman has pointed out to me that ^ is to be read tas in 7. 12) and not .& III

Again the beginnings of the lines are obscure in the facsimile but are generally clear in the original.

“ Mda, lit. “ engraved inscription.”

D/iy-t quite clear. Cf. sh dn, “ .seril)C of the regi.ster ” (of the expedition) . L., Z)., ill, 2l9^ 1.3,

Cl
OS ,

P.ap. Hood,

i** This title in the same words in Pap. Hood, 2. 10-11.

Ssm i,s not possible. The remains sugge.st

-^1
I

(|uite clccir.

The imperfect ^ign looks like

Y,
tlie top only remaining. The group can hardly be read

but as below Q in this papyrus is seldom to be distinguished from (see ;/!</•, 3. 18, 13. 18,

Cr, 15. 20, 16. 4), we probably here have
^

°cZi, <voo, pi.
;
this seems better than to read C,

and the ])lural may' be intended. for /wvw, .seeni.s quite yirobable.

apparently borrowed inappropriately (instead of from h, “breath,”

•see the new Wl/., 129. Mr and h are two kinds of tombs in the Abbott Papyrus.
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2. 11. Amenemopi son of Kanukht^, •

12. justified in Tew-wer.

1. 14. If the reading is correct the phra.se must refer either to the author as “issue of

an Egyptian scribe” {i.e., Kanakht), or, more probably, to his work as the “product of an

Eg}'ptian scribe,” laying stress upon its Egyptian origin and making a true parallel to

1. 13. To render “ corn-scribe of Egypt,” as has hitherto been done, needs a serious

correction of the te.xt.

1. 15. “ Superintendent of cereals ” may be a poetic version of Amenophis’ official title
;

it is repeated after four more pairs of phrases in 2. 5; in each case the whole line is written

in red, no doubt implying that the}' represent leading ideas in the description. fVaze,

“ Eye of Horus,” is the .sacred name of the corn-measure, see 18. 15.

1. 17-2. 4 must belong to his functions as superintendent of soil(i).

1. 18. Though written separately, this phrase necessarily belongs to the previous line,

not only as its grammatical completion, but also because otherwise it would interrupt the

steady march of pairs of lines.

2. 2. So far his faithful service to the king is insisted on
;
in the ne.xt lines his official

dealings with gods and men are briefly noticed.

2. 3. “Endowments of all the gods” might mean “of all the gods” collectively as

distinct from the endowments of the several deities
;
but probably here it is meant to

include all endowments of every sort of deity, singly or otherwise.

2. 7, 8. These lines may refer only to death, “silent and still” (in the grave), with

burial and cenotaph respectively at Tew-wer (the sacred quarter of Abydos, perhaps to be

read as Nef-wer) and A-pe (Panopolis). But the two epithets {cf. G. 7 and below,

p. 227) and mF hrw might refer to his character and conduct in life.

2. 9. Sen-ut is a name of Panopolis (Ekhmin) or of a temple there. Panopolis was on

the east bank of the Nile and the position given “ west of Sen-ut ” for the tomb or cenotaph

seems to point to some place on the opposite side of the river (probably on the edge of the

desert where the cemeteries usually lay) and away from the main cemeteries of Panopolis

which were in the cliffs of the eastern desert.

2. 11. Amen-em-opi is practically and perhaps entirely the same name as Amen-opi

(Amenophis), Amanappa in the Tell el-‘Amarnah tablets.

The long description of the author is e.xpressed in literary form, and appears to avoid

regular official titles. Until our knowledge of the organisation of Egypt after the New
Kingdom is more complete we cannot tell what his official title would have been.

c. The Person to whom the Teaching was addressed.

2. 13. (fo?') his son, the ijoungest of his children",

14. little^ compared to* his relations;

' Read ” Read rather ms

2 The original is clear where the begiimiugs of liiie.s 14-17 are obscure in the fac.simile.

seems a much better reading of the hieratic than with /wwa, .see the .same combination in 4 10

and contrast 3. 12, though gives an excellent sense.
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2. 15. over the intfsteries of Min^ Kanieph is ( i.e., Bull of his Mother),

16. water-pourer- of Wennofri ;

17. tvho instals^ Horns upon the throne of his father,

18. his{?) gnardiun (.O’* in his noble shrme ;

19. fuller fl) [of the garments of Isis the (jreat^,

3. 1. iratcherfi)’^ of the Mother of God

;

2. inspector of the hlacl line of the terrace of Min,

3. protecting Min in his shrine ;

4. Hunn(i''kher his true name,

5. chihV of a nobleman of A-pe

:

6. son' (f the sistrn m-player of Shu and Tefnut.

7. chief cymbidist^ of Horns, Teicosri.

2. 14. Or “ Tho len.st of hi.s relafioii.s,” as Laiicfe.

•3. 4. Or “his justly eaiaiedf?) name,” Haniia''khL'r iiieaiiiiig “ Horns Ju.stified.”

3. 7. (Jr “Chief of the hartui of Horu.s, 'J',,” a.s Lange.

Chapter I. Charge to the Pupil.

.3. 8. He saith : First’’ Gha/iter

:

9.

Give thine ears, hear (the words) that are said,

10. give thy mind'" to interpret them ;

11. to put them in thy heart is good

,

12. (but there is) woe to him tvho neglecteth" them

;

' a redmilicatioii of the u of Mia. is simply a generic determinative ; vf- line 11.

prohahle, hut tlio fragments ill-adjn.sted.
/vWAy'A

3 The clear.

^ Looks like :

—

,
hut not clear. The www might ho a duplication of the following

AAAAAA -

as ocea.sioually elsewhere, 2i. 1 1, io. Vt.

9

“ Tho line might he (or ^ )
\ aaaaaa/

hut tho remains though considerable

are obscure. Dr. G.ardiner kindly examined this and the preceding lino without more success.

<5 Sn, (see Lange) occurs also in Max. Any (Pap. Bouhtq, no. 4\ PI. xvi, lines 5-0.

^ Note the artificial interchange of ms and s} for paternal and maternal relation,
s As Dr. Blackman remarked to me, icr tha is probably the rare title of priestesses uo-t dhn (written

^ ^ /wvw\\

with
^ ^ j

here confused with Yot the iovmer sex mj Karanog, The Meroitic lascriptioss.

82, and Brugsch, Thesanrus, 918 fiF., where the lady Ho-fanlk is called indifFerently the icr-t dhn (p. 932)

and the ihy-t nfr-t (p. 920) of the Memphite Ptah.

>> The last sign or ligature in the hiei-atic may be \\ only.

w I have rendered hiti by “mind” to distinguish it from ih, “heart,” but this di.stinction cannot be
altogether kept up throughout the text.

Wn, ‘ leap oxer, skip, and .so “neglect,” hut Lange gives it the meaning “abweisen” here
and 26. 11.
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3. 13. let them rest in the casket of thy helly^,

14. that they may he the threshold {?)- in thy heart

;

15. verily {t) when there cometh a gale of speech,

16. they will he a mooring-post'^ in (?) thy tongue.

17. If thou spend thy life-time with these things^ in thy heart,

18. thou li'ilt find it a success

;

4. 1. tho^l wilt find my words a storehouse of life,

2.

and thy body will prosper upon earth.

3.

10, 11. Gf 27. 13, 14, and see Prov. xxii. 17, 18.

3. 10 reminds one of Prov. i. 6, which is rendered by Toy, Proverbs, 4 :

“ That he may understand proverb and parable,

the words of sages and their aphorisms.”

That sages loved conciseness and obscurity may readily be seen from this papyrus.

3. 11, 12. Closely resembling a passage in the introduction to the Proverbs of Ptahhotp

(Pkisse, 5. 7-8) :

“ Instructing the ignorant to knowledge

and to the rules of good speech,

A profitable thing to him who shall obey,

(but) baneful to him that shall transgress it.”

3. 17. The first line of the final quatrain recurs as the first line of the final couplet in

Chapters III and XV.

The chapter is introductory : the charge to the pupil, recommending the Instructions.

Chapter II. Hixmanity, and various Advice.

4.

3. Second Chapter:

4. Beware of robbing a poor ivretch,

5. of being valorous^ against the man of broken arm.

6. Put not forth thine hand to touch an old man,

7. noP snatch (?) at the word of the aged.

* “Belly” for “inmost soul,” also in 10. 17, etc.

^ P«^-t=nnH according to D^vaud, Etym. copies, 59, “threshold.”

2 NCy-t : cf. Spiegelberg, Koptische Etymoloyien, 9. It would seem permissible to read as n, “ for.”

* Nn may be referred to as “it” in the next line, but elsewhere, 5. 18, 17. 15, 18. 3, it is treated as
plural.

5 This is probably the earliest instance of n^s with hawk as determinative
;
the writing O

here may be correct in associating it with the prowess of Horus rather than with the bold victorious swo^i
of hawks in general.

® Mtw- evidently carries on the vetitive in many cases in this text, r <7., 5. 11. I have failed to find a
corresponding example in Coptic or demotic.

Ti-r, cf. perhaps 15. 13.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xil.
26
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4. 8. Let noP thyself he sent on a ivicked- mission,

9.

wor desire (the company of) him that hath performed it.

10. Clamour noC against him whom thou hast injured'^,

11. nor return him an ans-wer to justify (1) thyself.

12. Him who hath done ill, the quay slips au'ay(t) from him,

1.3. his wetted land^, it(l) curries him away

;

14. the north wind cometh down to end his hour,

1-5. it uniteth with the tempest^;

16. the thunder is loud, the crocodiles are vicious.

17. Thou passionate man, what is thy condition h

18. He cries out, his voice (reacheth) to heaven.

19. Thou Moon, bring forwaiuP his crime!

5. 1. iSteer that we may carry the hud man over,

2. for we will not do as he (hath done).

3. Ijift him up, give him thy hand,

4. commit him to the arms of God

;

•5. fill his belly with bread of thine'*,

6. that he may be satisfied and understand (
'!).

7. Another thing go(jd in the heart of God

8. is to pause before speaking.

4. 5. “ Of broken arm ” is an e.xpression for “ weak,” “ helpless.”

4. 6, 7. L. renders these as advice not to be too forward in approaching or addressing

the old or the great.

' This translation of rn-dr, here and in 11. 17, 1.5. 10, 18. 18, 21. 10, 2.5. 19, I owe to an article written

by Sethe for the Zeitschr.f. ug. Spr., l.xii, (.if which he most kindly lent me an advanced proof. He there

..(eem.s to show that the .scribe of the papyrus systematically wrote the prohibitive »idy-t with the group m-dr.

In 21. 1 the Turin tablet gives m-dy-t corre.sponding to m-dr and in 24. 2 Lange has read tn-dy-t for m-dr as

a correction of the text on the analogy of 21. 1 ;
but, before Sethe, no one had ventured to make a general

airplication to all in.stances.

- Read nth} ^ .

® Lange gives to hg! the meaning “clamour,” which however requires a correction of the det. to

is certain.

'' It seems impossible to take p th-Jc otherwise than as relative sdm-f-, “him that attackoth thee”

would be p th-tw(Jc), cf 25. 19 for twk.

•> Jfiy. the same fem. word “wet land”(?), occurs in the Dakhleh Stela (Rec. de Trav., xxi, 12), line 6,

where
O W

a, “ laid waste,” follows in the original, and line 9. Cf. 10. 10 below.

® Sw for fem. s. Fhph is u,sed of hacking or hammering, Peet, Pap. Mayer A, 6. 23, so here iierhapis of

thundercl.ips or lashing of waves.

^ hti, a technical term for “impeachment,” “accusing of crime,” see Lange, also Gardiner, in

Journal, vi, 198, note 2. In Brit. Mus. Pap. 10562 (unpublished, a short funerary papyrus shown to me
by Mr. Glanville) the heart is adjured “do not set forth a crime bti) of H.” In Lepsius, Todtb., cap.

163 (heading) we have bti, similarly.

® Mde-k probably iiTi.K.
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4. 12. Lit. “leaves him.” Any translation at present must be conjectural.

4. 17. “Passionate man,” lit. “hot,” as opposed to the “ tranquil man,” see below, p. 227.

4. 19. If I am not mistaken, this jerky description of the miserable plight into which a

bad man may fall leaves him at the point of death : the judgment before Osiris is already

set and the Moon, the heavenly manifestation of Thoth, is called upon to accuse him.

5. 1, 2. Or “ Steer that we may bring over the bad man,

fur we will not do like him.”

This seems to fall into four sections, the first two of which are quatrains
;
the third is

of eight lines describing how a bad man has fallen into desperate danger, followed by six

showing the merciful man rescuing him, requiting evil with good. The last section is a

pair of lines the subject of which is developed in the next chapter. What the connection is

between the different sections is not obvious, but all of them at least relate to behaviour

under different circumstances : (1) be gentle to the weak and aged
; (2) refuse to undertake

wrongful business and do not attempt to justify your wrongful acts; (3) be kind to the

evil-doer when distress comes upon him
; (4) think before speaking.

Chapter III. Prudence in Argument.

5. 9. Third Chapter:

10. Do not join wranglinff with' the hot-mouthed-,

11. nor goad him luith words.

12. Pause before an intruder,

and give way unto him that attacketh.

13. Sleep a night before speaking

;

14. the storm, it bursts forth like flame in straw.

15. The passionate man in his hour

10. w ithdra w^ thyself before h im

;

leave'' him to his own devices

;

17. God will know how to reply to him.

18. If thou spend thy life-time' with these things in thy heart,

19. thy children shall see them.

5. 15. “ In his hour,” meaning when his characteristic tendencies are stirred, a frequent

expression in Egyptian.

5. 16. Or “ forgive (0 it unto him.”

5. 19. Not only will he see the good results, but his children also will realize the

excellence of the Teaching and follow it.

1 is the regular spelling in cursive texts as early as the Twenty -fifth Dynasty.

2 Ti-r, “ hot-mouthed,” with det. 1|^ . Serpents were supi)Osed to breathe burning poi.son
; cf. Shrine

of El-‘Arfsh [Tell el-Yahudiyeh, PI. xxv), line 15.

^ Tu’h must be the same word as in 17. 2, but in syllabic sjoelling. Cf. Pap. Anast., iv, 11. 9= Sall., i,

9. 11, and stivh studied by Chabas, Tap. Mag. Harris, 234, no. 580.

' The frequent meaning “forgive” of kw in Coptic i.s perhaj)s a little too strong here. There is no cs
after iiH-s.

-

~
e

° Bather wt
Cl

26—2
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This short chapter is entirely devoted to the subject of prudence in reply to an

adversary, developing the final couplet of the preceding chapter. The chapter falls into

couplets : 11. 12 and 16 appear each to contain a full couplet and 11. 15 to 17 make a quatrain.

The final couplet is repeated at the end of Chapter XV, the first line in it appearing also

in the final quatrain of Chapter I.

Chapter IV. The Passionate Man and the Tranquil Man.

5. 20. Fourth Chapter:

6. 1. .ds to the passionate man in the temple,

2. he is like a tree grown in the forest {1);

3. in a moment comes its loss offoliage^

;

4. its end is reached in the dock-yard ())-

;

5. o?-(?) it is floutedfarfrom its pluce^,

6. the flame is its luiyiding-sheeC.

7. The truly tranguil man, he setteth himself aside,

8. he is like a tree grown in a plot(l);

9. it grows green, it doubles its yield,

10. it {stands) in front of its lord,

11. its fruit is siueet, its shade is pleasant,

12. and its end is reached in the garden.

The division into six-line stanzas is obvious, contrasting the fate of the man of un-

restrained temper and the man of tranquillity, each engaged in the service of the temple.

The former is compared to a wild tree, which is used for shipbuilding (?) or burned for

charcoal. The doubtful word at the end of line 2 should mean “ fore-court (?)’ of the

temple; but Emian’s correction giving the meaning “wood,” “forest” is convincing unless

we may accept Ranke’s version “abroad,” “outside.” The meaning of the new word in

line 4 translated “ dock-yard ” can only be conjectured from its determinatives of water and

chamber ; L. translates it “ harbour.” In Egypt the pit in which a tree has been planted

in a garden is surrounded by a raised rim to retain water
;
possibly the new word in line 8

designates such a pit.

The similes and the contrasts are like those applied to persons who put their trust in

man and in God respectively in Jer. xvii. 5-8, and to the pious and the wicked in Ps. i.

' Srtm may be the same as s’tm, the “green” product of persea (?) trees in the demotic of Spiegelberg,

Der ciyyptische Mythus vom Sonnenauge, no. 740 in the glossary.

- iihrm. After CTTl is a rounded mark, perhaps an accidental spot of ink, but not 1 . One may suspect

that this new word is the same as the fragmentary fern, word tran.slated “Sumpf” (swamp) in the above

ilythus, 21. 13.

3
j

^ and the last four signs of
^

written coarsely in thick black ink.

f
,
\ j

5 ^
(Ki,ice) have also been smudged, and re-
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Chapter V. Honesty and Tranquillity in the Temple.

6. 13. Fifth Chapter:

14. Misuse (ly not the shares of the temple,

15. he not greedy, {thus) wilt thou find excess {beyond your expectation),

16. remove not a servant of a god,

17. in order to do a benefit to another.

18. Say not “to-day is as to-morrow”

;

19. how will these things end?

7. 1. The morrow is come, to-day is gone,

2. the deep- hath become the edge of the waves,

3. the crocodiles are uncovered, the hippopotami on dry land,

4. the fishes gasping {If

;

5. the jackals are sated, the wild-fowl in festival,

6. the nets* are empty {l)^.

7. As to all the tranquil in the temple,

8. they say “ Great is the good pleasure of Re^.”

9. Hold fast to the tranquil man, (thus) toilt thou find life,

10.

{and) thy body shall prosper upon earth.

7. 8. “ The important thing is the well-pleasing of ReO’ lit. “ that which Ee^ praises
”

and so perhaps “ the approval of Re<^.” The sentiment is submission to the will of Re^.

7. 9. Or perhaps “ fill thyself with tranquillity.”

The chapter falls into three sections : a quatrain, respect the property of the temple
;

an eight-line stanza, remember that circumstances change like the Nile; a quatrain, be

tranquil and trust in God. The thought, however, may be continuous ; although there may

be an excess of revenue or labour which might be spared from the temple and which the

hasty and unscrupulous man would not hesitate to divert from it, to-morrow all may be

upset.

1 <iq, see Lange; but iocs', means “daub over,” “overlay,” and the meanings “overlay,” 18. 12,

“ bide up (fraudulently) ” would also suit the passages in which the word occurs.

^ p mt, “the deep," masc. p mty, I. Kham., 3. 13, etc., nnoiS' umto— Lemji, Triadon,

due IIto n seems to be the masculine form of .wtu), t wdth almost the same meaning, nil
^ \

is quite clear.

2 Mif. One might connect thi.s with ouiw and translate “driven mad,” “wildly excited,” but see

Lange.
* Spiegelberg, O.L.Z., 1924, 185, pointed out that we have here the transcript of “net.”

s
hf, used of the action of the Hittite allies in reviving their half-drowned chieftain by holding him

upside down, must mean something like “drain,” “empty.”
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Chapter VI. Encroachment on the Land of Others.

7. 11. Sixth Chapter:

12. Remove nut the landmark’ on the boundaries of the soivn,

13. nor shifC the position - of the measuring-cord ; _

14. covet not a cubit of land,

15. nor throw '’ down the boundaries of the luidow.

16. The rut of trampling {?)*, the wear of time,

17. he who wrongfullg seizes iC in the field'’,

18. if{t) he snare by false oaths'^,

19. is lassoed by the Power of the Moon.

8. 1. Mui'k xvell him who hath done this on earth,

2. for he is an oppressor of the weak,

3. he is an enemy working destruction within thee,

4. deprival of life is in his eye,

5. his house is an enemy to the town ;

6. (but) his barns^ are destroyed,

7. his goods are taken out of the hand of his children,

8. and his property is given to another.

9. Beware of throwing down the boundaries of the sown,

10. lest a terror carry thee away

;

11. a man 2)ropitiates God by the Power of the Lord^,

12. w//ew he defines the boundaries of the soiun.

1-3. Desire then to make thine oivn selfprosperous'"'

;

14. beware of the Universal Lord

;

1.5. trample not the furrow of another,

16. it is goodfor thee to be sound in regard to them.

‘ The det. of tfy should perhaps be corrected to .see Brugsch, Wh., 1544, and Erman-Grapow,

Handwurterhuch, s.v.

2 hlic, of time, 3. 17, here of place with appropriate det., both as in Old Egyptian.
3 Hd, also 8. 9, usually of bulls fighting.

^ Hih, see Vogelsang, Klagen des Bauer, 49.

^ ^—.Si i.s added above sw evidently as a correction (for the two cannot stand together), but if so the

original reading seems the better when taken with the following line.

® This scrioe, .see 8. 17, etc., makes an extraordinary division of the sign

I do not remember to have seen elsewhere.
" (nhy n ^z, again 14. 9. 8 ,5r older iff.

in his hieratic, which

9 The sign looks different from v s (but not like n.cx-) only because a dark

fragment of papyrus lies across the stroke on the right.

10 Note that this line was quoted by Eenouf, P.S.B.A., xi, 6, in discussing the Hebrew puzzle

in Gen. xli. 43, for which however see Spiegelberg, Aegyptol. Randylosseu z. A.T., 14.
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8. 17. Cultivate the fields, that thou mayest find luhat thou needest;

18. and receive the hread^ of thine own threshing-floor-

;

19. better is a busheC that God giveth thee

20. than five thousand (obtained) by force ;

9. 1. they stay not a day in store^ and barn,

2. they make no food^ in the beer-jar^

;

3. a moment is their duration in the granary,

4. when morning cometh they have gone below’.

5. Better is poverty at the hand of God
6. than riches in the storehouse;

7. better is bread with happy heart

8. than riches with vexation^.

7. 14. “Cubit of land,” i.e., a cubit width in the arura, or 100 square cubits, see

P.S.B.A., XIV, 410.

7. 16. Or “which time has diminished.”

7. 17. Or “ that which tliou hast seized wrongfully,” see p. 204, n. -5.

7. 19. Or “ Mighty Will in any case it means spiritual not physical power.

8. 1. Or “See (what happens) in regard to”: the .same expression in 14. 19.

8. 6. It is difficult to see why this line is written in red ink, unless as marking
emphatically the sudden downfall of the wicked man. “ He is an oppressor of the weak,”

etc., etc., “ (but) his barxs are destroyed,” etc.

8. 10. This phrase recurs in 13. 9.

8. 11. It is not quite clear to whom the rather unusual expression “ the Lord ” is to be
referred

;
see below, p. 230.

9. 8. Instead of “ vexation ” we might read “ strife,” to agree with the quotation from

Prov. xvii. 1, but the former is more likely.

The first part of this long chapter consists of two quatrains and a double (?) quatrain

warning against unrighteous encroachment upon other people’s land. This is followed by a

group of two quatrains going over the same subject a second time. The third section

counsels the hearer to be content with the result of cultivating his own land, in two

* The frequent Isp saw in prayor.s for offerings seems to show that we have here an example of

superfluous
W

Probably Idy (-k) -k would be the correct expression.

-, oinc, the corn-measure, of forty bins in Twentieth Dynasty, the same as the quadruple

heqt, P.S.B.A., xiv, 432.

“ Alhr must be intended though clearly written wdth
Jf, not

/J\ ; cf. 9. 8 for the latter.

° Hardly p-g^Hir, “ be profitable ”
;
the det. api)ears to be —

.

® Brugsch, Wb., 220, see also the new Worterhuch of Erman-Grapow.
^ dfi. I am indebted to Dr. Blackman for an interesting reference to Mariette, Abydos, i, 39, where

dfw ^ 0
,
corresponds to the ceremony of sweeping and censing, so apparently “sweep out” Lano-e

however, quotes good examples with det. and attributes to them the meaning “ sink.”

® The det. as well as the parallelism with hlty ndm (cf. ujengHT) favour the meaning “vexation”
rather than “ strife.”
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quatrains, followed by a quatrain on happy poverty, which recurs (with the first line varied)

at the end of Chapter XIII.

There are several points of contact with Proverbs. As to the first two sections, cf. Prov.

xxii. 28; xxiii. 10, 11, and as to the final quatrain, Prov. xv. 16, 17 ;
xvii. 1.

9. 9.

10.

11 .

12 .

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20 .

10 . 1 .

2 .

3.

4.

5.

6 .

7.

8.

9.

10 .

11 .

12 .

13.

14.

15.

Chapter VII. The Search for Wealth.

Seventh Chapter:

Cast not thy heart after riches ;

there is no ignoring of Shay and Renent.

Place not for thyself thy thoughts (on things) outside

;

every man is (destined) for his hour.

Labour not to seek increase,

(then ?) thy needs shall be secure for thee

;

if riches be brought to thee by robbery,

they shall not stay the night with thee

;

day dawneth and they are not in thy house,

their places shall be seen, but they are not (there)

;

(perchance) the earth hath opened its mouth, “It adjusts' it and swallows it,”

and^ has sunk them in Tei,

(or) they have made for themselves a great breach^ of their measure,

and they have sunk themselves in the corn-store,

(or) they have made themselves wings like geese,

they have flown to heaven.

Rejoice not thyself (because of) riches by robbery,

nor groan over poverty ;

when an archer in front pushes forward (1)

his troop* leaves him (in difficulty);

the boat of the covetous is left (in) the mud,

ivhile the bark of the tranquil sails (with the breeze).

Thou shall pray to the Aten when he rises,

saying “ Grant me prosperity and health,”

and he will give thee thy needs in life,

and thou wilt be safefrom fear.

* The new Worierbuck guarantees a transitive use of (q,

1 1
;

it might be better to correct to

Vq, which can also be transitive, lit. “ It enters it, it swallows it.”

2 The scribe having been disconcerted and muddled by the length and peculiarities of the last line

apparently wrote mdw-f for mUv-f. *

^ Perhaps bb, fiHia, is intended.

* One would expect d/-t,
,
but the reading with is clear. “Troojj,” lit. “hand”

;
cf. manipulus,

perhaps even in the military sen^ in spite of Ovid’s etymology. In Middle Kingdom accounts, gangs
consist of five or ten men including a ganger, see my Kahiui Papyri, p. 40 ff.
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9.

11. Psais and Termuthis, deities of fortune; cf. 21. 16.

9.

13. Or “belongs to his hour,” po.ssibly referring to the horoscope (Blackman).

9.

15. Or “ while thv needs are secure for thee,” as Lange.

9. 20. Or “ Whatsoever entereth, it swallows ” these words seem independent of the

constructions in the context, and if correct must be a quaint phrase descriptive of the

voracious mouth of the earth, as it were its name in apposition to the word “ mouth.”

10. 1. Tei, i.e., the Underworld.

10.

2. Or “ a great cavern (?) of their size."

10.

4. The name indicates the largest kind of domesticated goose.

A continuation of the preceding chapter, against avarice, in four sections ;

(1) Two coiqtlets on the necessity of yielding to fate.

(2) Twelve lines on the ephemeral character of riches.

(3) Six lines on the advantage of contentment.

(4) The prayer of the contented man.

The second section has a remarkable parallel in Prov. xxiii. 4, 5.

Chapter VIII. Speak no Evil.

10. 16. Eirthth Chapter:

17. Set till/ giiudueM^ in the hon'eh of men

18. that everi/ane sainte thee:

19. ( for) one acchdms the Craens,

20. and spits on the Apophis-serpent.

21. Keep sound thij tongue from words of detraction ;

11. 1. (thus) wilt thou he the favourite if the others,

2. thou wilt find thg place within the temple,

3. and thg provisions in the hread-ofi'erings of thg lord

;

4. thou wilt he revered in old age and he hidden {in) thg cofiiiC,

5. and he safe from the Power of God.

6. Crg not "crime" at a man ;

7. hide the manner of {a fugitive’s) fight.

8. If thou hearesC (to judge ?) a thing that mag be either good or bad,

9. do this outside, (where) it is not heard

;

10. put a good report upon thg tongue*,

11. while the ill is hidden in thg hellg.

10. 17. I.e., accustom men to have a good opinion of thee planted in their inmost soul,

lit.
“
belly.”

11. 1. Or “ that thou inayest do that which people love.’

11.

5. “Power,” see note to 7. 19. One is tempted in some passages to render it by
“ ^\hath.”

' The sub!<taiitive .'imilarly .spelt in 14. IS.

- Or better “and thy cottin will conceal thee," tic-i- for earlier tic a.s in -20 . 10.

^ Sdm probably in the judicial sen.se, but in the ordinary sense in line 9.

Correct ju'obably to hr ns-t-k'.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. sii. 27
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7. Or as L., “when the reason of (his) flight is hidden.”

11. 9 Or as L., “leave it outside (as if) it had not been heard.”

Three sections: (1) a quatrain on the importance of good repute; the cobra is as

dangerous as any serpent, but is greeted with joy. while the Apophis-serpent, enemy of

Ref, is execrated
; (2) six-line stanza, abstain from evil-.speaking

:
(3 ) six-line stanza, con-

ceal eyil report.

Chapter IX. Avoid the Passionate Man and his Ways.

11. 12. Nil) til ‘ ( Impter

:

13. Do not u.ssociiite to tlniself the pnssioiuite inmi,

14. not' approach hnn for conversation.

15. Keep soumJ fhi/ tongue from answering thg chief,

lb. and guard thgseif from reviling him.

17 . Cause him not to cast his .speech to lasso thee

IS. and give tied free rein to thine answer,

19 . thon .shult discuss the answer with if) a man of thine oivn measure,

20. and beware op headlong uttera nee- of it.

12.

' 1. Swift* IS .speech when the heart is hurt,

2.

more than tvind before water (1).

3. He IS rnined and he is built up b>j his tongue,

4. get he speaks an uglgCiy speech ;

o. he makes a,n answer worth ij of a beating,

6. {for) its freight ( ?)« is of ill

;

7. he makes a vogage like all the world,

8. but he IS laden with false words

;

9. he acts the ferrgman (f of iveaving (1) speech,

10,

he goes and comes tuith wrangling

;

11- when he eats, when he drinks within,

12. his answer is (heard) tvithout

;

13. vei'ilg the dag of charging his crime
14. is a mi.serg for his children.

15. Tro?(W that Khnum might bring in indeed, indeed {1),
16. the potters 2vheel' for the fiery-mouthed,
17. to mould and burn hearts'* (like vessels)

(and reform his ways!).

* In.sert before the numeral.

^ Sri, Brugsch, 1(7)., 1429; hd Ih a.ga.\ii 1.3. 12.
iSgi, perhaps to be read as one word : cf Brugsch, 1(7.. Svppl., 702.

I! The sign can hardly be other than see Mot rim T>m i-'loLLER, Falaographie, ii, iii, no. 42 b.
-

\J) ^ second half of the line i.s evidently corrupt.
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{He is like a .... )

12. 18. he is like a wolf’s ivJielp^ in the farmyard.

19. he turns- one eye contrary to the other,

13. 1. he sets brethren^ to wrangliny ;

2. he goes before every breeze hke clouds.

3. tie dimin ishes the colour of the sun.

4. he bends {!) his tail like a young crocodile,

o. he gathers himself together, crouched ;

6. his lips are sweet, his tongue cold{ty‘,

7. {but) fame burns in his belly.

8. Leap not to cleave to that {fellow),

9. lest a terror carry thee away.

12. 2. I.e., like the gusts which precede rain
;
or perhaps “wind of the coast-land (?).”

12. 4. Or “calumnious speech.”

12. 7. Lange corrects the reading to “he makes strife among people.”

12. 9. The moaning may be ;
“ he weaves speech ” even as a ferryman, going to and

fro : or perhaps “ he is .snaring (by) words.”

12. 13. When he is accused, his children are involved in the hoa\y penalty.

12. 1.5-17. 1 cannot but follow Langes brilliant recognition of the drift of these lines,

including the assumed omission of two lines which are necessary to the arrangement in

couplets; 1. 17 is obviously corrupt and is paraphrased here.

13. 4. Preparatorj' to striking.

13. 6. Or “ his tongue bitter.”

In .spite of its length this chapter makes a connected whole. It consists of thirty-six

lines and the red ink of the nineteenth (12. 11) seems to mai-k the beginning of the second

half numerically, without much reference to the .sense. Beware of associating with or

imitating the pa.ssionate man is the text of it all; the chapter beginning and ending with

a couplet to this effect. Between these couplets are, first, eight lines against answering a

superior rashly, and then twenty-four line.s, perhaps to be divided into three groups of

eight, describing the passionate man.

The last line recurs in S. 10.

The first couplet and the last are closely like Prov. xxii. 24, 25.

Chapter X. Sincerity.

13. 10. Tenth Chapter:

11 Do not salute thy passionate''' {opponent), forcing thyself,

12. nor grieve thine own heart {thereby) ;

13. say not to him "Hail to thee'^” in falsehood,

14. when there is terror in thy belly.

I - ais/t 'h) as Erman
;
there i.s no place for

* Ot possibly “ mutilated," “ cut short," as Ermau .suggested. The idea may be that he crouches

preparing to spring.

’ ikn, wxu I or as Lange. It can hardly mean “ cold " in 24. 3.

" The line must be faulty. Pc-k “thy passionate man,’’ seems an e.vtraordinary e.xpre.ssi(.n.

' Dir-t also 16. 22 = CTmT?, Zeitschr. f. ag. .Spr., xxxvili, 86.

27—2
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13. 15. Speak not to a yuan in falsehood,

16. the ahoyyiinatioa of God

;

17. sever'^ not thy heartfrom thy tonyae,

18. that all thy yuays y/iay be successjnl.

19. Be thou resolute- before nther people^,

14. 1. for oyye is safe at the hand of God ;

2. hated of God* is the falsifier of ycurds.

3. his yreat abo/ninutio)i is the dissemble if').

13. 11. A possible rendering “Do nut salute in th\’ pa.''sionat(' ange!’, forcing thyself”

may be better, but gives no anteceflent to “ him ’ in line 1-3.

13. 14. Or perhaps “a terrible scheme.”

13. 16 = 1.5. 21.

13. 17. The .sentiment is that seen in Horapollo, II. 4, “A man's heart hung from the

windpipe” ^ie., mean.s “the month of a good man.” Cf. ( litiFi'iTii, Ilieroylyphs, 6-5.

14. 3. “ Di.ssembler,” lit.
“ he that (juarrels in the bowels," apparently meaning “allows

his tongue to conflict with his inmost feelings” (so Lange).

Twelve lines (.m straightf )rwardne.s.s in behaviour and speech
;
they appear to bo lightl\-

divided into four quatrains. The first has analogy to Prov. .x.vvii. 10-14: 13. 15, 16, 14. 2

to Prov. .\ii. 22 ; 14. 1, cf. Prov. .xvi. 3.

Chapter XI. The Dependent.

14. 4. Eleveyith Chapter;

5. Covet not the property of a dependent,

6. nor hunger for his bread.

7. Verily the property of a dependeid, it is a choking {If' for the throat,

8. it is a vomiting {IY’for the gullet.

9. When he has obtained* it by false oaths

10. his desire is perverted{lf by his belly.

11. It is through (?) the treacherous'* that success {t) is missed (?),

12. (both) bud and good*" fail.

^ Phi, .see the word in Pyr., etc.

- Dns, “heavy,” mu.st mean “ immoveahle,” “stedf.ist,” “courageous,” in holding to opinions, cf. 20. 3.

^ Xote the fem. collective licy like the earlier _O Ci I I I

^ There is a spot between ntsd and ntr, perhaps not intentiijnal.

ySn(, .spelt like “.storm or “cloud bat peril,-ips meaning here “obstruction” and .SO “choking."
« Shy (see Lange) may be a synonym ot sry, “cough,” Ebuel, ZciUchv. f. u,j. Spr., lix, 144.
' q«he clear in the original

; evidently with the .sense of the demotic dy hpr, •s.TXO.

“ Sht, see Lange.

Or supply (//i) before nfr.

>/-7

Z1
,
quite clear in the original, so also ninh.
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14. 13. lO eu tliou failest Lefore thy chief,

14. and art feeble {t) in thy speeches,

15. thy entreaties are replied to by curses,

10. thine obeisances by heatiny.

17. T’ne (too) great niouthfid of bread, thou swallowest it and vonutest it,

IS. thou art emptied of thy good.

19. Mark well the e.mminution(-d of a dependent,

15. 1. when staves reach him,

i. and all his peojile are fast in fetters,

3. and where{ ’)- is the e.vecutioner !'•

4. (Even) when thou art released before thy chief,

5. then thou lil t disgraced { t) unto thy subordinates.

6. 'Thou shalt steer away from the dependent on the road,

7. thou shalt see him and keep clear* of his goods.

14. 7. Or “ a storm in ihu throat.”

14'. !). “()btaining” means 'making,” not " acquiring ” ; the translation may, however,

be “When he has established hisnself (ae(|uired position) by false oaths.”

14. 11, 12. The translation is very doubtful: 12 may be "bad is without good.”

14. 15. Or “ repelled.”

14. 17. Or “0 thou that tillest the mouth with abundant bread,” as Erman.

14. 19, Or “the inspector of a dependent.”

15. 3. Perhaps meaning that the e.\;ecutioner is called for. Or translate as Lange “and

which of them deserves the block?”

The difticulties in the way of understanding the chapter are many. Twf translated

“dependent.” riccurs elsewhere contrasted with sr, “notable,” “magistrate,” “noble,” who

is the subject of the next chapter, but the meaning of the word is still doubtful. Poverty

and dependence seem implied
;

can the word have acquired also an adverse moral

significance, like our word “ mean ” opposed to “ noble
”

The first and last coiiplets announce and sum up the main subject, which seems to be

the unenviable position of a twf “ dependent,” or “ peasant,” rather than a warning against

wishing to rob him of his goods. It may be in firct a recommendation to be content with

one’s lot.

14. 5-8, 17 : cf. Prov. xxiii. 6, 8.

' Uy. Can this be connected with oioi, “ di.scussiou,” “ resoarch ” ? In the Bologna papynis the word
is feminine and it never ha.-- the det. of a person.

I

^ H nmy-t.

,
again 18. 2 = ''

'X- asu,illy ‘‘ where sometimes “which V\

* The det. of the rudder occurs .iko in
|( ^

( ,
Max. Any, 23. 14.
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Chapter XII. The Honest Factor.
15.

8. Twelfth Chapter:

9.

Be nut greedy of the things of n noble,

10. do not give (away) a great feed uf bread, in extravagance''

;

11. if he setteth thee to manage his atfuirs,

12. refrain from what is his-, that what is thine' may prosper.

13. Do not take (a share) with the passionate ' man,

14. nor associate to thyself a treacherous {') person.

15. If thou art sent to transport straw,

16. refrain from its corn-measure.

17. The detection(i)' of a man in a poor Imsine-^s

18. prevents a repetition of his employment another time also.

15. 12. The otliLTS translate “when his prosperity hates (i.e. oonfliets with) thint',” hut

this seems less likely.

15. 13. “Passionate” here perhaps implying “discontented.’'

15. 14. Or “an enemy,” as Erman and Lange.

15. 16. Perhaps meaning “di> not go beyond your insti’uctions or be content with

your humble duty and do not court the more important one of measuring the corn-yield.

15. 18. The piling up of expressions for “repetition” is almost absurd and is contrary

to the usual concise structure of the sentences, but cf. 20. 10 and Lange’.s m.)te.

Apparently a series of rather disconnected rec(mimcndations. A (piatrain against

coveting the wealth of a noble (parallel to the .subject of the preceding chapter), followed

by three separate couplets. But little of it is really intelligible.

Chapter XIII. The Kindly Scribe of Accounts.

15. 19. Thirteenth Chapter:

20. Do not pervert a pen-man (?) in regard to a papyrus,
21. the abomination of God.

16. 1. Bear not witness by a false statement,

2. nor displace another man by thy tongue.

3. Do not make assessment (1) (of) one who hath nought,
4. nor falsify thy pen.

' On a stela with a long decree of Setho.s I, copied l.y Mr. Terence Gray at Xauri between the Second
Cataract and the Third, the e.xpression m shv n ivstn, “in a manner of freedom,“ “ irresponsibly (?)

” or
perhaps “ by customary hcense i.s oj,posed to /« h,rrC, “ by robbery,'’ m regard to the seizing of cattle (1. 35).

2 nu)q...nwK. It would be more u-ual, tint probably le.s.s “poetical," to use the plural.

3 Perhaps a second h.rs been omitted by the .scribe.

* Tnlt(l) ending in \\, . , ,
or
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i). If thou find a large debt against a poor man,

6. make it into three parts;

7. forgive hco, let one remain ;

8. thou iL'ilt find it a path of life

;

9. thou u’ilt lie dinm at night and sleep soundly.

On the morrow 10. thou wilt find it like good news.

11. Better is the praise and (1) love of men

12. than riches in the storehouse ;

13. Letter is bread with happy heart

14. than riches with ve.ration.

lo. 20. Or “iiijuiv not a man (by) pen on papyrus,” a.s Lange.

15. 21. = 13. 10.

16. 5-10. This advice seems applicable not only t(^ a direct creditor but also to the

ta.x-collector or the manager of an estate who would be given some latitude for adju.sting

demands for payment to circumstances. It may be Jioted here that in an article published

in Das Unterhaltungshlatt of the r(;.<;.s'i'.-.‘c//e 3Iay 3rd, 1926, Gressmann suggests that

the difficult parable of the Unjust Steward, recorded by Luke but absent from the other

Gospels, is not genuine, and may be a misap[)lied version of this saying of Amenophis.

16. 11. Or " praise as of one loved of the ])eople.'’ Ils-mr, “praise and love,” is used as

a compound word in demotic.

16. 11-12: cf. Prov. .\vi. 8.

Three couj)lets on honesty in word, followed by a six-line stanza enjoining mercy on a

poor debtor; the chapter terminates with two couplets on the blessings of happy poverty,

the last throe lines repeating those at the end of Chapter \ 1.

Chapter XIV. Dignity.

16. 15. Fourteenth Chapter:

16. Do not hare consideration (?) of a person,

17. nor labour to seek his hand

;

18. if he say to thee “ Receive a present,"

19. it is no indigent man who accepts {!) it,

20. be not shy(l) to him nor bend down upon thyself,

21. nor be cast dowid in thy gaze

;

22. sahde him ufith thy mouth ; say to him “Hail to thee";

17. 1. {when) he ceases thy attainment -will come.

2. {Yet) do not repel- him at his first {approach) ;

3. another occasion will take him away.

16. 16. Or “ Do not recall (thyself) to a person,” as Lange.

16. 19. Or “it is not nothing to obey(?) him.” can hardly mean “refuse.”

16. 20. Or “ bend down thy face.”

<

i' ,
a curiou.s spelling for O^'

1
' Tick, cf. 5. 16.
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17. 1. Or “he will hesitate (?).”

17. 3. Or perhaps “ another business will take him away,” or possibly “ bring him.
’

Ten lines as to dignified treatment of a suitor (').

Chapter XV. Thoth and the Scribe.

17. 4. Fifteenth Chapter:

5. Do well that thou niaijest reach what !{') am;

6. do not ink a pen to do an injurij.

7. The beak of the Ibis is the fin aer of the scribe;

8. beware of distnrbinr/ it.

9. The Ape dwelleth in the House if Khman.

10. (but) his epe travels round the Two Lands

;

11. if he sees him that perverts with his fiuip'r,

12. he takes away his provisions in the deep waters.

13. As for a scribe who perverts with hts finger',

14. his son shall not be registered.

lo. If thou spend thy life-time ivith these things in thy heart,

IG. thy children shall .see them.

17. o. Or “a certain rank,” or “an assured condition.”

17. 9. Khmun is Herniopolis Magna, the modern Eshmiuien.

Warning the scribe against misuse of his jicn ; again ten line.s, followed by the terminal

couplet of the third chapter.

Chapter XVI. False Weights and Sham.

17. 17. Sixteenth Chapter:

18. Tamper not with the scales, nor falsify the kite-weights,

19. nor dimmish the fractions (f the corn-measure.

20. Desire not the corn-measure of the fields,

21. and then neglect those of the Treasury.

22. The Ape sitteth by the balance,

18. 1. his heart being the plummet.

2. Where is a god so great as Thoth,

3. he that discovered these things, to make them!

4. Fashion not for thyself deficient Viic-weights
;

5. they abound in armies (W by the Power of God.

6. If thou seest another perverting,

7. thou shall pass by him at a distance.

‘ 1'i-

-
j

• The hieratic sign is exactly like that of the soldier with shield, except that it is without

the oharacteri.stic arrow.s
;
compare the faulty

1
for

1
in line 8. It must mean that the weights have

armies to defend them, thanks to Thoth.
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8. Cuvet not copper,

9. avoid heantifnl linen;

10. what is the r/ood of it, a cloak of mekC
11. when it IS a perversion before God
12. ip <jold~hases {')- he overlaid to {appear as) p) are gold {1)',

13. at dawn it is of lead.

17. 19. Or '
sp(^il not.”

1/. 20. I.e. measure cin.'fully the tanners harvest ami bo carele.ss of the payment to
the tieasury; seeing that the farmer’s contribution is of full measure and keeping back a
share from the treasurv for yourself?

18. 2. (Ir “ like the givat one, namely Thoth.” as Lange.
18. G. Or “cheating.”

18. 11. Or “ when it is purloined from before God.”

Apparently three (piatrains on honest dealing, followed bv a six-line stanza o;i tlie

\ anity of outward show.

Chapter XVII. The Corn-measurer.

18. 14. Seventeenth Chapter:

15. Beware of coiering n.p(l) the vrazc-ineasare,

IG. tofalsifij its fractional parts;

17. do not the injustice of(:) U'hn-nakht{l) ;

18. cause it not to he einptg in its hellg

;

19. let it measure according to its size preciselg (t),

20. thg hand clearing e.vactlg.

21. Make not for thyself a hushel-nteasure of two capacities,

22. (for then) thou wilt make (only) for the deep waters

;

23. the bushel is the Eye of Re-,

19. 1. its abomination is he who abstracts.

2. A corn-measurer who multiplies cheating,

3. his eye seals* (the accusation) upon him.

4. Do not receive harvest-dues trom a farmer

5. and then(t) tie upfl)* a document against him, that he may be injured

;

G. con.spire not with the corn-measurer,

7. nor play the game" of “Arranging the Interior."

8. The four for threshing barley is greater in Rower

9. than an oath by the Great Throne.

* Swh lid; V. Bkugsch, D'h. pujipt.. tuu. lO:*!.

- T-ii nh *Tx-iic>sfe might perhaps lie an exjircs.sion for .stueco, bronze or other material u.scd a.s a
“ liaisis for gilding” : Grapow upud Lange suspects the true reading to have been thn “fiyence.”

Kthi, op. cit., 1237 = late Hebrew “gold,” “jmre gold.”

^ U'- stni-foi con.suetudinal, ujxqeioTM.
“ Perhaps a strange sjielling of mr “bind.” yGZ. (p Las little phonetic value in late times.

*' HD .spelt a.s in demotic. The game i.s not otherwise known, but its general nature is fairly obvious.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xri.
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15, 16. Or “misusing the w. and falsifying, etc."

18.

17. Wbn-nakht may be the villain or hero of a legend
;
or “do not vicdence in the

shining of the Giant,” the Giant being the name of a constellation in the star-tables of the

tombs of Ramesses VI and IX, perhaps rising in harve.st time or otherwise.

18. 18. I.e. by means of a false bottom ?

18. 20. I.e. “striking (the measure),” or perhaps “ emptying.”

18. 21. Or perhaps “of double capacity.”

18. 22. An expre.ssion for wasted labour, as in 17. 12.

18. 23. “The Eye of Re-” seems to be another name for the ivase or “ E\’e of Horns,”

which would represent the quadruple l>eqat or bushel as well as the single hequt of ten hins.

19. 4. “ A rent ” or “ the harvest.”

19.

6. Lit.
“ make not one with.”

19. 8. “Supernatural power” or “sanctity,” .see the note to 7. 19, and below, p. 230.

19. 9. Or “ in the Great Place,” in any case referring to the sanctuary or the seat of the

deity.

This seems to consist of three six-line stanzas against cheating with the corn-measure

;

the first on the wa^e-iueasure, the second on the bushel-measure, the third against unfair

dealing at the threshing-floor.

18. 21-19. 1; cf. Prov. .xx. 10, 23.

Chapter XVIII. Over-anxiety.

19. 10. Eighteenth Chapter:

11. Lag thee not clown at night fearing the morrow;
1 2. when clay appears, what is the morrow like I

13. Man knoweth not how the morrow will be,

{The events of the morrow are in the hand of God);

14. God is (ever) in his success,

15. Man is (ever) in his failure.

16. The word.'t which men sag are one thim/,

17. The things winch God cloeth are another,

18. Say not “ 1 have no crime,"

19. nor labour to seek strife (iiK),

20. Crime belongeth to God,

21. it is sealed with his fincfer.

22. There is no success with God,
23. nor is there failure before him ;

20. 1. it he turn him to seek success,

2. in a moment the man (?) mars it.

3. Be resolute in thy heart, make firm thy mind;
4. steer not with (1) thy tongue

;

5. the tongue of a man is the\-udder of a boat,
6. (but) the Universal Lord is its pilot.
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19. 11. The Handwdrterhnch of Erman and Grapow attributes also the meaning “ sich

bereiten” to hnj, .so perhaps ‘‘preparing for the morrow.”

19. 12. Dr. Blackman questions whether the peculiar use ot hd-ti and dad for “the

previous night ” and “ the morrow ” respectively (as pointed out by Sethe, Zeitrechnung, ill,

132, in Gutt. Nachrichten, 1919-20) be not api)licable here.

19. 14-17. For this bold rendering (towards which Budge’s translation tended, thmigh

all others were far from it) I am indebted to Sethe ’s article Der Mensch denkt, Gott lenkt ”

hei den alien Agypteni in Gott. JVuchrichten, 192.5, 141-147. Sethe compares Prov. xvi. 9

(and xix. 2). from which is derived the maxim Homo proposnd '^ed Dens disponit in Thojias

A Kempis, de Imitatione Christi, i, xix, translated in our proverb “ Man proposes, God

disposes,” see Murray, New English Dictionarg, s.r. “dispo.se,’ 7.

19. 18. I.e. “it is through no fault of mine’’(().

19. 19. “Strife (with God .0” or “confusion” seem inappropriate, and “anxiety,”

“ worry ” are hardh’ admi.ssible meanings. Lange emends “ to approach unto God.

20. 1. “ He ” would seem to refer not to God,” but to man understood.

The leading idea seems to be “be not over-anxious, be resolute, but accept the dispen-

sations of God.” The chapter may be divided as above into five quatrains, \\ ith the help of

the extra line after 13 postulated by Lange; this seems to give the best arrangement.

Gtherwise three
2
iairs mav be made of the seven lines 11-17 by combining 14 and L).

Chapter XIX. Speech in the Law-court.

20. 7. Nineteenth Chapter:

8. Enter not the law-court before a noble,

9. and then falsifg thy words

;

10. go not up and clown with thy reply

11. when thy witnesses are set up'.

12. Do not labour {with) oaths by thy lord,

13. t with ) speech of the place of inguisition.

14. Tell the truth before the noble,

15. lest he get power over thy body :

16. {then) if next day thou come before him,

17. he will consent to all thou sayest

;

18. he will tell thy statement within before the Council of Thirty

;

19. it will be kindly {t) another time also.

20. 10. “backwards and forwards, cf. Pap. Lansing, 2. u 4. 2-3 (Blackman).

20. 12. Or “fabricate oaths.”

20. 13. The lanciiaoe of the “ e.xamination place’ ot criminals would be unmeasured

protestations of innocence (followed in due time by confession ot guilt).

20.

15. To torment it.

20. 16. = 26. 4.

20. 18. The high council of thirtv judges, Sethe, 1 on Zahlen and Zuhlivorten, 40.

20. 19. This line is curiously like 15. 17, 18.

Twelve lines on conduct in the law-court, falling jiorhajis into two six-line stanzas.

^ u\ti\ J/h.f.
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Chapter XX. Professional Honesty.

20. 20. Twentieth Chapter:

21. Do not pervert{t) a man in the law-court,

22. nor disturb the just inanC).

21. 1. Give not {all) thy attention to one that is clothed^) in shininy white

2. and accept him in rugs^;

•S. Receive not the gift of a strong man,

4. nor repress'- the weak for him.

•5. Justice is a great gift of God,

6. he will give it to him whom he will

;

7. verily the strength of him luho is like unto him,

8. it saves the poor wretch from his beating.

9. iVake not for thyselffalse documents'-';

10. they are a gross treason^.)* (luorthy) of death,

11. they are great oaths of szf -tr,

12. they are for enquiry by the informer.

15. Do not falsify the bread(l) upon the record,

14. and so mar the design of God

;

1.5. do not find for thine own self the Ron'er of God

;

16. without {the decree of) Shay and Renent.

17. Hand over property to its owners,

18. and seek life for thyself.

19. Let not thy heart build in their house,

20. {for thus) thy bone{s) are for the ewecution-block.

20. 22. Lange translates “bend not justice.” but “justice” should be fem.
21. 13. Lange considers that the word translated “bread ” here stands for something'

entirely different. It might perhaps mean “ income.”

21. 15, 16. Peihaps meaning “do not bring on yourself God’s wrath by your own provo-
cation apart from ill-luck.” Or “do not calculate for thine own self the Might of God as if

there were no Shay or Renent,” as Erman and Lange. See above, 9. 11.

A .six-line stanza between two of four lines concerning honesty in the law-court
;
two

four-line stanzas on honest accountancy.

' The meaning i-i very unt-ertain. Read
|

comieeted with 5

and heynnd we h.ive ^ X , which mav he

^ 7 /l
’ ;

or it may he mistake for ihv, “garment,” as Erman and Lange

have taken it. One would expect the following „Ue-k- to carry on the negative, and that would be easy
if we could tr.uislate “nor refuse him m rag.s," hut 6^ seems to mean the opposite of “refuse.” Read

I B ^
to

ffi ^ j
@^

.

™^ I

'
' I'

‘ ffecrce of Horemheh, .see Rre.vsted, Records, in, p. 31

(line 4 >, where it is transl.ited “daily register”; also in i-everal “abnormal hieratic” leg.d documents in a
more general

’ Stm: the examiilcs (luoted ( Jaudinfr i.i» 1-7 1-.- ..,11 1 4. .i 1 c •

^ lA I'G, .’uldoil to thO'^e horG, >eom to -ive the
MHise “make to relff‘1,' “reliellion Lange, “elialleno-e/’
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Chapter XXI. Reticence.

21. 21. Twenty-first Chapter:

22. 1. ti(vj nut “FincC me a strong chief,

2. fur a man in thg city hath injured me- '

;

3. say not '‘Find me a redeemer^

4. for a man who huteth me hath injured me'

o. Verily thou knoivest not the designs of God,

6. thou canst not realise i f the morrow.

7. Sit thee down at the hands of God :

8. thy tranquillity will overthrow them.

9. Verily a crocodile which is void ofproclaiming,

10. inveterate* is the dread of it.

11. Empty not thine inmost souF to everybody,

12. nor spoil (thereby) thine influence

;

18. spread not thy sayings about to others,

14. nor associate'* to thyself one who lays bare his heart.

15. Better is a man that (hides) his report within himself

1(J. than he who tells it thing to disadvantage.

17. One does not run to reach perfection ;

18. one does not throw(l) to injure himself(l).

22. 4. Or ‘‘ whom I hate.”

22. 9. “Void of proclaiming” is a good example of for-fetched artificial expression,

standing for “sound-less,” “dumb.”

22. 15. Lange supplies hj), “hides”; “that reports within himself” i.s the text as it

stands; or, omitting the first
,
“whose report is in his belly.”

22. 18. Oi' “invent” for “throw.”

Apparently four quatrains with a couplet between the soconrl and third. The second

quatrain is repeated at the end of Chapter XXII.

With 22. 1-8, rf. Prov. xx. 22: with 18, 14, Prov. xx. 19, and with 15, Hi, Prov.

xii. 23.

* (Jni-iu can haully bo “I have found'' (as read by otlicrs,) in this papyrus, which .seems not to use the

form sdnin-f.

- At this period the object-pronoun 1 sing, may be written or may be omitted in writing, and

lines 7-8 seem to necessitate this translation rather th.tn “for I have injured a man in thy city."

Stt, cf. peqctoTe, “redeemer.''

* Isi must be the adjective “old,'' not the verb “bo light."

' Lit. “thv bellv." Oicsorve the '.vwv.V\ ,
prob.iblv for vywv.-v rather than .
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Chapter XXII. Debate.

22. 19. Twent}/-second Chapter

:

20. Plot(t) not against thine opponent in debate

21. nor {make) him tell his talk of hearts ;

22. leap not to go in and meet him

23. 1. 7vhen thou hast not seen what he doeth.

2. Thou shcdt perceive first from his reply,

.3. and he still, (then) ivill thine attainment come.

4. Leave it to him that he may empty his inmost soul

;

5. know how to sleep, and he will he comprehended.

0. tieize his feet, do not slight (f him ;

7. fear him, do not neglect him.

8. Verily thou knoicest not the designs of God,

9. thou canst not realise(l) the morrow.

10. Sit thee down at the hands of God ;

11. thy tranquillity will overthroiv them.

22. 20. Or “Challenge not,” “ Do not draw out.”

23. 3. Cf 17. 1.

23.4. “his belly.”

Ten lines on conduct in debate—to let your opponent talk and treat him with great

re.spect. They are followed by the second quatrain of the preceding chapter
;

“ them ” at

the end is only vaguely applicable to this conte.xt.

Chapter XXIII. Spare the Official’s Hospitality.

23. 12. Twenty-third Chapter:

13. Eat not bread in presence of a noble,

14. nor apply thy mouth at the beginning.

\o. If thou art satisfied {with) false munchings,

16. they are a diversion in thy saliixC.

17. Look at the cup- that is before thee,

18. and let it do thy need.

19. Even as a noble is great in his office,

20. he IS like as a well uboundeth (in) drawings {of water).

23. 15. Cf. “Bread gained by fraud,” Prov. x.x. 17, and “bread of deceit,” Prov. xxiii. 3.

Or perhaps “If these are sated with unjust food, it is (but) a diversion,” etc.

23. 20. Apparently a reminder of the expense.s of labour, material and time attached to

high office.

Four couplets: to abstain from the food which would be offered in an interview with a

great man. Prov. xxiii. 1-3 seems somehow connected with this, though the ideas are all

changed.

1 There must be .some corruption : re.id si {.s dfi-lo '
; or read it-ltr, “amuse tlivself with thy .saliwi

'

('mstead of eating).

- X.]’>. yiy is .always masc. in D'Orb. (13. !i, 14. i'-, as here.
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Chapter XXIV. The Secretary.

23. 21. Tii’entji-fourth (.'hapter:

22. Hear not the replies of a noble in a hoiise^,

24. 1. and then report him to another- without

;

2. let not ’ till/ speech he carried abroad^,

3. lest thine heart be hitter {t).

• 4. Tlie heart of man is the nose of God ;

5. beware lest thou ner/lect it.

6. A man who stands bp the side^ of a noble,

7. verihj his name should not be known.

24. 2. Or “ thine opinion,” ' evidence.’’

24. 3. “ heart ” in the sense of conscience.

24. 4. Or “the beak of Gi')d,” referring to Thoth
;
apparently meaning that a man’s

conscience is as it were the organ by which Ood discerns right and wrong.

Four couplets: not to proclaim aloud the private talk of a noble.

Chapter XXV. Respect for Infirmity.

24. 8. Twentp-fifth Chapter:

9.

Lauph not at a blind man, nor tease a dwarf,

10. nor mar the design of a lame{!) man;
11. tease not a man who is in the hand of God,

12. nor he fierce of countenance against him when he has tran.sgressed.

13. Verilp man is clap and straw,

14. God is his fashioner

;

15. he pulls down and builds up each dap

;

16. he makes a thousand dependents at his wilt.

17. (or) he makes a thousand men into overseers {1)

IS. when he is in his hour of life.

19. Hoiu happp is he who hath reached the llA-f

20. when he is safe in the hand of God.

24. 10. The same phrase used of God as here of a lame man 21. 14; tNith the latter it

probably means “play some practical joke to hinder his movements.”

24. 11. Here probably meaning mad or ill ; but cf 9. 5, and 24. 20. Lange refers to the
common opinion in modern Egypt that the imbecile is a special friend of God (see Laxe
M. and C. of the Modern Egpptians, on “Saints” in Ch. X).

I

is clear.

- The Turin writing talilet, tiie text on winch hcgiiis at this lino, en.ihles us to correct the sen.seless

“thee,” of the papyrus to v ^(] (]
another.”

m dr, see above, p. 200, note 1.

’ Correct the p.-ipyrus

J'
with the help of the tablet to

I ^1
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24'. 13. The materials from which bricks are made.

24. 18. The meaning of this is obscure.

A new collation of the fragmentary Turin text might give some help, but its agreement

in this chapter is generally close, except for details of spelling and some obvious errors.

Respect physical infirmity allotted by (lod : a quatrain followed by a si.x-line stanza, to

which a couplet in praise of death is added at the end.

Chapter XXVI. Conduct towards Seniors in Society.

24. 21. Twenti/suth Chapter

:

22. Sit not in the beer-house,

'15. 1. and then join (?) one senior to thijself',

2. whether he he young {hut) great in his otpce,

3. or old hy birth ;

4. associate with thyself a man of thine own rank

;

o. Re'^ is helpful from afar.

G. {But) if thou see one greater than thyself outside

7. and attendants' follotving him, do {him ?) reverence

;

8. give a hand to an old man when he is sated ^ xvith beer,

9. reverence f) {him) as{l) his children {would)*.

10. The strong arm* is not softened (^) hy being uncovered

;

11. the back^ is not broken by bending it;

12. poverty will not be made for a man when he says the pleasant thing,

13. any more than riches’* when his speech is straivfi)'*.

14. A pilot who sees from afar.

To. he will not xnake his boat a ivreck^.

15.

5. This reminds one of the fate of Icarus.

2.5. 6,7. Turin seems to give “If one older than thou go outside, a petitioner!?)

following him.”

Behaviour in the beer-house—seek company of your own standing, but be polite.

A stanza of six lines followed by two quatrains and a finishing couplet.

1 The original is t-lear.

Xote the reuderiiig of the iiual. cht.

- .tw.^
I I.

' The Turin tahict oiid.s here.

Ocrs::]

0 w X-

1P
^ “Straw, - dry an, I h.ir..,lo b : rf. the u.-,e iu P.dieri, PI. vii, row 3. In Max. Any. -22. T, there is the

.same oppo.sition of adm and d/d the latter without any .sign of its repre.senting vegetable matter.
rr AA.'./s/'jN

c;,/ P “kick,'’ so «</// perlotps “strike a rook," or else “up.set.”
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Chapter XXVII. Submission to the Old.

2.5. 16. Twenti/seventh Chapter:

17. Curse not one older than thou,

18. for he hath seen Re^ before thee

;

19. cause him not to accuse thee^ to the Aten at its rising,

20. saying “Another, a youth, hath cursed an old man”

;

21. very painful before Re-

26. 1. is a youth who curses an old man.

2. Let him beat thee, with thy hand in thy bosom;

3. let him curse thee, while thou, keepest silence.

4. If next day thou come before him,

5. he will give thee bread luithout stint.

6. Thefood of a hound is (the affair) of his master,

7. and he barks unto him that gives it.

2-5. 19. “ the Aten ” is uf course the sun’s disk.

26. 4 = 20. 16.

26. 7. Or “ for the giving of it.” Lange would correct and translate

:

“ The client is the hound of his patron,

He barks at the giver of it (i.e. bread).”

Submit quietly to the old. Twelve lines in two stanzas, the hist couplet obscurely con-

nected.

Chapter XXVIII. Benevolence.

26. 8. Twenty-eighth Chapter

:

9.

Identify (^) not a widow when thou hast caught her in the fields.

10. nor fail to be long-suffering (1) to her reply.

11. Pass not over the stranger- (with) thine ml-jar,

12. that it may be doubled before thy brethren^

13. God loveth the happiness of the humble

14. more than that the noble be honoured.

26. 9. Apparently when caught trespassing. For gm, which may be a legal term if it

is not an error of the scribe, one may perhaps consider the doubtful use in I Kham. 3. 6.

26. 10. Or “ attentive.”

26. 12. Or “but let it be doubled.”

Three couplets on consideration for tho.se in bad circumstances.

the f i.s certain
;o © '

(2

“ Drdr, see Gardiner’s note on Sinuke, 1. 202.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xir.

2 sing. ohj. for .is in demotic . 1 Kham. .3. 12 etc !

©

0 ©l^l' I

29
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Chapter XXIX. The Ferry.

26. 1.5. Twentij-ninth Chapter:

16. Hinder (J) not people from crossing a river,

17. when thou hast room in the ferry-boat

;

18. if a steermg-paddle he brought to thee in the midst of the deep waters,

19. thou wilt bend back{l) thy hands to take it.

20. Thei-e is no abomination
( for thee to suffer) from God

27. 1. if a sailor doth not welcome {thee).

2. Make not for thyself a ferry-boat upon the river

3. and then labour to seek its fare^

;

4. take the fare from the person of tuealth,

5. and welcome him luho hath nothing.

26. 18-20 are full of difficulties. L. 20 perhaps combats some superstition.

27. In the original this page is quite clear.

Ten lines on conduct in crossing a river, of which the hast four form a quati-ain.

Chapter XXX. Epilogue.

27. 6. Thirtieth Chapter:

7. See for thyself these thirty chapters,

8. they please, they educate

;

9. they are the foremost of all books;

10. they instruct the ignorant.

11. If they be read before the ignorant,

12. he u'ill be cured {!) by reason of them.

13. Fill thyself with them; put them in thy heart,

14. and be an interpreter of them, 15. explaining as a teacher.

16. to a scribe who is experienced^ in his office,

17. he ivillfind himself worthy {Iff to be a courtier.

Epilogue of ten lines, the first eight recommending the book, followed by a couplet
pointing out the distinguished career open to experienced scribes. Lange would add two
more lines, supposing one to have been omitted between 14 and 15 which I have ioined
together

;
perhaps it should be thus :

’’

“ (expert in reading)

15. interpreting as a teacher.”
27. 7. Gf. Prov. xxii. 20.

' 5 is a mi.'>take for X in the det. of vup.
^ Tier, cf. 1.5. 7.

^ m-it .unu,^, cf. Sethe, ZeiUchr.f iig. Spr., xlvii, 143.

^ ^ not
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Colophon.

27. IS. That is its end.

28. 1. WritteiT by Sen son of the divine father Peniv/.

tip f
y.

tf %

^^*/// All*"'’
Corrections of the facsimile of B.M. Pap. 10474, recto.

It appears that several wise men of Egypt bore the name Amenophis, and we have in

consequence to distinguish the author of the Teaching from (1) another Amenemopi, the

author of some proverbs written on the back of the same papyrus'*, whose titles seem to

prove him a different person, and from (2) Amenhotp son of Papi, a learned scribe and
minister of Amenophis III, who in late times was actually worshipped as a divinity at

Thebes and Memphis and was known to Josephus as Amenophis son of Paapis, just as

king Amenhotp appears in Manetho as Amenophis. The name of this Amenhotp however
would be more strictly and conveniently Graecized as Amenothes or Amenotes, under which
name some sayings attributed to him have been preserved on a Greek ostracon from Thebes

h

“by the writing of M son of X" is the roguLir formula of the scribe in legal docu-

ments of the “abnormal” series throughout, from Shabako to the middle of the reign of Ama.sis II. It is

also found in the earliest “normal” hieratico-demotic of Psammetichus I (Rylands Papyri). Again the m
seems still traceable in demotic of Amasis II and Darius, though in most wises wholly absorbed. It is

quite possible therefore that a full writing in even later liieratic might have restored the m. Thus the
occurrence of m here doe.s not quite preclude a wide uncertaintj- a.s to the date of the copy.

^ Dr. Gardiner has kindly reminded me of the name

Ptolemy II), which fixes the reading here.
O ]}

Hiin Petrie, Ko/iios. PI. xx Uemp.

3

* Budge, FacsiniUe-i of Hieratic Papyri, Second Series, 18.

W ilcken in Aegyptiaca, Festschrift fUr Georg Ehers, 143. See also Sethe, Amenhotep.
Hapu, op. cit.. 107

;
D.vwson, Amenophis the Son rf Hapn in Aeyyptns, vit, 113-138.

der Sohn des
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From the Preface we learn the following names in the author’s fimily

:

Kanakht

Amenophis Tewosri

Hanna^kher

Kanakht, “Strong Bull,” seems not to be found elsewhere as a name
;
but it is a regular

constituent of the Horus-title of kings throughout the New Kingdom and onward to the

Twenty-third Dynasty. Amen(em)ope occurs from the middle of the Eighteenth Dynasty'

to Ptolemaic times. Tewosri is a frequent name of women in the Eighteenth Dynasty and

was borne by a queen at the end of the Nineteenth. The only instance of Harma'^kher

recorded by Lieblein dates as far back as the Twelfth Dynasty-, and it seems to reappear

first in the Saite or Persian period", and is common in early Ptolemaic documents with the

Greek form 'Ap/rayopo?.

These names give us singularly little help in determining the date of the composition.

They conduct us at once to a period not earlier than the Eighteenth Dynasty, but leave us

in doubt thereafter although collectively they give the impression of a later date, say

Twenty-first to Twenty-sixth Dynasty. It is ofcourse conceivable that the names are fictitious.

As to the copies that survive, their age is also not easy to fix. Lange on pp. 14-lG of his

edition has collected evidence of late date in the orthography, which has peculiar features'*.

The materials existing of this age are very scanty, and Dr. Gardiner’s assignment of the

writing on the tablet to the end of the Twentieth Dynasty pn^bably meant no more than that

it belonged to the extreme end of the series with which he was dealing. The tablet indeed,

though very incorrectly written, happens to have little in the orthography of the words by
which it could be differentiated from other writings in New Egyptian. The names of the

writer of the papyrus, Senu, and of his father Pemti, in the Colophon are helpful, for Pemu
appears first late in the Twenty-second Dynasty and is common thereafter to Ptolemaic
times, while the only other instance known of Senu is Ptolemaic (Senusheps). On the

whole it may be said that the script and the orthography of the papyrus (.5. 10
^

,
\ ^ ^

^

^ ©I I J
take us (as far as our present evidence goes) to the Twenty

-

fifth Dynasty as the earliest date, and the reign of Darius as the latest, and the tablet if

really copied from it by dictation" cannot be earlier than the papyrus.

The titles attributed to the author, with the e.xception of 1. 13, 2. 3, are not found on the
monuments or in other papyri. They seem to be paraphrases in literary, poetical form.
From them we learn that Amenophis was in charge of the land and of corn, but whether
for the whole of Egypt or for a district only does not appear. He registered and leased land
for the king and for “all the gods,” and he raised and apportioned the corn-dues and
perhaps saw to the distribution of the corn (in payment of salaries or grants). With cattle

on the other hand he evidently had nothing to do. He clearly belonged to the region of
Panopolis and Abydos which lie opposite each other along the Nile

;
in each of these cities

1 Liebleix, Diet, de ,10 ,a,. hie,-ogl., .suppl., 1937. = O/i. cA, suppl., 1500
= Griffith, Rylunds Demotic Pupyi-i, iii, 457 ; Gauthier, Ce,-cueih Ko 41064
4 Add the spellings of qrs t 6. 6, phd 1C. 21, op

oonneeted with us.ure.s first intro-
duced into hieroglyphic iii the Twenty-sixth I)\n.i.stv.

^ See above, p. 103.
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he possessed a sepulchral monument, and he had probably been a pious benefactor to their

temples.

As usual, the instruction is given by a father to his son. The son, Harma^'kher, has a

variety of priestly titles, connecting him with the temple of Panopolis, but again not easy

to find in other documents. His mother’s titles are more ordinary, but the names of the

deities whom she served give little clue as to the district whence she came. The little son,

already holding priestly offices, would if he continued in that career have had plenty of

opportunities to display the piety and trancjuillity enjoined by his firther; whether as a

result of these instructions he proceeded to a high position in the state is not recorded,

although the prospect of such advancement is held out in the last words of the Teaching.

The arrangement of the written text in .separate lines of poetry is unusual, but an

example is known as old as the Twelfth Dynasty in the Kahun Hymn to Sesostris III, and

two instances in demotic of about the second century B.c. and the first century A.D. are

furnished by the so-called Poeme Satyrique and the Leyden Moral Papyrus translated by

Boeser’. The division of the teaching into numbered chapters is unicpie in a hieratic text,

but is found again in demotic in the same Leyden Papyrus, which contained twenty-five

lessons of moral sayings.

As to the foi'in of the poetry, there is no trace of ihyming or of definite measures. The

poetical effect is produced by parallelism. The lines run throughout in couplets
;
the few

apparent exceptions seem to be due to accidental omission of a line or to writing two lines

in one or even one in two. The pairs of lines can often be grouped into larger divisions:

the commonest of these is the quatrain, but groujts of six, eight or more lines seem also to

occur. Lange however in his very able Introduction (pp. 11 and 12) recognizes only the

couplet and the quatrain.

The Teaching has nnjst fortunately come down to us complete from end to end, enabling

us (so far as we can understand it) to judge fairly its character and scope. Amenophis has

had a special message to convey. He has put aside the commonplaces of advice, and whole

regions of moral warning arc left untouched ;
but he draws on his personal experience as

an administrator of land to teach certain lessons that he wished to impress upon his son,

and at the same time set up a higher standard of morality than his predecessors who are

known to us had done. The description of the book in the Preface promises both success

in life and moral welfixre to the obedient listener
;
in other Egyptian teachings the practical

quite overshadows the spiritual, but in Amenophis’ teaching religion and morality are the

chief motives. The first chapter emphasizes the moral results to the learner; the second

chapter teaches a very high level of humanity, even to rescuiing the evil-ihier when at the

last gasp; and so on. The ideal of Amenophis is Tranquillity. The ' tranquil” man, content

with his lot, pious and benevolent, is opposed to the “ pas.sionate ” man, noisy and un-

scrupulous, ever reaching after gain, a nuisance to his neighbours and led into all kinds of

wrong-doing by his ambition -.

Several divinities are referred to in the Teaching, and the references have no little

^ For the latter see Boeser, Traascriptwii tind Uvhersvtznu'j di-s Papyras Insinyer, in Oudhddkandige
Mededeelingen, Leiden, 1922.

- Or, which is used of stillne.ss both in voice and action, is the virtuou.s, ‘'tranquil, modest, pious (f',"

person a.s oppuised to the vicious .L/oa '-hot,” i.e. "pa.ssion.itc,'" person, see Ermax, Dviikstrini; {Sitzuiujs-

herivJite Berlin. Ak. 1911), 1109, Die Literatur der Aegypter, 296, 378, 38:3, etc., and O.L.Z. 1924, 241.
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interest for the student of Egyptian religion. Some are clearly connected with the profession

of a scribe, others are of a more general nature.

1. The Sun-God. Re^, “ the Sun,” to whose Aten or visible disk at its rising good men
address their prayers in the morning, seems to be the supreme deity whose approval all

good people desire to win.

10. 12-15. (Instead of seeking wealth.)

Thou shalt pray to the Aten when he rises,

saying “ Grant me prosperity and health,”

and he will give thee thy needs in life,

and thou wilt be safe from fear.

2 .1 . 17-2G. 1. Curse not one older than thou,

for he hath seen Re'' before thee

;

when he hath accused thee to the Aten at its rising,

saying “Another, a youth, hath cursed an old man”;
painful, yea painful before Re''

is a youth who curses an old man.

7. 8. (The tranquil.)

They say “The chiefest thing is the approval of Ref.”

A pithy proverb is probably to be seen in

25. 5. Ref is helpful from afar

(implying “ but dangerous to approach ”).

The avenging uraeus on the brow of Ref and Ref’s enemy the gigantic Apophis serpent,

both of them fearsome, are employed to illustrate the advantage of acquiring a good repu-

tation in

10. 19, 20. One acclaims the Uraeus

and spits on fApop.

The corn-measure which played so large a part in the life of an Egyptian scribe is the

Eye of the Sun-God and is called the ivaze, i.e. the Eye of Horns or of Rgf This
wholesome doctrine for promoting honesty was current long before, fur, as the late Georg
Mailer pointed out, the symbols for the subdivision of the corn-measure, -V
were in quite ancient times identical with or assimilated to the six elements which constitute

the picture

2. Fate. Shay ( Ordainer ) and Renent (“Nurse,” later pronounced Ermute), whose
names we-e Graccised as Psais and Termuthis respectively, were god and goddess of fate

and also of the harvest. Renent appears in the harvest and vintage scenes in tombs of
the New Kingdom as a cobra (e.y. in Daviks, The Tomb of Two Officials, PI. xxx). As
representing destiny both Shay and Renent are shown in the picture of the Psychostasia
(Ch. exxv of the Book of the Dead) in the Papyri of Any and of Anhai

;
in the former they

are in human shape, in the latter they are the human-headed birth-bricks of man’s fate.

Ameiiophis says :

9. 10-13. Cast not thy heart after riches:

there is no ignoring of Shay and Renent.
Place not for thyself thy thoughts (on things) outside

;

every man is destined for his hour (or “ belongs to his hour ”).

1 MGllkh, Z.-itsc)u-. f. u,j. XLViii, 99 ; < f. Peet, R/and Mather,iatk,d Pap,j,-u,, -25.
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21. 13-16. Do not falsify the income (?) upon the record,

and so injure the plans of God.

Find not out for thine own self the Wrath (or Power ?) of God,

without (the decree of) Shay and Renent.

In both passages they are combined to represent Fate.

3. Khnum. He takes a place as the moulder of man on the potter's wheel or the

moulder’s table, no doubt a popular conception, illustrated in the temple of Der el-Bahri'

and on temples of the Graeco-Roman age. He was the chief god of Shashetep (Hypselis)

where Shau {sic Psais, Destiny) w'as appropriately associated with him as a subordinate

deity, according to a fragmentary inscription in a tomb of the later New Kingd(jm -.

12. 15-17. (As to the passionate man.)

Would that Khnum might bring in indeed, indeed (?),

the potter’s wheel for the fiery-mouthed,

to mould and burn hearts (like vessels)

(and reform his ways !).

4. The scribe-god. Thoth, the gixl of invention and learning and of the whole art of the

scribe, whose ape w'as figured in every government office to watch and regulate the doings

of the clerks both great and small, holds a prominent place in Amenophis’ teaching. His

name occurs once in Chapter XVI (18. 2), and the x\pe is mentioned in the same conte.xt

and also in 17. 9.

Thoth as inventor and the guardian Ape

:

17. 22-18. 3. (Cheat not with weights and measures)

;

The Ape sitteth by the balance,

his heart being the plummet.

Where is a god so great as Thoth,

he that discovered these things, to make them

Fashion not for thyself deficient A-ffe-weights

:

they abound in armies (?) by the Power of God.

Another manifestation of Thoth, the Ibis, is introduced in

17. 7-12. (Write the truth.)

The beak of the Ibis is the finger of the scribe

;

beware of disturbing it.

The Ape dwelleth in the House of Khmun {ie. Hermopolis),

(but) his e}^ travels lound the Two Lands ;

if he sees him that perverts with his finger,

he takes away his provisions in the deep waters.

May not the “ eye ” of the Ape here be the Moon ? Anyhow Thoth wms identified with

the Moon, and in Amenophis’ Teaching the Moon, shining in the night, is the revealer of

dishonesty.

When the passionate wrong-doer is at the point of death, Thoth is called upon (at the

judgment of O.siris ?) to prosecute him (a difficult passage);

—

^ X.vviLLE, Deir fl-Ba/ian', li, PL xlviii.

- Griffith, TAe hucripti'iM of SiAt and Der Rife, PI. 18. touib iv, line G8.
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4. 19. Thou Moon, bring forward his crime !

Also, 7. 18-19. (he who encroaches on another’s land)

if he snare by false oaths,

is lassoed by the Power f>f the Moon.

5. God in general. Of expressions for a deity without specifying the name of any

.
“ God,” or possibly “ a god,”particular one, the commonest is “ the God

”

,
is not uncommon, and the two forms seem to belong to different phrases rather than

different ideas.

“The hand” ^ ^

is always 'of the God,” 9. 5, 14. 1, 19. 22, 24. 11, 20, 26. 20. Likewise

“ the hands ” .1 _Ji

"" “ of the God,” 22. 7, 23. 10.
I w ’ ’

But we find “nose of God” {i.e. the beak of the Ibis .ff, 24. 4; “Power of God,” 11. o,

18. 5, 21. 1 .0
;
“design of God,” 21. 14, 22. .5.

Further “abomination of the God,” 13. 16, 15. 21; but “hated of God,” 14. 2; “ Goil

loveth,” 26. 13.

We find also “one propitiates God,” 8. 11, and “gift of God,” 21. 5.

But all other expressions are with “the God”: “the God knows how to replj",” 5. 17
;

“bushel that the God giveth thee,” 8. 19; “perversion before the God,” 18. 11
;
“the God

is (ever) in his success,” 19. 14; “things which the God doeth,” 19. 17; “Crime belongeth

to the God,” 19. 20; “the God is his fashioner,” 24. 14.

Another expression for the deity, “ The Universal Lord,” occurs twice :
“ beware of the

Universal Lord,” 8. 14; “the Universal Lord is its pilot,” 20. 6.

A very unusual and unexpected designation is simply “ the Lord ” in “ Power of the

Lord,” 8. 11. The sentence in which it occurs is so obscure that one suspects either an error

of the scribe or a special signification “ the Power of the owner of the property,” i.e. the

magic power conferred by ownership, a quite conceivable idea. Thus in 19. 8. 9 we read
“ The threshing floor is mightier in Pow'er than an oath by the Great Throne (of the god)”;

I take this to mean protective or avenging pow’er; Lange however interprets the saying

as a proverb on the irresistible temptation to steal corn.

Of old mythological nomenclature we find the Tei (Duat or Underworld) named in 10. 1,

but not in a religious sense; the “West” is referred to as the necropolis or abode of the

dead in 24. 19.

Ihe wise men of Ancient Egypt saw bey'ond the popular beliefs and local cults of their

country
;
no other book of theirs y'et discovered has made so much concession to these beliefs

as that of our Amenophis, w hose teaching is moreover full of religious pietv. Lange may be
right in making even Amenophis theology essentially monotheistic, however much the sage
used popular supeistitions to enforce his ideas, and it w'ould be profitless in most cases to

seek for individual deities where he names only "God” or “ the God.”
Professor Erniaii suggested that at some time a Hebrew' or Aramaic version was made

of the proverbs of Amenophis and that the compiler of the Biblical Book of Proverbs
utilized this translation but corrupted the sense in borrowung

;
Dr. Gressmann show.s

however that the borrowing w'as not a direct copying of W'ords, but an absorption of ideas

which then leappeaied in new forms according to requirements. The outstanding example
in Erman s view was the word thirty which he thought a useless and meaningless survival
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in its new context. But the explanation is this: Amenophis’ Teaching had been arranged

in thirty “houses” or chapters
;
hence the Hebrew compiler of the third section of Proverbs

adopted that number as a basis for his collection, which he proceeded to make up of thirty

maxims, and thus quite appropriately refers to them in a phrase similar to that used by

Amenophis in referring to his own composition. Professor Gressmann points out that when
the Hebrews were becoming civilized under Solomon and his successors, they looked

especially to Egypt and Babylonia for instruction in the arts of life
;
the royal scribe, such

as Hezekiah’s Shebna, was a well-educated .slave from abroacP, able to advise the king from

his books and experience as to the ways of the great world, and to speak, reatl and write

the language of diplomacy, which in Hezekiah’s time was Aramaic. He was in fact the

Foreign Secretary of State. The mention of “ the men of Hezekiah ” who “ copied out ” the

fifth section of the Proverbs (Chs. xxv-xxix) gives us an indication of the period when
composition of the various constituents of the Book of Proverbs was in active process.

That nations with a pretence to culture in early days had recognized means of under-

standing each other is to be seen in the cuneiform corre.spondence of Tell el-‘Amarnah and

Boghaz Keui, and in the innumerable foreign words that are met with in Egyptian writing

of the New Kingdom. Gressmann suggests that the mahir of Pap. Anastasi I and other

texts of the Nineteenth Dynasty was a soldier-dragoman-scribe who studied foreign lan-

guages and geography, not unlike a modei'n -staff-officer-.

' Gressm.vxn, Die ntxgefi'iidLiie Lehi-e dts A)i(eii-ei>i-op<\ tf.

^ This is Dr. Gressmann's own comparison used in a conversation that I was prn ilcged to liave with liim

recently in Oxford.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xii. :30
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THE HEBREW BOOK OF PROVERBS ANH THE
TEACHING OF AMENOPHIS

By D. C. SIMP80X.

A considerabk' number of proverbial sayings appear in the Hebrew Bunk of Proverbs

and in the Egyptian Teachinfj of Ainenuiiliis which, by their similarity to eacdt other and

their close affinities in ideas and in expression, create a problem of consider<ible interest

lor students of the Old Testament. Some of the parallels are such as must occur in the

Works of sages of all lands and periods, (dthers, and these are b\’ no means .a small miiioritv.

are so remarkable and uniipie in their re.semblance to each other that the hvpothesis that

tney at least are essentially related seems to be amply justified : either the Hebrew
pivjverbs in question were borrowed by Hebrew compilers from The 'Teaclnvg of Ainenophis
or the Hebrew compilers and Amenophis both borrowed them from an earlier work. But
all the parallels, when considered in the aggregate, pro\ide a chain of cumulative
evidence which compels the unprejudiced student to go further and to formulate the
hypijthesis that the proverbial literature of the Xearer East knew no mitional Vtoundaries

but was international. It must h<i\'e been common alike to Hesc»pcitainia and to Egypt i it

must have been as gladly welcomed and assimilated by the Hebrew's as bv their iieigh-

boiiis. The resemblances, moreover, to The leuchnoj of A menoph is, though most iiiimeroiis

111 the Book ot Iio\eibs, are bj n<.> me*ans confined to that book i traces, .s'line of them
clear, others dubioii.s, of the influence of this Egyptian work have been pointed out in all

the various types of Hebrew literature w'hich have been preserved in the Old Testament'.
The new and inteiesting light thu-< thrown by this Egyptian book on the origin.s and

affinities of Hebrew literature and civilization has alremly attracted the attention of
several well-known Old Testament scholars in Oermany. Adolf Erman in the fiitziinqsher.

(I. Prenss. AhuJ. d. TPAs, PhiL-hisf. Kf, 102+, xv— xvi, ,SG ff., Selliii in the Deutsche
Ldeiyturzeitunf, 1924 (Hefte 17 and 2G), Hubert Giimme in O.L.Z., 192.7, .'iS ffi. and
K. Sethe in G.G.X., 1925, 141 ffi, have all made real contributions towards’ the proper
ajipreciation of the importance of this subject. But tho fullest investigation is that
of Hugo OresMiiaiin in his article Die neiujefiindeue fehre des A„ien-ein~ope itud die
vorexiUsche Spruchdichtaiif Israels in the Zeitschrift filr die AltestamentUche Wissenschuft,
1924. 272 ff.. and in his little book entitled Israels Sprwhweisheit ini Zusa nnnenha ng der

elthteratur, 192.7. In both of these he states his views as to the relation of certain
sections of the Book of Proverbs and The Teaching

,:f Amenophis. the inferences which he
draws from the closene.ss of the parallels (especially those in Proverbs, Chs. xxii.—xxiii

)
to

substantiate his theories as to the comparatively early date of the sections in which they
occur, and his theory of an international, pan-oriental, common stock of proverbial
literature.

’ ^

Grossn.au, e o w m thoso tootu,.tes I .ball refer brieHy tbu,. : ( Ircss.e for instance, finds nnportant
rese.nlau.cos the I ropbct.cal Literature „f the Hel.rews w.,e. .Jer. xvii. n. the Psalter Ps i

' T/.e r.alu.,. Me LlgU of Egyptian R.searoh in The PsaUIt,. 19-6Un
le IS .iiica mi.uuie '•'/ I tsam. ii fiff,., the Leaial Literature g;.g. in the Code of Holiness,

Lev. M.x, 14) and m llie Hook of .lol. p.,;. ,v. llj,

ooc

.
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In the following pages I have set fortli, in parallel cohuiiu'^, the passages ti-oiii the

Hebrew Book of Proverbs and from The Teaehing of A ineitophia which are of outstanding

importance for the student of the Hebrew Book of Proverbs. They include two or thi-'se

additional to those ali'eailv noticed by (tressuiann and others, while several to which they

have called attention are not included here on account of the merely superficial nature ot

the resemblances. The translation of the passages from The Teiu:hiu<j of Atneriophi^ is that

of Prciiessor Griffith to whose suggestion thi.s survev of ihe parallels owes its origin. The

English translation of the Hebrew Proverbs, inteinlecl for the use ot iion-Hebraists, follows

as closely as practicable, apart from emendations and a few obvious corrections, the

Revised English Version Heviations from the Hebrew, whether eiui-ndations of the con-

sonantal te.\t or changes of the traditional \ oealization, are iiidicateil thus; < >. Itetails

will be found in the footnotes as to the emendations adopted, as to the extent oi their

support, if aiiv, in the ancient ^ eisioiis, and as to alternative emendations propt'sed Ity

Tov, Erman, (Irimme, ( Iressiiiann. etc., whei-ever lliey appear to be noteworthy. It is

especially interesting to obseiae that emendations proposed Ity H. Toy, and published as

long ago as 1 n 9!P, find reiuaikable support in The Teaxhiiiij of Amenophisf the first

decipherment of which was made as receiill} as P.Gg.

Tlte first (but chroiiologicallv the last) si-ction of the Hebrew Book ot Provtu’iis is

limited to Ghs. i.—ix. No important parallels atv to lx? found in The Teaclmnj of A inenophi.s.

Their ab.senee is not romarkahle, sinee the greater part of this section is devotodl to the

exposition of the post-exilie -lewisli (and possibly (.Ireek) conception of ••Wisilom, to the

inculcation of the Hebrew "Law.’ and to warnings against sexual immorality, none of

which, Hot even the last, is touched on in The Tedchtinj of A ntenojilus. But a tew Yiarallels ot

a general character are noticeable; of these the following will ser\e as a typical c.xauiple;

THE HEBREW BOOK OF PROVERBS THE TEACHING OF AMENOPHIS
Prow vi. :21. Ih'iof tiv.oit i ntiio"hiU>i o Vo//* /" <o-/. ;) II. T<> /"// //,, ii> tj,>i fno >-t ihxiif

1 hilt t!" T*‘ 'S' \I fi) h < m Ii'hii ik'ijIi.

'

t, th :

Ti'j them ohouf nt'cl. 13- the.

a

as/ I, I the hiUf,

The Second section of the Hebrew Book c.if Proverbs consists of Chs. x, 1— xxii. lb,

which are described in \. I as "'Lhe Proverbs of Sioloim.iu —usually regarded by English

scholars as being in origin, to a very great extent, pre-exilic. In this section a number of

Yrirallels with The Teuehnnj of Amenophii must be noted. Phus we find an interesting

parallel

;

Vl'i.fV. Xli. ll'l. Jjf! / f I j
k ! T'‘ ' t e ' t hi ) III t tl' tt ' t‘

>

•h' * h I'l h I .j. l.>, Sfniif, iuftt'i'i Iff III ! <! {-(tt hI
^

c‘p. xi. -G
. I

H-). the iihi)iiiii'’ifiiiii nt ^ind.

Bet Bii-t/ th'd ih'd tf'd-t lire hiA >hjmhT

And A mt niqthi.'S Giiiplui^i.'sfL's till's t'Dur Iuk'S

further un :

14. -1. HilteiJ >•/ (in, I U the nihsifur "fnrJs,

3. hi-i iir'-i/t •ihoiiitiniidjii fS the dB^’'/iihhr *
.

The next verse hii'^ a parallel in a ditterent seetmn ut AnienfjpJ(i-'<

:

Pl'iiv. XU. ‘2n A pr'/Je/it i/el ft '-n/ie- •llerj, k,,n,rl. ,hjr 2-2.
1 .) Jieft' r if th.ft • hid, >• /./s !'• port Ii'ifh Hi

fjilt tJ"' he'ii't ‘>T Tnnt’i p/’ni h i ( Tm 'B htni<Ar

tf'iin h< Ii'fiii •! thiii’i fn dt-tiidi ! litfiife.

^ ill tliG li‘firii'ifh>i"d (d'ifb'd Gm/,////- /'A'/W t>ii tliR l*ro\»'rl».

- See antes l>e|nw tn xxii. 17. -xxvii. 14 ; ' G imtr to xxii. 21 Uressnuim. uiilortunately. doe> n.,t refer

to To\ \\nrk.

3< I -
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Three chapters later we find two couplets, the second of them immediately succeeding the

first, which have their counterpart in four suecessive lines (A Amen ophis

:

THE HEBREW BOOK OF PROVERBS THE TEACHIN(t OF AVENOPHIS
Pi'ov. XV. 16. Buttin' is little o'ith the fear of J'lhceh, 9. .j. Better is jiorerty at the haml at thal

Thau great treasure and trouhle there- 6. than riehes in the stnrehoine :

n'ith.

17 Better is a dinner of herhs e'Jiere lore Is^ 7. I>ett'‘r is hre'i.d with ha^go/ h> art

Than a stalled ox oral hatred therewith. S. than riehes with re.ratioa.

The next chapter gives three proverbs which have parallels in AmenopJiis. The first is:

Prov. \vi. S. Better is a little with righteous/a ss iO. 11. Bett* r is the ^iranse and j] lore of men

Than great rerenucs with injiistiie. 1:>, than riches in the storehouse

13. hetter is hread n-ith happy heart

J4. than riehes with rexation.

The second bears witne.ss to tlie anti()uity and antecedents of tlie proverb often used

to-day, “ Man proposes, God disposes ’’

:

Prov. .xvi. 9. A man's heart deriseth his way 19. 16. The words whieh men say are one thing.

But dahceh aireetcth his ste^is. 'I he things whn'h Clod doeih are another.

The third is;

XVI. 11. A jnst hala nee and scales are Jahreh s . 17.--. The Alpe sitteth h't the Inda nee^

All fhe weights ot the hag are his norfe, IS. 1. his heart being the pin niniet

,

'2. II here IS a god so great as Tlailh,

3. he that disiorered these thingi, to male

then!

4. Fashion not for thy.self deticient \utti-Weighfs ;

a. they abound in arnlieS: t
;
by the power of trod,

Prov. .xvii. 1 must be compared with the (piotations from -I printed above opposite

to Prov. XV. 16 f.

Prov. xvii. o, however, has a parallel in another part of The Teachinri of Amenophiis:

II7.e.JO irawl'elh the poor reproaeheth i4. 9 Laugh not at a blind ma n,nor teaw a dwo rf,

h\i

And thn M ilhid f(t ocdandfi! .dnfU 10. ,nar r/.s-iV/ii U hnaf\tj man :

not he 'll

i!
f till/ (</>i.'d.

11 /•'.v/xv nat ,1 „iir,} )rhii hi Ut the ha ml af
1-. 'dOT 6c’ /fe'/vv uf coiijifh lilt iwe aijaiiist hiu)

iche/i he h<m tTai'i}[ii\.^.=ii'd.

while ‘'his Maker” is fully analogous to ‘'his fashioner” in the succeeding lines of Amenophis.

To Ch. xviii. 6*' we find a parallel in The Teuchivg of Amenophi-s

:

And his mouth Callethfor stripes. 12. He ma/res an amwer worthy of a heating.

Ill Gh. xix we find two lines which corre-pond to the two lines of AmeimphA which
immediately precede those cpioted above opposite to Prov. xvi. 9 :

Prov. XIX. 21. There are,aany derices in a man sheart: 19. 14. <}od is \erer'\ in his success.
Blit the eonns’d of Jahvih. that shall l.',. Ada a is ' e,:er

;
in his faibn-e.

Chapter XX of the Hebrew Book uf Proverbs contains three verses which have more
or less noteworthy parallels in The Teaching of Anienophis. The brevity of the last one as
handed down in the Hebrew version tends to suggest the priority of the version preserved in
M«ie»op/b.9, while its strongly Jahvistic tone well illustrates the way in which the religious
genius of the Hebrew people iiurifiod and dedicated all that they borrowed from other
peoples to their own spiritual envii-onineut.
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THE HEBREW BOOK OF PROVERBS THE TEACTIIXO OF AVENOPHIS

Prov. XX. 9'^. Who CO d sod^ 1 Itore moile duf heuyt 19. not I hue*- no

vh'iii' ?

19. He thot tilxnit D.s i! tolrhoon r r*-. ‘I'l. 13. Sin'eoJ d'>t th^ nhont t" "///' /•>•,

reoleth seccets :

1 lici'cfoi'e noddle not e‘ttl> hinl thfit 14. mo' ff''^OCiote to thuiclr nUc oholoy^ hityef'K

ope)o‘t}t d'ole ht^ Iipy. heort.

[yp. 20, 21 without any parallel in Ameanphiti^

-'2. >Soil not thoU^ I V'dl i‘e>'oinptit’^n ni'd I 3. toA " Ft ml no' tf I'tnh.eno i\

4. fto' o nio n tJ'ho Jutteth. nn' h.oth titi'iyijl m-'.

I t t'tf t/ fhtm iuit thn d<-''Oln "f (tml^

U. tho'tl •‘•(n.-'t nt>t ' thf noo'i’oii'.

Wittt Oil JtdtCeh^ ii/td he sh'dl Stice the<'. <. l^'t thee doii'ii ot tio Jotnd^ <>f (jml

thtf t I'ti nqii ill<t !/ ‘''ill them.

The moral set forth in the verse wliich imiuodiatelv f)lli)\\s this last quotation troiu the

Hebrew Book of Proverbs has an interesting parallel in 27/e TenchuKj at Ainenuplus, hut in

a different context, for it jireceJes the words already quoted above opposite Ch. xvi. 11 ot

the Hebrew Book of Proverbs.

Prov. XX. 2:?. Dicvi'* tcei'jhti ui'c int t" IT. is. 7''///y"V no! irith tlf nm' (hr

J.ihreh : kite-o/Tp/,/,.’,

Atn! '/ p//sf' Inthiin'n 0 tuft '/"ihl ii). imr tliininiAt the p'tvft'nis ot tIo' > oi'n~

\(.'f ^iKu Prov. XX. 10.- 'fpo'.

The Third Section of the Hebrew Book of Proverbs consists of Chs. xxii. 17— xxiv. 22,

and, as the “Massoretie’ (/.e. the tradition.al Hc*brew) lext reads, h.as the title Ihe words

of the wise." It is in this section that the j/arallels with The Teaching of Amettophis are

closest and at the .same time most numerous, ihere is a remarkable similarity of ideais

and ideas; they appear to be fresher and more vigorous in form and expression in The

Teachinq of Amenophia t\vM\ in their abbrevi/ited form in the Hebrew Book of Proverbs

(c/l, e.y., Prov. xxiii. 4, 5 below with the lines there quoted fn./m The Teaching of A menoqthis).

Moreover verse after verse of these chapters of the Hebrew Book of Proverbs finds a

counterpart in Anienophifi. As will be seen troui the elia[)t'.'r-ri'terenees, the passages

(juoted from the latter often appear in the same context and mostly, though by no means

invariably, stand in the same relative order in it as the corresponding Hebrew proverbs

do in the Hebrew Book of Proverbs. TTie iva/ler shouhl carefully note the order by

obsei’ving the chapter-relereiices. Moret/ver the * tliirty chapter.s ot Amenophis not /uilv

find a verbal parallel in the (emended) text of Proverbs (see Prov. xxii. 20 below and foot-

note), but Gressmaiin finds a literal "thirty” proverbs in this part of the Hebrew Book of

Proverb.s. The inference that almost the whole of this section ((’hs. xxii. 17—xxiv. 22) of

the Hebrew Book of Proverbs is ultimately derived from The Teaching of Ainenophis (or

from a source from which this latter was also deiived) would appear to be irresistible
;
the

further inference that this particular section of the Hebrew Book of Proverbs was com-

piled, say, in the latter pait of the Mon.irchy. is supported by the fact that xxiii. 1:1 tf.

(lacking any corresponding proverb in Amenophis) has a close parallel in Ahikar SI ff., a

work most probably of Mesojjotamian origin, which, on account of its references to the

Assyrian kings Sennaherib and Esarhaddon, could nut have been compiled much earlier

than the closing years of the Assyrian domination (see my Introduction to Tobit in

( Tiarles' Apuciqipha and I’sendepigrapha of the Old Testament, vol. T). In several difficult
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passages The Teaching of Amenophis gives considerable assistance in restoring the original

text of the Hebrew Proverbs.

THE HEBREW BOOK OF PROVERBS

Prov. xxii. 17. thine ecii\ and hear <.aiy

vords>
And apphi tloj heart to k'lton'

< them >
18. Foe it is pleasant it thou heep them

inthm thee.

It they he >‘$tahJlshed <" as a pey'> ’

iipiHi thy lips \

19. In order that thy trust may }>e In

JcdiVeh.,

1 ha r>i nnahf <the path ofllfe>^

knOe'ii to thee t/as day.

20 . Hare >iot 1 a'rltten. Unto thee <thirty

{sayings , > ' ^

They i‘<>nd-<t of eouuseh a/,d knon.

ledge.

21 . That thon. maye^t maj.'- the truth

I'noe'n cf^to hint that s^>eaketh'f>

That thou mayest earry Jiack o<trds

<C ‘ to hini that sent thee.

22. lioh not the poor., beeau.-''e he <.>' poor.,

yeither erush the ajfVieted in the

gate

:

[23 without parallel in Amenophis.]

1 T"y, Ore.-s, i':,o one fon.i of LXX doublet;. M.T. tl.o second word a marginal

title its in sxiv. 23 'Toy t

CnyiS l Einiali; 1)1 Oross . LX.X iru yvan i with (,ti Ka\(a eiVu' from next vc 1'm‘ . M.T. 'nyrS-
'
"in'D iTielliu'’, or (Gress. M.T.

' “pn ff- Sellin , or read -[nn“lX 'f LXX t,)v oStr m,v) or “[TTimS' Vress. f. iii. 6}.

Griituiie piMito-'Cs inniN (-- vnhivS), the siifti.x referriii” to the ' Jalivch in the prccciling liiu'.

M.T. nnx ?]«

(Eru.itn, Grimme, Gres.s. . M.T.
'O'- L.V.in. -heretofore-) (/r-

= officers, 'iii.hle, e.xc client satings r,. Tim preimsithm in the follo^\ing line tn.iv ho an instiime of “ Beth
Esseiitiae, hut Grimme proposes 23.

X

H/tDN . !M.T. X is; prolvilile th.it is a late ''Crilte’.s AnanHic gloss on the

Hebrew word PCN Tny, whieb it displaced 'bettor than ( lress.7s improbable suggestion that JlOX ^v.is a
marginal gloss on the Araiiiaif^ing mp-

• il.r. inserts jSfiX, prohahly a result ot its displacement in previous line dmt aeeordiiie to Gres-, it

is a further result of tlie m.iigiii.d ;Mos-ing of

THE TEAGHIXG OF AMEXOPlilS

3. 9. iJirc tJiiiie eo rs^ h t:!’
n‘

' th.e v:ord-<^ th<<t o.rc ^>n>h

10 .
yi'-i‘ thy miad to interpret tlaoa;

11. to put them in thy hedi't (,< ijood.

[11. 12-15 are without parallels in this chap-

ter of the Hebrew Book of Proverb-s.]

Ih. rindj u'fll ]>e '! m‘ua'ii'0-po.t tn ' thy

tunyme

1. 7. To dirret hi,a to tlm pot}, of' life.

27. 7. See fo,- thyo'lf till fe thirty (h,ij,ter.-f.

S. th, y pie, /O’, they edueote.

etc. (cf. 1. 1— 4).

1. o. hiioa-ledtje hu/j- to UiiS'i’er o .itotemeat to iti

pronttu iterr.

C. 0. 10.1 return o repini to one that ho.t sent

him,

4 4. Beirare of rohljimj u poor U'reteh.

• ). vf heimy rolorons myn inst the num ofhroken

orni i.e. helph‘8<. urfliet, d}.
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THE HEBREW BOOK OF PROVERBS
Prov. xxii. i’4. Do not to o noh'

tfi I'tO' to •> ityi /•

IS(<r yo in loiitpitny ii'it], ,! ii'i'iiff,-

Till nUli< ^

:

'2o. tfu.o Ij.ih'i' his

Ai>d ifiA U to thy Sutd,

[2(3, 27 without parallel in Aiiienui)}i 'ts^

2'^. D^JhlOt'f I'of thp On fit lit J'J iiij ‘i\i I I'h'^

Whirh thy n'tJt'-t'^ J'on-

-IJ. Thoii h>t<t - '< ii<-iii sliD'd !!> hiS

U>: sh'df inif .-iftiiid nt'^-Ohi

I'll'.O'

Pr<iv. xxiii. ]. 117-.// tJ'o'j sitt-.^t to t-.it »lt}. u. lodf,'^

CoiO'iid'‘i' ddi'jintly (ijt'iD

thrr

2
.

yiif !' kiiiT'-'to thy tjn'otlt^

If fhnil h-.‘ C mO II I'll il/’i ot oyytitf.

3. !)> sir*.' not hi'i d'liiifn s\

iffriny th<'y 'h'f d-f itiid tirijiid.

4. Tod. not to h>t<'‘>iioj

CK<fStj <Cto yi'i'yOi'' Ciotf'ii'' > ’•’

5'^ Doth not <^thy hdx>ory^' inuli it^idy

ii'mys—o/'d d f< not'.

THE TEA<'IIIX<i OF AMENOPUJS
11 . 13 . Do not iliiSoriiifn to fh f/xtf tjn’ ^7/ / >,</ fn'l n ^

14 . nor oyyi'iiio-f/ him for i-on !' rS' it /< ‘n

13, S. Li-.'fp not to idfiirr fn thof fijtiin-
,

!). Irsf n tfi'i'or fiirrii tJo r <i"'<.<ii.

[Cf. 7. 12, 18 citetl opposite Frov. xxiii. 10

l)cloW.]

2j. 11». .\.<toif n’ho /s !' rin ro 1" I il i/i hl.< otjii<\

17. hr ii'dJ Vnd hiin<ijf northy ' to }>r Ii

I onrt" /'.

^3. 13. Dot unf tii'iOil 111 pi'fi' n< or o noldi\

11. nor ''pfdy thy month ot tin hi'ijinniny.

I.'). If thmi urt <of,\n\d I ifith,' Jo/s<’ m >'

,

1 < hinyr,

P). th<?y orn '! dii'i r'lun. in thy ^oliro,

17. Lo<,k of tin < op thot is h-foi’i. thmj,

15. Or'l Irf if do tin! n'l'd,

14. loltii-ir no* to t /o ri oso^

lo. th',!'. ') thy /p.'.'/s sh'iU hr S'.'i.nr'' tor th'jn

t

P>. if ni' hix In hronyht to th>e by ruhln ry,

17 . tfo-y rho/f not .>f<iy t/o’ niyht nih thff '

18 . Joy doO'n-th ond tiny or.’ //"/ iti t/ii/ hoorr.

lt>. tl(i':ir flo'.ei rhoU hr sen., but tfei/ ore not

.th,,-” :

2<) rrliiliii’” t/,,-,ortl< hoth HjnOod (f.'t iiojilih,

"It od/nst< if Ond, Sii'oJb.Oi'S if,"'

* Lit. 'm.ui I'f 'wrptli.s, paN^uui^, nii:n c’'s- •' strange .a 111 otUeiwiso unknown couiluuation of

with n*2n in the j'bh'il. npl>ai'eiiTly flioson for the eNpiv-s puriio^' of host ropro'onting the ' p.issionate

111,in" of the Egyptian original.

- So Enn.in. R.A*. "Hast thoii. (irinnne aiul Oress. omit nnn. the former Imliiing tli.it it is ,i

corruption of p.*n mIhcIi, he thinks, stood at the end of tlie previou.s verse.

Gres.s. omits this last clause .is an insertion made in the reimblican period after the Exile—but there

seems to be no re ison for its omission beyond the f.ict th.it it has no immediati' p.irallel in T’nr T.'<trl,,iHi

nf AiiiPnophi: if the preceding lino is .illowed to st.md this hitter, if of pre-e\dic oriein, probablv re, id

originally “the king' not "kings
'

^ So LXX and other ancient A'SS others render “him who ,. Hence the true re.semblanee is not with

1. 14 but with 1, 17 of the Egy[4iaii.

’ (Iress. in order to ere,ite a resembl.ince to the Ivgyptian ' emends , witli no support from A’SS ,

for'i^b^-

» Al.T. evidently corrupt, and the metre shows that a word h,is dropped out. Read

Irilf-verso of the Hebrew m.iy be intended ,is .i gener.d sunimaiy of II. l.'i, It;, 17.

Gress. =V ,
Selliii TjnTS,!:. Grinimc '’id none of these omeuditions leaves room

for the restoration of the missing word dein.inded by the metre.

Gress. comp.ires Ps xxxvii. I’l. M.T. ^.27, winch .111 iui|H).'3''ible cniubin;iti(jii.
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THE HEBREW BOOK OF PROVERBS

Prov. xxiii. 5''. Assuredly it< niak-eth vings for

itself; lil'e an eagle Itflies'^ to henren.

6.

Eat thou not the bread of a niggard'^.

Nor desire thou his dainties

:

7'‘. Ear as <7 > so ts he :

7'’. '"Eat and drinl'f snith he to thee ;

And his heart is not with thee.

H. The morsel which thou hast eaten thou

in list vomit ny.

And -must lose thy goodly things-'.

9, Speah not in the hearing ef a fool ;

For he will despise thy wise dis-

course.

10.

Remove not the ancient hindinark^ ;

A -nd eater not into the fields of the

fatherless

:

11.

For their redeenar is mighty
.

He will plead their cause against

thee.

THE TEACHING OF AilENOPHIS

10. 1. and has sunk them in Tti,

2. (or- they have made for themset res a great

hreaeh of their measure,

3. and they have sivnk the-rnselves in the corn-

store,

4. [or, they ha re made themsel res wings like geese,

n. they have flu'wa to heavin.

14. 5. Covet not the property of a. dependent,

6. nor hunger for his hread.

7. Verily the property of a dependent, it is a

chokingfi) for the throat,

8. it is a roinitingfi.) for the gullet.

9. M'hen he has obtained it by false oaths

10.

his desire is perverted fi by his belly.

[11. 11—16 without parallel in the Hebrew
Book of Proverbs at this point.]

17. The itoo) great mouthful of bread, thou.

swallowest 'it and vomitest it,

18. thou, art emptied of thy good.

22, 11, Enipty 'not thine inmost soul to everybody,

12. nor spoil {thereby) thine influence.

7. 12. Roiiiove not the landmark on the boundaries

of the sown,

13. nor shift the position ofthe nieasuring-cord

;

14. covet not a cubit of land,

15. nor throu; down the boundaries of the widow.

8. 9. Beware of throwing down the boundaries of

the sown,

10. h-.g a terror carry thee away.

In Ch. .Kxiv. 11 we find the la.st ])arallel, in this .section of Proverbs, to The Teachimi:
Deliver theiii that are carried away 11. 6. Cry not " crime'’ iit a man :

Unto death,

A.nd those that are tottering to the 7. hide the ina nner of [a fugitive's- /fight,

slaughterforbearthou not to deliver.

The next section of the Hebrew Book of Proverb.s (xxiv. 23—34,i is very short, being

(iiily an appendix (-‘These also are sayings of the wise,” xxiv. 23) to the immediately pre-

an incorrect .inticipation of ntry' and .spoils the metre. Toy emends to and puts it

into the first half of the verse.

- </re iK'thibh

• Lit “one who hath an evil eye.’’

^ M.T. "lyjy untranslatable ('unless in Aram. sen.so= estimate, reckon, Arab. = kno\v). It is, there-

fore, nnpo.ssible to determine whether or not the line corre.sponds in any way to the Egyptian. Grimme
and (independently I Gross, conjecture and Gross, adds a clause (for which there is

no support in the VerMons) to create a line corresponding to 1. 8 of the Egyptian.

By his omi.ssion of meaning necessarily “words”) Gress. makes the line metrically

deficient. D*yj is nowhere used of “ words.”

A doublet of xxii. 28 Apr.).
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ceding section. But it contains one interesting parallel to The Teaching of Ameitophis

which it would appear anticipated the Hebrew sage in nindilVing the ancient lex tulionis

and in thus preparing the way for the "Golden Knle ’ of later Judaism ami of Christianity;

THE HEBREW BOOK OF PROVERBS THE TEACHING OF AMENOPHIS
PrOV. xxiv, 29. not ‘ I co.// iln to lunl //C ch.J 5. 2. Fon Ii'*‘ not flo //ip fnitfi ‘J.iJil' .

to no:.

[For the context see the next extract.]

The next section consists of Chs. xxv. 1—xxix. '27, which, though not containing so

bright a picture of the Jlonarchv as the iininediately preceiling one, is usuallv regarded

as by no mean' one of the latest sections of the Book. Tlie parallelism in the f)llowiug

passage is not close, but the Hebrew and Egyptian sages both put forward the same

interesting and highly humanitarian ideal which forms the foundation for one of the most

remarkable of the ethical ilicfa in the New Testament

Prov. xxv, :21. Ij //• tJiot hoJ' th th".‘ In- If'ngi'g, '//'<- •'>. 1. ,SV.>< a fluff //v nn.iii v/ovy tl'.e hml //'",/

h.iuX < > * to f't;

AmJ if he he thirefg. i/if: him < > ’ 2. /or ire iriH in: do os he \ hath done',

ft! drinL.

3. J.iff hna <'//, (/i/v/ him thij /(0 „K,

4. eomnlil hmi tO th‘' orms of God :

5 .
rill Ills hell e "'/th hT'.'U'i of th'O.i?^

0 . tioit ln‘ inOilh-’ aotl-ifoid o I"1 y ildni'.H'l lol '

In Ch. xxvii. tAvo separate verses are deserving of coinpari>on with Tlte TeacJtiny of Amen-

ophis. In the first place;

Prov. xxvii. 1. Jjod'tf not t/i >/,•<'•/

1

or Tff.n\oi'Ton‘

;

22. 5. I ni'd/f tfnjy Icno'er.-it .o-t the of tjncf

Foi' tl'Jo! kn.oii:i''-t not y'hot n (l<ty f>. thoii o’nst not rehdfSt the fnorroy'.

hicfif hrinj J'n'th.

And thirteen verses latvr compare the Hebrew proverb with a (quite ditferent) section uf

TAe TeneJiing <f Aiuenophin'.

Prov. xxvii. 14. Hn fhot hl.^seth don n>''d noin^' 13. 11 bo /o.t yt>‘ thy pd^,^,'<ynot>l Oppon<'t'>t . fo/V-

V'ltjf it hj'id c'fpt' <C > \ i.iyj thpadt.,

It ahdU he foiinti'd •' e'jr-V.' to him. J 2. iloT ifTiti'n thhv oii'n fo.'dTt flit/'t'lo/)
‘

13. S'jp not to hlfif Ifml to the''" in foUehoiiii

^

14. Xclo n tin To o< tn/'/'oi' in thi/ h>bij.

The remaining sections of the Hebrew Boiik of Proverbs contain no resemblance to

The Teaching of Aineiiuphiis and consequently fall outside the limits of this note. They are

discussed by Gressinanu and ably used by him in support of his thesis of an international

culture and an international proverbial literature.

1 M.T. lU'Ci'ts Qp!^ '“*d u'O die seentid line, hut they are ab'ciit from LXX .lud from

Kumaiis xii. 20.

- M.T. yp "evil, wicked, peisoii'
, i' more suitable here than however, never

appears with the suffix. Conseuueiitly either without suffix was the original reading, and, when

wrongly interpreted as y“), received the suffix, or the unusu.d suffix " his evil man ’’

was due to the Hebrew

compiler’s immediate dependeme upon Amenophiss “ thy passionate in which, Professor Griffith informs

me, the suffix is as extraordinary a' would be the 'uffix with in Hebrew,

“ Toy ill IMjfJ had proposed the omission of -M.']’. a proposal which, granted the

derivation of this verse from The Teaehlng uT Aimuophis. is now fully .'uppoited bv the text of the latter

Sipl corresponding to "forcing thyself." Gres'.'s proposal to omit -
1,-532 Vh) S'lOl and retain

only is clearly not 'o good.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xil.
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THE PLANT CALLED “HAIKS OF THE EARTH"

By warren R. DAAVSON

In the Egyptian medical papyri there is a vegetable drug of frequent occurrence the

name of which means, literally, “ hairs of the earth.” The full writing is

, I I I I HI 1

1

but in the Ebers Papyrus it is usuallv abbreviated to .In the corrupt Berlin
I I I I H I I I

^

Medical Papyrus the word is written in various ways: in 13. 10 it takes the form

^ !>
else\\here the first group is more often followed by a corrupt

ligature which is manifestly influenced by the word ^
^^'O- !-• “Hairs of the

Earth is one ot the marketable products of the Madi Natrun carried by the Eloquent

Peasant on his ill-fated journey ^Peasant, R 33, written

In medicine the seeds of the plant only are used, as the determinative ° shows From
, , • :

•
III'

the tact that in almost every prescription m which the drug is employed for internal use it is

accompanied by honey, sweet ale or wine as a vehicle, w'e mav’ safely inter that these seeds
were bitter or otherwise unpalatable. The principal u.ses of the plant are as a la.yative,

purgatii e, diuretic, caiminatiie, and for various disorders of the stomach, abdomen and
rectum. We have accordingly to find a plant which fits in with the foregoing data, and of

which the appearance lends justification to its ancient name, “hairs of the earth.”

Ihe pu'ipeities of the drug suggest that the plant in question is the Fenugreek (Ti'igu-

nella foenum-rjraecum, L ). In Egypt the small seedlings are used as a vegetable, and the
germinating seedlings might well suggest the name “ hairs of the earth.” It is cultivated
in Morocco, but on a far larger scale in Egypt, and its seeds have a bitter taste k In India
it has also been cultiiated fiom very early times, and “has a history of great antiquity : it

was much valued bv the ancients both as food and medicine. . .it.s seeds beino* considered
carminative, tonic and aphrodisiac. Under the Arabic name of ‘hulbah’ and°the Persian
name ‘ shamlit ’ Mahometan writers describe the plant as hot and dry, aperient, diuretic,
emmenagogue, useful in dropsy, chronic cough, and enlargements of the spleen and liverk’’

Pliny* gives several synonyms, amongst which are the Greek names povKspa^ (under
which Theophrastus mentions it*k and ryVoy, the name used by Dioscoride.s and others*.
Pliny mentions the plant as medicinally useful as a desiccant, emollient and laxatiye. He
states further that it is u.sed internally for the stomach and intestines, for certain female
disorders, for difficult labour, for the liver and for the spleen. Externally it is used as a
plaster for abdominal pains, for various skin diseases, for application to the oenitalia and
for scurf or dandruff. In another place-*, Pliny speaks of the “flour” (farina) prepared from

^ iLLCKIGEH cUitl ITaXBUKY, 173
' Dymock. Warden, nud Hoofer, Phnnaacijgraphw Indka, i, 401 .

* Xatuad History, xsiv, 120. *

'

De Matrna Mrdim. n, 124, ,/. Okibasic-. De SlnipUrihus, ii, Xat. Hist., xxii, 58.
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the crushed seeds as a mild cure for humid ulcers, for dandruff, fi^r pains in the stomach,

the feet, and the breasts. The account of Dioscorides is similar, and further references to

the medicinal value of the plant may be found in the works of various other classical

writers on medicine!

The above-mentioned uses of Fenugreek correspond very closely with those specified in

the medical papvri. I give below a complete list of references to the plant in these texts-.

IXTERXAL.

Purgative, LaX'-itive, a lid Diuretic. 2b, 18(9): 8,G(10): 3,21(12); 4,12(14); 7,5(22);

8, 4C24); 10, 1!)(31), 11,11(34); 23,12(1)0).

Variuui disurder.-i of abdomen and rectinn. 23, 18(91); 24, 10(97)=I12, 14(29). 2-),

10(103); 30, IS (132); 30. 20(133): 31, 1 (134); 31, 2 (130); 31, 4(137); 32,

5 (147); 32, 7 (148); 32, 8 (149); 32, 10 (151); 32, 13 (152); H 2, 11 (20) ;
H 2,

14 (29); B 12, 4 (143, 144); B 12, 5 (145); B 12, 0 (147); B 13, 10(150). 52,

17 (300); 55, 10 (330): 55, 10 (334).

Stomach. 43, 10 (212), 44, 2 (215); 44, 4 (210).

Vermifuge. 22, 0 (75); 22, 9 (77); 22, 13 (80); 22, 14 (81).

To haimh magic. 34, 4 (lOo) = H 3, 7 (30): H 4, 7 (54).

Goughs. 54, 7 (319).

Influence''. H 7, 2 (83).

External.

Emollient for joints or mu.i’cles. 83, 5 (603).

r \\ I (P ^
BlistersU) 74,10(5(7).

ScurfiD. ° 'l/DAe W. 0.5, 2 (440);

^ C1184
I have been unable to find any (other plant which so completely satisfies the recpine-

ments of the case, and I think that we may with great probability, provisionally at least,

equate the “ hairs of the earth with the Fenugreek.

Fenuo-reek is still an official drug, although its principal uses to-day are in veterinary

medicine and as a flavouring element in curry powder.s, etc.-* Throughout the [Middle Ages
',

and in the later Herbals and Dispensatories, the drug is prescribed fur the same purposes

as in the medical papyri of Egypt".

I am indebted to the Director of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, for some useful

references in connection with this plant.

1 E.g. CELsu-i, Ue He JIedi<',i, ii, ZZ-. iv. IS. 12: v. 22. 2: vr, l.s 6, etc. For the u-e of the plant m
As.syrian Medicine, see Campbell Tho.mfbox. Herbal, 3s.

- The references are all to Papvru.s Elier-^, e.xcei)t when they are protised ))y the letteis H and B, which

refer respectively to the Ilearst ,ind Berlin ifedical Papyri. The nuuiliors in brackets are those of the

pirescriptious in tVres/iuski s edition.

3 The di.sease-cau.sing emanation injected into the [latient by “a god or a godde.ss, a dead man or a

dead woman, a male adversary or a female adversary, ' etc. This collocation of words is common in the

^ British PhiiriiUieeiiticijJ Code.', s.v. Fneunm-ijmeri setniaa.

medical and magic, il papyri.

“ Hexslow, iledieul Worki of the Fourti.eidh ttiUurii, .30, 114, 140.

'' E.y. Lesiery, Traite des drogues si/uples, ;3rd ed. Paris, li.33, 68.

31—2
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TWO NOTES ON LAND-31EASUREMENT IN EGYPT

By Sir HEXRY LYONS

With Plate xliii

1. The origin of Greek geometry.

Among the branches of knowledge for which the Greeks acknowledged their indebted-

ness to the Egy[)tians, geometry is especially mentioned both by Herodotus and by Strabo.

The former (ii, 109) says “This king (Ses(jstrih) divided up the land among the Egyptians,

giving an equal square plot to each man
;
Irom this he derived his i-evenue, imposing a rent

to be paid each year. But if the river carried away a portion of any man’s lot. he woulil

come to him and report what had happened. And the king would send men to examine

and to mea.sure by how much the land had been diminished, in order that he might pa}'

only a proportionate amount of rent. And it appears to me that geometry was discovered

in this way, and that it afterwards came over into Greece.’’

Strabo (XVII, 3), on the other hand, attributes the development of geometry to the

annual re-measurement of holdings which had to be made when the water had receded from

the flooded land.

“An exact and minute divi.',ion of the country was roipiired by the frequent confusion

of boundaries occasioned at the time of the rise of the Nile, which takes away, adds, and

alters the various shapes of the bounds, and obliterates other marks by which the property

of one jjerson is distinguished from that of another. It was consequently necessary to

measui'e the land repeatedly. Hence it is said geometry originated here.”

It has been assumed that these are two slightly discrepant accounts of the same opera-

tion, namely the re-determination of property boundaries which had been effaced bv the

annual flood of the Nile.

But in reality each author is describing a difterent kind of re-measurement, and both

kinds are still in operation.

When the whole of the alluvial plain of the Nile Valley was flooded annually, as was

the case up to about a century ago when summer cultivation and perennial irrigation were

first introduced in the delta, the flood water was retained on the land by dykes for about

six weeks until the soil was thoroughly soaked and all the silt in suspension had been de-

posited ; it was then run off into the falling river. As soon as these basin Lands began to

dry, lines were ranged out across them from dyke to dyke by means of signals, or by fires

lit on the dykes, and, from the records which were preserved in each village the width of

each holding was measured out and marked. This is what Strabo refers to, and this pro-

cedure was regularly employed twenty years ago in upper E^ypt, and is so still where basin

irrigation is still practised, in the provinces of Girgah and Kenah.

But the re-mea.surement to which Herodotus refers is of another kind. The sloping face

of the Nile bank down to the w'aters edge at the lowest stage of the river is cultivated in

spring and summer as the river falls, and all this slope from flood level to the low stage

level IS recorded in the land registers as the hod el-geztvah or the “island division” of the
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village lands, and many of the villagers own portions of it. In any year the river in Hood

may diminish the area of this hod by erosion or add to it by depo-ition, s<i that ear-h V' ar

in the summer, when the river is low, these r/eyi' /’(///-lands are re-measured and. acei Ji’dine i o

the total area so found, a share is assigned to each landowner w ho owns land in tlie h'ld el-

geziruh. This share will vary as the hod el-gezlmh is increased or diminished in size, and the

land-ta.v on it is adjusted accordingly for each year Thus it will he sis-n that Herodouis and
Strabo have described correctly tw o types of land-ineasurement w hich were made anil ai-e 'till

made annually, the one for revenue jourposes, and the other to enable lan/lownm-s to recover

their boundaries. Of the two the ri\erain land wmild reguire computation of areas more
frequently than the re-establishmont of the boundaries in ba-'in land, and would be the

more effective as a training in geometrical tisane.

The Greeks have freely admitted that they derived much a'sistance from the Egyptian--

in many branches of science and in technic.d learning, and it is interesting to coimider the

form in which this aid wns given. Piofessor T. E. Feet'*, who rt-cords that the Greeks

looked up to the Egyptians as the originators of their mathematics and more particularlv of

geometry, also lays stress upon the intensely praetical cliaracter of Egyptian matlieinatics-

in which each problem was worked out on its merits, and a general rule or method
applicable to a whole class of them was rarely di.scussed. For the Greeks it was not sutticieiit

to know a fiict, they must know the wliy and the wherefor/.', ami did not re't until thev

were able to give a rational e.xplanation of any jjheiionu.mon.

This difference between the Greek ami tlie Egyptian typi’ of mind seems to tlirow some
light on the nature of the intellectna! debt of Greece to Egypt. It 'Ugge'ts that what
Thales, Pythagoras and others, wlm are recordeil as having lived for several vear' in Egypt
for the purpose of study, found tliere. was m.d so much a coordinated system oiTearniii"’ as

an accumulated mass of observational material relating to mathematics, engineering,

medicine and much else. With this to wmk upon tlie Greek mind, with its genius for

generalisation and inductive reasoning, produced what has come down to us as Greek
science. The Khind Mathematical Papyrus and the Edwin .Smith .Surgical Papvrus are

e.xamples which have survived to show us what they may have used. In the 'ame wav too,

no doubt, the learning of the Eabyloniaiis was utilised, as when T’iiales jin dicted a solar

eclipse from their observations. In this way may lie tlie e.vplanation of the marvellous

achievements of the Greek philosophers, accomplished within the singularly short space of

four centuries.

2. The Groma.

One of the most important instruments of the Roman land snrvevor was the qromii, the

instrument with which he laid out city plui.s. roads, camps and foi’tified settlements, and
also the holdings on cultivated land. It was used by a class of survevors, the ijromijtu'i. w ho
developed an elaborate technique for its use, of which accounts have been preserved to us
in the writings of Hyginus of the first century .VD. and others I The qroinn consisted
essentially of two wooden rods fi.ted at right angles to oiiu another to form a cross (dellu

)

and from the end of each arm a plummet was suspended. When one pair of plumb lines
had been aligned on a mark or along a boundary line, lines at right angles to this could
be set off by means of the other pair of plumb lines.

^ Tht‘ llldi'.ij Math'OiiiitiC'il Popiji'iif, 31 .
- (g,_ rit.^ 10 .

M. C-VXTuR, Die a Aiiniii>:iisi>ri.ii, Leipzig. 1S7,-) ; O.VK. Ijoinii.r Jtihrlmrl,^ lid. l^s^ p
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About twelve years ago Dr. Della Corte, the director of the excavations at Pompeii,

found all the metal parts of a large gronta in a house in the Via Abbondanza, and on them

traces of the wooden portions could be clearly seen on the corroded rnetaP. From this

evidence he was able to reconstruct the original instrument, and a full-size replica of it is

on view in the Science Museum at South Kensington (PI. xliii, fig. 1).

It has been suggested that the groma was introduced into Italy from Greece through

the Etruscans, and that the name is but the Etruscan form of the Greek gnomon.

Kecently a roughly-made instrument of this type, but to be held in the hand instead of

being mounted on a stand, has come to light. It consists (PL xliii, fig. 2) of two pieces of

palm-leaf rib 350 mm. and 370 mm. long respectively, which are tied together at right

angles with a piece of palm fibre cord. The upper rod has a part of the rounded “ keel ” of

the palm rib cut away to form a stop against which the lower rod rests when it is in the

correct position. The plumb line and plummets were missing, but the upper part of each

rod is deeply notched near its ends for the attachment of the plumb lines. The instrunmnt

was evidently made by some landowner or cultivator for his own needs. The precise locality

in which it was found is not known, but it was with a quantity of material of trilling

value which had been brought back by one of the expeditions which went to the Fayyum
to collect papyri of the Graeco-Roman age. Thus, although no mention of the groma has

been found in any of the Fayyum papyri, it is now certain that the instrument was in use

in Egypt in those times.

In the merkhet we have an Egyptian instrument of a somewhat similar type
;
a plummet

and plumb line attached to a horizontal rod and used for setting out a lino or observing

objects with reference to a selected alignment. The development of the groma from the

merkhet, by hanging a plummet from each end of the rod, and then setting two such rods

at right angles, would seem to be a natural improvement, though it may have needed the

initiative of the Greek mind to introduce it, but direct evidence of this is wanting.

^ M. DELLA Corte, Mon. Antuhi R. Acc. clei Lincei, xxviii.
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EECOEDS OF EXTEY AMONG THE EPHEBI

By H. I. BELL

The document numbered 14G in Wilcken’s Chrestoniathie (B.G.U. 1084) is of a peculiar

and indeed, at the time of its appearance, unique form. Recently an exact parallel has

appeared in vol. VII of the series of the Societa Italiana (P.S.I. 777 ). The arrangement of

the two documents is as follows:—First comes a statement of the date at which a person

unnamed was entered among the ephebi. This is followed by a precis of the return of birth

of a named person, obviously the boy whose entry among the ephebi has already been

noted. In direst. 146 (the end of P.S.I. 777 is lost) this is again followed by a sub-

scription of some utticial, certifying that the document has been duly deposited by a named

person, different from the subject of the preceding sections, in his bureau. From the docket

on the verso of Chrest. 146. which reads e’0»;/3eta. Trarpo^ Bew/'o?', it appears that the

depositor (apparently named Hieronymius) was the son of the person whose birth and

ephebate were thus certified.

The e.xact parallelism of form between the two documents suggests that they are not

to be regarded as isolated and more or le.-s accidental cases of the certification of entry

among the ephebi (Wiicken: “ zur Erreichung irgend eines praktischen Zwecke.s ”), but that

such certificates were frequently required and that, consequently, a stereotyped formula was

evolved for them. Since, as we now know from P. Lond. 1912, .53, entry among the ephebi

was the condition of citizenship, at least at Alexandria, it was natural enough that cer-

tificates of entry should be necessary for many purposes, just as, with us, a birth certificate

is often requisite. This hypothesis is strengthened by the appearance of yet another

document of the kind, once again showing a practically identical arrangement. The docu-

ment in question w'as acquired last year as part of a joint purchase, and in the distribution

of the single papyri was as.signed to the I'^niversity of Michigan. As it has not yet, at the

time of writing, been de.spatched to Ann Arbor I am unable to quote an inventory number,

but in my provisional report on the whole collection it was numbered Lot III, no. 132. For

permission to publish it here I am indebted to the kindness of Prof Kelsey and the

authorities of the LTiiversity.

Publication seems advisable not only because the new papyrus furnishes a further

example of the type but also in virtue of several incidental points of interest, dealt wdth in

the notes. It will be noticed that the document, like Chrest. 146 and P.S.I. 777, refers to a

citizen of Alexandria : this is proved by the tribe and dome names. The coincidence can

hardly be accidental ;
w'e are justified in concluding that the type was specifically Alexan-

drian. There is one important difterence between the new pap3-rus and Chrest. 146, in that

it lacks the certificate of deposition. The symbol at the foot may have some connexion with

registration, but certainly the formula seen in Chrest. 146 is lacking. There is however a

docket on the verso similar to that of the Berlin papyrus; P.S.I. 777 has at present no

' Wilckeu : ‘'vor Trarptu ciMoCd ’E<pjj;3€Ui.

'

This i^> confirmed hy the document published below.
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such docket, but it may have disappeared owing to the mutilation of the lower part.

Several obvious blunders in the new papyrus show that it was written very negligent!}'.

[^porjo? €(^7;/3ia? eTOU? rerap-

[tou] AvTOKpaTopo^ Kaicrapo?

[T/Jtoi/ AiXiou 'ABptai’ov

[' Av]tq)i[i'ov ^e/3acTTov Ev <je/3{ovf}

5 —eSaarov Et.’(Te/3 i.p[L']

[rpi^Jr!; Ka'i elKaBi.

[ AzoJ'yez/j;? Ta/ov ^QiaiKotj-

[p./]')? o Kal A/tdaieu?

[eVfSz'] rpuiKovTa eura

lo p tov(tov') yvi'i'i KXj;pa-

[T<]a d>[£]\t7r7rou aart; irair

['re]a-aapaKOVTa Svo

[pejrd Kvpiov d8e\(j)ov

[2<x]pa'7r(’[(o]i'09 'S.MaiKucr-

15 [pio]? lu.eiatjTO'i Kal WXdai-

[e]&)? (TWV TpiClKOVTa

[81/0] uyvid<; 'Apcnvorj<; ’EXeu-

[cr(c](<t? tpapi-evoi avvelvai

[ea]i’To?9k'} dypddxoi, vlov

10 [ Iot’]\(or eviuTTOV ei'09,

[eroujs' erSeKciTOv AvroKpd-

[ropo?] Kaiaapo^ Tp[a]{Q.yov

[hXopfaz'oO St'/3a(TToC]

[iNeou E] 6/3a<TToO ~piTp 'A-

21 [dpiav]ov eK izXayLov IlToXe-

[pafoji; rov TlroXepaiov rov

\_Kal A]p7ro«paTt(t)i-o?.

Versa.

’E(f)rjff€i'a Trarpdfv) [’]]ouX('o!;.

1-2. A.D. 140-141.

•1 . fc. I'cre/3£p[u] : there is no trace of the v, and the edge of the papyrus is in most places

intact, but it is po.ssible that the letter was written very small and has disappeared.

Euo-e/3i9 could be read, the scribe having perhaps misread the abbreviation euo-e/Si'’ : that

the name yas not likel} to be 'ciy familiar to him may be inferred from the rarity of its

occurrence. Foi the month Ee^acrro? Eucre^eiov, obviously so named in honour of Anto-
ninus Pius, cf. B.G.L. 741, .31. Huhjianx {Chrotwlopie, 70) equates it with Epeiph
(June 2.5 Jul} 24), in tthich month Antoninus succeeded to the principate.

10 f KXz;pa[Ti']a ; the p is very doubtful. Prelsioke, Xamenhuch, does not cite this

name, but give.-, several in.stances of the masculine, KX-ppano?.

1 .5 . Phis line is the gieate.-^t puzzle of the document. Ewcrizcco-pto? is obviously a care-

less miswriting (extension of an abbreviation in the register 0 for the genitive” but we
should expect tov kui AxOateo)^ anil what is ? The reading.s are certain, and it
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is conceivable if unlikely that a tribe might receive the name of 'S.wancoajj.to'i with an

additional epithet to distinguish it from the known Susicosmian tribe, but /xiatiTCK; is the

last epithet one would expect in that ca^e. One must conclude there is a corruption but it

is difficult to see how it can have arisen. Is it to be taken as the patron
3
'mic

of Sarapion. misplaced by the careless scribe ^ Sai'apion may have been Cleinatia’s half-

brother. The name Mtacrfv howe\er does not occur in PRElsKtKE'.s Xanieiibuch.

17 f, ’EXeu[cra']£a? (which implies an identification of Arsinoe with Denieter) can

probably be regarded as certain, for though ’EXee[(lep]ia 9 would suit the space erpially well

and a cult of Zeus Eleuthei-ios is well known, the epithet does not appear to have bi'en

shared by Hera, nor can I find that it was applied to any other of the major goddesses. An
identification with the personified 'EXevt^epia (cf. \\p<jivm^<; Xeiicr}q. (Jhrest. 146, 22) is im-

probable in the third century n.c , the period from which tliis street nomenclature dates.

For such names see Archir, vii. 22-24; the present instance, from a certainlv Alexandrian

document, goes to confirm the suggestion there made, that P. Lond. luv. Ao. 2243 was

written at Alexandria. The following are the street names of the type so tar known:

—

(lyvid \\p(Tip6rj<; BacriXeiav (equ.itioll ot Arsinoe with Hera Basileia), nyint) Wpmi’ori^

’EXeiiyuoi’o? (Aphrodite Eleemon), dyvid '
.\paivori<; TeXe/av (Hera Teleia), dyvtd Wpaipbrj^

XaXKioLKov (Athena Chalkiuikos) all from Lund. Inv. 2243; dyvin ’ Xpaivop^; Kapvroc^dpou

(Dcmeter Karpophoros ). P. Tebr. Ill, .SS3 in P. Oxy. xiv, p. 7 ; dyvid \\paif6r]<: NAi/v,

Chrest. 146 and perhaps P.S I. 777.

19. [ea]iiTo??k'i : or pierhaps Jeroio? (•boc).

20. Read tviavTov'. vt, in the cursive hand of the time, can sometimes look very like it,

but it is extraoidinaiy that the .scribe should make such a blunder in a familiar word. At

this point P.S. I. 777, though mutilation makes the reading uncertain, has an obviously

different formula.

21 . A.D. 126- 127 .

22. The reading must be that intended, but the traces, particularly that read as t, are

not easy to reconcile with it.

24. is not used in this context in either of the parallel documents : hence the

space seems to make Neou necessary. Aeos Sebastos = Hathyr (Oct. 28—Nov. 26).

26. The scribe perhaps wrote irpoXe {Ao. The exjilaiiation of this clause is a matter

of dispute. Chrest. 146 has tA irXaylou liroXepaiov rov Wvmri'npov \ the passage is

mutilated in P.kS. 1. 777, but a name ending in ?>t]p,ov seems to have occurred in this

connexion.

28. : the reference of this number is not certain. It is not even beyond doubt that

the character is a zeta at all and not rather a mere .symbol. It has perhaps some connexion

with a subsequent registration or deposition of the document; the hand may well be

different from that of the text.

29. In a larger hand than the text and ot a somew hat different type, but not necessarily

the work of a different scribe.

[Since this article was sent to Press, P. M. Meyer has published (Z. Sai'.-St., XLVi, 1926,

314), from a Berlin papyrus (P. Berk 11053), a further speeimen of this type of document.

It is fragmentary and adds little to our knowledge, hut it is worth noting that it too con-

cerns a citizen of Alexandria, and that it resembles the above document, 1. 15, in insertino-

a word betw een the tribe and deme names ( Ei’duwSiov e<^a/3ov 6 Aral WxOaieir;). This,

however, does not explain peiarjTOi;.]

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xii. 32
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GRAVES OF OXEN IN THE EASTERN DESERT
OF EGYPT

By G. W. MURRAY

AVith Plates xliv and xxxiii, fig. 1

At the foot of the mountain of Er Arih, by a little spring Megwel Er Arib, 22' 34' X.,

35' 16' E., in the AVadi .Shnraf.i el-Sharki, leading to the Shurafa Pass over the Gebel Gerf

range in the Bisharin country is a remarkable cemetery ( PL xliv). It is enclosed by a low

rubble wall, about 25 cm. high, with an entrance at the east, marked by a monolith, now fallen,

6'05 m, in length. In the centre is a platform, about 50 cm. high, formed of about a dozen

irregular compartments with rubble walls, filled in with earth. I cleared out one of these

compartments down to undisturbed earth without finding anything. Three more standing-

stones, now fallen, adorned the eastern face of this platform. (I set these up again to be

photographed, see PI. xxxiii, fig. 1.) The rest of the cemetery is filled with about 300 graves

marked on the surface with little heaps of stones. About 41 more graves occur in a sub-

sidiary cemetery outside the wall to the east. I opened three graves in the main cemetery

and one in the subsidiary cemetery. All contained at a depth of not more than 50-60 cm.

the bones of oxen. There were no potsherds on the site, and only one was found in the filling

of one of the graves. It was of a brown incised ware, resembling C-group (Aliddle Nubian)
pottei-y. The bones, fragile in condition, were fuind in a confused state in the graves, sug-

gesting that the beasts had been cut up before burial, and at intervals among the graves

were large smooth boulders upon which this had perhaps been done. One or two other

standing stones were seen elsewhere in the cemetery. The interesting point is that at the

present day cows hardly occur north of lat. 20', and though perhaps they might exist with

difficulty near Gebel Elba, lat. 22L they could not nowadays be bred either in Gebel Gerf
or in the AA adi Abu Had, a Sudanese tributary of AA’adi ‘Alaki, where mv guide says a

similar cemetery is found, i he cemetery therefore seems to present definite evidence of a

change of climate, which i.s corroborated to some extent elsewhere. BeadnelE considers

there was a lake in Khargah Oasis down to Roman times, while Brooks- has compiled from
historical evidence rainfall curves for Europe and Asia giving (after a minimum 1500 B.C.) a

maximum in S50 B.C, returning to normal in 0.

The burials then, later than C-group, presumably go back to a time when the northern
Bega bad not yet come into po.ssession of the canal, (famels have been supposed to have
been intiofluced by the Persians about .500 B.c

,
and were certainly in use on the trade-routes

of the Eastern Desert in Strabo s time. It was cjuite possibly the possession of the camel
that led later to the invasions of Egypt by the Blemmyes, for in their donkey days the in-

habitants of the Eastern Desert seem to have given little or no trouble to the ancient

Egyptians.

‘ An Egijptum Oassu, lls.

- Discoi-'irp, December 192-5, 47.3.
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The C-group, that is to say the inhabitaDts of Lower Nubia in the time of the Middle

Empire, undoubtedly possessed cows, for horns and heads are common in their cemeteries.

They also set up standing stones : these were found both at Faras^ ami at Dakkah-, and in

the latter case rough outlines of a cow were scratched on two of the stelae. But in

neither place were there definite cow burials, the portions of the animals found being

always associated with human remains.

Cows, however, have been venerated down to quite recent tunes bv the Bega. Plowdeii ’

says of the Habab, a tribe in Northern Eritrea: "In each small village there is kept a cow

of one breed, from generation to generation, on which tlie good fortune <if the entire hei-d

depends. This cow (or there may be two) is milkeil in peculiar vessels, and the milk must

be drunk out of those vessels, as it would be .sacrilege to pour it into anv other ; these are

of earthenware, whilst the other cows are milked into wickerwork vases. Should this

ceremony be omitted or \aried,it is supposed that the cows of the tribe will become dry or

die ; and this, amongst a people who feed, it may be said, on milk, would be equivalent to a

famine.”

That the cow was personified in ancient time'< by the Boga is also e.xtremely iirobable.

Meinhofh after drawing attention to the fact that the so-called masculine gender in

Hamitic languages is really that of persons, while the feminine is that of things, has

the following remarkable [la'-'Uge :

“In Bedauye. sa' denotes ‘cow ’ yet this animal is grammatically masculine, since it

is of such importance in the livelihood of the people that it is reckoned as a person. The

same word is used grammatically as feminine when it means ' meat,' in other words, when

it denotes not a person but a thing.”

The standing stones, like those found by Crowfoot*' at Isa Derheb, of course recall the

Axum obelisks.

' Unicei'Sttii nf Lici'i'jn'nJ. of nod .li-thri'ijolo'ii/, vut, t'.)21, G.j-70, PLite^ ix, x.

- ArnJiaeuloyiocd Svrvtii of yohla, Rtport^ lOOll-lO. 17, Plate 3.7 a, li.

' W. C. Plowpen, TrcV'di o- Ahymi/n^t, London, ISOS. 14 .

Meixhof, Sprar/ii o de)- H'lmiton, 23.

’
J. tv. ( 'howfoot, RAiy. Jouritiil., 1!)11, xxxvii, 730, Plate 534.
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NOTES ON TWO EGYPTIAN KINGS

By BATTISCOMBE GUNX

1. Concerning King Snefru.

Rarely indeed do Egyptian texts give us anv insight into the personalities of the

Pharaohs. Contemporary descriptions of kings are of course quite useless in this respect,

being but formal eulogies de.scriptive rather of a superhuman ideal of royalty than of any

individual occupant of the throne. The records (as well as more concrete evidence) of royal

activities within Egypt usually leave nuieh scope for conjecture as to how much was due

to the king’s own initiative and how much to that of his advisers, or to the mere routine of

state; and similarly, the military reputation which some kings have gained may rest

chiefly upon the qualities of their generals. A few of the royal allocutions to subjects or to

posterity (Sesostris Ill’s Semnah stela the text on the base of Hatshopsut's standing

obelisk at Karnak, Sethos I’s longer Redesiyah in.scription ) are engagingly fresh, the work

of an original mind able to break through the tradition of stringing time-honoured phrases

together; but how di) we know that the putative authors uttered or even inspire<l the

words there ascribed to them ? Even Akheiiaten’s personality is not distinct
;
of the otheis,

only in two or three cases is some trait left on record, such as Piankhy’s hatred of cruelty

to hoises, and ah<^ankh x^notef’s fondness of dogs. That we learn so little, either from

their own times or from their po.sterity, as to what manner of men the Pharaohs were,

accounts partly for the absence of human interest which is a notable feature of Egyptian

political history.

But on the character ot .Snefru, one of the greatest of the oarlv munarchs, it is possible

to say something of interest; for although we have no contemjjorary evidence thereon (his

alleged incest with his daughter may or may not have been the outcome of an idiosyn-

crasy), we obtain, if we look lor them, clear glimpses of the light in which he was regarded

by later generation.s. These indications are given us, not by historical documents, but by
popular narratives which profess to tell us of happenings in Snefru’s time. The following

are the relevant passages;

1. Ihe Prisse Papyrus preserv'es the latter part of a book of wi.se savings which the

vizier of Snefru s predece.ssor is stated to hav'e written down for his children’s benefit—the
sayings being set in a framework of narrative. At the end we are told that King IJuni
died

,
then the Majesty of King Snefru w'as rai.sed up* as beneficent king in the whole

land. The word rendered ‘ beneficent ’ is iiuih, in Ptolemaic times the equivalent of

evep’yeTrj's.

2. The work known as the Prophecie.s of Aeferrehu begins: “Now it happened that

the Majesty of the justified Snefru was beneficent king in the whole land. Here we have

‘ Quite incidentalh, the term “raised up” seems to indicate that Snefru wvas the first of hi>
dynasty.
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the same epithet. In no other case known to me is it applied in this way to a deceased

ruler : it can he no mere conventional honorific.

3. In the Westcar Papyrus it is recijunted how one day Siiet'ru, feeling rather jaded,

refreshed mind and body by an outing on the palace lake. Suddenly one of the twenty

pretty girls who were rowing him about dropped her jewel into the water. The Chief

Magician is hastily summoned, and Snefru, addre.ssing him as ZazamGnekh. nuj hrntlier,"

tells him of the mishap, wdiich is quickly set right by art magic.

4. The Prophecies of Xeferrohu relate that Snefru, again seeking distracti(jn from the

cares of kingship, had his courtiers sumtiioiied, "and his Majesty said to them: ' Couirudes'

.

I have had you summoned that you may seek out for me... one who will tell me some good

matter, choice discourse at hearing which my Majesty may be amused.’
’’

5. The courtiers thereupon ^ing the praises of one Xeferrehii : Snefru send' fir him,

and addresses the stranger thus: “Come now. Neferrehii, hdj friend, tell me s'.iiae good

matter, choice discourse at hearing which my Majesty may be amused.
"

G. Neferrehu then asks wdrether he shall speak of what is haiipeiiing or of what shall

happen. ' And his Majesty said :
‘ h)f w hat shall happen of course ; the [U'eseiit has eiitea-eil

into existence and is being passed by' Then he put forth his hand to a box of writing

requisites, and took out papyru.s ami pen-and-ink case, ami he nerute doivn mhat Xefemeh-i

said."

The first two jiassages ipioted show that Snefru as a ruler was so highly esteemed in

later times that he (and he alone) was normally referred to as the Beneficent King.

I believe the words in italics in the other four pas.'Uges to be intentional touches of literary

characterization, the expression of a definite tradition as to SiudVu’s character. That a

mighty Pharaoh should hail one of his officials as "my brother" (the y« dkhi of niodern

Egypt), his courtiers as "comrades’’ and a stranger as “my friend" is strikingly uncon-

ventional; such words are put into no other king’s mouth. Equally striking is the picture

of a king so little bound by court etiquette that instead of calling in a secretary to take

down memorable utterances he seizes pen and paper and does the work himself, an action

that is again without parallel. I'lu- Pharaoh wdio is made to speak and act thus must have

been remembered as eminently genial and “democratic’’ in his dealings with lower mortals.

And, perhaps, as being fond of pleasure in intervals of public beneficence
;

for it is worthv

of note that in both the tales in w hich he figures he is represented as seeking amusement.

A great king with such a reputation could not but endear himself to posteritv; and

that this is the case we have substantial evidence. Of the cults ot the Old Kingdom rulers,

Snefru’s was alone popular; we can trace it thi'ough history, in mure than one city, down
to Ptolemaic times, when it still fiourished. Ami the number of places called after him, for

many centuries after his death, testifies further to the honour in which he was held.

IIi>w far the traditional estimate of Snefru s character was accurate is a question that

we have no means of deciding; but it is difficult to believe that a conception in some wavs

so divergent from the Egyptian ideal of the god-king can have been quite baseless.

Although popular tradition is not historical evidence, it is the next best thing.

' For the riieaniiig nf the wurd rhv U'-ed here, coiigiare it.-, u.se liy lalidurers and artizius Erm.cx.
Redea, Rnre nad Liedrr, 15, ii, 23 : Seihe. Crl\ iv. 1154. 5, 11 . as the exact equivalent of our "mates."
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2. The Name Tut^ankhamun.

It seems to be assumed without question by Egyptologists, and therefore by the public,

that the name of the Egyptian king who in recent yeai's has achieved world-wide celebrity

means “Living Image of Arnun.” This interpretation is, however, open to serious objection.

We must remember that “ Tut'ankhamim ” is an alteration, in the interests of the

Amunist reaction, from the earlier name “ Tut''ankhaten,” a name reflecting the pre-

dominance of the e.xclusive Aten-worship instituted by Akhenaten. The change, like that

in the name of Tut^ankhaten’s wife, was confined to a single word, the name of the god

Arnun being substituted for that of the god Aten. Thus if “ TutLinkhamun ” means

“Living Image of Aiiivtn,” then “ Tut''ankhaten ” must mean “Living Image of Aten”; of

this there can be no question. But to translate “ Tut^ankhaten ” in this way is to assume

that its bearer had the hardihood, even before he became king (for this was his “personal”

name), to call himself the “living image” of the one Egyptian god who was studiously and

completely shorn of any anthropomorphic as.sociations. Hurely such a name would have

been utterly repugnant to Atenist ideas, as being not only blasphemous but ridiculous.

Although at other times the idea of the King as the living presentment of the solar god is

common enough, in the Aten period such a name, especially if borne by a non-royal person,

as Tut''ankhaten originally was, seems to be aluiost unthinkable.

There is also a grammatical difficulty. If the idea expre.ssed were “Living Image of

Aten,” we should e.xpect Tu't '"nh n] Ttn, with the indirect genitive after the adjective (c/.

Erman, Gmminiitik, 1911, 218 Anm.); compare Gvp n't Itm, “Living Image of Atum,”

Nebti-name of Tuthniosis III; Hhm ntri tn ^prl, “ Divine Form of Khepri,” “Golden-

Horns ” name of Sethos I ; T\h iht nt tinn, “ Glorious Symbol of Arnun,” epithet of

Hatshep.sut (Sethe, CrL, iv, 3.57. 12).

But another interpretation, which not only removes these difficulties, but conforms the

name to a common type, lies near to hand. That the first element of the name, twf, is here

the well-known word for “image” is an unnecessary assumption, and is even unlikely for a

graphic reason mentioned below. There is another word twt, an adjective, which means
something like “pleasing.”' It is found written exactly as in the name of Tut^ankhaten, and

indeed occurs in the latter’s “ Horus-name,” which is Twt-mswt, Tewet-maswet, “ Pleasing

of Birth, i.e., he the birth of whom is pleasing". Taking, then, ttut in “ TuDankhaten ” as

meaning “pleasing,” and rendering the second element, Gih, as “life”' instead of “living,”

we obtain the meaning “ The Life of Aten is Pleasing,” and" the name foils into a well-known
class—-compare the royal names MerLxnkhreL “ The Life of Re'fo Lovely”; Kha^ fonkhre'",
“ The Life of Re” is Resplendent ”

; DedfankhreL “ The Life of Re- is Enduring.”

' For e.xample.s see Gardiner in Proc. Sue. Dibl. Anh.^ 1914, 2;3. The adjective seems to mean
(a) “agreeable,fo'6) “like," from the verb ttet “ to agree, accord with, resemble,” with which “ image,”
“resemblance,” “likeness,” must also of course be connected. Twt{tc) “to assemble” is probably also

related.

2 Amosis I bore this as his “Nebti” name
; and for twt in a Horus-name cf. also Twt-hfii-, “Whose

Acce.ssion i.s Plea.sing” (Tuthmosis IV).

3 It IS also quite possible that GiA, here and in the three other names cited just below, i.s the verb “to
live” in “ lAten lives} is plea.sing,” he., it is pleasing that Aten lives, etc.

;
but this is not the place

to discuss the point, which does not materially afi'ect my contention.
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The interpretation of tai here as the adjective “pleasing” rather than as “image” is

further sup[)orted by the writing of the name. The woi'ds tirt ‘‘ image " and twt
“ pleasing

”

are both normally ^\ritten with the sign
|

after
;
but in the name TutAnkhaten or

TutTinkhamun we regularly find ^ only, as though to indicate that the word for

“image” is not meant, for tui “pleasing” can dispense with the sign
J

(an image) much

more easily than can iwt ''image,” where
J

is an essential word-sign. And in the King's Horus-

name Tu't-nwivt, where twt can only be the adjective, we also find the writing *•

* So also in the Horus-nauie of Tuthiuo^i-, IV, and cf. IMahieTTi:, /innii.ik, .34. d.'). The word perhaps

lo.ses its

J
from graphic assirniLuioii with -‘thou,'' just as the fitter, ou the other hand, i.s frequently

written Eighteenth Dynasty. The two words “image’ and ’‘thou

were perlia]i.s homopihonoii.s Uicftt'’

'

at that time.
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THE SUPPOSED REVOLUTION OF THE HIGH-PRIEST
AMEXHOTPE UNDER RAMESSES IX

By T. eric feet

Nearly thirty years ago Spiegelberg" published a passage in the British Museum
Papyrus 10052 (13. 24) in which occurred a refei'ence to “the war of the high-priest of

Amun.” Quite recently- he has compared this pn.ssage with one in Papyrus Mayer A which

beyond doubt relates to the same incident. In so doing, however, he rejects the translation

of this passage which I gave in my publication of the text-' and adopts a rendering which

makes the high-priest Amenhotpo the author rather than the victim of a revolution. Still

more recently Sethe-* has defended my translation of the crucial phrase, to my mind with

complete success. At the same time I now perceive that none of us has seen the full

meaning of the pas.«age, mainly owing to a stu])id error on my part, and as a correct

rendering throws a little fresh light on this episode in an otherwise dark period it seems

worth while to try to arrive at one.

The clue to the passage lies in the correct realization of what the .speaker is trying to

prove (Pap. Mayer A, 6. 3 tf.). He is a workman called Howtenufer, and he has been

accused by the priest Nesamun son of Pibok tMayer A, 2. 13) of having been, along with

two other men, “ in this place in which the portable chest was.” For the benefit of those

who are not acipiainted with the papyrus it may be added that it deals with damage done

to a portable chest, probably belonging to the high-priest Ramessesnakht5 which had

originally lain in a storehouse in the temple of Medinet Habu.

In 6. 3 Howtenufer makes his defence. The whole point of it seems to be that he was

absent from Thebes at the time when the damage was done, and that, though he may have

been seen afterwards in the storehouse in which the portable chest lay, he was there for

the legitimate purpose of drawing firewood which was stored there. The whole passage

may be translated as follows ;

“ The workman ^owteriviter son ol Amenkhau was next brought. He was given the

oath by the Sovereign not to speak falsehood, and his deposition was heard. He said. The
foreigners'-' came and seized upon the temple while I was in charge of some asses belong-

ing to my father, and Peheti, a foreigner, seized me and took me to Ipip, when Amenhotpe,
who -was chief priest of Araun, had been suppressed si.x months. It so chanced that I

returned after nine whole months ot the suppression of Amenhotpe, who was high priest of

Amun, when this portable chest had already been damaged and set on fire. Now when
order was restored the Prince of the West of Thebes and the scribe of the treasury
Psmennakht and the scribe of the army Kashiiti .said. Let us collect the wood so that the

store-men ma\ not bum it. So they brought in what was left and placed a seal over it,

- Zi ihchr.
f. Hrj. Spr., LVIIl, 47-'-^.

* Zi-dsi:lir. f mj Spr., I.ix, 60-61.
’ see G.vbdixer, Proc. Soc. Dibl. Arch., 1915, 117 ff.

' Rcc. Trav., xix, 91.

' The hSLnjer Papyri A ii,>d B, 1:5.

Juurn-.d, XI, 44.
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and it is intact this day. Xovc as for this place in which the remainder of this portable

chest is the wood for the workmen’s furnace is kept there, and it chanced that I had yone

there to get wood. He said. Let him who accused me be brought. Xosimun the son ot

Pibok was brought. Thev said to him. What have you to .say about these three men whom

you named He replied, See them ge to this place of ! A hat do you mean ' See

them break this seal ! I never saw them break this seal. I said it irom fear.

' Howtentifer was brought back. Thev said to him, \ ou did go to this storehouse. He

replied. What lay in the storehouse was some fire-wood belonging to the divine ottorings. I

having put it there to protect! this seal.'

It will be seen that this translation differs considerably from that gn'eii by .Sethe in the

veiy difficult sentence beginning " He said. The foreigners came and seized upon the

temple,” and some justification ot my rendtuiiig is necess.iry, Ihe original may be

transcribed as follows;

(I)

j
—

(

iCi V ^ —

. Ill J\

The first point to be noted is that the second numeral in line 7 is not a -5 but a !) (for

the form cf. Maver A, 4. 7), a fact which should never have escaped my observation in the

first place! The effect of this change on the sense of the passage is obvious.

Xext, the verbal f.rm from the verb \rt in the same line cannot be

as read by Sethe but only
(j

-"tndy of the scripts of the papyri of

this group has convinced me that in the writing
(| ^

standing foi
[|

the second of the two indefinite signs at the end is always (juite clearly a stroke going

downwards and to the left (in hieratic), while the first may be either the same or may bend

back to the right to f.rm a rough ci a^ in line 8 (U f\
14). Xow in

the form in line 7 the first stroke is a short but clear (2 and the second can be

nothino- but as is clearly shown by comparison ivith the indubitable writings of

(2'.^ in lines 18 and 17. (Moreover fSethe s rendering ’‘als es geschah, dass man .5

I nx £ii

(read 9) (Monate von Tagen gekommen war mit dem sich vergehen gegen Amenhotpe
"

* Meaning very uiicert.un. Peril.ips m nrder t.. ciiji.y the prutectiun .itinrded by thi.' sc.d.' - Or |.

•Joum. of Egypt. Arch. xil. ;33
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involves an idiomatic use of the verb tit, “to come,” for which it would be verv difficult to

find parallels.

In line 6 it seems necessary to take \w i-lr-tw tli' as a subordinate clause in the

Pluperfect Tense, this being the invariable force of hr \-lr-f sdjn in these papyri. Similarly

with regard to iiu ir-ir hhr in line 8 and hr dldl-tir ht in line 9 ; here, however, I am le.ss

confident, for Late Egyptian has .several examples of hr sdm-irf in principal elau.se.s, though

hr sdm-tw-f is regularly subordinate'!

The context, however, seems decisive, for, if we refuse to admit that these two clauses

are subordinate to the main verb l-rr-} Ut and anterior to it in time, Howteiuifer’s defence

breaks down and the elaborate detail of dates which he gives lo.ses all its point. Note, too,

how careful he is to say that he returned after" nine whole months (this is the nuance con-

ve3'ed by “ nine months of days ’
) of the .sujDpression of Amenhotpe. We might justlv havi'

rendered "I oiihj returned alter nine months of the suppression
”

Whether the tran.slation which is given above be correct in every detail or not, a

historical fact of .Some value emerges. Whatever this suppression of the high-priest

Amenhotpe may have been, it continued for at least nine mouths*. The event was of such

importance that it served, not officially, but to workmen and such, as a mean.s of measuring
time. It was accompanied by’ strange events in Egypt, for it was possible fjr l^hr, which
Gardiner has given good reasons for translating as “ foreignersV’ to seize a temple, probably

that of iledinet Habu, and catr\' off men who were pursuing their lawful business there.

Is it pos.sible to fi.x the date of this event ? In 3Ia_ver A, 2. 10 tf we find that Nesamun,
the accu.ser ot Powtenufer, had been brought for examination “ on account of his firther®.”

He is asked to tell the stoiy ot his father’s going (to damage the portable chest) together

with his confederates. He replies “ My father was indeet! there, when I was a little child

;

I have no knowledge of what he did.” Thus he denies all knowledge of the original attack

on the pcu'table che.st. Re-examined after a beating, he accuses l^owtenufer and two others

of ha\ing been in “this place where the portable chest was.” This yiowtenufer dries

not denv, though he doe.s denj" having taken part in the original crime, a charge which,
indeed, Ne.samun never makes: he admits having been in the place where the purtable

chest ^\as, but onl}' after the damage had been done, and for a perfectly legitimate purpose.
The original crime, which from ITowtenufer’s evidence we ma}’ place between the sixth

and the ninth months of the suppression, took place when the witness Nesamun was
“ a little child. ’ At the time of his examination as a witness in Year 1 of the Renewal of

Births, r\hich in part at least coincided with the 19th year of Ramesses IX' Neferkere^,

I haie i]e\er .suppused th here to be a noun as Sethe inwgine.s. 1 used the word “violence" in trans-
lating becau.se these forms cannot be neatly turned in Engli.sh without emplovintr a imun.

The u.se of Iw sdni-w-fm 8 a.s against he sdm-tw-t in 9 is puzzling. Is it in some Wiiy due to the fact

that irt l>v: i.s virtually a compound verb (

Ye seem to need a jirepo.sition before the numeral 9, peril,ips ni ht or even m alone. It is curious
that ill 6 months the numeral follows the noun while in “9 months it precede.s. Both are of course
possible in an espres.sion of time.

^ In Journal, xi, 4.5, note 2, I have rpiestioned the correctness of Sethe’.s assumption that Amenhotpe
“ fell, ’ ;ind the coiiclusioirs lie draws from it.

' See above, p. 254, note 6.

'* In such cases the father is alway.s dead.

See the dating of the dockets on the verso of Pap. Abbott. It has been a.ssiimed, not unreasonably,
that Tear 19 here refers to the .same reign as the dates on the recto.



Nesamun was a priest and no longer ‘-a little child.'’ It is not easy to say how much must

be allowed for this interval, but it nuist be one of several years, hardh- fewer than three

or four. The later years of Xeferkere^ were clearly a time of stress and confusKjii, for

in Year 1.3 took place the great tomb-robberies dealt with in the Abbott and Amherst
papyri as well as those recerded in Papyrus B.IL 100.54 f while in Year 17 occurred the

robberies chronicled in Harris A (Pap. 15.11, 100.53 recto) and certain Turin documentsa

The attack on the portable chest is probably to be placed a little further back than

Year 17, and possibly, but not necessarily, before Year 13.

There are several other references in the papyri of this period to chaotic condition^

which may perhaps be brought into connection with the ‘'suppression of Amenhotpe."

Spiegelberg has rightly seen that the same event is mentioned in Pap. B.M. 100-52, 13 24,

where a witness named Mutemuia .says of a certain man "Xow when the war (.>f the high-

priest of Amtin (/;/ ht'vii it p/ hin-nlr tji’i n Iiiiii) took pjlaro this man stole goods belonging

to my father." Here Sethe has pointed out that the preposition n marks probably an

objective and n<it a subjective genitive, “the war against the high-priest" rather than

“the war made by the high-priest." The suppression of Amenhotpe was tints carried out

with such violence as to merit the name of a •' war.’’

Again in Papi Haver A. 13 b. 2, certain of the thieves are stated to have been killed

“in the war in the Xorthorn District. In the next line, line 3, we read of “ thieves whom
Pinehesi slew.” This in itself may but indicate a case of ordinary murder, but nevertheless

it recalls a passage in Pap. B.H. 10052 (10. 11 ff.) where a woman called Ese, wife of Ker,

is accused of having received stolen silver from her husband. On her denying it she is

asked to explain “how you came to acipiire those slaves which you acquired." Her ex-

planation is not regarded as satisfactory, and one of her slates is produced and asked how he

passed into her employ. He states “ \Yhen Pinehesi destroyed ( h f

)

Hartai the young Xubian

Butehamun aci|uired me. and the X'ubian Peiiteseklu n bought me from him : he gave

2 deben of silver for me (note the price of a shive). X’ow -when he was killed the gardener

Ker bought me for a price.’" X^ow Hartai is the later Cynopolis, capital of the .lackal Xorne,

and had been recently destroyed by a man whose name was Pinehesi “The X’ubian": we

might even take the words, both here and in the Mayer A passage', not as a proper name
but quite literally as “this X’ubian," meaning some famous X'ubian with whom his hearers

would all be acquainted. Ir is notable, too, that after the destruction of the citv the slave

pa.sses successively into the hands of two Xubians, the second of whom meets with a

violent end. Are we to see in this merely some local feud in Egypt, or did an invasion of

Xubians penetrate as far north as the -lackal X'ome ' And does the killing of the .second

Xubian owner Pentesekheu mark the recovery ot the city by Egyptians ? In anv case, is

this the war referred to in the passage quoted above as the war in the X’"orthern District "'"

i

"Whatever be the .solution of these problems, A'libians were not the only foreigners of

whose presence in Egypt about thi.s time we have evidence. We have alreadv seen that

IJowtenufer was carried off by who had seized the temple. The papyrus published by

^ In my note on this p<ipyru;t. in Ju^irn'/l. xi, 1*>4, I ouyht to

on the ver.-'O are the same ;^aiig a'> ui Amher'^t.

" Joui'iK.d^ XI, tl.

fur .1' in lOO.-iii.

have mentioned that the thieves inculpated

' tVhere re.ad perhaps
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Ple3'te and Rossi in their Papyrus de Turin as Plates 152-3 forms part of the remnants still

existing in Turin of the great Diary or Log Book of the Theban necropolis. Here we

read that on certain days of Year 13, probably of Xeferkere'', the necropolis workers did no

work, (3
, “there being no foreigners!” In other similar

’ i 01 I 1,^-0 I ^ 73 li M ” ®

entries we get iw hn instead of he nin. while for “foreigners,’ histlw, we get once ni Idstiw,

“ the foreigners,’’ and twice rbu’, Libyans, Another portion of the Diaiy covering part of

Year 3 of Kheperinaatre^, and published by Chabas and Lieblein, is more explicit, for it

records several times the inability of the staff to work “because of hit) the f)reigners
”

or “because of the Libvan.s, ’ A fragment of the Diaiy, discovered by Dr, Botti,

bearing unfortunately no year date, tells of the presence of foreigners in the town of

(sic) and of their “ going down to the West
"

(of I’hebes) a few days later.

On the verso of the fragment they are definitely called Libvan.s. (jerny also calls my
attention to a fragment of the Diary for Year S of an unnamed king, in which on a certain

day the necropoli.s officials send a despatch to the vizier to tell him that the “ Mesliwesh

are coming to Thebes, ' and ^-et another set of mi.serable fragments bearing no date shows

that this invasion by lleshwesh was treated in the Diaiy in considerable detail. These

alarms certainly covered several \’ears, and seem to bo the earliest forerunners of the

movement which ended in tlie Libyan domination in Egv'pt.

The Log Book for Year 13 contains several reference.s to the failure to provide the

rations of the cemetery workers. Whether this was a commonplace in these Raniesside

times or whether it was due to special causes of the kind which we are endeavouring to

trace it is impossible to say. We are reminded of tlie evidence of Iriniifer the wife of

Pinehesi, who admitted having acquired certain silver by selling corn “in the j’ear of the

hyaenas when men hungered-,” a clear reference te a famine perhaps not wholly due to the

failure of the Xile.

Finally I would call attention to a very curious fact. In the Abbott Papyrins, 4. 15, we
are told that Xebmaare'nakht had been vizier in Year 14 of Xoferkore'. Xow at the time

of the Abbott trial, Year 1(5, not Xebmaare<^nakht but Khaemwese was vizier. Yet in the

dockets on the back of Abbott, which date from “ Year 1 in the Repeating of Births

corresponding to Year 19 ” presumably of Xeferkere’', as also in the still later Mayer A, B.M.

10052 and B.M. 103f53. XebmaareMakht is again vizier. Moreover Khaemwese is no longer

vizier®, for in 10052, 8. 19, a witne.ss says “ I saw the punishment which was inflicted on the

thieves in the time of the vizier Khaemwese,” from which it is clear that at the moment of

speaking Khaemwese had ceased to be vizier. M hy was XebmaareTiakht deposed between
Y"ear 14 and Year 17 and why was he re-appointed afterwards ( Had this anything to do
with the Repeating of Births, obviously a name for a new era, not necessarilj- a new king t

There is a further complication. Pap. Turin P.R, 61 is a portion of the x'ecropolis Diary
for YMar 17 or 18. almost certainly of the reign of Xeferkere"! The last entry is dated
Tear 18, fourth month of summer, dav 20 + x. The previous entries show no \mar date.

' The Maijei- Ptipiti'i -1 B. 4,

® Pap. B.3I. 100d2, 11. 8. Ct. .Si'ieoklbekg, Bind. Mat.. 87.

£\eii if tlieie i\ei-e two \iziers at thi> period only the one, he of bppor Egypt, could be connected
with these Theban affair.''. See Ctardixer, I'nsct'ipttoii at dfe.i, 33, note.s 4 and 5.

^ The ''Cribe of the army Kashuti and the overseer of the treasury Menmarefiiakht, well-knoivn ofticial.'

of the end of XeferkerOCH reign and the beginning of the Repeating of Births, occur in it.
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only month, season and day, and we must either assume that they too belong to Year 18,

or that the passage from Regnal Year 17 to 18 took place between the p(uiullimate dating

(third summer mouth, day 19) and the la^t, the second hypothesis being perhaps the more

probable. On a date in this papyrus which is lost, but which was earlier than the f airth

winter month day 10 + x, figures a mayor of Thebes and vizier lYeimefer. Xow Khaemwese

was still vizier on the 29th day of the first inundation month in 5\'ar 17 on the evidence

of Pap. Turin P.R. 90, 2 . 2
,
and thus between his disappearance and the reappearance of

Nebmaare^'nakht there intervened a vizier \Yennefer. V hat is worse, Wennefer seems to

reappear after Xebmaare<^nakht in the reign of Raniosses XI Menmaare''’. How are all

these choppings and changings to be exjtlained-

i

The above rather disconnected notes will show that we have yet much to learn with

regard to the history of the later Ramessides, ami that there are distinct hopes of further

discoveries from critical examination of the papyri of thr' period, more especially the tomb

robbery group, of w hich I hope to give a complete edition within a very few months, and

the unpublished documents at Turin '.

1 Iicc. Trai\, xm, 173.

- Here is yet another puzzle. Xanie.s of the type Xeljinaare^nakht. ' X’elunaare’^ i.s victorioU',' are

generally fonueil from the name of a reigning king. Tlm^ this man w,is pnohally horn during the reieu of

and named after Xclanaare'^ IlamessOs 1 [, Xow one ot his eolle.igues in Ya\er A .lihI elsewhere w.is the

overseer of the treasury of Pharaoh and overseer of the granary Menmaarefii.dtht. After whom was this

man named 1 Hardly after Seti 1, who had heen dead a century and a half. The only ilenmaare^ known

to us about this period is Ramesses XI who. in our piV'Out arrangement of the duiasty. falls too Lite It

might, however, be worth while to e.xaniiiie cntieally the evidence for putting liiiii so late. As far as 1 can

see it consists of nothing more than the story of the gr.iilu.il encroachments of Hrihor on sculptures i-.f his

in the temple of Khonsu at Kaniak. Is it possible that this story has been misread or at least misplaced '

•' I owe much of the content of thi.s article to eoiTespondence and coiivers.itioii with Hrs. (.'erny and

Botti.
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SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE EGYPTIAN
CALENDARS OF LUCKY AND UNLUCKY DAYS

By warren R. DAWSON

With Plate xlv

At the present day there are many persons who believe the 10th to be the uiiluckiest

day of the month, and Friday the unluckiest of the week. In many place.s, moreover, the

29th of February in Leap Year is believed to be unpropitious. Beliefs in lucky and unlucky

days are verv ancient and have a wide geographical distribution, ami in Egypt we have

evidence that every day in the year was classitied as good or bad, or as partly good and

partly bad. Many days in the year were the anniversaries of variou.s events in the mytho-

logical history of the gods, and thus ac(piired a happy or an uidiappy reputation according

to the nature of the event commemorated.

We need not here go into any detail as to the nomenclature employed in Egyptian

dating, but may merely repeat the well-known fact that the year was dividial into threi'

seasons of four months each. These nn.mths were each i.if thirty days, making 300 in all,

“ the
I

five days over and above the year'” or the Epagomenal Days, were interpolated between

the last day of the old year and the first day of the new, in order to bring the vague civil

year into line with the solar year of 365 days. This equation, of course, Avas not accurate,

for in every fourth year the civil year was almost one day shorter than the solar year,

which in course of time with cumulative error threw all reckoning out of gear. This aspect

of the question, and the steps Avhich Avere taken to correct it, likeAvise do not noAv concern

ns, but Ave Avill merely confine ourselves to the statement that in the year of 365 days each

day had its calendrical name, as Avith us. The three seasons were 5^0, Akhet (Inimda-
' Cl

tion), ct] O, Proet (Spring), and i \a i -.y-w. Q ,
Shomu (Harvest). In dated documents of

A.VvVv\

Pharaonic times the months Avere cited by their numbers, i.e. 1st, 2nd, 3rd, or 4th

month of each respective season. If they had names in ancient times, these names Avere

not used in date.s. Under the Copts and the Greeks the months Avere referred to by their

names. These names AA’ere derived from the principal festivals Avhich fell in each month :

some betray their origin at a glance, e.j. Thoth, Hathyr, Pachons, and most of the others

are scarcely less transparent, e.g. Paophi (Opet), Khoiak {k;-hr-k;), Phamenoth (Amenophis),

Pharmuthi (the haiw-est-goddess Ernutet), Mesore (birthday of ReO, etc.

The first day of the month of Thoth A\-as NeAv Year’s Day, although there is evidence

that the New Year Avas reckoned from other dates at certain periods 1 This. hoAvever, does

not concern us at the moment, and Avhat has been said aboA'e is merely to summarise the

usual nomenclature of the days of the year.

Noav for the Egyptians every day of the year had its significance, and calendars Avere

draAvn up in Avhich each Avas enumerated in turn and described as lucky or unlucky, or as

1 Pgr. 19(11 :
Pup. Legden 346. 2, .0 H pns.dm. - Uardixeb, ZuiUchr. f. ag. Spr., XLill, 136 ff.

and from very early times five e.xtra days, known as the ro
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good or bad. Two such calendars are preserved in papyri in the British Museuiii. The hist

of these is the well-known Papyrus Sallier ^o. , which was long ago the subject of an

interesting brochure by Cliabas, and to whieli we will heieafter ref-r as ,S ‘ The other is

written on the verso of the Budge Papyrus, the recto of which contains the literary text

known as the Precepts of Amenemope- : this will be cited as B. A fragment of a third

calendar of the same type tound at El-Lahun i Kahiin ) was published by (drittillP: cited

as K. In these calendars, for the purpose of designating a dav as good or bad, each date

was labelled with the sign
^

or respectively, the " good " sign being always written in

black ink, and the “bad' sign in red. Iv. uses only the sign for “ liad." but S. usiialh'

replaces this by and sometimes by The former of these is clearlv a corruption of

B. employs only tlie sign f. A day might be entirely good, entirelv liad, or paialv

good and partly bad. For good days the n.itation in K. is simply
J,

for bad and for

mixed days Jcigi (the converse
J

does not occur). In .S. and B. each day is considered as

consisting of three egual parts, and a wholly good day is accordingly lahellei.l
J
J

^
,
and a

wholly bad day ’• A day of wdiich the first two-thirds was good and the evening bad.

was marked
|
^^,and so on. In the accompanying plate, and hencefm-th in this article, the

formulae are oxpre.ssed in English letters: GGG, BBB, GGB, etc.

These three calendars cannot be compared as e<.inal with equal. They belong to widelv

separated periods, K. being of Twelfth Dynasty date, .S. of Nineteenth and B. of Twenty-

first, or even later. The first-named coines from the Fayyum, where it is pos.sible that

considerable differences in the observation of feast-days might have obtained as com])ared

with the corresponding events at Thebes, from whence the two other ilocuiuents hail, even

if they were contemporary in date. Moreover K. is a mere fragmi.'iit, and contain.s one

month only, althougli it has its thirty entries completek .S. is a school-book, and, as might

be expected, the text abounds in lUToi's and coi'ruptioiis. Prosnniably it was originallv

Complete, but in its present state the tiist eighteen <lays ot the month of Thoth are lost

from the beginning, and the last nineteen days of Pachons and the whole ot the months of

Payni, Epiphi and Mesoi’O arc missing from the end as are also the Epagcniienal Davs, if

they were ever included. B. is quite conqilete tor e.ich day of the twelve months, but the

Epagomenal Days are not included. It consists ot twelve columns of consecutive monthlv

dates, each marked with its " good ’’ or ' bad ” nutation, but without any explanatorv text.

S., on the other hand, usually states some mythological evmit connecteil with the date from

‘ Bi-it. ilu.s. 10,184 recto. First published iii lithngrajlnc f.icsiuule in M/. , / /Vy,,/,-*. PF. 144tf.

Repul'lished in C'ollotyi)e in HI rutif P'ljii/n Brit. J///s. . ^nd ser. , PLs. 88 ft'. Chaba.s, Lr ra/,,.,,,/,-,!'/' (A ^

joins fdsles ft nfTiKter^ ('halon-.sur-Suiine, 1870 : reprinted in 0:i/'rr,s dirers/s, ii, lilT-s;)."!.

- Brit. Mils. 10,474 corso. F.ic'siinile m Ho rnlic Poiiyri Brit. ihni. sor. , Pis. 31-32. The rec-to u
publislied in op. clt. (2ud sor. , Pis, 1 ft’.

^ Hieratic Papyri fruni Kalma and (i,iridi, PL 2 .'>.

^ Cf. Papi. SulUer /!', 2 : Pap. Lci/di n 34(i 2, 7 ami 3. 1 : Moi.lkh, I'ldnnijriiphie, ii, Xus, 113 and 320

’ In S. sometime.s ChO’AClLhA “-'i' ChO^^-

" It is not possible to identify the niontli represented by K., as the entries do not correspond with
those of any month in S, or B,
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which the day derives its good or bad character. Besides this, there is often an injunction
as to procedure on the day, such as

:

go not forth from thy house on this day,” “ do no
work on this day,” or ' burn no incense on this day ”

: and sometimes a forecast of the fate

of those whose birthday falls upon that date :
“ whoever is born on this day will die of old

age, or “whoever is born on this day will die of plague,” etc. From the nature of the
context the character of the day is usually apparent, and by this means we are often

enabled to correct the palpable errors of the scribe, who. for instance, sometimes writes
GGG against a date, which, from its text, is clearly a verj' bad one, or even omits the
notation altogetherf From what remains of the context we can often restore, in damaged
passages, the notation of the days which are lost in lacunae, and from the sizes of lacunae
themselves we can often restore the notation with confidence.

In the accompanying Plate xlv, the contents of the three calendars are .set out in tabular
foim to facilitate corapari.son. In the ca.se of B. the actual notation as stated in the papyrus
is given in every instance (a few orthographic corrections are noted at the foot of the plate);
but as legaids S, I have emended a number of entries where the context or other indica-
tions seems to demand such alteration. By thi.s means the two calendars are brought into
closer harmony, and they do not difter so widely as would appear at first sight from a com-
parison of the manuscripts thenrselvcs. For the dates whose entries, after everv legitimate
emendatiirn has been tirade, wholly or partly disagree, no explanation can be given, since
B. has rro explanatory text to account for the classification. Having in irrind the nature of
the two documents, one naturally feels more confidence in B. than in S.. but until another
complete caleirclar is discovered, the claims of neither can be vindicated. The entries in S.
which I have emended are marked in the plate with a dot, and are as follows:

Ihoth 20, 22, 2.3. Written GGG, but BBB evidently or probably required by the
context.

Paophr 4. Last sign lost in lacuna, which is, however, too large for G.
Paophi 1.5. C habas reads the first sign as B. Restoration to G seems certain, and is

consistent with context.

Paophi 20. W ritten BBB, but there is nothing in the text to warrant it.

Paophi 26. WTitten GGG, but prohibition of work, etc., in the text calls for BBB.
Paophi 29. Lost in lacuna, but lacuna not big enough for BBB.
Hathyr 6. ^ot stated, but GGG required by context.
Hathyr 12 and 13. Lost in lacunae : the debris of the text seems to require G rather

than B.

Hathyr 18. W ritten GGG, but context better suits BBB.
Hathyr 22. Not stated, but GGG required by context.
Hathyr 29. GGG should apparently be read in the Budge calendar, see note 2 on plate.
Ipoiak 19. Written GBB, but as the G is in red, BBB evidently meant.
Khoiak 25. The whole entry for this day has been omitted by the scribe.
Tybi 26. Written BBB, but context suits GBB.
Mechir 12. Not stated, but GGG required by context.
Mechir 29. WTitten BBG, but context requires BBB.
Phamenoth 17. W ritten GGG, but context better suits BBB.
Pharmuthi o and 6. Perhaps these two entries have been transposed, but I have not

^9- HRtliyr (i and :^2 ;iud Mechir 12.
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Pharmnthi 9. Written BBB, but context suits GGB.
Pharmuthi 23. Vritten BBG, but there is nothing in the text to justify the BB.
Pharinuthi 30. Lost, but context requires GGG.
Pachons 2. Almost entirely lost in lacuna, but such tiny traces as remain appear to

be written in red.

iSow B. and S. correspond for a period of 233 days, from which wo must deduct two
days, because in S. Thoth 21 is entirely lo.st, and Khoiak 2-5 was carelessly omitted by the

scribe: the calendars are therefore comparable for a period of 231 d.yvs. If the above

specified emendations are admitted, thi.s comparison gives the following results:

In complete agreement 176 days, or 76 per cent.‘

In partial agreement 26 „ 11

In complete disagreement 29 ” Jp
231 100

Taking B. as the basis, because complete, out of the three hundred and sixty days

tabulated, the following are the proportions of good and bad days in the year

;

Entirely good days 190 01 53 per cent.

Entirely bad days 132 , 36

Mixed days 3S „ 11 „

360 100

The Epagotnenal Days, as we know from other evidence, were all bad days, and were

fraught with such manifold dangers that special incantations were deviseil for protection

on those days, and upon them no work was to be done-. Therefore, out of the total of the

365 days of the year, bad elements entered wholly or p:irtly into no fewer than 175, or nearly

half the total. It will be observed that the first da\ of every month in all three of the

calenclar-s was GGG, and likewise the last, except in the month of Meehir.

The following table gives an analysis of the proportions of good, bad and mixed days in

the calendar B.

:

Month Good Bad Mixed

Thoth 14 9 7

Paophi 16 10 4

Hathyr 21 7 2

Khoiak 14 13 3

Tybi 1-5 7 8

Meehir 14 7 9

Pharaenoth 1.5 15 0

Pharmuthi 13 15 2

Pachons 15 14 1

Payni 17 12 1

Epiphi 17 13 0

Mesore 19 10 1

* These percentages are taken to the neare.st unit, and disregard decimal point.s.

^ Pap. Leyden 346, A calendar of the day.s thomselve.s, somewhat analogous to the entries in S., isr ^ ' -
^

- ill O., IS

interpolated into the magical text, -2. 7—3. 2. Some of the days are marked with the sign but all of
them are “bad.”

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xil. 34
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It is not within the scope of this article to enquire into the mythological or other

circumstances which gave the days their lucky or unlucky character, nor to seek evidence

as to whether the injunctions specified in the Sallier calendar were put into actual practice

or noth I have merely aimed at tabulating the contents of the existing calendars as a

necessary piece of preliminary “ spade-\vork ” to a fuller study of them.

1 As a rough and ready te.st, I selected all the days with regard to which S. has the entry ‘‘do no work

upon this day,” and attempted to apply them to the Papirrus Chahas-Litblein at Turin, which is a diary

recording the days upon which the workmen of the Thehan Xeeropolis were I’espectively idle or at work.

Unfortunately, howevei", the entries for nearly all tho.se days wei-e either mi.ssing or de.stroyed in the Turin

papyrus. A great deal of material exists, however, at Turin and elsewhere, for a fuller enquiry into the

subject.
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TWO OFFICIAL LETTEES OF THE AEAB PERIOD

Bv H. I. BELL

With Plate xlvi

The t^?o letters published below have no mutual connexion. One comes from Thebes,

the other from Aphrodito, one was written by a local official, the other by the Governor of

Egypt, one is at New York, the other in the British Mu-eum, one has only recently been

acquired and is still unpublished, the other was in part acquired and published years ago.

The only justification for uniting them here is that they both belong to the Arab period;

and since one is from the Governor, the other from a provincial official, they illustrate well

the administrative machinery of Arab Egypt. Even formally they furnish a useful contrast,

the Governor’s letter being written in one style of hand, that of the local official in another.

This difference of style is not due to the difference of origin, for we know from the

Aphrodito papyri of P. Lond. iv that both styles were used in the same chancery, though for

different purposes. The Governor’s letters to the pagarchs (and doubtless to other Greek

officials) were written in the sloping, current style of hand derived immediately from the

script of late Byzantine letters, a style which affected long down- and up-strokes and

carried the linking of letters to the utmost possible extent. Five specimens of this style,

as seen in the letters of the Arab Governor Kurrah, will be found in plates 96-100 in the

Atlas of Facsimiles published with Vol. iii of Gree/r Papi/ri in the British Museiun. Earlier

stages of the same style are exemplified in fac.'^imilcs 38 (11. 1, 2) and 39 (11. 1—1) of

Sir E. Maunde Thompson's Introduction to Greek and Latin Palaeographij. On the other

hand in the demand-notes (ivTuyia) addressed, in Arabic and Greek, by the Governor to

single villages or hamlets the Greek portion, which regularly followed the Arabic, was

written in a hand of a quite different type. This was of the “minuscule” form familiar in

vellum MSS. of the ninth and tenth centuries, though it is probably not to be regarded as

the direct ancestor of the book hand (see T. W. Allen, XL, 1-12). Specimens may
be seen in plates vi-viii of 0. H. Becker’.s Pup’jri Schott-Reinhardt, i, and in facsimiles dl

and 42 of Thompson's Palaeography •, a rather later example, in a more elaborate style and

from the Imperial Chancery, is the papyrus letter frj Pepin le Bref of which a specimen

was given in Thompson’s earlier Handbook of Greek and Latin Palaeography (2nd ed.,

1894, -p. 144).

The second style of hand (which it will be convenient to call “ minuscule,” while we may
term the other “current ”) was universally used in accounts, both by the local authorities

and in the Governor’s chancery. Thus the Aphrodito accounts in P. Lond. iv are all

written in some variety of the type. A very fine specimen is that seen in fitesimile 41 in

Thompson’s Palaeography, while in other accounts the hand is less careful and more
irregular. That the same style was employed in the Governor’s chancery is a certain

inference from the fact that the schedules not infrequently annexed to letters, like that

published below (No. 2), are invariably written in minuscule hand, contrasting sharply

with the current hand of the letters themselves.

34—2
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It is this, the minuscule, type of hand which is employed in letter Xo. 1 below, which

is from a local official, probably the Duke of the Thebaid. Lest it should be thought that

its use here, rather than the current hand, is due to the difference of origin, it may be

pointed out that in P. Lond. 32 = WiLCKEN", direst. 24 (Thompsox, Palaeography, facs. 42),

which, though the beginning is lost, was certainly from the Governor rather than from any

subordinate official, the same style of hand was employed.

From these facts we may infer, for letters, the following rule, which, though not certain,

is highly probable : Official letters addressed to single officials and not intended for publica-

tion were written in the current hand ; official letters addressed tti a multiplicity of persons

and intended or adapted for public exhibition were written in the minuscule hand. The

demand-notes, which furnished the local officials with their authority for levying taxes,

were obviously of this latter type. The same remark applies to Xo. 1 below, which was

addressed to all the inhabitants of Kaukoi and, since it was their security against molesta-

tion, was of a public character. Finally, direst. 24, though, as I have said, it has lost the

beffinnino' wdth the address, was certainlv intended for general exhibition, since it reijuircs

all the “servants of the Emir el-lUii’niinin ” to assist in the search for certain fugitives.

In concluding this general introduction I should like to express my indebtedness to

Mr. Crum and Mr. Fulton fi.r help with the Arabic names ; to the former also for informa-

tion regarding the Coptic papyri found with Xo. 1 and to the latter for reading the Arabic

portion of the protocol attached to that papyrus.

1. A FIRMAX FROM THE DUKE OF THE THEBAID

(P. Metr. Mus. Accession Xo. 24. 2. 4. 17 Oct. a.d. 697 or 712. Plate .xlvi.)

A few years ago Mr. Lythgoe acquired for the Meiropolitan Museum of Art, Xew \ork,

a very fine collection of Coptic rolls found at Thebes. Included among them was a

practically perfect Greek letter, with the protocol still attached to the upper part of it and

the seal in position at the foot. Both its unusually fine state of preservation and its con-

tents attracted my attention when the collection was deposited temporarily at the British

Museum, and in response to a request the authorities of the Metropolitan Museum very

generously gave me permission to publish it wherever and in whatever form I pleased.

They were further kind enough, after the papyri had arrived in Xew York, to send me two

excellent photographs, one of the whole papyrus, which is here reproduced, the other, on a

larger scale, of the letter itself Xeither gives the actual size of the document, which is too

big for convenient reproduction on the original scale.

Mr. Crum has sent me the following note on the collection, which he examined on its

first arrival in England; “I assume that rot? KUToiKovai Koii/coi? in your text is meant to

translate the name -nKcAioA (var. -nKoV.VwlX), ‘the Cup,’ which is the designation of a

monastery occurring several times in the Jeme texts. This monastery of nKeAwA was that

of Abba Paul, ‘ the great anchorite,’ though who he was cannot be said (see Kopt. Rechtsiirk.

no. 106, 1. 69). In another of the Metr. Museum papyri (24. 2. 6), which is written by the

best known of Jeme notaries, Aristophanes son of John, and therefore dates circa 735, three

monks are to be sent north to sell their basket-work in the Fayyum. They are in the text

called ‘ these monks of the kohAidA of Apa Paul, in the hill of Jeme,’ svhile in the Greek

descriptions of them at the bottom each has, after his name, the word /cavKov, which I take

again to be the attempt to translate kotiAoA. See H. E. WiXLOCK and W. E. Ckum,
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Monastery of EpipJianhts, Pt. I, p. 112 ; in an Addendum on p. xxvi of the same volume it is

suggested that instead of Kulak as the name of a monasterv near Kamiilah (X. of Thehes),

as recorded on p. 113, note, one should possibly read Kukah and c(|uatc this with the

Greek kcloko'^. Ivamulah is probably not too tar north, on the west bank, to be included in

‘the hill of Jeme,’ a rather vague term for the western mountain thereabouts, ilr. Crum

adds that the verso of the present letter (which I have not seen) has the single woid

g^irABttiRon. This I take to stand for 'KWrjviKov and to reter to the fact that the letter is

in Greek (see note on 1. 21 f.).

There can be no doubt that Mr. Crum is right in taking Kaii/coiyas a translation of the

Coptic name, since kuokt], KavKa or KavKos (all three forms occur) is a well-attested

Byzantine word for “ cup,” with a diminutive KavKiov. I do not know the locality, but a

natural explanation of the name is that the monastery was situated in a cup-shaped hollow

of the mountain.

The letter is dated, as usual in the Arab period, by the indiction only and could not

therefore be definitel}’ placed without further evidence. Help in identifying the indiction

period is given bv the protocol at the top, which bears the name of Abd el- Aziz b. IMaiwan,

and a date doubtfully read as the eighth indiction (694-5). The letter itself was written in

Phaophi of the eleventh indiction, and ‘Abd el-‘Aziz ceased (by death) to be Governor in 705.

Even if the date in the protocol is wrongly re, id as y (S) there seems to be only one letter,

so that a numeral higher than 9 is improbable; and it was not usual to keep papjius

unused as long as till the eleventh year of the next indiction period (<12-3). Hence the

obvious date for the letter seems to be 697. This is at first sight supported b\ the name

of the official from whom it came, ’Aria? urn? PoeSou, a well-known person, fir whom see

A. Grohmanx, Corp. Pap. Paineri, m. Series Arabica, i, 2, p. 58, where a papyrus of G98-9

(P.E.R.F. 587) naming $\(aoiiio>') [’A]ri[a 9 evKXeiiaraTos) is cited. This papyrus,

dated in the twelfth indiction, refers to ‘Abd el-‘Aziz as Governor, so that the date is

assured. Other occurrences of Fla\ius Atias are noted in the eighth (694-5 ? not 695-6 as

Grohmann) and eleventh (697-8?) indictions. In 694-5 (’) he was a pagarch but by

698-9 (?), as the document cited above shows, he had become Soiif, i.e. Duke, while in

another he appears as 'Avtav uyipct. In the present letter he contiims a hiinan of (DvoetO

TOO TTore SioiKyaavToc rrjv avco and we may therefore take it that he was either the

superior or the successor of that person-. The context and the reference to OvoeiO as

forjiierly administrator ot the Hpper Country make the second supposition b\ tar the

more probable. The Upper Country is presumably the Thebaid
;
and we may therefore infer

that Atias was Duke of the Thebaid. The name was identified by Karabacek with

v>j AJaft, i.e. ‘Atiyyah b. Ju'aid. The Aphrodito papyri of P. Bond, iv and others

cited on p. xix of that volume mention the eparchies of xArcadia and the Thebaid, and since

the title Dux occurs not infrecjuently it is natural to suppose that it w-as held, as in late

Byzantine times, by the governor of the eparchy with which it is associated, though it does

not follow- that the functions of the Duke were the same or his pow-ers as extensive as those

of his Byzantine predecessor ;
indeed this is clearly ruled out by the fact that the Governor

' The reading is, however, not beyond doubt; for Wessely, Wiener Studien, xxiv, 127, cites the title

4*X(ooLitci)) TiV(a ei'fcX. dovKi ^ApKcidtus kcil QTj^^aidos foi the j ear 699. I see no leason why- iliX. Ti(ro? should not

be read in P.E.R.F. 587.

2 Grohmaxx (p. 59) questions the identity of the (fA anas vi” yoeSov noted by Karabacek in a reference

which he cites with the 'Arias of his other references, but the present letter makes it practically certain.
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at Fustat corresponded directly with the pagarchs. In my introduction to P. Lond. iv

I therefore took the view that the eparchies were still for some purposes administrative

units, with a Dux or Duke at the head of each. This view has been questioned by

WiLCKEX (Grund'uge, p. 232) and, less definitely, by Steixwextek {Sfndien z. Pal. u. Pap.,

XIX, 7 f.), who are inclined (Wileken decidedly and Steinwenter by implication) to regard

the eparchies as merely geographical expressions and think that the title Dux was at times

honorific onlyh I cannot, in view of the evidence, accept this view. In P. Lond. 1412,

16-221 jMssim, we find taxes conveyed to the Treasury by a notary of the most illustrious

Duke,” the Duke being unnamed. Were the title honorific it would surely be the personal

name, not the title, which would be mentioned. In the same account are frequent reterences

to a pre-pai’inent of tax moneys by the Duke (again unnamed). In Lond. 1444, 20

a “soldier of the Duke” is mentioned. In Lond. 1.332, 1333 (a.d. 708), where Basilius the

pagarch of Aphrodito is ordered to send certain men to “ the commissioners fur the

fugitives,” a schedule added at the foot of the letter gives the names of the commissioners

as follows:—Salamah b. Yukhamir for Arcadia, Shiiraih b, el-Wasil for the Thebaid,

‘Abd Alliili b. IShuraih for the \ipnov, i e. probably the Nubian frontier. Now in Loud.

1433 (a.d. 706-7) there appears under date Pachon 7 a charge for supplies for duoKlrai- ot

Shuraih b. el-Wasil. No title is given, but in 1440, 6 {circa 700) is a charge for the wages

of seven couriers “of the Duke Shuraih b. el-Wasil in charge of the... t’ The wor<l SovKiof)

is imperfect, but is supported by a Coptic papyrus in the volume, 1521 (A.D. 709), where

(1. 10 f.) reference is made to “Szourae son of Al-Ouasel, the .Saracen, set over (iTriKeipevo';)

the Thebaid {Qrj/3ai^).” This is in connection with fugitives, so that it is possible to take

iTTiKeipero^ as meaning merely that Shuraih was the C(.)mmissioner responsible for the

Thebaid, but the evidence of 1440 favours the normal interpretation of the word as =

“governor of.” Probably therefore the persons mentioned in 1332, 1333 are to be regarded

as the regular governors of the provinces named, who had been delegated by Kurrah to

deal with the question of the fugitives.

Again, in B.G.F. 750 (undated) we have a document of surety addressed to the Duke
of Arcadia

;
in Crum and Steixddrff, Koptinche Rechtsurkunden uus Djcme, 10, a dispute at

Jeme is referred to the Duke at Antinoe, the old capital of the Thebaid and the official

residence of the Byzantine Duke-*; in a papyrus quoted but not published bv Wes.sely

{Wiener Studien, xxiv, 127) is mentioned a Duke of Arcadia and the Thebaid
;
in P. klein.

Form. 1314 and the Kaixer Fuhrer (P.E.R.F.), nos. 586, .587 and 588 our ‘Atiyyah issues

demand-notes for taxes in the Fayyum. and finally, in the pre.sent document, he gives a

firman of protection to the monastery at Jeme.

* Steinwenter aJmit.s some administrative functions for the Duke, .'uij tVileken leaves this question

open. That the title may sometimes have been honorific is pos.sible enough, though 1 do not .see that there

is any certain evidence for this. [For Leont. Xeapol. ed. Golzer, p. 62, see my note in P, Lond. iv, p. xix-,

G. M.iSPERO, Org. miUtaire, 88*. I agree with Ma.spero that this instance cannot bo taken as evidence.

And in any case we have no right, on .such a point, to argue from Byz.mtine to Arab practice.]
'•* The word is of doubtful meaning, perhaps Ar. a subordinate official, or, less likely, hamnud, a

porter.

r[ov Soyjy/ vr A\oua[a-aX] 7S>« e[. The letters on and € are \ery doubtful
;
ri e[7;,3aiSof

is not absolutely excluded, but seems unlikely. On the other hand a re-examination of the papyrus con-
vinces me that 8oi)]k / is right.

* It appears from Steixwexier, op. cit., S'*, that in P. Lond. iv, p. xix, I misunderstood (or Stern
mistranslated) the wording of this document, but the error does not atiect the evidence of the te-xt as

regards the Duke’s legal functions.
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We thus have to account for the facts (1) that Dukes continued to exercise official

functions, mainly but not entirely financial (2) that though the title was most often em-
ployed absolutely it is also found conjoined with a name or names familiar in Byzantine

times as those of eparchies governed by Duke«. I do not see how this evidence can be

interpreted except as implying that the eparchies, in some form or other, still existed, and

that they were governed bv officials beating the title of Duke.

There are indeed some difficulties, which must be frankly admitted. In P.E.R.F. 58G

(22 Dec. 694 [not 69-5 as FuJirer] ?) FI. Atias appears as pagarch of the Arsinoite nome
and, to judge from the description, was not yet described as Dux. In the present letter

(17 Oct. 697 ?) he is apparently Duke of the Thebaid. In P. klein. Form. Bill (697-8 ’),

where he is described merely as Duke, he issues a document relating to taxe.s, apparently

in the Fav3’um
; cf. also P. klein. Form. 1186 (12th indiction, 699—700?), where he also

appears merely as Duke, in a documimt concerning land in the Heracleopolite nome. In

P.E.R.F. .587 (20 Aug. 699 () a decree of ‘Abd el-‘Aziz is announced ‘' durch den arsinoit-

ischen Pagarchen Flavius Atias ''
; and finalh’, in the papyrus cited b\' WesseA, FI. Titus

occurs as Duke of Arcadia and the Thebaid in 699 (no month mentioned).

On the Lee of it this evidence does suggest that Atias. after being Duke of the Thebaid,

had become once more pagarch of the Fayyum with the honorary title of Sov^; but it is

not so strong as it looks. In the first place we do not. know the exact date of the Wiener

Stndien papyrus. Even if the indiction is rightly identified it may lall after 20 Aug. 699,

the latest certain date on which, by Wessely’s dating, Atias occurs as Duke. In that case

Atias may have been succeeded by Titus between 20 Aug. and the end of the year. But

further, it has already been pointed out (p. 267) that the reading in P.E.R.F. 587 is not

beyond doubt. It seems at least possible that the true reading is <I>\. Tt' to? evK\e{ecrraTO(;)

Bo]v^. In that case, the apparent occurrence of two difterent men as Duke of the Thebaid

in the same year falls to the ground, and, what is more, the whole series of dates for Atias

is invalidated. We shall see presently that other considerations rather favour a later date

for him.

In the second place, though the Fi'hrer describes Atias as ‘‘ den arsinoitischen

Pagarchen,” in the passage quoted by Grohmami from the papyrus he i^ called merely

Duke. It looks as if the description in the Fohrer were an inference from the fact that he

occurs in the 7th indiction (P.E.R.F. 586) as pagarcli. Since then he had become Duke.

The only serious argument in favour of the supposition that an acting pagarch who had

once been Duke retained the title as an honorary one is the fact that Atias, after becoming

Duke of the Thebaid, continued to issue orders in the Favyum and the Heracleopolite

nome, which were never part of the Byzantine Ihebaid. But (1) he may have retained his

pagarchy in addition to his governorship of the Thebaid, or (2), since Titus was Duke of

both Arcadia and the Thebaid, Atias may also have combined both governorships.

There is a further difficulty in the tact that the papyri published in P. Lond. iv reveal

a dual division of Egypt, which it is hard to reconcile with that into eparchies, if the latter

were more than geographical. In P. Lond. 1447 we find requisitions for the notaries

“appointed for the requisitions of the Lower Coiintiy ’ (/cartB others for those

appointed for the Upper Countiy; and thi.s is borne out by several pas.sages in Severus’s

History of the Patriarchs, for which see P. Lond. iv, p. xxi. Now in the present letter, as

we have seen, OvoetO is described as rod iroTe ?>ioiKi]<javro<; Tt]v di-w ;^capar. Since Ativvah,

' See \vh.\t was slid as tu the reaJiiiy, above, p. 207.
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who was Duke, was apparently his successor, he was presumabl}^ Duke of the Thebaid.

Hence the Thebaid and the “ Upper Country ” should be one and the same
;
and conse-

quently “Peter, governor of Upper Egypt,” who occurs in Severus (ed. Evetts, Putr. Or.

y, 52), was a later Duke of the Thebaid. But in Byzantine times there were several eparchies,

not two only, Upper and Lower Egypt.

The explanation may be, since a Duke of Arcadia and the Thebaid occurs (see above),

that at certain periods these two eparchies were combined in a single hand, forming the

Upper Countr}', while the other two, Aegyptus and Augustamnicah were also, permanently

or on occasion, placed under a single governor, and were then known as the Lower Country.

This is on the whole the most satisfactory explanation, but there is also another possibility.

In Lond. 1332, 1333, as we have seen, three commissioners are named, for Arcadia, the

Thebaid, and to \l/j.itov
;
and one of them, Shuraih b. ol-Wilsil, for the Thebaid, is shown

by other evidence to have been Duke. It is a natural inference that Salamah b. Yukhamir,

named fur Arcadia, was also Duke'k The omission to mention the Delta may be due to the

fact that the trouble which was the subject of the ordinance did ni)t extend to that part of

Egypt, but it is certainly more natural to suppose that the whole country was included.

If so, it may be inferred that Arcadia was equivalent to the Delta /caTo) x^pa), the

Thebaid to the rest of Egypt (>) ava x'^pa), in which case, though the eparchy-names

survived, their application was different. Against this hypothesis may however be set the

union of Arcadia and the Thebaid in the hands of one official which seems very improbable

if the two together made up the whole of Egypt, except perhaps during a temporary

vacancy.

It will be seen that the question is still beset with difficulties
;
but at least the general

conclusion seems to emerge that the Duke was a regular official with definite functions, and

that his administrative sphere corresponded with a geographical division bearing the name
of a Byzantine eparchy, oi' with two such spheres in combination.

The functions of the Duke, though obscure in detail, were largely financial, though that

may be due merely to the fact that the raising of taxes was, to the Arabs as to their pre-

decessors, a large portion of an official’s duties. They were certainly not limited to finance,

since Kopt. Rechtsurk. 10 shows the Duke to have had some sort of jurisdiction in civil

cases, while in Lond. 1332, 1333 he was charged with a commission in the affairs of the

fugitives and in the present document grants a firman of protection. The scope of his

financial functions is not easy to determine. Leaving out of consideration the Aphrodito

accounts in P. Lond. iv, where his notaries convey taxes from the pagarchy to the Treasury

at Fustat and he himself makes advance payments for e.xpenses at Babylon, we have the

following clear instances of his activity In P. klein. Form. 1186 he notifies an individual

cultivator of the amount of land which he is under obligation to sow. In P. klein. Form.
1314 he notifies an individual tax-payer of the amount of his tax-quota. In P.E.R.F. 587
he makes known to the inhabitants of a hamlet a decree of the Governor ordering them to

deliver corn to an Arab military detachment. In P.E.R.F. 588 he announces the amount of

arrears in the tax-payments. If we leave out of account the last two documents, which are

probably exceptional, the other two suggest that the Duke had the duty of notifying tax-

1 For the history of the Byzantine eparchies see M. Gelzer, Stiidiea zur hyz. Verw. Agyptens, 2-36. A
handy table on p. 36.

The \ifxiToi> was in an exceptional po.sition, so that there is no need to take the commissioner for that
district as Duke.
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and cultivation-quotas to individuals, as the Governor tu the hamlets and villages (see below,
intr. to Xo. 2). The centralization inqilied would be so excessive and, apjiarentlv, so im-
practicable that the interence must be doubted. PossibU' there were in the cases noted
exceptional circumstances which called for the action of the Duke rather than of the local

officials; or again, ‘Atiyyah, who is the Duke concerned, niav here have been acting as

pagarch ot the Fayyuin, though he doC's not so describe himself; but in view of the extra-

ordinary centralization involved in the sending of the village demand-notes from Fustat, it

is perhaps not wholly impossible that the individual demand-notes should be issued, not

perhaps actually from the (jffice of the Duke but at least in his name.

Something must be said as to the name of ‘Atiyyah’s predecessor Ovoeid. Mr. Crum
suggests Wia'id, as the xCrabic equivalent. My own objection to this, that o can hardly

be used for Ar. iC, is inapplicable, since, as Mr. Crum informs me, at Thebes the sounds o

and u sometimes interchanged in Co];>tic and so, presumably, in the local Arabic
;
but

Mr. Fulton further objects to 6 as representing Ar. cL Whether instances can be produced
I do not know; certainly in P. Loud. 1362, G; 1378, 7, Ai'SaXa= Handalah,^ is represented by 8.

Further. WiTid, for which Mr. Crum refers to Buockelm.vxx’.s Arab. Litenitargench. ii. .")S6,

seems to be a title or nickname, not a personal name. Mr. Fulton him.self favours =

Ghuwaith, for which name see Kitdb el-Afjhdni, xix, 1G3, Tabari, Amwles, Ser. 2, p. 179,

but to this Jlr. Crum objects that he cannot believe that ov could stand for Ar. gh. The
question must be left to Arabists.

It is to be noticed that, in contradistinction to Ovoeid, the name ‘Ariyyah was written

in a Greek form, 'Arias. This was probably due to its having been naturalized in Egypt at

an earlier period; cf. P. Strassb. 45 (312 A.D.), 44, ’Aria Aiocr/copou, etc. One mav compare

P. Lond. 1447, 37, etc., where Umm Yusuf appears as Og/aov laagip, the current Greek
form being adopted for the second element. FoeSou, however, seems to be an attemjjt at

declining Ju'aid, a name which can hardly have been naturalized.

The subject of the letter is not less interesting than the administrative problems which
it suggests. I have described it as a tirman of protection. It is indeed not unlike in purpose

to the protections which mediaeval rulers were accustomed to issue to monasteries in

Western Europe, though it has reference to a particular occasion. This occasion was an
iivrapala, a revolt, during which the monastery ot Kaukoi (in common, we may suppose,

with at least some of the other monasteries) had omitte<l the payment of its poll-tax quota.

It is regrettable that the allusion to the revolt is so casual, as it would be interesting to

discover some details concerning it. ^Yhen did it occur ^ what w;rs the cause ? was it con-

tined to the Thebaid or did it atfect Egypt as a whole ? El-Makrizi detinitely states- that

the first Coptic revolt took place in the year 107 (= .t.D. 72.5-G), but that date is certainly

too late for the present letter, which therefore reveals the tact of an earlier revolt than that

recorded by el-Makrizi. In view of his very definite statement we may probably conclude

that this earlier di.sturbance was of a minor character, confined to a few districts and
suppressed with little difficulty and therefore disregarded by Arab historians. The mention
of the failure to pay poll-tax suggests as at least a po.ssibility that it may have been due to

the extension of that impost to the monasterie.s, which at an earlier jieriod had been exempt

^ In the Aphrodito papyri a and (les^ frequently e both occur as equivalent to <}, but not, so far as I

can see, o.

- Transl. U. BouRi.txi, JAi/i. de la .irrh. Fr. dn Cairo, 189.'), 2:)7.

•lourn. of Egypt, Arch. xii. 3
-
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from poll-tax, and that it maj' have consisted rather of a refusal (accompanied doubtless by

local disturbances) to pay the tax than of a definite rising.

Here, however, we meet a difficulty as regards date. The History of the Patriarchs

states quite definitely and circumstantially {Pair. Or., v, p. 51) that the poll-tax of 1 dinar

a head imposed by el-Asbagh, son of the Governor ‘Abd el-Aziz, who was “ wali and receiver

of the revenue,” on the monks “ was the first poll-tax paid by the monks.” No exact date

is assigned, but this occurred when “ a short time had passed ” after the election of the

Patriarch Alexander in year 420 of the Era of Diocletian (= 704-5 A.D.). The period of

official activity has however, as we have seen, been placed in the period 694—
700, and he was, on this dating, Duke before 098-9. In G99 FI. Titus wms Duke, and at the

time of el-Asbagh’s imposition of poll-tax “ Peter, governor of Upper Egypt,” occurs in the

History of the Patriarchs (Patr. Or., v, 52), while in 709 and possibly in 706-7 Shuraih b.

el-Wasil occupied the position. It is not very probable that ‘Afiyvah, after vacating the

governorship in 699, was re-appointed after 709 and was Duke in the eleventh indiction

which began in 712. The explanation may be (1) that the Vienna dating of ‘Atiyyah’s

governorship is wrong, (2) that the author of this section of the History of the Patriarchs

has made a gross blunder about a contemporary event of great significance to him and his

public, (3) that the poll-tax, though payable by the monasteries, was that of the secular

population, not of the monks themselves. The second explanation may, I think, be ruled

out. The third is by no means impossible. We may be certain that a large monaster}^

would attract round it a number of laymen engaged in its service, and we know that at

Aphroclito for example among the fourteen principal subdivisions of the pagarchy were five

monasteries (see the list, P. Lond. iv, p. xiv). See too P. v.\x Cauwe.nbergh, £tuiJe sitr les

moines dliyypte, 125: “la communaute [de Neklone] ressemble a une petite ri^publique,

composee de cent vingt moines et de deu.x cents laiques.” Moreover, the monasteries had
lands, which they leased to tenants (see e.g. P. Cairo Masp. Il, 67170), and it is probable
that these tenants would pay their taxes through the monastery. In a time of disturbances
it would be difficult to collect taxes of any kind, and thus the quotas assessed upon the

monasteries for their lay dependents and tenants would remain unpaid.
Nevertheless, it is certainly preferable to take the papyrus as referring to taxes payable

by the monks themselves. The poll-tax is referred to as ra 8idypa(pa avTWv (sc. ra fiovaa-
jijpia), and there is no indication of any distinction within the community between monks
and laity in the matter of liability. On the other hand, as we have seen, the traditional

date for Ariyyah really rests solely on P.E.K.F. 587, where owing to mutilation only the
letteis Ti remain, and these would equally well suit the FI. Titus whom a papyrus dated by
V essely in 099 names as Duke of Arcadia and the Thebaid. It may be that the whole
Alias series of papyri should be brought down to the next indiction period, which would
mean, for the present letter, the date 712, thus removing all difficulty as to poll-tax. In
fa\ our of the later date is also to be alleged the fact that several of the Coptic papyri of this

find seem, from the scribes who occur, to fall well within the eighth century h Against it is

' I had originally written “ the Coptic pai)7ri ” without the “ several,” but Mr. Crum informs me that
tliis can no longer be maintained. Some of the Coptic deeds were drawn up by John Lazarus, the scribe
of Koft. Reditsurk-. 36, which was dated in the volume (see p. 464

) 750(1). But the fragment of the
protocol contains the letters which are clearly part of ‘A;38fXa^if i)!(os) Mepovav. Hence the John
Lazarus documents must be put back to a period during or not long after the governorship of ‘Abd el-Aziz,
and are probably the earliest of the series.
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the date of the protocol, which makes it necessary to suppose that the papyrus was kept

for a long time unused.

The date must then be left undecided, but with a preference for 7T2 over 697'. In any

case the document is of value as revealing a revolt hitherto unrecorded by historians. In

editing it I have ignored the lectional signs (see introduction to Xo. 2) which appear to

occur in places on the photograph, with the exception of two (in 11. 18 and 20) which I ha<l

noted in my rough copy made from the original while in the British IMusoum
;

lor in such

matters a photograph is never a safe guide.

’Ei' ovofiari To[v d{€o)v (pi\avd]pco(7rov)

iXerffiovo^. [ ]

OvK ecrriv 0(eo)<; el pr] 6 il(eo)? fiovo<;.

5 Maa/i6T aTTocToXo? 0eov.

'A^SeXa^i^ vto^

^lapovav crvpi^ovXoi. ’l{vSiKTLa)vo^) rj.

4- 2vv 0(ew)‘ (pXa(ovio?) ’Arta? vi6(i) FoeSov vplv rot? KaroLKovcri Kau/coi^ eU to

opo<i Mep-vovlcov.

10 'KireiTfep "^riXac^pcTavTo^ p,ov tov Xoyov twp iiri^ijTovp'evMv Bi, vpwv

d-TTo Biaypd^ov Kal 0eXi^aavT6<i pov dirairriaai u/xa? to tolovto Bidypacjiov,

aicnrep Kal to, Xoiirci povacTTtjpia BlBovvtci ra Biaypa<^a avTOJV, Bia to

dyvwpovpcrai, vpdf iv KaipM tiR avTapcrta^, irpoeKopiaaTe pot aiyiXXiv

OvoeiO TOV TTOTe BioiK}'jcravTO<i t^v dvco ^(opav 'Trepie'^ov tov pelvat, vpd^

ij et? TOV TOTTOV vpo)v, (jvvTeXovvTa’i pevToi Ta Biuypa(pa vpS)v, Kal eTri/Se^aicov

to TOi(o)vTO (TLylXXtv Tw TTupovTi <7iyi\Xi(p e')(^prj(Taprji' Si ov eTiTpeiro^v
^
vpiv

d^d/3&)9 peivai Trj TavTOTijTi ek tov tottov vpwv Kal Xoyov exeiv tov pi]

crvy^toppaal pe ’iTapeX0eiv Si’ vpwv Tiva, vpiov pevTOi i^vXaTTOVTWv

Tr]v elpTjvalav vpcov KaTiicTTacriv Kui avvTeXovvTcov to Siciypaipov vplov,

20 oirep 'pyvcopovijcraTe co? etpTjTai ev Kaipip ti]^ avTapaia^' Kai irpo^ to

Br]Xov eivai tm irapovTi criyiXXicp expperappv, eTriTe0eiKco^ avTw Kai

TTjv iprjv /SovXXav. 'Kypdijii] pr]{vl) <Paa)^(i) k lvB{iKTla>v)ok) €vB€KdTr]<i.+

13. vfxas. 18. riva vfxav. -0. avTOjxrui'i tciu. I. ro.

Protocol. "In the name of God the Merciful, the Compassionate. There is no God but

God, He alone. Mahomet is the Apostle of God. Abd el-Aziz b. Marwan, Governor. 8th

indiction.”

' Since this introduction was written another argument in favour of the later date has occurred to me.

The History of the Patriarchs st.ites {Pair. Or., v, iii) that el-A.sbagh ‘‘forced many persons to become

Mu.slims, among them being Peter, governor of L ppor Egypt,... and the son of Theophanes, governor of

Maryut." FI. Titus, Duke of Arcadia and the Thebaid m 699, was clearly a (Jhiistiau from his name. The
other duke.s known to its, all later than 70."), were Arabs. Does el-Asb.igh's activity m.irk the beginning

of a new policy, by which the dukes were required to be Muslims t It .so, the case for bringing down
‘Atiyyah to 709-712 is greatly .strengthened.

35~-2
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Letter. “In God’s name. Flavius ‘Atiyyah b. Ju'aid to you the inhabitants of Kaukoi

in the mountain of Memnonia. ^Yhel•eas, on iny examining the register ot sums demanded

of you in respect of poll-tax and desiring to call upon you for jjayinent of the said poll-tax,,

as also the other monasteries which pay their quotas of poll-tax, because you had defaulted

during the period of the insurrection, you exhibited to me a firman of Ghu\vaith (0, formerly

administrator of the Upper Conntr\’, providing that you should remain in your domicile, on

condition however that you paid your cpiotas of poll-tax: Xow, in confirmation of the said

firman, I have issued the present firman, by which I permit you without molestation to

remain as heretofore in your <lomicilo and to take note that I will not suffer anyone to

transgress against you, on condition however that you continue to live peaceably and pay

your poll-tax in which you defaulted as aforesaid during the period of the insurrection ; and

that this may be apparent I have issued the present firman, attaching to it also my seal.

Written 20 Phaophi, eleventh indiction.”

2. Though a lacuna is marked nothing followed eXeijfioi'o^. The more usual arrange-

ment was to end the first line with ffeov, thus making the second corre.spond in length with

the fii'st.

7 f. ‘Abd el-‘Aziz b. Marwan wa.s Governor from 685 till 705.

8. The date, which is not unc<unmonly but by no means invariably inserted in Graeco-

Ai-abic protocols at this point, is enclosed, as usual, in a sort of cartouclie, which occurs

among the “perpendicular wilting” at the end of 11. 7-8. The reading of the numeral is

very far from certain. If correct, it give.s us the year GD4-5 as the date of the protocol.

The perpendicular writing in front of 11. 1-2 begins, as almost invariably, with the large

<4>, which is the relic of the 4>X(ttooio?) of Byzantine jn'otocols ; that at the end is imperfect.

Before 11. 4-5 we have the apparent t) in a cartouche which is common in this position (see

the statistics given in Ai-chir, v, 150) and is a survival of the Byzantine S(in), wliile at the

end is the apparent a survival of the curved mark of abbreviation after ko/xit {koixlto^)

or evho^ {evSo^oTciTov). The perpendicular writing at the end of 11. 7-8 ends with the

apparent e, also usual in that position, which I am unable to explain. For the protocols of

the Arab period sec now Grohmann’s monumental Corpus Fapi/rormn Eui)ie)-i, Series

Aruhica, tom. i, and for those of Byzantine times P. Oxy. xvi, 1928, introd.

9. eh as = iv is common in late Greek.

10. hi vpcbv : "from
”
you, an example of the curious uses of the preposition in the

Greek of this period. For a similar use .see 1. 2 of the following text, and for others P. Bond.

IV, xliii. Cf., too, note on 1. 18 below.

11. Biaypd(l)ov

:

for this word as “poll-tax ” see P. Lond. iv, pp. 1 68-170.

14. TOO peh ai,

:

such usages of the definite article with the infinitive in place of a sub-

ordinate clause are very characteristic of later Greek
;
see e.r/. the instances in Ghedixi,

Lettere Cristiane, p. 322. There are many in the letters of the Arab Governor Kurrah in

P. Lond. IV: e.c/. 1356, 4—6, ?; a{v')a'racri<s kt\. tmv h-qfxoaiwv rfj>; yfopas p.e7 [a\ T)jV rov

Oeov [inroupyeialy e’crri too eli/ac tov eirtKelfievov t?}? irayapxias ktX., “ the collection, etc.

of the taxes of the province is after the service of God the chief reason whij the governor of

the province should he," etc. Cf, too, 1. 17 below.

18. Sd upebv: " apainst you’’

:

another curious use of the preposition.

21 f. Cf M ILCKEX, direst. 24, 8—9, /cal Trpo? to SpXop elvai tw jrapovri aiyiXXlo) eXPV~
cra/xed^a Toh T6 ApaySivotv] (/cal) }LXXr}viKOi‘i yp(ip.p.a(Jiv, eTrn[i\0evTes ev avroj Ka'i rr/p

avvijOif] t)p.d)v SouXXav]. The pjresent document was purely Greek, but it is po.ssible that
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an Arabic counterpart on a separate roll was issued simultaneously, as with the Governor's

letters to the pagarch. This seems unnecessaiy, since, whereas Oirest. 24 was a general

proclamation to all the officials, and was probably sent to everv pagarchy in Egypt, the

present document was intended mainly for exhibition to the local authorities and that too

in the Thebaid, a district where Arab influences are likely to have been less prominent than

in Lower Egypt
;
but it is rendered not unlikely by the word ^u-Ahiukoii on the verso : the

purpose of the docket may have been to distinguish this from tlie Arabic copy. The device

on the seal cannot be distinguished on the photograph, and unfort unatelj' I omitted to take

a note of it while the papyrus was in the British Museum.

2. A LETTER FROM KURRAH b. SHERilv

(P. Lond. 1398 + Inv. Xo. 25SG. 7 Jan. a.d. 710.)

In Vol. IV of Greek Papyri in the British Museum was published, among the imperfect

and undatable letters of the Arab Governor Kurrah b. .Sherik (a.d. 709-714), a long letter

(1393) which had lost not only the beginning but the whole of the right side. From what

remained it was clear that the subject was a requisition for sailors and .skilled workmen

and for provisions both for them and for the /ray;ot’' [see below], but the details were for

the most part obscure owing to the mutilation of the papyrus. By one ot the curicnis

chances which are not uncommon in papyrology a large portion of the missing right side

was discovered in a consignment of papyri sent to the British Museum for the annual joint

purchase in 1924. This restored completely all the lower part of the letter, but the upper

part was still imperfect. However the very next years consignment contained most ot wdtat

still remained. I have managed to place all the larger fragments ; only a few small scraps

remain unidentified. The result is that with three exceptions every line represented in

Lond. 1393 has now been wholly or almost complete(.l, and it is possible to obtain a prac-

tically continuous text for this portion of the letter. The beginning is still entirely lost,

though as the upper edge is quite sharp it is po.ssible that it is in existence somewhere and

may yet come to light.

It seems worth while to republish the letter in its completer firm, because though it

does not add anything very novel to the knowledge of Arab a<lministrati\e methods atforded

by the other texts in P. Lond. IV, it is an interesting example ot the cqimtolary style

cultivated in the chaiiceiy of the Arab Governor and furni>hes a good ileal ot information

in detail as to the machinery for the collection of men and supplies for the annual cursus.

It may be explained, for the benefit of readers not familiar with the volume referred to,

that the cit/wus was the raiding expedition despatched \earl\ uiidei the Fina_\_wid Khalitate

against the Byzantine Empire and its dependencies. The sailors employed in these e.xpedi-

tions seem to have been, at this period, mainly if not entirely Christian natl^ es . the Arabs,

not bv origin a seafaring race, served only as combatants. Ihc term employed to (lescribo

them, in this and other letters, is /nixoi, a curious substitute for the cla>sical p 'lx^poi. They

were divided into two classes, the Muhajirv.n (pvoayapiTai) or Arab settlers of full blood (in

Egypt chiefly the Ansar and the Kuraish) and the mawuli (fiavXels) or persons of non-

Arab race converted to Islam.

Besides the sailors, who were raised by forced levy from the native inhabitants, certainly

in Egypt and probably in the other provinces also, the equipment of the navy demanded

large bodies of artizans, employed in the dockyards of Babylon, Clysma and other centres.
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These too were raised by levy, and in the present letter we hear of “ artizans ’ as well as

sailors, though the schedule at the foot shows that the expression is inexact, since actually

only one artizan (a caulker, /eaXa^dr-);?) is there demanded.

It is clear from Kurrah’s letters that there was, not unnaturally, great reluctance in the

rural population to accept personal service and a marked preference for the money c<jm-

position (a-TrapyvpKTfio';, adaeratio) by which, in case of need, a village was allowed to

provide, instead of the sailor or artizan demanded, the amount of his wages for the hire of

a man elsewhere. For though the service was compulsory it was not unpaid : the persons

conscribed received wages according to a regular scale. The evidence of P. Loud, iv estab-

lishes the fact that where the man himself, not the adaeratio, was provided, the local

authorities were responsible for his wages: thus we find charges levied on particular

hamlets for (e.g.) “a third of a sailor to serve in person ” {i.e personal service, not adaeratio),

the meaning being that three of the smaller places were called on to provide a tnan between

them, each paying a third of his wages, and the man himself being chosen {wesumably b^’

arrangement among the headmen of the hamlets concerned. In the j)resent letter Kurrah

demands personal service (1. 28, el p-rj avro to (raypariop), threatening retribution in case of

failure to complex

For reasons less easy to understand, local authorities seem to have preferred adaeratio

even in the case of supplies (hairdvr)), and in the present letter Kurrah insists that the

supplies ordered must all be paid in kind save in the case of the boiled wine (e\p->]pa), for

which adaeratio is demanded. This explains why, in the schedule appended to the letter,

though the rate at which the other supplies were to be bought is in each case siiocified, the

total cost is not stated, whereas in the case of the €\jrgpa both mte and actual amount are

given. In the other cases the only concern was the rate of payment to the purveyors.

It should be added, as an illustration of the extraordinary centralizatii>n of Arab
government, that though the letters of the Governor to the pagarch, like the present one
(which, though it has lost the beginning, is certainly from Kurrah to Basilius, the pagarch
of Aphrodito), specify merely the total requisition from the pagarchy, the distribution of

the quotas among the single villages, hamlets and monasteries was not left to the local

authorities but carried out at headquarters; and each letter (sent in duplicate, one in

Arabic, one in Greek) was accompanied by demand notes (epTciyca) in Arabic and flreek
addressed by the Governor to the single places and specifying their quotas. The calculation
was made on the basis of census and tax registers sent by the nagarchs to headquarters,
and since each pagarch had his permanent representativ'e at Fustht this person may have
been called on to collaborate in the work; but even so such centralization is surprising.
The reason may probably have been a well-founded distrust of the integrity of the local
officials. This distrust comes out very clearly in the present letter, as in others of the
series. While on the one side Kurrah threatens Basilius with exemplary punishment if he
neglects any of his instructions regarding men and supplies, he warns him, on the other, in
a mutilated passage, not to allow anyone to be unfairly treated. Such w’arnings are not
infrequent in Kurrah’s letters, but it must be confes.sed that he is much more constant in
his insistence on full payment of all dues; and if the Arab Government at this period
seems to have been in intention just it was also, and much more certainly, hard and im-
placable.

In expression, as in content, the letter wmll represents the series to w'hich it belongs
The wordy, rambling style, with constant repetition of the same ideas, and with clause
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tacked on to clause, participle piled on participle, and a want of any real unity of construc-

tion—this, as well as the curious grammatical usages, is thoroughly typical of the series.

Various details of reading and interpretatiein are discussed in the commentary, and

I have recorded in the critical notes all instances of the lectional signs which are so striking

a feature of this document, as of the other Kurrah letters. These, consisting for the most

part of dots or apo>trophes, s(.'em at tunes to have been inserted more or less at random,

but normally their purpi;)^e was (li to mark a pause in the sense, (2) to separate two con-

sonants coming together. t*l) to sepaiMte* twe> vowels of which the hrst ended and the second

began a word, (4) to separate words likely to be run together in reading. But there are

cases which cannot be classeel under any ot these heads.

auTou? £(’ Ti i6e^a-rla[^a\fJi€v iv rot? f;/t[e]'r[e]p[o(]v eVTa7io[K],

avTmv fxevTOt T7ape\oi’ru>v el ~i ecni St ovtmv Srjfiocria re

Ka'i eKarpaophiva, Xap-jSuvoiv (iVTi(f}0)i'r]Ta‘i avTMV

evTTopov’i 6^ei\oi'Ta^ ('nroSovi'ai rtju auTt(f)a>vi][cr^i[^v^ avT(o}v)

.? el Sdfr; rira uTroSpacrai e^ avrwv, Trep^Traiv 7rpd[9

TO KaT(l’ypa(j>ov tjR ovopaam^ Kai TraTpo)i’Otpta<i

KaTa')^mpLOv‘t tS)V avTipv vauToiv Kai Te'^i'iTWv. (pai'epo-

TToiojv >)plv ev Tro avTio KaTaypd<p(p touv e^eXtloTa?

UTrep Tail' Ihlwv ~ol'9 picrdoyOevTa^ virep

10 erepcov koI el ti eSw^\_)j inrep] tw(v) avTotv VTrep pterffov, prj

ifcSlSwii Tivl TO >ce(f)a\aipi' avTwv [nJVXo. [.]••[••]•[

aTroCTeWait' • Tn9 St iiaTiivo.^ Ta<; Tayi<jei<i ^la tiR Sioi/CJ^oreo)? crov

uTToeTTeL^ov £19 7r\i5p£[9 7r]f[7r]oii;p£!'a9 ,
tvttmvvwv

eirdvco avTcof dvdpd>TT[ov<; '^^[O

i; ei'7ro'pou 9 papT[u]p[trn' . •
. ]

eTepcov iricrTcSv [«ai]

pi) elvai avToic (^up[n]r[«9 *;] pqSiovpyov^, Kai i-rrlTpefolv a]vT(or9 'l

irXrjpiodtjvat ~1}V 7[oirtiiT]7;[i' BaTrd]vi]i> eK twv ^<j>p{i(ov)

perd Tov (fw^ov tov Oeov
[

SiKalw Kat (TTadpep l'a[(p

20 7rpaKT7]$fjvat Tivd ev t[;/ ToiavTi] BiacTToXt) dia I]

Tr]v SioiKrjalv crov Kai iTria'vva7rTopevo}[^v'\ .[•]•[

TrdvTwv Bid creaVTOV py KaTaOappwv Tii'i. Kai’TWi'

et9 7r\?}p£9 viroBe’^opevcnv t>jv Toiavrpv BuTravpv

0)9 eipr]Tai eK twv ya)p[ia)r' Ka^T[^a]<TKevaa'ov 7roiR[at] avT{ois)

25 d7roS£/^£t9 uTTfp acrR, 7]plv to laov tR 'irapaBwQeiarj'i

BaTrdvrji; eKuaTw maTiKcp kui Trepiruiv. Xlr/ evpoypev ae R
Tvepi^avTa dTrapyvpiapov t[o] crvvoXov vwep .

.

Tot[o]a [••]•[]••••

£t pv anVd TO awpaTiov [nj^dp TodTWV d-rroaTpe^WTe^ avoSlSovpe(v) aoi

dvTaTrdBwaiv /SXd-rrTOvadv ae’ ovk £X€i9 ydp a^opprfvjqv o'(av ovv

30 TTfpi Toi) awpaTiov. ILvBpavw'i Be eve^driTi £i9 to irpdypa twv

BaivavSiV, KpaTwv toi<9 twv '^wpiwv airoBovvai et t4 eTayrj Bi avTipov)

ev eiBeaiv, dvev pevTOi tov efi'jpaTOi;, jovto ydp dpiaapev aTaXrjyai

iv d-rrapyupiapw ttpR 'tR' ivTePelaav SiaTypiaiv iv toI^ jR£T(e)poi9 £W(a)7(iot 9 )-

XoiTTov prj TrepT^Tj^ eijerjpa to avvoXov, ei prj tov airapyvpiapov,
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35 ov ixr]v aWa Ka'i et Tt S’ av dBvvar^craxriv Bovvai iv elBeaiv

eK re Tr/'i dXvKij'i koX rov o^[o]v<;, fttj <TV''/\u>pwv avvaOdi'a^ ti €K TrepiTTov

T^9 0€p,aTi(T0t]crr]‘; BiaTifxijcreco';, 'irefiirwv ro{v) avvop-evov

dTTap''/vpi<jpov vTrep Bairdvri<; pera divOpdiTTCo aov tticttov o(f)€L\oiiTo<;

KaTa^d\icr0aL et? ’rrX-rjpe'i koI ptjBh napej(ri}v roh v7roBe')(opevoL^

40 TTiaTiKol^ TTjv \€)(^0eiaav BaTrdvrjv vir'ep dirap^vpicrpov dWa rd pdXiaTa

T0vT0 v‘; i^acr<f}aki^6p6vo<; Seoi'TW? Bi eyypdcfiov oM[o]^[o7]t[a]?

ai Toiv Kal papTvpojv ottw? IBiokivBvvox; ’irapaBu)aQy(TLv

TO TrapaBuidev avTOK, /c[a]T[a]^(oplQ)i’ 7rapi<TT0vi'Tw[i’ cro]i

dvTKpmvrjTd'i )(^p7](Tipov<i Kal evTTopov^ tovtov eveKa.

45 M?) dpe\p<; re eh ro dnrocrTelXai Bid TTncrrjt; cri;!/TO/4U([?] el' ti

Biea-relXapev Bid rr)? BioiKijaeco^ crov Xoyio rov avrov Kovpaov

uTTO re vavrwv Kai re^viriov Kal BarravSiV errerpixlrapei' ydp rip

TrapovTi drroardXip ppddv prj dirocrrrjvai eK aov Kal eari Bid aov

rl TTore ro Ka0dXov ev XoirrdBei. Aoirrdv pp yevrjrai dpeXia<;

50 Kal varepeOrj ri • ear] ydp eTTiardpevoi; to? ei drroptlvp ri ev

XoirrdBei peXXopev KeXevaei 0eov arrairrjaai ae avrd ev BirrXi}

rroaorrjri vrrep rrapaKorji; Kal Kara<j)povi'jaeQ)<i. 'VivwaKcov' rolvvv

ft)? emarrovBaarov eari ro rrpdypa rov roiovrov Kovpaov [a](ue\\7;T't

eKTeXeaov, prj BiBiov Kara aov rpv oiav ovv di^opprjv,

55 'Eypd{<f>r)) pipvo^) TlvdSi) t/3 l(v)B{tKTio)vo<;) 7 .

Fi'cClo-t?), o(£/Tft)9)' va(vrai) 6v(6para) ^0 eK voipiapdrcov) etS' pia0(ov) av{i’) voipia-

paro<;) L drrorpo{<^r]<;)‘ r(e))((^idrr]'i) a r]r{oi) KaXa((puTp<;) vo{piapara) ta av(v)

vo(p{aparo<;) L cnrorpo(<prj^).

Aarrdvr](<;) rmv avT(m>) va(vTwr) (kuI) r(e)x(viTov) dv{opdTo>v) 0 p(yjvwv) ^ovtq)(<;)‘

ev air(o)) p(r]vwv) /3 dpT{d0ai) pp rov i,

ev rjraiipioi^) plrjvwv) e dpr{d0ai) rv rov rj‘ 6arrpe(ov) dpr{u^ai) rra
/
3/, rov r

eXaiov pe(rpa) p0 rov pe{rpov) voipiaparo'i) y //S'

Q^ovipi) pierpa) p0 rov f dXv{Krj<;) K{6XXa)0(al) pKjdt rov k.

60 AaTrdvTj(<;) payiiov ai{rov) (ipr{aj3ai) r rov i’ paTTpi(ov) dpr{d(3ai) p rov f {koI)

(vnep) erjrriiparo'i) pe{rpa) apg- €k vo{piaparo<i) S' vo{pLapara) ^aL.

2. Trapixo^riiiv'uri. 3. iKirrpanpbiva- XapHavi^v, avTi^v. A. ivnopivi, uTTohovvaCTr^v

.

5. ru'a\
KaiTraTpiovoipias: o colT. from i. I narpiopvpUis. 7. aurcorr-aurcor’ fprobably the dot was intended to
be placed after the first r), 4>'av(po (apostrophe probably intended to follow rf^rirar). 8. r]piv'(v.

lO.l.ihie,]. roi-avTiov. 12. aTToo-r^XXonO T-ar. 1. rayrtVar. Vi. ,ii-r'ov]piva,- Tvwirvvii^v.
14. erava, -avriov’. 15. ivivopov,- paprvpiov. 16. paSiovp’yov, Km. 17. wXr,po,^),vm • T),r.

22. Karaeappiovrivi. 25. im>v. 28. prfavro. 29. ae-ovK. 32. iihiinv aviv. \. lopirapiv.
33. ivTieiiaav Siarripinv; second e of corr. from j,. 1. hiaTLpr]o-v,

.

34. pr,'irepylir,s, pr,’ rov
arap-yvpirpcv. io. Km \i, eibeiriV. 36. aXvK,,,- Km. 37. I deparirdilrns. diaTipr,<r,io:- ,ripnu>u.
38. vnip. \.du0p<orcv. 39. )^arai3aXro5,„ • ^X,p« Ka< 40. irirriKOir -rr,.,

aniip-yvpmpov. 41. 8rorra>r-. 42. pap’rrpcur, A3. napaMii,^ avroi,, aoV.
44. VprjO'lUOVS- KOI €V7rOpOVS’ TOVTOV. 45. 1 ri’ J.7 ’ ir^ ^ y^ ^ 1 . oe. ri. 4<. oanavoiv

^
yap tco. 49. 1. d/xeXeta.

, ,
yiV (WCTKCOl/ •

50. eria-rapevos- cot, Ti ev . hi. Karaifipovrjereas roivvv.
correction. 56. yr"cr— . 60, 1 both times.

54. eKTe\e<Tov 'pr], alpnpprjv’. CKreXerjov is a
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Traxslatiox.

[ci)ll( ct] trnin them all that wc din-ctofl iii uiir di'iiiaiiil notes, whilo thev on their

side furnish the amount of the-ir asse-ssnient in pubhe and extraordinary taxes; and you are

to take troni them sureties, who shall be men of means, under obligation to answer for them
it it appear that any ot them has evaded his obligations, .sending to us a register in yhich
are contained the names and patronymics, arranged by hamlets, of the said sailors and
artizans. \ou are to make known to its in the sanl register those who have (actually) gone
out on behalf ot their own hamlets, those hnvd on behalf of others, and the amounts paid
tor such persons fir wages, not allowing to anyone the full amount ( 0 but sending off

The supplies ordered from your administratiye district you are to send off in full, appointing

in charge of them (‘tticient men, who are trustworthy and men of means, calling on them to

on behalf ot other trustworthy men ( M and not to be meddlers eir shirkers ; anil you are to

enjoin them that the said supplies be delivered in full by the hamlet.s with the fear of God,

justly and equitably, [and that no] man be iintairly treated in such assessment throughout (?)

your administratiye district, administering (') the whole business by yourself and not

trusting any [i.e. not delegating itj. And when they meet their obligations in full as regards

the said supplies fr(,mi the hamlets you are to cause receipts to be issued for them, drawing

up a schedule of the supplies eiitru'ted to i.'ach confi<lenti;d agent and .sending it to us. Let

us not find that yon have sent a money composition for any whatever, but only the

person himself; (otherwise) we shall in requital visit you with a retribution which will be

to your detriment, since you have im excuse wliatever with regard to the personal service.

Apply yourself energetically to the busine's i.if the supplies, constraining the people of the

hamlet.s to pay the amount of their a.ssessment in kind, except for the boiled wine, since

that we have directed to be com[)oun<led by a money payment in accordance with the

valuation contained in our demand notes. You are therefuv not to send boiled wine at all

but the money payment, as also (the price of) any of the salt and vinegar which they are

unable to deliver in kind, not allowing anything to be collecled in excess of the official

valuation. The money collected b\- way of composition tor .suj)plies you are to send by your

trustworthy agent with instructions to pay it over in full
;
and you arc rut to pay anything

by way of money composition to the confidential agents who receive the aforesaid supplies

but are to take from them the utmost possible security by their written contract and are

to exhort them to hand over at- their own risk the .supjilies handed to them, to which end

they are to present to you hamlet by hamlet efficient sureties, who are men of means.

Do not be negligent in de.spatching with all .speed the whole amount assessed on your

administrative district for the said raiil. both in sailor.s and artizans ami in supplies; for we
have instructed the present messenger not to depart from you if you are in arrears with

even anything at all. Therefore let there be no negligence and no deficiency
;
for you will

know that if anything be in arrear we shall by God’s command exact it from you in double

measure for your neglect and contumacy. Knowing therefore that the matter of the said

raid is one of urgency perform it without delay, not affoi'ding us an}’ cause of complaint

whatever against you. Written 12th Tybi, Hth indiction. Schedule, viz.

:

Sailors 69 persons at 5J solid! each for wages with |s. for maintenance
;

1 artizan, viz. a

caulker, 11s. w’ith Is. for maintenance :

Supplies for the same sailors and artizan. 70 persons, for 7 months, viz.; in wheat,

2 months, 140 artabas at Is. per 10 ; in bread, 5 months, 3.70 artabas at Is. per 8

;

pulse, 81| artabas at Is. per 10; oil, 49 measures at measure; vinegar,

49 measures at Is. per 10; salt, 122} collutlw at Is. per 20;

Supplies for the fighting men : w heat, 300 artabas at Is. per 10
;
pulse, 100 artabas at

Is. per 10 ;
and for boiled wine, 246 measures, at ^s. per measure, 61is.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xil. 36
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2. £i TL iaTi Si’ avTwv. ;i, good example of the curious prepositional usages noted abn\e

(Xo. 1, 10, note). Probablv this use of Si’ avTwv to = ‘‘due frmu tliem ’ sprang from such a

phrase as Si avTwv oipei'Ko/xeva : the participle was left to be understood.

Stj/Moaia re teal eKaTpaopSiva \ the two terms cover the whole ot the taxes due
;
see

P. Lond. IV, XXV f. Besides its general use as public taxes,’ Stjpocria also meant the

land-tax spceificallv
;
see P. Bond, iv, p. 170. etcaTpaopSiva, though used as ,an a<ljectivi',

seems to be ecjuivalent to extra urdinern rather than extraiinJiiiiirtn.

7. KaTa-x^Mpiove; \ the reading is doiditfui, for the supposed x-. b(ung continuous with tlie

T of T(uy, may be only the looped beginning of that letter, and an .iiijective does

not certainly occur elsewhere in the Aphrodite papyri. Kara x'^p‘or is not infrei]uent in

the Kurrah letters and in my edition was so [uiiited, but nia\' hi- intended as ,i single word.

In P. Lond. ISAS, 21 and 1S30, .7 we have KUTaypaipui' Kara xxipior \ ill I.SI.'), II Ti/r re

ovofiaaiav Kai irarpon'otpiLav Kai «^[a]T[n] Sma'Tei\[(/i/Twr] : a similar phrase

in loot), 23; and in 1370, 10 ypayl/oi’ tjpiv to Kara aindv. a [ihrase tiuiued on the

analogy of KaT cti’Spa. It is possible' that in all these ctises tile woids would be belter

written as one, KaTax(i>piov, an adj<-'Ctive ijiiahhing KaTilypaipov understood, though it is

also pos.sible that in the present case Karaxcopiov Tcor was miswritten for Kara yraptor,

perhaps even for (Kai) tcaril xiapior. But line 43 here (.see note) gives soiiu' support to the

other hypothesis.

8. el^eXddra?: tor the disappearance of nasals in pronunciation and thence in ortho-

grajihy see Mav.SEU, Grunun. dtr (jriech. rat>//n. t, ]<)0_1!)4; f,,i. ,, ^ j„ particular,

191. But it Ls also pos.sible (if less likelv ) that thus is a m(.)rplio]ogical irregularitv', like

riMTcov, etc. (May.ser, 372). Cf, c.y., (/)m/dT«, P. Lond. 1384, 38: elaeXeSra, Lond. 1384, 3(j.

10. irrrep-. or vttS, referring in that case to the x'-'pia. but this seems a little .strained.

rS){v): for the disappearance of the v see Mav.seu, op. at., 103 .

11. The meaning is obscure. There are the following instances of the word KecfxiXaioit
in the Kurrah letters; P. Lond. 1339, 16, -irepl K((f)a\aiov jirSi.' on any subject " ; 1349,32,
TO iTp&TOV Kai ai’utrepov Ke<f)it\aior oXcov to>v epycor tuv vTrovpyov, ' the Hist and supreme
object of all the labours of an official-; 1372, 13, el< to kut avrwr K^^dXaiov for which in
the note I suggested doubtfully "the charrje against them,” but given the prepositional
peculiarities of these texts the subject of them "

is perhaps ,piite possible The word also
occurs in the fragmentary (.'optic text P. Lond. 1.778. 4, where Crum notes “ perhaps in a
sense such as .suggested by Bell in 1372.'' -.Subject ” .seems hardly possible in the present
context, and “ capital, a sense tamiliar in loans, is e.pially inappropriate, but the second
sense quoted in Pkeisiuke’s irm-te/i/oA. “ zu.sammeidas.seiides rechnerisches Eroebnis
Hauptsunime, Geldsumme, Betrag, Geld,'’ seems possible the sense beiim that the sub-
stitutes hired (TOO, pMevTa, Snrkp drepom, were not to receive the .simi due to them
but that this was to be .sent (uTToaTeXXwi') to Kiiirah

12. ™,pavy-o .iWv.. thy
J J

aujlhmg of. The,- by .. .,,,.1 e,,l abnu.tl,-, th.n.gh the .e.-ftee of the ie ,„t„ot. .o.kI
look hko .1 scmiJ .tuck to the iiiaiu Iragioent, but ihi., ,5 npnirootlj- „„t the nise. The
second letter may be e.

13 . TVTrwVVOiV “ Tvirooveiv,

h • Shfo.." ,,
-'"'"‘“y f «»•«>" arooeobarb.

ye, T,. Dotoogo. Hoi-o ovolcntl, „pp,i„„„,-.
_

where m the Aphrudito |).a[)yri.
'

1-7. Another obscure pas.sage, lor which 1 'no nmV.1 t

11 - ,

unable to suggest any restoration For
TrmTCdi/ one would expect Trmr®?, but the reading is certain.
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1(J. i.e. thi-y ai'ij iKit to i rr by i-itlior nr (Infcrt nf znal. The cunstiuction of the

clau'e beginning xai e—irpe^oi' eniifn^ial The ^eii-r i-, “onier tlieiii tn nee to it thot the

supplies are paid in full," but tlu' is hardlv expressed.

20. K. F. A. .Sehiiiidt ha-- with iniieh probability suggested ( Tfoc//. hi. Phil., XXXIIT,

1010, .)1 1) uijXLo\Trpah:-i]Oi]vai ('ee PltElsuucK, 11 urterhurli
,
n.r.). It is unfortunate that this

should be the one pa^sa^e still nursing froin the augineiited papvrus.

21. iT7iayvq7TToixerw[i']- the reading, though .s<'i many letters are marked as doubtful,

IS Very probable. 1 he word --eems to ^o with TruvTMv.

20. TTiariKcf) :
se,- 1‘. Loud. l-'iH, I'l, note.

28. a7Toa-Tpecf)fe>rre<; the Verb has the following -enses in the Aphrodite papyri of

P. Loud. IV : tl) "-end b.iek,' 1;U4, I-'). 21; ldN2. -I, N, 28 ; (2) "return'’ (intransitive),

14d-'l, tpi.'!, 401 , 1444, 2i'i. 144.1 O-l. t4)) 'remit ' ( '1. 1 41 2, o:}-')
; (4) "pay back '

( ? ),

14.')2. 12 ;
144,1,114 2()o. ( o ) doubtful, 1448. lo : 1440. N.'i. The meaning - repay ” in the

sense of retribution, ilelFed ti'oUl (4f -eelil- likely here.

d."). ti T( S' cir: for tin- in-euioii of F r/l the iiist.iiices reterred to in the inde.x to

P. Lond. IV, [I. .)44.

•‘17 Toy!') : l-f. note oil 1 14.

44) 4’he piiiiet iMt ion and di\i-ioii aiv iiiieertain. ;y'a)pn£)!' i- certain and ^[a]T[“] pi'"-

bable, but it i- possible to pi. ice tile comiiia after YfopKoi’ and to read Kara ^apLcov, i.e. Kara

X<opinv. the 'ln'o being rltat the -upplie- from each place were given to a difterent mes-

senger: "the su[i[ilies banded to them, hamlet by iiainlet " This however is not the most

appropriate jias-age to mention -itch a diuail, as it deals not witlt the deli\ery of supplies

but with their coiivevance to Fti-tar. .so that it .seems preferable to place the comma after

auTois', with the sim-e adopted in mv translation lai'Toyr is of course to be understood).

Even so Kara ^wpi ihr max' be the re.tdiug. but Karaxceptnis in h 7 (see note) suggests

that KaraxuipioM' hero inav be an arljective.

48. Kal is e(piivalenr to kui e! : cf. P. Loiid. 1448, 8. Similarly in 144G, 1(J, 'iap yap

iTTKTTdfievo'i Fs' vaTep>jcn/{<;) to 6Tiovi'...pi\\ti<; ravra Bta aTpdTa<; /Saard^ac e(o<;...K.\va--

paT09
, wf stands for con Piv.

•53. emaTrovdao-ror

:

in the original edition I read eTriaTroBadTOv, btit probably the v

wa.s made contiiitiotisl v nitii the loop ot tiic S.

56. L=FlFI + L /.a. I
aTTorpoi : this probablv refers to maintenance during the journey to headquarters.

52 solidi per man was the rate of wages, half a solidus being further allowed for dTro-po^p.

Cf. P. Loud. 144)4, 3, imte: 1444, li). note.

ijrioi) in these texts is exactly the equivalent of our ‘‘viz.

•57. Tov i

:

this and similar expre.ssioiis mean "at the rate ot .r artabas {collathu, eic.) to

the Solidus.’’

58. The Corn allowance was made for two months in wheat (ertro? at this period regu-

larly = wheat as opposed to KpiOtf barley), and tor five months in loaves of bread.

59. Ki6\\a)P{a '): cf P. Lond. 1414, 25, note, and for the measure Crum and Bell,

ll«f?t Sarga, j>. 22.

60. It is to be noted that im xvages are specified for the ndxoi. The sailors and work-

men were paid by the vlllag’es resjioiisiblc lor them, but the gfixoi, who were Arabs or

inaiudll, were paid by the central goxernmeiit, which tor this purpose raised a special fund

called poyd, their allowances in kind being known as povyiKov (Ar. rizk).

The device on the seal is a wolf facing to the right, with a star in front of it. This was
the usual seal in Kurrah's letters

; cf. P. Lond. 1340, introd.

36—2
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80ME MIDDLE-EGYPTIAN PKOVERBS
By BATTISCOMBE GUNN

All peoples have their stock of maxims, in which some rule of life is compactly formu-

lated. Like .small coin.s, these units of ready-made tlimight are received and passed on with

little question of their validity
;
for he who quote.s a proverb invokes a powerful witnes-s,

the experience of mankind. Not only do they, by their inherent authorit}’, serve to give

force to a reflection or an admonition, but, aptly used, they have also an importance from

the standpoint of style. In both the.se functions the proverb plays a great part among

Orientals
;
their thought, more formal than our own, expresses itself correspondingly more

easily in sententious or allu.sive sayings of old standing, the use of which is also to them

one of the most indi.spen.sable graces of language. Thus, to take an example near at hand,

no one can claim to speak or write Arabic really well who has not stored his mind with a

repertory of cnnsdl to be brought in as occasion offers.

To this love of pnivorbs in the Ea.st the old Egyptians formed no exception, as this little

article will help to show. A difficulty arise.s, however, in forming a collection of Egyptian

proverbs, even when one restricts oneself, as I am doing hero, to the earlier literature—the

difficulty, namely, of recognizing them when one sees them. In such texts as the Instruc-

tions (of Ptahhotpe and others), the Eloquent Peasant story, also the letters, one often

meets with passages which, to judge by their foi’in and content, may well have been current

maxims, but which may also, for all that we can tell, have been only personal expressions

of the writers’ thoughts. Inclusion of such passages in the collection would have been an

uncritical proceeding; but some examples of them will be found appended below.

Only in the three following cases is there a reasonable probability that we have to do

with a genuine proverb

:

A. When the jta.isage is definitely referred to as a saying.

B. W hen the c uitext less directly leads us to believe that a proverb is being quoted.

C. hen a sentence which occurs in more than one text has a proverbial appearance.

In this case direct borrowing is indeed possible, the more so if the works in question are

fairly wideU separated m time, but it is usually a justifiable view that the writers are

independently drawing on a common fund.

The following dozen pass.iges conform to one or other of the three tests, and are classified

according to the latter.

Cl,v.s.s a.

1. A man's virtue is his memorial: the evilly-reputed one suffers oblivionh Mentioned as
'• that sentence that is in the mouths of the great-.”

2. The poor man’s name is mentioned {only) because of his inaster'h Introduced as “ the
proverb)?) that people sayh”

1 Mmr Jj>r A M smh pn- b'm-hl U^livor^ity College Stel.i of Mentiiliotpe, last lino; pub.
Gripfith ill Prut: Sor. B'it>L Arrh., .win, ly.") foil.

hri rl r-nr. ">

i),„ (u- rn ni hrnc hr hh-f. Peasant, B 1. 20= E. 70.
1 Pi hu, A null <hl,r r.m 15 : vari.int pi ddw r,nt, “that which people say " (R). In the ha nl mdt of

B 1 vie very likely have the Egyptian for “proverb”
; tj, “phra.se,” and dd, “saying,” being more general in

meaniiiLG
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3. Doing right is the breath of the nostrils^. That is, justice atul honesty are essential

to the life of the communit}’. Referred to as a ‘‘ saying” (dd).

4. The hungry man must hunger {()'. Translation, anil therefore also the meaning, are

doubtful. Introduced with the words ‘•see, it is saidd’’

Class B.

5. Half life is better than dying (dtogether*. Introduced by words (r dd) which may
perhaps be paraphrased “as it is said,” but which may merely mean “that is to say.”

6. Help him who helps yoiO. Referred to as an official’s ’‘motto” {ts) and thus very

probably a proverb.

7. Help him who is acting, to cause him tv act'^. This seems to mean : help one who is

working so as to further his work. Referred to as a ‘•commandment'’ (wd). It seems to be

alluded to in a passage: ‘‘no one at this time helps him who is acting"”; if this is so, it is

related to Class C’. It has been thougiit‘ that reciprocity is the theme, its meaning being

expanded to “work for {i.e., help) him who is working, to cause him to work (for you in

return),” in which case we should have to do with a more cogent variant rif no. 6 ;
but the

wording hardly su.stains this interpretation.

Cla.ss C.

8. A valiant man has renown from what he has done, not becoming obscured in this laud

for ever°. This seem-s to have been popular in the Eighteenth Dynasty, for we find it three

times in that period: once in the well-known inscription of Ahmosc the Admirak", and

twice” in state inscriptions of Tuthmosis III. Compare the pa.ssage, much earlier than

these, “a man’s renown from what he has done shall not diminish*-.’’ In all four cases the

context deals with deeds of war,

9. There’s no one who knows his lot when he plans the morrow’^. Variant: one knows

not the events when one (tries to) discern the morrow**. This occurs twice : in the Instmc-

tion of Ptahhotpe*® (where different MSS. give the two forms) and in an unpublished

dialogue of the Middle Kingdom from the Ramesseum.

10. There is no chance of tarrying in Egypt'". That is, wo must all die some time.

Occurs twice: in a poem in praise of death *k of the Eighteenth Dynasty, and again in a

Nineteenth Dynasty inscription**.

11. One knows not what may be in the heart'^. That is, in someone else’s heart : a man's

secret thoughts or purpose are inscrutable. Occur.s three times: once in the Instruction of

* Ttw pir id fuel h-t Pea'.uit, B 1. 146.

- Hkr / hkr. Unpublished Eleieiith Uyiuisty Letter at iretrupulitaii Musoum, Now York.

^ M-tji dd-txc. * ytr yi rd ^iih r mt ni sp u-c. .Same source as no. 4.

ir n lr{r) n-k. Peasant, B -2. lOS. " /; « li\r) r rdit Irf. Peiusant, B 1. 109-10.
' N ir-tic a ir m ti it. Suicide, 116.

* VoGELSASG, Koiiirnentnr zv. den Kbigea des Bnuern, 102.

** Iw ra n hi m irt-n-f, nn litui m ti pn dt. '* Vrk., iv, 2.

** CiT., IV, 684, 780. *' Xn Iri rn m si m Irt n f. Petrograd Pap. 1116 a, reeto, 107-8.
** Xn v:n rh shne-f ki-f dwiir. ** X rh-n-tir hprt, uif did.
*•* Ptahhotep (Diivaud’s edition', ;i4.j, :14:3

;
the L* reading Ls apparently faulty.

*'* N hpr-n Isk m Ti-mrl ;
literally, tarrying in Egept does not happen.

*' Published by Gardiner, Proe. Sue. Bihl. Arch., xxxv, 16o foil.

*** Sharpe, Egyptian Liseriptiom, i, 97. 12. *** N rh-n-tic wnut m ih.
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Ptahhdtpe', as a warning to use tact in conversing with a great man, and twice- in the

Eloquent Peasant storv, where its exact relevance is somewhat obscure.

12. It is ivhut God cuininands that happens^. Man propose.s . . . . Occurs twice; in the

Instruction of Ptahhotpeh and in the inscription of the Ethiopian Tenutamunq veiy many

centuiies later, Here we may have a case of borrowing.

Such is the handful of proverbs which is all I have been able to gather from the texts

down to the Eighteenth Dynasty. The documents of later times would certainly yield many

more
;
but they do not come within the limits that I have .set myself.

A word may be said on the tendency of these sa\-ings. The largest clas.s is formed by

2, 5. 9, 10, 11, which are reflections on life and humanity. Of these, 2 states, perhap.s a

little ironically, the social unimportance of the poor, o would re.sign us to privation, 9 is of

\'ici.ssitude, 10 warns us of mortality, and 11 i.s a reminder how little we know our fellows.

1, 8, S have a more definite ethical tendency; 1 (Mark Antony saw things differently) to-

wards general gijodne,ss, 3 towards justice, 8 towards valoui-. 6 and 7 are ethical injunctions

to more or les.s disinterested well-doing. 4 .sounds curiously cynical and fatalistic, but the

translation is most uncertain. 12, on the vanity of human effort, is the only one having a

religious cast.

A few passages which may well have been proverbs, occurring in texts of the Middle

Kingdom or earlier, are here added. I will again point out that since with these passages

the criteria set forth above are lacking, we have no evidence that they are anything but

what they purport to be, namely original thoughts of tin.* authors of the texts in which they

are found. But e\'en so they have some interest apart from their contexts as specimens of

Egyptian wisdom.

The repute of the just inon is more (tcceptahJe than the oj' of the evildoer".

A good character is a -mans heaven'.

The poor Man’s propertg-is his breath'. That is, his property is his very life.

Don t worry over what has not yet arrived : don t rejoice over what has not yet happened^.

This dictum combines our proverbs about trouble met half-way and unhatched chickens.

Don't prepare for the future before it has come^". The text adds “one knows not what
evils may happen in it'h” This has a similar tendency to our “ sufficient for the day....”

' Vt.ihhotep, t:J4. - l'ous,uit, L! 1. i!.'50= l! -2. S-9
;
B 1. 27;3 = B '>. 29-30.

" Wp ntj- i/v: hijrt ;
in tlie liter text ivdl ntr pv lipr{ti}-St 'what will happen'.

-> Pt.'ihhctep, 116. Crt. iii, 72.

' .‘S.yi bit ,a <U-lh r hr} „l Irir. l.yt. retrograii B.ip, IIKJa, 12S-9. The iWow MS. has the
Vciriaiit th for .ly : "the jn.st man's reinite i.s more [irotitablo, etc."'

Pt jor nt si hr, I Potroy;r,i.l P.ip, lli(>A. r.ct.j, .31. There .seem- to lie a play mi words here, fur

pt. "heaven,'’ means literally ‘wanopy ”
;
a good character i.s thus at once a source of bliss and a protection.

' Ttiv jjir 111 mtlr Iht-f. Peasant, 15 1. 232-.3.

'' M ii'} ti ntt a lit: nx Ipt! n ,itt n fpi't. Peasant, 15 1. 271-2 = 15 2. 27-S
M fjnj ihr} n llt-f. Po.isant, B 1. ls:3.

» A vh-n-tir lyt Imf. hter.tlly, ‘-one knows not what comes evilly) in it,” with a play on Vit, “come,'’
inqiossible to reproduce neatly.
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BERXARD PYXE GREXFEEL
1). 1(J Doc. 1869. d. 18 May 1926

Dr. Bernard Grentell was assnei.ited with tlie Bgypt Exjileratiou 8<ieiety for jii’actically

the whole of his life as an archaooloyist. and contributed very much to the high reputation

of the Society among scholars. He came up to ( )xtord from (.'Idtoii a.s a. Scholar ot (^tueeii s

College in 1888, and, after taking Firsts in Classical Moderation.s and Litcrae Humaiiiores,

won the Craven Fellowship in the autumn of 1898, and turned his attention to the field in

which he soon became eminent—Egypt and Us p.apyri.

Early in 1894 he joined Professor Petrie at Kuft, to learn the principles of excavation,

and during that winter Petrie secured the main roll of the great Beveniu' Payiyrus, which

he entrusted to Grenfell for publication. When this, with the addition of .some smaller

pieces obtained bv Grenfell in the following year, appeared under the title ot The Revenue

Laws of Ptolemy Philadelphus." it was at once recognised that a notable ivcriiit had been

enrolled in the ranks of the pa]:)vrologi,sts, and two smaller volnmcs ot texts from papyri

purchased bv Grenfell during his visits to Egypt assured his position.

Hls first definite employment by the Egypt Explor.ation Fund was in the wfinter of

1895-6, when the Committee sent him out with Dr. Hogarth to investigate the Graeco-

Roman sites in the Favvuui. where they were joined by Dr. Hunt. A season spent mainly

on the mounds of Kfnn M ashim (Karanis) and L mm el-'Atl (Bacchias) enabled Grenfell,

starting from the lessons he had learnt fivim Petrie and H<ygarth, to fjrmulate the general

theory of papvrus-hunting which has been the guide of all subse<picnt scientific diggers.

In the fjllowing winter Petrie was prospecting on behalt ot tho p und fa’ likely sites tor

excavation on the western edge of the Nile \ alley above tho Fayvnm, and Grenfell and

Hunt ioined him at what has proved to bo th<’ most truittui .source ot papyri in Egypt, the

rubbish mounds of Behnesah ( Gxyrhynchiisl. A .season spent here pioduced a rich harvest,

in which the most sensatirmal item was the “Logia.
’

As the result of these two expeditions, the (’ommitlee of the F'und felt that it was

incumbent on them to take .steps for ensuring the continuance of the work begun by

Grenfell and Hunt, and in 1897 the Graeco-Roman Branch was formed with the object of

obtaining and publishing Greek and Latin papyri from Egypt: the original programme was

to send out an expedition every other year and to issue a volume of texts yearly. An
encouraging amount of supitort was obtained, and in 18!t8 the first ot the Graeco-Roman

Memoirs, O.ajrhynchus Papyri i, appeared; in the following winter Grenfell and Hunt

returned to the Fayyiim and exjjlored several sites in successive expeditions, in l'.l()2 passing

out of the Fayvfim to Hibah: but, experience having shown that no other site was likely to

prove as productive as Behnesah, they resumed work there in 1902-3 and continued it in

successive campaigns till 1906-7.

An enormous mass of material had now been collected, and, though memoirs had been

published steadily, they had not di'alt with more than a traction of the papyri. Lbifortu-

nately, Grenfell’s health, which had already '-hown signs of failure, definitelv gave wav.

Not only had the expeditions to be abandoned, but the whole task of editing was thrown
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on to Hunt. In 1914 Grenfell was able to resume work, and all the Memoirs issued since

then contain contributions from his hand: after the war he visited Egypt again, though

ho could not undertake any excavation, and formed plans for further developments of the

activities of the Graeco-Eoman Branch, but another breakdown of health compelled him

to withdraw to the retirement in which he .spent the last years of his life.

Of the outstanding merit of Grenfell’s work it is hardly neces.sary to speak here: it wars

recognised alike in this country and on the Continent. He was a Fellow of the British

Academy, Litt.D. of Dublin, Fh.D. of Konigsberg, and D.Jur. of Graz, and his University

created for him a Professorehip of Papyrology'. The bulk of his contribution to papyrological

studies can be quickly estimated by looking at the index to an}’ of the numerous treatises

in this domain which have appeared of late years: probably quite half the references will

be to the Memoirs edited by Grenfell and Hunt. And the quality of the contribution does

not sufler by comparison with its quantity.

But it may be permitted to one who has been as.sociated with Grenfell both as a student

and ns an officer of the Society to add a personal note. In the latter cajjacitv, as Treasurer,

I had to tide over several years of difficulty, including the war period, and no one could

have been more helpful in every way than Grenfell. He was keenly devoted to the welfare

of the Society, and was always ready to consider suggestions and develop schemes for

keeping things going with a minimum of expense: he constantly tried to secure interest

and support in fresh quarters, and never s[)ared him.self. He was just as jealous for its

reputation in the field: I visited him in three seasons in Egypt, and noted his determination
that neither in the conduct of the work nor in the treatment of the workers should anything
occur to detract from the honour of the Society or of England. But it is above all as the
generous friend in the world of scholarship that many of us will cherish his memory: his

great stores of knowledge were alwa}-s placed at the disposal of workers in the same field,

and no desire for personal glory restrained him from sharing his discoveries with others.

He was ready to listen to and discu.ss theories from any .source: his appreciation of useful
suggestions was ungrudging, his correction of erroneous ideas gentle, and the lack of his

counsel and criticism will be widely felt.

J. G. Milne.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY (19-25-1926) : AXCIENT EGYPT

By F. Ll. GRIFFITH

The past year has sufficiently -.howii that the >o]l of Egypt is not yet arehacologioally exhausted.

Mr. C.aiiTER ha.s produced fre^li treasures from the toinh 'or rather from the coffin > of TiitCinkhainuii,

Dr. Reisxer is gradually e.xtracting marvels of gold hieroglyphs from the imrial chamlier of the mother

of Cheops, Mr. Firth has opened up a new vista in the earliest Egyptian architecture, IM. Jequier i.s

revealing the profouml interest of the pcramid-tiehl of Dahshiir—and .so on wherever an excav.itor lias

been at work.

In regard to hook', by far the most notable event is the aj.ipearance of the fir.st jiart of the TFc/g..

dP!' Spi-w/"\ the great dictionary of the l-lgyptian l.uiguage which lias been in active prepara-

tion at Iferliii, among schol.u's of different countries led by Professor Ekm.vx, for twenty-nino years. The

war and its consequences have greatly hindered the work and have modified the scheme jiroposed for it'

publication, but financial lielp from America lias male it po.ssible to pro.luce the dictionaiu and to dis-

tribute It at a very moderate [irice.

In another department, the casting of ,i special fount of liieroglyphs drawn by Mr. and Mi’s. D.vvies for

Dr. ( r.VRriiXERts fortliconiiiig (Irammar i.s a \ery important e\ont both from the .irtistic and the scientirie

point of view.

AvciPiit goa/'cas of iI'tfii'i'ividop ill tlip All'll' } nrk' Pi/hlic Ldinti'p^ compiled by Td.i A. Pr.vtt, under

the diroctitin of Dr. Richard (.Iotiheh, is .i vahiahle and eon\enient bil)hogra|ihy of Kgtptian literature,

limited only hv such rare works as are not to be found in the library
;

it consists of an elaborate subject-

catalogue of books and articles on Am-ient. Graeco- Komaii, and Politic Egypt followed by a full iinlex

according to authors. Cuok, (fiitidnijm; of th" Einipl"l"'jii'.d hbrni'i/ "J C. E. ]]illio>ir An the Prooklyn

Institute! is reviewed by Pieper in O.L.Z

,

x.'l.xviii, (i-t4-04 .').

An Iiiih’c has boon issued to voD [-vi of S’ldnn AcO.< nad Ricoi'ih.

IVe welcome the appear,ime of the first livrai.'on of the A’, eac J,- VEpypte .laci'Snie under the joint

editorship of M. Bexedite whose death occurred so unexpectedly in Egypt in the spring) and AI. (.’h.vssix.vt.

It is well printed ,ind finely illiistiMti’d, ,ind the (.ontents sliould appi.’al to .students of t ireek papyri ,is well

as to Egyptologi.sts in the n irruwer souse.

The first number of the rZ/cccAjo'c d Eijppti', Bidltfui pn-'i'nidi'pin dc li> fond'itioh fi/i/pt'ihif/tqi'e Ri-inu

Elisahuth (Dec. 192.'i) contains ,i report by AI. <,'.\r’H!T of the progress of the found,ition, ,uid of her work

ill Egypt bv Allle AVerbkoUck. The proposal is made to concentrate on the monuments of Thebes ,ind

to publi.sh the late AI. Legr.vix's manuscript notes on the Temple of Karnak.

Airs. (jutiSELr, has written another excellent little book for Xilo tr.iveller.s, .1 IPo/Ansr in F.ijijpt, full

of good archaeology and interesting ob.servation', as well .is ot piqu.iiit oxtr.icts from c.irly traveller'. Her

previous work Eiiijptiini Hi-'toi'ii iind Ad is reviewed by Roeder in O.L.Z.^ xxi.x, 2.o4-2.5.a.

Baikie's Eiii/iitiiiu Rapi/ri nml I'npyrii.i-ln' ntinii give.' ,in interesting and trustworthy popul.ir account

of Ancient Egvptian, Greek and R jinan papyri and cuneiform tablets, omitting however all mention of the

Aramaic papxri of Eleph.intiiie.

Palmer, The Srei-nl nf Awdent E'liipt. whicli I know only from .i (lerm.in review, may intere.st those

who like to find F'reemasonry and otlier mysteries in tlie e.irly monuments.

In the latest Jaluvsherieht ,]f tlie Dout'chc Oriciit-Gesellschaft ALii P.ffiir we luive the good news that

a memoir on the antiejuities of the prehistoric cemetery ,it Abiigir el-AIelek is almost ready, edited by

SCHARP'P from AIuller'.s m.iterial, and th.it BoRchardt i.s prep.iring a memoir on the dwelling-houses of

Tel El-’Amarn.ih.

G. W. AIcrr.vy. All Eii'ilish-Xid'i‘-/i> Coniparatii:'- Rietioimrii, is reviewed by AIeixhof in Znitf. f. Eia-

gehorem n Rpniihe, xvr, 14!)-l.il Laxw find' tli.it Bare.i is related to Nuba, particularly in vocal mlarv.

Bnrea und AAda/ in IIexsCHEi. .iiid AIi'lleh, Fuliii etluinghifsiiv, ll, 21-26.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xil. 37
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Ebert’s finely illustrated Iteolh'xikni) dcr Vorgusi-kichte is being pushed ou with great energy, fiuTiiuig

a most valuable and indeed fascinating work of reference. It is full of articles on or references to Ancient

Egypt. Since the last report vol. Ii, B-D, has been completed with four new parts ; vol. iv, first half, Fr-Go,

completed with three new parts, .second half, Gh-Gy, completed in four parts; vol. v, H, two new parts;

vol. VI, I-Kl, five parts
;

vol. vir, K1-, one part.

Goxservatiox.

Fillet, Rapport -mr h-s traraii.v de Karitak (1924-192.')'', in Ann. Sen-., xxv, 1-3, reports on infiltration

at Kaniak, and Luc.vs, Daiiiage caused by s<dt at Kaniak, ibid. 47-54, points out the nature and sources of

the salts and their destructive action, recommending mea.sures for washing out the salt with clean river

water, and for chemical and other treatment of the stone surfaces. Petrie, as the result of his observa-

tions at Xaucratis, where a large basin of a depth of twelve feet below the canal, and still deeper excava-

tions, were kept dry by evaporation, suggests that an experimental basin with banked .sides to keep out

the inundation should be dug at Karn.ik to te.st whether such a work would be effective in preserving the

temple from the effects of flooding, Ancient Rjypt, 192.5, 127.

ork of conservation in the Festal Hall of Tuthmo.sis HI revealed Coptic inscriptions and paintings

which have now been duly tre.ited by v.irni.shing. Fillet, Puippart inr tes triicini.c de Karaak . 1924-1925,1,

in xlioi, .S'lvv., ,\.xv, 10.

E.XC'AV.\TKiXS and Explor.vtiox.s.

Kerma. Scharff reviews the principal results of Reisxer’s excavations
;
he takes the view that

Kerma was a trading .station of the Egyptians in a foreign country during the Old and Middle Kingdoms,
that Hepzofai perhaps visited the place hut was not buried there, and that the great circular tombs were
those of iiati\-e princes, not of Egyptian governors. Die Ausgrahuny ron. Kerma in O.L.K, .xxix, 89-98.

Faras. becond half of the description of the great Meroitic cemetery, Griffith, O.cfard E.cca rations

in Xahia in Liverpool Annals of Archaeology and Anthropology, .xii, 57-172; de.scription of other Meroitic
remains including the hirtified enclosure and remnants from a jialace, also scantv Meroitic remains from
Sanam 'Xapata\ id. thid., xiii, 17-.37. The first h.df of the description of the cemetery is reviewed by
IViEDEMAXX in O.L.Z., XXIX, 35-36.

^
Ekmexxe. Memoir on the Austrian excavations of 1911-12 in cemeteries of the C-grouii (Middle

Kingdom,, Now Kingdom, the Meroitic and the Christian period.s, Jcxker, Ermenne { Denkldriften of the
Vienna Academy, i.xvii, 1 Abb.).

Edfu. Hexxe gives a brief account of his e.xcavation,^ 1921-1924, Tell Edfov in Aeqyptv.s, vi. 285-8.
The second of Ids full reports de.scrihe.s the continued clearance we.st of the temple. The Arab romain.s
cease after the teiitli century

;
in one part the Graeco-Koman age has been reached, vieidiiio terra-cotta

Statuettes, etc._ Tdl Edfon. et .Foudles de l/nst. Fr. cTArch. Or., Rapports prelim., li, pt. 31
Theres. !(>.<; Rank. At f)0r ol-Jledinah chairing was continued in l.otli the northern and tlie southern

paits of tlie necropolis, recovering a number of stol.ie .aid showing the dispo.sition of tombs where thev had
been previously excavate.1 without puhli.shed record. BruyiSre, Dei, el Alklineh {Fouilles de
TInst. Fr. d-Arrh. 0,-., Rappo,-ts p,:di„i., ii, pt. 2., The work of 1925 is briefly reported upon bv FoucaRT
in Comptes Rendns, 1925. 2i6-277.

Carter and Mace, The Tomb of Tnt-Ankh-Ame,,, i, is reviewed bv Glaxville in Journal xi 34-'>-343
Lythgoe repo,As no new excav.itions during 1924-1925, hut a season' of clearing up arrears, The E^mtian
F.rped,t,on lUDf-o iRull. ARtr. Mns., March, 1926, P.irt ii}

; ibid. 5-32, IViXLOCK, The Akmevms Exca ra-
tions at Thebes, descnlies the completion of plans and the examination, preservation and despatch of
anti.piities left over from imwious years, including a l.irge .scries of fine coffins of Dvn XXI from Der el-
Bihri fimnd in 1924, mas.ses of objects from foundation deposits of Hat.shep.sut,' plan of the tomb of
queen Xeferu with discovery of an aceos.s made .specially in Dyn. XVIII when the facade was hidden bv
the porch of llatshcpsut s temple, and completion of the clear.inco of the temple ramp. ‘lu the tombs ther'e
was again almndant evidenec of cheating and plundering by the undertaker.s. Ibid 41-51 Hvvie.s The
Graphic Work of thr F .ped.tin,,, cleaning and copying the tomb of the vizier User revealed a scene of his
election as .issistaiit to his t.uhcr GVmetlm, .ind interesting scenes of foreigners and tribute

lEivix, The Mo,..! Lrearaf,onsatL.,.ror, s, Llverp,ool An cats of A,::hae.Jo.,„ and A,ith,-o-
pology. Sill, .3-16,.. reports on the continued dear.mce and repair of the great tomb of Ikuiiose vizier of
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Ainenopliis III and Akheiidten, di-icuvoreJ by Mr. Minid m 1924, with a new toinli, S.'Ki ''Mi^s tells

me that this should be numbered 331 : clearance behind the Kamesseum and (h.scovoin- of the tomb of

Hat-ay. No. 324. Emery, ^1 rtUef from thr Tomb of Ilomose nt Thebes, in Juiirihd, .\i, 125, e.xhibits a fine

head of the vizier.

The following tombs can be added to the large survey maps of Thebe.s, thanks to Mr. Exueld.vch's

initiative: Dor el-Medinah, tombs 335-339 th'Covored by the Institut Franc.iis in 1924-25, d'tor ])et<nU

Joy iHSeyiio/i m the Ihehoii X—lteei sede noi^is in Aee. ^err., XXV', li4— Ij i (Ekl'YERE', tshevkli h\.bd el-

Kurnah and Dira- abu'l-Xaga. tombs 341-344 discovered by Moxd and E.viery, ibid. 239-241 i U.vviEs''.

Med.vmui'. Eouc.vrt reports briefly Driotox's clear.inee of the teiniilo in Coiaptes llciide.<, 1925, 279.

East Bmd-. Pillei reports on Karnak :

In the tem[)le of s\mun the western quay appears to have been originally a canal, the river now running

at a considerable distance westward. The avenue of .sphinxes to the first iiyloii was of llaniesses 11, re-

arranged after the time of P<iino/eia of Uyii. XXII. The south-west cohunns of the hypostyle hall thre.itennig

to fall, investigation of the bases showed that they were set on blocks taken from buildings of Amenophis R
of which it is calculated that nearly ITO.OOO blocks must have been used lor this alone.

In the pylon of -Imenophrs III the chief task was the extraction of the huge roof block of the alabaster

sanctuary of Amenophis II from the foundations. Mo.st of the plain block-s of sandstone were found to

have been niarkod for their destination in red p.iiiit at the Sil.silah quarrie.s.

The enclosure wall on the south of the temple has been cleared revealing new particulars in the plan,

The blocks of the building of Tirhaka by the Sacred Lake, a temple of fl.siri.s, are being studied by

Driotox.

The eastern temple of Raruesses II has been made secure.

The .south fa^-ade of Pylon VIII has been cle.ired and the part in front of the fir.st pylon made intel-

ligible. At the western entr.iiice the ba.se of the north colossiis of Uanicsse.s II on the east .side was found

to contain a block of the alabaster sanctuary of -Liuenophis II
;

this had been re-used hy Rame.sse.s II to

make a .stela recording hi.s marriage with the Hittitc princess and then again re-uscd to support his own

colossu-s 1 After thi.s, the mo.st iminjrt.int find w.is of ,i fr.igmeiitary statue of Ilainiakhi.s, .son of Shabiiko,

high priest under Tanutamuu,

In the region nortli of the Temple of Aniiiii and west of the Temple of iMoiit, the sebbuklun had revealed

portions of a building of Aiikhnas-N’eferebreL daughter of P.s.iniiiietichus II, which can be identihed as a

temple of Osiri.s “ Pamorye'." These remains are now taken care of. X ch.ipel of Xitocris, her spiritual

mother, ha.s been found west of it. Peli.ei’, Uappoyt svr ies tr'i ea n.c de hwiiak' (1924-192.1
,
in .[an. Seyr.,

XXV, 1-24.

El-‘Am.vrx.vh. In 1924-5 the excavation of the Xortli Palace was completed, a large storehouse

for corn fuiiid, and .several huildiiig' of the s.mie ,ige clc.ired at the extreme north end of the bay ;
from

these Id.st came a statuette of the Old or the Middle Kingdom. W hittemoue, 'Ihe Lxeuratioas m [-J-

‘Ainaynali, seiiso/i in Juayaid, xir, 3-12.

El-HIb.vh. lllenioir on the 1 'crnutii Ircihurg .iiid Heidelberg excav.itions of llil .5-1914. Ihe toniplo

was in a wor.se state of ruin than at the time of its discovery twenty years earlier
; with Brliih s hel[> tlie

remnaiit.s were cleared and the pl.ui recovered. Except this, only Roni.ui and (. hristian remains were mot

with. R.VXKE, Kojftisehe Fioedimre IkO Kayaya .ii'd d‘'y Amaiitempeh Fehe.sehoak.s [ b>o El Ilihe.

F.vxyum. At Kfiin .Aushiin the L^iuversity of Michigan h.ts cleared a temple of tserapis! and found

papyri, etc., hut the ni.iiii effort is to recovt*r the topography and liistory of the town, Bo.vk, T/ie L aic<.y~

sity of Aliehiya a's ejecarations at Kayants i.o in .loiinial, .xii, 19-21,

Reports from Miss C.vtox-Thompsox on the levels, etc. of Ptolemaic and preliistoric sites, and from

-lli.s.s (l.VRDX'ER on the geolouv, ll'S- ayeh m the tayem .[iitoi’iit E'typt, 1929, 1 -4'. It is at a level of about

200 feet above J5irkct-el-Kuruii and 50 feet above -e.i-level th.ct h.aie h.irpoons and pottery, the latter very

iil-pre.served owino to salt incrustation, .ire iound in settlements, ete. \\ ith t \ [ncal tiiiit.s, (_ .vrox- P HOMpsox',

1‘yelim'iaary Report on Xeullthic RatUry and Rame Implements trom the Aortheya, Fayam Des-.rt, Eyyyt, in

Alan, XXV, 153-159.

Lisht. The tenijile of .^e-ostris I. proh.ibly less utterly destroyed than any other pyramid temple of

Dyn. xn, h.is yielded most i>f the plan to close study with the help of the an.vlogous Dyn, V temple of

Sahu-rcL L.vxsixo, The Alesei'm's E.cea rations at Lisht, in Iai-uooe's Report of the Eyyptiaa E.rpeAitioa

19Et-.5, 33-40,

Memphite Xecropolis. The southern p.tit ot the iiecixpohs h.is been untouched tea* many year.s. The
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Service des Antiquites, having resolved to evteiid its activities here, has confided the investigation of the

southern half, extending from the southernmost stone pyramid (_‘rhomboidal pyramid’) of Dahshur to the

Pyramid of Pepi I at Sakk.irah, to M. Jeqdier with Mr. Dun’HAM as his assistant.

At Dahshur the avenue to the Pyramid of .So'.o.stris III has been examined. It runs obliquely smith-

eastward and must have been lofty where the fall of the ground was steep. Here it consists of a st( uie-

faced crude brick ramp, originally with passage along the top roofed and sculptured, tlie ramp enclosed

between pl.iin crude brick walls. Beyond the foot of the cliff it was [jicreed liy a passage for the road along

tlie edge of the cultivation ; the bridge of the ramp has disappeared entirely, but the spring of a vaulted

roof to the pa.s.sage is still visible in the brick side-walls. A similar bridge was foiiinl by Dt Mobo.vx at

the corresponding position in the avenue of Anienemme.s 111 though its purpose is only now e.xplaiiied.

The Rhomhoidal Pyramid, of magnificent design and workman.ship, has much of the fine limestone

casing in place. Some of the passages and the imposing funerary ch.iiiiher have now been cleared. The

junction of the double enclo.siire wall with the approach is rounded like the angles in the huildiugs around

the Step Pyramid and it is certain that the building is older than Dyii. IT.

At Sakkarah, the Mastabat ul-Far‘iin prove.s to have been the burial place of .‘'hep.seskaf, the successor

of MeiikaurC^ at the end of Dyn. IT; built of local limestone it was cased with tine limestone from Turah

except the lowc.st oourse'of red granite. The foundations are traceable and the remains of the approach

are coiisiiierahle
;
the .south and oast sides of the ma.staiia and a siih-stantial length of the apjiroach are now

clear. Priests of Shepseskaf of the Middle Kingdom were buried in .small brick tombs east of the temple.

Everything was plundered and a statue of the king in lilack schist reduced to very small fr.igmonts at a

very early date. JfgriER, llap/joi't pi'eliiiiiniiirc fc.j cxeciit/’S '// dam la partie miri-

dwHult dt' la /'f'r/'i/polc /ju'mjditti'j in .l/oi. AVi'r., .'C.yx', oo-7o.

In another place Jkql'IER tells us that the identification of the king was due to finding a fragment of a

bas-relief of Dyn. XII showing his funerary cult, followed by the discovery of fragments of a statue, one of

which had remnants of a c.irtoucho -fvi/. He suggests that Shepseskaf, like Userkaf who succeeded him,

was considered heretical and consequently the casing of his pyramid was removed early, probably by

Pepi II; but his cult was revived by a hutcher'.s f.imdy in Dyn. XII as a private speculation, no JoiUd

profitably to themselves. He makes further the interesting suggestion that the object of these vast

pyramids, as of the va.st funerary temples of a later time, was to impress the people with the iutiueiico

which such mighty kings would have with the gods, and so cause future gciieration.s to continue aJdre.s.sing

their prayers and offerings to them oven if their proper endowments were coutisc.ited or misappropriated

;

ill short, the pyramids were a means to iii.sure the happy exi.stence after death of the kings who built them,

and were not mere monuinents of v.uiity. MaM'ih'it-d-F,ii'm,ai, et h: /^nlte faae'raire de Fhep-if-skaf in

Caiaptti Re/tdns. 1925. 251-261.

In the northern half of the nocro|.olis Mr. Firth continues his labours. The two stepped mastah-is

north cast of the tstep lyramid are probably of tlie princesses liitkae.s and Hetophernebti, alieady known
from remains found at Heliopolis by .Schiap.xrelli

;
in the rubbish are fragments of many stelae with

their iiame.s, the name of the king and the symbol of Aiuibis, probably houiidarv stelae thrown away after

the buildiiig.s were con .-trueted Near by, agaiii.st the north wall of the pyramid, was a serJah with a

statue of the king, of life size ,ind nearly perfect. ATest of this was a ramp leading up to a terrace on
which are traceable the foiiiidation.s of a ch.ipel. Tlie pyramid itself had been c.ised with fine limestone.

Rubbi-h from an ancient tleaiing of the chambers yielded fragments of v.tse.s, manv bearing inscription.s

(if earlier kings. The blue tiles wliiclt were in two of the chamber.- laid been held in jilace hv fibre (not bv
copper wire; till the plaster bed .-et.

-South east of the pvraniid was n rectangular court of rubble walling with a series of small roofless

chapels built against the w.ills, and at the north end a ch.imber with four statue-, Yirohahly of the king and
queen with the two pnncc-.se.s. Dver tlie chape!.- was an upper .storey, the facade of which had fluted

pila.sters with very remarkable c.ipitals of two leaves turned downwards. On the we.st side of this was
another remarkable chapel. Throiiglioiit, the workman-hip and .sculpture is fine and .show- that there
must already have been .i long tradition of -tone iiMsonry, hut the design is in mo-t case., difterent from
aiiytliiiig that appears -iihsoquently. Firth, Excaeatiom of the Department of Antirptlties at the Step
Pijrainid, Sappira {V> , in Ann. Sen-., xjv, 149-1.56.

Giz.xH. A now survey of the dreat Pyr.imid li.i- hoeii made. After iiece.-.-arv excavation of certain
points, it coiTohoratc- tlie survey of Flindeis Petrie made in 18S1 under much worse conditions ; but it

is now found that the east f.ice shows a ditthrence of about .3 degrees m orieutatiou from the rectangle
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given by the other sides Ex(;eLbach, Prc'cis uf tin; sitri-i;i/ of Eiji/lit, Pnin'r Xo. !:>, />y ./. //. C'H.e, un th' si

aiid orientation of the (jreat P^/ramiil, in Ann. iSerr., xxv, 107-173.

In the spring of 19:2j the work of .Jonker's Au-tri.ui e.xpeJition, suspended since 1914, was resumed,

the object being to complete the jdans and other records of its previous work in the necropolis west ot the

Great Pyramid. A new house also had to be built, and all on slender resources (partly provided by

Hildeslieim)
;
but with their customary diligence and etticieney, between March 1 and May 11 Prote.ssor

Junker anti two architects Holly of Vienna and Holscher of Ibiiiovor) completed their plans, copies ol

inscriptions, photographs and drawings, and removed and packed the sculptured chapel of a inastaba of

Ilyii. IV destined for the Peliz.ius Museum in Hilde.slieini. X.itiirally some deterioration and loss had

taken place through the weathering of eleven years. Junker, Bericht khvr die iiijyplisihe E.i'pedition im

Frahjahr 19Xi, in An'.nyjer of Vienna Acad. 19Jd, 147-lo4. A second expedition took place trom Jan. 4 to

Apr. 9, 1926 at the joint expense of the 5 leiin.i Ae.idemy, the Pelizans Mu.seum and Leipzig, Stkiniioki-

F

and other Germans taking part in the work. The excavation was comiJeted to a distance of 400 nietres

west of the Pyr.imid of ( 'heops
;

it proved that a broad .rrea was left \acaiit behind the iiyr.innd during

Dyn. IV (when many mast,ib, is were built beyond but w.is afterwards occuihed by ma.stab.is. 1 hi' tinds

included statues and uninscribed s,ircoplnigi. and tlie tombs and their inscriptions will enable the historian

to follow the fortunes of some prominent familie.s. The great prize was the iinxstaba ot K.iyemaiikh of the

end of Hyn. V with interesting scenes and in'i.rii>tiun.s, espcci.ilb in the fully decor.itod s.ircophagiis

chamber, Junker, Vorlaavge B>.rieht nher die 1 lerte (Jrahnnij hei den Pyronude rou Oizeh, ibid., 1926,

63-120,

The J/hmr C'-met.-ry at Or.a, by Fisni;ii, is reviewed by WuLsziNSKr, O.L.Z, x.xviii, h4,S-M,-,o,

Abu E.ywash. Complete clearance of the group of ma.stabas ne.irest to the vilLige .shows it to hate

been a local cemetery independent of Zadefre s py r.unid, being both earlier and liter. Much of the site wv.s

occupied by vert lai'ge uiastabas of lul Jale with stone coiitaining-w.dls and [uts. 1 he siirt it iiig inscri[ttion.s

and sculptures are unhappily very .scanty, and everything had been plundered. Bisson he l.v Iii.kjie,

Ahou-Itoaseh 101.'/ [FoniUeti (/< fhist. Fr. d'Areh. Or., Ito/ipjrls Prehiiiiiaiire.;, Il, pt. ly

PuuLiC-tTioN OF Texts.

{uj From sites in Egypt, etc.

Thebes. West Bank. The fourth volume of the ni.igmticent B"hb de Peyster Tytns Me morial senes of

the Metropolitan Maseuni, Xew York, is devoted to the lonib No. ISI, known toriuerly a.s Le Toinheaa des

Grareurs, in which the colours are partKuLiily well preserved. Mr. D.wies suggests th.it the two sculptors

Apuki and Nebaniun were united in the toml> as li.iving in.irried the .same faithful wife Henetuotiet.

Davies, The Tonih of two senlptors at Thehes.

Mrs. D.yVIE.s and Dr. (lAliniNKR have published The Tomh of IB'y, \ ieeroy of Anhoi in t/,<- /eg/n oj

TaBajikhaniUa, No. 40, a fine monograph with all the scenes and in.scnptions that e.in be Lollected belong-

ing to this celebrated but now much injured tomb.

BruyLke publishes a .selection from no.irly two luindicd stelae found in clearing the temple of Dir el-

Medinah in 1912; they belonged to the pieople of the necropolis and record the worship of a groat l ariety

of divinitie.s. Qwelqiojs steles tronce'es par M. E. Baruae a Deir e! Medmeh \ Ann. Here., xx\
,

1 6-96 '.

East Bank. Kariiak. St.itue of the high priest H.irmakhis found by Fillet, naming i probably .is his

mother and his sister) two princesses, Ibeken.iniiin and PaiVrnkli-araty the wife of Taiiutaniun, Lefebv re,

Le grand pritre d'Amon Ea.r,nokhis ,;t dea.e reines de hi A'AD; dynastie (ibid., 2.7-33;
;
short version of

the marriage of Kaniesses II with a Ilittitc prince-S ,dso found by Fillet, id., line tersion ahrfjX de la

"•Stele dv ilariage’’ (ibid., 34-457

Abydos. Statue of a general, dating after Psainmeticlius II, 'Wainwriohi, Statue of dforus, son of

Khani and iler-n-neith-lt-s ibid., 259-261,'.

Nag‘ ed-Der. Stelae with deba.sed inscriptions of the period between the Old and the Middle Kingdom,

id., Three stelae from A\ig' id Deir ubid., IG.l-lOli '.

Siwah. The tomb of a prophet Fa-thout, of a kite period with scanty inseription.s from the Book uf the

Dead, the only inscribed tomb hitherto found in the Oasis, Steindorff, Ein agyptisehes Grab in. Sitca, in

Zeitsehr. f. ag. Spr., Lxr, 94-9S.

Beisan (Bethshan). From a good photograph in the World new.sp.iper, Moret publishes the second

stela of Soti I found by Fisher. It i.s dated in year 1, the year of his expedition against Canaan in the

reliefs at Karnak. The stela records the e.ipture of three citie.s, Hamat, where the rehellioii centred,
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BetlKsban itself and Venoaui
;
another city named Pahira took part in the rebellion, and Eehob seems to

have remained faithful. Perhaps in this campaign, i^erhaps later, Seti I penetrated east of the Jordan m o

the H,uiran and along the Orontes to Kadesh, in both of which places his moimraents have been touin .

Lij Of /upi-tgnv de Sett I iiu dot’d dit Cdi’tnt'l hi Rto\ de I Eg. i, 18-30.

lb) Ero/ti )/t>fSt‘d7ns.

C'Aino. Second f.iscicule of Lacau, St'dcs du Nourel £',«piVv, in the C'dalogae, cont lining the inscrip-

tions of li:l .stelae.
^ • / i

The third and completing volume of Laxge and Schafer, Gruh- uad Denhteine dei Mlttlerea lleichs, has

tiecu supplied hy L.vsui:, coutiining much needed indexes.

IIILUESHEIM. Particulars of a find of .sixty-.six Rame.sside tablets believed to be from Horbht, dedicated

bv soldiers .\nd officials to a variety of deitie.s, and no less than fifty-five of them to statues of Rame.sscs II.

The most notable, dedicated hy a certain Mosi, is sculptured with remarkable .scenes, including one of the

distribution of gold collirs, etc. a.s rewards liy the king. Some, ready made, had not been taken by

dedicators. They must have come from some place where there was a military colony with a shrine for

the king'.s statue. RuEder. lunnses 11 ids (Jott, in Zvitschr. f. ng. Spr., LXi, o7-67.

Rerlix. Axthes reviews Roeder’s completion with indexe.s of the Agyptiscke Lisc/infte/i uiis chd

ZtoatU'h'^n lIuseTa i" Berliii in O.L.Z., xxix, 131-132.

Transcript and interpretation of a difficult legal papyrus of IJyn, TI from Elephantine. Sebekhotp

produces a deed pmporting to be made by AVoser and giving hi.s wife, children and estate to Sebekhotp for

the benefit of AVo.ser's children in due projiortion
;
one of the .sons, Thau, deme.s that AVo'Cr ever nnido

such a deed and apparently claims all. The decision is that if witnesses can be produced to swear to the

genuineness of the document, the property, etc. is to remain in the house of Sebekhotp in tru.st
;

if not, it

shall go to Thau. Seth?:, Ein Pi-i>tfssvi'tcd aus di'm idten in Zeitsdir. J. ug. Spr., LXI, ti7-7!t.

P.uus. Xew reading from the original of ,i papyrus published long ago by AIasPEEO. Peet, Two

Eig/deenf}' Byrastij Letters, Papyrus Loucre, S.'-jn, in Journal, xil, 70-7J.

H.tGfE. Small iiioiuunent of the Xew Kingdom in the new .Scbeiirlocr Aluseum with a unique dedica-

tion to the Seven Hathors, Blssixg and Blok, Eiue Weihung an die siehen Hathoren, in Zeitsehr. f. ag-

Spr.. LXI, S:3-93.

Loxuux. U'reszixski reviews Hall, Hieroglyphic Te.rts from Egyptian Stelae, etc. in the British

Mus> iim. Part vil, in O.L.Z., xxviir, 843-S44.

An excellent edition of the Teaching of Amenophis with translation, commentarc and index, L.xxge,

Das W eisheitshiieli lies Ainenewope (Egl. Damke I ideaskahernes Selskab, Hid.-flul. Aleddelelser, XI, 2).

All oracle papyrus, B.JL 10335, transcript hy Dawson, Journal, xi, 247-248; see below p. 200.

,ci MiscellaneOHS.

A tine relief m a private collection in Paris n.iming X’efert-ibt, possibly a daughter of Snefru, Borel'X,

Vu. has-reli'f a a fioui d' une prinresse royale de la I\ e dynastic, in Rei\ de lEg. Anc,, i, .5-14.

Bohch.uidt rearranges the blocks from X'ou.serre''’s Snii-ternple regarding the W-festival, finds frag-

ments of .vetf-festival scenes of Amenophis III built into the Karnak temple of Chons (which he states is

constructed entirely of blocks from other temples), and points out that the building discovered hy EirtH

on the south-east side of the .Step Pyramid is rom.irkably like the representations of the seiWestival hall.

JiibihniindidJir ill Zeitsehr. f. ag. Spr., LXI, 30-51.

Texts of the great historical in.scri[>tion of Amenophis II with glossary, Klf.niz, Deux stiles d’Auieno-

phis II, Stiles d A mada et dEicpha Dtuie.

Kuk.ntz having noted that blocks in the qu.ay of Elephantine published by De AIorg.xn preserved frag-

ments of the text of the ra.irriago of R.imesses II with a Hittite princess, AI. Lacau examined the originals,

discovering another block from the .same, and re-collated both the great stela of Abusimbel and the new

steli foiiiiil I'v Fillet at Karnak. Ihe result, edited by Kcentz, i.s a vastly improved text, nearly com-

plete. R.imesses is iio-.v .seen to represent the Hittito.s as in desperate case until the king and Ins daughter

arrived in Egypt .uid brought aliout peace and amity. Kcentz, La A'it'de du Mariage " de Ramses II, in

Alin. Serr., xxv, l.'^l-23.'<.

id) III' ratie.

A letter, brief hut complete, found in a hnilding in the enclo.sure of the Stop Pyramid, complains of the

M.isto of time in taking men iroin tlie quarries .it Turah acro.ss the river to the Residence to draw tlieir
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clcitliiiiy; it is tinoly interpreted by Cunn, J ,'<i.rtk Dunnft q h-lti;- fri>,n Snijqiirn, in An,, .V.rr
,
.\xv

24:5-2.55.

Eepublication of u papyrus of aeeounts <if the time of Anieuopliis T[I. The fhn^t wlii. li appears in it

wa.s a theoretical unit of value in the Old Kingdom, but at this time \ias inooiTeetlv and looselv used as a
weight or measure for metals of different values, .and having lost its peculiar .signideanee soon fell into

disu.se, v.iliiatiou being made by the ,h‘hen and kit<' of silver until coined m.iney was introduced. iult,

L'unite de r,.deur Hhat et le piifyi'vs de Binding A o. 11, in AVc. d,' I Kg. Jkc., i, do-.sT.

(ej Demotic.

A iiuniber of specially interesting ostr.ica and other .short or fr.ignientiry documents are [lublished bv

Spiegelberg, D. nioiirii, I dSitdj. Bavarian Ao.id., 1925, Abh. Co preparatory to his promised Dictioiiarv.

(/) Jfei-oitie.

Forty ostraca from Faras, sis from Buhen H.df.i, and one from llakkeh, Griffith, Aleruiti,; Stnih'im, v

{Jovrn.ijl, XI, 218-224;.

History.

The first volume has appeared of .1. de JIorg.vn's posthumous work, Ln imehl.gdii-e om ///<//,, with the

sub- title, (-reliev'd (te's.

Sir Flinders Petrie claims that early settlements of man datable to about 1.5000 B.c. with tiiiits of

Soliitriau type, ivory, and thin hard haiid-in.ide pottery have Viet-n found at Badari on the ea.st b.mk of

the Mile and in the Fayyuui, contrasting with tlie Eiiro[)e.ui culture of the .s.ime age
;

,it Ivan fossilised

bone.s of man and hippopotamus come from the gravels of the •‘.uicieiit Mile," apparently pre-(.'hellean.

Petrie, EiivJ,/ Man in Egg/'t. in Man, xxv. 129-130. It is e.vplained that beads and a pm or borer of copper

were found in the gr.ives of the " B.idari.in " predyn.istic Egy|itians , the ••Badarian" culture is closely

related, e.s[)ecially in the pottery, to that of the Mubians; the .skulls, according to Dr. Dkkry, are

e.s.sentially the same as those of predynastie Egyptians but with negroid teiideiicios. Bruxtux, Emlg Man
in Egypt, ibid., 108. Petries Solutriaii dating for B.idan.in is eritieised by Bl’ukitt, .\i-vl,a,‘<jtu,jival

Notei, ibid., x.xti, 10 and Petrie replies. The Ba.da.vian Cli-difatioa, ibid., 04.

Prof. Christi.vx has continued his study of the M.ik.'idah-culture iii a eli.xptor on its relation to western

Asia and the Aegean, Die Bnziehnngen dev Sagadiikidtnv in Agypten zn Viivdi’viifien and znv Agais

{Mitteil. d. Anthi-ijpol. Ges. in Wien. LVe Sch.yrff, in reviewing it. rejects his acutely argued and clabor.ite

theory that the Makadali civilisation was foreign <uid followed ou the Old Kingdom iiiste.id of native -uid

prehistoric as is now generally held, O.A Z

,

xxix, 255-202. tlee also below, p. 3(il.

Farixa combats the interpretation of the Edfu myth and the ancient festival of ‘Smiting the Ann' ,ts

concerning a Semitic eoiiquO't of Egypt, and brings forward linguistic evidence to prove tint tlie Egypti.iii

language was not subject to .Semitic intluence in remote times. Imt th.it Egyi>tiaii and Semitic are of

common (and probably African i origin. .S'a idenne leggevtde mtovna aHe ini'aeiiini geniifivhe VvH EgiHo

pveJiaastico, in Kivifta dt An.tVdpniaijia

,

xxvii ,1s pp. .

Mohet, Le Mil et la eivilisatlon egyptienne, is a complete lustory touching every liranch of Egyptology,

witli bibliogiapliy anil index. Sir Ernest BunoE lias pulilished TV-c Dii'iBnv.-t on the A'ile, ,i successor to

a little liook of tlie same name uritton forty years .igo, now rewritten and greatly enlarged, T. • i. Ai.i.i.x

reviews 'Weigali., A Hutovy nf the I'kavaahe, I, in Aini. v. donvn. of Sen, . Lang., xi.ii, 213.

A. Weber has written a long article on cnltiir.d and sociologu ,il question.s, Kidtiiviui-.i,l,,g;„h,,’

1 ev.fuehe : Das aJte Agiipten un,l B'diyhiiivai, m Ai'ehti, Tt<v Sinmt trt.'onm^eltaft tin, I ,'^oziaf„,titih, i v, 1-59,

Petrie, Ancie/it Egyptiifus, forming Mo, 11 in Plorbert Sfexcers .De.scvtj,tive Sovadngy, t.ibulates and
clis.sifies the results of an enormous amount of rc.idmg and re.search. Petrie continues ins classified list

of Egyptian title.s, J’/ie Bn.h’vs in Ancient Egypt, 192.5, 70-.sS; The Cidtiratovs iind t/niv Land, ihi.l.,

105-110; Supplies aml Def nee, ibid., 1926, 15-23.

Ed. (Meter h.as brought up to date hi.s discussion of the chronology of Babyloiii.i from the new m.iteii.il

obtained since 1913, and of Eg\ pt in view of BoucH.vuni’ s work of 1917, wbcrein a much longer ehroimlogv

for the dynasties was advocated, .i sclieme which (Meyer rejects. Lta alter;; Clivonalngie Bahyloni, ns, .1 «!//,
, ns

und Ayypti'ns, Xaclitvail ZUnl ''VSlen Band,' ties <aaelirchte 'I'M AlfevlUinf.

(Mrs. Bruxtox ha.s drawn and pid dished a reniaikable .scries of portr.uts representing fourteen of the

most famou.s Ei,,g< itnd fueeiis of Anciin.t Egypt .ind derived from a study of their ancient representations

and of their immnnies when .'till extant, with c.irefnl consideration of contemporary dress and orii.imeiit.
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With each portrait is a historical note, by Egyptologists such as Professor Breasted and Professor Peei'.

Keviewed in A/tcient 1926, 28, and by Dawsox in Asiatic Ilecieii^ 1926, 33S.

For Jeqcier’s views on Shepseskaf see above, p. 290. Gauthier in d/i/o tierv., xxv, 178-180 seems

finally to settle the position of Zadefre^ in Dyn. IV immediately before Khafref, from a new tomb of

Dvn. V at Gizah, Le Roi Zadefre siiccesseur iiinnhliat de Khoiifov-Khvops.

Chassix.at, La Princesse A^oubcmtel-h, in Rec. de I'E'J. Auc., l, 132, adds two objects liearing the name

of this prince.ss of the illiddle Kingdom to the one previously known.

Mrs. Raxsoii-M'illiams publishes The (Jyliuder Real of a Kinj Cserkent, probably of Dyn. XIII, in the

Edwin Smith collection at Xew York, Zeitsckr.f. luj. Spr., LXi, 81-83.

E. M. Guest write.? on ll'o/«en’« titles in the Middle Kinydij/n in Ancient Egypt, 1926, 4f)-.j0.

The .second edition of Steixdoeff, Die Eliiteze.it des Pharaonenreiches, a history of Dyn. III, is

much enlarged from the original work of twenty-five yeans ago, re-writti.-u and with almost entirely new

illustratious, many of which are coloured. Reviewed by Kee.s in Zeitschr. d. Dentsrhen Mocgenl. Oes., v,

21.0-216.

pL.tCKXl.tN, Lnxor and its Temples, i.s reviewed by Ge.vxville in Janciud, xi, 343-344. This work has

received the honour of being tran.slated into German by Koeder under the title Das hiuidect-torige Thehen

with the sub.'titutiou of good photographs for the rather characterle.ss illustrations of the original.

C'ai’art, Thehes: La gluice d’un gcand passe, i.s reviewed by H.vi.l in Journal, .xii, 138, and by

T. G. Ai.lex in Amer. Jov.ni. of Rem. Lang., xlii, 139-14U.

Wolf reviewing Pridik, Mut-ernaeija. Die Mutter Amenhatep' < Amenophis) 111, which tries to [irovo

that .she was not the prince.ss of Mitanni wedded by Tuthmosis I\', considers the argument untenable.

O.L.Z., X.XI.X, 34-3.).

Griffith. Rfela in honour of Amenophis HI and Taya from TeV el-^Amarnah, in Journal, sii, 1-2,

publislies a fine .stela of the time of Akhenaten, found in tin' great house of Piiehesi.

Mis.s Murkav coii.sidor.s that Ramessos II made his mother and his daughters sucoes.sively queens,

probably on account of hereditary riglits. The troubled period of the later kings i.s too little known for the

tran^mis'ion of inheritance to bo followed. Royal Inheritance in the XIXth Dynasty in Anelent Egypt,

192.5. 109-104.

In the Cambridge Ancient History, vols. Ill and iv li.ave iioen published representing Egjqit from

I)yn. XXI to X.XVII, the jioriod of the As.syriau, Babyh.niaii and Persian Empire.s.

(si’lEoEi.BEHo has written a valuable little book on the credibility of Herodotus' account of Egyiit.

Dit tjlaubir'urdighot von Herodots Eericht nher Agypten im Lichte dcr aaypttisehen Dcnhmaler,

Moxtet con-idors that the hariest dcqiicted in tlio magnificent tomb of Peto.siris, taking place in the

akhit .season, woukl date the tomb to .500-460 b.c., i.e. in the reign of Darius or Xerxes, and that .some

features in the scenes can bo interpreted as Persian. Xote su.r D tombrau de Retosiris in Rev. Arcldulogique,

V'' scr., xxiir, 161 - 181 .

Ehrexbekg, Alexander I'nd Agyph n {Eeihefte z. Allen Orient), shows Egypt's jilaee in Alexander’s

scheme of empire and bis doings there : liis visit to Egypt was the turning point in his political outlook,

towards the government of the world by a Greek.

.8piF.t.El.BERG retranslate.- and comments on the trilingual decree in honour of Ptolcuiv IV after the

battle of Raphia, making -r-vcr.il imiirovemeiits m, Sottas’ version of the demotic, the best preserved

text. Eeitragc :ur EcHarvng des nenci Jreisprachigen Priestecd,Aretes :u Ehren dis Ptob.maios Philopa.tor

iRitzh. Bayer. Akad

,

192.5. 4. Alih.’', with a supplementary note on the group nhti in demotic.
The articles Skemiophris ,iud Rmedcs in Pauly-Wlssowa, Encyclopaedie, are bv Keks.

CiEOURAI’HY.

Two of tlio six projected volumes have appe.ired of a very important and extensive undertaking bv
Gauthier, a dictiomiry of geographical name.s found in Egyptian texts, including those of places abroac'l.

Dietionnairc des noms gO.graphajncs. When it i.s remembered that Diction.naire (Hociraphignc
with its .Sig.ph'ment w.is publisliecl forte -five years ago, and did not contain the foreign names, the utility

is obvious of this courageous ami well-planned compilation with its miruerous refcreucos. The two volume-,
which are of hamly size, reach to the li-tter

, f\

G. W. Murray contributes ai.importaut paper on The Roman Roads and Rtations in the Eastern De.art

of Egypt in Jocrnal, xi, 138.-i.-,0: in part they coincided with ancient Egyi.tiau roads, but were mostly
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new, to (quarries and to ports on tlie Red fc5ea.—an interesting illustrated .studv by a uieinber of the Uesert

Surre}’ of the Egyptian Government, correcting some identitications and adding new one.s.

Alt identifies Ishkliupn. the scene of Esarhaddon's defeat of Tirhaka, with Wes.'cr;khcpni, the city of

Sethos II
;

it is possibly identical with Raarnses which may perhaps be .sought at Fakus, /..Aayev', O L.Z.,

5XVIII, 573-.j78.

Griffith wiite.s on Pol'hnras-D'iUt'i/'ns-Fttr'fs in ilnoijriiplu/ and Hisbn't/ in tlie Meroitic and ('hristiaii

])eriod.s of Lower Xubia, substituting Bakhar.is for Bagrdsli, the reading of the olcler Araliic name hitherto

current, Joui-nol, xi, 2.79-i>6s,

Articles on Egyptian geographic.il names, LutupuHs to Lvtiipnli^ and .SV/c to Sumniijdiiit ukuk in P.iri.v-

Wlssowa, Encyrlopaediu
,
are ly Kees.

Forf.iox Rki.-Itioxs.

The publication of the second part of WresZIXSKi's Ath/s tor 'dtnijiiptUchro Koltorgr-n hichtr has been

continued by tlie is.siie of the seventh livraison of twelve large i>hotographic plates with e.xplan.itioiis.

Sir Arthur Ev.txs has contributed an important paper on Tke Earlji Aidoti<\ L'diyiin njid Eijijpti'in

rehUntoii icitA AHnoaii (,'rd-: 'from prehistoric times to the Old Kingdom to the Juiiraid. of thr R. Anthrop.

Iiirtit'dr, LV, ]!)9-22S. 77/c Eh'io Cohrnirtr of the Mi'dllnn'Oiiooii by RkxiiEL HaHRIs in BoVdio of tin'

John Riihjude Lihrorii, iln ncheit'.-}', X, d3U-3(Jl, is a curious speculation, seeking early Arabian colonics in

Egypt and elsewhere through iilace-names. Kretschmer reviews Ko.ster, Sddfahrt ond Unnddscerki.hr

drg oidichrn Mittelmeere) i/ii !. "od ?. J'd, rt- iiiH-od r. Chr. in O.L.Z., xxix, :531-3:?2, and Bil.ihei. reviews

Weber, Dio St'Ottenn-elt do.-i Mitt'Jniorrer in der Enditoit d-i idriio/n'iifuius, ibi<l., 33:1-334,

The figure of a monster composed of two forepwits uniteal is found in Egypt, throughout the Xear East

and in China, .Miller, Waoderuoj/' o idnos oh,,ro ohdi.tr/ioo Jdnfir-i, in O.f.Z.. xxvin, 7S.‘>-7!)0.

WTedem.vnx describes an Egyiitiaii glazed plaque with Eye of Horns, remarkable as having been found

at Bonn, Eio nggptisc/ios Aiaoldt a>'s Bono, in Booro-r JoJirhooki.r, 130, 193-108.

dsi’u.

Dr. Masteemax's address to the Palestine Exploration Fund, on the archaeological sites visited by the

recent International Congress in S\ria and Palestine, contains some interesting remarks on the Egyjiti.iu

monuments A cartouche of .''hO'honq h.i' been found ly Fl'HKit on .i stone slab at Megiddo
; and the

four Egyptian tablets of EaniC"e' II on the Xahr el-Kelb, originally protected by folding doors, appear to

have been dedicated to Ainun, KcL Ptah and Seth respectively, like the f mr divisions of the army, /’.

Qa. St., 1920, 117-13.').

JiRKU has written a little hook on the struggles of Babylonians, Egyptians, Hitrites, Israelites,

Assyrians, etc, Der Komjif om Sf/rieo-P<dit <t!ini uo ttriroVd i.n-Jo ti Altrrtom ' D> r ,l//c Orient, .\xv, 4 '.

Frankeort has contrihuted an import.uit piper to the Jnnmnl, xir, 8i»-!t9, attempting to coinhine

archaeological with literary evidence to throw light on the darkness of Egijpt and Sj/rio in the Eir.d

dntermcdi'ite Period. The deserts of the Sin.u peninsula .ind the poverty of I’ale.stino shut in Eg\ pt oil the

north-east: Egypt had no intercourse with those c-aintrios except for protecting its own frontier ,ind fir

mining expeditions to Sinai until pressure from behind drove the Semites upon Egypt about Dyii. VI the

campaigns of Una were to puui'h or repel tbc'C ciKro.ichincnts-, Un the other hand, the Egyjitiaiis m.ule

expeditions by sea to Bvblos to obtain wood, and although they made no pernunent settlement there, they

built a temple to the local goddess, givinu to her the name -if their own goddess Hathor. The foreign

pressure coiitiiiuiug, the.se exjieditions ceased at the beginning of the I'eigii of Pepi II 'it was prohahlv

then that the Egxqitian temple at Byblos was burned and destroyed . The jiressure probably originated in

Xortliern Syria or in Cappadocia .uid brought with it the art of the button se.ils. and the growing weakness
of Egypt resulted in tins foreign element getting the upper h.uid with Dyn. VIII.

Sethe reviews all the work dune on the ••Sinai inscriptions, considering that they are in the alphabet

whieh gave birth to the Phociiici.in and that tlie Sinai alphabet was invented ly the Ilyksos in Egvpt.
The attempted decipherments of Grimvie and the supposed di.scovery of the name of Moses or of Manasseh
are without any sort of reasoiiahle foundation. Dio n-c.sgen.iol,aftlio/io Bedeotong dor Potrie'.ichon Sinaifirndo

n ad die ongehliehea Afii..i,‘itong nj.-oie m Zoitiofr. d. Drat. Alorgond. Orr.. X.K., v, 24-.')!. Grimme replies

Ejatioptu vnd die Siimi.icliriftdeiil'ndder, ibid., 137-1.')U, with A’aidnrnrt by Shl'HK, ihid., lol~l.")3. Pixc'HES
reviews Grijime, Althohroieol.o la.nkriften rmn Sinni, ni A ncie,,t Egypt, 192.j, 8S-90, with note by F[liuders]

P[etkie] on the signs visible ami those required liy Gkimme'.s reading, iii a te.st case.

•Journ. of Egypt. Arch, XII. 38
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Dd.^saud in Syria, vi, 373-5 review?! Gauthier, Dictionnaire des iiom? ge'ugrafi/iiqiies, r, with suggestions

for ijentiticatioii of iiauies in Syria. lu au article Sainaria au Unvps d’Achab, 5, Lrs renseignernents

gvograijliiques, ibid., vii, 9-23, the .same scholar discus.ses Fi.sher's stela of Sethos I from Beisan, pointing

out that tliore are two place-names Viinoah in the Old Testament, and that Yenoam on the stela is the

southern one.

Byblos. iMo5'lET describes the aiitiq uitie.s from the tombs contemporary with Dyn. XII. They

contained objects of Egyptian manufacture, others imitating Egyptian work, and others again of Syrian

design. Among the last are Syrian scimitars and one of these from Tomb II of the time of Ameuemmes IV
i.s inscribed ‘’the governor Yepshemuib .son of Ibi.shemu’' in hierogly[)hs. The fathers name can now bo

I'ccogni^eil in a cartouche with ill-engraved hieroglyphs on a shell-shaped pendant from Tomb Xo. 1 which

IS of the time of Amenemmes 111. L'art phruicien au A'17//<; sih-le araat J.-C., d'apres les re'centrs

trouraiUcs de Byblos in Mouumenu et me'inoires de VAcad. d. Ii><cr. (Piut), x.wii, 1-29; reviewed by

Dlss.vud in Syria, vi, 199-200. Xote of the fourth season's work, abbreviated from Moxtei’s report in

Cuuiptcs rendu.-;, 1924, ibid., 201-202. In Ibhl Wiedem.vxx copied at X'aple.s the cartouche of Osorkon I

on a fragment of a statue which has now been purchased by tlie Louvre. The fragment is of stone of Gebcl

Ahmar near Cairo, a material already found inscribed with the cartouche of Osorkon at Byblos by lIoXTEl’,

and it has three lines of Phoenician writing round the cartouche on the chest, a dedication by Elibaal

king of Byblos to the goddc.ss of the city. Duss.vl'D, who publishes it, considers it to represent the

dedication by the king of Byblos of a statue of his suzerain, the Pharaoh of Egypt, and points out the

important historical couclusion.s to bo drawn for the hi.story of l)yn. XXII and for Biblical history. He
al'o gives a revised translation of the iii.scription of Ahiram, Uu.s.s.tUD, Dedieace d'uiie statue dOvurkou I
par Ehba’al, roi de Byblos, ibid., 101-117. Bauer comments on this and the other inscriptions of Byblo.s,

Eine neue Insehnft an.; Byb'os \u O.L.Z., xxi.v, I64-1C6. Girox otters new readings of the inscriptions of

Ahiram ,uid sugge.sts that Ahiram was never king, but that his .son had been made king by Pharaoh, and

that Pharaoh continued to e.xercise the rigid of choo.sing the king of Byblos even in Dyn. XXII, Sote sur

les iii.;criptio)iS d'Ahiram in Bull. List. Arc.b. Fr., X.wi, 1-13.

Bkisax.

The American E.rca rations at Beisan are briefly described by .S. A. C[ook] in P.E.F., (Ju. St., 1926,

29-30. Four temples have been found, two of R.imesses II, one of Seti I and oiio of Anionophis III or I\',

all dedicated to Astarto, ibal

,

91.

IIlirlTEs, ETC.

On the peoples of Asia Minor and the tiisit apiiearaiioo of the Indo-Goruianic people in history, with
^cver.il retoreiices to Egy[)tological discovery, F.d. Meyer, Die I olksta ninie Kleina.siens, das er.;te Auftreten

Jer InJogermaacn in dcr Oeschichte and die Problem,>. ihrer Aushreitung, in Sit:b. of the Berlin Acvideiny,

192.5. 244-2GO.

Kiz/,aw.idiia is to he [.laced in ( 'ilicia in agreement with Sidney Smith’s view and not on the Black Sea
in aicuniance with common opinion, Sayce, The Site of Ki:z,nn,dna. in Li,-erpool Annals, Xil, 173-174 and
GuT/e, who qiiotc.s new evidence that it w-is on the gulf of Lssos, Die E.tge con Kizia-atnas in Zeitschr. f.
Assyriotogie, xxxvi, 30.5-30.H.

Biblical, etc.

Ghapters by Hall, Isr.od and the surr.mnding nations, and by S. A. Cook, The religious encironment of
Jsno.l, are contained in Peake, Tim People and the Book, essays on the Old Te.itament.

BlacKmax contributes a chapter on The Psalm; in the Light of E,,,,ptiaa rese,ir,:h (with a note on
pp. .Viii-xivi to SiMl'.sox, The P.;.dm,sts, insisting on the influence of Semitic peoples on Egyptian thought.
Gres.smaxx [.oint.sout various souives utilised, either silently or avowediv, in the Biblical proverbial litera-

ture and discusses the means of intercommunication of ideas and literature among the nations, Egypt
taking the Ic.iil in ci\ ihsc.i life. Drads Speed, n;d.;he,t im Z„.;ammenhnng der Wd.tHter'itv.r.

J.U K. The Date .fthe Exo.lus, is a well-informed book, .showing how the Exodus can be placed about
14.51) B.C.. the occiiiMtion ot the moutitaiuous parts of Palestine bv the Khab.ri (Hebrews^ not iiiterferimr
with tl.e c.xpeditions of the Itamossido Pli.ir.mhs along the coa.st road. WTexer argues that “So (Seve”)
king ot Egi.pt, ’the “Sibil tartan of Egvqit defeated by Sargon in 720 B.C., must Iwve been the viceroy
ai.pnii.ted f..r Egypt hy Pi.inkhi

; the defeat of R.qdd.a would put au end to Piaukhis power in Egtpt,
ueccss.tat.ng Sh.ilukos r,.conquest. The relations of E.jypt to Israel and Judah in the a.,e of h,dah i.i

An,dent Egypt, 1926 51-53. Fulleriox, Isaiah s attdmle in the S.-nn,a,:hc.-J Campaign, ,n Amcr. Jou.m. of
Seen. La„g., XLli, l-L.i, discusses the part played hy Egypt and Ethiopia.
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Philological discussion of the equation Khabin = Hebrews, Oprrz, Zur Uahini-fi-aij-, in Zcit.-(clt,\ f.

Jssi/nologie, xxxvii, 99-103; Xaville, Thtf Eijgptiiin Xame nf JuS‘’p/i, making it a title, “the head of the

•sacred college,'’ in Joiinml. xit, lG-18.

Various.

Hai.l, H Jasper grovp of n holt oiv] lotll titihtiinj^ frton ni the Brittsh in ,T(nirittiJ,

XI, 159-161, a fine object formerly attribiiteil to (’rote by Dr. IIai.i. but now rather to Svria, The fiagmen-
tary cuneiform tablet found by Peei at Tell el-’Amaruah is bilingual, showing Egyptian and E.ibvlonian

numerals from 3-10 and other more doubtful words, Sidney Sjiith and (l.nm, d fti lo'ifoi-in rotrijiiihiri/ of

Egyptian iroi'c/*’ witli Additioivil note by Feet in .7o/o'//o/, xi, dSD-dlO. ilEin. i:ii, A'/at/fa,,- m the Tell < /-

Attianm letters^ in J. St‘C. Or. Ites.. ix, 241-248, lands and peoples. .Siitu, Alaslna, Qatna, Gubla ' Jlyblos
,

Sa-Gaz.

Bull describes Ttfo letters to Al'littottn', Knot ot E/pjtt found .it Tell el-nAmarnah t' =lvxuDr/o\ b") and
153j and recently acipiired by the Museum, BnU. Metr. Alvs. of Art, xxi, 169-170.

Bauer suggests that when Uuamun was with the prince of liyblo.s, ‘-tli,, shadow of his fan’’ was pun-
ningly taken as “the .shadow of Pharaoh, " Em phonikiseher \\'i>rtvit: ha lleisehericht des Un-Aiiiniif in

O.L.Z., XXVIII, 571-572.

Kuextz in preparing an edition of the iiocm describing R.imesscs TTs fe.its.itthe Battle of Kadesh has

found four new text.s and collated the old one.s. The "V.dley of the litsh' or ‘siiruce fir,’ in the .Story of the

Two Brothers, i.s mentioned in it as on the way to Kadesh, Cite ponveUe edition da " Poente de Pentu'otr
'

in

Competes Rendus^ 192.5, 242-241) : Duss.iud, ihi'l., 246, wouM identify it with the valh'v of the Eleuthern.s.

Eisler supports the equ.ition /e/i/V-u = Phoenici.uis. The name is not found in the Semitic language

but may have had a Semitic origin “the settled folk": in Egyiitiaii it might mean “the carpenters,''

Aiipptiseli Eiik-tc, Orieehisidi in Zeitsihr. th Deiit. Morgeid. des., X.F., v, ]54d00.

A doubtful word in Si'IEGELREKG s Hierotie P'tpgri ond Ostrnot may be a Hebrew word for "razor,

'

Boxdi, Mtlprt, ill O.L.Z., xxviii, 572. Zahi i =P.ilestuic.' means “dry land,” and //c/-< = “wilil boar ' in

Semitic, Eisler, Aggpttseh dflij =.p//'f'')‘/i s.thj.i. Aggptiseh \p\vA ttatl ktinouttiseh = Wiltht?!, teeitt.'' \\\

O.L.Z., XXIX, 2-4. hja, 'atjyn “ riiig-st.iiid." jar stand = Heb. 'gyl, Keimkk, A Semitic lorin-irord in Egyptimi,

in Amer. Jonra. Sera, htug., XLll, 205-208.

Africa.
Huxtixgfohd sugge.sts par.illels with Egyiitian customs, etc., in Kenya and Uganda. Etypt in Africo,

in Ancient Egypt, 192.5, 98-99, .ind writes On the eoimeeti‘<a betireett Egypt 'tad. the Afttsoi-Xaudi group of

East Africa, ibid., 1920, 10-11.

Phiiology.

Of the groat Berlin dictionary, tlie prcpar.ition of which hegan nearly thirty years ,igo, the first p.irt

has now been published, Erii.in unj Grai’ciw, Xorterhaek der agyptischeu S/irache: Erste Liefervag. It

takes the form of (1) a voc.ibulary much like the small ininnal dictionary i ILmiUeorterhaeh') of the same
oditor.s, showing the various me.iiimgs ,ind spellings ot each word ,uid the jieriods to which it ,iiid thev

belong (this part is in autograph to save the enormous cost of v.iriable hieroglyphic type}, and (2 limited

references to published or original texts .to be followed wlieii complete by a German index of me.uiiiigs i.

The vocabulary as yet reaches 240 pages covering tlie first three letters of the alphabet down to a :

(

the number of words treated is of course Vii.stly gre.itcr th.ui in BrugsCh's marvellous Worterhireli writtiui

between forty and sixty years ,igo, although demotic is not included. The references reach onlv to

in sixteen pages of print, and at present main of them are difiiciilt to utili.se owing to the imperfections of

published copies
;
but the promised .supplements will eventually give the correct re.idings of key p.issages.

Meanwhile we are very grateful to Eiimax, the initiator of the undertaking, ,iiid to his a.ssistant editor, as
well as to all the .scholars of ditt'erent n.itionahties wlio h.ive taken [lart in its preparation, for this first

instalment of the final work. Si’IEGELUEKg has written a warm greeting Zu der ersten Lieferirntj des

vrterbuches der dgyptisehen Sprnche in O.L.Z., xxix, 233-230.

Moxtet reviews a number of philological ami other work.s including Eu.\[.v\ unil Grapuw, Agtipti.sehes

Maadieurterbuch , k.x'AtXKl, Re.rupte hierog!yphi'pie an unsatistactory compilation;; iSuELEERs, Zr.)i tc.ftci

des pyramides egyptieaaes, II, voc.ibulaire
;
Guxx, Sttidns in Egyptian Syata.r. His review is entitled

Chronifpte egyptologopae, in Recae des etudes <! aeten nes, X.\VIII, 50-6.8.
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Krs ‘Skip" (if kid.s, ;i will'd borrowed from Semitic (Aasyi-iati, Arabic, Helirew), nh’w a fish-jewel for the

hair ill /ijic-swt priests of Heracleopolis iii the Adiiionitio/i-^, Blackman, Fldlolugical ISote-?,

ill Jijiinwl, XI, ilO-215. Bns lintel, hpt cross-bars holding the vertical planks of the door, Driotox, L;

“ fronti,,, -V h;t “ ta ?.s-co ii.r ” da la fiorte, in Dull, da 1'Lift, fra na., xxvi, li-19. Mr not “ weaving," connexion

between ‘/-f and ‘tj sxu white lily as well as lotus, the plant 6pvov hardly “rush, ’ the supposed “brown

beer," I’fr-P/ “the two reed huts,’’ Bissisg, Zur agijptiiaheii Wortkii/'da, in O.L.Z., xxix, 30o-309.

A new and enlarged edition has appeared of Roedek’s useful little grammar, Agy^tisrk, containing

grammar, exercises and glossary ;
reviewed by Spieuelberg in O.L Z.. xxtx, o6-l-56o.

Gunx, fitudias in Egi/ptiaa Synta.r^ia reviewed by Eumax in O.L.Z., XXIX, 17S-lbI, and with much

detail by Blackmax in Journal, xi, 347-3,30.

Fresh example.s of the rare negative enclitic one with the determinate of negation, Sethe, Za dvr

aidditif' haii yagafiou w in Zcitsahr. f. iuj. S/a’., LXr, 7!t-'>].

SriEOLI.BEHo, JJauiotischa Urauimatih, reviewed by Ghifeith, O.L Z., XXVIII, 04i!-644.

.Sethe has written an elaborate and instructive article showing that in .syntax and vocabulary Demotic

is sister to Coptic rather than mother, both being derived from New Egyptian, He notes the leading

ch.iracten.stics of eaeii of the known [ihase.s of literary Egyptian, and marks the jioint at which it branclie.s

from the main .stream of the spoken language. D,/? Varfadtuis ziri.fij,cu Deuiotifch vnd Koptisch and f/ijii'

lehren far die O'afJinddr der agypthtclie)/ Spracla' in ZeiUahr. d. Dent. Monjaul. ties., N.R., iv, 290-31(5. The

.same scholar points out the remarkable and hitherto unrecognised fact that the initial li and fi of Egyptian

were never lur h.ardly ever) marked by spiritus a^per in Greek land .seldom by k in “ Boheiric though

often written in Latin. Zur Wiedergaha des agyptischen h a„i Wortanfang durch die Llrieehen in

Afaefriehtea tfottinyeu., 1927>, 00-50.

Seihe, Agypiisaha Lasestucke, Texte des Mitthrea Rekhes, is reviewed by Laxoe in O.L.Z.. xx\ in,

844-84.').

The reading of the demotic group for “ wizard," 7o'-?/) : a pe-tc gy = ‘^ nW” , cfy a = “ smite "
;
demotic of

.untgi. ; sj/-»'/'=“Nile,’’ .SriEiSELUEUfi, Dniiotka, i {Ritzh. of Bav.irian Academy, 1020, Abh, Hj.

He.sTerm.vxx find.s that in Meroitic py when followed by a vowel produced ps, Eiu Lautgesetz in den

ineruitisehen Inschriften in Hexschel uiid dlcLLER, Folia eihnoglossiea, l, 11-13.

Palaeouuaphy,

Jexsex, Gesehichte der Schrift, is reviewed by Hermaxx in O.L.Z., x.xvin, 802-80.0,

Dr. Gardixer lias bad a new fount of hien'glyphic type made by Me.ssr.s. Baxxermax of Loudon for

his fortlicuuiing Egyiiti.in grammar. It i.s founded upon the in.scriptions of Dyn. XVIII. since they belong

to the .stage of the language treated in the Grammar, are comparatively acces.sible at Thebe.s and are rich

in unoorrupted characters for the models. The sign.s were collected and copied by Mr. and Mrs. Davies. The
labour involved ha.s been Very great but the fount i.s already rich, cuUsLstiug of 750 separate signs, many of

them in three sizes, and the.se little pictures are an arcliaeolugical .study in them.solves
; tlie use of them

will leave no excuse for inaccurate ide.is and loose trau.scriptions of hieroglvphic and hieratic texts. The
present list. The Rynopsis of Dr. Alan II. Gardiners Pkn Fount of Hieroglyphs .'Oxford University Press's

is arranged for the convenieiice of the printer, following that of Lep.siu.s with all its old faults of identifica-

tion. A catalogue of .sign.s in coriect natural order will doubtless be one of the features of the new
gramniar.

PaioX, Aniuvds of A neknt Egypt, i.s reviewed in Aueierd Egypt, 192.5, 111, by Mreszixski in O.L.Z.,

XXIX. .343-344, and by d, G, Ai.lex in Amer, Joarn. of Ro,ti. Lang., XLli 142-143
DoMbart writes on Die liedeuVn.y des Deter,hinatirs the determinative of the word ,-d-u-r in the

Pyramid Texts, perhaps the “dog-leg" appro.icli to the pyramid, Journ. Sue. Ork,d. Res., ix, 233-249.
.SI'IEOEI.BERO reviews Dkvaud, Edge d,‘s papyi-tis Gpiutkns hieratia ues. m U L Z \\\;ratapas, in U.L.Z., xxvin, 84.5-846.

JVRIHGJUX.

Hoffxer lias now completed liis Fo.des Ilistoriae Religionis Aegyptiaeae by a fifth part, endin^i with an
admirable index to thi.s exhaustive collection of Greek and Latin texts. Reviewed bv IViedemaxx in
D i.^., XXIX, 36-37.

F. W. Rkaii l.as written a little b..„k on Egyptian Reldjkn and Ethics, reviewed by MTedemaxx in
XXIX, 5(55-5(56. iscHARFEmviews Petrie, Religious Life U Ancient Egypt, \xz op. ed., XXVIII, 637-640

UTid the new edition ot Moret,
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Vax deh Leew writes on the myth and form of Osiris 'in reference to Kusch’s article, AV/i Otiiritrita'd

in ZedscJtr. f. nfi. Spr., lx
,
Z'Oii Mythiix nnd zur (Seftnll OiirU in Arrhii' far Oi'iciitU)r-<'h" mi, in, 9-11.

Horxblower pulilishc:^ wooilen phalli found on the Hour of the shrine at Der el-llahri in Navii.i.e's

e.xcavations, Phallic aferinys to Ihithoi- m ilna, xxvi, 81-83.

Naville, La plantc maijiipic de yotcralii„i, upholds hi.s inter[)retation a.s against Kees, llecvc dc

VE<j. anc., I, 31-44.

Spiegelberg explains the name Paiiepi in an early Greek dedication to the Apis hull as meaning “the

Ox of Apis," The God Pancpi in Jourmd, xii, 34-37.

D.xwsox writes on Anicnophi.-t, the .>'>a of llap'i, honoured and eventually cloitied, a.s an exception to tlie

Egyptians' general neglect of their forefathers, with a good collection of material and list of his known
statues, Aeijyptii.-,, vii, 113-138.

In RosCher’s Lc.cihoi articles have atipeared by Koi.hkr on Wcp-iran; t t W'olf-god i, of three columns,

and iriiicf, of four columns.

Mercer writc.s an interesting study of The Rcliiiin,i. of Ik-hmiton in doiirn. Hoc. Or. /oa-., x, 14-33, and

on Statuettes of Eyiiptia a ijods, with illustrations, m P'dlctiu of the It. (Ontario Mii.iiona, 19:19, 9-13.

Petrie would interpret the so-called sacriticial dance as a rain-making ceremony. The Itoyal ATa.ijicia.,,

in Ancient Egypt, 192.'), R5-TU.

Bi,-Xck.max traiislate.s a papvrus in the British Museum of Dyn. XX trauscrilicd by D.vw.sox. recording

a trial at Thebes and the decision of the god Aniun, as the first of a .series of articles on Egyptian oracles.

Grades in Ancient Egypt, I, in dovrmd. xi, li-lh-d').").

An important monograph by Kees on the origins and klevelopiuent of ideas regarding life after death

down to the end of the Middle Kingdom, Toteagla nhea umJ Jcascit^cjrstdlungcii der idtea Agypiftr, points

out that the great time of their growth for the geiicr.il population .ipart from the king/ is that whiih lies

between the Old Kingdom and the Middle Kingdom; this period is well illustrated by the “('ottiii Texts,'’

but is without .surviving pictorial representation and at present deficient in archaeological illustration

owing to the heedless plundering of the lavropoh.s of Asyut.

Perry writes on The Cult of the Hun and the (.'ult o_t the Dead, m Egypt in Journal, .xi, 191-:lu0, against

Peet's strictures on his facts and theories and against Be.xckman s view th.it e.irly Heliopolitan Sim-

wor.ship was usurped later by Osiris worship: answered by Bl.xckman, (J-dns or the Hun-goil.' T' ply to

A/r. Perry, ibid
,
201-209.

The aucieiit wakening cry to the god, “w.dce in [icace! ' is tr.iceahlo in Ser.ipi.s worship as descnhed hy

Porphyry in the third contury .v.n. Spieollberg, Zlcr llc'/va/ an d>e agyptiseln n (jotter, in Arehie f.

Rdigionsidssensehaft, 1928, 348.

Study of the various birds connected with the soul and the dead
;
a new claimant, the “H.iminer-

hoad " Scopus, i.s put forward .is the prototype of the rom.irk.ihle f/.-bird. Ki.ebs, Dc,- agyptisehe Heelcncogrl,

in Zeitschr. f. ag. Spr., i.xi, 104-108 . Spiegeeberg argues that the humau-headed hawk with divine beard

was originally an emhlein of the dead or dying king, the iiloa tloscending afterwards to nobles and then to

the people generally. The head and shoulders of a roy.d st.itue of Dyn. IM .ire human in front and h.iwk

at back. Der L j’spruna des ag//pt/ sehen. Seelencogels in (J.T.Z., xxix, .19.1—*39o. K. E.xxg, Iva, Secle und Leih

hei den (dten Aguptern, is reviewed unf.ivour.ibly by Kees, ilnd., 4o.‘p-40fi.

Obbixk studies tlie ni.igical eoiiceiition of the name in Ancient Egypt (De m.agisehe heteejrenis ran den

Eanm inzonderheid in imt Oude Egypte under throe he.ulings, the name as [i.irt of the body, the name in

u.se as a .spoken word, the name -is a means of olit.uning power.

An article on Les statues riraates contributed by Mmo. A\ eyxaxts-RoXDAy to the review Ze Fla ndiean

for 192.j gives the resume of her monograpih which is .soon to ajipear on the .supposed viviticatiou of statues

ill Egypt and elsewhere.

Petrie puts forward a suggestion th.it the Book of tlie Dead repre.sents the popul.ir traditional

mythology as opposed to the roy.il mythology of the Pyramid Texts, and th.it the localities named in it

point to prehistoric immigration of the Eg'vptians from the Caucasus, The Origins of the Book of the Dead
in Ancient Egypt, 1926, 41-45.

Science.

Elliot Smith and Daw.sox, Egyptian Aloiniraes, is reviewed hy P.e.vckman in z\ ntiipitaries Journal, v,

446-448. D.ywsox writes <'ii Aledn ine a taj Surgiry in Aneooit Egypt in Aaatic Recieir, .Ian. 1926, 16.5-176

Bats as ilateria Medina in Anmds and Magazine of Xatural History, August 1!)2.5, 221-227
; The Alandrake
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in Aiicinni and Mndidnml History in American Druggist, Aug. 192')
;
Ahinvay as a Drug, ibid., Nov.

;

Studies in Am'ient Alateria Medico,

1

The Pomegranate, ihid.,\>ec.-, II The Onion, Jan. 1926; III The

Mou.se, Fell.; IV Hartshorn, March; V The Swallow, April; VI Castor Oil, May; VII Cummin, June;

\TII The Bat, July
;
IX Tortoi.seshell, Aug. A V'aluahle serie.s of nute.s.

A .simill hook by IIaxke, Altdgyptische Tierhilder, is reviewed by Bosxet in O.L.Z., xsix, 343. Dawsox

writes on The Mouse in Fahle and Folklore in Folklore, xxxvr, 227-248
;
The Earliest records of the Elephant

in Annals and Magazine of Matural History, Dee. 192."); The Bee-eater (Mero])s Apiaster) /rorti the earliest

times and a further note on the Hoopoe in The Ibis, July 192o, 590-594.

Kkimeb, Die Qortrnptla.nzen ini alien Agypten, I. Bd., Is reviewed by Dai.m.vx in O.L.Z., x.xvill, 6'41-4>42.

The ‘‘carrying of s.ind from the Ea.st to the IVe-st'"' in the ushebti-iormwlA refers to manuring of the fields,

as was first suggested by Sethe, but probably with the marl called tail obtained in the eastern de.sert, a

practice which can be definitely traced hack to Roman time.s, Keimer, Das ^ASandfahren'' der Totnnfguren,

in O.L.Z.. xxrx. 98-104, rf. Schafer, ibid., 378.

Xaville di.scus.ses the coins .and ingots stamped in hieroglyphic “good gold" and other occurrences of

“good gold" in Egypti.in inscriptions, together with the names given to gold of various qualities .ind

sources. Lor bon d'Egypte in Couiptes llendus, 1925, 278-2S6. Bissixu finds silver named in inscriptions

of Dyn. Ill
;
zam was the name of electrura, but in Ptolemaic time.s, when electrum wa.s no longer used,

wa.s applied to gold, Zur Geschichte des Silbers und Elektnrns in Acta Orientalia, iv, 138-141.

Cl. F. Hii.l publi.shes a I’emarkable gold coin with design copied from the coinage of Athen.s but

following the Per-sian st.mdard of weight, imscribed TAfi = Zeho, T.ichos. Tachos, King of Egypt in British

Museum tpiartnrly, I, 24-25.

tlc.NX .subjects Pekt.s edition of The Ithind Matheraatical Papyrus to a close scrutiny, revealing several

pa.ssage.s in which fine .scholarship c.xn make important improvements. Thi.s review will bo indisjiens.ible

to possessors of the liook. Journal, XII, 123-137. .

An article by "W ieleitn’eb, Zur agyptischen Matherautik, in Znitschr.
f. Math. v.. iVaturic. Unterricht, lvi,

129-137, 1 have not .seen.

Sir Herliei-t Thomf.son determines from a demotic papyrus tlie length of the sohoenus in the Thebais

at sixty stadia, in agreement with Artemidorus‘ statement quoted by Strabo. L.uyth-measures in Ptolunvdc

Egypt in Journal, xi, 151-153.

IloBCHARiiT reviews Xilsson, Priuiitive Thne-reckonuig, with important rein,irks on the Egyptian year,

in O.L.Z., w\ III, 618-621 and Fb.xxzei,, Die Cheops-Pyra/nule und ihre elernentareLusung miteineni elenientar-

nv-itheuiatisehi.n Anhaug as a curiosity, ibid., xxix, 47.3-4(4
;
and with Xel'geb.vuer contribute.s an article,

Beohanhtang des Fruhaufgangs des Sirius in Agypten, to O.L.Z., xxix, 309-316.

Literate RE.

L.xxi.e lias published .i collection of Egvpti.in tales in D.inish, Aeyyptiske Aerentyr, reviewed bv
Koeioed-Pei'ersex in tt.L.Z., xxix, 403.

A new translation of the two st.iries of the H.irri.s Papyrus with el.diorate commentary has been
produced by Bi.oK, De heide rolksverhah-a run Papyrus Harris .iO'J verso, a.s a doctonal thesis at Leyden,
uiifortuikitely without reference to the original papyrus

; it has been reviewed by IViedeiiaxx in O.L.Z.,
XXIX, 406-407 .uid by Pelt in Jour,ail, xi. 336-341. the Letter giving a largo numhor of new readings from’
a study of the original in the Briti.sh Museum. Beet also prints separately a greatly improved trauMation,
The Legend of the capture of Joppa and the Story of the Foredoomed Prince, ibid., 225-220.

BLACK.MAX and Feet combine to give a new translation of an interesting Papyrus in the British Museum
after study of the origin,d document. Papyrus Lapsing: A translation irith notes in Journal xi 884^298

Ermax gives the results of his latest study of the papyri which contain exorcises from ’the writing
scliools, regretting that in most e.rscs he has not been able to consult the oriainals, altliouMi a new
ex.unmatmn would be uecde.l to verify their relations to e.rch other. He discuses the featuL which
distiugui.sh them Irom others an.l the nature of their eonteuts, pointing out that the pupils were often of
m.iture age, long used to the cursive writing of husiue.ss documeiit.s, hut qualifying themselves as elegant
writers in various literary hands. Die tigyptischen Schiihrhandschriften {Abhandhingen of the Berlin
Acaderuy. \o.

Strl-ve considers th-it ti.e Cre.d Harris P,.pyru.s was not intended for the tomb of Rame.s.ses III but
probably w,.s to be read at the accession of Harnesses IV in the paUce-temple of Medinet-Habfi. He
.suggests that It wa.s touud al-mg with v.irious judicial papyri of Dyn. XX, that it ,s a uaed with them in
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the papyrus list preserved at Yieiiiia, and that besides this complete copy on one enormous roll there

existed another copy in which the separate parts were on separate rolls. Ort dci' Hcrkunft und Zn 'jck ih:r

Zusa iiniieastellung des (Jrossen Pap^riK flarri.t. in Aei/i/ptnn, VII, 1-40.

Lefebvre draws attention to a figure of sijeech in describing a good .seinant as ‘‘a trusty pilot,"

referring to a translation already made by G.vrtiIXER of a similar p.nssage from the in.scriptions of Ilekhmaref,

Addition a Aimales A'A'/T, 1!J24, p. 1:13 in Ann. &'/•/., x.xv, 40. Seihb reviews (1 k\i>ow, Die hddhriiei,

Ausdruche des Agpptisehen, in Zeitschr. d. Dent. Aloryeal. (des., N.E., iv, 317-3i.j.

Sethe gives an interesting interpretation of a difficult passage in Ainenophi.s’ Teaching, ‘ /fr Jfensch

deiikt, Gott leakt' hei den oltea Agnptern in .Xijehrieiden Gottingen, 1 U-147.

Scott’s Eennetiea is the subject of an article by Xock, A nen: edition of the Hernietie ritings in

Journal, xi, 1^0-137.

A small fayence tablet, found with the Tell el-‘Amarnah tablets, iiaiues ‘’1110 book of the Syc-uiiore

and Olive,” perhaps a cuneiform story, perhajis Egyptian, Hai.i., An. Eggptian rogal honkphite: tin:

ex libris of Araenophis and Trie, in Jovrnal, xil, 30-33.

Law.

Peet, Fresh Light on the tondi roldieries of the Tn-intieth Dgaastij at Thehes, in Jonmal, xi, Kia-lGt,

supplements his previous paper \ihid. 37-'').'i' from a further papyrus in the British Mu.seuui— it concerns

the robbery of a tomb, probably that of Queen Isi.s . Group )—and corrections obtained in remounting

another papyrus of the same collection.

In part of a long ixvtie\Q,ZurDoppelaitsfertainng agjptisehi-r I rk iiade a,i v, Bn.Aiuir. discusses the examples

of duplication in demotic documents and gives a list ot ten, ranging trom 2,0 to about 21o li.c. .\rggptii‘>.

VI, 93-90.
Auchaeulogy.

Bissixg has written a sni.ill book on the Oriental foundation of the Ilistoiy of Art, De ( iostrrsehe

Grondslag der Kunstgesehiedenis, a sketch with bibliogr.iphy, and an article on the origin of sculpture,

remarking that hunting ami herb-gathering sharpened observiition ot nature, Ziir 'Ilnea'te d<.r .\njange der

Skulptur, hesoaders in Aggpten m VoJkerkiinde, 113-1'20.

Die Kunst des Mten Orients by Schaier and Aniui \E, illustrating the art of the Xear East in photo-

graphic and Coloured jilates, is a wonderful collection ot choice pieces in .all dejiartment.s, with historical

introduction. Xearly three hundred jilates arc devoted to Egvfitian subject.^. Eciiowedbt t. nitisi i.xx in

Wiener Zeitsehr. f d'. Kunded. Marge,iL, xxxu, 221-224, Keimer m Aegpptns. vr, 2S3-2.s4.

Boreux has written an es.sav on Dart tggptieii with sixt\-four plates, illustiating arcliitecturo,

sculpture and jewelleiy, and ineliuling some unpnolislicd exanijiles in the Louvio.

The well-known book by tin- Ernest Budge, The Mnmm;i, u Handbook of Egjptian fnnera,p Areloieolog,/.

now over thirtv-five vears old, has reappeared, greatly enlarged and with new illustraticuis, forming a most

coniprehen.sive work. Ktniewed by D.vwsox in .{siati,- Rerun-. 1920, d.^.i-d.IA

According to Elise Baujigaiuel, the dolmen, abundant and of v.irioiis ages in Xiirth Africa but as \ct

little investigated, intluenced Egyptian grave-forms in the IMiddle Pichistotic pciiod, when an oxanyile

with cist cliaiiiber i.s fonnd at Hieraconpolis, the e.irlici’ forms in Eg\pt lieing jiit and stairway gr.LVes.

Surface burial like that of the dolmen is again seen in the roy.il tomb ot Aukad.ib, but the .stairway tomb

influenced the de.sign of the later ro\al tom las of Dyn. I. Llolnien.s lia\e been nio.st leeentli ilcsciioed from

Western Xorth Africa by EkOUE.vius (in Ri-ahisto,-isehe Zeit.n-hrift for 1910) ; they li.ive not yet been

searched for east of the Tripoli boundary, and scientilic excavation of them is iiiueli needed. Dolnoui vnd

ALasta.ha {Beiheft znm Alten Oi-ient, 0).

BcHARFF publishes four jirehi^toric vases with wliito decoration on rod, one haxnig clejihants moulded

ill the round ujiuii the lip. Tliev belong to the early jirelustoiic age, the known cemeteiie.s of whieh .ire

confined to a region extending Iroiii Ivan to Gebcleii On examining the remains of this period, the hounds

remind him of the Libvan liounds ot Antet, the ph.illiis-she.ath is Libyan, the Sotli animal belongs to the

Libyan god A.sii, certain arrowhead.s are ot types widely spread trom Morocco to X"ubia and a tyjie of basalt

va.se has been found in a Libyan grave at Mers.i Matruh
;
iimreover the Liby.aii land Bekh is probably to

be found about El-Kab. He therefore suggests that the iieojilo of tins Upper Kgypti.in eiilture were

Libyan -speaking Hamites, Vorgesehiehthehes zur Libuei-jrage in Zeitsehr. f. ag. Apr., L.xi, 16-30.

WuNG.x.AUnEN writes on the eagle 'and h-iwki motif in the Xe.ir E.ist, Het ad>daar~n\otiet in de

eggptisch-eoor-Aziatische caltn urn-eri ld in (Jndheidknndige Meded'-elin(j'-n of the Leyden Museum, vr,
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95-l(J8. (i. de V. Kelsch has written several papers applying a law of isokephaly to Egyptian relief work,

Btdli^tiii de I'lnstitiit Bre'silien des Beiences, anno 1926, ll.

Borecx has completed his important and elaborate study of Egyptian navigation and shipping, Etudes

de iiuutique egtjptieii in Meumires of the Inst. Aroh. Fran^ais, tei'iuinatuig witli full indexes. The first

fascicule i.s reviewed in Syria, vi, 281.

IVoi.F has produced a small hut valuable monograph on ancient Egyptian arms and armour, Die

Beueuffauny des altiigyptischeu lleeres, with twenty-two plates and uunierous drawings to illu.strate the

weapons and their cases, chariots and their fittings, etc., all discussed historically. He elsewhere publishes

a tine and complete b.ittleaxe, and .staves with a projecting twig at the handle end and ornamentod with

bark which may ha\'e been used as weapon.s, apiiarenth- the ^wn-t sticks. Vber eiuiye Waffe,ii ini Berliner

dgyptischen Uluseuin in Zeitschr. f. ay. Spr., L.\l, 98-104.

AVre.szixski, from ropre.sentatioii.s of linkers in the tomb.s, gives an example of each oper.ition of baking,

ten in all, and collects the legends attached from all periods, Daelerei in Zeitschr.
f.

iuj. Spr., LXI, 1-15.

The Museum of Antirpiities at Leyden has been moved into a more commodious building, formerly the

Science iluseuin. The sculptures and larger monuments from Egypt have been rearranged by Mr. Holwerda
in a most ottective m.iiiiier with wonderful and ingenious aiTaiigeinents for lighting the reliefs, and a new
guide has been printed, Eyypti.sche Kunst en Besekariay in ’s Rijks Museuni eau 0adhedea—(dids voor de

Eyypt i SI -he . I fdeeliny.

At Bo.ston the Jea' Installation of Eyyptiuii Sculpture in the “ Old Kingdom Koom I ’
i.s described in

the Bulletin of the Museum of Fine Art.s, .xxiii, 72.

Dr. (loHnox has completed the arrangement of the Egyptian collection at Philridelphia. The new wing
was opened in May last and is described in The Eckley Brinton Co.ce Junior Egyptian iying with illustra-

tions in The Jourual, xvii, 101-127.

In the Cairo Catalogue there have appeared :

—

The third fascicule of Verniers Bijou.v et ortivrene.s, describing over five hundred pieces.

The second part of Borchardt, Statuen v.nd Statuetten.

A volume of Indexes to the first three volumes of Legrain, Statues et statuettes de rois et de
jiarticuhers, by Gauthier,

Petrie’s Buttons and Design .‘icarah.s, illustrated by the Egyptian Collection in Unirersity College,

London, represents a very large collection ingoiiiou.sly arranged and published. It include.s many scarabs
with intelligible inscriptions of good wishe.s, etc., and a .supplement to the parallel Searabs and Cylinders
with Xames. The buttons begin in Dyn. VI and are a sign of the foreigner, disappearing with the ri.se of
the Heracleopolite Dyu. IX.

MTjnoaarde.v puhlishe.s a very primitive lion of nummulitic limestone, acquired for Levden a century
ago, Een monument uit der oudsten tijd der Egiptische beschaving in Oudheidkandige JEdedeelingen of the
Leyden Museum, NT.'s., vi, 30-32.

Bis.sing, Twee doodenjiguren ean de Me dynastic, in Bull. v. d. IWecnigung tot hevordering der kennis r.

d. antiele Beseharmg, figures of a man in wood, of a woman in ivory, from Mcr, early Dvn. VI
Bokchardt's .suggo.st!on of thirty years ago, that the narrow colonnade of Amenophis HI at Luxor

was intended a, the begmiiing of a great hypostyle hall, h.rs become the prevailing opinion. A colonnade
1,1 this position is houevera u.su.il Icatine the large temple.s of Amenophis III ; the essenti.il idea of a
great Egyptian temple is a pa.ssage for festal proce.ssioiis leading to the shrine, Schafer, Die aagehliche
Basil.kenhalle des Ie,„pels von Luksor, n, Zeitschr.

f. ag Spr., lxi, 52-57; compare Eiigelbacli in the
I’ilfliography in Jovi'd'iI

,,
XI, 317.

A linie.stoiie slab, covered on both f.ices with fine Memiihite .sculpture of the end of Dvn XVIII for
the king’s craft.sman Ainenemaiit. Biss.xg, r/icr eine Orabwand aus IB.nphh in der Clyptothek Konig
L^hhritj in }[/! /iclit fitr d. hildj-aden X.F. i

A guide to the ‘Amaniah colleetion at Berlin, Fuhrer durch die Xeuaufstellung der Funde aus El-Arnarna
im Derhner .Unseu,,, is enlarged troni Schafer’s p.ipe,- contributed to the Mitteilungen der D 0 <1 \o. 63,
with additional illustratum.s In Xo.

1

of the s uiio, 54-61, Schafer publishes photograph.s of two colo,s.sal
statues of Amenophis H loiind by Biieet at Karnak. They bear the name Amenhotp and must date
from the second half of ye.,,- They represent a sudden turning to ugliness from the prettiness of
.\„ie„oplus HI. a iTAolntion which is eonip.irahle to that now felt in European art and to the phase of
Expressionism.
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B^sediie, a propos dune petite t‘te roynle eu jnUe Je ivrre, figuring a fine head in tlic Louvre of the

end of Dyu. XYIII, Rec. de I'Eg. Auc., i, 1-4 and another in green mother-oi-eiuerald recently purchased,

Sur uiie tete de pri/ices-ie de lu famille eVAldiovuateu Ale
'm . Pi'/t, xxvii;.

A lecture by Si’IEGElberg on the purely EgyjUian hunting scenes upon the casket of Tuttankhaniun is

printed (without illustrations) in the AIu ucheuei' Jahrh. d. hildeudeu Kun/t, X. F, in, 1:1(1-128, cf. below,

p. 304.

Coffin from M.vunier's find of 18.j(l(''i at Dor el-Bahri, Wiedkm.vxn, Ein (njiiptUrher tiunj der Suitea-

zeit im Akadeiaischea Kuustmaseinn :v Bumi in B'linu-r Julti-hiteher, 130, 147-179, with full cumiiientary.

Ill the Bidletin of the Clecehnid Mn.ieum of Art, xii, 147-149, there is an article on Old Kingdom

Reliefs in the Egyptian (jalhry. [The example figured is a remarkable imitation of old .sculpture, d.iting

however from Dyn. XXV or XXVI '.]

Seligm.vx figures lunate pigmy riint' from Reisxeh’s graves at Kurru near Xapata, with similar

implements of obsidian from Kenwi, and quotes cariieli.-in microliths from .Jebel (iiile between the White

and Blue Xile.s, Pi/gmy hiiplements from Xorth-Ea.it Africa in ilaa, xxvi, 132-133.

Crowfoot and Bentley describe old and modern Xuba pots, m.iny resembling the ancient C-group

and Meroitic black ware, with notes on their maniifaetnre, etc. Tlie peculiar pottery found Ijy G.vrst.vxu

in graves at Meroe does not occur in ReisXER's Meroitic finds and must be post-Meroitic
;
similar ware

ranges from Berber in the north to Wad el-Haddad on the Blue Nile in the south .ind the name Alo.i

(‘Aiwa) ware is suggested for it. Xaba Pots in the Gordon i'oUege in Budan Xotrs and Records, vii, 18-28.

Sales including Egyptian antiquities were held by Messrs. Sotheby and ilkiiison on 14 -I.t Dec., 192.7 ;

22 March, 1920 : 8-liJ June Lord Carmichael; ;
21 .hine i Bateman) ;

22-23 . 1 uly i Mrs. < hirst,ing).

In various journals the following articles on archaeologic.il subjects occur:—
Ancient Egypt, 192.7, 71-73, Fliiixer, An unpuhliihed Kooden. itatuette, of Dyn. XVIII, in the Hermit, ige.

74-77, Struve, A stamp of King Ammhotep 111, large, duck-sli.iped, of wood for sealing doors C , 77-78,

id., v] uvod-stamp of the Hermitage Collection, small, lor the lion s house (' c 91, review ot Bukeux, Ltudes

de naiitiqve e'gyptienne, I. 93, renew of C. R. I\ ii.l.l.Mi.s, Gold and Sdrer Jewelry and related oh/ert.i,

94, review of X-vvili.e, Edge de evirre en EgypAe. 112, review of ScH.tFER and Axdr.ie, Die A most des

alien Orient. 112-113, review of Moxtet, Les scenes de la rie priree. 114-11.), review by \ei\ix of

Flittxer, The pottery and glazewares oj Tell Arnama .'Russian, in Annu.il of the Rus.siaii Institute of the

History of Art.s, i, 137-164.. 1926, 12-14, The SpenCir-CharelaU Acarabs, thirty-one fine sc.irabs .iml

a cylinder of Pepi I with barbaric design added. 24-27, Egyptian u-orktiig drawings, Papyrus from Ghurab

with front and .side views of a shrine. 33-40, Miss Mcrr.iy, The rostiime of the early king,i, a very rem.irk-

able and instructive article, suggesting 1 1 that the very ancient royal .S’<'i/-tostiv.il or “.lululco represented

the marriage of a king of the Hawk tribe ..invaders; to a native qiiceii ot the Bnftalo tribe, and (2; f.i less

controversial matter) that the crowns of Upper and Lower Egypt, far from being of metal, wore elaliorate

turbans.

Annales du Serciee, xxv, 07-104, W.vixwright, Painted ho:r froni Kom ’H’a.shim, painted on stucc.), a

method which perhaps Liter inspired Persian artists, containin.g glass bottles. lOo-lll, id., lIooAoi door

and stool from Kom Washim. 112-119, id.. Turnery, etc., fram Koni Mashini and Gerzah, 120-134, id.,

A hoard of silver from Menshah, Girga iludiriah, eight br.icelets and two ingots found with 1200 coins of

Kero; remarks on the materials, etc., of .ancient K.gyptian jewellery. 13.)-143, id., .1 dagger ot the early

Xew Kingdom from Zawyet el Aiiiw.it opposite Minya
;

full discussion of other examples with their

variations. 144-148, id., Antapiities from Middle Egypt and the Fayum. Two-iiozzled bronze Limp from

Oxyrhynchus
;
limestone slab from El-L.ihun inscribed “four houses 3(.lx 20”; four-headed ram in l.ipis-

lazuli from Maziirah iieai' Desli.ishah; Roman glass jug from (Tcrz.ih. 256-2.)8, Edg.yr, Eiajra.red designs

on a silver rase from Tell Basta, Rames.side i.?' 'vith strange animals and fowling scenes
;
the otijects found

with it probably also Raniesside.

The Journal of Egyptian Archaeology, xi, 1(9—19(1, L.ywrexce, Greek Sculpture in Ptoleniaic Bgypt.

216-217, D.vwsox, A bronze dagger of the Hyksos period with name of Apepy. 34.), C.vp.vrt, Eart egyptien:

etudes et histoire, I, reviewed by Bl.vckm.vx. 34-3, .louL, Altagyptische Wehestuhle und Brettchenireherei in

Altagypten, reviewed bv K. Griffith, who points out that Mrs. Crowfoot wove a copy of the belt of

Raniesses III on a pruiiitivo Sudan loom without the help of c.ird.s. xil, 22-23, Griffith, .1 drinking siphon

from Tell el-Amarnah, lead fittings fora cane siphon. o2-69, Gl.vxville, Egyptian thenonwrphic ressels in

the British Museum, upholds their Egyptian origin, the animal shape for vases being indigenous in many
parts of the world. 75-76, id., .1 note on Herodotus II, VJ, publishes a prehi.storic vase and an ostracon

Joum. of Egypt. Arch. xii. 39
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with ;i group of Tihipia fishes iiibhling at a ball of food or of fish eggs('i). 110-112, Davies, 4k apparent

imtanee of per-tpectical Jmiring, the I’opresentation of the wheeled funerary cart in the tomb of Sebekuekht

at El-Kab, shown to be without perspective. 138, Jequier, iRinv.el cTorcheoIogie egyptieane. I. Les elements

de Varekiteetnre, reviewed by Glaxviij.e. 140, JIoxtet, Scenes de la cie prire'e dans les toniheaux egyptiens

de VAnclen Empire, reviewed by Dawson.

Orientalistische Literatxirzeitung, sxviii, ,169-571, Spiegelbbrg, Zil den Jagdhildern des Tutencharnhn,

a block from a hunting scene in Prisse’s Art shows that there were temple-scenes of hunting on a gre.it

scale by which the miniature .scene on the box from hi.s tomb might have been inspired. Cf. above p. 303.

640-041, Jequier, didaterianx pour serrir a Vetahlissement d'uii dietionnaire d'areheologie egyptienne, reviewed

by Keiiieh. 846-847, id., dluniiel iVareheulogie e'gyptieiiiie, les elements de Vareldteetnre, re\ iewed by K.va'KE.

847-848, C-iPART, Lart egyptien, I, rev'iew’ed by Scharff. 8.70-853, Mrs. C. R. IVilliajis, Oold and Silrer

Jetrelry and related objects, reviewed by Roeder. xxix, 31-34, Schafer, Grnadlagen der agyptischen

Rundhildnurei, rev'icwed by IVolff. 122-127, Schafer iind Andhae, Die Knnst des alien Orients, reviewed

by Davies. 101-164, Pieper, Zuin Ursprinig der Tell-el-Jehudije-Vasen, upholds Juxker4 theory that

they were made in Nubia. 342-343, MoLLBR, Die AleUdlkunst der alien Agypter, reviewed by Boxxet.
40.3-405, R.axke, Alter und Herknnft der agyptischoi Lunrenjagd- Palette,"' reviewed by Peet. 407-467,

Spiegelberg, Ziir Datiervng des Schatzes von Athrihis: one piece in the find of silver published by Exgel-
UACH bears the name of a prince Pekounif pointing to Dyn. XX III-XX^'I, and the rest may be as c.arlv as

this. 4i3, the .second eilition of Kusch s tran.slatiou of Maspero, Geselnekte der Kunst in Agxjptea, reviewed

by OLFF. 4,4-475, JuxKER, Die Kidtkammer des Prinzen Krxnjnjsv't ini Wiener Kensthistorisehen dlnsenm,

reviewed by M ieue.m.vnx. 566-508, Boe.ser, Besehreihnng der agyptischen Samud nng des Niederla ndisehen.

Lieiehsmnseums, xii, Statuetten, reviewed by Ranke.

Personal.

Geoig ScHV einf URTH, the celebrated African traveller and botanist, a Russian bv birth, a (Terinan by
university training in natural history, died on .Sept 19, 1925, at the ripe ago of 89.

' He arrived in Egypt
in 1863 and his great journey to “Tlie heart of Africa” wa.s in 1868-1871 ending iii a fire which destroyed
all his journals and collections. His studies of the Ancient Egyptian flora, and his exploration and map-
ping of <aieas in the Eastern Desert and of the sites of palaeolithic find.s at Thebes, bring him into the
circle of Egyptology. Obitu.iry notices have been contributed by Erman, Georg Schireinfurth, to U.L.Z.,
SXIX, 1-2 and Keimeh, Georg Schieemfurth

,

to Aegyptus, vi, 251-2.74,

Georges Benedite died at Luxor, March 23, 1920. Born in 1857 he studied ancient art in Paris and in
1887 joined the Mis.sion archcMlogi.pie at Cairo, his chief ta.sk in Egypt being to publi.sh the scenes and
inscriptions of the temple of Philae. IVheu JIa.si'ero returned to Egypt in 1899, he nominated Benedite
to lecture at the College de 1- ranee in his place. In 1895 he was appointed Cousevv.iteur-adjoint of the
Lgeptian autiquitie.s in the Louvre, and Con.scrvateur in succession to Revillout in 1907. B^x^dite
added many fine piece.s to the collection and described them admirably in the Piot memoirs. It will be
rciiieinbered that he contributed to onr Journal ,ni imiiortant memoir on a prehistoric ivorv handle in the
Carnarvon collection. It was ,is recently a.s February 1924 that Benediie was elected tJ the Academ.e
des In.scriptions

;
an obituary discour.se by .M. Chadot, president of the Academic, is printed in the

Coiiii>tes R'judv.i fur Jlarch 26, (53-6.

Somers Clarke died on August 31, 1926, aged 85. in the hou.se which he built for himself many
ytvir.s ago at Mehemid uoar LMxab. His active iiitere.-t in Egypt began in 1893 when he joined the late
Mr J. .1 Tylou n, a scheme for investig.it.ng the antiquities of El-KJb. He had the good fortune to take
part n. he wondertul discoveries of Mr. (Juibell at Hieraoonpoli.s. Some of hi.s architectural .studies have
been published in onr Journal, and the results of his work on Xnbian and Coptic churches were collected
111 1912 in a substantial volume entitled Christian Autipdtms in the Sde Vallm,

An editorial note on the late H. Ling Roth of H.difax is printed in Jimimd xi 333
The veteran Valdemar Schmidt left an unfiinshed autobiography, 4/ el Cgt Lies Histone 1SJ6-

79,,. which ha.s now been published and is reviewed by Koeford-Peiersen in O.L.Z, xxix 402Munno gleans from Italian periodicals of a century ago the opinions of writers on c’hawoi I ionsdeephennen of hien,glyphic, .some enthusi.istic for him. others against him and pushing theories of their
''

P'^^-odiehe italiane contemporanee in
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Gabrieli publishes twenty-five letters written by Rosbli.ixi fnmi 1820 to 1840, with an appemlix on

Salvolixi and his relations with EosELI.ixi, and on the various opinions expressed euneerninL; him

in RosELLlNits papers. Zette/v di IfiijoUto RoiOlini al Prof. Ah. CtManzo Gazzpra in Anjiiidtif. vi,

130-176.

A photograph of Prof. Erman in In.s fortieth year is the frontispiece of \ol. I.xi of the Xidt^plirifl fur

dgyptuehe Sprachp, corre.sponding to the photograph of thirt.y years later in vol. L.x, both of these

volumes being dedicated to him.

On the 28th July 1925 an address was offered to Eduard Meyer by the Berlin Academy in honour of

the fiftieth anniversary of his doctorate, SAzh. BprL Ak-njl.. 192.i, 325-320.

M. lloHEL'X has succeeded M. Bexeluti; as Gonservateur of the Egyptian antiquities in the bouvri' and

has appointed M. I’Abbc Dkiotox as his assistant.
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By DE lacy O’LEARY

1. Biblical.

(a) Old Testanient.

0. H. Bubjiester and E. Devacd, Psalterii versio Memphitica, e recug. Pauli dn Lagarde. PLvedition

avec le texte lupte ea camcti-ivs copies, Louvain (19A")), ix + iv + lSO, is a first instalment of a new edition

of the extant portions of the Bohairic Old Testament which, save for the edition of Job by E. Porcher in

Pair. Or. xvili, are now extremely rare. The pre.seut work contains the Bohairic Psalter from DE Lagarde's

edition of 1875, but jiriuted in very good Coptic type, Ixn-rowed from the iluseon, instead of the trans-

literated reproduction u.sed by him, and with the introduction and critical notes of the 1875 edition.

Admittedly the text given in that edition was an eclectic one, but the recognized excellence of the critical

notes makes this a minor defect. “ Ce texte et ces notes, dont les critiques out proclame la valeur, nous

avons reproduits scrupuleusement, ne nous reconnaissant pas le droit, en priuoipe, d’y rien changer” (1st

intrud. iv). In fact, however, the whole has been very c,irefally collated with the codices used by de

L.xgahpe and corrected where necessary, .so that this is in all respects equivalent to a new edition.

Students of Coptic will look forward to the promised editions of the Pentateuch, the Prophets, etc. It has

been reviewed by H. Thomrsox in Jounud, .xii, 140, and by W. Si’iegelberg in O.L.Z., 1920, 345,

F. BiL.\iiEL, Oriec/i. Papj/ri (iv Heft of I crojfcntl, ous dca Badisch. Pap.-Sauiialuageu), Heidelberg

(1924), contains papyrus fragments (56) of Exodus and Deuteronomy, ^57j of Romans.
C. ScHlllDT, Der Kolophoa dcs ids. Orient. 7594 des Brit. idus. in Sit:, d. Preuss. Akad. der Wissensch

,

XXIV (1925), is a new study of the colophon already given in Budge, Coptic Bihl. Texts (1912), 270-1.

H. A. S.txDER.s, The subscription of the Freer Papyrus op the idinor Prophets appears in Philol. Quarterly, HI

(1024-, 161-7.

(bi Xeic Testament.

D. Buckle, A Sahidie Variant in a Hylands idanuseript in Bull. Joh. Hylands Lihr., ix (1925), 602-3,
deals with the passages fs. Mark xvi. 3, and I Peter i. 8-9, as cited in a homily of S. Shenoute.

i(.r. Horker;, Coptic ] ers. of the Aew T....Sa^idu', vii (of. Journal, xi, 320), has been reviewed briefly

in the Times Lit. Supplement of Oct. 22, 1925, 696, in Her. Bibl., xxxiv (1925)’ 623-4, and very fully by
Mgr. Hebbeltxck in iduse'on, xxxviii (1925), 159-69.

.Sir H. Thojipsox, Gospel of St. John (of. Journal, .xi, 320), has been reviewed briefly in Ancient
Egypt. 1925, 58, and in tiie Tinms Lit. SuppL, Oct. 22, 1025, 696. It forms the subject of A. Meek, Bin
neiier Baud aus Aegypten: Bine koptisehe Hs. des Johannes- Bcang. in Zeit. Kath. Theol. XLVIII (1924),
456-60.

II. Ai'OCRYPHAL, (jtXOSTIC, ETC.

{a) Beic Testainent Apocrypha.

E. Hexxecke, Beutest. Apot, and M. R. Jajie.s, Apoe. Xeie Test. ^cf. Journal, xi, 320), are reviewed
by J. Behji m Theol. Lit. Zeit., l (1925), 72-8, and by M. G.xster in J.H.A.S., 1925, 728-30. Hexxecke’s
edit, is more briefly review-ed by M. Gaster in FoU Lore, xxxvi (1925), 195-6.

(6) The Logia.

J. Doxovax, r/a; Xoyia (cf. Journal, xi, .321), led to a controversy in the Tablet of January 3 and
17, 1925 : the discussion is .suiiimarized and criticized in Her. Bibl, .xxxiv (1925), 445-6.

(c) Onostieism.

O. Schmidt, Pistis Sophia (cf. Journal, xi, 321 ,, ha.s been reviewed by P. Pieeiehs) in Anal. Bod.,
XLIII T925), 404-5, by G. Horner in Journal, xi, 335-6, by H. Lietzmaxx in Zeit. f Beat. ITmt, xix
1925', 313-14, and by M. SnCGELBERG in O.L.Z., x.xix (1926', 182-5.
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C. ScHiilDT, Die Urschnit dee Pistis Sophia in Z. f. Xent. irisN., xix (1025'!, 218-40, lia.s been reviewed
with the edition already mentioned and the translation (cf. JournoU xi, 321) by L. Th. Lefoui m
R. Hist. EccL, 1926, 352-4, and briefly noted with other works in the Times Lit. Suppl of Oet 19-’o
696.

.

G. Hokkeh, Pistis Sophia (cf. Jouraal, xi, 321), has been reviewed by P. P(eetek,s) in AnaJ. Bidl.,

XLlli (1925), 403-4, by J. Leipoldt in O.L.Z., xxvill (1925), 860, and by C. iiCHMiDT in ThcoJ. Lit. Z.. i.

(1925), 225-6. The two editions of Schmidt rUi'l Horner have been reviewed togetlior by \V. E. L’rllm in

J.R.A.S., 1925, 757-60, and briefly noticed in the Times Lit. Sitppl. of Oct. 22, 1925, 696.

The views exjiressed in the introduction to Schmidt, Pistis Sophia, have received detailed oxauiination
in F. C. Burkitt, Pistis Sophia ami the Coptic Laagnage in J.T.S., xxvil (1926), 148- ,57. Tins is snni-
marized :

“ According to Schmidt, Pistis Sophia, a late and comparatively unintelligent production of svn-
cretistic Graeco- Egyptian Gnosticism, composed in Greek, was traii.slated into Coptic liy a not al\va\s
intelligent translator. According to Burkitt, Pistis Sophia, a late and comparativelv unintelligent
production, was composed in Coptic, the sources being partly Greek and partly Coptic works belonging to
the later .stago.s of Gnosticism in Egyjit ” \op. cit., 154'. Prof. Burkitt's view.s on the Coptic Lui'niage are
mentioned below (p. 310).

The new edition of E. de Faye, Gnostiques et Gnosticisme (cf. Journal, ix, 227), has been reviewed
by R. Gogcel in Ree. d’hist. el de philos. relig., Strasbourg, v ('19251, 291-2, by J. Lebuetox in Reck. iL
sui. relig., Paris, xv (1925', 355-75, by D. Foxtaine in Archires de la France niouastiipie, Paris, xv
(1925), 3*, by A. D’Ai.fes in Etud. pub. par les PP. de la Comp, de Jesus, Pari.s, CLXXXIV (192.5), 369-70,
and by A. Doxixi in Rich. Relig., Home, i (1925), 484-5.

H. Leisegasg, Die Gnosis pf. Journal, xi, 321), has been reviewed by J. P. Stefee-s in Lit. lland-
u-eiser, Rati.sbon, lx (1924\ 421.

K. E. TristaX, Die Gnostiktr oder die unsichthare Kirche, Bad Scbmiedcbcrg (192.5), viii-l- 179, with tig.

and 1 plate, has been reported, but I have not been able to see a copy.

(d) The Manichees.

F. C. Burkitt, Religion of the Manichees (1925 , viii-)-130, 3 plates, gives a general account of the rise

and spread of the religion of Maui, but, though reference is made (p. 119) to Manichaean jiropagAuda in

RO further account is given of its spread there. Appendi.x III contains the three sets of Manichaean
fragments which have been found in Egypt. It has been reviewed by R, T. in Rec. Bill., xxxiv (1925;,

612-13, by K. Hole in Theut. Lit. Zeit., n ,1926'. 30-1, and more Ijriefly noticed by M, Gaster in

J.R.A.S., 1925, 559-60, and by H. J. D. Asti.ey in Hihbert Journal, xxiii (1925), 764-6.

F. Bilabel, Ein kopt. Fragment of. Journal, x, 325), has been reviewed by H. Duexsixg in Th'ol.

Lit. Zeit., LI (1926), 185. The fragment is an extract from Cbnl of .lerusalem,

W. Baxg, Maaichaeische Hymnen in Museon, XXXViii (1925
1, 1-56, and Dr. S. DuBFLer, Alavn he,, Elia

iiher die Manickaer {ibid

,

57-66), contain material illustrating the history and teaching of the Manicliees,
but have no direct bearing on Egypt.

III. Liturgical.

L. Villecourt, Les ohserca aces liturgiques et la discipline d" jeihie dans I'eglise cnptc in Mu..^e'’ai, xxxviii
(1925), 261-320, continues the valuable analysis of the contents of Abu 1-Barakat’s “ Lamp of Darkness

'

commenced tw-o years ago (cf. Journal, x, 325;. This portion deals especially wdth the rites of Holv B'eek
and Easter. It is followed by a brief concordance between the Paris and L^psala codices.

D. O’Leary, Coptic Difnar, Loud. (1926;, vi-H19, gives the text of the Difnar (antiphonanum
' fur the

first four months of the year.

D. 0’Le.ary, Frag. Coptic Hymns (,cf. Journal, x, 325), has been reviewed by .1. Leifuldt in O.Ij.Z.

XXVIII (1925), 654, by S. A. B. Mercer in J. Soc. Orient. Res. G9-5;, 83, and by P. P^eeteus) in Anal. Ball.,

XLlv (1926), 165-6.

F. Bilabel, Griech. Pap. (cf. I above), contains (58,/ a fragment of a Christian liturgy.

IV. Church Liter.vture.

(«) Paires Apostolici.

H. Duexsixg, Epistala Apostoluram, nach dem athiopischen and koptischen Text, Bunn (1925!, 42. has
been reviewed by C. Schmidt in U.L.Z., xxviil (,192.5;, 855-9.
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Bihlmeyer, Di>; Apostolischen Vater, I (Didache, Barnabas, Clement I, II, Ignatius, Polyearp, etc.),

Tubingen (19:14), is a re-edition of F. X. Fcnk’s manual, but brought up to date by additional

notes. It i.s briefly noticed in Rev. BibL, xxxiv (192.5), 624, and more fully reviewed by E. Lohmeyer in

T/ieol. Lit. Zeit., LI (1026;, 20-30.

Further .studies in the P. Oxy. text of Hernias appear in Boxxer C.yiipbell, A papyrus coJe.v of the

Shepherd of Hernia.^ in Harvard Theol. Rev., xvili il925), 11:5-28, and S. G. Merc.vti, Passo del pastors di

Enna rkonoseiuto nel P. O.cy. 1 i.'S in DiUica, vi (1925), 336 -8.

(h) Patristic Theology.

M. Ferjii, Lapologia di Aristide c hi lettera a Diogneto appears in Pav rehe R dig., Rome, I (192.5),

541-7.

(c) Ethiopic Church Literature.

On the clu'cly allied Ethiopic literature may bo noted the brief survey of J. 51. H.vruex, An Introduc-

tion to Ethiopic Christian Literature, Bond. (1925), 118.

V. History.

((') The Egyptian Church, general history and special periods.

51. Ch.yixe, La chronologic des temps chretiens de VEgypte ct de 1' Ethiopic, Paris (1025), xvi + 344, has
now appeared and has been reviewed by Prof. L. Th. Lefort in R. H. Eccl, xxil (1926), 338-9, who says

:

“ 51. Ch. a le merite d avoir ivuni line collection considerable de ren.seignements sur la chronologie
;

il los a

malheureusement presoutes de f.i^-on telle ipie le lecteur scriiiiulcu.N, devra, on los utilisant, y mettre beau-
coup du sieu pour avoir tons ses apaisemcnts,” and by P. P(eeters; in Ann. Boll, xliv i1926), 144-7.

H. DELEH.tYE, Le caleiidrier dOxyrhynque (cf Journal, xi, 32.5;, is briefly dc'cribcd by A. E^hrh.vrd)
in By:. Zeit

,

1925, 119-20.

F. H.yase, Altchristliche Eirchengeschichte aach orientalischen Qnellea, Leipzig (192.5), xvi + 420, praoti-
c.illy ignores all Coptic material. It has been reviewed hv P. P^eetehs) in Anal. Boll XLiv (1926',
142-4.

H. I. Bell, Jews and thnstians in Egypt (of. Journal, x, 327), continues to receive considerable
attention, .as might be expected, and has been reviewed by H. Gregoihe in Byzanfion, i G924), 638-47, by
E. Schwartz in Lent. Lit. Z., 1924, no. 30, by P. Jougukt in C. R. Acad. In'scr.. 1924. 222, by the same
wiitei ill J. des Sat., xxiii (192.5,, 1 .stjip., by C. Ghedixi in Aegyptus, vi (192.5), 273-6, bv 51. Hombert in
Rec. Bely. Phil., 1925, 197-203, by 5V. Schurart in Gnomon, I (192.5;, 23-36, bv 5rAX Radix in Classical
Philology, XX (192.5), .363-75, by X. H. B. in ./. Hell. Stud., 1924, 311-13, by Vox SoDEX in Theol. Lit. Z.,

L (1925), 251-3, and by A. S. Huxt in Journal, xi, 341-2.

Bells work ha.s inspired several other studies, iioUbly K. Hull, Die Bedeutv.ng dcr Heurerofentlichten
mchtanischea UrLirnden fur die Kirchengesehichte, in Sit:, der Preuss. Ahud., 192.5,‘l8-31, which examines
its Wing upon the 5Ieletian schism and upon the development of monasticism

;
G. Ghedixi, Luci nvove

dai papiri sidlo sdsma meleziano e il mouachismo in Egitto in La Scuohi Cattolica, 5IiLin,’Lm (192.5),
261-80

;
A. D’Ales, Le schisme me'le'tian dEyypte in Rev. Hist. Eccl., xxii (1926), 5-26

;
and R. P. Casey|

Xev: papyri conrerning incidents at Alexandria in Hare. Theol. Rec., xviii . 1925) 28.5-9-'’

*

H. I. Bell, .Ithanasius \u Congregational Quarterly, iii a92.5;, 1.58-7(;, is a popular .lecount of one
portion of the subject-matter oi the preceding.

5IACLER, Lcs chretientes orientalcs i,cf. Journal, xi, 323;, is reviewed bv A. J. Gossip in Expos Times
xxxvi 1 1925), 475, and A. Furtescue, Uniate Eastern Churches (cf Jmimal, xi, 323'>, by X. A Bek.s in
(J.L.Z., xxix (1926', 254. The iion-imi.ite eastern churches are briefly discii.s’sed’by j! Keatixo in J’/ie

Month, CXLVI (1925;, 130-4-1.

L. Lac-oJIBE, Chroniqne des eglises orientalcs: fiii; Patriarcat orthodo.re J .{le.ea mlrie in Echos JUr
XXIX (1926 ,

230-2, deals with the political difficulties encountered in the election of a patriarch of the
Greek Church in Egypt.

The history of the Etiiiopic Church is very closely connected with that of the Cliurch of Egvpt and here
we may note 51. UE Coi’i’ET, Le christ.iani.sme en Ethiopic m Her. de Gcidve, 19-^6 158-73 -s^hic-h is how
ever, only a brirf outline of Gie history and loading c-har,ic-teristic-s of the Ethiopic Church, and’ some
chapters in A. Kammehkr, Essai sur Ihostoirc antique dc I'Ahyssinic (1926;, 19S, 4 map.s, 45 ffimres also
have an indirect be.iring iijioii Coptic church hi.storv.

° ’
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(h) Monasticism.

I. C. Hannah^ C/t/'istia/t 2/oit'ist(CfSi/ij Loud. 270, is brieilv iioticoil ill the Timf.t Lit Sup/il. uf
July 23, 1925, 494.

Keitzenstein, Hist. Motiftcit, vi<J Tli^t. LatKnini f^f. Jtjut'i/ttl, v. 207/, recoivei, a .',omc\vli.'Lt belated
notice from 0. St.Ihlix in Byz. Znit., xxv .;i92.5;, 1(10-3.

51 . Gemoll, Dus Apophtheijuvi, I’ienna 1 1924;, viii + 177, ha-, been reviewed by H. It ei.eh.vye in .-la?!.

Boll., XLlii (1925), 401-2.

(c) Church Iristitutioiis.

Vox V oEss, Astjlu-v.wii (cf. .Touruol, xi. 323', has been reviewed by G. Heebu; in Thrul. IJt. Z' it.,

SLix (1924), no. 22, by D. CuHex in Ah'sni Uni, xx.xii G925;, 240-248, by Fit. PuixosHeem in Viert<'ljahivs-

schrift f. Sozial- u. Wirtschaftsyr-.si'/,., xviii ,1925 , 399-402.

(rf) Lii-cs of the Saiiits.

H. Deleh.iye, iLes rerueds ortiipucs dc miroclcs dcs soiuts (cf. Joiiratd, xi, 324', li.i.s been contnnic!!

and completed in .l/i/i. Boll., xliii (1925 , 305-25.

H. Deleh.vye, Lcs iiKtrtyr,^ dEyypto icf. Jouraol, ix, 231', li.ia been reviewed by L. v.vx nr.u l-bsEX

in R. Hist. Ecd.. 1926, 354-7.

E. .4. P.nooKs, .!(* of St. Oiorpc in .l/a.>-.'o,i, xxxviii '1925), 07-115, dials with the Synao material

which has no direct bcarin;^ uiion the (.'optic act--.

The BoHandist Act'i SaKcforiiui, Xovembris, tom. iv 1925), xii + 707, contains two lives which have

more or loss direct bearing on the Eayptian Church. One of those i.s the Greek; life and miracle.s of St.

Theodore (11-55), the other is the life of St. Tiinothous of Antinuc ;! 15 227

L. Th. Lefort, S. Pachoiiiii Cifa Bo/ntin'ce .scriptu (1925;, v + 250, appears as a new volume in the

C.S.C.O, series.

H. Dei.ehave, Lo pcrsontiot itc Itistorojuc dr S. Rovl dr Tlo-hcs ni .l/o!. Boll., xi.i\' (1920
,
f!4-9, discu.sse.-,

the historical basis of St. Jerome'' life of St. P.iul the first hermit.

S. P. Gir.vrd, Ua fi'iiij. pnioiiiniqur Ju mort. de Ste. PhilothLe (cf. Jounod, x, 32'8), is x-evicwed by

P. P(EE'rERs) in .1,!/!. Boll, xnv 1,1920'. 105.

J. Bai.Estri et H. Hyx'erxat, Acto Murttirinn, li C.S.C.O., 1924 , 3S4, contains the martyrdoms of

S. Luke, S. Cyriacus, S. James the Persi.ui, S. Polycar|>, S. I'.iac of Tiplirc, the two Theodores, S. John
of Phanidjoit, S, Theodotus. S. George, and the miracles of S. ( leorge, all ro-publioatioii.s of material whii li

ha.s already appeared elsewhere.

5T. Xox-Lulr.vuy Texts.

(u) Collected Te.vts.

Cuuh-Bell, Wadi Sanja icf. Jovnod, IX, 232'. has been reviewed by M. A. Meruay in .-Lie. Egypt,

iv ((1925), 117, and by HexGsTexbero in By:. Zca., x.xv 1925 . 158-9.

V’oRRELt,' Coptic A/SS. id the Freer CoVectiod (cf. Jovrn'd, x, 324;, is briefly noticed in the Tiidr< Lit.

Svppl. of Oct. 22, 1925, 690.

Ghedixi, Lettere cristiane icf. Jourual, x, 329 ,
has been reviewed by X. Huhi.weix in Bull. hliUog.

AIus. Belg . xxi.x (1925), 18-19, and by tlie same writer in Byzantiou, i ''1924', 034-5.

Oh. Wessely, Les plus anc. mod. du Chrutiaalsnie ,cf. Journal, xi, 32 0, h;is been reviewed iiy ( 'ai.derixi

in Aegyptus, v (1924), 369. and by J. Smox in Ann. Boll., xliii (1925', 37i-9.

5V. E. Creji, Theological Texts icf. Report (,1912-13 is reviewed by Hexgstexbeko in By:. Zed., xxv

(1925), 156-7.

(h) Separate Tejets.

5V. E. Crum, Koptisrhe Zuat'tr uuil das I’fr'teritainnpol in Z..i.S., i..x 1 1925;, 103 -11, de ds with the

contents of Brit. 5Ius Or. 8903, an 8th cent, papyrus from Edfu, in which variou.s hcad.s of trade guilds

aekno-wled,ge the receipt of pepper from the government.

Jerx.steut, Etd hoptisehes IneJituifi drr Ereniitaye in Rarcolta di Scritti in onorn di (i. I^ninhroso, Milan

(1925), 282-0, gives and examines a brief text of 12 lines.

(c) Glossaries.

H. I. Bell and H. ThompsOX, Gree/:-Coptic Glossary to Ho<ea and .lirio.s in Jonmal, xi, 241 -0, 4 plato.s

has a special interest in that it implies the u.se of a version ditt'erent from the Recofitus.
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H. I. Bell and W. E. Crl'M, A Qreel-Coptic Glossary in Aegyptvs, VI (1925), 177-226, reproduces a

glossary “entirely in Dioscorus’s own hand” of date between 567 and 573 a.d. containing names of parts

of the body, topogra])hical terms, names of animals, fishes, etc. The glossary is from P. Lond. 1821, and

contains 430 lines.

{d) Magv^aL

S, Eitrem, Additional remarks on the magical Papyrus P. Leid. r in Aegyptvs, vi (1925), 11/-20, con-

tinues and concludes the notes given in iUd., iv (1923), 183.

S. Eitrem, Les papyrus magiques grecs de Paris tcf. Journal, xi, 325), has been reviewed, in con-

junction with WiLCKEX’s Urkunden der Ptolemaerzeit and Hoeexer’s Grkch.-Ag. Offenharung, by W.

ScHUB.^RT in O.L.Z., xxvin (1925), 6-15-7.

S. Eitrem, Papj. Brit. Mus. CXXI, verso, col. i appears in Journal, xi, 80-3. It deals with a frag-

mentary magical te.xt published in We.s.sely, Xeue griech. Zouberpap. (1893).

F. Bilabel. Griech. Pap. (ef. I above), contains two tablets (60, 65), inscribed re.spectively with the

Lord's Prayer and a Christian text which the editor regards as being intended for magical use.

VII. Philologv.

M. Sax Xicolo, Bus eipe Mnpocwnon als Stellvertretinigsforiael in den koptisJa’H Papyri appears in

By:. Zeit., XXIV (1924), 336-4.5.

E. Driotox, Un mot noxu-eau copte appears in Ret. Eg. Anc., i (1925), 15-17.

K. Asmus, Koptische Grammatik turn Gvhrauch fur Vvrlesungen, Hanover (1925), is reported, but I have

not been able to see a copy.

I. Gcidi, Elenx. Linguae Copt, (of Journal, x, 329), has been reviewed by W. Spiegelbekg in O.L.Z.,

1925, 76-8.

G. P. G. SoBHY, Kibth Qaica’idu l-Loghati l-.Masriyati l-Qnhtiya, Cairo (1925), iv-f 253, is a grammar

intended to make a scientific treatment of Coptic grammar accessible to Egyptian students. It is published

at the exiiense of the Egyptian government and is intended for use in the Egyptiologioal section in the

Egvptiau University. L' nfortunately it is no longer on sale to the public and only distributed (gratuitously)

to the students concerned. It has been briefly noticed by D. O’Leary in Jourxial, xii, 139-40.

G. P. G. SoBHY, Studies in Coptic Proper Xauies in Anc. Egypt, 1925, 41-4, notes some purely Egyptian

names still in common u.se and some old Greek names, as well as Arabic, Turkish, and others of more

recent date.

Glossarie.s of ancient date are included in VI above.

K. Sethe, Das Verhaltxds zunschen Demotisch und Koptisch und seine Lehren fiir Oesckichte der Agypt-

ischen Sprache in Z.D.M.G., 1925, 290-316, is an extremely important contribution to the history of the

Coptic language. The writer .suggests th.tt Coptic was the vernacular de.scended from ancient Egyptian,

whilst Demotic was an artificial language. This is very different from the view of F. C. Bcrkitt in Pistis

Sophia and the Coptic Laxiyuage (cf. II above), where we read that “ I have doubts as to the full legitimacy

of the Coptic language. I do not mean by this to doubt that the speech of the Egyptian peasantry at the

time of the Arab invasion was a real, though degraded, descendant of the .speech of the Pharaohs. But I do

not think it was Coptic, if by ‘Coptic ’ is me.int a langu.tge in wdiieh Greek words, including the most exotic

particles, are used freely I do not believe that the language of the Coptic liturgy and Bible was ever

the real language of the people : it was from the beginning a more or less literary jargon ” (153). Professor

Bukkitt considers that the u.se of this “literary jargon” in dorae.stic and intimate o.straka etc. mu.st be

explained by non-literary persons having recourse to professional scribes who followed the current foshion

of interpolating Greek words. The whole problem has a parallel in Urdu, where a great number of Arabic

and Persian words have been introduced under Muslim influence and there, admittedly', many have taken

root in the vernacular speech.

P. JebXsTEDT, Zurn Gebrauck des koptischen Qualitatks appears in Corapt. Rend, de I’Acad, des Sex. de

I C.R.R.S., Leningrad (1925), 74-7.

AV. SriEGELBEKG, Demotxca, l, Munich (1925), 49, 3 plates, contains two direction,s on Coptic, i.e. (ix)

dj r ('J'e) scklagen’’ (25-7), and (xi) Die Etymologic von .Ttntgs, (27-8).
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VIII. Auchai:oi.ih;y.

H. Hesne, TtU Edf'iv in Aeij:iiii "S. vi .r.)2.5
,

give-^ an .u-CDUiit of iwploratioU' cinnuieiu’Cil in

1914 and continued lu 19^1-4 m an area which \v.i'> inhabited down to the Inrli ciMit. .t n and where tiud'

have been made of Coptic and iluslini nottorv, email nrticlee, buildings, and a deposit of ( 'optic papyri in

a jar. The Coptic niamiscripts are being edited by il. Dbiotox, the llusbni ,ind Coptic pottery i-- in the

hands of M. Massuul.

U. MoXNERET DE VILEAHD, Zto' coi/o uli pE-i tie EtAiori. I. Dfi/r el-Ahiili] 'I Dcitr cl-Alniuii-, Milan i IPf) ,

64, 113 pl.ttes, contains three cliapters, i' desci'nitive of the dVliite Moirtstory, ‘ ii
;

a Inief survey of

archaeological investigations by previous evplorers, and .iii a discii'sioii on tlie trefoii-'.h.ipcd .saiu tu ny :

very slight reference to the Red Mon.istery. It has been reviewed by II. in *l«c. Eji/pt, iv I'.C.'i;. Ib'i. ly

P. ICeetkrs) in Ai'ii. liuil

,

xi.ni >
liia.l

,
419-^0, by A. (f.vi.DEUlxi in Aeipiptnx^ vi 'dtC-'i .

-sii, a.iid 'ny

R. Leai.vihe in Almeun. x.-c.-vviii .
3.-)4—I.

H. Raxke, Knpti.iciif FriediineE i‘ei K"r'ira I'lid d-/ Tfiapul-Sclietfl'onke I be . Berndii nher die

hodUehen Oruhn iiiji'ii ;,i Aeif. in J' n Wintern /''/.'-/o' und TA1S-I.'f...iiiiter Mitinrkniiij enn if. AhA "a./

K. Bi-eith il92.:c, 70, with sd hg.s. in the text, and 4ti plates, has now apiieared lef. Joiirniil

.

xr, 3g.'i'.

H. Jl'Xkeh, Die ehriMlicheii (/;«?-!/» /a e y>d>ieii.s in ZeiUr/ir. f. <"/. iipr. I.X (192.1,', lll-4s, deals with both

Creek and Coptic material Auione't the latter appear Lep. .).j0= lierl. Inv. Ao. 1499, LD. vi, bid. Xr. 43 =

Berl. Inv. X’o. 1495, Lep. 51, and B.Miis. 825.

H. JrxKER, Ei'iiieiiiie, Berieif i/he,- (li> O'’'b" iipee d‘’r Ak"d. dee II ns. in II ten a"T den Fei.jJ.lniten ''</.

Ernienne {A'nhien) i,n Winter f 4X1011 il92.')', IT-l, 10 nl.itc.s, 1 plin, 9 tigs,, eoiitaiiis Christian

material and Coptic inscriptions in Part D 126-05'.

M. Diii.vxp. Die Oenciinentik d.:t' n;/. Wniln'trl'eTeien cf. Jtnieni.d^ XL 320 ', has been review'cd by Xi.'it.v

Ciui’i'iTH ill Jonrnid. .\l, 344, by H. Cluck in O.LZ

.

xxviii nig.-, . (454, and by S. A. B. Mehclu in J. .''ae.

Or. Res., ix i,1925), 79.

4V. P. VoLn.xcH and E. Kuehxel, Lute antiqne, Coptie. i.md Isitonie te.ctdes of Erjiipt :
li,t20

, xvi + bi'i

plates, mostly in colour icf. Ju'.trn'.d, XL 320 , has now been jmbli'lied.

M. Dim.AXD, Coqitin te.rtjes, Recent Atesssions in B'dd. Metrtip. Mas. oj -l/d, d . 1 ., X.XI 1926 ,
li)2 -i.

de.scribes some recent accessions made to the niiiseuui in cpiestioii.

0. M. DaL'L'OX, East Chrlstd'n Art, Oxford (1925'. xv + 39<), ni.ikcs Muiie passing reference to Coptic ,irt

(42-4), .sculpture, nianuscripits. textiles, and ceramics, but Coptic occupies oniy a niiiioi' place.

W. SCHUBART, Piihieiijriiplne. I. Orieeh. Pnbievgr., Miiiiicli il925;. 184, 121 tigs., Je.ils iueideiit.dly

with Coiitie script (,140, 150 .

Passing refereuee to modern Coptic usage .is to the removal of the hair tiilt on eiiiklreii is made in

AV. Bl.VCKM.VN, .l//ci’e/d Eppj'tii'n emhiiii iHnstruted inj n inndtrn .mreirid in Afnn. XXV 192.1 ,
O-i.

J. Sth/ygowski, Oriyins nf Christitin Vharek An ef. Junrniii, .x, 330;. h.is heon reviewed by M ( ! \sti;k

in .I.R.A.E., 1925, 142-3.

A. J. Builer, Maude Path.rp. is .iiiiiouiiced for the .iiUuiiiii of 1926. It will eoiU.un about 20 plates m
colour and 80 in black and wbite, Some of the illustr.itioiis will show e.irly Coptic lustre ware, inelu.hiig

a ruby-lustred bowl and pl.iin lustred vessels, and at least uiio chapter ' ix; will deal with pre-.MusImi

Egyptian cerauiics.

Jourii. of Egypt. Arch. xii. 40
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NOTES AND NEWS

The Society of Antiquaries once more generously placed its Council Room at the disposal

of the Society for the purpose of the annual exhibition of antiquities, the results of the

winter’s cainpait^n, which was open from July 5th to the 24th. Practicalh all the objects

shown came from the cemeteries at Abydos, where excavations were carried on for a brief

period and proved very successful. Equally interesting were the large scale photographs

and plans of the Cenotaph of Seti I, formerly called the Osireion.

Ar^ a report on the season’s work appears elsewhere in this number there is no need for

a full description here, but among the most interesting exhibits may be mentioned a tinely

carved .stela, a small limestone statuette of a seated dignitary of the Middle Kingdom, and a

mo.st varied collection of beads of all periods from the predynastic to the Late New' Kingdom,

all threaded with the utmost care, mostly in the original order, and very tastefully arranged

by Mr. and Mrs. Brunton and Mrs. Frankfort.

In addition a facsimile painting by Mns. de Garis Davies of a beautiful fresco in the

Korth Palace at Tell el-Amarnah was shown. The fresco is a magnificent example of the

art of the Akhenaten period, and readers will bo glad to know that Mrs. Davies has consented

to go out again during the coining winter and copy other wall paintings in the same palace.

It is the intention of the Committee to publish a special memoir dealing with the mural

decoration of Tell el-Amarnah, a work due to the memory of Mr. Kewton who first discovered

these frescoes.

During the Exhibition Mr. Frankfort twice lectured, with an admirable series of lantern

slide.s, on the work of the season.

The excavation programme for the coming winter, so far as it has been arranged at the

moment of going to press, is that Mr Frankfort and Mr. Glanville should go to Tell

el-Amarnah and continue the excavation of that site, while iMrs. Davies copies the wall

paintings. This work is not likely to occupy much more than two months. Mr. Felton goes

to Abralos to continue his photographic survey of the temple of Seti I, the archaeological

and philological side of this work being in the hands of Mr. R. (). Faulkner. This itarty wdll

be joined later by Mr. Frankfort, who will prepare for publication the texts of the Cenotaph

of Seti. The photographing and collating of the temple texts is a costly and laborious work,

but the results should prove rvell worth the outlay.

It has licit yet been possible to make a complete list of lectures for the winter, but the

Committee hopes to be able to arrange a .series on noted towns of Egvpt. The following

lectures have been promi.secl; Thebes, by Dr. H. R. Hall; Herakleopolis, by Dr. A. M.

Blackman; Sais, by Professor Newberry; Memphis, by Mr. S. R. K. Glanville; while it is

hoped that Naukratis and Alexandria will be dealt with by Dr, Hogarth and Mr. H. I. Bell

respectively.

In our last number we alluded to the magnificent offer of .€2,000,000 made to the

Egypthttt Government by 3Ir. John D. Rockefeller, Jr. for the building and equipment of a

new museum and the advancement of Egyptological studies in general. Little did rve think
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at the time that thiy utter Avould be refused. It is nut our task to exaiiiiue or critieise the

causes which led to its rejection, we can onl}’ lament that such an amazing oppurtunity has
been allowed to slip. Alien we think of the numerous branches of the sulject which
stagnate, partly for lack of funds, partly for lack of workers, and reflect that Mr. liockefeller’s

gift would have provided both, we cannot but be appalled by the magnitude of this disaster

to learning.

Dr. Howard Carter continues slowly and etiiciently to clear the tomb of 'f uti'ankhamun.

An admirable arrangement which, while enabling tourists to visit the tomb, takes off his

hantls the unprofitable and time-wasting duty of escorting them now allows him to give

his full time to the clearance. The tomb-chamber is completed and it is believed that a

season will be necessary for each of the two remaining rooms. Dr, A. E. Lucas is still

attached to the expedition as chemical expert. What ho has learnt during the excavation

of this tomb is sufficient to revolutionize our knowledge of what may be called the

chemistry of ages, i.e. the changes which take place in various materials lying for centuries

in certain conditions of atmosphere, light and temperature. Following up his little hand-

book on the restoration of antiques published a year ago and reviewed in this Joiirnnl he

will shortly produce a further woik on ancient Egyptian materials and the change." to

which they are subject.

Mr. Robert Mond continued during last sea"on his excavatiun.s at Shekh 'Abd el-Kurn.ah,

Thebes, under the aegis of the Liverpool University Instit\ite of Archaeology. He was

again assisted by Mr. A3 B. Emery. Further clearances and restoi-atiuns in the tonib of

Ramose occupied the greater part of the season: a number of columns have been rebuilt

in their original f(.irm in the hypiistyle hall, and the scientific world should be very grateful

to Mr. Mond for thus restoring and making acces.sible one of the finest and histoiically

most interesting private tombs in the Tlieban necrojtolis. Among other finds was a subter-

ranean gallery containing over twenty burials of about Twenty-second Dynasty date. Below

these xvas a mummy of the Eighteenth Dynasty, and a few traces of a still earlier burial of

the Middle Kingdom. Tlr. Mond has also pn)spectod on a new site at Krment where he

hopes to w'ork during the coming season. He is publishing the reports of his excavations

from year to year in the Liverpool Annnla uf Archaedhujii mul Anthropoloijii.

AM publish in this number an obituary notice of Bernard Pyne Grenfell, one of the

founders of papyrologv as a science. A forthcoming volume in the O.xyrhyncus series, to

wffiich he himself contributed so largely, is, we understand, to be dedicated to his memory,
and will contain a photograph of him: for this reason we have decided not to publish one

in this number.

A"e regret to have to chronicle a further loss to Egyptology in Georges Benedite,

Keeper of the Egj'ptian Department of the MusA dii Louvre, who died rather suddenly on
a visit to Thebes during last season. In .spite of his diitie.s in the museum and the lecture-

room he contrived to contribute a great deal to the literature of Egyptology, his main
interest being in objects possessing an artistic value, more particularly those dating from
the earlier perii.ids. Se\cral articles from his pen have appeared in the Jourwil.

He is succeeded by Monsieur Charles Boreux, while to take the place thus rendered
vacant Monsieur lAbbe Drioton is to come to the Louvre.

to—

2
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E\oi'y reader of the Journal will congratulate Colonel H. G. Lyons on the honour of

knighthood which has been bestowed upon him. Although the services for which this is

the just reward consist of a long and useful cai’eer in the Survey Department of Egypt
followed by distinguished war service. Colonel Lyons will not, we feel sure, resent the de.sire

Eg\ ptologists to claim him as a colleague. The connection between the Survey and our
science was close by nature, and he himself has made it closer.

iMi.s. A inified Brunton has made an interesting and sucee.ssful experiment in her book
called Kings and Queens of Ancient Egapt. Her delicate brush has depiete<l for us a
number of royal personages, not a.s an idle fancy might imagine them—a’task which has
oiteu been done before—but as their mummies, their statues and contemporary w-ritten
records show them to have been. Her art on this occasion i.s almost that of the miniaturi.st,
and despite her rigid adherence to the evidence on which her reconstructions are based she
has succeeded in putting into each portrait .something of Inu'self They are not merely con-
ceptions of king.s anri rp.eeas, they are her conceptions. To tlm.se of' us who have little or
no imagination the work is a revelation, and even to those whose conceptions may disagrei'
with tho,se of the painter the portraits will give pleasure from the artistic point of vLw.
llu‘\ are accompanied by a text contributed by u number of Egyptologists.

llie sixtieth volume of the Zeitschrift fur dgyptische Sprache was dedicated to Ailolf
Erman, who attained his seventieth birthday on Get. -Slst, 1924. The .si.xtv-fir.st volume
contains a photograpli of the .same scholar in his fortieth year. Comparing ‘this with the
lecent photograph published in the previous volume one is glad to observe that the last
thirty years, though devoted to ceaselc.s.s toil, have not dealt too hardly with Professor
nuan A e trust that he maybe long spared to continue his contribution to our know-
edge of the Egyptian language which already owes .such an immense dcdit to him. It must
JO a great .satisfaction to him to ,,ee .so many brilliant young scholars at work in the field
which his grammatical researches opened up to them in such a wonderful manner. This
ye.ar in particular he may well feel that he is reaping a rich harvest, for the publication of
t le givat fi orterhuch is now no longer a dream but a partly accomplished fact, and before
this number appears we shall probably have in mir hands Dr. Alan Gardiner’s o-reat
Lgyptuin <u;unmar, the biggest .single contribution to the grammar of the Eo-yptian
language since Erman’s own Aprache des Papyrus Westcar and Sethe’.s Verbum.

Profes-or Westcrmami writes;

In the Ia..t number of this journal {Journal, xii, 3.S-.H
) an article appeared in which I

ofieied an e.xplanation of the double entries upon .some of the Ptolemaic receipts. It wasunknown t<i me when I was writing it that the same problem was undergoing Lreful andcomp etc consaleraticm at the Imnds of Mr. J. G. Milne. Mr. Mtliie': ardcle, entitled
OU lie EiittKs in Fto einaic las Receipts, ’ appeared in the number of the Journal

immediately preceding that m winch mine wns priiiteil. Sickness and its after eflects
prevented me from keeping up with the junrnals during the late winter and sprint so that
Mr. Mimes treatment e.scaped mv notice until it was too I'lto t,. r,, r
put A mi . .tick deletcL Ihe Editor has cousenteil to print this explanation of an un-

„|K>., ,„y l»rt t„ tho r«,k>r» „f Ih,.

to th., nv.i Iliero ,h littlu
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With regal'd to his article “What happened after the Death of Tnt^'ankhainnii " (Nee

above, pp. 16S-1T0) Professor .Sayce writes as follows:

“Since my article was in type Dr. Forrer has published a translation of the te.xt in Ids

ForsL‘hu)i[ieii, ll, Pt. 1. As our translations agree almost word for word they may be coii-

sidered to be a proof that the Hittiie texts can now be translated with as much cert.dntv

as the inscriptions of Assyria or Piubylouia. Apart fmm the difference in the word which

We supply in the lacuna before the name of Kurustama. and the different conclusions we

draw from the last paragrapli, our agreement is complete.”

Several contributors to the Journal .seem puzzled as to why they are asked, when

returning corrected proofs to the Editor, to return al.so the original copy or tirsi proof The

reason is that these nearlv alwavs enable the Editor to .settle tho.si' nnnierous little uneei--

tainties -whieh arise at the last minute without involving the contributor and hiiusolf iii a

tiresome correspondence.



NOTICES OF RECENT PUBLICATIONS

Orient nnd fjrierlisrhe Philnrophie. Von Theodor Hopfser. {Beihefte zinn Alten Orient, Heft 4.) Leipzig':

J. ('. Ilini'icliVsehe Bueliliiindlung. 1025. Pji. 90.

Profe«'-.ir Hopfner needs no introduction to readers of this Journal. His new monograph is eminently

readable, sane, and leai-ned. He sliows in tletail the lateness of the tr.iditinns which assert that early

Greek philosophers derived their doctrines from the East', the impossiliility of their having learnt the

philosophic secrets of the pirie.sts ol Egypt if the latter had had phil'isophic secrets to teach, the difference

of Ea-tern science and Greek science, the change in the attitude of the East in the Hellenic Age I'on this

his remarks, jip. 46 ft., are jiarticularly important), and the growth among Greek thinkers of a veneration

of Oriental wisdom and a desire to find therein the source of Hellenic thought. All this is very well done
;

we have here a well-written chapter in tlie hi.story of the Greek spirit, its independence and its decline.

Of the blending of thought under the Empire, and of such illmstrations thereof as the Hermetic texts and
the Orarul.i C/iahlaiot, Professor Hopfner writes with particular mastery. A reference might be ad.led on

p, 74 to ('uuiont’s persuasive argument in Manunients Pint, .xxv that the my.stieisin of Plotinus was in-

lluenced by Egyptian iiiety.

This is a valuable addition to an interesting serie.s.

A. 1). X(U'K.

Ouosti'p'ei et ;/ uo.iticisme. Par E. de F.vye. Etudes critique', des documents dii gnosticisiuo clirtTion aux iP
et nr siecles. Deuxiemc edition augiueiitee. Paris : tleuthner, 1925. Pp. .547, 00 francs.

rills vork, which comes before us in an enlarged and revised form, treats a subject of extreme
complexity with masterly lucidity. M. de Faye’s principle that we must base our conception of the
(.Tiiostic’s on the sui\i\ing fiagnieiit.s of their wiirks rather than on the piolemic of their adversaries is

un.iuestionably right, and his application of it is very fruitful and results in a picture which, in .spite of
its gaps, is fuller than we could draw of any pagan religious m.iveraent of the time. It is a picture,
moreover, which fits what we know of the goner.il intellectual and religious conditions of the ago; in
particular its pas.sagc from speculation of no mean order to theurgy is parallel to the evolution of Xeo-
platomsni. The author's explanation of the point of view of the Gnostics, pp, 4C3 ft'., shows remarkahlo
insight. It is not cnougli to decompose their beliefs- doctrine, as Reitzeiisteiu has reminded us, cannot
be analysed as though it were a miiioral. il. .le Faye asks what attracted men of this type to Christianity,
and finds as his answer the attraction of .lesiis, and .shows how, in developing their theories, they had no
intenti.m of being other than Christian. It would not ho oa.sy to find luanv 'pie,stionablo statements of
fact in this book. Oil p. 6..), M. de Faye de.scribe.s the Valeutinian conception of evil in the soul as “fort
eloigiiee de I'ulco grccqm-. Pour Socrate, Pl.rtori on Epictete. le nial a ,sa source dans nne erreur du juge-
ment. The .statement perhaps reijUires balancing by the remembrance that in Orphic and other circles
there w.i' an objective view of .sin as .something es.seiitially defiling the soul. IVe note on p 479 the
remark, -HM Annch et V obbermiii out .Idniontrd quo los gno.stiquc.s out emi.runtfi aux mvsteres m-ecs
,pielques-,ms de leurs ternics les plus cu-actcri.stique.s, tel quo XoOvpo,, a<pp,iy.,, riVov, crcarAi, etc.’’ At
the present tune this statement seems rather over-confident, especially with regard to the mrrn ao>rnp.
M. de laye draws attention

- pp 24.5tt., U.5) to the flourishing Gimstie sects in Rome itself; it would be
iiitercstiiig to know whether lie believes the grattito of a crucified -iss 1 1 r> i * A i

,, i 1 a • , , ,

‘ '"’’-uead on the Palatine to be due to an
adherent ul the tsethiaii.s, as is t loii-'lit bv A Br vvohft C,, j ? r , . . .

1920 lo2t., J. tllill.K.s., Atrena Pii/ieiana, i29f,. and A Bon woon ii- i i i‘ 'A-yiXe-c, 14,, and again whether be
acceiitb Blaiichet.s a.scnptmu ot two gems, imblished l.c. 147, to the Ophites

51. de Faye i.s to be congratulated on a verv fine book.

A. D. X'ocK.

' The ^tatement on p. 9 that Herodotu, nientionsa visit of Thales to Egypt seems to be ,lue to an inadvertence;
IlerodotU', a, noted ,h., p. 2,, mentions the philosopher's Phoenician extiaction but not this jouiney.
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*1 History of Egypt under Rnia'in Rntn. By .1. LiUAFi'uX illLXK. Third edition, reviM'd and euLirgcd.

London; Methuen A: Co. Itliid. Pp. xxiii + 332.

There had lou^ been need of a new edition of Mr. Milne's \vcll-kni>\vii ami inv.dualjle work, which

indeed the only book of the kind in e.xistonce : for .since it tirnt aiipeared, in IWlil, a \dst ainonnt of

material had acciimnl.ited, and the .second issue, in 1913. did imt siijuily the need of an edition fully

brought up to date. The new edition shows very extensive changes ; indeed, tlie work h.is in Lireo im .isiire

been recast. The old appendices and lists of docunieut-' have been cut out, but so much new in.ittcr h.is been

incorporated that the siae of the volume has increased from to ;i3^ pages. The single table of prefects

.at the end of the volume is repl.iced by lists, preli.xed to each rcgn, of the prefects m othce under the-

Emperor concerned, to which, after Dioclcti.ni, are ,id>led lists of the known pracsidcs. It ni.i\ be sug-

gested th.it in a later edition it would be useful to give further the names of the Alex.iiulii.ni ji.itri.m li

who, ill the Christian period, were often more iiniiort.uit th.iii the prefects.

Despite the changes mentioned, the general plan of the work remains as before; first a chronolooic.d

narrative of events, arr.uiged liy reigns, ,iiid then .i senes of claqiters de.iling comprehensively with

administration, tiiiancp, rmhtary org.ini/.ition, religion, ,ind soci.il life. Tlierc .ire .ilso .s.inv' appendr cs

devoted to various points of detail. This arrangement is perhaps the most cmivoment method of tre.iting

such raateri.ils as must form tlie hasis of any history of Ivaiiaii l-laypt. lait it does not ni.ike fer re,.d.ilile-

ness or liter,iry charm. The volume indeed is one of severely “'cicntitic’' history, .lud in.dce.s no preten' e

of being a work of art. Peril.ips the time h.is not yet eorno for ,i "literary'’ history of Egypt ; and ccrt.iinly,

within the limits set himself, Mr. Milno h.is ilnne his work adniir.dily. d’he hnnk is .i masterpiece c.f

compression, e.xtraeting frcuii .i great mass of uiiscelliiieous niateri.d .ill tlio e.ssentlil facts, .md without

a superfluous sentence. The .luthor has kept wouderfiiHy .ibre.ist of recent research, and seciu' to h.ive

overlooked nothing of import. nice,

AVith a view to a fourth edition for now niateii.il i' constantly coming to light and new inonogr.iphs

on particular problems are published every yoarc .i few points may be noted in regard to which there

seems room for correction or reconsideration.

Despite the recentlv pul,ih.shed letter of Claudius, which he discit'sos in ,in appendi.x devoted to the

subject. Air. Alilno adheres to the view tint Alexandria possessed ,i seii.ite to the end of the Ptolemaic

period, and that this body was atioli'hed by AugU'tus, Tint h's arguments Invc weight must he

admitted, and they have been reinforced by otlier schol.irs who liavo deilt with the point ; but 1 confess

myself .still uuoonviiiced. It seoins all but incredible that if .Augustus h.id .ih,,li-,li,>d ,i sen.ite Cl.mdius,

who more than once alludes to the precedent of Augustus .uid expressly mentions his contirniation of

Alexandrian privileges, .should make no reference whatever to his abolition of the sen.ito and should even

speak of the request for its introduction .is a new proposal "now for the first time rnoote.l, Tiiis eou-

sideration seems to rne quite to cancel all the argurnents on the other side, .uid the .dtenipts of tho-e

who take the coiitiMry view to o.ciilain it aw.iy are unsatisf.ictory.

The “Jewisli disturhaiices ' iii 13t;-137 I'., mentioned in the Int par.igr.iph of p. .17, re-t on ,i

rnisroading of a Berlin papvru'. and \\ ilckcii h.is now shown Idernies, r,i\, 1 1] tli.it the refeience there

is really to the .Jewish revolt under Tr.ijaii

In connexion with the foundation of Aiitun opolis p, 4.)'' it may Ito inentioiieil th.U there is cviilcn' e

(chiefly contained in unpuhlished papyri of the British Musciiiii th.it ui.iiiy citi/.ciis of the nmv eiti- were

drawn from the F.iyyiun, but that these very often preferred, while registering their children in the city

registers and enjoying the privileges ot eiti/eiiship, to reside in their own iioiiie. d’wo such fimihes at

least can be traced as residing in Fayyi'i'n villages till the third century. It is also nt interest, as illusticiting

Hadrian’s eiithiisiasin for Athens, to note th.it the Antiiioopolite calendar employed the Attic names of

the months, eqiutiiig them however with the Lgypti.iu months.

The last sentence of p. 119, "in the rural di^tiicts corn reui.iined .ilmost the only currency of Egiqit

(in the sixth and seventh centuries ,
is npeii to ipieAhin. AVhat luimisui.itic evidence Mr Aliliie may have

for it I cannot sav, but references to .utu.d coins ,ire numerous enougii in the p.tpyri, ,uid under the

Ar.ihs, who followed Byzantiiie admiiiistr.itivc cirstoui .ilmost slavishly, we find in the A[ihrodito papvri

of the e.irlv eighth eeiituiy not only elihor.ite accounts of money p.iynieiits fait con.st.uit references to

drrapyuptergov, i.e, the udoeroALO ot t.ixos properly ji.iyahle in kind; the (Inveruors fmpicnt refus.d to

accept ddoernt'O seems to imply ni .letual preference for money p.iynients nii the p.irt of the rur.d

population i sec my aiticlc Tiro odicial fr tt’ rs nj the Aroh Prii„d in the present nuu.heij
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Mr. Jliluo ('pp. 125, isl, 288) continues to speak of the idiologos a.s high prie.st; b\it Professor Stuart

Jones has made it very probable {Fresh Light on Ituuhni Bvivancniry, pp. 26 ft.) that the union of the two

offices was not eftected until the period of the Sevcri.

Ill the notes at the end of the volume, reference should have been made, for the strategus, to the

recent article of Hohlweix (Musie Bulge, xxvili, 12.)-1.54'.

On p. 1.30 '‘archepodos” (twice) should of course be ‘‘archephodos.”

The account of the exactoPs functions given on p. 148, .54, is incomplete, for it ajipears from P. bond.

1651 that they extended beyond niei'ely tinancial matters.

It is not correct to speak (p. ]49j of the comarchs as supplanted, along with the jiraepositi, by the

pagarch in the sixth century. The pagarch took the place of the pr,iepo,..itus pagi in the tilth century, but

comai'clis, though not freijuently mentioned, are still referred to in sixth-century documents, u.g. P. Oxy.

1.33 f.v.n. 550', 1835 (fifth—.sixth century), 1930, P. Lond. 1673.

In the references I'pp. 311 ft’.; to the Uhelli lihellatiairurn ^p. 219 i should have been included one to

Kxii'Fixu's recent article {ILireiird Theological Ituriru:, xvi, 345—390), which is not only a useful dis-

cussion of the subject but includes the texts of all the known documents of the class, including .some

previou.sly luipiibli.shed examples.

The statement on p. 263, “fractions of the nouiisma were stated either as a nomisuia less so many

oarat.s, or in carat-s,' is surely inaccurate. Where wo get such a phr.ise as “one nouiisina less three carats,

'

this means rather that it was a nomisiua nominally of 24 but actu.dly worth only 21 carats. That this,

the usual interpretation, is correct seems to be confirmed by some of the accounts contained in P. Loud.

IV and further liy the firct that side by side with statemeubs of fraction.s of the iiomisina in carats we get

actual fractions ("a quarter of a nomisma,'’ etc.).

On p. 266 ilr. Milne .states that “the raco-cour.se at Oxyrhynchos in the seventh century...apparently

belonged to the hou.se of Apioii.” The reference in the jiapyru.s cited is, ho'.vever, not to the race-course,

but to the postal service of this great feudal fiunily.

H. I. Bell.

Papyradiri'fe ous ih.r fniheslea Rinaerzuit. Horausgegeben von Bror Olsson. Inaugural-Dissertation.

Up[isala; Alrmpvist Wik.sells Boktryckeri-A.-B. 1925. Pp. xii -t- 240.

Witkowski's handy corpus of private letters of the Ptolem.iic period h.is long been familiar to students

of the ancient letter, and Ghediiii has recently collected the earl,v Christian letters found in Egypt. The

present work performs a similar service for the private letters of the early Pioman age. One’s gratitude

to the able editor would have been oven greater h.td he included the wliole Roman period down to the

acces.'ioii of Diocleti.in. but that would have added enormously to the .size of the volume, and the date

100 -i.D , though arbitrary enough, gives a eoiiveuient limit. Even the period selected, 30 b.c. to lOO .v.n.,

yields no le.'s than So letters, to which 'So quickly does our matori.il grow) several additions could uow bo

maile. The editorial work is excellently done. The editor translates all but the mo,--t defective letters,

adds an elaborate commentary, cliicfly but not exclusively linguistic in character, and prefaces his col-

lection with a usetul introduction on the ancient letter. He has not contented himself with rejiroducing

the te,xt.s as left by the original or .subsequent editors, but has done much critical work of his own. He
has not often been able to check Ins conjectures huuself but has coii..,ulted scholars on the spot, and is

thus enabled in .several easi's to [mblish improved texts. When it is added that he oilers explanatioms,

not always acceptable but often coiivineing, of words hitherto obscure, it will he .seen that his work is by
no means a mere collection of e.xisting material Hliough such a collection would be \ery useful) but a

subst.iiitive eoiitributiou to knowledge.

The volume would have been handier to u.se had the serial numbers of the letters included been

printed at the top of each l>.ige ; in .several eases a text with its translation and coiuiueiitary occupies

several pages, so that time is lost in looking for its nimiher. In other respects the texts are conveniently

printed, ami there arc good iude.xes. X.iturally, on many points, more than one opinion is po.ssible, and
peril,ips the author is at tunes more dogui.itic than it is [irudeiit to be, but that seeuis to be the fashion

among continental schol.irs.

In his introduction p 20 1 the editor speaks of letters being “ zusainiuengerollt. ’ The exjiression is to

be depree.ited, as letters seem usu.dly to h.ive been folded rather than rolled. Since Dr. Ols.soii does not
coiifine this sur\ey of epi.stol.iry practice to tlie fir.st century, it might have been well, in .speaking of the
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foi-ms of address, to mention the Byzantine \isage, t)y which the writer of a letter plunued. without

preliminary greeting, into the hody t_jf hi^ commiinKritioii, leaving the iiauie', of recipient and writer to

be gathered from the addre-.^ on the out^de. In hi^ introduetion to 1—7 he dnuii.-''es tlie idi'a that

Isidora was wife well as lister of A'-elepiades : hut there is a good deal to be said for this, notable the

mention of a child in 1. 11 of no. -2 The nune of the Hylands Lihr.iry usuallv sull'ers at the hands of

foreign .scholars, who regard the word as the possessive case of 11 viand"' and write it aecurdinelv -/

p. 80) without the “s." In 3o the sentence beginning yvauij is still not quite satisfactory. Is o\f <>r<n

(a new reading'' intended for the perfect passive of oWupt ! In that case the scutcuce should end at

.

yXocro-oKoptot'. a new one beginning with e-r^ibt&axa. In .30. Id and Go, Ol.s.sou reads Saicavtiv ami ex[>lains

the eoiistructiou as a double accns.itive It 'eenis at le.ist equally likely that /iitKarcr is for daKartoi' : the

plural is certainly Used in .3!). 1:1 f.. though .dio.-aj'oi' occurs but the v is m.irked .is doubtful i in 1. 1.3.

These and other points which might be adduced .ire however of minor luiportanco. Tiie volume m an

excellent piece of work and will be very useful both as a bairly collection of letters and for purposes of

linguistic studv.
"

II. I. Bell.

IVoriez-buc/i dei- tea/yph'iJt/a.-// S/ji'": hi;, iin Ak'.iih'ioi' n. Vou Adolf Bum.cx und

Hkrji-VXX Gh.xpow. Ei'ste Lieferung. Leifizig : Hinrichs, 10^.3.

The year 19^0 will be a uieinorablo one in the annals of Ecyi>tiau philology, for it will 'Ce the

publication of Gardiner'.s G/v'/iiaior and of the m.yor part of the groat Berlin dictionary. The first p.irt

of the latter work actually liears the date 19^-3. and the romaimng six or .seven parts are to follow at

intervals of about two inoiitli'. It is not the present writer's intention to enter upon any critical

considerations of the work from the lexicogr.iphical point of view. These must he left for a liter d.ite,

when the whole of it i.s hofore our eyes A few words, however, la.iy bo said about its general .ippeariiuce

and arrangement, and the conditions under which it i' being prodiued.

Since 1897 a number of scholars have been occupied in working over the whole of the available

material, and produeing a slip for every single word ni every text. The result is <i eolloctiuii of .ibout

a million and a lulf slips. Tlie problem of reducing the.sc to order .ind of making ihotn avail.ible to

scholars in book form at a price which shall not be wholly uurea.sonable is a very ditttcult one. Vet

it appeals to have heon wisi'ly solved. Those who have c.xporienced a slight feeling of disappointment at

the brevity of treatment apparent in this first instalment would do well to remember that this public itioii

is not the dictionary but only an abbreviated version of it, one might almost say a h.nidbook -iiid inde.x

to it. The dictionary it'clf consists ot the slips in Berlin, whore they c.ui be consulted by anyone who

xvishes to undertake a piece of minute research iiito Ecyf'tian loxicographv or phraseology. It is to be

doubted whether by making the publication twice or three times as full as it is any greater service would

have been rendered to the science: for ordin.iry readme purposes it is full euougii, while for rescirdi on

special points the appeal must always be cither to the apfieiidi.x-volumcs which arc promised to us or to

the .slips. Let ns be reasonable in our demands : the new Liddell and 8cott is sufficient for most jmrjiosC',

but he who woulil studv every single use of a WcU’d, except it be a very rare one, must make his own

collections from the liteiviture.

We are toll th.it the text of the dictionary is in the main thrown into form by Gr.ipow. and then

discus.seJ in detail ly liiiii'clf and Ennan together with Sethe. Evi-n with these two grr.it collilioratoi's

the task thrown on to Gr.ipow's shoulder.s is almost superliuiiian, and the Egyptological world owes him
a great debt of gratitude for uiidcrt, iking it, and .should wi.sh him he.dth and strength to complete it.

The format and goner.il apjiearauce of the work are admir.iblc. Herr Erichsen’s handwriting and

hieroglyphic script are as clear as anyone could desire, and the work is [irobably the best piece of

autograph printing wdiieh has yet appeared in Egyiitology. It was a wise move to print the references

in type on separate sheets. Placed in the main body of the text, they would h.ive m.icle it very unwieldy

and detracted much from its nett appe.irance. It is, however, a little unfurtuiuito that the references

i.s.sued with the fnest part cover oulv a third of its pages. We heliovo, too, that there is worse to come,

for we hear that it may be necessary to postpone the issue of any more of the references until the

completion of the whole autographed text. If this is so we shall acquiesce, however much wc regret it,

tor Grapow’s task is so Herculean that we accept without c.ivil any arrangement which he thinks will

render it more feasible. It seems a pity tliat some younger scholar cannot bo allotted to him as an

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xii. 41
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understudy, and to undertake this i)art of the hihoiir. We hope, too, that in arranging these pages of

references some tliought will he given to the manner in which they are eventually to be bound. We
should have thought that it would be wise to divide the dictionary into, say, four or sis volumes according

to its size, and tfi issue the references in such a form that with each of these four or six volumes of text

the appropriate references could be bound np. The only precaution necessary in this case would be

that the references to each new volume must begin on a fresh leaf. To have all the references together

in a separate volume would he most irritating, for it would mean that two volumes of the dictionary

must always be taken down instead of one.

This however is a matter of .small detail. Let us rather congratulate Heriea Erman and Grapow on

the courage and industry which have enabled them, under depres.sing conditions, to translate a promi-'O

into an actuality by giving us thi.s first volume. And let us not forget to bo grateful to Professor Breasted

and ilrs. Caroline Ransom Williams, who, as the authors tell us, have seen to it that post-wai' difficulties

should not tu'eveiit the apjioaranco of the Dictionary, and, last but not least, to John Rockefeller Jr., who

by his gifts and offers to Egyptology has .shown himself perhaps tlio most muuiflceut and ungrudging

patron of learning in the history of the world.

T. Eric Peet.

Die hildlichi Atiidi'neTce ih'-< 'com Denlce/i xi'ad BicltUn cinec iiltoi‘ieiit"Usi'Iten Sproche. Von
Hermann Grapow. Leipzig, 1924.

For many years tcast those intoro.stcd in the ancient Egytitian l.inguage have been too actively engaged
in discovering its grammatical and syntactical mechanism to give much attention to it.s literary qualities.

Now, however, that we have reached a stage where reasonably acciu’ato ti'aiislation is attainable, literary

criticism may b.sgiu it.s task. Dr. Gr.ipow’.s work is probably the first direct contribution to this side of

the subject. It is naturally based on the collections made for the Berlin Dictionary, and is one of the

many valuable side-products of that great work. T)r. Grapow .states^—and the reader ivill agree with him

—

that his hook ivill at least show th.at ‘‘the Egyptian world does not form so .strong a contrast ivith our.s as

many people believe.” Egyptian .simile and metaphor cover the whole range of life and exjierience, and
consoquentli are to a great extent p.arallel to our own, .and whore there are differences they are often to ho
explained by local circuin.stances. Thus wo in Europe, when we wish to jiersonify sensele.ss rage and
insatiate greed, do not think, a.s the Egyptian did, of the crocodile, while on the other hand the Egyptian
never washed hi.s linen as white as snow.

Dr. Giapou s loliune will reaji its full harve.st when similar work has been done on the other ancient
languages, for we shall then have an opportunity of judging from the earliest evidence available how much
of figuiatiie e.xpio.ssion is common to speech as a whole and how much depends on the original genius of ;i

pai’ticulai langu.igo. Intake one instance; both in English and Egyptian gold lies at the root of maiiv
metaphors, while .silver, though in Egyptian its name “the white” .suggest, numerous possibilities, supplies
scarcely any. -Wh.it is there in the nature .and aiipeur.mco of gold which makes it a more common instni-
meiit of metaphor than silver in both languages? Is it its likeness in colour and brilliance to the sun?
And can any general rules be formulated as to what kind.s of thing.s or what particular thins.s lend them-
selves most readily to figur.itive use? These are que.stious of a kind which thi.s book and similar work on
other language, might eii.iblc us to an.swer.

The work is not complete in it.self, for two further volumes are to give us firstly the originals ni
autographed hieroglyph., of all the passages quoted, and secondly a history of the develoiiment of figurative
expres.siou in Egyptian.

I cannot refrain from noticing a curious lapse on p. 189, note to p. 17 a. Dr. Grapow quotes among
sentences which iiiay certainly be regarded a.s Egyptian proverbial sayings the passage from Papyrus
Westcar 6. 7, mr-i h.vr-l sat'i-f, translating it “Ich will meinen Topf bis auf seinen Bodeu.” Surely these
words are .straightforward Egyptian for “I prefer my own thing to its like.” The girl ha,, in rowing, lost
her hair amulet , : see Jouninl, xi, 212^:}i and is so ])erturbed that .she ceases to row. The king ofl'ors

to replace oft/' it by .a .similar one. Thi.s however does not si.ti.sfy her: she insists on having her own
amulet, and consequently a magician must be summoned to recover it from the river bed, 1 believe that
this has been pointed out in print, tliougli I cannot now lay my finger on the reference.

T. Eric Peet,
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Dolmen iind Mexstuha. Von Elise BiruoARXEL. Bclhefte -.uni Alfen Onenr, Ileft 0. Leip/.i'.', 11)2(1.

For some yenrs past tlie clarion of tlie diHusioni'^t schot)! li.is Ijccii procLiimim; in striilcnt tunes from

the house-tops the theory that the dolmen is a derivative of the mast.ilia. It is theivfore refreshing, if

only by way of contrast, to find a ch.aniiion of proii'cly the opposite hypothesis, nanielv that the uiastah.i

is, in part at least, descended from the dolmen. Vhetlier we auroe with the .luthoress' conclusions or not,

she has at least made a thoughtful and interesting contribution to the study of the toiub-forin in early

Egypt. Her thesis, stated in her own words, is as follows.

“The chaiMcteristic Eeyptian grave of the e.irliest times is the saml-grave, from which developed the

grave with entrance shaft or staircase. In middle or late predynastic times Egypt became acquainted with

the doluieii-grave ccu’ered with a mound of stone, .is built in Xorth Afric.i, and in p.irticul.ir with tlie

hasxiiia-i\\>o with cult-niche. This intiuence presum.dily first .ifi'ected L'pper Egypt. The mastaba is .i

development of the dolmen-grave influenced by the use of native forms.''

Those who wi.sh to know how this thesis is developed must re.id the :5.") snort but cle.ir p.igcs in which

it is espoiinded, accunipianied by numerous illustrations. It is alw.ics difficult to aiipraise the v.ilue of

arguments in archaoolooy. where we de.il r.irely with iiieluctablo deuioiistr.itioii ,ind more often with

the balance of probabilities. At the same time a few criticisms su-.^ost tlicuiselvcs.

The authoress begins by dividing Egiptian mastibas into two typc.s, au e.irlier type with the burial-

chamber -above ground, as in t'ue Mcnes tomb at M.ik.'idab. and a liter type in which the ch.imbcr is

underground. "What she omits to tell us, however, is th.it of the e.irher typo ihore is but one o.v.iinplc, tlic

Xakadah tomb which she cpiotes. The fact is that the essence of au Egiptian tomb is an uiiderciouiid

burial-chamber and au above-ground otforing-ch.ipel. The A.ik.'id.ih tomb is the one single exception to

thi.s
;

it rem.ains an anomaly in the lii'tory of the Egyptian toufli, .uid caniict lie quoted .i.~ a tyinc With

this one exception Egiqit has no cxamjiles of tombs in which the cliaiaber is aboio gruuii<l. The tomb

quoted by the authoress from Hieraconpolis can h.irdly bo U'Cil .is ovideiiee, for the description given of it

is so inadequate that iiothinc can be inferred .m to its slnpe, si/c or d.itc. I see no reason .it all in the

meagre details given by its tinders for supposing it to have been above ground.

In this ab.sencc from Egypt of touib-cli.iuibcrs built ab.ivo ground lies the r-sd weakness of the theory.

The dolmen, at least in its origiii.il form, is a tomb luult above tlie ground, of l.irgc blocks of stone, and

often Covered with a mound of earth or stones, and the .stone-lined pits of the type illustrated on PL is

from Bu-Xuarra are not true dolmens at all, but sceni to bo a Lite product of megalithic architecture in

North Africa, The Egyptian tomb is ,i pit cut in the eaitli, <ind the f.ict tli.it in .some c.i.ses this pit is

given a stone lining and covered with rough stonc'. or with tliiii flat .stoncs or with three or four large

dressed stone.s (for these are the throe types found at N.ig’ od-l)cr', docs imt ni.iko it cease to bo ,i pit. It

is merely a variant of the common type, in which a brick lining has been rcqilaced by stone and a wooden

roof by one of slabs. Its typological development i' native ancl natural.

The truth is that the whole history of the tomb, both of its bnrial-eh.iiiiber and of its ort'ering-eliapel, over

the predynastic penod and e.irly dyn.istics, is so smooth .and str.ughtforward tli.it no elaborate theory of .i

cross current from abroad seems necO's.ary, The e.irliest sand-gr.ives m-iy well hive bocii marked by ,i small

mound of sand, and, in the jiLu-iiig on this of a few loose stones, found in the iieigidiourhood, in order to

make it more conspicuous, we have the germ of the mound, be it of stones or of bricks. As tlie mound
increases in height it needs a ret,lining w.ill of stone or brick, and 'O arises the solid m.istaba, the liatter of

whose walls m.iy even be ,i survival of the iiiw.inl slope of the primitive retaiuiiig wall. As for the iiichc, it is

the obvious reply to the need for some deflnite spot in wbicli the food and drink for the dead man may be

placed ; how necessarv .such definition w.is felt to be is cle.ir from the subsequent history of the tomb-

form in Egypt. Is this so unreasonable us au explanation ot the origin of the solid ui.isl.ib.i with c.xtern.il

niches that we need evoke the aid of the North Afric.iii hasnnij, and m.iy it not be significant th.it the

mastaba is invariably rectangular like the liter predyiia.stic tombs and never circular like the h'lxxiihi ?

With regard to the tomti-chainber surely a similar loc.d development may be indieated. The late pre-

dyna.stic grave is lined with mud, or even with mud bricks, and roofed with wood. M.iy wc not suppose

that, in places where flat .stone abounded, the substitution of slabs of .stone for briek and wood was a

natural developiment, without calling in the dolmen of North Afnc.i to explain it ? Suiely it would be far

from surprising if this happened in the predyn.i'tic period, but tli.it it should happen at Nag‘ ed-Der at a

period when, as the recent finds of S.ikk.'irah te.ich Us, architecture must have been in a highly advanced
condition in Egypt, is perfectly natural.

41—2
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The authoress’ theory also has its chronological difficulties. If we except the so-called predynastic

dolmen at Hieraconpolis (.see below\ the evidence given for the use of dohueu-ti.>mhs in Egypt is all taken

from the late Second and the Third Dynasty graves at Xag‘ ed-Der. Is not an anachronism involved in

using this as a step in a development the final .stage of which is .seen in the Menes mastaba at Xakadah,

which belongs to the early First Dynasty ! Cogent reasoning would requii-e that the transition stages

should be exemplified from the late predimastic period.

The authoress is forced to assume that the use of megalithio tombs in Xorth Africa goe.s back ,is early

as the predynastic period in Egypt. In the admirable sketch which she give.s us of what is known con-

cerning these tornb.s in North Africa she is very honest about their date. The fact i.s that all those which

ha\ e been systematically dug point to a date in the bronze or iron age, to which the occurrence in them of

flint or other stone objects is no obstacle. There is no reason why some of the dolmens should not prove

to be earlier, but the fact i.s that so far none of them have. A parallel difficulty occurs in the matter of

distribution, ilcgalithic buildings have not as yet been reported from the eastern half of Tripoli, though

this again may be a mere matter of accident. Nevertheless evidence is evidence and the existence of this

gap between the megalithic area of North Africa, and the Nile Valley with which connection is supposed

is unfortunate.

The arguments for the early date of the North African tombs based on pottery type.s are not verv

convineing. Of the two forms of dolmen pottery adduced a.s evidence it is true that one, the spouted bowl,

occurs early in Egypt
;

it.s date in North Africa is, however, a matter of complete conjecture
;
mo.st of the

examples given are shown by their pn-venance to be very late, and the ingenious argument from Crete

(p. 21) designed to show th.it the tyi>o exi.sted in much earlier tirne.s is hanlly convincing. The other type,

the handled jug, is an unfortunate choice, for .such a form i.s exceedingly rare in early Egvpt, as indeed are

all pottery forms with handle.s. The authoress can give only two examples, one in st<jue from Abusir
el-Molek, and the other a reconstruction of a fragment of rather doubtful date from Nakadah.

^\ e <u'e given no hint a.s to why the Egyptians should adopt a new form of grave from their western

neighbours. The authoress .sfieaks in that loose way in whicli we are all too apt to speak of "ein Eiufluss

vum Westen” (p. 27) though she doe.s not exclude the possibility that megalithio tombs may have been an
original heritage of the North African people.s including the Egyptians. But what i.s the'nature of this

“influence” ? V'as it merely that of trade, or was there an immigration of North Africans into Egypt ?

If the latter, has it left any archaeological traces ' And if the former is suggested, can wo really believe

that trade with the comparatively barbarous west led a conservative people like the Egyptians to modify
the form of their tomb ! V'hy should it ?

Elise Baumgartels little paper is enjoyable and stimulating reading, but it has left me with a sin-

gularly di.sconcerted feeling, for, with pi’ecisely the .same facts before their eyes, she and Profe.ssur Elliot

Smith have reached precisely opposite conclusions. Truly archaeology is no Aact science.

T. Eric Pelt.

The Dote of the E.rodvs in the light of e.rtefiial ecidence. By .1. W. J.vck, M.A. Edmburcrh 192.5.

It is with considerable aiiprcdieiision that one approaches a hook purporting to deal with external
evidence bearing on Old Testament Hi.story, for so often such a work is purelv of the nature of
apologetic. With the present volume, how-ever, these fears are vain, for the author is prepared to face

facts squarely, rightly confident that by this course far less barm can bo done to the credit of ancient
Hebrew hteratiu-e than by concealing or perverting unpalatable truths. Add to this the facts that he has
devoted many years to his task, that he has read and assimilated practically the whole literature of the
subject, that he has a critical mind and a sound judgment, and it is not surprising that he has produced
an exceedingly good book.

He believes that the Exodu.s took jilace about U45 b.c., in the reign of Amenophis II, and that
Tuthmosis III was the Pharaoh of the Oiipression. He .set.s out to prove this by .showing the serious
difficulties besetting the attempt to place the event at any date widely separated from^his, and he
certainly niake.s out a very good ca.se for his belief. He has an interesting chapter (iv) on the period
of the Judges, where he tries to meet the objection that, had the Israelites been .settled in Egypt as earlv
as he thinks, there must have been .some reference in the Judges to the Egyptian conquek of Svria-
Palostine in the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Dyuastie.s. His explanation that the Hebrews were in the
main confined to the hill districts and that the Egyptian campaigns mainly afiected the coastal plain with
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its important road is one A-hioh future excavation in P.ilostuie may juit to tlie test. ITo would have d'ate

well to leave the matter here, for in his anxiety ti) prove that one incident in Jiulges may coiiec.d .i

collision with Egypt he makes his sole original uicursion into philology^ with di''a''trous re-'iilT". He
suggests that Sisera may he the Egyt>tian SeM-Ea, "‘Servant or Eollowori of rufortunately the

word for ‘'to lollow in Egyptian is not but b/o*, and, what m more, the word has fi>r tinal i'oU''Oiiaiit

an ‘‘atn (Hebrew y,i which could under no consideration have dropped in a Helirew versiun of the name,

whatever its date. To derive the Hebrew MSD'D from all tayptian ii.imo “ FoUowor of liuf ' is uiipo-^il.le.

Chattel's v and vi, doaliiijj with Aklioiiati'ii and AtL'iii>iii, .ire not quite on the same Imcl .is tin' rest of

the book. This is due partly peihap- to the tart th.it they .ire in the nature of .i skioin.ichy, for the view

connecting the Exodus with the religious revolution under Akhenatcii 'Urely has not really "g.uiuMl many
adherents within reient years " (ji. 8U , and p.utly bee.iuse the reeeiit discoieries lu Egypt h,i\e produci'd a

crop of rather hastily written hooks, some of which, while they may be thought good enough for the

public, are neitlier .iccur.ite enough imr rcstr.uued enough for real scholarly needs. Thus these eli.iptei's

fail to draw that exact distinction hetween fact and theory which is so es.seuti.d to .irgument, .lud which

the author ha.s so well observed elsewhere. A few instances may he given. There is no proof of a •.sciious

movement tlirougliout llie laud' iii the “Utter jiart of the reign of Amouhotep 1
11" "to hre.ik .iw.iy from

the worship of Amun and to briiig iu the worship of Aten" pp. . All we know is th.it

during this reign Aten came into greater prorninence in Thebes, but of a lireak, or contemplated bro.tk

with Amun, there is as }et no p.uticle of evidouee. Th.it “Ameuhote}' III w.is iiitiueiieed tow.irds

Atenism by his mother Mutemuya daughter of Artalama king of Mitaiini '

i p, .'^0; is a pure guess, and

doe.s not warrant such conclusions ,ts that ••.Ikheiiateii s religion, it i.s cle.ir, w.is ,r form of very old Egyiti.ni

,sun-worship modified by philosophical doctniios of .Mitanm.ui and Iiidi.in migm’ p, bU
,
or tU.it

‘when reduced to sober truth Atenism becomes iiotliiug uiore tlian a form of suii-wor.ship, Indi in m
origin'’ (p. 110). How do the •iiisenptionsouUrgeste.ititescarabssuggostth.it’' (')ueeuTi w.is ••in favour

of Atenism'’ (ji. SU) ; 'Wliat is the evidence th.it Mcfertiti w.is Akheii.iten’s own .sister
i'.

S)0, ii. 1
'

Surelj’ her origin is quite unknown. There never w.is any good reason for believing tli.it Tut^aiikh.iuiun

was identical with one of Akheiiateii's nobles, Tutu by name ip. btig .ind now th.it he .ippears on niedie.il

evidence to have been about 1:1 at his acec.s'ieii it becomes inipossilile. On p. 104 we re. id that 'Atoiiisiii

was a recognized Egyptian religion, though its cult had been non-existent for centuries. ' This implies

that the cult of Aten had once been existent in Egypt. There is no ovidenco tor this. On the s.inie page,

“he went further than previous worshippers in regarding the disk not only as the abode of the sun god

(‘Shu in the Disk’), hut as the •god himself in bodilv form." The correct translation of the Egyptian

W’ords quoted is probably “fshu wlio is the disk,’’ and it is elo.ir trnm this and troin other consider.itioiis

that for Akhenatcn the god was the di'k itself in the literal and pliisic.d sense, and imt 'oiue power or

deity who abode in it. ^Vitll regard to the discussion ol the'C same words on p. lip, Ouuii is aliuost

certainly right iu taking Shu to be iicitlicr the word for he.it nr light imr yet the old go, I of the ,ur. but an

earlier form of the .sun-god, who i.s thus by these words ulentitied with Jiklieii.iteu's Aten. The fact th.it

the Egyptians occasionally speak of an indotinite god ' or 'the god • h.irdly prove.s that they had "a dim

and vague idea ’ of the .supreme being whom they reg.irdcd .is distinct Iroui ioe.il and ii.ition.d gods

(p. lOT'i. The phrase is used iu didactic and aphoristic literature merely in order to gne tliis .i wide

application; the Theban would interpret it as meaning Amun, the Memphite as Pt.ih and so on. On the

point of iiioiiotheisiii 'pp. 107— S)', though the evitleiice th.it Akheiiateu in.si.sted on a rigorous iiionotheisui

can be overstated, and tiiough there is nothing to show th.it he had evolved any new and lotty ide.d of a

supreme god, vet the deliber.ito suppression by Ateni'in of all it.s rivals puts it in .i diftereut class from any

other religion which ever prevailed in Eg^pt, and it i.s foolish to blind oneself to this or to attenqit to glo/.e

it over.

Points such as those enuuier.ited above, to which additions of a similar nature could easily he made,

suggest that in this section of liis work Mr. .Tack has reached the he.irt ot the matter less cumpletely th.ui

elsewhere, and it may he .idded that no discussion of the Aten religion can bo adequ.ite winch dues not

take into account the progressive nature of the king’.s theology, as instanced, for ex.iiuple, by the change

in the names of the Aten. (See Gunn iu J'mriud, is, IGS tl.)

But to say that the author has fallen shoit of perfection in a portion of his task where it is difficult

oven fur him who reads Egypti.iii and can control tlie original sources to separate fact from fanev is no

condemnation. For the book as a whole I have nothing but praise. It has a schol.irly .ippear.uice and

this is not, as often, a mere veneer, for it is scholarly. The footnotes are particularly good, and tlie
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reference^ are always to the point and are never allowed to swamp the text. There are excellent maps and

appendices, and the index stood admirably the tests I ajiplied to it.

Here are a few minor points.

p. 4. In view of a recent correspondence in the weekly and daily press it is well that there should be

no misunderstanding about (lardiner'.s part in tlie deeiplieruient of the Sinai inscriptions. They were

foutid in 1905 and put away unread on a shelf. From hoie they were taken down with others in 1915, and

within a few weck.s of receiving them Gardiner had produced the article cpiotcd by Mr. .Jack, in which, in

the opinion of most European .scholars, he rightly divined the nature of the script, and deciphered pro-

bably as much as can be deciphered, owing to the mutil.ited state of the inscrijitions. Other scholars,

including the two cpioted, have m.rdo some minor additions to Gardiner's results. With regard to the

supposed occurrence of the name of Mose.s in these in.scnptions, this idea was hatclied in Germany nearly

three years ago, and died a very early de.ith there. Some enterprising journalist dug up the corpse and
flung it before the Briti.sh jmblic in a new.spajier article List winter. Let us hope that it is now decently

and finally re-interred.

p. 59. “'the Retenu (Syrian.s), Aamu (Ganaanites).” This distinction is a figment of Mr. Jack's own
brain, for no one ha.s yet from the Egyptian texts .succeeded in disoiitangliug the four words Retenu, Aamu,
Setiu and Menthu, probably because the Egyptians themselves were confused about them. One thing
however, is clear, namely that Retenu is the name of a country not of a people.

p. 6J. “ Rames.se.s 11 the Sosostris of the Greek.--. Hethe may, 1 think, be .said to have proved that
the Sesostris of tlie (.Ireeks was a personality conflated out of Rarue.s.ses II and one of the Senwosrets of
the Twelfth l)yna.sty. Se.sostris is certainly, as lie has pointed out, a Graeci/icd form of Senwosret.

p. GO. 1 ho ideiitiflcation of tlie Felasgi with the ^‘Pciiples cT the Sea'' needs a strong point of

intei'i'ogatioii.

The spoiling of proper n.imes is very sensibly and aicuratoly done. A few slip,- have pa,-sod. On p. CG
11 . 1, road “ 7Vie Po/a/i-M AnaHun and on !>. Ill n. 2, iv.id “Liturgy" for ‘-Literature.” Mr. LVoolley,
I know, likes two I’s in his name. Tell el-Maskhutah .should be .-iielt with kh, not sim])lv k; so, too,

peihap-, should sheikh, the nioie .so since the form with no h and pronounced to rhvuio with peak has,
-iftet ail hotiouiable caieoi, now become part of the stock in trade of the cinematographer, the /'em'^feto/iist,

and the -eutimental ballad writer, to whom it may be abandoned without a tear,

T. Eric Peet.

The HeuUiig Gods of Ancient CieilMtions. By AV.vlter Addison Jayne.
Yale L'niver.sity Prcs.s, 1925. 8vo. pp. xxxix +509. 7 Pis.

Humphrey Milford, for the

This painstaking compilation of information snrvey.s the civilisations of Egvpt, Babylonia and Assyria,
the Pagan Seuiite.s, Ancient India, Ancient Iran, Greece ami Rome. Each .Coctioii consists of two p‘art.si

a general survey of the religious development of the civili.vition iu cpiestmn and a list of healing deitie.s.

A formidable erudition as reg.-irds secondary source.s has gone to it.s making, but there are indications
that the author ha.s never him.self worked at the origiii.-d source- in any one of the helds. In consequence,
though he Usually, though not alwa\s, follows good guide.s, he .sometimes misunderstands what they say,
and occasionally there are inconsistencies where in dift'eront pa.ssage.s he has followed authors whose vimv.s
diverge.

Thus the curious .statement that AthenaLs origin ‘•i.s referred to the archaic period iu Athens” or the
incon-i.stent views of the origin of Eileithyia fpp. 204, .329/. The now much debated possibility that
Eileitliyia may be a pre-Hellenic word is not mentioned.

Inevitably our author’s dependence on .secondary authoritie.s will lead to mistakes eg the twice
rejieated statement that Mithraisni .spread over Greece, wherea.s one of the most curious features of its
di.stnbution i.s that it did not. The .statement about ‘-tlie pliilosopbic platitudes of Xeo Platonism”
( p. 392) betrays ignorance of the lir.st century after Christ which api.oars to be the period of tlij context
nor is It true that the rivalry of p,igau religious under the Roman Empire was conducted with bitter
antagonism (p. 397;. The mnuber of the keepers of the Sibylline Books was not raised to fifteen “in the
last year of the Republic ' nor bad anyone except the secular magistrate the right of ''sp.otio ” Lnd so on

Clearly too our autiior'.s judgment is likely to be bia-ed by in-ufficiciit knowledge, eg i„ the remark'
able statement that "(ireek deitie.s prompted no .spiritual aspiration- ,uid were not looked mion as behms
of moral excellence or wi.sdom.’ Are the “sons of Ro" really ‘-an early example, if not the orimn of the
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idea of virgin birth ? The account of the (iree-k Iiiioutlie.'' tp. d4 ; vciy inade([uato and r>o is the handling

of the difficult question of the sources of Ptolemy's creation Smcipis I'p. 77 1 .

It is a golden rule to check references taken from secondary sources. Had it been (tbser\‘ed, the niis-

representatiou on p. of what Plato really' said in 2:10 n might have lit'on ac'oidcsl, .\c.dn, in

his Cults tarnell made a slip writing "Proctids for "iJ.inaids. This [lassagi* has la-en twice lued in tins

book without the error being cietected.

The system of spelling classical nauics is not iin])eccable. Phaodrus is ilefensihle or Pliaidros but not

Phaidrus, Ailianos for Aeliau and Arrianos for Arrian are correct if [tedaiitic, but ivhv KornouTos, pist

becau.se Coriiiitus happened to write in (Irock ' Hypoboreans, ilykena and, though it occurs more than

once, Wiliainowitz one may hope arc contrihiitioiis of the jirinter. The liornble word “ciiltic" m.iv lie

American though it is imt English.

An imposing bibli(igra]ihy of twenty pages i.s a])pended. It contains much valuahle .ind cuiious

information but it is quite indiscriiniii.ite. It contains .i good do.d of rnblush whicli iniuht be omitted,

unless the list is to bo exhaustively complete. ( )n the cither hand there are onii.ssions of work^ which hat c

a right to inclusion. Camphell Thompsons Assui'lufi Hcrhul perhaps did not roach Colorado in tunc hut

at least the earlier of the two Ji'u/,•/<!,- Molvil Tu.rts should have done so. The uainc of Uiieii.id docs not

appear at all in the Bahyloiiiaii section.

I should have expected Moulton's Eurlu ItuU'jiuu^ Pmisii uf Persiu to figure uniler Traiiian, and Carl

Clemen is not uientioned at all. On the.'C sections I li.ive myself only the su[i(>rlicial knowledge of a

general reader, but when I turn to the classical sections where I am at home, I tind my suspiciou.s sadly

confirmed. A number of obscure papers ,ire cited on points of detail which are of varying merit and

relevance. To make them complete they would need addition. Ilul wh.it is one to think of a hihliography

which includes Elderkiu's Ku ath'ir’is from which no .sound iiiformatioii about healing cults— or indeeil

anything else— i.s to be obtained, and omits Fariii'll's //c/v. . ////>•, the reading of which might indeed h.ive

led to the emendation of tlie passages on Asklopios, Anqiliiaraos and the Dioskouroi, or. to take well-

known specialist treatises of importance, Kntsch, Atr-schf IL ihjidtur und IluiUifi’otv and T-imboniino, Du

antii/uo/'iifii due uio Ills iii'i ?

IV. 11. H.m.liii.cy.

Die hellenistisuhe Oest{i'iii'''liijiini. \oii Hl'c'.o CiREssM.\s,->,-. IP'ihuJte '.um Alt>'u Orieut, Heft Leipzig,

pp. 31, 4 plates.

This general account of ,i complicated subject is very welcome. The writer's touch is enviably sure.

His topic is, in the main, an .iccoiuit of the chief contribution of Babylonia to the compositi' civilisation of

the Graeco-Roman world, which is generally called Hellenistic. Professor Grcssmaiin begins Iw stressing

the discovery of Kugler and .Schnabel that in Babylonia it'clf the .soientitic spirit began to enianciiiate

itself from theology, and astronomy to take <i pl.icc .iloiig'idc of astrology. Wlii'ther thts is due to reflex

influence from the louiau.s remaiiis ob.'Cure, though 1 think that it probably was. I .an in hearty agree-

ment with Professor (Ti'essnutiin when ho .stresses the importance of rculising what maybe called the inter-

nationality of learning and letters before Alexander. The civihsation.s of Greece and of the Ancient East

did not develop independently in water-tight compartments. In fact, though, for cmu.'Cs which arc liere

admirably summarised, Alexander's career imarks an epoch, tendencies wliieh became domin.int under the

Successors are ob.sorvable in Greek civilisation betore Alexander w.is born. This obscure and difficult held

of religious and cultural history dc-serves more skilled attention than it h,is yet received.

Very interesting are the oxamiiles here adduced of ilesopotami.in astrological elements in .Jowi.sh

culture, which in some ca-ses ipiite ccrt.iinly go back to the Por.si.in period. Admir.ilile too arc the sliort

analysis of the respects in which Posidoniu.s is truly an oriental and the brief summary of the re.ison.s why
astrology obtained its hold upon the late cl.tssical world and maintained it throughout the Middle Ages.

In fact, though the survey is brief and the subject is hirgo, the outline i.s firm ,iiid masterly and the essay

abounds in good <and suggestive things.

AV. E. H.vt.t.iicvy.

Die Beu'fiffiiuixj des altiujyptiselieii Heeres. Voii AV.ylther Wolf, d to.xt illustrations and 22 plates.

Leipzig: Hiiirichs, 1926.

The title of this book strikes oddly on English ears when liter.dly translated : “The Armament of the

Ancient Egyptian Army.'’ Can one spe.ik of "the .inciont Egyptian army,'’ one ,t.sks I The reason m that
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the word “anny in English has a predominantly modeni connotation, and restricted meaning, whereas the

German “Heer” has not. One may perhaps speak of the Roman or Spartan “army,” though even here

“armies" would be better. “Armament,’" too, is too modern. Were the book translated, the title would

have to be recast as “The Weapons of Ancient Egypt" or something of that sort, leaving out altogether

the word “Heer,” which can be apiilied to the tribal levies of predynastic Egypt, for instance, whereas our

word “army” cannot. Dr. Wolf perhaps uses the word “Heer” also because he considers the weapons of

the mercenaries of the Nineteenth Dynasty as well as those of native Egyptian warriors.

The book is most useful : an admirable resume of our modern knowledge on the .subject, with well-

chosen illustrations. The characteristic weapons of the three chief periods of Egyptian history are described

in succession. Dr. Wolf draws largely on Berlin naturally f u- his illustrations, but the British Museum is

also well represented in his collection, through the medium of Sir Flinders Petrie’s Tvols and Weapons. It

looks however as though Dr. Wolf depended entirely on that useful publication for his knowledge of the

British Museum weapons, and had not known them de dsn when he wrote, or he would n<it, I think, in

dealing with the weapons of the foreign mercenaries when he illustrates the Shardana with their long

heavy swords have omitted to mention or illustrate the remarkable Shardana or Philistine broadsword that

was published by Biirchardt and my.self in Proc. Soc. Jnt., x.wii flhl.b), liy. and again by me in Aegean

Aixhaeology, Fig. 109. Thi.s sword was found, it is true, just outside Egypt, at Gasa, but Dr. IVolf

illustrates an early I'hepesh or “Sichelsohwert” found at Byblos, so that the Gaza broadsword need not

have been omitted. Apropos of the “sickle-sword,” a tine and early example, somewhat re.sembling that

from Byblos, wa.s found by Garstang at Abydos, and is now in the collection of Mrs. J. H. Eea. This
does not .seem to bo known to Dr. Wolf.

The devolopiiient of Egyptian weapons is very interesting. It is marked by a characteristic conservatism

that often left the w-arriors of the nation in the background at critical moments. Up to the time of the

Middle Kingdom the development of weapons in the Aege.in and in Egypt was much the .same, the type.s

being closely relateil. But during the Middle Kingdom the technique of the Egi'ptian weapionsmiths
remained stationary, while that of the Cretans forged ahead, and by the Third Middle Minoan period the
warriors of Koftiu were armed with the long rapior-like .swords (with which neither Egypt nor Asia had
anything to compare), developed out of the long daggers common to both Egypt and Crete

;
while the hafted

axehead of Asia had been adopted in Crete, whereas in Egypt it never found foot. The A.siatic armament
was equally superior to the Egyptian, and it cannot be doubted that the victory of the Hyksos was largely

due to their better arms. After the war of liberation we find that one .specifically Asiatic weapon,' the
l-hepesh. was completely adopted in Egypt, and not only became the favourite weapon of the kings but
was even attributed to war-gods. The’ war-pickaxe also (not illustrated by Dr. M'olf) was also adopted.
The great broadsword of the Shardana seems however never to have been carried by Egyptians, nor was
the Minoan rapier adopted. But under the Nineteenth Dyna.sty we find the straight'and'the slichtlv leaf-

shaped swords of the earlier Achaean typos used, and one of the former has the cartouche of King Seti II.

The later Achaean bronze leaf-.shaped sword of the common European type hardly appears, as connexion
between Greece and Egypt was ceasing by the twelfth century. It is very curious that 'the hafted axe was
never adopted generally: Egyptian conservatism clung tenaciously to the wretched little hatchets stuck
through sticks and secured by leather band.s, which were the Egyptian “Lieblingswaffe,’’ apparently.

Dr. Wolf devote.s much space to the bow, on which he has interesting conclusion’s to offer, and well
describes the chariot. His illu.strations of the .scale armour and plumed helmets of the late New’Kingdom
are also acceptable. The plumed helmet seems to have been of 'We.st-Anatolian origin (Carian), and to
have pa-'scd on one .side to Crete and on the other to the Semites and so t.. Egypt. °The Egyptian (and
probably the Cannamte and Syrian; helmets appear to have been of leather : but' the Minoans", while they
also wore leather helmets garnished with boar’s teeth, at the same time wore metal helmets, of which they
were iio.ssibly the inventors, unless the idea came from Anatolia, whence it passed eastwards to A.ssyria.
Their helmets sometimes resemble the mediaeval Italian .sallet or even bear some likeness to the modern
German “Stahlhelm.” And they were the ancestors of the bronze helmets of later Greece Such heavy
things would however be unbearable in Egypt, where generally, after the time of the Middle Kingdom the
note in armour and weapons is one of lightness, suitable to the climate, but not conducive to oreat effioieiiey
Dr. Wolf gives the Egyptian words for each type of weapon, etc., and generallv has prepared a very useful
little book.

.11
H. E. Hall.
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Oxyrhynchus, 28.5.

Acts of Alartyrs of, 27.
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Pabek, 179, 181.

Pakebkis, 102.

Pale.stine, 97.

in tlic Ainarna Age, 190.

tlierioniorphic vase.s from, 59.
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dom, 82.

Uni's expedition to Southern, 87.

Palladius, 1.50, 151.

Panepi, 34.

Pancpi, Tlio God, by AA'. Sfieoelbero, 34-7.

Previous cxplaii.itioii.s, 34.

Meaning of name, 34-6.

Addendum, 37.

P. uiopolis, 107, 226.

Papos, 102.

Papyrus detiling with Liturgie.s, A, Hexrt B. A’ax

IIoEsEX and Allan Chester Johnson,
116-19.

Description, 116.

Iiiterpret.itiou and Commentary, 116-17.

Classiticatioii of Liturgies, 117-18.

Public service proportioned to social statii.s, 118.

Text and Translation, 119.

Pa)iyrus Louvre 3230, 70-4

Pol reiiiiefor, 173.

Patunis, 101, 103, 106.

Paul, 146, 147.

Paiiliis, 117.

Pax Augusta Claudiaiia, Professor AI. Rostovi-
zeff, 24-9.

Literary evidence and interpretations, 24.

Evidence of coins, 2.5.

History of type, 25-7.

Circumstances attendant on dedication of statue,

27-8.

Addendum, 28-9.

Pax-Nemesis, statue of, 25.

Payiiodem, 181.

Peas,int, the Elorpieiit, 282.

Peet, T. Eric, 176, 243.

reviews by, 319, 320, 321, 322-4.

Ameiihotpe under Kaniesscs IX, The Suppo.sed

Reiolutioii ot the High Prie.st, 254-9.

The Rhind ihithemutica! Pupyrun : 1utruduetiria,

Tru nseriptwn, Tnindntiun and Cummentai-i/
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Two Eighteenth Dynasty Letters. Papiyrus

Louvre 3230, 70-4.
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Peheti, 254.

Pekliaru, ISl, 182.

Pemu, 225, 226.

Penamun, 179.

Peiiiati, 70.

Pente.-sekheu, 257.

Penwenuefer, 178, 180.

Pepi I, 86.

foreign policy of, 87.

Pepi II, 86, 87, 96.

Pepinakht, 86.

Per.sian arragonite, bird vase of, 63.

Persian language in Mesopotamian script, 186.

Persians, 248.

Perspectival Drawing, An Apparent Instance of,

K. DE G-vhis Davie.s, 110'12.

Peru, bird vase from, 67.

Petepniouis, 102.

Peter, 150.

first epistle of, 146.

governor of Upper Egypt, 270, 272.

patriarch of Alexandria, 149.

Petesoucho.s, 104, 106.

Petosiris, 42 ff.

Petoubastes, 34.

Petrie, Lady, 160.

Petrie. Sir \V. M. Flinders, 10, 80.

Petsiris, 102.

Phamouiiis, 50, 102.

Phauoius, 50.

Philadelphia, 113.

Philadelphian estate of Apollonius, 40.

Philadelphus, Revenue Laws of, 40.

Philo and Public Life, Erwin R. Goodenol’gh, 77-9,

Introduction, 77.

Account of life, 77-8.

Political experience prior to mission to Rome,
78-9.

Piankhy, 250.

Pihok, 254, 255.

Piiiehesi, 257, 258.

Pi'^'onkh, 185.

Pithoue, 10.

Plant called " Hairs of the Earth,” The, IVarren
R. Dawson, 240-1.

Pliny, 166, 240.

Pnehesi, stele from house of, 2.

Pnepheros, temple of, at Philadelphia, 20.

Polemoii, 102.

Pompeii, 244.

Pompey, grave of, 25.

Pontus, 146.

Prefect of Egypt, Balbillus, 28 IF.

Prefects of Egypt, 21.

Preliniiiiary Report of the E.xpeditioii to Abydos
1925-6, H. Frankfort, 157-65.

Introduction, 157.

O.sireion—date of, 158.

Excavations of building, 158-60.

The Canal, 160-1.

Meaning of building, 162-5.

Preniiefer, see P(a)rennefer.

Princeton University papyri, 116,

Prisse Papyrus, 250.

Proto-C'himu, bird vase of period, 67.

Proverbs and the Teaching of Amenophis, The
Hebrew Book of, U. C’. Simp.son, 232-9.

Proverbs, Book of, 191.

Proverbs, Some Middle Egyptian, Batiiscoiibe
Gl-nn, 282-4.

Psais, see Shay, 228.

Psmennakht, 254.

Psuiosiris, 101, 102.

Psosneus, 102.

Ptahhotp, Proverbs of, 199.

Ptahbotpe, Instructions of, 282, 283, 284.

Ptolemaeus, 103, 104, 114.

banker, 47.

Ptolemaic foundations at Karani.s, 20.

gold staters, 108,

times, alimentary contracts of, 107, 109.

Ptoieiny III, 113.

Philadeiphus, 40, 113.

Revenue laws of, 285.

Pulcheiia, 155.

Punt, expedition of Pepi II to, 87.

Putubesti, 34.

Pyrros, 105.

Pythagoras, 243.
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Rames.ses II, adytum in palace of, 6.

Ramesses III, 178-80.

palace of, 6.

Rames.ses IV, 163, 181.

Rame.s.se.s IX XeferkerOL 256, 258.

Ramesses XI Menmaare^', 259.

Ramessesnakht, 254.

Ramesseum at Thebes, 6.

Ramose, excavation of tomb of, 313.

Records of Entry among the Ephebi, H. I. Bell,
245-7.

Red Sea, 64.

coast, Egyptians .slain by Asiatics ou, 87.

Redeslyah, 250.

RekhmireL figure in tomb of, 110.

Renent, 228.

Rhiud Mathematical Papyrus, 243.

Rhodesia, antelope pipe from, 67.

Rockefeller, John D., 312.

gift to Cairo Museum, 121.

Roman bird vases, 65.

Rome, 24, 147, 156.

Rostovtzeff, Professor M., Pax Augusta Clau-
diana, 24-9.

Ruins of Hitan Shenshef, near Berenice, Note on
the, G. W. Murray, 166-7.

S
Sabina, 27.

Saite period, 226.

Sakkarah, 9^
tomb i-elief at, 5.

Salamah, 268, 270.

Salami.s, Epiphanius, bishop of, 150.

Sallier IV papyrus, 261.

Salonica, 149.

Sahgam literature, 13.

Saracen, 268.

Sarapion, 47, 113, 246-7.
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Sarapi-!, inscription to, 21.

Sardica, council of, 154.

Sargon, 190.

Sayce, a. H., 315.

AVhat happened after the death of Tut^aiik-

hamun, 168-70.

Sebekhotp.s, date of, 111.

Sebeknakht, tomb of, 110.

Sed festival, 17.

Sedmeut, 89, 92.

Semitic-speaking people invade Sumerians, 172.

Semuah stele of Sesostris III, 98.

.Sennaherib, 235.

Sennufer, painted ceiling of tomb chapel of, 8.

Senu, 225, 226.

Semi.sheps, 226.

Sen-lit, 196.

Septimius Severiis, 116.

Serdbit el-Kliiidim mines, 8 1.

Sesostris, 242.

Sesostris I, .statiie.s of, 143-4.

Sesostris III, hymn to, 227.

Somnah .stele of, 98.

stele and statuette of reign of, 120.

Sethe, Kurt, 192, 254.

Seti, 162.

Seti I, 158, 250, 252.

cartouche of, on bricks, 160.

Cenotaph of, 312.

sarcophagus of, 160.

temple of, at Abydos, 120, 157.

Severianus, 154.

Severus, 269.

Shashetep, 229.

Shau, see Shay, 229.

Shay, 228.

Shebna, 231.

Shedemtei, 184-5.

Shckli ‘Abd ol-Kurnah, 313.

Shenshef, see tlihiu Shenshef.

Sherik, 275.

Shunet ez-Zebih, 143.

Shurala Pass, 248.

Shuraih, 268, 270, 272.

Sikeit, 166.

Sinai desert barrier, 81.

exiicdition of Pepi II to, 87.

Sinuhe, 97.

Siwadet, 181.

Smith, Sidney, 52, 172, 186.

le-.-ture by, 121.

Snefru, 250-1.

Soaiie iluseum, 160.

SoBHY, G, Kitab (jaii-a'iJa l-Lughati l-Masriynti

l-Qiditiya (reviewed), 139-40.

Sokyde.s, 34, 36.

Solomon. 231.

Some Ob.servations on the Egyptian Calendars of

Lucky and Unlucky Days, Warrex K.

Dawson, 260-4.

Division.i of Egyptian years, 260.

Calendars and days, 261.

Comparative table of calendars, 262-4.

Soucris, 103.

Soupris, 106.

SpiEGELBErai, \V., 70, 254
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The God Panepi, 34-7.

Starkey, J. L., 19.

Stela in Honour of Aiaenophis III .iiid T.iya, from
Tell el-‘Amarnah, E. Ll. Griffith, 1-2.

Description of .stela, 1-2.

Date of stela, 2.

Stela of Seso.stris 111, 25i).

Strabo, 161, 242, 243, 248.

Stratippus, 42, 45, 16.

Sniuerwn-Akkadian-Hittite glo.s.sarics, 172.

Sumerian people, 172.

language in ilesopotamian .script, 186.

l>eiiOil, vase of, 61.

Supposed Revolution of the High-Priest Amcn-
hotpe under Ramesse.s I X, The, T. Eric Peet,
254-9.

References to Revolution, 254-5.

Date of Revolution, 255.
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with the Revolution, g57-S.

Changes in hohlers of vi/ier'.s otlice, 254-'.i.

Susa, animal vases from, 57 ff.

Su.^ian language in Me.sopotamian .-'cript, 1^6.

Syenc, hank at, 47, 48.

Synod ad Quercum, 154.

Syria, luitton seals typical of, 90.

murder of Hittito [u-inee in, 170.

North, date of introduction of camel into, 58
North, inrtiience on Babylonia and Egypt, 05.

North, origin of thoriomorphic vase in, 57.

Syrian clergy, 152.

intlux into Egypt, 95.

power in Egypt and Babylon, 97.

princes of Eighth Dynasty, 98.

soldiers on stele, 22.

towns, names of, in papyri, 172.

Syro-Caiipadocian .seals, 89.

.Szoiii-ac, 268.
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Taeus, 106.

Tai, 71 ff.

Tali, 102, 106.

Tamarron, 102.

T.irnil, 13.

Tanis, bird vase from e.YcaiMtious at, 65.

Taopis, 102.

Tapnebtunis, 105-6.

Taponraus, 47.

Tarees, 47.

Taurt, tigure of, 6.

Tiiya, stel.i in lionour of, 1-2.

Teaching of Amenophis, The Hebrew Book of

P'roverbs and the, D. C. SiiirsoN. 232-9.

Teaching of Auienoplii.s the Son of Kanakht, The,
Pap\ru.s B.il. 10474, F. Li.. Griffith, 101-
231.'

Introduction, 191-2.

De.scription of papyrus, 192-4.

Text, translation and notes, 195-225.

Names in p ipvni.s, 225-7.

Divinities, 227-30.

Connection between Egyptian and Hebrew
Proverbs, 230-1.

Tebtuiiis, 102.

Alimentary Contnuts from, A. E. R. Boak,
liX)-y.

Tci, 230.

Teie lud Amonopliis III, bookplate of, 24-9.
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Tell el-‘Am,U’nah, 157, 186, 197.

letters, 231.

stela from, 1-2.

A Drinking Sjijhon from, F. Ll. Griffith, 22-3.

Tell el-Yahudlyah, 23, 65.

Telulu, 92.

Tenutamun, 284.

Termuthis, see Eenent, 228.

Teros, 104.

Tessiib, 168-70.

Tetaky, jiainting from tomb of, 111.

Tethmo.sis, 177, 181, 184, 185.

Teti, 70, 71 ff.

Te'-vosri, 226.

Teu'-wer, 197.

Thaesis, 102.

Thales, 243.

Thamugadi, 116.

Thareri, 185.

Thasis, 101, 102, 104.

Thatres, 103.

Thaubastis, 104.

The God Panepi, W. Spiehelberg, 34-7.

Theadelphia, temple of Pnepheros at, 20.

Thebaid, 270, 275.

Duke of, 269.

firman from Duke of, 266.

Theban tombs series, 121.

Thebes, 40, 49, 99, 183, 261, 265.

brick stamps of Amenophis III at, 4.

Greek ostraoon from, 225.

palace of Amenophis III at, 7.

tomb of Kekhmire^ at, 110.

tombs of New Kingdom at, 162.

vase from tombs of ‘Asasif at, 65.

worship of Amenophis at, 225.

Thenarnounis, 102.

Thenaus, 101.

Thenchoraphis, 105.

Tlieocles, 42 ff.

Theodoret, 155.

Theodosius, 149, 153, 154, 155.

death of. 150.

Theodosius II, 151. 152.

Theodotus, 114.

Theognnis, 101.

Theophilus, 148, 150, 151, 153, 154, 135.

Theophrastus, 240.

Thessalonicd, 146.

Thoereum, 106.

Thompson, H., review by, 140.

Tiberius Julius Alexander, edict of, 117.

Tiryns, palace at, 8.

Titus, Flaviu.s, 272.

Tobit, 235.

Totonac, bird vase from, 67.

Toy, C. H., 233.

Trajan, 25.

coin types of, 26.

Troja, see Troy, 61.

Troy, theriomorphic vases from, 61.

Truxillo, 67.

Tuiyu and luiya, 31.

Turin papyru.s, 31, 92.

archaic statuettes from, 143.

stele in, 173.

TutOinkhamun, 252, 313.

ring- bezels of, at El-‘AmaiTiah, 4.

tomb of Iluy, Nubian viceroy of, 121.

Tut^'ankhaten, see Tutfankhamuii.
Tuthmosis I, 70.

Tuthmosis II, 70, 144.

Tuthmosis III, 70, 84, 252, 283.

painted ceiling of time of, 8.
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Translation, 70-2.

Commentary, 72-4.
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2. Letter from Kurrah b. Sherik, 275-81.
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Tyre, 149.
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Umayyad Khalifixte, 275.

Umm el-‘Atl, see Bacchias, 285.
Umm Etli, 167.

Umm Yusuf, 271.

Urnq, 170.

Uni, inscription of, 87, 88.

University of Michigan’s Excavations at Karar.is,
1924-5, The, A. E. R. Boak, 19-21.

Introduction, 19,

Houses, 20.

Temple, 20-1.

Funds, 21.

Unqi, 170.

Ur, 94.

Userhet, ceiling design of tomb chapel of, 12.
UsimaG’ef-Miamun, see Ramesses III.

V
Valens, 147, 149.

^ espasian, coin type of, 26.
\ ilia Papa Giulio, painted decorations of, 8.

Vocabulary of EgyptianM ords. The New Cuneiform,
ML F. Albright, 186-90.
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M'adt Abu Had, 248.
M'adi ‘Alaki, 248.

IVadi Hammamat, 58, 86.

Wadi Magharah, turquoise mines at, 81.
IVadi Natriin, 240.

Wadi Shurafa el-Sharki, 248.
M'adl Turnilat, 98.

WalWankh Anutef, 250.
4Ya‘id, 271.

WainWright, G. A., 19.
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